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From Dr. Leonard Tafel and Prof. R. L. Tafel, of Philadelphia and St. Louis.
Latin Pronunciation and the Latin Alphabet. By Dr. Leonard Tafel, etc., and Prof. Rudolph L. Tafel, etc. Philadelphia: 1860. 12mo.

From the Smithsonian Institution.
Results of Meteorological Observations, made ... 1854 to 1859. Vol. i. Washington: 1861. 4to.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.
Bulletin de l'Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Pétersbourg. ii. 4-8; iii; iv. 1, 2. St. Petersbourg: 1860-61. 4to.
Mémoires de l'Académie Impériale, etc. iii. 2-12. St. Petersbourg: 1860-61. 4to.

From the Imperial Archaeological Institute of St. Petersburg.
Bulletin of the Oriental Section of the Imp. Arch. Institute. i. 1-5. St. Petersbourg: 1858-60. 8vo. [Russian.]

From Rev. E. W. Syle, of Shanghai.
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From Mrs. W. W. Turner, of Washington.
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From the Imperial-Royal Geographical Society of Vienna.

From Prof. Albrecht Weber, of Berlin.

From Dr. M. C. White, of New Haven.
A Chinese Tonic Dictionary, containing about 50,000 characters (the first 9 pages wanting). 12 parts. 8vo size.

From Messrs. Williams and Norgate, of London.

Vol. vii.
American Oriental Society:

From M. Léon de Rosny, of Paris.

From John Lockwood, Esq., of Perth Amboy, N. J.
Akademische Vorlezingen over . . . . Grammatische Vergelijking . . . door H. A. Hamaker, etc. Leyden: 1836. 8vo.: also, a manuscript translation of the same into English, by Mr. Lockwood.


Cogswell's Theological Class Book, in Armenian-Turkish. Smyrna: 1861. 18mo.

Original Papers illustrating the History of the Application of the Roman Alphabet to the Languages of India. Edited by Monier Williams, etc. London: 1859. 8vo. Our Blessed Lord's Sermon on the Mount, in English . . . . in Tamil; . . . . in Malayalam; . . . . in Kanarese; . . . . in Telugu; in the Anglo-Indian Character, with a Vocabulary, Minute Grammatical Praxis, and Inflexional Tables; by the Rev. G. U. Pope, etc. Madras: 1860. 8vo.

From the Society for American and Oriental Ethnography, of Paris.

From the Library Company of Philadelphia.

From Prof. A. F. Pott, of Halle.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. xviii. 2; xix. 1, 2. London: 1861. 8vo.

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries.

From Mons. C. de Sabir, of Paris.
Le Fleuve Amœur: Histoire, Géographie, Ethnographie, par C. de Sabir, etc. Paris: 1861. 4to.
Le Pays des Sept Rivieres et la Contrie Translienne, par C. de Sabir, etc. Paris: 1862. 8vo.

From Rev. L. Stilson, of Nunda, N. Y.
Additions to the Library and Cabinet.

From J. G. Cogswell, LL.D., of New York.

From Rev. Prof. G. E. Day, of Walnut Hill, O.
De Munten der Engelschen voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel, beschreven door H. C. Millies. Amsterdam: 1852. 8vo.
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Four essays, by C. A. Holmboe, on philosophical and archaeological subjects, viz: Om og Eg. Metal og Steen som Amulet — Om Hedenske Korsmonumenter — Om Helleristninger — Om Krodo, en Sachsisk Afgud. Christiania: 1861. 8vo.

From the University of Kiel.

From Dr. Adalbert Kuhn, of Berlin.
Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Sprachforschung. x. 4-6; xi. 1-5. Berlin: 1861-62. 8vo.
Beiträge zur Vergleichenden Sprachforschung. iii. 2. Berlin: 1862. 8vo.

From Prof. Christian Lassen, of Bonn.
Indische Alterthumskunde. Von Chr. Lassen, etc. iv. 1, 2. Leipzig: 1861. 8vo.
American Oriental Society:

From Prof. Otto Böhtlingk, of St. Petersburg.
Bemerkungen zu Benfey's Übersetzung des Panist'atantra, von Otto Boehlingk. [pp. 204-279 of Tome iv of Mé'l. As... de l'Ac. Imp... de St. Pétersbourg.] St. Petersburg: 1861. 8vo.

From Professors Böhtlingk and Roth.

From the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

From Hon. C. W. Bradley, of Ningpo.*
The Wasukht Amanut, etc. roy. 8vo. lithographed.
The Sihri-Mahfil, etc.
The Divan Mir Yar Ali, etc.

From Prof. Hermann Brockhaus, of Leipzig.

From John P. Brown, Esq., of Constantinople.


From Charles Bruce, Esq.

From Rev. Ebenezer Burgess, of Lanesville, Mass.
Devanāgāri manuscript of the Cakālaya-Saṃhitā, a Sanskrit astronomical work; modern copy. sm. 4to size. European paper and form.

From the Royal University of Norway, at Christiania.
Karlagnagnus Saga ok Kappa hans . . . . Udgivet af C. R. Unger. II. Christiania: 1860. 8vo.

* These are in part accidental omissions from last year’s list.
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From the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.


From the American Antiquarian Society.


From the Secretaries of the Am. Board of Comm. for Foreign Missions.

Rules for the Orthography of Arabic and Turkish Words in Roman Letters. Adopted by the Syrian Mission of the A. B. C. F. M., April, 1858. Reprinted with slight modifications, 1860. 18mo.

From the American Philosophical Society.


From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.


From the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde... Deel vii-x. Batavia: 1858-61. 8vo.

From Rev. K. M. Banerjea, of Calcutta.

Dialogues on the Hindu Philosophy, comprising the Nyaya, the Sankhya, the Vedant; to which is added a Discussion of the Authority of the Vedas. By Rev. K. M. Banerjea, etc. London and Edinburgh: 1861. 8vo.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin.

this being of more than doubtful value. The evidence of the derivation of the Arab system from the Hindu was pronounced unsatisfactory, the historically known influence of the Hindu on the Arab science being of a date at which we know the nakshatras in detail, as notably different from the mandali. Weber's chief argument, that the Hindu system had been a shifting and changing one, and that the others represented one of its latest forms, was discussed in detail. It was shown to be underlaid throughout by the assumption already refuted, that the arcs of the zodiac were originally measured from star to star of the series; if this fell away, a great part of the ground of plausibility of the argument and its proofs fell also. The detailed evidences of the varying nature of the nakshatra series were carefully criticised, and condemned as small in amount and weak in character: many of the circumstances brought up as indications of change were, rightly interpreted, either indications of stability, or readily explainable on the supposition of stability; and the whole residue amounted to less than was derivable from a simple comparison of the nakshatras with the mandali and sieu. The strongest point in the argument was the number of the stars or groups in the extra-Indian systems, being 28, while the earlier traceable and generally accepted Indian number was 27, and the system admitted of being looked upon as expanded from 27 to 28. But it was argued against this that the priority of appearance of the 27-series was too slight to furnish unequivocal evidence of priority of origin, and that the parallelism in use of the two systems afforded ground for a different explanation, which was favored by the general probabilities of the case. The writer was of opinion, then, that Weber's essay, while it was an admirable monument of the learning, industry, and acuteness of its author, and the most valuable contribution yet made to the history of the nakshatras, furnishing the greatly needed material for an understanding of their earliest traceable character and use, yet failed to establish the historical thesis which it was, in part, framed and intended to support. He inclined still to cling to his former opinion, that neither China nor India had received the system of asterisms direct from the other; it had most probably spread to both countries from a centrally situated original.

The length of Prof. Whitney's paper, and the lack of time, necessitated the presentation of the greater part of it in the form of a résumé and abstract.

The time of separation having arrived, it was announced that the next meeting of the Society would be held in Boston, on Wednesday, May 20th, 1863, and that Prof. Beck of Cambridge, and the Recording and Corresponding Secretaries, had been appointed a Committee of Arrangements for it; a vote of thanks was passed to the College of New Jersey for the use of its Library, kindly furnished as the place for holding the sessions just brought to a close; and the Society adjourned.

Mr. Brewer had collected from various sources a considerable number of words which had begun the attempt to gain an acknowledged place in the vocabulary of the English language, and he presented them as illustrating the ways in which a language enriches itself by increase of material, pointing out the analogies according to which the new formations were made, and indicating their probable fate.

He also added a brief exposition of the figure conveyed in Hebrews vi. 20 by the use of the word προδρόμος, proposing a new interpretation of the latter, as meaning one sent forward from the bow of a ship with an anchor to plant out in front of it, for its greater security. He sought support for this interpretation in other passages, culled from the New Testament as well as from the classic Greek literature.

10. On the Relation of the Semitic to the Indo-European Languages, by Mr. Jacob Wilson, of Canajoharie, N. Y.: read by the Corresponding Secretary.

This paper set forth its author's reasons for holding, as he did, the close relationship of the Semitic and Indo-European idioms. It presented a somewhat detailed comparison and identification of their elements and forms, followed out through every department of the grammar.


Prof. Whitney began with referring to a series of articles, respecting the translation etc. of the Sûrya-Siddhânta which had appeared in the sixth volume of the Society's Journal, furnished to the Journal des Savants, 1860, by the venerable M. Biot, since deceased, and availed himself of the opportunity to offer some explanations and exclaimations in answer to unfavorable criticisms made upon certain points in the work in the course of this generally favorable notice of it. He then went on to introduce the proper subject of his paper, by citing a paragraph from Biot's articles, in which the latter accuses the Indianists of the present day of shutting their eyes, partly in ignorance and partly in prejudice, to his demonstration of the Chinese origin of the Hindu asterisms. This led to an account of the discussion of this subject, first opened by Biot in 1840, and since renewed by him at various times, especially against Weber, who held the contrary opinion; and also, to an energetic disclaimer on the part of the translators of the Sûrya-Siddhânta, and an earnest protest in behalf of their fellow Indianists, against such injurious imputations. The recent restatement and defence made by the French savant of his views upon the matter in hand was submitted to examination. Its only new feature and strongest point, the division of the Hindu nakshatra system into two forms, an ancient and a modern one, was claimed to be merely subjective, to exist in M. Biot's apprehension and classification of the facts bearing upon its history, but to be unfounded in the facts themselves, as properly interpreted and connected. Especially, the assumption made by Biot and Weber, that the nakshatras, considered as divisions of the ecliptic, were ever measured from the circle of declination of one star of the series to that of another, was objected to as arbitrary and unsupported, and its refutation was attempted. The conclusion which the writer had earlier arrived at, and had expressed in the notes to the Sûrya-Siddhânta, was reiterated and urged anew: that the only effective part of M. Biot's argument for the Chinese origin of the nakshatras lay in his history of the Chinese astronomy: while the considerations with which Weber has assailed the documentary part of his historical argument, and the objections to which its scientific part was also shown to be open, so far weakened its force that it could not be regarded as at all conclusive, and the Chinese origin of the system must be pronounced at present unproved. The writer then passed to consider the opposing view of Weber, who holds that, while the Hindu system was itself of foreign origin, and probably derived from Chaldea, it was nevertheless the direct parent of the Arab and Chinese, and of all the other known forms of the same original. The a priori improbability of this view was first pointed out. It was claimed that the appearance of the fully developed system in China, even as reduced to its latest possible date by Weber himself, was too early for the admission of a direct influence of India on China, the other indications relied on to support
neither grammar nor dictionary having appeared since the imperfect, though very creditable, works of Ludolf (about A.D. 1700). He passed to a description of the Ethiopic labors of Prof. Dillmann, of Kiel, who had begun a critical edition of the Ethiopic version of the Bible, had prepared a grammar, and had just now published the first half of a large and comprehensive lexicon of the language. He then took up more particularly an examination of the grammar. By way of introduction, he discussed at some length the question whether the profoundly theoretical method, adopted by Ewald and his pupil Dillmann, of setting forth grammatical material, or the more empirical one usually followed by other grammarians, was to be preferred; and he came to the conclusion that while the former had its advantages, and presented the facts of a language in a form which a scholar deeply versed in it would seek to give them in his own mind, the other had such a great and obvious practical superiority as a help to the student that it must be allowed to be decidedly the better of the two. After an account of the work, to which he awarded high praise as a complete and trustworthy manual of the language, he went on to give, as derived from it, a characterization of the language itself. Its relation to the other Semitic dialects, and especially to the Arabic, which was shown to be its next of kin, although not its parent, was set forth and illustrated. Finally, the striking peculiarities of its alphabet, as compared with those of the Semitic languages in general, in respect to the form of the letters, their arrangement, the direction of writing, the mode of designation of the vowels, etc., were described, and the different theories which had been formed to account for them were stated and criticized.

7. Illustrations of the Manners, Customs, and Scenery of the Turkish Empire, by Rev. H. J. Van Lennep, Missionary in Turkey.

This communication consisted of a series of extracts from a work which Mr. Van Lennep, after a residence of about twenty years in the East, had been preparing during his vacation and temporary sojourn in this country for the benefit of his health, with the intention of bringing as vividly as possible before the eyes and minds of the Occidentals the characteristic features of Oriental life and character, both in general, and as distinctively belonging to the different nationalities collected under the sceptre of the Sultan. The work is now publishing by subscription. It is to be illustrated by elegant colored lithographs of large size, of which a specimen was shown to the members present. The passages read related to a variety of subjects, and illustrated the manners and customs of the different classes of the Turkish population. The last extract characterized the Oriental music, and described a contest in improvisation between a local and a wandering poet and singer which Mr. Van Lennep had witnessed.


The songs of which Dr. Riggs had sent translations were selected from a collection of more than six hundred pieces, all professedly taken from the mouths of illiterate common people, and forming a volume of nearly 600 octavo pages, one of the largest yet printed in the Bulgarian language.* The versions were stated to be made as literal as possible, and in the metre of the original. The pieces were entitled Ivan Popoff and the Fairy, Anna the Cuckoo, and King Ivan Shishman. The translator called attention to the style of the two former, as very strikingly resembling that of Mr. Longfellow’s Song of Hiawatha, in respect to the measure, the absence of rhyme, the repetition of words from the end of one line to the beginning of the next, and of whole lines in a question and its answer, a promise and the story of its fulfillment, and the like. This style Dr. Riggs declares to be the one most employed in the volume. Other measures, with lines of from five to seventeen syllables, are also found. The themes are various: some are heroic, some erotic; some exhibit religious legends, or fables of the doings of fairies and dragons, or stories of the contests of saints with monsters inhabiting pools or fountains. The whole presents an interesting picture of the traditions and fancies prevailing among the mass of the Bulgarian people.

* Bulgariski Narodni Pesni, etc.: i.e., Bulgarian Popular Songs, collected by Demetrius and Constantine Mladinov. Agram: 1861.
increased correctness, compactness, and cheapness of printing, the augmented intelligibility of the text, the greater ease of acquisition, both by natives and foreigners, the encouragement and aid it would furnish the natives toward acquiring English, its influence in helping to break down the distinctions of race, etc. On some of the points referred to, carefully prepared statistics were given. The obstacles which had impeded the progress of the movement, both with English and natives, were also explained, and it was stated to have gained steadily in strength and favor, and to have obtained the approval and support of many who at first opposed it most strongly; it was now spreading even in Southern India, where, until quite recently, the subject had not been at all agitated. A large number of works, in many dialects, had been published in Roman characters, and their use was rapidly extending.

The sessions of the Society were resumed on Thursday morning, and continued through the day, with an hour's intermission at noon. The following additional communications were presented:


Mr. Grout had brought with him to the meeting the manuscript of a work on Southern Africa, in which were embodied the fruits of his observation and study during his residence of fifteen years in that country, and of which the publication may be looked for as soon as the times allow. He read from it, by request, one or two chapters, which treated of the ethnology of the country, and especially of the origin and affinities of the family to which the Zulu tribes belong, or the Zingian family, as he preferred to call it. He said that Dr. Bleek's recent investigations had convinced him that there was a genetic connection between the Coptic or Egyptian race on the north, and the Hottentots of the south, and he supposed that a portion of the North-African people had been detached from the rest by the intrusion of other races, and driven forward from point to point until it had reached its present southern position.

Questions from some of the members present drew out from Mr. Grout further information respecting the Zulus.


These two subjects, Prof. Whitney said, he had had occasion recently to work out more fully than any one, to his knowledge, had hitherto done, in the notes to the Atharva-Veda Prātiṣṭākhya, now on the eve of appearing in the Society's Journal; and they were brought forward as fairly illustrating the character of the ancient Hindu phonetic science—the most ancient which the history of philology has to show, and superior to any, except the latest European, both in the nicety of its observation and the subtlety of its distinctions; illustrating, also, the tendency which it exhibited to over-refinement, and to exaggeration of subordinate, accidental, or doubtful elements of articulation, which converted it, in no small degree, into a prescriptive instead of a descriptive science.

A discussion of some length, in which many of the members present took part, followed, with respect to the modes of reading or reciting written and memorized texts practised among Eastern nations, and among the ancient Greeks; as also respecting the character of the Sanskrit as a language reduced to its present form by long and rigid grammatical culture, and as wanting the naturalness and freedom of a proper vernacular.


Prof. Green began with an account of what had been done in Europe for the elucidation of the ancient Semitic dialect known as the Geēz or Ethiopic; it was, in his opinion, much less than the importance and interest of the subject called for,
The following communications were then offered:


The paper began with an examination of the aspirate letters in the various branches of the Indo-European family. The Sanskrit \( ph, bh, th, dh, \) etc., are now sounded in India as \( p, b, t, d, \) etc., followed by a distinctly audible \( h \). That the \( h \) was prominent in the ancient sounds is proved by the fact that they often passed into \( h \), losing their mute element. This fact seems fatal to the recently expressed opinion of Lepsius, that Skr. \( ph, th, kh \) were not more strongly aspirated than English and German \( p, t, k \). It was shown that the Greek \( s, z, x \) must have been originally sounded like Skr. \( ph, th, kh \); and that they probably kept those sounds down to the Christian era, or even later; though it is not easy to understand how \( s, z, x \) could be thus sounded before 3. Etymologically, \( s, z, x \) correspond to Skr. \( bh, dh, gh \), and Lat. \( b, d, g \); but, at the beginning of a word, the Latin has \( h \) for \( x \), and \( f \) for \( s \) and sometimes for 3. The Letto-Slavic languages are without aspirate mutes, and those of the Germanic and Celtic tongues are of secondary origin: all these have \( b, d, g \) in place of Gr. \( s, z, x \), and Skr. \( bh, dh, gh \). Yet the Germanic languages show by their Lauteverschiebung that the sounds so represented were primitively distinguished from the unaspirate mutes, both surd and sonant. The question then arises whether the aspirates of the original language were surd, like Gr. \( s, z, x \), or sonant, like Skr. \( bh, dh, gh \). The latter is made probable by the fact that they are represented by sonant letters in nearly all branches of the Indo-European family. This opinion, adopted by Curtius, Bopp, and Schleicher, has been lately impugned by Kuhn. His argument that a change from \( bh \) to \( ph \) (in Gr. \( s \)) is improbable, as being from weaker to stronger, has little force, since such changes are not uncommon: in the Gothic and the Modern Armenian, for example, every original \( b \) has become \( p \). And besides, \( ph \) is certainly easier of utterance than \( bh \), which combines surd and sonant elements. The argument that, where new aspirates have been developed in the Indo-European languages, the beginning has been made with surd aspirates, has greater weight: although it is not true, as Kuhn appears to suppose, that the sonant aspirates of the Celtic have been developed out of the surd. His remaining argument is founded on the fact that in some cases the Gr. \( s, z, x \) correspond to the surd aspirates of the Sanskrit: but it is not yet clear that this correspondence may not be fairly attributed, either to occasional anomaly, or to independent development of aspirates out of \( tenes \). It therefore still remains probable that the primitive aspirates were sonant, or \( bh, dh, \) and \( gh \).


Dr. Krauth simply sketched out, in his present communication, the main features of the work he had undertaken upon the English versions of the Scriptures. He described in their chronological order the different translations made after that of Wickliff, and showed the close relation subsisting between them, each being founded upon its predecessors, and all of them owing much more than was generally supposed to the German version of Luther; so that the language of our authorized Bible contains elements from them all. He called attention to the many valuable results derivable from their comparison, as regards not only the sources and history of the familiar text, but also the character and progress of early English Oriental scholarship, and the history of the English tongue.

3. Remarks upon the Use of the Roman Character in writing and printing the Modern Languages of India, by Rev. J. H. Morrison, D.D., Missionary in N. W. India.

Dr. Morrison laid before the meeting (in part, as gifts from himself to the Society’s Library) several works bearing on this subject, either as containing records of the controversy respecting it in India, or as illustrating the practically accomplished romanization of some of the dialects. He gave a brief history of the movement, from its inception, and presented the main arguments which had been employed in support of the relinquishment of the native alphabets, and the adoption in their place of one modelled upon our own: these arguments being chiefly the vastly
P R O C E E D I N G S.

Princeton, October 15th and 16th, 1862.

Pursuant to adjournment, the Society convened for its Semi-annual Meeting on Wednesday, October 15th, 1862, at 3 o’clock, P.M., in the Library room of the College of New Jersey, at Princeton, N. J.

In the absence of the President, who was understood to be upon his way home from Europe, the chair was taken by Dr. Beck, of Cambridge, the only Vice-President present. Prof. J. Hadley, of New Haven, was appointed Recording Secretary pro tempore.

The Committee of Arrangements gave notice of their proposed plan of proceedings for the meeting: namely, that the Society should adjourn at about 6 o’clock, to meet again at 9 o’clock, on the morning of the next day, and should accept an invitation from Prof. Green to a social gathering at his house in the evening. The proposal was accepted, and the sessions ordered accordingly.

From the Directors was reported a recommendation that, in view of the disturbed state of the country and consequent straitening of the means of many of the members, and also because the publication of the half-volume of the Journal for 1861-62 had been so long delayed that it would not be possible to issue another before the end of the current fiscal year, the collection of the annual assessment for the year be omitted. The proposition was briefly discussed, and, upon motion, adopted; and the Society voted not to exert of its members the regular contribution for 1862-63.

The following gentlemen, elected at the last meeting, were announced as having become Corporate Members:

Prof. James M. Hoppin, of New Haven.
Rev. T. Starr King, of San Francisco, Cal.
Prof. Andrew P. Peabody, D.D., of Cambridge.

Other gentlemen, proposed by the Directors, were by ballot duly elected to membership; among them, as Corresponding Member,

Rev. Isidore Loewenthal, Missionary at Peshawur, N. W. India.

The Committee of Publication reported that the completion of the part of the Journal now due to the members had been delayed by the difficult nature of the matter in hand longer than was anticipated, but that its appearance would be deferred but a few weeks.

The Corresponding Secretary presented his budget, and read two brief communications which had been sent to him for presentation to the meeting. One of these was by Mr. George L. Ditson, of Burlington, Vt., upon the significance of the Semitic letter aleph; the other was by Mr. Pliny E. Chase, of Philadelphia, on the radical etymology of the words love and friend.
schools of Vedic study in which they grew up, and the character of the grammatical science which they represented.

The subjects touched upon led to a general discussion of the probable mode of transmission of the Vedas and of the Pratyākhyānas themselves, and on the extent to which the memory may be trained to preserve long literary compositions without the aid of writing.


Prof. Hadley began by referring to a former communication, presented Oct. 18, 1860, in which his aim was to describe the memoir of Chwolson, rather than to criticise it. He spoke of the discussions excited by the startling announcement of an extant Babylonian literature, as old, nearly, as the Pentateuch; and mentioned particularly the adverse criticisms of Renan and Gutschmidt—Renan's (a full analysis of his memoir) in the Journal de l'Institut for 1860, and Gutschmidt's in the 15th volume of the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft. He then proceeded to give a condensed synopsis of the objections urged against the antiquity and authenticity of the writings which Ibn Wahshiyah, about 900 A.D., professed to translate from the Nabataean (or Babylonian) language into Arabic. The following were specified as the main grounds of objection:—1. The way in which they represent Adam, Seth, Noah, Abraham, and other biblical personages, with legendary features, such as appear in Rabbinitic, Christian, and Mohammedan traditions;—2. The numerous references which they make to the Greeks (or Ionians), as having a prose literature known to the Babylonians and looked upon by them with jealousy. Also, allusions to Greek mythology, and traces of Pythagorean and New-Platonic ideas. —3. Apparent allusions to the religious festivals of the Christians, and to their monastic system, as developed in the East. —4. The spirit and character of these writings, diffuse, trivial, rationalistic, and in general unlike the known productions of very early times. —5. Their total absence of agreement, and even of connection, with the notices of Babylonian antiquity found in the fragments of Berosus and in other sources. It was shown that these arguments, taken as a whole, are unanswerable, and that the Nabataean writings must accordingly be recognized as forgeries. As to the time when they were forged, Prof. Hadley stated the views of Renan, who regards them as composed in an Aramaic dialect, shortly before the rise of Mohammedanism, and of Gutschmidt, who holds that (excepting, perhaps, the one ascribed to Tenkeluasha) they were, all of them, productions of Ibn Wahshiyah himself; and then gave his reasons for preferring the latter opinion.


This was a full and elaborate discussion of the historical point which formed its subject. Its author assembled and reviewed the information handed down to us respecting the libraries assembled at Alexandria during its flourishing period, and their fates under the Christian domination down to the time of the Mohammedan invasion, arguing that they had greatly suffered prior to the latter event, and that the continued existence of so colossal a collection was not probable. He then traced the popular story respecting the destruction of the library to its earliest sources, which he showed to be considerably posterior to the alleged event, while no notice of it was found in authors more nearly contemporary. He examined the story itself in the light of its own intrinsic probability and the credibility of its details, indicating its weak points, and also in the light of its relation to the character of the Mohammedan conquerors. His conclusions were decidedly unfavorable to the trustworthiness of the narrative.

The time of adjournment having arrived, the Society separated, to come together again at Princeton, N. J., on Wednesday, Oct. 15th, 1862.
of their language, and preparing a system for its reduction to writing, in the Burmese character. A spelling book and reader were prepared by him, specimens of which were sent with the paper. Circumstances, however, had caused the relinquishment of the plan formed by the Missionary Union for establishing a mission with the tribe, intercourse with it had terminated, the books prepared had not been used, and no European had since learned the language. The paper, which is expected to appear in a future number of the Journal, contained a summary presentation of the Kemi grammar, with brief vocabulary, sentences, Lord's Prayer, and analysis.

2. On the Species or Derivative Forms of Semitic Verbs, by Prof. W. Henry Green, D.D., of Princeton, N. J.

In this brief paper, Prof. Green gave a concise exhibition of the Semitic scheme of conjugations, founding it upon the Arabic, as the most complete and regular among them. He first pointed out the fundamental character of the Semitic roots, as trilateral, and as developing into forms in great part by internal modification, instead of, as in the Indo-European languages, by external additions alone. The first form of Semitic conjugation was produced by vocalizing the consonants, as qatula; this was strengthened by duplicating, prolongation, or prefixed of a vowel, to form the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th conjugations, with transitive, intensive, or causative meanings, as qatitila, qatila, qatula; and again, with duplication at the end, the 9th and 11th, or color conjugations, as qatilla, qatilla. The formation of the passive of these and the other forms was by a weaker vocalization, as quita, quattila, etc. Middles were derived by the prefixed of reflexive pronouns, etc., giving from the first, the 7th and 8th, as inequata, inequata, from the 2nd and 3rd, the 8 and 6th, as inequattila, inequatula, and from the 4th, with the help also of a sibilant, the 10th, inequattulo. The Hebrew conjugations are identical with some of these, formed with the same materials and in the same manner. The other dialects have lost all means of forming middles and passives except by prefixing t. The Hebrew rarely, and the Ethiopic regularly, produces compound forms, ingrafting one conjugal sign upon another.

The comparative scheme of conjugations is then as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
<th>Trans. or Rel.</th>
<th>Causative</th>
<th>Intense, Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active (with passive)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle (with passive)</td>
<td>7, 8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(2×4 3×4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(2×10 3×10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Peal</td>
<td>Piel</td>
<td>Aphil and Skaphel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Ithpeal</td>
<td>Ittpaal</td>
<td>Itpaal and Istptaal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Kal</td>
<td>Piel</td>
<td>Hiphil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Pual</td>
<td>Hophal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Niphal</td>
<td>Hithpeal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presentation of communications was resumed in the afternoon, at the meeting in Cambridge.

3. The Atharva-Veda Prātiçākhya, or Čānukāyā Catsrādhyāyikā: Text, Translation, and Notes, by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New Haven.

This work, which is to occupy a considerable part of the forthcoming half volume of the Society's Journal, was laid before the meeting by Prof. Whitney. He read, by way of specimens of it, the introduction, and characteristic passages of the translation, with the notes upon them. He then described the position and value in the Hindu literature of the class of works of which this was one, the system of
Mr. Treat and Rev. Dr. Allen, and farther, by Rev. Dr. Dean, of Shanghai, in an especial tribute to his late fellow-laborer in China. The Corresponding Secretary added a few words respecting the position and services of Dr. Turner and Prof. de Fiorival.

The Directors presented to the meeting the names of several gentlemen, recommending that they be elected Corporate Members of the Society, and they were, upon ballot held, elected without dissent.

The Directors farther gave information that they had reappointed the Committee of Publication of last year. Also, that they had accepted an invitation of the members of the Society at Princeton, N. J., to hold the next Semi-annual meeting in that city, and had appointed it to be held there on the 15th of October next, designating Prof. W. Henry Green, D.D., of Princeton, Alexander I. Cotheal, Esq., of New York, and the Corresponding Secretary, as Committee of Arrangements for the meeting.

The Business Committee for the present meeting announced that they proposed that, in accordance with the usual custom of late years, the morning session should adjourn at or before 1 o'clock, and that the Society should reassemble at 4 o'clock, at the residence of Dr. Beck, in Cambridge: and the proposal was, upon motion, accepted by the Society.

The election of a board of officers for the ensuing year being next in order, the following gentlemen, proposed by a nominating committee, were balloted for and duly chosen:

**President—** Prof. Edward Robinson, D.D., LL.D., of New York.

**Vice-Presidents—**
- Prof. Charles Beck, Ph.D., of Cambridge.

**Corresponding Secretary—** Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New Haven.

**Secr. of Classical Section—** Prof. James Hadley, of New Haven.

**Recording Secretary—** Mr. Ezra Abbott, of Cambridge.

**Treasurer—** Mr. D. C. Gilman, of New Haven.

**Librarian—** Prof. W. D. Whitney,

Rev. Rufus Anderson, D.D.,
Mr. J. G. Cogswell, LL.D.,
Prof. W. H. Green, D.D.,
Prof. J. J. Owen, D.D.,
Prof. A. P. Peabody, D.D.,
Dr. Charles Pickering,
Prof. E. E. Salisbury,

**Directors—**

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table the correspondence of the half-year, and described its character. The only parts of it which he proposed to read were two papers which had been sent to him to be laid before the present meeting. These were accordingly called for first among the communications to be presented.


A letter from Mr. Stilson, accompanying this paper, gave an account of the circumstances which led to his making acquaintance with the tribe, and of his residence among them for several months in 1843, for the purpose of gaining some knowledge
now than at the corresponding time last year, on account of the printing of the Part of the Journal, yet incomplete, which is to form the issue for 1861–62.

The Treasurer's accounts were audited by a committee, and accepted by the Society.

The Librarian presented and read a list of the donors to the Library and Cabinet during the year past, and described the several donations.* He stated that the present number of titles of printed books contained in the Library was 2388, and of manuscripts, 117. About $50 had been expended in binding.

The Committee of Publication informed the Society that the second half of the seventh volume of the Journal, due to the members at or about the time of this meeting, was not yet through the press, and that its distribution would be unavoidably deferred for some time longer. The Number was to contain, besides the usual miscellanies, three principal articles; of these, two were presented at the last meeting, viz. Mr. Webb on the Dravidian Languages, and Prof. Whitney on Lepsius's Standard Alphabet; the third, the text of the Atharva-Veda Prātiṣṭhākyā, with translation and notes, by Prof. Whitney, which would be presented at this meeting, was already partly in type, and was being pushed forward as rapidly as circumstances permitted.

The Corresponding Secretary reported the names of the following persons, who, having accepted election to Corporate Membership of the Society since its last meeting, were newly enrolled in its list of members:

Mr. George L. Ditson, Burlington, Vt.
Mr. Pelatiah Perit, New Haven.
Mr. Charles E. West, LL.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

He farther reported the decease during the past six months of the following Corporate and Corresponding Members:

Rev. Elijah C. Bridgman, D.D., Shanghai, China.
Rev. Benjamin C. Meigs, lately of Ceylon.

This announcement, containing a greater than usual number of venerated names, was not suffered to pass without due expression of the Society's sense of the losses it had sustained, and a tribute of admiring respect to the memories of the deceased. Dr. Francis, of Cambridge, gave an eloquent sketch of the life and labors of Pres. Felton, and an estimate of his character as a man and as a scholar. Dr. Anderson spoke in the same strain, and added also a more particular statement of his important aid to the Society in the early years of its weakness. Dr. Anderson then went on to describe the character, as laborers in the missionary work and in the cause of science, of Drs. Bridgman and Dwight and Mr. Meigs, and was followed upon the same subject by Rev.

* A list of the accessions to the Library and Cabinet since May 1861 will be found appended to this report of Proceedings.
PROCEEDINGS.

Boston and Cambridge, May 21st, 1862.

The Annual Meeting of the Society was held in Boston and Cambridge, Wednesday, May 21st, 1862, commencing at 10 o'clock A.M., at the room of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in the Athenæum building, Boston.

The chair was taken by Prof. Beck, of Cambridge, who briefly explained to the Society the circumstances which caused the absence of its President from the meeting: he had recently sailed for Europe, for the benefit of his health, and especially in order to consult eminent foreign oculists with respect to his eyes, of the use of which he had been deprived during several months past. A resolution expressing the regret and sympathy of the Society was a little later offered by the Corresponding Secretary, and unanimously adopted, as follows:

Resolved, That the Society sees with regret the absence of its honored President, Prof. Edward Robinson, D.D., of New York, and is pained to learn that he has been compelled by the state of his health, and especially by the impaired condition of his eye-sight, to cross the ocean for medical aid; and it would express its earnest hope that the voyage may prove successful, and that the health and strength, so important in this case to the interests of learning, may be restored and long preserved.

The Treasurer's report was presented, containing the following résumé of the receipts and expenditures of the year:

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 22nd, 1861, $557.22
Member's fees: one life-membership, $75.00
ann. assessments for 1861-62, 395.00
do. do. for previous years, 145.00
do. do. for 1862-63, 5.00 620.00
Sale of Journal, 57.71
Total receipts during the year, $677.71

$1234.93

EXPENDITURES.

Paper and printing for Journal, Vol VII (in part), $566.34
Other printing, 7.89
Binding books, 48.50
Expenses of Library, Cabinet, correspondence, etc., 46.25
Total expenditures during the year, $663.98
Balance on hand, May 21st, 1862, 565.95

$1234.93

It was explained that the balance in the Treasury appeared greater than it actually was, because there was a larger outstanding liability
of the authenticity of the inscription. He replied that he knew of no foreign scholar of note who questioned its authenticity; and as to the Chinese, it had not apparently entered into their heads to doubt it: the question was no question at all to them. He strongly supported the genuineness of the inscription, as a work of the period and authorship to which it laid claim. Its forgery by Chinese hands he regarded as an utter impossibility; and even with Jesuit aid, it was so exceedingly improbable as to be virtually impossible.


Prof. Whitney stated that he had been repeatedly inquired of, by missionaries and others, during two or three years past, respecting the merits of Lepsius's "Standard Alphabet for reducing Unwritten Languages to a Uniform Orthography in European Letters" (Leipsic, 1855; London, do.), and that he had been led thereby, and by the general interest of the subject, to give the work a careful examination, of which he presented the results in this paper. He began with considering the general aspects of the question, setting forth the end to be attained and the difficulties in the way of attaining it; he detailed the qualifications required for treating such a matter successfully, and showed the especial fitness of Lepsius for the work; in this, in the extensive approbation and adoption which the work had received at the hands of literary and missionary associations, he saw powerful reason for regarding it in the most favorable light possible, and aiding in securing its general acceptance. He then went on to examine and criticize in detail the analysis of spoken sounds, and the rules for transcription laid down, and the system of signs for sounds selected by Prof. Lepsius—but as the paper is expected to appear in full in the next Number of the Society's Journal, it is not necessary to give here any fuller statement of its contents.

In the course of the discussion which followed the reading of this communication, Messrs. Martin and Syle explained to the meeting the methods of transcription of the Chinese vernacular dialects adopted by the missionaries in China.


Prof. Beck gave a summary account of the life and literary activity of Severus, as reported by his editor. He referred particularly to his connection or sympathy with certain heretical sects of his time, which were persecuted and repressed by the civil rulers, and pointed out passages in his Sacred History where he had slightly altered or added to the scriptural account, evidently in covert allusion to these and other events of his own period. Such alterations were regarded by Bernays as of little or no account, but Prof. Beck thought them important, as indicating that the chronicler was not altogether above amending his authorities where it suited his own purposes. He then went on to the principal topic discussed in his paper—namely, Severus's account of the circumstances preceding and attending the capture of Jerusalem, in which he differs greatly from Josephus respecting Titus's purpose as regards the destruction of the temple and city, as well as the good faith of his offers of peace during the siege. Prof. Beck offered a full synopsis of Bernays's elaborate argument intended to prove that Severus was upon this matter more trustworthy than Josephus, who wrote under the influence of Titus himself, and that he had derived his facts from the part of the History of Tacitus now lost. He then, while doing full justice to the great learning and ingenuity displayed by Bernays, proceeded to answer his arguments, and to show that they lacked a sufficient foundation, and did not touch the credibility of Josephus, whose account was much more to be relied upon than that of the later chronicler.

The hour fixed upon for adjournment having arrived, the Directors gave notice that the next meeting of the Society would be held in Boston, on Wednesday, May 21, 1862; a vote of thanks to the authorities of the University for the use of their rooms, kindly afforded for the occasion, was passed; and the Society adjourned.

VOL. VII.
readily accessible to those who are qualified and desirous to use them. He therefore moved the adoption of the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the American Minister in Italy be respectfully requested to use, at the earliest opportunity that may offer and in such a manner as he may deem expedient, his influence in bringing about a change in the administration of the Vatican Library.

Resolved, That the President and Corresponding Secretary be requested to communicate, with a suitable explanation, the foregoing resolution to the American Minister in Italy.

The offering of communications was then resumed.

7. Notes on the City of Yedo, by Dr. R. Lindau; communicated by Rev. E. W. Syle, of Shanghai, China.

This paper was a detailed and elaborate description of the Japanese capital, founded on native documents and on personal observations. After describing its geographical position and general situation, Dr. Lindau takes up the different quarters of the city, in the following order: 1. The suburb of Honjo, on the east side of the Oga river; 2. Siro, the imperial castle, the nucleus of the city proper; 3. Soto-siro, "outside the castle," separated from the castle and from the Midzi respectively by broad canals; the portion of it between the castle and the bay and Oga river being the true commercial city; 4. Midzi, "habitation-town," extending out into the country on every side except toward the bay. The author goes through in succession the districts into which these principal divisions are subdivided, specifying the temples, palaces, and other things of interest which they severally contain, and indicating the character of their population; naming also the principal roads, canals, and bridges. In a general recapitulation and summary, he distributes as follows the 85 square kilometres (each about \( \frac{1}{2} \) of a sq. mile) which he estimates the whole city to cover: paddy-fields, 26\( \frac{1}{4} \); temples, 19\( \frac{1}{4} \); palaces, 30\( \frac{1}{4} \); residences of the population at large, only the small remainder, or 84 square kilometres. The population he estimates much below the number usually reckoned, or at 1,555,000, divided between followers of the great princes, 90,000; followers of the lesser princes, 342,000; imperial officials, 150,000; priests, 200,000; merchants and other residents (by actual census in 1857), 573,000; floating population, 200,000. The external aspect of the city is described as imposing from a distance, but rather poor and mean from within: in riding through it, one might alternately think he was passing through a flourishing village, or the handsome park of a rich proprietor, or a manufacturing city with a poor population. The finest sight to be seen in it is the cortège of a prince, making its way through the streets. Vehicles drawn by beasts of burden are unknown, and horsemen are very rarely to be seen.

The description was illustrated by Mr. Syle by reference to a large colored Japanese map of the city, borrowed by him for the occasion.

After the reading of this paper was finished, Dr. Martin exhibited to the meeting a smaller map of Yedo, as also a map of Nagasaki, both which he had brought for presentation to the Society's Cabinet. He likewise showed an impression from the face of the Nestorian monument of Si-ngan Fu, brought for a similar purpose, but which, as the Society already possessed two counterparts of it, he should dispose of in another manner: like the Society's copies, it presented only the two lines of Estrangelo characters which run along the principal Chinese inscription, and not the rest of the Syriac portion of the inscription. The subject of this famous inscription being thus introduced, reference was made by the Corresponding Secretary to a somewhat flippant criticism, coming from a German source (Zeitsch. d. Deut. Morg. Gesellschaft, xiv. 173), upon Mr. Wylie's article respecting it, printed in Volume v. of the Society's Journal, and Dr. Martin was inquired of as to the state of opinion among Chinese scholars, native and foreign, in China itself, touching the disputed question.
may hope soon to receive a full solution of the various questions raised about it. Speke has again set out inland from Zanzibar, for the exploration of the Nyassa; Petherick is ascending the Nile to meet him: Livingstone is on the southern edge of the region, and has explored one small lake, the source of a branch of the Shire, and separated from another lake—perhaps the Nyassa—by but a narrow interval. Other explorers of less consequence are laboring to penetrate the same country.

Mr. Gilman’s discussion of the subject was illustrated by maps, and by charts which presented the views and theories and discoveries of the different writers and travellers to whose works reference was made.


Mr. Marsh’s object was, by an oral description of these ruins, to convey as lively an impression as possible of their situation, extent, and present appearance. He first described the general aspect of the plain, with its background of mountains, as seen from the house-tops of Mosul: he indicated the site and appearance of the mounds upon this plain which cover the remains of the city, both as seen from Mosul, and as beheld by one riding over and among them—the great circuit of the wall of the city, with the two principal mounds of Kouyunjik and Nebbi Yunus in it, and the remoter outlying series of mounds, from Khorsabad on the north to Nimroud on the south. He gave an account of the method of the excavations undertaken by Layard and others, and the look of the edifices as laid open by them, and explained the mode of construction of the latter, as raised upon immense elevated platforms, composed of long narrow halls of great height, which were separated by heavy walls of unburnt brick, lined at the base with the well-known sculptured slabs of gypsum, and covered with wooden roofs. He pointed out the evidences that the buildings were destroyed by fire, and, referring to the interesting and difficult question of how their ruins had become covered as at present under mounds of earth, said that he could not explain it otherwise than by their having become, during the twenty centuries of their ruined state, filled up and enveloped by dust and sand blown into and over them from the neighboring plains during the heat and dryness of summer; in connection with this, he spoke of the violent dust-storms and sand-spouts which are often seen sweeping through the valley.

Reference being made to the battle-field of Arbela, the scene of the final conflict between Alexander and Darius, Mr. Marsh was drawn on by inquiries to point out its precise situation, and set forth the circumstances by which its identity is established.

With this the reading of communications was closed for the evening, and, after an hour or two of social intercourse and festivity, the Society separated.

The Society reassembled on Thursday morning, Oct. 17th, at 9 o’clock, in the Law lecture-room of the University.

After the transaction of a few matters of business, Prof. Charles Beck, of Cambridge, introduced the subject of the very illiberal management of the Vatican Library, in the past and at present, and the almost insuperable difficulties thrown in the way of scholars who desired to make acquaintance with its treasures, or use them for the benefit of the world—difficulties of which he had himself, within no long time, made experience. He referred to the prospect that Rome might at an early day become a part of the Kingdom of Italy, and thought it would not be impertinent or out of order to request our Minister at Turin to use his influence in putting an end to the present style of administration of the Library, and introducing a system which should render its collections

Dr. Brown began with a summary exposition of the popular religion of India, as distinguished from the abstruse metaphysical systems of the Hindu religious books. Its fundamental ideas are clear and simple. The universe consists of matter and spirit: the latter is God, the former the body or dress in which he is clothed. All mind is Deity: as fire may be separated and become a thousand fires, which are still all the same fire, so the original Mind is divided into millions of minds, yet all are parts of the same whole. Minds pass from one body into another, and thus go on through an almost endless round of transmigration, before they are again absorbed into the Deity. Two antagonistic principles are observed in constant operation—the principle of increase and preservation, and the principle of destruction: these opposing powers are Vishnu, the Preserver, and Shiva, the Destroyer. Preaching, of course, bears no such part in the Hindu religious services and worship as in ours, yet it was not unusual, at religious festivals, for learned Brahmins to harangue the assembled crowds of their countrymen on matters of religion. Their manner was very quiet, their posture a sitting one, their style of delivery a cadenced monotone, and all gestures were eschewed: anything different from this was thought unsuited to the dignity and sacredness of the theme. Dr. Brown read in full such a harangue as is thus given: a great part of it had been taken down-connectedly, as the report of a single actual address: but he had somewhat enlarged and completed it by adding a few other of the commonplaces of these discourses. It began with a lament over the degeneracy of modern times as compared with ancient, and the resulting judgments brought upon the country—in part, the domination of foreigners, and the intrusion of foreign teachers. The staple of the discourse consisted thenceforward in denunciations of the missionaries, and artful and ingenious appeals to the prejudices of the auditors against them and their doctrine. Dr. Brown was himself specially denounced, and threatened with misfortune, for having in his profane possession a śālagrāma, or sacred stone, such as is revered by the Brahmins as a direct incarnation of Vishnu. The stone referred to was passed around for the inspection of the members present. It was of a rounded shape, rather larger than the fist, of a very dark green color, and open on one side into a hollow within, which showed the interior cavity of some fossil shell, apparently an ammonite.


In this paper, Mr. Gilman gave a sketch of the history of opinion and of discovery with reference to the lake or lakes occupying a part of the eastern interior of Africa, between the equator and about 12° S. latitude. It had been from ancient times a prevailing opinion that the Nile had its rise in a vast lake, and the Portuguese, since their occupation of the Zanzibar coast, had told of a lake in the interior, which was also laid down on their maps, with uncertain position and limits. In 1845, Mr. Cooley, of London, had carefully compared all the information obtained concerning this lake, and attempted to fix its position and relations. The question was stated anew by Petermann in 1855. The same year, the Mombas missionaries, Rebnann and Erhardt, sent home accounts which they believed correct of an immense inland sea, called Unlamaeri or Ukerewe, very nearly as large as the Black and Caspian together. These, with the accompanying map, were published in Petermann’s Geographische Mittheilungen, not without a skeptical re-examination of their authorities, and a consequent change of place of the lake, with a reduction of it to less than half the stated dimensions. In 1856, Capts. Burton and Speke set out in search of this sea, and discovered in 1858 a lake Tanganyika, occupying part of the area claimed for it: they estimated it to extend 250 miles north and south, with a breadth of 20 miles, and regarded it as absorbing, without an outlet, the river-system of that part of the continent. In another part of the same expedition, Capt. Speke came upon the southern extremity of the lake Nyanza, 350 miles to the northeast, and 2600 feet higher, which he regarded as the source of the Nile. Various expeditions are now approaching the region from different sides, and we
The letter of Mr. Webb, by which this paper was accompanied, stated that he had been led by strictures made by the Corresponding Secretary, in a private communication to himself, on Mr. Caldwell's work, to give a renewed examination to the latter's arguments for the Scythian relationship of the Southern Indian languages, and that his faith in them had thereby been increased; while he had also been impressed with the opinion that their force was much diminished by their being scattered at large through Mr. Caldwell's volume, and that, were they presented in combination, their weight would be more clearly appreciated and more universally acknowledged. He had accordingly collected, combined, and condensed them, adding a few remarks and suggestions from other sources, in confirmation of the author's views. His article, after some introductory matter, treated of the Scythian affinity of the languages in question under the following heads: 1. history of the Dravidian people; 2. absence of physiological evidence to the contrary; 3. evidence derived from religious usages; 4. evidence furnished by the Behistun tablets; 5. evidence from grammatical analysis, as furnished by a consideration of a. the phonetic laws; b. roots; c. nouns; d. numerals; e. pronouns; and f. verbs; 6. evidence from glossarial affinities.

The paper was read by the Corresponding Secretary, who accompanied it with remarks upon the subjects discussed, and criticisms of the arguments presented.


The general character of the chart, which was exhibited to the meeting, was explained by Dr. Martin: it laid no claim to originality, but was a successful and popular epitome and systematization of the national scheme of ethics. He then explained its arrangement and contents. It consists of four parts: 1. An epitome of the T'eh-hio, the first and most esteemed of the Confucian classics. This exhibits, in parallel columns, the rules of virtue and the art of government, the latter founded on the former, and the whole denominated the "Great Study," as the name signifies. The very title of this treatise has done much to give a preponderance to ethical studies in China, and the tract itself has imparted a moral tone to the spirit of the empire, exerting, through more than twenty centuries, an influence as beneficent as it has been powerful. — 2. A chart of the heart. This places in contrast the traits of the virtuous and the vicious character, the dispositions from which they proceed being denominated T'ao-su sing and Jin-sing, the 'wisdom-heart' and the 'human heart.' The goodness of human nature is a prime article in the Chinese creed, but experience, opposed to theory, has led them to put "human" as the antithesis to "wisdom and virtue;" and, in drawing a genealogical tree of the vices, the human heart is placed at the root. This inconsistency they reconcile by a hypothesis similar to the Platonic account of the origin of evil. — 3. A chart of moral excellence. In this, the virtues are grouped in five families, under the heads of benevolence, justice, wisdom, good-faith, and politeness. This was shown to be more complete and Christian like than the Greek and Roman classification under their four cardinals. — 4. A chart of the vices, the counterpart of the foregoing, and intended as an aid in self-examination. The thorny path of self-knowledge exhibits even in China here and there a traveller, but the religious sentiments of the Chinese are too feeble to make the study of the heart, and the practice of virtue, a familiar duty. — The work is valuable as a projection of the national mind: and, while it betrays a want of analytical power, and a very elementary stage in mental science, it gives unmistakable evidence of a high state of civilization. The chart treated of was presented to the Society's Library by Dr. Martin, along with its translation.

At the conclusion of the reading of this paper, the afternoon session of the meeting was, as before arranged, adjourned.

At the evening meeting, held at the residence of Rev. Dr. Adams, the presentation of communications was resumed.
the Society's Journal. The Secretary added that this interesting monument had come safely to hand, and would be made the subject of an additional communication at the present meeting.

Farther was read a letter from Rev. Edward Webb, of Dindigal, South India—dated Madras, June 27, 1861—accompanying an essay on the Scythian Affinities of the Dravidian Languages, which was itself later presented to the meeting.

Communications were now called for, and the following were presented:

1. On the Greek Inscription-Stone from Daphne, by Prof. James Hadley, of Yale College.

Prof. Hadley first briefly recapitulated the circumstances attending the discovery of the stone by Mr. Morgan, and his sending to this country the copies of its inscription which had been made the foundation of his own version and translation of it, published in the Society's Journal (vol. vi, pp. 550-55). He farther stated the circumstances which gave it a special interest—such as its extent, its well ascertained date of 189 B.C., the distinction of the Syrian king Antiochus the Great, to whose time it belongs, and, above all, its connection with the long-celebrated temples and worship of Apollo and Artemis at Daphne; respecting these he entered into some illustrative details. He then went on to describe the stone, as it now stands in the Society's Cabinet at New Haven, and to give the results of a personal examination of it. It is irregularly broken off at the top, and there is nothing to forbid the conjecture, already expressed, that one or more lines have been lost in this way. The edges of the slab have also been a little broken, especially on the left, causing the disappearance of sundry letters. The characters are somewhat irregular in form and size, and still more in interval from each other, so that the successive lines, which have all the same length upon the stone, are very unequal in the printed copy. They are, besides, so lightly traced as to have been very easily obliterated, and from this circumstance arises the chief difficulty in making out the inscription. In one or two places, where a number of letters are gone, the surface of the stone is smooth, with scarcely any appearance of depression: one might almost think that the passing of a sponge over them had wiped them out.

Prof. Hadley also spoke of three conjectural readings proposed by the distinguished archaeologist, G. F. Schömann, of Greifswald, who has reproduced the inscription, from the Society's Journal, in the German periodical Philologus, Vol. xvi (1860), p. 344 etc. These are: 1. ζήνει for HMIN in line 20; 2. Δαφνίσιον for ΑΙΤΤΩΝ in line 22; 3. σαρακείας (as subject of ἑτερις ἐμπορίς, l. 20) for ΣΤΝΤΑΕΩΝ in line 31. In supporting his first and third changes, Schömann represents the king Antiochus as speaking in this document to the members of the city-council, and saying: "it shall be your care...to instal" the person designated as high priest: while he accounts for the enormous intervening parenthesis of eleven lines as the peculiarity of a cumbrous and long-winded court-style. An inspection of the stone shows, however, beyond all reasonable doubt, that the forms HMIN and ΣΤΝΤΑΕΩΝ were correctly given in Mr. Morgan's copy. As regards the second change, Δαφνίσιον for ΑΙΤΤΩΝ, the letters given in the copy asITT are very obscure; and, though it does not seem possible to bring the traces on the stone into any connection with the ΦΝΑΙ which Schömann would recognize in them, yet this is perhaps hardly sufficient to justify the rejection of a reading which is so strongly recommended by its fitness for the place.

The painstaking and accuracy with which Mr. Morgan's copies had been executed were referred to as deserving of high commendation: it had not been found possible, upon a study of the monument itself, to emend in a single point the readings which they had furnished or suggested.


* See the Society's Journal, Vol. vii (1862), where this article is to be printed in full.
PROCEEDINGS.

New York, October 16th and 17th, 1861.

The regular Autumn Meeting of the American Oriental Society was convened in New York, on Wednesday, October 16th, 1861, at the Council-Room of the University of the City of New York. The Society was called to order by the President soon after 3 o'clock, P. M.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read, the Directors announced that they had appointed the Committee of Arrangements, with the addition of the Corresponding Secretary, a Business Committee for the meeting. Also, that they had accepted with thanks, on behalf of the Society, an invitation from Rev. William Adams, D.D., to hold the evening session at his house, commencing at half past seven o'clock.

It was further announced that

Rev. Stephen Bush, Cohoes, N. Y.,
Rev. William Clark, Newburyport, Mass., and
Mr. Russell Sturgis, London,

had signified their acceptance of election, and become Corporate Members of the Society, since its last meeting; and that the gentleman last named, Mr. Sturgis, had made himself a Life Member.

The election of new members being next in order, all those persons recommended by the Directors were balloted upon, and chosen without dissent. As Corresponding Members, were elected

Dr. A. G. Paspati, Constantinople, and
Rev. E. W. Syle, Shanghai, China.

The Corresponding Secretary, Prof. Whitney of New Haven, laid on the table the correspondence of the last half year, and read such parts of it as were of a nature to interest the meeting. He had received from England the announcement of a prize offered through the Royal Asiatic Society for the best History and Exposition of the Vedanta System of Hindu Philosophy, to be written in English, French, or German, and handed in before October 1st, 1864; the prize is of £300, and is to be awarded by Professors Lassen of Bonn, Regnier of Paris, and Goldstücker of London. The requirements are: 1. A historical sketch of the origin and early development of the Vedantic doctrines; 2. a dissertation on the text-book of the system, the Brahma-sūtras; 3. a literal translation of this work, and of Čankara's commentary upon it, to be accompanied by the original text of the sūtras; 4. an explanation of the principal variations in doctrine exhibited by Vedantic writers posterior to Čankara.

A letter from Rev. Homer B. Morgan, of Antioch, was read, announcing the despatch to the Society of the inscription-stone from Daphne, of which the inscription had been transcribed and translated in Vol. vi of
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From the Smithsonian Institution.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vols. xi. xii. Washington: 1859-61. 4to.


From the Society for American and Oriental Ethnography, of Paris.


From the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.


Über die Ueberreste der Althabylonischen Literatur in Arabischen Uebersetzungen. Von D. Chwolson, etc. St. Petersbourg: 1860. 4to.

From the Family of the late Prof. W. W. Turner, of Washington.

Two manuscript books, containing collections for studies on the Phenician Inscription of Sidoo, by Prof. W. W. Turner; being, the one a comparative table of the characters in fac simile; the other, a comparative view of the transcriptions and translations of the scholars who have treated of the inscription. Also, criticisms on the different works which have appeared upon the subject (incomplete.—See Journ. Am. Or. Soc., vii. 55, 56).

From Dr. C. A. Van Dyck, of Beirut.

The New Testament in Arabic, being the version of Dr. Ell Smith, completed and published by Dr. Van Dyck. Beirut: 1860. 8vo.

The same. Beirut: 1860. 16mo.

From the Imperial-Royal Geographical Society, of Vienna.

Mittheilungen der Kaiserlich-königlichen Geographischen Gesellschaft. iii. 3. Wien: 1859. 8vo.


Tamil manuscript of the Sethu-Purāṇa, on 273 strips of palm-leaf.

From Messrs. Williams and Norgate, of London.

The Elements of the Vedantic Philosophy, translated from the Tamil, by Thomas Foulkes, etc. Madras: 1860. 8vo.

From Dr. S. Wells Williams, of Canton.

The treaty of 1860 between the United States and China, in Chinese. 8vo size.

A Chinese map of the city of Hang-chow.

From Rev. W. F. Williams, of Mosul.

An Egyptian scarabæus, found in Assyria.

A figure, cast in bronze, of the Assyrian goddess Astarte, found in a quarry near Mosul. About 2½ inches high: the head and body broken apart by a recent fracture.

From Dr. A. H. Wright, of Orāmiah.


From Mr. John Muir, of Edinburgh.
Index to Mr. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts. Parts First and Second. Compiled by G. B. London: 1861. 8vo.

From the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.
Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. i. 3; ii. 1. Shanghai: 1859. 8vo.

From the Oriental Society of France.

From M. Païé.

A Manuscript Vocabulary of the Modern Syriac Language. sm. 4to.

From Miss Mary P. Pickering, of Salem.

From Dr. A. T. Pratt, of Aleppo.
Four Saracenic Arrows, from the castle at Aleppo.

From M. Reinaud, of Paris.
Notice sur Mahomet, par M. Reinaud, etc. Extrait de la Nouvelle Biographie Générale... avec quelques Additions. Paris: 1860. 8vo.

From Prof. E. Robinson, D.D., of New York.
A manuscript collection of treatises on religious subjects, in Modern Syriac; without title or date, and incomplete. sm. 4to.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

From Rev. D. C. Swudder, of Boston.
Synopsis of a Grammar of the Karen Language, embracing both Dialects, Sgan and Fgho or Sho. By F. Mason. Taroy: 1846. 4to.

From Rev. G. D. Seropyan, of Constantinople.

VOL. VII.
From Messrs. Hale, Morton, and Jones, of Philadelphia.


From Mr. Brian H. Hodgson, of Darley, England.

Papers Relative to the Colonization, Commerce, Physical Geography, etc., etc., of the Himalaya Mountains and Nepal, by R. H. Hodgson, etc. Calcutta: 1857. 8vo. Essays on the aboriginal tribes of India, by B. H. Hodgson, extracted from various volumes of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; viz. Aborigines of Southern India.—Aborigines of the South.—Aborigines of the Nilgiris.—Aborigines of the Eastern Ghats.—Aborigines of the Nilgiris, with Remarks on their Affinities.—On the Aborigines of the Eastern Frontier.—Aborigines of the North East Frontier.—On the Indo-Chinese Borderers.—On the Mongolian Affinities of the Caucasians.—Route from Kathmandú, the Capital of Nepal, to Darjiling in Sikkim, interspersed with Remarks on the People and Country.—Memorandum relative to the Seven Cosus of Nepal.—On the Chépang and Kusunda Tribes of Nepal.—Sifán and Hórsök Vocabularys, with another Special Exposition in the Wide Range of Mongolian Affinities, and Remarks on the Lingual and Physical Characteristics of the Family.—Comparative Vocabulary of the Languages of the Broken Tribes of Nepal.—Comparative Vocabulary of the several Languages (Dialects) of the Celebrated People called Kirántis, now occupying the Easternmost Province of the Kingdom of Nepal, etc.—Váyu Vocabulary.—Váyu Grammar.—Bàhûng Vocabulary.—Bàhûng Grammar.—On the Váyu Tribe of the Central Himalaya.—On the Kiránti Tribe of the Central Himalaya. [With numerous manuscript corrections, additions, and remarks, by the Author.]

From Prof. C. A. Holmboe, of Christiania, Norway.


Four essays, by C. A. Holmboe, on philological and archaeological subjects, viz: Om Præget paa Nogle i Norden fundne Guldmynster og Guldbælte en fra Oldtiden.—Asaland og Vanaland.—Forsvar for den Maade, hvorpaa de Gamle Oversettelsers gjengive Ordet भ्रमर. —Om Betydningen af Ordet Saraph i det Gamle Testament. (Extracts from Videnskabsselskabets Forhandlingeer for 1858 and 1859.)

From the University of Kiel.


Schriften der Universität zu Kiel, aus dem Jahre 1859. Kiel: 1860. 4to.

From Dr. Adalbert Kuhn, of Berlin.

Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Sprachforschung, etc. ix. 5, 6; x. 1-8. Berlin: 1860-61. 8vo.

Beiträge zur Vergleichenden Sprachforschung, etc. ii. 3, 4. Berlin: 1860-61. 8vo.

From M. Léon de Rosny, of Paris.


The same, No. 27, for Dec. 1860. Paris. 8vo.

Four articles, by L. Léon de Rosny, on oriental subjects, viz: Le Livre de la Récompense des Bienfaits Secrets, traduit sur le Texte Chinois.—Sur une Nouvelle Carte du Royaume de Siam, dressée sous la Direction du M. Palleux.—L'Orient.—Le Poème de Job et le Scepticisme Sémitique. (Extracts from the Journal Asiatique, etc.)

From Rev. D. W. Marsh, of Mosul.

A small Assyrian tablet, in burnt clay, impressed with cuneiform characters, and with three heads: about 2½ by 1½ inches.

From Rev. H. M. Morgan, of Antioch.

A photographic view of the Phoenician ruins of Ruad, on the coast of Syria.
Narrative of a Ten Years' Residence in Tripoli in Africa: from the Original Correspondence in the Possession of the Family of the late Richard Tully, Esq., the British Consul, comprising Authentic Memoirs and Anecdotes of the Reigning Bashaw, his Family, and other Persons of Distinction; also an Account of the Domestic Manners of the Moors, Arabs, and Turks. London: 1817. 4to.

Narrative of a Residence in Algiers; comprising a Geographical and Historical Account of the Regency; Biographical Sketches of the Dey and his Ministers; Anecdotes of the Late War; Observations on the Relations of the Barbary States with the Christian Powers; and the Necessity and Importance of their Complete Subjugation. By Signor Pananti. London: 1818. 4to.

A Narrative of Travels in Northern Africa, in the Years 1818, 19, and 20; accompanied by Geographical Notices of Soudan, and of the Course of the Niger .... By Captain G. F. Lyon, etc. London: 1821. 4to.


The Pillars of Hercules; or, a Narrative of Travels in Spain and Morocco in 1848. By David Urquhart, etc. New York: 1850. 2 vols. 24mo.


From Prof. Hermann Brockhaus, of Leipzig.


Die Lieder des Hafti.....herausgegeben von Hermann Brockhaus. iii, 1, 2. Leipzig: 1860. roy. 8vo.

From the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.


From the Commissioner of Patents.


From Mr. George L. Ditson, of New York.

Adventures and Observations on the North Coast of Africa; or, the Crescent and the French Crusaders. By G. L. Ditson, etc. New York: 1860. 12mo.

From M. Garcin de Tassy, of Paris.

Description des Monuments de Dehli en 1852, d'après le Texte Hindoustani de Sayyid Ahmad Khan, par M. Garcin de Tassy, etc. [Extrait du Journal Asiatique.] Paris: 1861. 8vo.

From the German Oriental Society.


From Dr. L. H. Gulick, of Ponape.

American Oriental Society:


Life with the Zulus of Natal, South Africa. By G. H. Mason, etc. London: 1855. 16mo.


Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa; including a Sketch of Sixteen Years' Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a Journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Louanda on the West Coast, thence across the Continent, down the River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. By David Livingstone, etc. New York: 1858. 8vo.

Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee, with a Statistical Account of that Kingdom, and Geographical Notices of other Parts of the Interior of Africa. By T. Edward Bowdich, etc. London: 1819. 4to.

Narrative of an Expedition to Explore the River Zaire, usually called the Congo, in South Africa, in 1816, under the direction of Captain J. K. Tuckey, etc. To which is added the Journal of Professor Smith. London: 1818. 4to.

A New and Accurate Description of the Coast of Guinea, divided into the Gold, the Stone, and the Ivory Coasts. Written originally in Dutch by William Bosman, etc. London: 1705. 16mo.

The Journal of a Mission to the Interior of Africa, in the Year 1805. By Mungo Park. Together with other Documents, Official and Private, relating to the same Mission. To which is prefixed an Account of the Life of Mr. Park. London: 1815. 4to.

Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Africa, by the late John Leyden, M.D. Enlarged, and completed to the Present Time, with Illustrations of its Geography and Natural History, as well as of the Moral and Social Condition of its Inhabitants. By Hugh Murray, etc. Edinburgh: 1817. 2 vols. 8vo.

An Account of Timbuctoo and House, Territories in the Interior of Africa, by El Hage Abd Salan Shabeeny; with Notes, Critical and Explanatory. To which is added, Letters Descriptive of Travels through West and South Barbary, and across the Mountains of Atlas; also Fragments. By James Grey Jackson, etc. London: 1820. 8vo.


An Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa, through the hitherto Undescribed Countries of the Great Namaqua, Boschmans, and Hill Damaras, conducted by Sir James Edward Alexander, etc. London: 1838. 2 vols. 12mo.

Naukeurige Beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche Gewesten van Egypten; Barbaryen, vertoont in de Benamingen, Grenspalen, Met Lantkaarten. Door Dr. O. Dapper. Amsterdam: 1668. 4to.

Naukeurige Beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche Eylanden: als Madagaskar, of Sant Laurens, vertoont in de Benamingen, Gelegentheyt, Steden. Door Dr. O. Dapper. Amsterdam: 1668. 4to. (bound with the preceding.)

Travels, or Observations, relating to several Parts of Barbary and the Levant. Illustrated with Copperplates. By Thomas Shaw, etc. Edinburgh: 1808. 2 vols. 8vo.

An Account of the Empire of Morocco, and the Districts of Suse and Taffilet: compiled from Miscellaneous Observations. To which is added an Account of Shipwrecks on the Western Coast of Africa, and an Interesting Account of Timbuctoo, the Great Emporium of Central Africa. By James Grey Jackson, etc. London: 1814. 4to.
Additions to the Library and Cabinet. 

Christ Gottlob Heyne, etc.; and remarks on the inscription by Taylor Combe: from the Archaeologia, or Journal of the Antiquarian Society.) London: 1807. 4to.


A mummy skull, from the catacombs of Sakkara.

Three ancient Egyptian scarabaei.


Travels to discover the source of the Nile, in the years 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, and 1773. By James Bruce, etc. Edinburgh: 1805. 7 vols. 16mo. and Vol. 8, plates and maps. 4to.

Travels in Nubia; by the late John Lewis Burckhardt. London: 1819. 4to.


Nubia and Abyssinia: comprehending their Civil History, Antiquities, etc. By the Right Rev. M. Russell, etc. Edinburgh: 24mo.

Histoire du Christainisme d’Ethiopie, et d’Arménie; par Monsieur Maturin Veyssière Lacrosse, etc. La Haie: 1739. 18mo.

The Highlands of Ethiopia. By Maj. W. Cornwallis Harris, etc. London: 1844. 3 vols. 12mo.

A Voyage to Abyssinia, by Father Jerome Lobo, etc., containing the History of that Country, down to the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century: with Fifteen Dissertations on Various Subjects, relative to the Antiquities, Government, etc., of Abyssinia. By M. le Grand. Translated from the French by Samuel Johnson, LLD. To which are added various other tracts, by the same author, etc. London: 1789. 8vo.

A Voyage to Abyssinia, and Travels into the Interior of that Country, executed under the orders of the British Government, in the years 1809 and 1810: in which are included, an Account of the Portuguese Settlements on the East Coast of Africa, ... a Concise Narrative of Late Events in Arabia Felix; and some Particulars respecting the Aboriginal African Tribes, extending from Mosambique to the Borders of Egypt; together with Vocabularies of their respective Languages, etc. By Henry Salt, etc. London: 1814. 4to.

Journals of the Rev. Messrs. Isenberg and Krapf, etc., detailing their Proceedings in the Kingdom of Shoa, and Journeys in other Parts of Abyssinia, in the Years 1839, 1840, 1841, and 1842. To which is prefixed, a Geographical Memoir of Abyssinia and South-eastern Africa, by James McQueen, Esq. ... London: 1843. 8vo.
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The Monumental History of Egypt, as recorded on the Ruins of her Temples, Palaces and Tombs. By William Osburn, etc. London: 1854. 2 vols. 8vo.


Letters on Egypt, with a Parallel between the Manners of its Ancient and Modern Inhabitants, the Present State, the Commerce, the Agriculture, and Government of that Country; and an Account of the Descent of St. Lewis at Damietta: extracted from Joinville, and Arabian Authors. By M. Savary, etc. London: 1786. 2 vols. 8vo.

An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, written in Egypt during the Years 1833-34 and 35. Partly from Notes made during a Former Visit to that Country in the Years 1825-28. By Edward William Lane, etc. London: 1846. 3 vols. in one. 24mo.

The Englishwoman in Egypt: letters from Cairo, written during a Residence there in 1842, 3, and 4, with E. W. Lane, etc. By his Sister. London: 1851-53. 2 vols. 24mo.

The same. Second Series. London: 1846. 24mo. (bound with the preceding.)


Memoranda, illustrative of the Tombs and Sepulchral Decorations of the Egyptians; with a Key to the Egyptian Tomb now exhibiting in Piccadilly. Also, Remarks on Mummies, and Observations on the Process of Embalming. London: 1822. 16mo.

A History of Egyptian Mummies, and an Account of the Worship and Embalming of the Sacred Animals by the Egyptians; with Remarks on the Funeral Ceremonies of Different Nations, ....By Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, etc. London: 1834. 4to.


Hieroglyphicorum Collectanea, ex Veteribus et Neotericiis descripta. In Sex Libros ....et nunc primum Joannis Pierii Valeriani, et Eruditi Anonymi Sexaginta Hieroglyphicorum Libris addita. Lugduni: 1610. fol. (the above three works bound together.)

An Account of the Rosetta Stone, in Three Languages, which was brought to England in the Year 1802. By Rev. Matthew Raper. (Including a letter from Gen. H. Turner, a translation of the Greek text by Stephen Weston, and a Latin Version of the Trilingual Stone, together with Illustrations of the Inscription, by
Additions to the Library and Cabinet.

Francisci à Mesgnien Meninski Institutiones Linguæ Turcicae, cum Rudimentis Parallelis Linguarum Arabicae et Persicae. Editio altera Methodo Linguam Turcicam sub Marte discendi aucta. Curante Adamo Francisco Kollar, etc. Vindobonae: 1756. 2 vols. in one, sm. 4to.


Grammaire Turque; précédée d'un Discours Préliminaire sur la Langue et la Littérature des Nations Orientales; avec un Vocabulaire Volumineux, des Dialogues, un Recueil d'Extraits en Prose et en Vers.... Par Arthur Lumley Davids, etc. Traduite de l'Anglais par Madame Sarah Davids, etc. London: 1836. 4to.

A Reading Book of the Turkish Language, with a Grammar and Vocabulary, containing a Selection of Original Tales, literally translated and accompanied by Grammatical References. The Pronunciation of each Word given as now used in Constantinople. By William Burckhardt Barker, etc. London: 1854. 8vo.


Notes, during a Visit to Egypt, Nubia, the Oasis, Mount Sinai, and Jerusalem. By Sir Frederick Henniker, etc. London: 1823. 8vo.


The Boat and the Caravan, a Family Tour through Egypt and Syria. London: 1847. 12mo.


Ancient Egypt and Idumea. London: 32mo.


History of the British Expedition to Egypt, to which is subjoined, a Sketch of the Present State of that Country and its Means of Defence, etc. By Robert Thomas Wilson, etc. London: 1803. 4to.


Narrative of a Journey in Egypt, and the Country beyond the Cataracts. By Thomas Legh, etc. London: 1816. 4to.

Narrative of the Operations and Recent Discoveries within the Pyramids, Temples, Tombs, and Excavations, in Egypt and Nubia; and of a Journey to the Coast of the Red Sea, in search of the ancient Berenice, and another to the Oasis of Jupiter Ammon. By G. Belzoni. London: 1821. 4to.


500 Lieues sur le Nil, par Charles Didier. Paris: 1858. 18mo.

The History of Egypt under the Ptolemies. By Samuel Sharpe. London: 1833. 4to.
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Szaffi'eddini Hellensis ad Sulthanan Elmelik Ezzzaleh Schemseddin Abulkemarem orthokidam Carmen Arabicum; edidit... D. Georgius Henricus Bernstein, etc. Lipsiae: 1816. fol.


Rabbi Yapheth Ben Heli Bassorensis Karaitae in Librum Psalmorum Commentarius Arabici e duplici Codice MSS. Bibliothecae Regiae Parisiensis edidit Specimen et in Latinum convertit L. Bargés, etc. Lutetiae: Parisiorum: 1846. 8vo.


Hadriani Relandi de Religione Mohammadica Libri Duo. Trajecti ad Rhenum: 1717.

A Faithful Account of the Religion and Manners of the Mahometans,... By Joseph Pitts, etc. The Fourth Edition, corrected, with Additions,... London: 1738. 15mo.


Exercitatio de Religione Mohammadica... Tubingae: 1761. sm. 4to.

Dissertatio Theologica Joh. Michaelis Langii, etc. de Falsulis Mohammedicis circa SS. Trinitatis Mysterium et Generationem in Divinis,... Noribergae: 1897. sm. 4to.

Dissertatio Inauguralis de Prima Alcorani Sura,... Jacobi Christophori Guliemli Holste. Altorii Noricornum: 1743. sm. 4to. (the above four works bound together in one volume.)


Selections from the Kur-an, commonly called in England the Koran, with an interwoven Commentary; translated from the Arabic, methodically arranged, and illustrated by Notes, chiefly from Sale's Edition: to which is prefixed an Introduction, taken from Sale's Preliminary Discourse,... By Edward William Lane, etc. London: 1843. 8vo.


Le Koran. Traduction Nouvelle faite sur le Texte Arabe par M. Kasimirski, etc. Paris: 1859. 24mo.


Annals of the Turkish Empire, from 1591 to 1599 of the Christian Era. By Naima. Translated from the Turkish by Charles Fraser. Vol. I. London: 1832. 4to.


Epistole Quatuor: quorum duae de Moribus ac Institutis Turcarum agunt, duae septem Asie Ecclesiarum et Constantinopolis Notitiam continent. Authore Tho. Smith, etc. Oronii: 1674. 32mo.

A Residence at Constantinople, in the Year 1827, with Notes to the Present Time. By Josiah Brewer, etc. New Haven: 1830. 12mo.

Linguarum Orientalium Turcarum, Arabicum, Persicum Institutiones, seu Grammatica Turcica,... cuius singulis Capitibus Praecepta Linguarum Arabice et Persice subjiciuntur,... Opera, typis, et sumptibus Francisci à Meegni Meninski, etc. Vienna: 1850. fol.
A Key to the Second and Third Sections of Pauli's Analecta Hebraica. By C. W. H. Pauli. London: 1839. 8vo. (bound with the preceding.)
Proverbia Salomonis, Job, Canticum Canticorum, Ruth, Lamentationes Jeremiae, Ecclesiastes, et Esther, Hebraicé, cum etc. (as above). Raphelengii: 1608. 8vo.
The Book of Psalms in Hebrew, metrically arranged: with Selections from the Various Readings of Kennicott and De Rossi, and from the Ancient Versions. By J. Rogers, etc. Oxford. 12mo.
The Pilgrim's Progress, in Hebrew. London: 1851. 12mo.
Elements of the Chaldee Language, intended as a Supplement to the Hebrew Grammars, and as a General Introduction to the Aramean Dialects. By Rev. William Harris, LL.D. London: 1822. 8vo.
Psalterium Davidis Aethiopice. Londini: 1815. 4to.
Arabice Linguae Tyrocinium: id est Thomæ Erpenii Grammatica Arabica; . . . Lugduni Batavorum: 1656. 8vo.
Prima Línea Institutionum ad Fundamenta Dialecti Arabice, sive Specimen Grammaticæ Arabice, ad Intimam Antiquissimæ hujus Dialecti, cum Hebraea Linguæ, demonstrandam Harmoniam, secundum Paragraphos elegantissimæ Graecæ et Arabeæ Scholerianæ, descriptum. Lugduni Batavorum: 1779. 4to.
Grammaire de la Langue Arabe Vulgaire et Littéraire; Ouvrage Posthume de M. Savary, etc. Augmentée de quelques Contes Arabes, par l'Editeur [L. Langlès]. Paris: 1813. 4to.
The Oriental Geography of Ebn Hauknl, an Arabian Traveller of the Tenth Century. Translated . . . by Sir William Ouseley, etc. London: 1800. 4to.
Abdolatiphi Historie Aegypti Compendium, Arabice et Latina. Partim ipse vertit, partim a Pocockio versus emendum curavit, Notisque illustravit J. White, etc. Oxonii: 1800. 4to.
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Appendix Institutionum ad Fundamenta Linguae Hebraicae a Cel. Schroederi edita-
um, Chaldaismi Biblii Precipita exhibens. Ulme: 1810. 16mo. (bound with the preceding.)

Hebräische Sprachlehre, von Johann Severin Vater, etc. Leipzig: 1797. 16mo.


The True and Antient Manner of reading Hebrew without Points: and the Whole Art of the Hebrew Versification deduced from it. By Th.—s Cl—s, Midras Iaeus. London: 1747. 8vo.

The Key to the Sacred Language, being a Concise though Comprehensive Orthographical and Orthoepical Hebrew and English Grammar, with Points. By E. P. Marks, etc. London: 1818. 8vo. (the three preceding works bound together in one volume.)


The Hebrew Grammar, with Principal Rules; compiled from some of the most Considerable Hebrew Grammars; and particularly adapted to Bythner's Lyra Prophetica; also, complete Paradigms of the Verbs, and Tables of the Nouns. With a Preface and Additions, by T. Yeates. London: 1823. 8vo.

Elements of the Chaldee Language, intended as a Supplement to the Hebrew Grammar, and as a General Introduction to the Aramean Dialects. By Rev. William Harris, LL.D. London: 1822. 8vo. (bound with the preceding.)


Hebrew Grammar designed for the use of Schools and Students in the Universities. By Christopher Leo, etc. Cambridge and London: 1836. 8vo.


Grammaire Hébraïque, précédée d'un Précis Historique sur la Langue Hébraïque; par S. Preiswitz, V.D.M. Genève: 1828. 8vo.

Hieronymian Hebrew; or, a Grammar of the Sacred Language on the System disclosed by the Writings of Saint Jerome. By William Beeston, etc. London: 1843. 8vo.

On the Etymology and Prophetic Character of the Proper Names found in the Old Testament; being a Key to the Masoretic Punctuation of the Hebrew Scriptures. By William Beeston, etc. London: 1843. 8vo. (bound with the preceding.)


Henrici Opitii etc. Novum Lexicon Hebræo-Chaldeo-Biblicum, . . . Lipsiae: 1692. 8vo.

Lapis Adjutorii, sive Lexici Philologici Hebraeo-Chaldeo-Sacri Pars Prima, conti-
nens omnes Voces Hebraicas et Chaldaicas V.T. in duabus Prioribus Alphabeti Hebraici Literas Aleph et Beth occurrentes, que Commentario Philologico-Theo-
logical illustrantur. . . .cum Indicibus Necessaribus. Aurelio Johanne Heesse, etc. Harderovici: 1716. sm. 4to.

Theoph. Imman. Dindorfi etc. Novum Lexicon Linguae Hebraico-Chaldaicae Com-
mentario in Libros Veteris Testamenti Dialectorum Cognatorum inprimis Ope Animadversionibusque Praestantium Interpretum locupletatum. Lipsiae: 1801-4. 3 vols. 8vo.

Hebrew Dictionary and Grammar, without Points; together with a Complete List of such Chaldee Words as occur in the Old Testament, and a Brief Sketch of Chaldee Grammar. . . . By James Andrew, etc. London: 1823. 8vo.

Études Hébraïques. Dictionnaire Idio-étymologique Hébreu, et Dictionnaire Grec-
Hébreu, par l'Abbé Auguste Latouche, etc. Paris: 1836. 8vo.


Histoire Générale et Système Comparé des Langues Sémitiques, par Ernest Renan, etc. ... Première Partie. Histoire Générale des Langues Sémitiques. Paris: 1858. 8vo.


Hierozoicon, sive Bipartitum Opus de Animalibus S. Scripturae. ... cum Indice Septuplici ... Authore Samuele Bocharto. Revisum atque correctum ... Opera atque Studio Clodii, etc. Francofurti ad Moenum: 1675. fol.

Philologus Hebraeus, continens Quaestiones Hebraicae, quae circa Vetus Testamentum Hebraeum fere moveri solent, Auctore Johanne Leusden, etc. Ultrajecti: 1686. 8vo.

De Aera Exteriores Templi Secundi Exercitationes Philologicae ... Auctore Johanne Jacobo Crameri Tigrino. Lugduni Batavorum: 1697. sm. 4to. (bound with Hottinger’s Comm. Phil. de Decimis Judeorum.)

Petri Cunaei de Republica Hebraeorum Libri Tres: Variis Annotationibus ... editi a Johanne Nicolai, etc. Lugduni Batavorum: 1703. 8vo.

Clavis Domus Heber, referens Januan ad Significationem Hieroglyphicam Literaturae Hebraicae perspicacidam. ... Studio atque labore Casparis Neumann. Wratislavii: 1712. sm. 4to.

Commentarius Philologicus de Decimis Judeorum, Decem Exercitationibus absolutus ... Auctore Joh. Cour. Hottingero, etc. Præmissitur ... Hadriani Relandi Epistola ad Auctorem, Lugduni Batavorum: 1713. sm. 4to.

De Legibus Hebraeorum Rituibus et earum Rationibus, Libri Quatuor ... Auctore Joanne Spencero, etc. Cambridge: 1727. 2 vols. fol.


De Sacra Poesi Hebraeorum. Praelectiones Academicae Oxoniæ habitæ a Roberto Lowth, etc. Oxoniæ: 1775. 8vo.


Essais sur la Littérature des Hébreux. Rachael.—Le Meurtrier.—Les Noces Funèbres.—Néhémie; Narrations imitées de l'Hébreu; précédées d'une Introduction et du Voyage de Benjamin de Tudèle à l'Oasis Lointaine; suivies de Notes et de Dissertations qui peuvent servir à l'Intelligence de la Bible. Par J. Ch. de Montbron. Paris: 1819. 4 vols. 32mo.


Grammarus Hebraeo-harmonica, cum Arabica et Aramæa Methodo-logico Mathematica etc. ex Altingio, Buxtorio ... contracta et emendata; charta Lusoria, ... J. G. Kals, etc. Amstelodami: 1758. 8vo.

Elements of Hebrew Grammar: to which is prefixei a Dissertation on the two Modes of Reading, with or without the Points. By Charles Wilson, etc. Edinburg: 1782. 8vo.

Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Hebraeae. In Usum Studiosis Juventutis editid Nicol. Guil. Schroeder, etc. Ulmæ: 1792. 16mo.
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to Sir William Jones's Persian Grammar. To which is prefixed an Essay on the Language and Literature of Persia. By S. Rousseau, etc. London: 1801. sm. 4to. (bound with the preceding.)


A History of Armenia, in Armenian. 1784. 2 vols. 4to.


Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, translated into Armenian verse. 1843. 2 vols. 12mo.

An Armenian book, not identified. 18mo.

Dichiaratione più Copiosa della Dottrina Christiana, tradotta dalla Italiana nella Lingua Armena dal P. Pietro Paolo Sacercote Armeno . . . Romae: 1630. sm. 4to. (Latin and Armenian in parallel columns on each page.)


Mesopotamia and Assyria, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time, with Illustrations of their Natural History. By J. Baillie Fraser, etc. New York: 1842. 32mo.

Observations connected with Astronomy and Ancient History, Sacred and Profane, of the Ruins of Babylon, as recently published and described by Claudius James Rich, etc. By Rev. Thomas Maurice, etc. London: 1816. 4to.

Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldea; forming Part of the Labors of the Euphrates Expedition. By William Ainsworth, etc. London: 1838. 8vo.

The Buried City of the East, Nineveh: a Narration of the Discoveries of Mr. Layard and M. Botta at Nimroud and Khorsabad; with Descriptions of the Exhumed Sculptures, and Particulars of the Early History of the Ancient Ninevite Kingdom. London: 1851. 16mo.

Nineveh and its Remains; with an Account of a Visit to the Chaldean Christians of Kurdistan, and the Yazidis, or Devil-worshippers; and an Inquiry into the Manners and Arts of the Ancient Assyrians. By Austin Henry Layard, etc. New York: 1852. 2 vols. bound in one. 8vo.

Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon: with Travels in Armenia, Kurdistan and the Desert; being the Result of a Second Expedition undertaken for the Trustees of the British Museum. By Austin H. Layard, etc. New York: 1853. 8vo.


Sinai and Palestine; in Connection with their History. By Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, etc. London: 1857. 8vo.

View of the Hebrews; or the Tribes of Israel in America. . . . By Ethan Smith, etc. Poultney (Vt.): 1825. 12mo.

Discursus de Confusione Linguarum, tum Orientalium . . . tum Occidentalium . . . statuens Hebraicum omnium esse Primam, et ipissimum Matricem, concinnatus à M. Christoph. Crinesio, etc. Noribergae: 1629. sm. 4to.

De Linguarum Orientalium, praestorum Hebraicæ, Chaldææ, Syriæ, Arabicæ, et Samaritanae Prestantia, Necessitate, et Utilitate quam et Theologic præstant
English... To which are added Familiar Phrases and Dialogues, &c., &c. By George Hadley. London: 1809. 8vo.

A Tamil Drama. 16mo.


A Description of Ceylon, containing an Account of the Country, Inhabitants, and Natural Productions; with Narratives of a Tour round the Island in 1800, the Campaign in Candy in 1803, and a Journey to Raminseram in 1804... By Rev. James Cordinier, &c. London: 1807. 2 vols. 4to.


Recollections of Ceylon, after a Residence of nearly Thirteen Years; with an Account of the Church Missionary Society's Operations in the Island; and Extracts from a Journal. By the Rev. James Selkirk, etc. London: 1844. 8vo.


Ceylon: Past and Present. By Sir George Barrow, etc. London: 1857. 16mo.


Histoire de Nader Chah, connu sous le Nom de Thammass Kuli Khan, Empereur de Perse. Traduite d'un Manuscrit Persan, par ordre de sa Majesté le Roi de Danemark. Avec des Notes Chronologiques, Historiques, Géographiques. Et un Traité sur la Poésie Orientale. Par Mr. William Jones, etc. London: 1770. 4to. 2 parts bound in one volume.

The Voyages and Travels of the Ambassadors sent by Frederick Duke of Holstein, to the Great Duke of Muscovy, and the King of Persia. Begun in the Year 1633, and finished in 1639; containing a Compléeit History of Muscovy, Tartary, Persia and other Adjacent Countries... In 7 Books. (Whereof are added the Travels of John Albert de Mandelslo... from Persia into the East Indies... in 3 Books...) written originally by Adam Olearius, etc. Faithfully rendered into English by John Davies, etc. London: 1669. 4to.

Narrative of a Journey into Khurasan, in the Years 1821 and 1822. Including some Account of the Countries to the North-east of Persia; with Remarks... By James B. Fraser, etc. London: 1825. 4to.

Dissertations on the Rhetoric, Prosody and Rhyme of the Persians. By Francis Gladwin, etc. London: 1801. 4to.

A Specimen of Persian Poetry; or Odes of Hafiz: with an English Translation and Paraphrase, chiefly from the Specimen Poeseos Persicæ of Baron Revizky, etc... By John Richardson, etc. London: 1802. 4to.


Historia S. Petri Persicæ conscripta, simulque multis Modis contaminata. Latine redditæ, et Brevis Animadversionibus notata, a Ludovico de Dies. Lugduni Batavorum (Elzevir): 1639. sm. 4to. (bound with the preceding.)


The Flowers of Persian Literature: containing Extracts from the most Celebrated Authors, in Prose and Verse; with a Translation into English: being a Companion
The Last Year in China, to the Peace of Nanking: as sketched in Letters to his Friends by a Field Officer actively employed in that Country, etc. Philadelphia: 1843. 8vo. (The above 4 works bound together in one volume.)

Diary of Travels and Adventures in Upper India, from Bareilly in Rohilkund to Hurdwar and Nahun in the Himalaya Mountains, with a Tour in Bundelcund, a Sporting Excursion in the Kingdom of Oude, and a Voyage down the Ganges. By C. J. C. Davidson, etc. London: 1843. 2 vols. 16mo.


The Wonders of Elora; or, the Narrative of a Journey to the Temples and Dwellings excavated out of a Mountain of Granite, and extending upwards of a mile and a quarter, at Elora, in the East Indies, by the Routes of Poona, Ahmed-nuggur, and Toka, returning by Dowlatabad and Aurungabad; with some General Observations on the People and Country. By John B. Seely, etc. London: 1824. 12mo.


Hindu Infanticide. An Account of the Measures adopted for suppressing the Practice of the Systematic Murder by their Parents of Female Infants; with Incidental Remarks on other Customs Peculiar to the Natives of India. Edited, with Notes and Illustrations, by Edward Moor, etc. London: 1811. 4to.


A Grammar of the Pure and Mixed East Indian Dialects, with Dialogues affixed, spoken in all the Eastern Countries, methodically arranged at Calcutta, according to the Brahminian System of the Sanscrit Language. By Heraism Lebedeeff. London: 1801. 4to.

An Introductory Treatise on Sanscrit Hagiographa; or the Sacred Literature of the Hindus. In Two Parts. Part I. The Philosophy of the Hindus. Part II. The Veda and Puranas, etc. By Rev. W. Wrightson, etc. Dublin: 1859. 16mo.

Selections from the Mahābhārata. Edited by Francis Johnson, etc. London: 1842. 8vo.

A Pali Manuscript, written on fourteen strips of palm-leaf.


An Introduction to the Study of the Hindostany Language, as spoken in the Carnatic. Compiled for the use of the Company of Gentlemen Cadets on the Madras Establishment at New Town, Cuddalore. 1808. 4to.


A Glossary, Bengali and English, to explain the Töta-i-thas, the Batris Singhasan, the History of Râjâ Krishna Chandra, the Purusha-Parikhyâ, the Hitopadâsa (translated by Mrityunjaya.) London: 1825. 4to.

Gospel of Matthew, in Bengali. No title, place or date. 8vo.

Gospel of John, in Bengali. No title, place or date. 8vo.

Proceedings of a Meeting of the Native and European inhabitants of Bombay, held in the Town-Hall, on the 15th December 1858, to establish the Victoria Museum and Gardens. Bombay: 1859. 8vo.

The same, in Gujarathi.


Canarese and English dictionary—[title page torn out.] 12mo.

A Compendious Grammar of the Current Corrupt Dialect of the Jargon of Hindostan (commonly called Moors): with a Vocabulary, English and Moors, Moors and
The History of British India. By James Mill, etc. London: 1826. 6 vols. 8vo.

Historical and Descriptive Account of British India, from the most Ancient Period to the Present Time; . . . By Hugh Murray, James Wilson, R. K. Greville, Professor Jameson, Whitelan Ainslie, M.D., William Rhind, Professor Wallace, and Captain Clarence Dalrymple. New York: 1836. Vols. ii. iii. 24mo.

Modern India; with Illustrations of the Resources and Capability of Hindostan. By Henry H. Spry, M.D., etc. London: 1837. 2 vols. in 1. 24mo.

British India, in its Relation to the Decline of Hindooism, and the Progress of Christianity; containing Remarks on the Manners, Customs, and Literature of the People; . . . By the Rev. William Campbell, etc. London: 1839. 8vo.

Commerces des Anciens dans l’Inde, par L. Labat, etc. Paris: 1839. 8vo.

Etat Actuel de l’Inde et de l’Asie Centrale, par L. Labat, etc. Paris: 1839. 8vo. (bound with the preceding.)


The Oriental Interpreter and Treasury of East India Knowledge, . . . By J. H. Stocqueler, etc. London. 16mo.

India; or Facts submitted to illustrate the Character and Condition of the Native Inhabitants, with Suggestions for reforming the Present System of Government. By R. Rickards, etc. London: 1828-29. 2 vols. 8vo.

A Memoir of Central India, including Malwa, and Adjoining Provinces, with the History, and Copious Illustrations, of the Past and Present Condition of that Country. By Sir John Malcolm, etc. London: 1832. 2 vols. 8vo.

Personal Observations on Sindh; the Manners and Customs of its Inhabitants; and its Productive Capabilities: with a Sketch of its History, a Narrative of Recent Events, . . . By T. Postans, etc. London: 1843. 8vo.

The Punjaub; being a Brief Account of the Country of the Sikhs; its Extent, History, etc. By Lieut. Colonel Steinbach, etc. London: 1845. 12mo.

History of the Political and Military Transactions in India during the Administration of the Marquess of Hastings, 1813-1823. By Henry T. Prinsep, etc. London: 1825. 2 vols. 8vo.


A Voyage to the East Indies; containing Authentic Accounts of the Mogul Government in general, the Viceroyalties of the Decan and Bengal, with their several Subordinate Dependances. Of Angria, the Morattoes, and Tanjoreans. Of the Mahometan, Gentoo, and Parsee Religions. Of their Customs and Antiquities, with General Reflections on the Trade of India. Of the European Settlements, particularly those belonging to the English; their respective Factories, Governments, Trade, Fortifications and Public Buildings. The History of the War with the French from 1754 to the Conclusion of the General Peace in 1763. By Mr. Grose. London: 1772. 2 vols. 8vo.

A Voyage to East India; wherein some Things are taken notice of in our Passage thither, but many more in our Abode there, within that most Rich and most Spacious Empire of the Great Mogul. . . . Reprinted from the Edition of 1655. Observed by Edward Terry, etc. London: 1777. 16mo.

A Voyage to the East Indies: containing an Account of the Manners, Customs, &c. of the Natives, with a Geographical Description of the Country. . . . By Fra Paolo da San Bartolomeo, etc. With Notes and Illustrations by John Reinhold Forster, etc. Translated from the German by William Johnston. London: 1800. 8vo.


The Rural and Domestic Life of Germany, . . . etc. By William Howitt. Philadelphia: 1843. 8vo.

Austria, Vienna, Prague, etc. etc. By J. G. Kohl, etc. Philadelphia: 1844. 8vo.

Cabool: a Personal Narrative of a Journey to, and Residence in that City in the years 1836, 7 and 8. By the late Lieut. Colonel Sir Alexander Burnes, etc. Philadelphia: 1845. 8vo.
A package of pamphlets relating to the Indian Archipelago. 8vo.
A package of Congressional documents relating to the Coolie trade. 8vo.
Javanese, Hindustani, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, and Armenian tracts, one each. 12mo.
A book of English and Malay phrases, designed to assist Malay boys in learning English. No title, place, or date. 8vo.
"Fragments from all Science," in Malay. Lithographed. 16mo.
Bugis Laws, in the Bugis language and character. 8vo.
A Bugis tract. 8vo.
Index, containing the Names and Geographical Positions of all Places in the Maps of India; designed to facilitate the Use of those Maps, and especially of the newly constructed and extended Map of India, lately published by Kingsbury, Parbury & Allen, etc. London: 1826. 24mo.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY AND CABINET.

MAY, 1860—MAY, 1861.

From the American Antiquarian Society.

From the American Geographical and Statistical Society.

From the American Philosophical Society.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1855, No. 7. 1856, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7. 1857, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. 1858, Nos. 2, 3, 4. 1859, Nos. 2, 3, 4. Calcutta. 8vo.

From the Asiatic Society of Paris.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin.

From the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church.
Explanatory Notes and Questions on Matthew. 1853. 16mo. size. Chinese.

From Professors Boehtlingk and Roth.
in the special department of Dravidian philology, had no right to an authoritative opinion in a matter concerning the Scythian family also; he could not regard the remoter relationship of the South-Indian group of languages as anything but an open question still.

7. On the Date of Composition of the Amphitruo of Plautus, by Prof. George M. Lane, of Cambridge.

The various conclusions or conjectures which had been offered by different writers respecting the date of this play—derived, in lack of other evidence, from hints and allusions in the play itself—were first subjected to criticism, and in part disproved, in part set aside as too vague and unsatisfactory. Evidences more significant, and more decisive of the question of date, than any which had been hitherto pointed out, were seen by Prof. Lane in the references to Bacchants and Bacchanalian rites which the play contained. The prominent importance of these as subjects of common talk and public action at one period in the life of Plautus was explained, and the various allusions to them presented by his different works were noted. The conclusion was arrived at, as one possessing a fair measure of plausibility, that the Amphitruo was written during the last two years of the poet’s life, or 186-184 B.C.

8. Ought the Greek of the Early Christian Writers to form Part of the Course of School and College Study? By Prof. John Proudfit, D.D., of New Brunswick, N. J.

The object of Prof. Proudfit’s paper was to set forth the grounds for answering this question in the affirmative. He maintained the high value of the Christian Greek literature, for the purity of its language, the elevation of its style, the nobility of its sentiments, the genius of its authors, and its important historical relations to the ancient heathenism and the modern Christianity—which qualities rendered it eminently worthy of being allowed a part in the education of the young at the present day. He explained the circumstances in the midst of which it grew up, and which determined its form and character, and extolled the abilities, virtues, and actions of the men who were its chief exponents, particularly Basil and Chrysostom. He contended that it was a defect in a classical education to leave quite out of sight a literary period of such prominent interest. He pointed out that many of the difficulties which had hitherto lain in the way of a study of the works of the period, in their rarity and costliness, their unwieldy form and difficult typography, and the uncritical condition of their texts, had been of late in great part removed; and he expressed the hope that better justice would ere long be done to their claims upon the attention of modern scholars.


This was a succinct view of the five principal forms of Iranian speech, namely the dialect of the Achaemenian Cuneiform Inscriptions, that of the Avesta, the Hurvâresh, the Pârsî, and the Modern Persian, giving the period and locality of each, as determined by the latest researches, and sketching their phonetic and etymological character.

No other communications were offered. The Directors accordingly gave notice that they had appointed the next meeting of the Society to be held in New York, on Wednesday, October 16th, 1861, and had designated Prof. J. J. Owen and Mr. A. I. Coetheal, of New York, and Prof. W. H. Green of Princeton, to act as a Committee of Arrangements for that meeting, and the Society adjourned.
The first part of the magnificent publication by the brothers Schlaughtwell of the results of their Indian explorations—being a quarto volume of text, and an accompanying mammoth folio portfolio of colored lithographic pictures and maps—was exhibited to the benevolent Mr. Gilman, who described summarily the course of the expedition, the character of the collections it had brought back, and the mode in which it was proposed to give them to the world.


After some general introductory remarks on the unfitness of the title applied to the work, and the special qualifications of Mr. Lyde for preparing such a work, as also a brief notice of what other travellers had reported respecting the Ansairiyah, Mr. Brigham proceeded to state the principal facts thus far known respecting this people. Their home is the mountain region in the northwest portion of Syria, though they are found widely scattered, from Tarsus in the west to Persia on the east and Mount Hermon on the south. Their estimated number is 200,000, and is steadily decreasing. They are poor, ignorant, rude, and turbulent, hostile to strangers and quarrelsome with each other. Their traffic with their neighbors is very scanty, and chiefly in the tobacco sold at Ladakia. They live mostly in small villages, dividing the large towns and the plains. They are divided into two great sects, the Shamsiyah or Northerners, and the Kamriyah or Southerners, so named from the superior reverence which they pay respectively to the sun and the moon. The Shamsiyah are regarded as the descendants of the original Canaanites, while the Kamriyah are descendants of immigrants from Mesopotamia or Persia, who came in the 8th or 9th century. The former are more numerous, the latter more proud and domineering. The chief difference between them is that tobacco is forbidden to the one and allowed to the other.

The principal topic of the review, however, was the religious system of the Ansairiyah, which was analyzed and discussed at length—the unity and nature of the Supreme Being; the Trinity of the Mjus, the Jusa, and the Bibb, with their several names and offices; the seven historical manifestations of this Trinity, from Abel to All, from Adam to Mohammed, and from Gabriel to Salman the Persian; the Hierarchies, heavenly and earthly, with their names, order, rank, and numbers; the relation of men to these divine beings; the character and use of prayer; and the relation of the religion to the customs and life of the people. The vagueness, confusion, and meagreness of the religion as explained in its catechism and its sacred books were pointed out, while its indebtedness to the Gospel was shown in the practical precepts given for the believer.


Prof. Whitney spoke of the great interest of this work as a comparative presentation of the South-Indian group of languages, but wished to treat especially of a single most important family, the Mongolian or Sceythian, which, the author's claim that the languages in question form a branch of the Mongolian or Sceythian family, specially allied to its Finnish branch. A somewhat similar claim had been some years since put forth by Müller, but upon grounds of which the adequacy had not been generally accepted. The point was one of the highest consequence, in its bearings upon ancient ethnology. It was also one of peculiar difficulty, considering the character of the Mongolian languages, the laxity of their compositions, the great variety and diversity, even as between nearly related dialects, of their formative elements, and the consequent facility offered for establishing coincidences between them and other languages by a loose method of etymologizing; taking the whole wide range of tongues reckoned as Mongolian, it would not be hard to discover here and there resemblances of roots and forms with those of any other given language. The degree of confidence to be placed in Mr. Caldwell's general conclusions, then, must depend upon the qualities which he exhibited as a general linguist—upon his linguistic acquirements and his etymological method—and with these the speaker professed himself not altogether satisfied. He referred by way of illustration to the author's comparison of Dravidian and Sanskrit roots, intended to prove an ultimate relationship between these two families also: it was of no scientific value; the greater part of the Sanskrit employed in the comparison was not even genuine ancient Sanskrit, such as alone had any right to be so used. The speaker insisted, as an indispensable qualification for comparing and determining the relations of two languages or groups of languages, on the possession of an equally profound and familiar knowledge of both, and thought that Mr. Caldwell, whatever his desert
The President called the attention of the Society to the decease, since its last meeting, of one of its oldest, most active, and most highly respected members, Prof. J. W. Gibbs, LL. D., of New Haven. Dr. Worcester and Prof. Beck of Cambridge, and Prof. Proudftt of New Brunswick were appointed a Committee to prepare appropriate resolutions, and, at a later period of the meeting, they offered the following:

Resolved, That in the death of Professor Josiah Willard Gibbs, late of Yale College, this Society lament the loss of an eminent linguistic scholar, distinguished for patient and thorough research, for his ardent pursuit and love of truth, for his various attainments, for his amiable qualities of mind, and for his Christian virtues, all which rendered him an ornament to this association.

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the family of our deceased associate.

These resolutions, after remarks from many of the gentlemen present, were passed.

Prof. Francis, of Cambridge, then referred to the death within the past year of another member of the Society, one of its founders, and for a long time one of its officers, Rev. Theodore Parker of Boston, and offered the following resolutions, which were voted on by the meeting, and adopted:

Resolved, That the members of the Oriental Society received with deep regret the intelligence of the death, in a foreign land, of their distinguished associate, Rev. Theodore Parker, and that they desire to do honor to his memory by the expression of their respect for his rich and diversified scholarship, and of their grateful remembrance of the many virtues of his character.

Resolved, That a copy of the above resolution be communicated to his widow, Mrs. Parker.

Communications being now called for, the following were presented:


This was a brief account of the extent, surface, soil, productions, trade, and population of that part of Sumatra lying next opposite to Singapore, over a portion of which the writer had become ruler, by gift from the Sultan of Siak, in return for his assistance against rebel chiefs.


Prof. Green pointed out succinctly the peculiarities of Semitic usage in the treatment of gender and number; he traced the original forms of the terminations employed to distinguish the one and the other, and referred them to the pronominal elements from which he regarded them as derived.

Here the Society took a recess, to come together again at the residence of Prof. Beck, in Cambridge.

Upon reassembling, at 4 o'clock P.M., the Society continued to listen to communications.

4. On the Explorations of the Schlagintweits in Northern India, by Mr. Daniel C. Gilman, of New Haven.
tion, and solicits the Society's subscription. The series consists of a Dictionary (four guineas), a Grammar (one guinea), and a Chrestomathy (two guineas), all in quarto. The Corresponding Secretary said he had been compelled to reply that the Society did not authorize its Librarian to make purchases for its Library; but that he should take pleasure in laying Capt. Raverty's letter before its next meeting, and recommending the works in question to individuals as a most valuable contribution to oriental philology and ethnology.

2. From Mr. Brian H. Hodgson, dated Dursley, Oct. 18th, 1860.

"... I have sent you a copy of the third and concluding part of my last papers on the Turanian languages of the Himalaya. ... Since these notices were penned, I have read Muir's Sanskrit Texts, and it seems to me not improbable that my Hāyas, whose name might as well be written Hāyus, may be identical with the people called Halvas at vol. ii, p. 59 of that work; and that the Halayas of vol. i, p. 181 of the same work may perchance be still the same. Also, that my Bāhings may be not impossibly the Bāhikas of Muir, vol. ii, p. 481, though the language of the Bāhikas be there said to be Sanskrit. But the Brahmínical writers, in their notices of the tribes and peoples around them, show extreme ignorance of the forms and of the tongues of those tribes and peoples, since even the Indo-Aryan are by those writers set down as "degraded Kshatriyas," that is, Aryans in race and speech! I mention these things just as they occur to me on the spur of the moment."

3. From Mr. Fitz-Edward Hall, dated Camp Nursingbpoor, Feb. 21st, and Saugor, March 4th, 1861.

"... Lately, when at Eran, I made out the oldest Hindu date hitherto deciphered. It corresponds to A.D. 111. ... Bāpū Deva's version of the Svārya Sādhānta I found published, a fasciculus of the Bibliotheca Indica, when I reached Calcutta. With the same help as before [that of Archdeacon Pratt, of Calcutta], he is now going to give a version of the Sādhānta-Saivism. ... Here at Saugor, I have come upon what seems to be a very correct copy of the Kathā-sarit-sāgara in its entirety. I am having it copied for Brockhaus; and so we may see this huge collection of venerable fbs in print some day or other. ... I have corrected for the press, this day, the first sheet of my edition of the Daṣa-rūpas and its commentary. My translation of it will be printed when I shall have done with the Sanskrit. This I finished before I left India in 1859. ..."

Dr. Taylor of Andover, Rev. Mr. Hale of Boston, and Mr. Salisbury of Worcester were appointed a committee to nominate a board of officers for election for the ensuing year. They proposed the subjoined ticket, being the same with that chosen last year, which was thereupon balloted for, and declared duly elected:


Vice-Presidents: Rev. William Jenks, D. D.,

Pres. T. D. Woolsey, D. D., LL. D.,

Corresponding Secretary—Prof. W. D. Whitney,

Secr. of Classical Section—Prof. James Hadley,

Recording Secretary—Mr. Ezra Abbot,

Treasurer—Mr. D. C. Gilman,

Librarian—Rev. Rufus Anderson, D. D.,

Mr. J. G. Cogswell, LL. D.,

Pres. C. C. Felton, LL. D.,

Directors:

Prof. W. H. Green, D. D.,

Prof. J. J. Owen, D. D.,

Dr. Charles Pickering,

Prof. E. E. Salisbury,
works relating to every part of the Orient, but especially to China and Egypt, and adding probably not less than half to the previous value of the Library; including also a series of Chinese coins, of four hundred and thirty different varieties, and many other objects of curious interest for the Society's Cabinet. The condition upon which Mr. Bradley's gifts are now made was stated: viz., that the Library remains in its present place of deposit in New Haven; should it at any time be removed to another locality, the books are to be transferred to the Library of Yale College. A special vote of thanks to Mr. Bradley for his unprecedented liberality to the Society was proposed and passed unanimously.

The Committee of Publication reported that the continuation of the Society's Journal, forming the first half of Vol. VII, was almost complete, and would be distributed in a few days to the members for the past year.

The Corresponding Secretary gave information that the following gentlemen had, since the previous meeting, by acceptance of election, become Corporate Members of the Society:

Mr. William F. Allen, West Newton, Mass.
Mr. Brinton Coxe, Philadelphia.
Prof. Timothy Dwight, New Haven.
Mr. S. Hastings Grant, New York.
Rev. William Hutchison, New Haven.
Rev. Thomas S. Potwin, Franklin, N. Y.
Mr. Joseph S. Ropes, Boston.
Mr. J. Hammond Trumbull, Hartford, Conn.
Mr. George F. Vose, Fitchburg, Mass.
Mr. James M. Whiton, New Haven.

The Directors offered to the meeting the names of several gentlemen with the recommendation that they be elected Corporate Members of the Society; those proposed were thereupon balloted for, and elected without dissent. Among them were the following American merchants, resident in China, who had recently donated each one hundred dollars to the Society, through Hon. C. W. Bradley, and who were therefore chosen as Life Members:

Mr. John Heard, Hongkong.
Mr. T. C. Smith, do.
Mr. Robert M. Olyphant, Shanghai.
Mr. Thomas Walsh, do.

The Directors farther announced that they had reappointed the Committee of Publication of last year. Also that, while thanking Hon. C. W. Bradley, of Ningpo, for his zealous and efficient efforts to promote the interests of the Society abroad, especially in the far East, they had authorized and requested him to continue his exertions in its behalf as he should find opportunity.

The correspondence of the past six months was presented, and read in part. Among the letters were the following:

1. From Capt. H. G. Raverty, dated London, Oct. 12th, 1860. Capt. Raverty calls the Society's attention to the series of works on the Afghan, Pukhto, or Pashto language, which he has lately published by subscrip-
PROCEEDINGS.

Boston and Cambridge, May 22nd, 1861.

Pursuant to adjournment, the American Oriental Society held its Annual Meeting for 1861 in Boston and Cambridge, on Wednesday, May 22nd. The Society assembled in the rooms of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and was called to order soon after 10 o'clock A.M., by the President, Dr. Robinson of New York.

After the reading of the minutes of the last meeting, reports from the officers were called for. The Treasurer first gave a summary statement of the income and outlay of the past year, and of the present condition of the Treasury, as follows:

**RECEIPTS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance in the Treasury, May 17th, 1860</td>
<td>$520.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members' fees: ann. assessments for 1860-61</td>
<td>$455.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do. do for previous years</td>
<td>115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do. do for 1861-62</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of Journal</td>
<td>63.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations from American merchants in China</td>
<td>400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total receipts of the year</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1088.39</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXPENDITURES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper, printing, and engraving for Journal, Vol. VI (balance)</td>
<td>$429.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do. do. do. Vol. VII (in part)</td>
<td>472.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other printing</td>
<td>16.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding books</td>
<td>41.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other expenses of Library, of correspondence, etc.</td>
<td>41.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenditures of the year</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1001.75</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance in the Treasury, May 22nd, 1861</td>
<td>557.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1558.97</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Treasurer's accounts were referred to an Auditing Committee composed of Messrs. Charles Folsom of Cambridge and Samuel F. Haven of Worcester, and, having been by them duly examined and audited, were accepted.

The Librarian laid before the Society the list of Additions to the Library and Cabinet since the last annual meeting (which list is annexed to this report of Proceedings). He read the names of the several donors, and pointed out the gifts of highest interest and value. Attention was especially called to a donation from Hon. Charles W. Bradley, lately U.S. Consul at Nanking, by far the most valuable which the Society has ever received, comprising a collection of more than seven hundred volumes of...
also of the negotiations at Pekin respecting an audience with the emperor, which resulted in failure, from the steady refusal of the ambassador to pay him the homage of kneeling. Dr. Williams gave a somewhat detailed account, partly oral, and partly from a report of the journey already published by him in the Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (Shanghai, 1859). He explicitly denied the stories which had been extensively circulated—partly in anticipation of the facts—of the treatment of the embassy with indignity or want of ceremonious attention on the part of the Chinese, and maintained that the latter had acted throughout in good faith, and with candor and liberality; that they were sincerely desirous that the ratification and the presentation to the emperor should take place, and had withdrawn vastly more than ever before of their assumption of superiority and claim to homage, but were unable to prevail upon themselves to give up the point of kneeling. He saw no reason to doubt that preparation had been made at Pekin for the reception of all the embassies, and that they were to have been conducted thither from Peh-tang. The different course taken by the English and Americans in this business had finally convinced the Chinese of what they had never before fully believed, namely the entire independence of the two governments.

Dr. Williams farther favored the Society with a brief exposition of the present condition of China, and his views as to the probable result of the pending troubles, internal and external, of the empire; speaking upon the latter point, however, only diffidently and without certainty. He described the rebellion as rather a devastating foray and military occupation of certain provinces than a division of the empire: the rebels organized nothing, and, as soon as they quitted a province, it reverted to its ancient condition under imperial authority. Of the mongrel Christianity professed by them he spoke doubtfully, but thought that their iconoclasm and independence of traditional authority might be agencies for good among the Chinese people.


This paper was an analysis and criticism of Prof. Max Müller’s late volume, entitled “A History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, so far as it illustrates the Primitive Religion of the Brahmans” (London, 1859). The writer began with a sketch of Prof. Müller’s literary life and labors, and an exposition of his superior claims to the succession of Wilson’s chair at Oxford, for which he is now competing. He then proceeded to set forth the general character and objects of the work, and to comment upon some of its statements and deductions. He presented its four-fold division of the Vedic period—into the sub-periods of the Sūtras, of the Brahmans, of the collection of the hymns, and of their composition—rehearsings the grounds upon which this was founded: but he was not disposed to accept its chronological determination of the time of the periods—by which the earliest was made to include from 1200-1000 B.C.—as of any authority or positive value. In connection herewith, he spoke of the extreme difficulty attending the settlement of dates in Hindu history, and of the successive overthrows experienced by conclusions once thought to be firmly established: the work in hand affording such an instance, in the disproof of the currently accepted date of Buddha’s death, 543 B.C., and of the reliability of Buddhist chronology prior to 250 B.C. The claim of Müller that the Vedic literature was produced without and prior to all knowledge of the art of writing was next discussed: Prof. Whitney gave the reasons which led him to question this conclusion, and to believe rather that the art was disowned and ignored in the literature which must have been constructed partly by its aid, and exoterically in the Brahman schools, in order to maintain the Brahman monopoly of the sacred knowledge and of its propagation by tradition and oral instruction. He farther expressed his dissent from Müller’s opinion that traces of a primitive monotheism are discoverable in the Vedas, and finally criticised certain views respecting the early history and migrations of nations, brought forward in the introductory portions of the work, as having a form and significance which were rhetorical rather than scientific.

No farther communications being offered, the Directors announced that the next meeting would be held in Boston, on Wednesday the 22nd of May, 1861, and that they had appointed Dr. Beck, Mr. Abbot, and Prof. Whitney a Committee of Arrangements for it; and the Society adjourned.
Ibn-Wahshiyyah was a man of much travel, and much knowledge of physical science, which procured for him in later times the reputation of a conjurer. Though a Mohammedan, he hated the Arabs, and resented their contempt for his countrymen. It was to overcome this contempt that he undertook to render into Arabic a number of works from the surviving remains of Nabathean (or ancient Babylonian) literature. The originals he procured with difficulty, their heathen custodians being afraid to trust them in Moslem hands. The works placed at his disposal included books on religion, natural history, medicine, astrology, and perhaps astronomy and history: of these he translated only a part, and of his translations only a part have come down to us. Chwolson finds reason to regard him as a competent and faithful translator. Among his extant versions, the longest, and in all respects the most important, is that which the Arabs call the "Book of Nabathean Agriculture." It is almost encyclopedial in extent and variety, treating of all matters connected with the cultivation and productions of the soil, and touching incidentally on many things, historical, philosophical, social, and religious, which have little relation to agriculture. Its professed author is Qūṭāmī, who describes himself as a Chaldean, resident in Babylon, but owning large estates in the country. He is a man of philosophical culture, and of true scientific spirit, a liberal inquirer, and opposed at heart to the prevailing polytheism of his countrymen. He makes quotations, almost without number, from a host of preceding authors. Some ten or twelve of these are specially described by Chwolson, with loose estimates of the intervals of time between them, the earliest, Dewānā, being placed more than 1000 years before Qūṭāmī. The most prominent are Yanūbī, a sage and saint, of monotheistic tendencies, who lived perhaps 400 years before Qūṭāmī, and Dhagrīt, who may have lived 200 years earlier. Among the rest, we find the names of Adam, Ishītā, Anūhā, Ibrahim, which remind us of the patriarchs Adam, Seth, Noah, Abraham, though Chwolson regards them as wholly distinct. The last two are spoken of as Canaanites, and Qūṭāmī repeatedly alludes to a Canaanitish dynasty as having long before conquered Babylon under a chief named Nāmūdā (apparently the Nimrod of Genesis), and as being still dominant in that country. This dynasty Chwolson identifies with the so-called Arabic kings of Berossus: their rule in Babylonia, which commenced about the middle of the 16th century, he conceives to have been established by some of the Hyksos then driven out of Egypt; and as their line ended soon after the beginning of the 15th century, he concludes that Qūṭāmī must have written before 1300 B.C. A number of objections to this prodigious antiquity (part of them already suggested by Ewald) are considered and answered, the most serious being those arising from the way in which the Greeks (or Ionians) are often referred to by Qūṭāmī and his predecessors.

Beside the Book of Nabathean Agriculture, we find in the Arabic versions of Ibn-Wahshiyyah—1. A book on Poisons, which is mainly the work of Yārbūqū, a writer older even than Qūṭāmī—2. A book of Astrology, or horoscopic signs, by a writer named Tenkellīshā, who seems to have lived not very long before the final destruction of Babylon in the second century after Christ—3. Some fragments of another work entitled "Mysteries of the Sun and Moon."

Prof. Hadley confined himself, for the most part, to representing the statements and arguments of the memoir under review, though not without indicating various difficulties and improbabilities which appear to beset them. In conclusion, he gave the résumé in which Chwolson sketches, with lofty eloquence and glowing enthusiasm, the results to be gained for the history of human culture from these newly recognized remains of ancient Babylonian literature.

10. On the Late Dealings between China and the Western Powers, by Dr. S. Wells Williams, of Canton.

Dr. Williams, who, as interpreter to the American embassies, had borne a share personally in all the recent negotiations with China, gave the Society a sketch of the transactions between China and the English, French, Russians, and Americans, which had led to the formation of the treaties of Tien-tsin, and likewise of the later proceedings of the English and French in the Pei-ho, which resulted in the disastrous repulse of the allied fleets from before the forts at the mouth of the river. Of the expedition of the American embassy from Peih-tang to Pekin immediately after, for the purpose of exchanging ratifications of the American treaty, as
designating him simply as ‘god,’ and Zeus πατέρας as the ‘father god.’ The religion came from the Pelasgi, who learned their divine names from the East, especially from Egypt. The Pelasgic Dodona was the earliest Hellenic seat of the Jupiter worship. Prof. Moffat then proceeded to establish, by comparison of traditions and observances, his belief that the Jupiter of Dodona was identical with the Amun of Ammonium and of Thebes, before the latter absorbed the attributes of the ram-headed god Num; and that the worship of Amun came from Ethiopia, and in its original purity was a true worship of the unseen god, as separate from his works—the name Amun signifying ‘unseen’ or ‘concealed.’ Accepted by the Pelasgi, who worshipped the god without a name, that religion was afterwards communicated by them to the ruder tribes migrating in upon them from the north. The writer then attempted to approximate to the date at which this change in the religion of the Hellenic people took place, and concluded that it was not long before the Trojan war.

In criticism of Prof. Moffat’s views, Prof. Hadley, of New Haven, remarked that the word Ζεύς was proved by the analogy of the kindred languages, especially of the Sanskrit, to mean originally the ‘sky,’ and to be accordingly the name of a divinity belonging to a nature-religion, while the attributes assigned to the god also strongly favored the same conclusion.

At this stage of proceedings, the Society adjourned until the next day.

On assembling again on Thursday morning, at half past eight o’clock, at the same place, the Society continued to listen to communications.


In this paper the author pointed out the principal processes of euphonic change developed in the history of the forms of speech of the Indo-European family, and more especially of the Teutonic branch of that family, as they present themselves in the words and forms of the English language, for the purpose of showing the importance of recognizing them in English grammar.

9. On a Recent Memoir by Professor Chwolson of St. Petersburgh, entitled ‘Remains of Ancient Babylonian Literature in Arabic Translations,’ by Prof. James Hadley, of Yale College.

This memoir of Prof. Chwolson is printed in a separate form from the Mémoires des Savants Etrangers, St. Petersburgh, 1859. It is in German, and fills nearly 200 quarto pages. Its author is a pupil of Movers, the great explorer of Phoenician antiquities, and in many points resembles his lamented master. He published in 1856 a work of remarkable originality and learning on the ‘Sabians and Sabianism.’ Since then he has been much engaged in studying the productions which form the subject of this memoir. They are a series of Arabic texts, not yet published, which purport to be translations, made about 900 A.D., from originals composed in a language called ‘Nabathæan.’ They were described in part by Quatremère in his Mémoire sur les Nabatéens, Journal Asiatique, t. xvi, 1855; but no one before Chwolson has given them a thorough study. He proposes to edit them, and states that they will make four quarto volumes of 600 pages each. His object in this memoir —of which the leading points were given by Prof. Hadley—is to furnish a general account of the books, their contents and character, to discuss their authorship, with the times and places of their origin, and to indicate his reasons for referring them in part to a very high antiquity: for he regards the most important one as older by seven centuries than Nebuchadnezzar. He begins by showing that there is no impossibility in supposing that the Chaldeans should have reached an advanced point in literature and science at such an early period, so long before the beginning of Greek culture. He then enumerates the Arabic texts, and speaks of Ibn-Walshihyyah, the professed translator. He was a native of southern Chalda, and therefore a Nabathæan; for this term, as used by the Arabs, referred in a stricter sense to the Chaldeans, while in a wider sense it included the Arameans and Canaanites, and in fact all Semitic-speaking races, except perhaps the Arabs. The mass of his countrymen were still heathen, and spoke, though in a corrupt form, the old Babylonian language.
3. On the Kings of Mandala, as commemorated in a Sanskrit Inscription of the 17th Century, by Fitz-Edward Hall, D.C.L.

4. Two Inscriptions pertaining to the Pārāśara Rulers of Mālava; the Sanskrit, with Translations and Remarks. By the same.

These two papers form the first two articles in the seventh volume of the Society’s Journal, now in process of publication. In the absence of their author, who has recently returned to his post as Inspector of Schools for the Saugor and Nerbudda Territory in India, they were laid before the Society by the Corresponding Secretary. The latter gave some account of Mr. Hall’s labors in Sanskrit epigraphy. He described the two classes of inscriptions to which these treated in the papers under notice belong—the one commemorative of the erection and endowment of sacred edifices and their appendages, the other recording formal grants of lands and villages to Brahman—and read enough of their translations to illustrate the general character of such monuments, as well as the special features of the specimens of them here presented. He pointed out some of the valuable results derived from the inscriptions, or from Mr. Hall’s remarks and notes called out by them; especially the correction of Lassen’s error respecting the period of Udayāditya of Mālava.

5. On the Greek Augment, and on Processes of Growth in Language, by Mr. Jacob Wilson, of Canajoharie, N. Y.

Mr. Wilson considered the origin and character of the augment of the Greek verb, which he regarded as identical with the reduplication. He compared it also with certain prefixes in other languages, of which he discussed the significance and mode of development.


Mr. Webb gave a summary account of the method of construction of Tamil verse, defining and naming first the two kinds of syllables, then the feet, and then the stanza into which these are combined. He described the attempts of the Christian missionaries in Southern India to introduce our own metres and hymn tunes as part of the worship of the congregations of native converts, and the complete failure which had attended them; it had been found impossible to make the natives recognize any measure in the verse, or learn to sing the music. In view of this, an effort had been made to obtain Christian songs written by the converts, in their own metres, and adapted to their own melodies, and with the most satisfactory results. A large number of Christian lyrics had been collected, well suited to be introduced into Christian worship, and calculated to help the cause of Christianity. Translations of a number of these were read by Mr. Webb, and were listened to with much interest and admiration. He also read specimens of the original hymns, in illustration of their peculiar rhythmical character, which would be styled in the West highly artificial, being marked with profuse and elaborate rhyme, alliteration, and assonance. He described the musical modes of the Hindus, accepted throughout all India under the same Sanskrit appellations, briefly indicating their relation to the European scale, and referring to the special adaptedness to the expression of different emotions, and to employment at different seasons and different parts of the day, claimed for them by the natives: finally, as a practical illustration, he sang several of them to the hymns which he had before read.

7. On a Revolution in the Ancient Religion of Greece, by Prof. J. C. Moffat, of Princeton.

Prof. Moffat alluded to the fact that Greek literature bears deep marks of an ancient religious revolution. Viewing the Greeks as belonging to two great divisions, the northern, and the southern with eastern connections, or the Hellenes and the Pelasgi or Ionians, he held that the revolution occurred in the religion of the former, at the meeting of the two races, and in and about Thessaly. The religion overthrown was a nature-worship; that set up in its stead was more akin with the earlier civilization of the region, and presented gods having an independent existence. The head of the new religion was without a proper name in Greek, Ζεύς.

After expressing his regret at being unable to attend the Society's meeting, Mr. Merrick says:

"... You have doubtless seen newspaper notices of the alleged discovery, in excavating a mound in Newark, Ohio, of a peculiarly shaped stone, described as a truncated pyramid, four or five inches long, and marked on its four sides in low relief with Hebrew characters. It claims to be an Oriental symbol, of unknown antiquity and of a masonic origin, and for these reasons has attracted some attention from Oriental scholars and antiquarians in different sections of the country.

"It is almost needless for me to state that, having been asked my opinion by interested parties, it was unhesitatingly given adversely to the genuineness of the monument as an ancient symbol, or as a work of any character anterior to our own day. Indeed, you will see, by the photographed and traced copies of it herewith forwarded to your address, that it carries its condemnation on its face, as a bungling imitation of the printed Chaldee letters in our later editions of the Hebrew Bible. ..."

The copies sent by Mr. Merrick were passed around among the members present, and no person was found disposed to differ from the opinion expressed by that gentleman, while some surprise was manifested that so transparent a fraud, or piece of pleasantry, should have made so much stir, and deceived so many people.

Communications were now called for.

1. On the Vocabulary of the Modern Greek Language, by Mr. F. P. Brewer, of New Haven.

After premising that a considerable portion of the words in Modern Greek are the same, or nearly the same, with those of the ancient language, Mr. Brewer considered first the changes of form which they had in many cases undergone, attributing them in part to the degradation of the people, and in part to the phonetical corruptions to which every language is subject. Some words were claimed to preserve ante-classical elements, and many new forms to exhibit the carrying out of principles developed in the language during its classical period. The formation of new words as substitutes for old ones was illustrated by numerous examples, classified under several heads. It was shown to be called for in many cases by ambiguities arising from a new pronunciation or from other causes. Some new meanings are the result of metonymy; others are euphemistic. A few contain references to local customs. The Hellenistic phase of the modern language was pointed out as of conspicuous importance, and was traced to its natural cause, in the currency given by the New Testament to the colloquial dialect of the Grecian Jews. In conclusion, Mr. Brewer offered some reflections on the attempts now making to resuscitate the ancient Greek as the cultivated and literary language of the modern kingdom, and considered briefly the probable issue of the attempt and the future history of the language.

Remarks and comments followed the reading of Mr. Brewer's paper, turning especially upon the last point discussed by him, respecting which some diversity of opinion was manifested.


Dr. Cogswell laid before the meeting, and read in part, a list of the latest additions to the Oriental department of the Astor Library. He spoke of the warm interest taken by himself in the progress of Oriental study, and of his desire to contribute what he could to its advancement, by providing for special students the means of pursuing their researches to the best advantage; which desire, he said, had led him to give the department a special share of attention in making purchases of books. He cordially invited the members of the Society to examine and make use of the collection, and also to suggest the names of works with which they would desire to see it farther enriched.
ume, have left the press during the years 1858 and 1859, published almost entirely at my expense. They are to be purchased of the editor, at Paris (No. 86, Rue de l'Ouest), at 9 francs a volume.

6. Moses of Albania, or of Calancaituat, has just been put to press. This author composed his historical work, in three books, in the first half of the 7th century. It is of great importance, as being the only one which brings to our knowledge the history of Albania, of the Huns, of the Khazars, and of other neighboring races. His story, which breaks off in the middle of the 7th century, has been continued to the 10th by an anonymous author. I possess four copies of it.

7. The Universal History of Michael, patriarch of the Syrians, of the 12th century. This extremely interesting work was translated from the Syriac into the Armenian, shortly after the death of its author. I do not know whether the Syriac original is in existence; but the Armenian version, made by Chot, and revised by the learned Vardan Vardapet, and bearing the marks of the decadence of the Armenian language, leaves nothing to be desired, as concerns its fidelity. My edition of this work will be founded on three manuscripts, the first of which, being complete and correct, belongs to the Armenian Museum of Constantinople, and has been kindly lent me for collation; the second I myself copied at Edchmiadzin; the third, which is incomplete and incorrect, belongs to the Imperial Library of Paris. It is from this latter copy that the learned M. Dulaurier has given an extract in French.

8. The Chronology of Samuel, priest of the cathedral of Ani, capital of Armenia under the Bagratides; a work of no great extent, but of extreme accuracy, and composed by order of the patriarch Gregory IV, in the 12th century. The method of Samuel of Ani reminds one of that of Eusebius of Csesarea. An anonymous author has continued it down to the 13th century. The edition of Samuel of Ani will be based upon four copies.

9. Mekhitar, a monk of Airivank, a writer of the 13th century, and of immense learning. By means of concentric circles, he has traced a view of the astronomy of his period, and has drawn out, in parallel columns, lists of all sovereigns, pontiffs, patriarchs, and Armenian and foreign authors, adding sundry essays on the creation of the world and on the celestial spheres. I possess of this work at present but a single copy, made by myself.

10. Matthew of Edessa, an author of the 12th century. He throws a vivid light upon the history of the races of Western Asia in the Middle Ages, and especially upon the Crusades. The priest Gregory is his continuator. I possess of his work but a single incorrect copy. The copies belonging to the Imperial Library of Paris and to that of the convent of the Mekhitarists at Venice are unfortunately in the same condition, and of no more value than my own. M. Dulaurier has this year published Matthew of Edessa in a French translation.

11. Cyriacus of Gandzak, vardapet, a writer of the 13th century. He has composed a History of Armenia, covering a period of near a thousand years. As contemporary, prisoner, and interpreter of the Tatars, he furnishes precious details respecting that people. I have two copies of this history: the first is the more correct, but not complete: it was given me by the Armenian Museum of Constantinople. My second copy is complete, but not very correct: I expect a third, from the library of the Armenian convent of Jerusalem, which will soon be sent me.

12. Vardan Vardapet of Bareter-berd, of the 13th century, a fellow-disciple of Cyriacus of Gandzak, profoundly learned, and especially distinguished as a linguist. He has left us a complete history of Armenia from the time of Halk down to his own period. I have but a single copy of it, but expect another from Constantinople.

13. Malachi the monk, likewise of the 13th century. His work is entirely devoted to an account of the invasions of the Mongols, who bore rule in Armenia for nearly two centuries. A single copy of it is at my disposal.

14. Thomas of Medzob, vardapet, of the 15th century. He has composed, as an eye-witness, a brief history of Tamerlane, and of the principal events of his time. The copy which I have in my hands is very correct; the Imperial Library of Paris also possesses an excellent copy, made at the convent of the Mekhitarists at Venice upon the collation of four manuscripts. M. Nève has published at Paris, in the year 1855, a study upon Thomas of Medzob and his history.
During the three centuries that the Armenians have possessed the art of printing, scarcely fourteen or fifteen historical works* have been published: viz. Agathangelius, secretary of King Tiridates; Zenoobius; Faustus of Byzantium; Korion, Elia, Lazarus of Phorbas; Moses of Khorene; John Mamikonian; Sebeos, historian of Heraclius, John the patriarch; Mesrob the priest; Aristakes of Lastivert, archimandrite, prince Hethum Rubenian, Arakel of Taurus, archimandrite, Thomas Ardruni, and perhaps a few others; while the greater number still remain in manuscript, and the learned world is constantly in danger of losing a part of them by some unforeseen accident, as has happened so many times. To bring to light, and to preserve henceforward, the historical works of my country, I have devoted myself during the past fifteen years to searching for manuscript copies of them, especially in the rich library of the patriarchal convent of Echmiadzin, and in those of the convenants of Siunik, of Mgr. Carapet, Armenian archbishop of Tiflis, of the National Museum of Constantinople, of that of Jerusalem, in private collections, and, finally, in the Imperial Library of Paris. After having surmounted difficulties of every kind, and expended much labor and no small sums of money, I have succeeded in forming a considerable collection of these manuscripts, and have undertaken the publication of an Armenian Historical Gallery, to be composed of fourteen authors of high interest. They are as follows:

1. Leontius, archimandrite, a writer of the 8th century. He treats of the invasions of Armenia, Georgia, and Caucasian Albania by the Arabs, and of the conquests made by them. I have been able to discover only a single manuscript of his work—but a very correct one—coming from the convent of St. John Baptist, in the pashalik of Musch, and now forming part of the library of the late Mgr. Carapet. On the basis of this unique copy I have published the text, with a French translation.

2. Stephen Assoghik, archimandrite, who lived in the 10th century. He composed, in three books, a very learned abridgment of universal history, at the request of the patriarch Sarkis I. He begins with the creation, and ends with the year 1004. I have published the work from three manuscripts, of which one was copied by myself at Siunik, the second belongs to the Carapet library, and the third to P. Alichian, Director of the Armenian College Samuel Moorat at Paris.

3. Sembath the constable, prince of Coricos, an author of the 13th century. He composed a book of annals, starting from the year 932. It treats of the principal events in Armenia, of the Lower Empire, and of the Crusades, and is brought down to 1277. I have published an edition of it, founded on three manuscripts....

4. Vaahram Rabuni, vardapet, secretary of the Armenian king Leon III, in the 13th century. It relates in verse the history of the Rubenians of Lesser Armenia, where the Armenian family of Rubenians, allied later to the French house of Lusignan, reigned for three hundred years. I have published it from two manuscripts.... There was published in 1831 an English translation of the work, by K. F. Neumann.

5. Stephen Orbelian, metropolitan of Siunik, also of the 13th century. He has left a complete history of the province of Lissak, and of the different families who have possessed it; among others, of the Orbelian princes, from whom he is himself descended. This chapter was translated by Saint-Martin, and published in 1819, as part of the work entitled Mémoires Historiques et Géographiques sur l'Arménie. Stephen Orbelian gives precious details respecting the invasions of the Mongols; he copies a great number of inscriptions extant at his period, and presents the nomenclature of all the convents, villages, cities, and cantons of that province. The whole work includes seventy-five chapters. I have published it from three manuscripts....

The learned Saint-Martin, lacking a profound knowledge of the Armenian language, and also led astray by an incomplete and faulty manuscript, has fallen into serious errors, which I have pointed out in my edition, and in my explanatory notes.

These five works, compared, corrected, explained by means of considerable notes, enriched with biographies of their authors, and with an introduction to each vol.

* We add, in connection with the authors and works mentioned in this Programme, references to Mr. Dwight's Catalogue of Works in the Armenian Language, published in Vol. iii of the Society's Journal.

1 See Journ., ii. 246.
2 Ibid., p. 247.
3 Ibid., p. 248.
4 Ibid., p. 249.
5 Ibid., p. 250.
6 Ibid., p. 251.
7 Ibid., p. 252.
8 Ibid., p. 253.
9 Ibid., p. 254.
10 Ibid., p. 255.
11 Ibid., p. 256.
12 Ibid., p. 257.
13 Ibid., p. 258.
14 Ibid., p. 259.
15 Ibid., p. 260.
16 Ibid., p. 261.
PROCEEDINGS
OF THE
AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

New Haven, October 17th and 18th, 1860.

The Semi-annual Meeting for 1860 of the American Oriental Society was held in New Haven, at the residence of Mr. E. E. Salisbury, commencing on Wednesday, October 17th, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The President being absent, the chair was occupied by Pres't T. D. Woolsey, the only Vice-President present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted. Dr. Cogswell of New York, and Mr. Gilman and Prof. Whitney of New Haven were appointed a Committee of Arrangements for the present meeting.

The Librarian made a brief verbal report respecting the accessions to the Library during the past six months (of which he laid a detailed list upon the table), and respecting its present condition. He invited the members from abroad to visit and examine the Library and Cabinet at their place of deposit in Yale College Library, during their stay in the city.

The Board of Directors recommended to the Society, for election as Corresponding Members, the following gentlemen, accompanying the recommendation with a statement of their claims to membership:

Dr. Adalbert Kuhn, of Berlin.
Dr. Andrew T. Pratt, Missionary at Aleppo.

they were thereupon balloted for, and declared duly elected.

Other gentlemen were, upon the recommendation of the Directors, elected Corporate Members; the names of such of whom as shall have signified their acceptance of membership will be reported at the next meeting of the Society.

The Corresponding Secretary presented the correspondence of the half-year, reading first the more than usually numerous regrets and excuses for non-attendance which had been received from members compelled by other engagements to be absent from the meeting. Among the letters of a more general interest were the following:

1. From Rev. C. D. Seropyan, dated Paris, March 2nd, 1860, accompanying the donation of two works on topics in the history of Armenia, by G. V. Shahnazarian, and also enclosing a manuscript of the same author, entitled "Programme of a Collection of Armenian Authors, published under the title 'Armenian Historical Gallery'," of the main part of which a translation (the original is in French) is offered below.

After a few introductory remarks, Mr. Shahnazarian goes on to say:

"After such repeated destructions of our literary monuments—monuments derived in great part from the archives and the schools of Edessa, of Nineveh, of Tarsus, of Antioch, of Alexandria, of Rome, of Athens, of Byzantium, capitals visited and explored, one after another, by most of the Armenian authors—we still possess a considerable number of precious works which time has respected,
ERRATA.

p. 5, l. 3—for सन्ति read सन्तर.

p. 9, l. 16—for घृं read घृं.

p. 16, l. 11—for not wait to be entreated read not turn the back on them.

p. 18, l. 33—for at an read as an.

p. 20, l. 22—for metronymie read metronymie.

p. 21, l. 4—for कार्तिकेयa read कार्तिकेयa.

p. 22, l. 34—for do. do.

p. 26, l. 16—the plate has दिम्पाल—.

p. 27, l. 17—for नृसु— read नृसु—.

p. 61, l. 13—for ‘at-Tarmidhi read ‘at-Tarmidhi’.

p. 72, l. 5—for عبد الرحمن read عبد الرحمن.

p. 74, l. 34—for ‘Abdallah read ‘Abdallah; and for ‘Abd ‘ar-Rahman read ‘Abd ‘ar-Rahman.

p. 88, l. 3 from below—for कवौल read कवौल.

The errata for the Atharva-Veda Prātičākhyā are given in the last additional note to that work, just before the Indexes.
Valmiki, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 17n, 40n. 
Varnakrama. — see Duplication of consonants.
Vatsyapra, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 21n, 24n.
Vatsya, quoted in commentary, ii. 6n.
Veda: its study recommended, iv. 101-106.
Vedamitra, quoted by Rik Pr., i. 29n.
Verb, i. 1, add. n. 4. II. 1; its composition with modifying prepositions, iv. 1-7.
Vikampita modification of independent circumflex, iii. 65; mode of designating, iii. 65n; occasional protraction of vikampita syllable in MSS, iii. 65n.
Visarjaniya (a): a throat-sound, i. 19n; a spirant, i. 31n; a possible final, i. 5; called abhinavathama, i. 42; conversion of m to, ii. 25; do. of n to, ii. 26-28, 30; historical origin of this combination, ii. 26n; assimilation of to following surd, ii. 40; disagreement of the grammarians upon this point, ii. 40n; discordance with this rule of the practice of MSS and edited text, ii. 40n; dropped in edition before sibilant followed by surd mute, ii. 40n; becomes y before a vowel, ii. 41; and the y is dropped, ii. 21; but becomes s after an alternate vowel, ii. 42, 43; and, in certain words, after a and o, ii. 44-52; ah converted to o, ii. 53, 54; it is dropped after d, ii. 55; do. in sah and esah, ii. 57, 58; do. in special cases, ii. 56, 59; anomalous combinations of, ii. 60, 61; converted to s or sh before k and p, ii. 62-81; not duplicated, iii. 29; restored from s or sh, and restored to n, in krama and pada texts, iv. 74 etc.
Vocatives in o, pragṛhya only in pada text, i. 81.
Vowels (a, o, i, u, a, े, े, i, e, di, o, du); belong to various classes of sounds, i. 19n-21n, 25n; degree of contact of organs in production of, i. 32-56; nasal vowels, i. 27n; quantity of vowels, i. 59-62; combinations of vowels, iii. 39-54; resulting accent, iii. 55-61, 65, 66.
See also the different letters, also Nasal vowels, and Diphthongs.
Vridhdi derivatives from compounds, how treated in pada-text, iv. 55:

Y: palatal, semivowel, i. 21n, 30n; dropped when final after a vowel, ii. 21; or has attenuated utterance, ii. 24; visarjaniya before a vowel converted into, ii. 41.
Yamas: in part sonant, i. 13n; are nose sounds, i. 26n; when inserted, i. 99; their phonetic value, i. 99n; how written in the commentary, i. 99n.
insertion prevents division in pada-text, iv. 58, 59; restored from śh in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc. See also Sibilants and Spirants.

Sanhitā-text: its construction the subject of chapters ii. and ii., i. 11.

Śāṅkṛtya, quoted by Tāṅtī Pr, ii. 27n.

Semi-vowels (y, r, l, s): how formed, i. 30; meaning of the name, i. 30n; m omitted before, ii. 32; alterant vowels before dissimilar vowels converted into, iii. 39; resulting kshārya circumflex, iii. 58-61. See also the different letters.

s: a lingual spirant, i. 22n, 31n; special mode of its formation, i. 23; phonetic value, i. 23n; dental mute becomes lingual after, ii. 16; s converted into, before k and p, ii. 81; in other cases, ii. 82-101; exceptions, ii. 102-107; converts succeeding n to s, iii. 75 etc; reconverted into s in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc.

Short vowels, i. 59.

Sibilants (ś, ṣ, s): aspiration of final mutes before, ii. 6; great discordance of authorities upon this point, ii. 6n; after n, s, and n, k, l, t, and t inserted before, ii. 9; sibilants inserted after final n, ii. 26; historical ground of this insertion, ii. 26n; preceding visarjanīya assimilated to, ii. 10; this rule not followed in MSS. and edited text, ii. 40n; not duplicated after r and k, if followed by vowels, iii. 32. See also Spirants, and the different letters.

Similar or homogeneous sounds, i. 27n.

Sonant letters: defined, L. 13; list of, i. 13n.

Sphotana: defined, i. 103; when it takes place, i. 88.

Spirants (a, ṣ, ṣ, ṣh, s, ś, h): how formed, i. 51; s suffers abhinidhāna before, i. 46; longer svabhakti inserted before, after r, i. 101; loss of m and n before, ii. 32-34; final visarjanīya before initial sūrd converted into, ii. 40; partial disobedience of this rule by MSS. and edited text of Aṭharvan, ii. 40n. See also Sibilants, and the different letters.

Strong cases, name for, i. 88.

Suffixes, peculiar names of certain, i. 88.

ii. 17, iv. 16n, 20, 21, 48; final vowel of theme lengthened before, iii. 17, 18; when separable or not separable from theme by anagṛha, iv. 15-72.

Sūrd consonants defined, i. 12.

Svabhakti: what, and when inserted, i. 101, 102.

Svanta—see Circumflex.

Syllables, i. 93; quantity of, i. 51-54; mode of division of, i. 55-58, 104.

a: a dental mute, i. 24n; inserted after if before s, ii. 8; do, after s before sibilants, ii. 9; mode of combination with ṣ and t, ii. 13, 17; the combination of t and s how made in the MSS. and edited text, ii. 17n; do. with preceding or following palatals and linguals, ii. 14, 15.

a: a lingual mute, i. 22n; when a final, i. 6n; s inserted before s after, ii. 5; inserted after s before sibilants, ii. 9.

Tāṅtīriya entitic circumflex of Vāj. Pr, iii. 62n.

Tāṅtīriya entitic circumflex, iii. 62; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.

Tāṅtīriya Prātiṇākhyā: mode of citing it here followed, intr. n.; general comparison with the present work, add. n. 1; its doctrines cited or referred to, passim.

Tāṇṭhārāya entitic circumflex of Vāj. Pr, iii. 69n.

Th, a dental mute, i. 24n.

Th, a lingual mute, i. 22n.

Throat-sounds (a, ṣ, ṣ, h), i. 19.

u, u: labial vowels, i. 25n; u a pragṛhya as locative ending, i. 74; do, as dual ending, i. 75.

u (particle): technical designation of, iv. 16n; how treated in pada-text, i. 72, 73; finals compounded with are pragṛhya, i. 79, 80; what words are so compounded in Atharva-Veda, i. 80n; when prolonged in sanhiṭ, ii. 4; when not liable to euphonic combination in sanhiṭ, iii. 86; treatment of in krama-text, iv. 113, 114, 118, 119, 119.

Udātta—see Acute.

Ukhyā, quoted by Tāṅtī Pr, ii. 21n.

Upadhmāṇya (ṣ): labial spirant, i. 25n, 31n; visarjanīya converted into it before surd labials, ii. 40n; this rule not observed in MSS. and edited text, ii. 40n; a few times written with śh in MSS., iv. 76n, 77n.

Uplekha: edition of, iv. 74n; its doctrines cited, iv. 78 etc., etc.

c: labial semi-vowel, i. 25n, 30n; its pronunciation, i. 25n: dropped when final after any vowel but d, ii. 21, 22; exceptions, ii. 23; or it has attenuated utterance, ii. 24; ān once made nasal d before it, ii. 28; m when retained unchanged before it, ii. 37.

Vādaśikāra, quoted by Tāṅtī Pr, ii. 6n.

Vājasaneyi Prātiṇākhyā: edition of, intr. n.; general comparison with the present work, add. n. 1; its doctrines cited or referred to, passim.
Parts of speech, i. 1n, add. n. 4. II. 1; their various combinations, forming compound words, add. n. 4. II. 2-16.
Pauses in recitation of Veda, their length, iii. 74n.
Pāu-bkārasādi, quoted in varāhika to Pāṇini and by Tāttṛ. Pr., ii. 6n, 7n, 17n.
Penumāl be letter of a word styled upādhi, iii. 92.
Ph, a labial mute, i. 25n.
Pākṣṭya, quoted by Tāttṛ. Pr., ii. 40n.
Pākṣhi, quoted by Tāttṛ. Pr., ii. 7n, 40n.
Pluta:—see Protracted.
Pracāya r. pracita accent, iii. 71n.
Prāči-bāta circumflex, iii. 56; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.
Pragyā:—import of the term, i. 78n; what finals are pragyā, i. 78-81; how treated in pads-text, i. 74n, iv. 123, 74n; do. in krama-text, iv. 117; they are exempt from euphonic combination in sunihitā, iii. 33.
Prātičākhyā:—see Atharva-Veda, Rīk, Tāttirīya, and Vājasaneyi Prātičākhyās.
Prāṭibhāsa enclitic circumflex of Tāttṛ. Pr., iii. 62n.
Prepositions, i. 1; list of, add. n. 4. II. 17-19; other words construed like, add. n. 4. II. 20; other in 1n, 2n; prepositions linguistic initial sibillant of root, ii. 90; exceptions, ii. 102-107; their combination with initial r or ṛ of root, iii. 47, 48; they linguilize n of root, iii. 79; exceptions, iii. 79n; when separated from or compounded with verbs, iv. 1-7, 36-39; their independent use and construction, iv. 2n.
Prolongation of vowels in sunihitā: of final of first member of a compound. iii. 1-3, 9-12, 12n, 24; of final of a theme in declension, iii. 5, 6, 8; do. before suffixes, iii. 17, 18; of final of a word, iii. 16, 19, 25; full and systematic exposition of Atharvān usage in this respect, iii. 16n; prolongation of first syllable of a word, iii. 15, 21; of reduplication, iii. 10, 14; of particle s, iii. 4; other cases, iii. 7, 20-23; prolongation very rare except of ā, iii. 16n; restoration in pads and krama texts of a lengthened vowel, iv. 74 etc.
Pronoun, name for, ii. 44n.
Protracted (pluta) vowel: has three moras, i. 62; list of protracted vowels in Atharva-Veda, i. 106; kinds, accent, and designation in MSS, i. 105n; protraction when omitted in pads and krama texts, i. 97, 105n, iv. 120; protraction of ekaṃpita circumflex syllables, iii. 65n.
Quantity of syllables, i. 51-54; of vowels, i. 59-62; of nasalized vowels, i. 83-91.
V: a semivowel, i. 30n; bow formed, i. 28; different views as to the classification of, i. 28n; enters into r and r, i. 37, 38; exchanges with ṛ in certain words, i. 64-66; is lost before r, and the preceding vowel lengthened, ii. 19, iii. 20; inserted after final n before a vowel, ii. 29; in when retained before, ii. 36; visarjanya converted into, ii. 42, 43; do. in certain words after a and d, ii. 44-52; not doubled as first in a group, but causative duplication, iii. 31; converts s of suffix to sh, ii. 87; converts succeeding n to g, iii. 75 etc.
R: guttural vowels, i. 20n; contain r, i. 37, 38; phonetic value of, i. 57n; how nasalized, i. 71; mode of combination with preceding final a and d, iii. 46-49; discordant usage in this respect of Prātičākhyās, MSS, and edited text explained, iii. 46n; convert succeeding s to g, iii. 75 etc.
Reduplication: initial s of root converted to sh after, ii. 91; do. notwithstanding the interposition of, ii. 93; prolongation of vowel of, iii. 13; restored to its normal quantity in pads and krama texts, iv. 82, 84-87, 89, 96.
Repeated words, treatment of in pads-text, ii. 62n, iv. 40, 44.
Repetitions in pads and krama texts: words having certain peculiarities: when made in krama, iv. 117; do. in pads, iv. 123; different usage of the different pads-texts in this respect, iv. 74n; restoration of normal form in case of repetition, iv. 74 etc.
Restoration of normal forms of words in pads and krama texts, iv. 73 etc.
Rīk Prātičākhyā: editions of, intr. n.; mode of citing it here followed, intr. n.; general comparison with the present work, add. n. 1; its doctrines cited or referred to, passim.
S: a dental spirant, i. 24n, 31n; t inserted after t before, ii. 8; initial s of certain roots: lost after ud, ii. 18; visarjanya converted into, before k and c, ii. 62-80; s converted into sh before k and c, ii. 81; do. in other cases, whether final, medial, or initial, ii. 82-101; even when an augm or reduplication intervenes after the cause of conversion, ii. 92, 93; exceptions, ii. 102-107; irregular case of insertion of, iii. 96; its
before I to nasal I, ii. 35; this conversion not always made in the MSS. and edited text, ii. 35n; when duplicated between vowels, iii. 27; when not liable to further euphonic change, iii. 37; 2 changed to 2, iii. 75-95; phonetic theory of the change, iii. 94n; restoration of a in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc.

a: a guttural nasal mute, i. 11, 20n; in what words found as final, i. 6n; suffers abhinidhana before h, i. 47; k inserted after it before a sibilant, ii. 9; when duplicated between vowels, iii. 27.

a: a palatal nasal mute, i. 11, 21n; n changed to , before s and sonant palatal, ii. 10, 11; do. after a palatal, ii. 15.

a: a lingual nasal mute, i. 11, 22n; when a final, i. 6n; suffers abhinidhana before h, i. 47; t inserted after it before a sibilant, ii. 9; n converted into, before and after a lingual mute, ii. 12, 15, 16; when duplicated between vowels, iii. 27; other conversions of a to a, iii. 75-95; reconverted into a in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc.; a retained as final in pada-text, iv. 99.

Nasal mutes (a, a, u, m): how formed, i. 11, 27; yama and nasiya inserted before, i. 99, 100; duplication of, between vowels, iii. 27; final surd mutes become nasals before them, ii. 5n; after a nasal, a non-nasal dropped before a non-nasal, ii. 20.

Nasal semivowel (a), i. 27, ii. 35.

Nasal vowels, i. 27; make a heavy syllable, i. 53; result from loss or conversion of s and a, and from combination with a nasalized vowel, i. 67-69; special case of nasal protracted vowel, i. 70; its treatment in krama, iv. 121; the particle u nasal in pada-text, i. 72; character of t and t when i; nasal vowels in interior of words usually short, i. 83; when long, i. 84-91; mode of transliterating them in this work, ii. 35n.

Nasalization of a vowel, when made, i. 67-69.

Nasiya, a nose-sound, i. 26n; when inserted, i. 100.

Negative compounds, treatment of in pada-text, iv. 56.

Nose-sounds (nasiya, yamaa), i. 26.

Noun, i. 1, ii. 44n, add. n. 4. II. 1; composition with other parts of speech, add. n. II. 2-15.

o: a labial diphthong, i. 25n; pronunciation of i. 34, 40n; is prapryya as particle, i. 79; do. as termination compounded with particle u, i. 89; do. of vocative in pada-text, i. 81; its combination with following initial vowel, iii. 40, ii. 21; ak converted to o, i. 55, 54; absorbs initial s, iii. 53, 54; full exhibition of Atharvan usage in this respect, iii. 54n; resulting circumflex, iii. 55.

Omissions: of initial s, ii. 18; of 2 before r, ii. 19; of a non nasal mute after a nasal before a non-nasal, ii. 20; of final y and v, after a vowel, ii. 21-24; of m and n, before semivowels and spirants, ii. 32-34; of final visarjana, ii. 55-59; restoration of omitted sounds in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc.

Organs employed in producing articulate sounds, i. 18-28; their distinction in each case as passive and active organ, i. 18n; degree of their contact in the different classes, i. 29-36.

p: a labial mute, i. 25n; visarjana converted to s or sh before, when initial, ii. 62-81.

Pada-text: its importance, iv. 107; construction of, iv. 1-100; compounding of verb and proposition in, iv. 1-6; do. of these and other parts of speech, add. n. 4. II. 2-16; use or omission of eva-graha in compounds, iv. 7-72; differences in this respect between different pada-texts, iv. 12n, 13n, 26n, 39n, 54n, 59n, 58n; restoration of natural forms of words, iv. 74-100; repetition of divisible prapryya, iv. 125; whether, in this respect, the pada-text of the treatise and that of the MSS. agree, iv. 74n; enclitic accent in pada-text, iv. 64, 68, 69, 72, 73; treatment of particle u in, i. 72, 73; do. of prapryya, i. 74n; vocative in a is prapryya in, i. 81; combination of ti and isu in, i. 82.

Pādavṛtta enclitic circumflex, iii. 63-64; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.

Panatas (r, ch, jh, n, y, s, i, ti, di); how formed, i. 21; probable phonetic value, i. 21n, ii. 17n; not found as finals, i. 7; 2 and t before panata, ii. 10, 11, 13, 14; dental after panatal becomes panatal, ii. 15; s inserted after a before eur panatal, ii. 26; final lingual before panatal eur karmaya, ii. 30n.

Paninian indicatory letters and symbols used in Prātičākya, iv. 16c; Paninian examples and illustrations given in commentary, add. n. 2.

Paṇini: his rules cited in commentary, i. 1n. 2n, iv. 108n; his doctrines compared with those of the Prātičākya, pāsin.

Particle, i. 1, add. n. 4. II. 1; composition with other parts of speech, add. n. 4. II. 6-8.
substitutions, i. 63-66, ii. 60, 61, iii. 43; do. accent, i. 98; do. form, iii. 7.

ēti: used in pada-text after a proarghyay, i. 72, 74a; in repetitions of krama and pada texts, iv. 117, 118, 119, 123; its combination with ēsa, i. 62; do. with a prountrated vowel, i. 97.

tī: treated in pada-text as forming compound with preceding word, iv. 41; its combination with tī after a proarghyay, i. 82; its irregular combination with preceding final syllable in Atharvan, ii. 66a.

j: a palatal mute, i. 21n; converts preceding or following a to ā, ii. 11, 15.
Jāṭya circumflex, iii. 57; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.

jh: a palatal mute, i. 21n; not found in Atharvan, i. 10n.

Jīhanāyikāḥ(ā): a guttural spirant, i. 20n, 31n; visarjana converted into it before sūrd gutturals, ii. 40; this rule not observed in MSS. and edited text, i. 40n; a k. w. twice written with sk in Atharvan MSS., iv. 77n.

k: a guttural mute, i. 20n; inserted after ā before a sibilant, ii. 9; visarjana converted to s or sh before, when initial, ii. 62-63; converts r of suffix to sh, ii. 87.

Kācyapa, quoted by Vāj. Pr., ii. 32n.

Kāṇḍamāyana, quoted by Tāṭṭ. Pr., i. 40n.

Kārṣṇa, result of combination of final lingual and initial palatal, ii. 39.

Khulāliputra, quoted by Tāṭṭ. Pr., ii. 7n.

Kāṃdinya, śāhavirā-Kāṃdinya, quoted by Tāṭṭ. Pr., ii. 7n.

M, a guttural mute, i. 20n.

Krama-text: recommendation of study of iv. 108-109; mode of construction of iv. 110-112; restorations of normal form in iv. 74 etc.; special points relating to i. 70, 97.

Krama-word, how composed, iv. 110, 113, 126.

Kuśāpa circumflex, iii. 68-61; its occurrence in declension, iii. 59-61; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.

l: a dental semivowel, i. 24n, 30n; a possible final, i. 5; enters into j, i. 59; suffers abhinidhāna before spirants, i. 46; exchanges with r in certain words, i. 64-66; assimilates preceding t, ii. 13; exchanges preceding m and n to nasal l, ii. 35.

l: a guttural vowel, i. 20n; contains ī, i. 59.

Labials (p, ph,  ḍ, ḍh, m, n, v, ṣ, ṣ, s, s), how formed, i. 25. See also the different letters.

Light syllables, i. 51.

Linguals (l, t, d, ḍh, n, s): how formed, i. 25, 26; anomalously substituted for dentals in certain words, i. 63, ii. 69; linguizal preceding n and i. ii. 12, 14; linguización following dental, ii. 15; s inserted after final n before, ii. 26; combination of final lingual and initial palatal, ii. 39; restoration of dental for lingual in pada and krama texts, iv. 74 etc. See also the different letters.

Locative case: i and ē are proarghyay as ending of, i. 74.

Long vowels, i. 61.—and see Prolongation of vowels in sankhita.

m: a labial nasal mute, i. 11, 28n; nasalization of a vowel after the loss or conversion of m, i. 47, 48; ā converted into visarjana, ii. 25; assimilated to a following mute, ii. 31; before semi-vowels and spirants, ii. 32, 33; before ā becomes nasal ā, ii. 35; this change disregarded by the MSS. and edited text, ii. 35n; when retained unchanged before r and s, ii. 36, 37; when not liable to further alteration, iii. 37.

Mācchike, quoted by Tāṭṭ. Pr., i. 21n.

Māṇḍukya, quoted by Rāk. Pr., iii. 56n.

Manuscripts of Atharva-Veda—see Atharva-Veda.

Mimāṃsakas, quoted by Tāṭṭ. Pr., i. 7n.

Mūra, measure of quantity, i. 59n.

Mutes: produced by, and named from, complete contact of organs, i. 29; particular mode of formation and designation of the different series and their constituents, i. 6n, 10-13, 20-22, 24, 25; which of them are allowed as finals, i. 6-9, ii. 3; suffer abhinidhāna when followed by another mute or when final, i. 44, 45; fake śpatana or karaṇa when combined in inverted order of series, ii. 38, 39. See also the different series and letters.

n: a dental nasal mute, i. 11, 24n; suffers abhinidhāna before ā, i. 47; nasalization of a vowel after the loss or conversion of n, i. 67, 68; ā inserted after it before a sibilant, ii. 9; converted to ā before r and s, ii. 10, 11; following ā becomes ā, ii. 17; combination of n with linguals, ii. 12, 15, 16; converted, when final, to visarjana (i. e. has a sibilant inserted after it), ii. 26-28, 30; converted to r, ii. 29; these combinations historical, not phonetic, ii. 28n; lost before spirants, ii. 34; converted...
Conjunction of consonants, i. 49, 98; as simulation of former to latter constituent, i. 50; how divided between syllables, i. 56, 58; conjunction not dissolved by euphonic insertions, i. 104; duplication in consonantal groups, iii. 28, 30-32; complete list of Atharvan combinations of consonants, and exhibition of their theoretical phonetic form, add. n. 3.

Consonants: classification and description of, i. 10-13, 19-51; belong to what syllables, i. 55-58; quantity of, i. 60; groups or combinations of, see Conjunction of consonants.

Contact of organs, degree of, in forming the different classes of sounds, i. 29-56.

Conversion of sounds made to their next of kin, i. 95.

d, a dental mute, i. 24n.
d, a lingual mute, i. 22n; softened between vowels, i. 29n.

Dālhbhy, quoted by Vāj. Pr., ii. 9n.

Dentals (t, th, d, dh, n, l, s): how formed, i. 24; assimilated after palatal and lingual mutes in the same word, i. 15; do, after sh in all cases, ii. 16; change a following e to eh, ii. 17; s inserted after final a before surd dentals, ii. 28, 39; anomalous change of dental to lingual in certain words, i. 63, ii. 60; restoration of dental in pada-text, iv. 74 etc. See also the different letters.

Derivatives, secondary, when divisible in pada-text, see Compounds.

Desiderative, certain forms of, exhibit long nasal vowels, i. 86, 87.

dh, a dental mute, i. 24n.

dh, a lingual mute, i. 22n; softened between vowels, i. 29n; found written double in Atharvan MSS., i. 94n.

Diphthongs (e, ei, o, ou): character of, i. 49, 41, 49; euphonic combinations of, when final, iii. 40, ii. 21, 22, iii. 35; do, when initial, with a and d, iii. 50-52. See also the different letters.

Duplication of final consonants, iii. 26, 27, 29; of constituents of a group, iii. 28, 30-32; product of duplication after r and k belongs to what syllable, i. 58; duplication not observed in Atharvan manuscripts, iii. 32n.

e: a palatal diphthong, i. 21n; pronunciation of, i. 24, 40n; a pratyāha as a dual termination, i. 76; do, as termination of certain pronominal forms, i. 77; its combination with following initial vowel, iii. 40, ii. 21; absorbs sometimes an initial a, iii. 53-54; full exposition of Atharvan usage in this respect, iii. 54n; resulting circumflex, iii. 55.

Elision of sounds: see Omissions.

Finals, possible, i. 3-9; final mute, i. 6-9, ii. 3; whether surd or sonant, i. 5n; suffer abhinidhāna, i. 45; belong to preceding vowel, i. 57; changes of in sanhitā, general rules, ii. 2-6; final consonant duplicated, iii. 26.

Final vowels, possible, i. 4; when exempt from euphonic combination, iii. 38-38; prolongation of final vowels, iii. 4, 16, 19, 20, 25.

Final syllables heavy, i. 54.

Forms of declension: their final vowels when prolonged, iii. 19n; when divisible in pada-text, iv. 51-54.

g, a guttural mute, i. 20n.

Gāpās, part of the Prātiṣṭhāya's grammatical system, intr., i. 65n.

Gārgya, quoted by Rāk Pr., i. 5n.

Gātāsana, quoted by Tāltt. Pr., ii. 7n.

gh, a guttural mute, i. 20n.

Grammarians quoted by name in the text, i. 8, ii. 24, add. n. 1; in the commentary, i. 9n, 93n, ii. 6n, iii. 74n, iv. intr. n., iv. 30n, 49n; in the other Prātiṣṭhāyas: —see their names in this index.

Grave accent defined, i. 15; a grave syllable receives enclitic circumflex when, iii. 67-70; when pronounced at pitch of acute, iii. 71-74.

Groups of consonants, see Conjunction of consonants.

Gutturals (k, kh, g, gh, h, x, r, ṛ, ṛ), how formed, i. 20. See also the different letters.

h: a throat-sound, i. 19n; a spirant, i. 31n; its phonetic character, and value as a sonant, i. 13n; nasal mutes suffer abhinidhāna before, i. 47; nagāya inserted after, i. 100; combination of initial ḍ with preceding final mute, ii. 7; not doubled, but causes duplication, as first of a group, iii. 31.

Heavy syllables, i. 52-54.

i, i: palatal vowels, i. 21n; pratyāha circumflex produced by fusion of two ṛs, iii. 56; i is pratyāha as ending of locative case, i. 74; do. of dual, i. 75; do. of ant, i. 78.

Insertions in groups of consonants, i. 99-102, ii. 38; do. in making combinations of consonants, i. 8, 9, 17, 25-30.

Instrumental case, final vowel sometimes prolonged, iii. 19.

Irregular and anomalous combinations and
3. General Index.

The references are as in the preceding Indexes.

a, d: are throat-sounds, i. 19n; utterance of a, i. 35; obscure utterance of a, i. 36; final e retained after a, ii. 22; d between two vowels, how combined, iii. 38; combinations of a and d final with initial vowels, iii. 42-52; initial e absorbed by final e or o, iii. 53, 54; full exposition of the Atharvan usage in this respect, iii. 54n; resulting circumflex accent, iii. 55.

Abhinidhana: defined, l. 43; when applied, l.44-47; also called aśṭādipita, l.48.

Abhinihita circumflex, iii. 55; its comparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.

Accents: general definition, i. 14-17; accents resulting from euphonic combination and construction of sentence, iii. 55-74; comprehensive exposition of accentual theory, iii. 65n; modes of designating accent in the manuscripts, iii. 65n; special case of accent, i. 96; see also Acute, Circumflex, Grave.

Acute accent defined, i. 14; acute tone of grave syllables following a circumflex, i. 71.

Agničeya, quoted by Tāitt Pr., ii. 40n.

Agraves, quoted by Tāitt Pr., ii. 40n.

Anuddāta: see Grave.

Anuvāra, not a constituent of the spoken alphabet acknowledged by the Prātićākhyā, i. 11n.

Anyatāreya, quoted in commentary, iii. 74n.

Aspirate mutes, i. 10, 19n; become non-aspirate before aspirates, i. 94.

Atharva-Veda, existing text of: its relation to the Prātićākhyā, add. n. 2; manuscripts of, intr. n.; their mode of designating accent, iii. 65n.

Atharva-Veda Prātićākhyā: its distinctive name, manuscript material, character of its commentary, etc., intr. n.; its scope, as defined by itself, i. 1, 2; school to which it belongs, i. 20; its contents analyzed and compared with those of the other Prātićākhyās, add. n. 1; relation of the Atharvan text which it contemplates to the existing Atharva-Veda, add. n. 2.

Aṣṭādipita: seeī. l.25n; its pronunciation, i. 40n, 41; combination with following vowel, iii. 40, ii. 22.

Augment, combination of, with initial r; and ɾ, iii. 49; its interposition does not always prevent linguization of the initial s of a root, ii. 92.

Avagrāha, pause dividing the parts of a compound: its length, iii. 74n; rules for its use in pada-text, iv. 7-72; do. in pada-repetitions, iv. 123; whether to be used in krauka-repetitions, iv. 123n.

B, a labial mute, i. 25n.

Bh, a labial mute, i. 25n.

Bharadvāja quoted by Tāitt Pr., ii. 7n.

C, a palatal mute, i. 21n.

Ch, a palatal spirant, i. 21n, 31n; its phonetic value, i. 21n; its combination, when initial, with preceding final t and n, ii. 10, 13, 17.

Cāittyāyana, quoted by Tāitt Pr., ii. 7n.

Cākāla, Cākaliya, quoted by Rik Pr, Vaj. Pr, and Pāṇini, i. 81n, ii. 17n, 40n, iii. 26n.

Cākāliya quoted in commentary, iv. 49n.

Cākṣatāyana: quoted in text, ii. 24; in commentary, ii. 6n, iv. intr. n., iv. 30n; by Rik Pr, Vaj. Pr, and Pāṇini, i. 8n, 40n, ii. 24n, 32n, 40n, iii. 50n.

Cānkhamitri, quoted in commentary, i. 93n, ii. 6n, iii. 74n.

Case-endings, when separable from theme in pada-text, iv. 31-34.

Cāmaka, quoted in text, i. 8; in commentary, i. 9n; by Vaj. Pr., ii. 6n; his relation to the Prātićākhyā, intr. n., add. n. 1.

Cerebral mutes: see ċngual.

Ch, a palatal mute, i. 21n; conversion of initial r into, after final dentals, ii. 17.

Circumflex accent defined, i. 16, 14-16n, 17; kinds of independent circumflex, iii. 55-61; vikārapita modification before acute or circumflex, iv. 65; kinds of enclitic circumflex, iii. 62-64; occurrence of enclitic circumflex, iii. 67-70; comparative tone of different kinds of circumflex, iii. 55 intr. n.

Commentary on the Prātićākhyā, character of, intr. n.; character of its last section, iv. 101 intr. n.

Compounds and secondary derivatives: when divisible by avagrāha in pada-text, iv. 8-72; treatment of double, triple, etc., compounds, iv. 10-12, 42-46; compounds not divisible, iv. 47-72; list of Atharvan compounds left undivided, iv. 54n.
| athā (r.), ii. 18, 92, 93, iv. 62. | hānti (r. han), iii. 91, iv. 62. |
| athāna, i. 18c, 22c, 25–28c, 41, 48c. | r. har: uḍāharet etc., iv. 76c, 77c, 124c, 4. II. 7, 14; pariḥaret, etc., iv. 120c, 121c, 122c, 126c; cf. uḍāharaṇa, pariḥāra, pariḥārya. |
| athīti, i. 10c. | harati (r. har), iv. 62. |
| spaṇṇa, i. 6, 29, 44, 99, ii. 20, 25, 31, iii. 89. | a. hanāk, ii. 63. |
| spaṇṇa, i. 103, ii. 38; | a. hi, ii. 101. |
| adhisparṣam. | hinoti (r. hi), ii. 88, iv. 95. |
| spṛṣi (r. sparṣa), i. 102. | hina, i. 43, 43c. |
| sprabhā, i. 29, 30, 33. | q. hōṭtyah, i. 42c. |
| sphūṛṣi (r. sphūṛṣa), i. 102. | q. r. hnu: apa hunte, vi hunte, i. 58c, 100c, iii. 31c. |
| sphotana, i. 103, ii. 38; | q. r. kmai: apa hmalayati, vi hmalayati, i. 58c, 100c, iii. 31c. |
| svaratī (r. svarā), i. 102. | hraṣṣa, i. 51, 59, 83, iii. 27, 43, iv. 35. |
| a. voc, ii. 86. | |
a. yaksādān vandāni, ii. 28.
    vratī, i. 8, sc. 9c, 40, 41c.
    95. cf. tulyavatti, legu-
    ratti.
    yajñā, iv. 55.
    yadānānti, iv. 55c.

a. yudha, iii. 24.
    yedā, iv. 10c.
    yedādayana, iv. 101.
    yedāyakaraṇa, l. 1c.
    yajā, i. 10c.
    yajājana, i. 48, 55, 60, 95.
    102, ii. 57, iii. 26, 62.
    iv. 25, 50.
    yātāyana, iv. 13c. 126c.
    r. yugā; pratyadiča, iv.
    53c.
    yugadhi (r. yugadhi), iii.
    3, iv. 63.
    yugadhitā, iv. 96c.
    yugavasthi, iv. 27c.
    yugāga, ii. 92, 93, iii. 93.
    yugadyān, iii. 88c.
    yugata, l. 98, 101c, iii.
    62.
    yugakaraṇa, l. 2c.
    yugas, ii. 68, 72.
    ca, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 93.

a. cakalayashin, iii. 52.
    cakāra, iv. 105c.
    cakāra, l. 10, 13, 17.
    ca, iii. 71c.
    cātāudana, iv. 101c.
    cāda, iv. 8c, 11c, 16c, 27c.
    etc., 107c.
    q. ca, i. 78c.
    a. ca, iii. 16.
    ca, iv. 19.
    Čakatūyana, ii. 6c, 24, iv.
    intr. n., 30c.
    Čakaliyana, iv. 48c.
    Čakāra, ii. 2c.
    Čakhemitri, i. 93c, ii. 6c.
    l. 74c.
    q. āda (r. adda), i. 87.
    ādstra, iv. 110c, 122, 126c.
    q. cīrīnati, i. 87c.
    cūdha, iv. 112c, 121.
    a. cūn, ii. 61, ii. 10.
    q. cūde, i. 49c, ii. 6c, 9c.
    a. ceppaharshaṇam, ii. 56.
    coḥaṇa, iv. 46c.
    q. coḥhaujaśītya, iv. 25c.
    Čūfman, i. 8, 9c.
    cūthi (r. cūthi), iv. 95.
    cūti: cf. ekāra, udalātya.
    a. creyā, ii. 62.
    q. creyānam, ii. 40c.
    cēsā, l. 12, 43.
    sā, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 90.
    skādro, i. 22c, 22, ii. 16.
    81, iii. 75.
    a. shat, i. 63.
    q. shaufa, i. 49c, ii. 6c, 9c.
    q. shauvarat, ii. 16c.
    shata, iv. 74.
    shashṭi, ii. 71, iv. 45c.
    a. shodācin, ii. 51.
    sa, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 93.
    sak, iii. 55, iv. 126.
    a. sak, i. 57.
    samyuktam, i. 49, 50c.
    samyoga, i. 10c (4. 1. 5. 8).
    51c, 94c, 98, 102c, 104.
    iii. 28, 57.
    sanavita, i. 36.
    sancaya, iv. 19c, 106c.
    sanipatra, l. 37, 37c, 40.
    41c.
    sanhipata, i. 1, iii. 96c, iv.
    sanhipatvā, iv. 124.
    sanhitika, iv. 107c, 114c.
    sakāra, ii. 8, 18, 62, 87, iv.
    24, 47, 58, 59.
    sakṣāya, i. 99, iv. 27c.
    saccī, i. 13c, 48c, iv. 16c.
    67, 125c, 126c.
    satten, i. 1. 9, 10, l. 1.
    r. sad: sauma, i. 43, 43c.
    ayesamāna, i. 43c, parī-
    samāna, iv. 128c.
    sadi (r. sad), ii. 99.
    a. sadyāy, i. 62.
    sa, i. 86.
    a. santara, i. 48.
    sāndhā, iv. 51, 108c.
    sanhipata, iv. 114c, 122c.
    cr. prasandhāna.
    sandhi, l. 10c (4. 1. 5). 49c.
    iii. 55 intr. n., 74c, iv.
    107c, 114.
    sanhipata, i. 56c.
    sanhipata, l. 1, ii. 37, 38c.
    l. 37.
    sanhipata, i. 25c, 40.
    iii. 40.
    sanma, l. 43, 43c.
    sanhipata, l. 38c.
    saptasta, i. 74.
    a. san, ii. 66, iv. 39, 55.
    a. sanam, iv. 58.
    samarthā, 4. 11. 3.
    sanmahāna, i. 14, 27c, 50.
    samānapada, i. 99, l. 15.
    iii. 68, 73, 76.
    samāndkāhara, i. 106c, 42.
    samānpattī, iv. 79, 74, 75c.
    etc.
    samāṇipattī, iv. 117, 124.
    sanmanāsita, iv. 103.
    sanmās, ii. 62, 62c, 63, iv.
    intr. n., 9, 27, 35c, 43.
    44c, 45c.
    q. sanmīdāvāh, i. 44c.
    a. sanuddara, iv. 54.
    a. sanairāvan ta ta, li. 30.
    q. sanpacārāmān, sanscī, li.
    83c.
    sarra, iv. 59.
    saracra, iii. 60.
    sarcanman, ii. 44, iv. 69.
    sarairā, i. 27c, ii. 42, iv.
    56c, 84c.
    savidha, i. 64.
    a. saida, ii. 95.
    shādhana, i. 10c, 10c (4. 11.
    6), ii. 13, 15, 21, 40, iii.
    30.
    a. sas pādākṣita, ii. 88.
    saspara, i. 101c.
    a. sáhara, sahasrasadāma,
    iv. 45.
    sāhi (r. sahi), ii. 82, 92, iii.
    l, iv. 70, 88c.
    sātī, ii. 82.
    a. sāvda, iii. 7.
    a. sātrā, iii. 23.
    a. sādhu, iv. 30.
    sānma, i. 2, 10c (4. 1. 9).
    93c.
    q. sāude, i. 49c, ii. 6c, 9c.
    a. sāhyāna, iii. 15, iv. 88.
    sici (r. sic), ii. 92.
    q. sīnati, ii. 90c.
    sīdhātā, iv. 6.
    a. simanta, iv. 43.
    q. simanta, i. 43c.
    su, iv. 32.
    sīmar, ii. 27c.
    sītii, ii. 97.
    a. sūpravīdyā, iv. 11.
    a. sūbhidhvaktena, iv. 46.
    a. somna, iv. 50.
    sūtra, ii. 96c, iv. 101c.
    sūtra, i. 105c.
    sūtra (r. sūtra), ii. 102.
    sūtra (r. sūtra), ii. 102.
    a. sūpa, i. 105.
    a. somā, ii. 96.
    q. soman, ii. 14c.
    sōhman, i. 10, 94.
    sōkāni (r. sōkānd), i. 104.
    sūtā, c. ii. 105.
    a. stāuchi, i. 105.
    a. stro, ii. 86.
    a. stōma, ii. 96.
    a. strohāyāna, ii. 88, iv. 83.
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varga, ii. 88. cf. cow, cow-
vargantya, i. 13c.
vargattama, i. 26c.
vargiya. cf. cow, cow-
vargya, ii. 67, 68, 70, 84, iii. 25, iv. 56, 59.
vargya, i. 75.
varga, 25-28c, 27c, 40, 92. cf. ear, ov, ow, re-
le, cow.
a. tori, i. 12.
q. varah, i. 85c, iii. 81c.
vasu, i. 85, iv. 35.
a. sosu, iii. 9, iv. 30, 45.
a. vanahatarah, iv. 45.
avastatah, iv. 35c.
vij, i. 102, ii. 67, iv. 27.
Vatsya, i. 6c.
vano, iii. 24.
q. tadu, i. 4c, iv. 40c.
a. drav, i. 45.
a. dvarthava, iv. 55.
a. vi, iv. 39.
vikampita, i. 65.
vikalpa, iv. 27c.
vikrita, iv. 51.
vikra, i. 65.
vighra, iv. 78.
vigraha, iv. incl. n., iv. 3, 27c, 107c, 4.11.9, 10.
vighata, i. 104, iv. 107c.
vidi (r. vidi), i. 90.
a. vidana, i. 16.
avidana, iv. 12c.
avidhara, i. 43, 48c.
avidhi, i. 41.
avinata, i. 82.
vinanda, iv. 34, 114.
viparita, iii. 85.
viparaya, ii. 38.
vipararasa, ii. 39.
vibhakti, iv. 107c.
vibhakti, i. 77c, ii. 51, iii. 78, iv. 30c.
vibhasha, i. 2, iv. 126c.
virat, iv. 105c.
q. viraj, i. 8c, etc., etc.
virama, ii. 38, iv. 79.
a. vi var, ii. 44.
virata, i. 31, 34.
viratti, i. 63, 74c.
vijshana, i. 18, iv. 12c.
vipattati, vi. 40.
vipata, vi. 40.
q. vibha, iii. 9, iv. 28.
viparajjya, iii. 4, iv. 25.
varga, ii. 25-28c, 27c, 40, 92. cf. ear, ow, ow, re-
le, cow.
a. tori, i. 12.
q. varah, i. 85c, iii. 81c.
vasu, i. 85, iv. 35.
a. sosu, iii. 9, iv. 30, 45.
a. vanahatarah, iv. 45.
avastatah, iv. 35c.
vij, i. 102, ii. 67, iv. 27.
Vatsya, i. 6c.
vano, iii. 24.
q. tadu, i. 4c, iv. 40c.
a. drav, i. 45.
a. dvarthava, iv. 55.
a. vi, iv. 39.
vikampita, i. 65.
vikalpa, iv. 27c.
vikrita, iv. 51.
vikra, i. 65.
vighra, iv. 78.
vigraha, iv. incl. n., iv. 3, 27c, 107c, 4.11.9, 10.
vighata, i. 104, iv. 107c.
vidi (r. vidi), i. 90.
a. vidana, i. 16.
avidana, iv. 12c.
avidhara, i. 43, 48c.
avidhi, i. 41.
avinata, i. 82.
vinanda, iv. 34, 114.
viparita, iii. 85.
viparaya, ii. 38.
vipararasa, ii. 39.
vibhakti, iv. 107c.
vibhakti, i. 77c, ii. 51, iii. 78, iv. 30c.
vibhasha, i. 2, iv. 126c.
virat, iv. 105c.
q. viraj, i. 8c, etc., etc.
virama, ii. 38, iv. 79.
a. vi var, ii. 44.
virata, i. 31, 34.
viratti, i. 63, 74c.
vijshana, i. 18, iv. 12c.
vipattati, vi. 40.
vipata, vi. 40.
q. vibha, iii. 9, iv. 28.
viparajjya, iii. 4, iv. 25.
110, 115, 123c. cf. an-
tähp, än, uttarap,
șkap, kramap, trip-
dvip, nänip, pürap-
samūnapadpadśila, iv. 106c, 123c.
padśīlā, i. 1.
padēśa, iv. 16c, 26c, 27c, 30c, 35c, 37c, 98.
padśā, iv. 107c.
padśāśtra, iv. 122c.
paddādi, ili. 53, 55n, iv. 35c.
paddāhyayana, iv. 107.
paddāhyodyin, iv. 107c.
paddēnā, i. 45, 54, ii. 2, 3, 21, ili. 26, 55, 59, iv. 81.
paddānta, i. 3.
padga, ili. 1, 3, 4, 57.
apaśnaśpada, iv. 96.
pāra, ili. 50, 58, 71, 89, 101.
ii. 13, 25, 26, 31, 40, 60, 66, 70, 89, 102, ili. 25, 31, 41, 57, 70, 78, iv. 70, 111, 112.
pārapaka, ili. 99c, ili. 53c, ili. 55.
apāraṇa, ili. 94.
apāraṇā, ili. 52.
apaśa, ili. 80.
apaś, ili. 105, ili. 88, iv. 58.
apaśapadāśta, ili. 77.
apaśapadāśtā, i. 105c.
apaśakāra, ili. 96c, iv. 74, 117.
apaśakāraśūla, iv. 120c, 121c.
apaśakāraśūla, iv. 118, 126.
apaśaśṭra, ili. 11c, iv. 61c.
apaśaśṭra, iv. 84.
apaś, ili. 2.
apaś, in. 77c.
apaś, iv. 42c, 53, 77.
apaś, ili. 40c.
apaśa, i. 25c.
apaś, ili. 85.
apaś, ili. 93c, iv. 107c.
apaśaśūla, ili. 66.
apaś, ili. 55 intr.n.63.
apaś, i. 72.
apaś, ili. 42c.
apaś, ili. 39c, 58c.
apaś, i. 25c.
apaś, ili. 25c.
apaś, ili. 25c.
apaś, ili. 46c.
apaś, ili. 25.
apaś, ili. 25.
apaś, ili. 25.
apaś, ili. 46c.
apaś, ili. 25.
apaś, ila. 48.
apaś, iv. 105, 115, 125.
apaś, ili. 81.
apaś, ili. 25c.
apaś, i. 91.
apaś, i. 63.
apaś, ila. 70.
apaś, i. 20c, 25c.
apaś, in. 28.
apaś, ili. 83.
apaś, ila. 66, 67, 69, 92, 94, 104, ili. 7, 15, 38, ili. 38, 88, 41, 53, 57, iv. 4, 7, 12, 121.
apaś, ila. 94c, ili. 76, iv. 75, 107c.
apaś, ili. 50, ili. 74c.
apaś, ili. 68c, 100c, ili. 31c, 77c.
apaś, ila. 10c. cf. aprkta.
apaś, i. 78.
apaś, ila. 10c (4. I. 9, 10).
apaś, ila. 104.
apaś, ili. 68, 100.
apaś, ili. 69.
apaś, ili. 76, ili. 80.
apaś, ili. 54c.
apaś, ili. 31c, ili. 33, 64, iv. 50c, 77c.
apaś, ila. 78.
apaś, ila. 2–2, 4, 9, 11.
apaś, ila. 73, ili. 33, iv. 108c, 117, 123.
apaś, ila. 101c.
apaś, ili. 8, 9c.
apaś, i. 22.
apaś, ila. 56.
apaś, ila. 16c, 18c, 49c.
apaś, ila. 105.
apaś, ili. 11c, iv. 61c.
apaś, ila. 28c.
apaś, ili. 9c, ili. 27c.
apaś, ila. 105m.
apaś, ili. 50c, ili. 87, ili. 13c, 16c.
apaś, ila. 6, 8, 10c (4. I. 14), ili. 21, 38.
apaś, ili. 75.
apaś, ila. 97.
apaś, ila. 126c.
apaś, ila. 85.
apaś, ila. 27c, 29c.
apaś, ila. 114, 119.
apaś, ila. 39c.
apaś, ila. 78c, 111, 122.
apaś, ila. 82c, ili. 1c, iv. 70c.
apaś, ila. 87c.
apaś, ila. 24.
apaś, ili. 56c.
apaś, ila. 39.
apaś, ila. 39.
apaś, ila. 57.
apaś, ili. 1, 2c.
apaś, ila. 78.
apaś, ila. 106c.
apaś, ila. 2, 77c, ila. 85c.
apaś, ila. 10c (4. I. 6, 7).
apaś, ila. 105.
apaś, ili. 55 intr.n., 56, 57.
apaś, ila. 82c, ili. 1c, iv. 70c.
apaś, ila. 58c, 100c, ili. 31c, 77c.
apaś, ila. 101.
apaś, ila. 29.
apaś, ila. 93c.
apaś, ila. 32, 62, 105, iv. 6, 120. cf. aprkta.
apaś, ila. 105c.
apaś, ila. 6. cf. d ba-
ährīka.
apaś, ila. 100.
apaś, ili. 55 intr.n.
apaś, ili. 8, 13, 17, iv. 35c, 67c, 126c.
apaś, ila. 78, 84.
apaś, ila. 44c.
apaś, ila. 96.
apaś, ili. 66.
apaś, ila. 99.
apaś, ila. 107c.
apaś, ili. 51c.
apaś, ili. 58c, ili. 31c.
apaś, ili. 12c, 26c.
apaś, ili. 87.
apaś, ila. 51.
apaś, ila. 52.
r. bhū : bhūati, ili. 39.
rbhūta, ili. 52.
rbhūta, ili. 49.
rbhūd, ila. 105.
rbhū, ila. 31.
rbhū, ila. 31.
rbhū, ila. 52.
rbhū, ili. 37.
makāra, ili. 67, ili. 25, 31.
makāla, ili. 55 intr.n.
māt, ili. 17, iv. 17.
mataearthu, ila. 8c, 47.
māt, ila. 4c, etc., etc.
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a. kṣara, i. 65.
a. karam, i. 65.
karoti (r. kar), iv. 27c, 58.
a. karṣa, ii. 65.
q. kṣara, i. 4c.
karmā, iv. 101c, 106c.
karmāndam, iv. 29.
karmapavacanīya, iv. 3.
karmācaksā, iv. 101c.
karsaḥpa, ii. 39.
q. karshā, iii. 32c.
kaśyapa, i. 20c, ii. 40c, 87c.
kaśi, iii. 65.
q. karṣatva, iii. 46c.
a. kām, iv. 40.
kārīagnā, iv. 91.
q. kārpunyā, i. 65c.
kālā, ii. 39, cf. kramak-
padak-parihṛak.
a. kara, ii. 65.
a. kṛṣṇa, ii. 65.
kṛī, iv. 26c, 27c, 35c, 45c.
a. kṛi, ii. 65.
a. kṛṣṇa, ii. 27.
a. kṛiti, ii. 65.
a. kṛiti, ii. 65.
q. kṛpā, i. 65.
kuṇa (r. kūn), i. 64, iv. 86.
kuvala, iii. 38, 88, iv. 113c.
kuvaśa, iii. 43c.
a. kṣaraprabhodhāyaḥ, iv. 96.
q. kṣoṣhaṇa, iii. 75c.
a. kṣrūta, ii. 64c.
r. krama: anukramikād-
maḥ, ii. 81c; anukranta,
ii. 81c; upakramant, i.
18c.
krūna, i. 10c (4.5.8), iv.
75.
krūnakāla, iv. 109c, 117c,
128c.
krūmaja, i. 58.
krūmapada, iv. 110, 122c.
krūmanta, iv. 123.
krūndabhāyaṇa, iv. 108.
krūṇādāpam, iv. 111.
krūṇāyaga, 4 II. 3, 18.
q. kṛṣṇāḥ, iii. 30c.
kuvāc, iii. 54.
r. keśī: keśīpa, i. 16.
keśubha (r. keśubha), ii.
92.
keśśīpa, iii. 55 intr. n.,
55, 65, iv. 11c.
q. khaṭadra, khaṭodakam,
khāṭārakā, khāṭātāki-
kaṇam, iii. 44c, 45c, 50c.
a. khanatāḥ, khaṁdā-
khaṇi, i. 96, 105.
q. khanatā, i. 20c.
q. gun, i. 47c, ii. 9c.
gati, 4. II. 8, 10, 13, 15, 16,
18.
gani (r. gam), i. 86.
a. gamā, ii. 70.
a. ganiṣṭi, ii. 23.
a. ganasvāka, ii. 28.
guna, i. 1, 10c (4.1.1, 2c,
8, 10).
guru, i. 48c, 52.
godāk, i. 3c, etc., etc.
a. gosānī, ii. 103.
r. grāh: avagṛhya, etc.
iv. 55c, 58c, 50c, 56c,
76c, 77c. cf. avagṛhya,
avagṛhā.
graṇaḥ, iii. 68c, ii. 28c.
gopi (r. gopa), iv. 99.
ghosha, i. 10c (4.1.3, 4).
rf. agosāha.
ghoshasvāti, i. 18, ii. 2, 11,
43, 54.
va, i. 47, ii. 9, iii. 27.
cu, i. 2, 5, 9, 31, 22, 45, 48,
58, 54, 57, 58, 60, 85, 68.
69, 70, 71, 72, 70, 80, 61.
89-91, 104; ii. 3, 4, 14.
23, 34, 37, 43, 49, 54, 67.
69, 71, 74, 80, 85, 91, 95.
100, 105, 106; iii. 18.
80, 35, 34, 47, 49, 61, 69.
73, 83, 87, 94, 95; iv. 5.
9, 11, 18, 22, 26, 28, 82.
33, 41, 43, 44, 49, 50, 54.
61, 63, 75, 82, 85, 100.
109, 120, 121, 126.
a. cakra, iii. 2.
catur, i. 1.
caturtha, i. 10, 10c (4.1.
2c, 6), 101, 102, ii. 7.
a. caturātra, iv. 80.
r. cara: nacara, i. 29c.
carcā, iii. 96c, iv. 74, 114c.
123.
carṣva, i. 7, 21c, ii. 14, 26.
39, iii. 94.
carṣvīya, ii. 11, 15c.
cāpak, iii. 40c.
cēto, ii. 26c.
cēto, ii. 38, iv. 39.
cēvero (r. cēva), iv. 91.
chakrā, i. 17.
a. chandas, ii. 62.
chandas, iv. intr. n., 11c.
35c, 126c.
q. chādāvyati, ii. 26c.
chāntam, iv. 26c, 35c.
r. jan : upajajeta, iv. 25c.
rf. upajuna, upajata.
japāna, i. 43c.
jarā, iv. 53c.
jara, ii. 65.
jahāti (r. ha), ii. 46.
a. jāgā德拉, iv. 96.
a. jāta, ii. 55 intr. n., cf. pa-
dajata.
q. jātiya, iv. 28.
jaṭiyā, iii. 55 intr. n., 37, 65.
q. jāspatya, iv. 64, 83.
jihet. cf. madhyajñaka.
jihetu, i. 22, 24.
jihetu, i. 20c.
jihetu, i. 20c, 20c.
a. jīva, ii. 76.
jiṇantam asadham, iii. 6.
q. jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
q. jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
rf. jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
rf. jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
jīvāḥ, i. 14, iv. 87.
nā, i. 29c.
nā, i. 29c.
nā, i. 47, ii. 9, iii. 27, 75.
nā, i. 47, ii. 9, iii. 27, 75.
nā, i. 12.
nā, i. 12.
patra, iv. 74.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
t, iii. 11.
2. Sanskrit Index.

A prefixed a marks a word or phrase as a citation from the Atharva-Veda; a prefixed q, as a quotation in the text or commentary not taken from the Atharvan. Other signs are used as in the preceding Index.

a, iv. 69.
a. akur, ii. 44.
akura, i. 36, 101, ii. 55, 92, iii. 13, 53, 55, 77.
q. akvar, iii. 55c, 55c.
q. akṣhatarak, iii. 12c.
akṣhara, i. 14, 93, cf. ekākṣ-
sandhyāk, samānak.
a. agni, ii. 99.
a. agniti, iii. 14c.
a. agrepita, iv. 26c.
agrosho, i. 12, 12c, ii. 3, 4,
26, 28, 40.
agni, iv. 16c.
a. agnimit, i. 86.
aṅkhaṇḍapaṇaṇḍa, iv. 105c.
a. aṅghaṅkaṇṭaka, i. 67.
āceṣṭa (r. ace), iv. 53.
r. anj; anṛjaj, anṛjanakātik, iv. 107c.
āgradāt, iii. 65.
atāh, i. 59.
atijagā, iv. 16c.
a. atisākaṇḍa, iv. 96.
atra, i. 39, 31.
q. atra, i. 56c, 78c, ii. 2c, 20c,
iii. 39c.
adrasta, iv. 109.
a. adha, ii. 25.
adharakastha, i. 19.
adharasktha, i. 25.
a. adhik, ii. 104.
adikha, i. 105c.
adikhaṇḍa, iii. 96c.
adkhpāraṇa, i. 9, ii. 24.
adhyakṣaṇa, iv. 101, 107, 108.
anati (r. an), iv. 39.
anantara, iii. 74.
anartaka, i. 3.
anavā, iv. 86.
anāha, i. 81.
anikha, iv. 12.
anikhaṇḍa, iv. 49c, 76c.
anuṣaya, iv. 3, 11.
anuttara, i. 99, ii. 2, 20.
anskāra, i. 8c.
ansādita, i. 15, 96, iii. 57,
58, 67, 71, 74, iv. 2.
ansmādika, i. 8c, 10c (4.
q. anyādvā, iv. 18c.
83, ii. 35, iv. 119, 121.
a. aman, ii. 52.
anyaprodhāna, i. 12.
anyakṣaṇa, i. 94.
anikhaṇḍā, iv. 2.
anikhaṇḍa, iv. 15.
āni, i. 8, 75, 80, 88, ii. 47,
99, iii. 1, 19, 58, 57, 77,
78, 80, iv. 14, 55, 59, 69.
70, 91, 107, 111, 124,
cf. padāntī.
anābhita, i. 83, ii. 33, iii.
59, iv. 88c.
anantarā, i. 30, ii. 32, i.
59, 84, iv. 107c.
anāgato, iv. 112, 117.
a.antar, ii. 45, 62.
anātātita, iv. 26, 30c, 38c,
iv. 4, ii. 19.
ānti, i. 50, 92.
ānta, i. 40, 52, 102, iv. 77.
anāntakhaṇḍa, i. 4, iv. 3.
anāṅga, iv. 116c.
a. apa, ii. 95.
apoštana, iv. 108c.
apoṣṭa, i. 59, 63, 59, 99,
98, iii. 59, 63, 72, 79, iv.
1, 2, 36, 77.
aprīṇa, i. 10c (4, i. 8).
aprīṇa, ii. 57.
aprāja, i. 1, 72, 79, iv. 113.
aprāja, iv. 56c.
apravāra, iv. 56c.
apravāra, iv. 107c.
apravatā, i. 97, iv. 120.
a. apsu, ii. 100.
a. abhik, ii. 44.
a. abhi, ii. 104.
abhikāṇḍāna, i. 106c.
abhikāṇḍāna, i. 43, 44, 49c.
abhinkipada, i. 43c.
abhinkāśāṇa, i. 42, 105c.
abhiniśthāna, iii. 55 intr.
55, 65.
a. abhi vi tanu, iv. 3.
a. abhī vīpāyāmi, iv. 4.
a. abhī vīpāyaṇa pratyanāta, iv.
107.
a. abhyagāhyānti, iv. 96.
abhyāśa, i. 91, 93, 13, iv.
82, 84.
a. aman, ii. 78.
ay, iii. 40.
ar, iii. 46.
a. arkaḥ, i. 55c, iii. 31c.
a. arcā, iv. 55c, iii. 31c.
q. r. arch: upārahakṣi, prār-
chati, iii. 48c.
artha, i. 74, iv. 107, 108.
a. artha, matartha, matārtha.
a. arhā: arhākap, iv. 102c.
q. r. arch: upārahāṇi, prār-
dhūri, iii. 48c.
artha, i. 101, cf. mātrā-
ṛṇa, mātrāṛṇa.
artha, i. 74c.
q. r. arch: upārahāṇi, prār-
dhūri, iii. 48c.
as, ii. 40.
a. ana, iv. 39.
anaṃśita, iv. 43c.
anagāra, iv. 43c, 49c.
anagāra, iv. 43, 44, 49c,
55c, 108c, 117, 123.
anagahāra, i. 45, iii. 64, 69,
73, 74c, 83; iv. intr. u,
7, 42, 18, 55c, 78c,
80, 123.
arnati (r. are), iv. 11c.
arnata, iv. 105c.
q. aramman, iii. 11c, iv. 61c.
anasi, iv. 105c.
avarai, iii. 44, iv. 56.
araṇ, i. 97, 105.
avasana, i. 43c.
avasana, i. 70, iv. 11c.
avasāda, avastā, i. 8c,
9c.
avayu, ii. 2, 47.
q. astha, ii. 2, 47.
qastha, iv. 102c.
q. astāmbhsauk, ii. 2, iv.
94c.
q. astāmpara, ii. 2, iv. 94c.
r. as : samānyate, iv. 1, 26c,
27c, 46c, 4. ili. 3—7, 11—
13, 15; samastāh, 4. ili.
16.
asti (r. as), ii. 101.
amad, 4. ili. 2, 13.
amad, ii. 77.
avyāk, iv. 70.
avara, iii. 74c.
avah, ii. 50, iii. 77.
avar, ii. 46.
avahāra, iv. 52.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AV. xii.</th>
<th>AV. xiv.</th>
<th>AV. xviii.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. 26</td>
<td>l. 68.</td>
<td>1. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>iv. 26c.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>l. 18c.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>l. 34.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>l. 91c.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>iv. 2c.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>l. 6sc.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>l. 92c.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>l. 91c, l. 19c, 30c.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>l. 91c, l. 19c, 30c.</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>l. 91c.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 etc.</td>
<td>l. 115c.</td>
<td>57 (?l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>ill. 55n.</td>
<td>2. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 4</td>
<td>ill. 65n.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4. ill. 15.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>l. 52c.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29, 30</td>
<td>l. 82c, 86n.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>l. 15n.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>l. 57c.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>ill. 55n.</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>ill. 21, iv. 90.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>ill. 59n.</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>l. 97, 103.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>ill. 55n.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 7</td>
<td>l. 4c.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>l. 102c.</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>ill. 65n.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>l. 62c.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>ill. 39c.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>l. 165.</td>
<td>AV. xv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 4</td>
<td>l. 90c, l. 25e.</td>
<td>1. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ill. 65n.</td>
<td>3. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>l. 50c.</td>
<td>6. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>l. 107c.</td>
<td>8. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>l. 75c.</td>
<td>10. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 (?l</td>
<td>l. 15c.</td>
<td>12. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>l. 84c.</td>
<td>13. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>ill. 55n.</td>
<td>14. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 3</td>
<td>l. 62c.</td>
<td>15. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 (?l</td>
<td>l. 15c.</td>
<td>18. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>l. 62c.</td>
<td>AV. xvi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>l. 100c, ill. 87c.</td>
<td>1. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 3</td>
<td>l. 57c.</td>
<td>2. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>l. 90c.</td>
<td>3. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ill. 17n.</td>
<td>4. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ill. 65n.</td>
<td>6. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>l. 13c.</td>
<td>7. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 5</td>
<td>l. 21c, 34c, ill. 38c, 86c, l. 116c.</td>
<td>AV. xvii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>l. 13c.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (?l</td>
<td>ill. 65c.</td>
<td>AV. xviii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>i. 74c.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>ill. 39c.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>l. 71c.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (?l</td>
<td>l. 50c.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>l. 49c.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV. ili.</td>
<td>AV. iv.</td>
<td>AV. v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>39.10</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>39.11</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AV. ili. | AV. iv. | AV. v. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AV. ili. | AV. iv. | AV. v. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEXES.

1. INDEX OF AYTHARVAN PASSAGES,
   CITED OR REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT, COMMENTARY, AND NOTES.

An e.g., added to the Aṣṭāvalī reference marks it as denoting one of two or more passages where the word or phrase cited is found; an e.g., as denoting the first verse of a hymn or passage to which the reference applies. A e.g., added to the Prātiṣṭhāna reference marks it as belonging to the commentary, an a, to the editor's note. The passages of the commentary given in add. note 4 are indicated by 4. II. 16 etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AV. I</th>
<th>AV. II</th>
<th>AV. III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I</td>
<td>ii. 38c, iv. 1c.</td>
<td>i. 55c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>i. 70c.</td>
<td>i. 9c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>iii. 5, iv. 3c.</td>
<td>i. 5c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 1</td>
<td>iv. 9c.</td>
<td>i. 70c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 e.g.</td>
<td>iii. 16.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>iii. 32c, 90c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 e.g.</td>
<td>iii. 3c.</td>
<td>i. 32c, 75c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.e.</td>
<td>ii. 84c, iv. 75c.</td>
<td>ii. 70c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ii. 78c.</td>
<td>i. 4c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ii. 33c.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ii. 90c.</td>
<td>ii. 70c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 1</td>
<td>iii. 18c, iv. 29c.</td>
<td>iii. 32c, 90c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 1</td>
<td>ii. 101c, iv. 78c.</td>
<td>ii. 75c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ii. 33c.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 1</td>
<td>iv. 107c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>iii. 70c.</td>
<td>ii. 32c, 75c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 2</td>
<td>iv. 1c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>i. 27c.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 1</td>
<td>i. 32c, 75c.</td>
<td>ii. 70c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 1</td>
<td>i. 101c, iv. 75c.</td>
<td>ii. 70c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. 1</td>
<td>ii. 60c.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ii. 40c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. 3</td>
<td>ii. 30c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ii. 40c, 62c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. 1 e.g.</td>
<td>iv. 3c, 4 ii. 16.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ii. 30c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>i. 1c.</td>
<td>ii. 90c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. 3</td>
<td>iii. 13c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. 4</td>
<td>ii. 38c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. 5 e.g.</td>
<td>ii. 27c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>iii. 8c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. 2</td>
<td>iv. 52c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>iv. 92c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>iv. 29c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ii. 37c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. 4</td>
<td>i. 28c, ii. 19c, 97c.</td>
<td>ii. 2c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. 4</td>
<td>i. 32c, 30c, iv. 3c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96. 14c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
<td>ii. 16c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. 2</td>
<td>iii. 33c.</td>
<td>ii. 44c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>iv. 21c.</td>
<td>iv. 37c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. 4</td>
<td>ii. 31c, 1v. 41c.</td>
<td>ii. 32c, 75c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. 3</td>
<td>ii. 38c, iii. 13c.</td>
<td>ii. 32c, 75c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. 3</td>
<td>iv. 3c.</td>
<td>iv. 37c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. 1</td>
<td>ii. 13c, 13c, iv. 75c.</td>
<td>ii. 44c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. II. 16 etc.
At p. 514, at the top, introductory note to chapter iv., I have expressed myself in a manner which misrepresents and does injustice to the Vāj. Pr. Although that treatise does not make the restorations of normal form in pada the subject of detailed treatment, yet its rules iii. 18, 19 (as pointed out in the note to iv. 74, above) virtually cover the ground, with more or less completeness.

At p. 539, under rule iv. 53, I have omitted the reference belonging to rksamābhāyām: it is xiv. 1. 11.

At p. 544, rule iv. 59 would have been more accurately translated, "nor is division made before any member having an inserted s as its initial," etc. Whether, however, there is any propriety in regarding the inserted sibilant of tuvishṭa, and of the other words cited, as the initial of the second member of the compound, is very questionable.

At p. 583, l. 32, for vavrdhānah-iva read vavṛdhānah-iva.

The indexes call for but a few words of explanation.

Into the first I have admitted all distinct references to single passages of the Atharva-Veda, made by either the text or the commentary of the Prātiśākhya, distinguishing those of the latter always by an appended c. Words or brief phrases found at two or more places in the Atharvan (and so referred in the notes to the first of them, with a prefixed e.g.) are made no account of unless they are of peculiar and distinctive character; and, when noticed, they are marked here also by an added e.g., or, if found only in a series of passages occurring in the same connection (as in different verses of the same hymn), by an added etc. I have also included in the index all passages to which important reference has been made in the notes on the text, as for the purpose of amending a reading, giving account of an emendation made in the edited text, stating the manuscript authority favoring or opposing a given reading, or the like: these are distinguished by an ə affixed to the Prātiśākhya reference.

The second, or Sanskrit index, comprises, in the first place, the whole vocabulary of the treatise itself, both its grammatical phraseology and its citations from the Atharvan, the latter being denoted by a prefixed a. I have added as much of the vocabulary of the commentary as seemed to me worth the trouble, adding always a c to the reference. The pseudo-citations of the commentator, or the illustrations which he fabricates or derives from other sources than the Atharva-Veda, are also excepting the phrases given in the latter part of add. note 2) included in the index, and marked with a prefixed g. This same indicative letter is set before the few words quoted in the text of the treatise which are not found in the Atharvan.

In the third index it has not seemed to me worth while to make detailed references to the doctrines of the other treatises referred to in the notes; they may always be found stated in connection with the treatment of the related subject by our own Prātiśākhya.
and **srūk** form no other compounds than **svadhākāra** and **srūkkāra** (ix. 6. 22); **phāli** forms **phalikārāna** (xi. 3. 8); **kakujā** forms **kakojākṛta** (xi. 10. 25). Namas enters into **namaskāra**, **namaskṛta**, and **manaskṛtya** (vii. 102. 1), which last affords actually good ground for special treatment, as does **hastagṛhyā** (e.g. v. 14. 4), on account of which **hasta** is ranked with the others. For **lāṅgūla**, **kshīti**, and **ulā**, I can find nothing at all in the Atharvāṇa: there is room in the case of the two last, and especially of the third, to suspect corrupted readings. What may be hidden in **svaralatā**, I have not been able to discover, nor how the last word in the extract, which apparently has to do with the accent of the words treated of, is to be amended into intelligibility. There are two words which we especially miss in this list of **upasarga-vrittini**, and can hardly believe to have been originally absent from it: they are **antarḥ** and **āvīh**: I cannot, however, find by emendation any place for them in the text as it stands.

5. *Corrections and Emendations.*

I add here a rectification of certain errors in the body of the work, which have attracted my attention as I have been engaged in preparing the indexes; as also, corrections of such errors of the press as I have hitherto discovered.

At p. 355, rule i. 24, for **तिर्यावत्तु** read **तिर्यायः**.

At p. 371, rule i. 47, translation, for **palatal** read **lingual**.

At p. 378, l. 16, for **kārpanyam** read **kārpanyam**.

At p. 409, in commenting upon ii. 15, 16, I failed to notice that the implication in the former rule is of **caṭavargābhyām**, ‘after palatal and lingual mutes,’ and mutes only: hence this rule has nothing to do with any cases practically arising in the conversion of **pada** into **saṁhitā**, and rule 16 covers all the lingualizations of **t** and **th** after **sh**, whether in the same or a different word.

At p. 419, rule ii. 29, at the end, for **वेदनात्म** read **वेदनान**.

At p. 436, comm. to ii. 62, l. 4, the hyphen representing the **avagraha** has dropped out from **वेदनान-पानिह**.

At p. 436, comm. to ii. 62, l. 28: another like instance of repetition is found at xx. 132. 12, where all the MSS. read **पुनाह पुनाह**.

At p. 437, rule ii. 64, translation: for **is** read **does**.

At p. 442, rule ii. 76, at the end, read **“अऽ”** (broken letter).

At p. 448, under rule ii. 92, I was so heedless as to refer to **व्य अथन** (xiii. 1. 5) as an anomalous form from **श्वात्**, forgetting for the moment that it was, in fact, the irregular aorist of the root **ās**, although I had formerly interpreted and indexed it as such. The **pada**-reading is **व्य**: **अथन**, as given by our manuscript; but it seems to require amendment to **व्य**: **अथत**, having **rohitāh** as subject.

At p. 450, rule ii. 97, comm., l. 3: for **stusha u shu** read **stusha u shu**.

At p. 456, comm. to iii. 5: a compound analogous with **osadhhi-ju** is **प्रस्थिव-सद** (**प्रस्थिविसहद्भिहया**: xviii. 4. 78), which has also a claim to the attention of the Prātiṣṭākhya in this part. Its **sh** was prescribed by ii. 100.
determine where their deficiencies lie. The second verse informs us that a noun which has its natural accent is compounded with another which is unaccented, except in the case of an enclitic pronoun of the first and second persons, or a vocative: thus we must combine tri: sap-tēh (i. 1. 1), gata: vṛskhyam (i. 3. 1), into tri-sap-tēh, gata-vṛskhyam. The next verse and the one following treat of the combination of nouns and verbs with prepositions and other words employed as prepositions: these receive here and in what follows the name gati, which Panini also (i. 4. 60 etc.) uses. Verse five has for its subject such compounds as are instantiated by sūpratisthitam (xii. 1. 63: p. sū-pratisthitam). The sixth verse applies to compounds into which a particle enters as a constituent, and cites itihāsāh (xv. 6. 4: p. itiha-dvāh) as an example; and the first line of the next verse adds the farther instances naghārishām (viii. 2. 6: 7. 6: p. nagha-rishām) and sūsaha (vi. 64. 3: p. sū-saha). Hence to the end of verse 8, compounds with sāha (and its substitute sa) are defined, the chosen illustrations being sāhāsūkta-vākah (vii. 97. 6: p. sāha-sūkta-vākah) and sāvantardēvāh (ix. 5. 37: p. sā-antardēvāh): satakato is also added, but apparently only by a blunder; or rather, the reading is probably false and corrupt, as the metre helps to show. Verse 9 prescribes the mode of combination in such a case as pūrushē dhi samāḥkitaḥ (x. 7. 15), where an unaccented preposition stands between two others, both of which have their proper accent. The next verse takes for its example sām sūbhātya (iii. 14. 1), where two accented prepositions precede an unaccented noun, and the former of them is to be made independent. Verse 11 has no example, and, although easily enough translated, its meaning is to me obscure. We are then told what combinations are possible: verbs are not compounded with verbs or with nouns; but nouns with nouns and with prepositions. A verse and a half follows, denying the enclitic forms of the first and second personal pronouns the capability of entering into compounds, and citing as instances mām āni prā te (iii. 18. 6) and prā vām (e. g. vii. 73. 5); and three additional lines extend the same exception to the enclitic demonstrative pronouns, and give the examples brhamm āham (iv. 16. 1), ya enām vanim ayānti (xii. 4. 11), pāry ēnām (ix. 2. 5), and pāry ēṣya (xv. 12. 7). The sixteenth verse declares an unaccented preposition capable of composition with a following word, however accented, but illustrates only their composition with a circumflexed word, as vanīrā- vyena (e. g. i. 15. 1), durarmanyāh (xvi. 2. 1), and ācaryah (xii. 5. 3 etc.). The subject now changes, and verses 17-19 give us a list of the twenty prepositions and a definition of their accentuation. Finally, the last verse (or prose passage) attempts to give a list of those words which are treated as if they were prepositions, although properly belonging to other classes. This list is a somewhat strange one, with regard both to what it includes and what it omits. A part of the forms which it contains are in frequent use, and familiarly known as bearing marked analogies with the prepositions proper. Such are acha, tirāh, purah, paṇah, hīn, prāduh, and ārat. Others, as arahm and astam, are more remotely connected with the same class. Vashat, svāhā, and vāt are in the Atharvans compounded only with kāra and kṛta, and hardly in such a manner as should require their inclusion in the list. Svādāh
9. anudātto gatī madhye pūrvaparādu prakṛtisvarādu,
pūrṇena vighras tatā puruṣe 'dhī samāhitāh.
10. udātāñugatī yatra 'nudātām parāśa padam,
pūrṇena vighras tatā saṁ subhātya nīdarçanam.
11. yatra 'bhū prakṛtisvare pūrvam ya ca paraṁ ca yat,
varjaya 'tā 'dudātāmī iha saṁvam eva saṁsya'te.
12. nā 'khya'tāmī samasyante na cā 'khya'tām ca nāma ca,
nāma nāmno 'pasargā' tu sambandhāthānī samasyate.
13. na yushmadasmadādeṣa anudātta t padāt pare,
nāmopasargapagatibhiḥ samasyante kūdā cana.
14. mām anu pra te pra vām iṣṭevasādīna udāharet,
etadāru conudāttānī idam asya tathā vai ca.
15. nāmopasargapagatibhiḥ samasyante kūdā cana,
brhann eṣṭām ya endām vānīm āyanti pary endām pary asya 'ti
nīdarçanam.
16. anudātto gatī sarvāḥ sarvāḥ samastāḥ swaṁ saṁdābhibhiḥ,
samāsra'vayena' durarmanya 'acārye 'ti nīdarçanam.
17. pra-parā ni-samā dur-nir-aḍhā 'dhi-paṁ-vini ca,
'aty-abhy-api-sū 'd-apā ya upā 'nu-pratir viṇçatiḥ.
18. ekākshārā udātta èdyudāttās tathā 'pare,
abhi 'ty anta upasargāh khyātayo gatī tathā.
19. èdyudāttā daçāi teshām ucc èkākshārā nava,
viṇçater upasargānam antodātto te 'abhi 'ty ayam.
20. achā 'ram-astam-hasta-lāṅguḷa tiraḥ-purah 'punar-namah 'kshiti-vātī phali-hin-sru 'vashat-prādura 'udā-kukuyā
dsāh-svadvā-prat-svaralale 'ty upasarga'vṛttiṁ yathāstāta
svārāṁ.

Of this passage, the preliminary sentence (or verse) has been already translated, in the introductory note to the fourth chapter. The first verse gives a definition of the four parts of speech—or rather, a definition only of the verb and noun, the prepositions and particles being referred to as the two series commencing respectively with pra. and ca (compare Pāñ. i. 4. 57. 58, and the lists of prepositions in the other Prātiçākhyas). Thenceforward, from the second to the sixteenth verse, inclusive, the extract is occupied with giving directions for the combination or non-combination, in the pada-text, of the various parts of speech, as they stand in juxtaposition with one another in connected discourse. The text of the Veda is assumed as existing in an utterly disjointed state, each independent element being known in its phonetic form (including its accent), and as such and such a part of speech; and the attempt is made to define the cases in which the elements form compounds with one another. The problem, however, is evidently much too extensive and difficult to be so briefly solved—if, indeed, any solution of it is possible without taking into account also the inflectional forms of the nouns and verbs—and the system of rules laid down is only fragmentary: but I have not taken the trouble to test them by the text, so as to

1. anudāttanugatī
d. samāsra'vayena
3. prā-parā
4. nā 'khya'tāmī
5. mām anu
6. eṣṭām ya
7. bhū prakṛtisvare
8. parāśa padam
9. subhātya
10. nīdarçanam
11. yatra
12. 'dudātāmī
13. prā 'ti
14. prā vām
15. iṣṭevasādīna
16. sarvāḥ
17. sāma
18. abhy-api
19. ekākshārā
20. achā

2. samā
3. dur
4. nir
5. 'dhi-paṁ

6. 'abhi
7. 'ty
8. anta
9. upasargāh
10. khyātayo
11. tathā
12. èdyudāttās
13. dāçāi
14. ëkākshārā
15. viṇçater
16. antodātto
17. 'abhi
18. 'ty
19. achā
20. 'ram-astam-hasta-lāṅguḷa

21. samāsra'vayena
22. durarmanya
23. 'acārye
24. prā-parā
25. ni-samā
26. dur
27. 'dhi-paṁ
28. 'abhi
29. 'ty
30. anta
31. upasargānām
32. antodātto
33. 'abhi
34. 'ty
35. achā
36. 'ram-astam-hasta-lāṅguḷa

2. samā
3. dhā
4. prā
5. ni-samā
6. dur
7. 'dhi-paṁ
8. 'abhi
9. 'ty
10. anta
11. upasargānām
12. antodātto
13. 'abhi
14. 'ty
15. achā
16. 'ram-astam-hasta-lāṅguḷa

21. prā
22. dhā
23. prā
24. ni-samā
25. dur
26. 'dhi-paṁ
27. 'abhi
28. 'ty
29. anta
30. upasargānām
31. antodātto
32. 'abhi
33. 'ty
34. achā
35. 'ram-astam-hasta-lāṅguḷa
4. Longer Metrical Passages cited by the Commentator.

In the notes on the text, I have passed over two extracts of considerable extent, made by the commentator from unnamed sources, and I now offer here the text of them. The first is found under rule i. 10; it runs as follows:

apara āha: caturthahācakārer'ī:
1. 1. pañcāt vev prathamān sparṣān āhur ēkē mantishānā, teshām gunopasāncayād anyābhāvayām pravartatē.
2. jihvāmulīyaśaśāsā upadhmānicarpaṇāmā, etāt gunāh samaneśāt dvitiyā iti tān vidūh.
3. ta eva saha ghoshena trityā iti tān vidūh, āśmanā ca dvitieyena caturthā iti tān vidūh.
4. prathamāh saha ghoshena yadā syur anundaśikāh, tān āhūh pañcāmān sparṣānāms tathā vartanvānām śmrētāh.
5. na tu hi vyavajanasāndhir asamyo go bhavet punah, saṁyoga ca prasājyeta krama vācyaḥ punar bhavet.
6. dvitieprāprīc caturthkeshu hākoḥ hy atra kāra, dvitiyesu tu tena nā śīśi matthān tannirvānāt.
7. pippatyādikshā yad dviteivam svarāc chabdvāñākā brahaḥ, jnāpakśe ca dvitiyānām dviteiprāprīc iti sthitāh.
8. gacchā drau nātārāvā śām apanām vyajjanam kvacit, apanā vyajjone kramah samyogas ca kuto bhavet.
9. prthakswante pacyāmas tulyāsīgāni kāni cit, na tekhāṁ lingasamastāh ekatvaṃ pratijayate.
10. sattvaprthaktvād dvāntiṣyān yad etesā nibodha tāt, tathāīv sancaṃjena gunamābāna tulyātad.

The other passage is the commentator's introduction to the fourth chapter:

sumasāvagrahivigrāhān pade yathā vāca chandasi śakatāyaṇah; tathā vākṣhyaṃ ca tathātāyaṇah padoṇa namah kṣiprasaryamipātānām.

II. 1. akhyatām yat kriyāvacāt nāma svatvākhyam uvāc, nipatāc cādhayān saraṇa upasargas tu prādayah.
2. nāma nāmād uddāttena samastom prakṛitavaram, na yushmadasmadvacanānā ca "mantritam ihyate.
3. nāma uddāttena prakṛitisvaro gatir anucco vā nāma cet syāt uddātam, kriyāyoga gatih pūrvoḥ,
4. somāso yavante nucchā samarthe śān samasyate.
5. yatā "neco uddātto iti param ca prakṛitisvarah, akhyatānā nāma vā yat syāt sarvam eva samasyate.
6. soppasargam tu ya niśeśāh pūrvaṁ vā yadi vā param, uddāttena samasyante tathāīv va uparasthithatam.
7. uddātto tu nipatō yaḥ so nādūtāt kvacid bhavet, samasyante tathā vidhīm itikāso nidārgañam.
8. nāgārjūnām svākeśty evamādīnī udāharet, sahe tāry anena 'nādāttām paramā nāma samasyate.
9. anudāttena ca dāttam svabhāvo yatra ca co eṣate, sahasāktaśikāh sāntārdeṣāh caturkroto nidārgañam.

1 cādāyoga katuva
2 gatishārava
3 pūrvecahyadādāpado
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phy (pty: i. 28, 4), pty (ptw: iv. 5, 6), pny (ppny: iv. 9, 6), psy
(ppuy: x. 9, 7), syx (pphu: i. 4, 4); bdyh (bdhy: i. 8, 2); mny (mamy:
v. 7, 5); mpr (mpr: i. 7, 4); mpy (mpl: i. 33, 4); mps (mpa: x. 5, 43); mbr
(mbr: i. 8, 4); mbrh (mbrh: vi. 120, 2); mmt (mnt: vi. 66, 3).

rkh (rksh: xvii. 2, 31); rgy (rggy: ix. 2, 14); rgr (rggr: iii. 2, 5);
rgy (rggy: vii. 22, 1); rny (rny: ii. 25, 1); rtt (rtt: ii. 7, 5); rta (rta:
ii. 1, 3); rtm (rtrm: iii. 8, 6); rty (rtrty: iii. 32, 1); rtr (rtr: x. 1, 30); rtv
(rtv: i. 4, 3); rts (rts: vi. 7, 1); rdy (rdty: vii. 6, 1); rdr (rdtr: vii.
22, 1); rdu (rdtr: v. 12, 5); rdn (rdan: iv. 39, 1); rdhy (rdhy: vi.
94, 3); rhr (rhr: vi. 88, 1); rhy (rhy: ii. 26, 6); rny (rny: ii. 14, 3);
ry (rpy: ix. 2, 22); rby (rby: iii. 20, 5); rby (rby: i. 12, 4); rhr
(rhr: v. 1, 1); rny (rmny: iv. 5, 5); rvy (rvvy: ii. 17, 3); rvr (rvr: i.
16, 1); ryr (rxy: iii. 33, 3); rsh (rsh: iv. 18, 7); rshn (rshn: i.
2, 1); rshm (rshhm: iii. 4, 2); rshy (rshhy: vi. 18, 1); rshn (rshhn:
xviii. 3, 2); rhy (rhy: ii. 1, 2); rhr (rhr: xii. 5, 29); rhy (rhy: vii.
56, 3); lsv (lsv: iii. 32).

xkl (xkl: ii. 2, 5); xkr (xkr: ii. 32, 1); xksh (xksh: ii. 8, 5); ccy
(ccy: x. 1, 13); cwr (cwr: xiv. 2, 26); ccw (ccw: viii. 3, 15); ccm
(ccm: v. 31, 8); ccw (ccw: vi. 5, 8); cwr (cwr: iii. 17, 2); cwl (cwl: vi.
20, 7); ccm (ccm: viii. 5, 11); chkr (shchr: iii. 34, 1); chty (chty: i.
12, 1); chtr (chtr: viii. 2, 27); chpy (chpy: i. 22, 3); chhy (chhy: i.
9, 3); chmy (chmy: i. 3, 1); chsh (chsh: iii. 19, 5); chkr (chchr: iv.
10, 4); chmy (chmy: iii. 32, 3); cty (cty: ii. 32, 9); cty (cty: i.
8, 1); stc (stc: i. 10, 3); stn (stn: iv. 12, 1); sthy (sthy: i.
12, 3); spy (spky: x. 3, 9); smy (smmy: iv. 32, 6); sby
(sby: vi. 28, 10); ss (sak: ix. 7, 3); stc (stc: ii. 8, 8); stn (stn: i.
31, 2); ss (ss: vi. 153, 3); spv (spv: iv. 16, 4); ssm (ssm: vi.
22, 10); sby (sby: ii. 10, 7); sst (sst: iii. 3, 3); stv (stv: i.
19, 3); spr (spr: i. 7, 5); cpp (cpp: i. 7, 12).

hny (hny: x. 8, 18); hny (hny: vi. 110, 3); hvy (hvy: xvii. 2).

III. Groups of four consonants:
ksmy (ksmy: i. 18, 1); kksn (kskn: v. 20, 1); kksh (kksk: iii.
12, 6); kts (kts: vii. 11, 1); nstry (nstry: ii. 31, 4); ntst (ntst: ii.
35, 2); ntsh (ntsh: v. 2, 4); nts (nts: viii. 3, 7); nts (nts: iv. 5, 1); ntr
(ntr: x. 2, 9); ryksh (ryksh: vii. 85, 1); rty (rty: viii. 10, 22); rtsy
(rtsy: x. 1, 21); rshn (rshn: vi. 24, 2); rksnh (rksnh: viii. 3, 7); shtr
(shtr: iv. 1, 2); sttr (sttr: vii. 95, 3).

There is no group of five consonants in the Atharva-Veda: if, however,
the order of two words in i. 8, 1 had been reversed, we should have had a group of six, viz. ntstr (ntstr: ntstr aksh). The fact deserves to be remarked here, although familiar to all students of the Vedas, that by no means all the groups of four and three consonants, or even of two, were, in all the cases of their occurrence, actually such groups to the makers of the hymns: in a majority of the passages where a y or v follows two or three other consonants, and very frequently where they follow a single consonant only, they are, as the metre shows, to be read as i or u, or i or u, constituting separate syllables. Those combinations which seem most difficult of enunciation are thus often relieved of a part or the whole of their harshness. Rarely
(as at v. 28, 10), an apparent group of three consonants is to be resolved into two separate syllables.
of its modification by abhinidhana; and if any of these subtle euphonic changes mutually exclude one another, the two in question must certainly do so. It is not absolutely impossible that the Hindu grammarians may have regarded the name sphotana itself as implying suspension of abhinidhana, and so have saved themselves the trouble of specifically teaching the fact of such suspension: yet I cannot think this likely, and so have combined the modifications as they are given above. The admission of a nullifying effect in the sphotana would remove merely the abhinidhana of one consonant; changing, for instance, at'y to at'y.

It remains only to take notice of a peculiar class of cases, where a final surd mute comes to stand before an initial sibilant, and their combination undergoes (according to the rules ii. 6, 8, 9) certain euphonic modifications, which are not usually represented in the manuscripts or in the edited text.

X. Combinations of a final surd mute with an initial sibilant. 1st, with aspiration of the surd: _tas_ (as _thes_), _tay_, _tar_, _tav_, _tavr_;—2nd, with aspiration, duplication, and abhinidhana: _kts_ (as _aksks_), _tfts_, _pts_, _kst_;—3rd, with insertion and abhinidhana: _tas_ (as _tas_), _tsv_, _ws_ (as _aks_), wah.

Akin with a part of this last class is the combination of _n_ and _s_, with insertion of _t_; I have not brought it in here, because the inserted letter is regularly given in the printed text. It might be made a question whether all these inserted mutes are not liable to be converted into aspirates by the action of rule ii. 6, so that we ought to speak _aksks_, _aksks_, _aksks_, etc. But, considering the want of explicitness of the treatise upon this point, and the uncertainty whether the inserted mute is properly to be regarded as appended, in the character of a final, to the former word, I have thought myself justified in adopting for the combinations in question the simpler mode of utterance.

In order to facilitate the determination, with regard to any given group, of its occurrence in the Atharvan text and of the phonetic form to which the rules of the Praticaikhyas reduce it, I add an alphabetical list of all the groups, each followed by its theoretic mode of pronunciation, and by a reference to a passage of the text where it occurs. As in the preceding examples, a sound which has suffered abhinidhana is marked by a smaller letter; a _yana_, or nasal counterpart, has a straight line above it; the _nasikya_ is expressed by a _superior n_; the two _svarabhaktis_, shorter and longer, by a heavy dot and a little circle respectively; the _sphotana_, by a superior _s_. Where a group has the phonetic form given it only when composed of final and initial letters taken together, the division between final and initial is made by an interposed period.

I. Groups of two consonants:

- _kk_ (kk: iv. 19. 6), _kc_ (kck: i. 6. 3), _kn_ (kkn: viii. 10. 18), _kt_ (kkt: i. 23. 1), _kth_ (kth: i. 10. 3), _kn_ (kkn: i. 23. 1), _kp_ (kyp: i. 14. 1), _kn_ (kkn: i. 23. 1), _ky_ (kky: ii. 33. 2), _kr_ (kkr: i. 12. 1), _kl_ (kkl: ii. 33. 9), _kv_ (kkv: i. 27. 1), _ksh_ (ksh: i. 2. 3), _ks_ (kks: iii. 1. 4), _kh_ (kkn: v. 31. 8), _khy_ (kkhy: iii. 3. 2), _gy_ (gy: ii. 38. 7), _ggh_ (ggh: iii. 19. 6), _gj_ (gy: iv. 15. 2), _gd_ (gdd: iv. 3. 1), _ggh_ (ggh: i. 10. 2), _gm_ (gpp: i. 6. 2), _gb_ (ggh: iii. 27. 6), _ggh_ (ggh: iii. 6. 6), _gm_ (gpp: iii. 2. 3), _gy_ (ggy: vii. 1. 6).
the first consonant in a case like the last, where a consonant suffering $yama$ follows it. Such a precept is very possibly one of those lost in the lacuna exhibited by our MS. after iii. 28; and I should hope that the Prātiṣṭhākhyā might have extended the exemption from duplication also, to any consonant of which $yama$ is made, thus including our 3rd division, and allowing us to say simply $\text{rd}n$, etc. There were enough of duplication, one would think.

VI. Groups suffering one or more of the above modifications, with interposition of $nāsīka$; viz. duplication of second consonant, $nāsīka$, and $\text{abhinidhihāna}$; $a$, groups of two consonants: $\text{hn}$ (as $h^{n}n$), $\text{hn}$, $\text{hn}$; $b$, groups of three consonants: $\text{hny}$ (as $h^{n}ny$), $\text{hny}$.

VII. Groups suffering the interposition of $\text{svarabhakti}$ only: 1st, of the longer: $\text{svarabhakti}$: $\text{rc}$ (as $r^{c}c$), $\text{rah}$; 2nd, of the shorter: $a$, of three consonants: $\text{ry}$ (as $r^{y}y$), $\text{rī}$, $\text{re}$, $\text{reh}$; $b$, of four consonants: $\text{ryy}$ (as $r^{y}yy$), $\text{rī}$, $\text{re}$, $\text{reh}$, $\text{reh}$, $\text{rhy}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; 3rd, with $\text{svarabhakti}$ (shorter), duplication, and $\text{abhinidhihāna}$; $a$, groups of two consonants: $\text{rh}$ (as $r^{h}h$), $\text{rg}$, $\text{rgh}$, $\text{rch}$, $\text{rjh}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; $b$, groups of three consonants: $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; $c$, groups of four consonants: $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$; $d$, groups of three consonants: $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$.

I have assumed that, in the last class of cases, the rule forbidding the duplication of a consonant before another of the same class prevailed over that prescribing the duplication after the $r$. In the absence, however, of any direction as to this point in either the text or its commentary, I am by no means confident that my understanding is the true one.

VIII. Groups suffering $\text{svarabhakti}$, together with one or more of the preceding modifications: 1st, with $\text{svarabhakti}$ (shorter) and $\text{abhinidhihāna}$: $\text{xll}$ (as $x^{l}l$); 2nd, with $\text{svarabhakti}$ and duplication; $a$, with longer $\text{svarabhakti}$: $\text{rh}$ (as $r^{h}h$); $b$, with shorter; $a$, groups of two consonants: $\text{ry}$ (as $r^{y}y$), $\text{rī}$, $\text{re}$, $\beta$, groups of three consonants: $\text{ry}$ (as $r^{y}y$), $\text{rī}$, $\text{re}$, $\text{reh}$, $\text{reh}$, $\text{rhy}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; 3rd, with $\text{svarabhakti}$ (shorter), duplication, and $\text{abhinidhihāna}$; $a$, groups of two consonants: $\text{rh}$ (as $r^{h}h$), $\text{rg}$, $\text{rgh}$, $\text{rch}$, $\text{rjh}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; $b$, groups of three consonants: $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$, $\text{rhr}$; $c$, groups of four consonants: $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$, $\text{rkh}$.

Two or three of these combinations are liable to the doubt expressed after the last class. It may also excite a question whether $r$ and $h$ are to be duplicated when following one another: I have, however, in classifying such groups, interpreted the first part of rule iii. 31 as meaning: $\text{r}$ and $h$ are not liable to duplication when either is the first consonant of a group; this would leave each free to be doubled when preceded by the other.

IX. Groups liable to $\text{spohotana}$, together with some of the preceding modifications: viz. to duplication, double $\text{abhinidhihāna}$, and $\text{spohotana}$; $a$, groups of two consonants: $\text{tk}$ (as $t^{k}k$), $\text{t}k$, $\text{tkh}$, $\text{d}g$, $\text{d}gh$, $\text{ph}$, $\text{ph}$, $\text{b}g$, $\text{bk}$, $\text{wk}$, $\text{wh}$, $\text{w}q$, $\text{w}qh$; $b$, groups of three consonants: $\text{tkr}$ (as $t^{k}kr$), $\text{tkh}$, $\text{tkh}$, $\text{d}gr$, $\text{d}gr$, $\text{wk}$, $\text{w}kh$, $\text{w}gr$.

With regard to the question whether the groups commencing with $n$ are to be ranked in this class, see the note to ii. 38. If denied $\text{spohotana}$, they would fall under IV. 21.

It would seem most natural to regard a mute as relieved by $\text{spohotana}$

3. The Consonantal Combinations of the Atharva-Veda, and their Phonetic Form according to the Rules of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā.

In the course of the notes upon certain portions of the text of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā, I found it highly desirable, or almost necessary, to ascertain how many consonantal combinations of certain classes were to be found in the Atharva-Veda, and with what frequency they occurred. I was hence led to draw out a complete list of all the combinations of consonants which the text contains. Later, in examining and comparing with one another the nicer points in the phonetic theory of the treatise, particularly those which the written alphabet does not attempt to represent, I thought it worth while to make a practical application of all the phonetic rules to the collection of combinations already drawn up, writing each one out in the form which the rules would require it to assume. The result is the following scheme, which has seemed to me of sufficient interest to be worth appending to the present work.

To make out a complete list of the consonantal groups of our text is a work only of time and patience: to determine in every case what is the Prātiṣṭhākhyā's doctrine as to its true phonetic form is less easy, since it involves the application of rules which sometimes appear to trench upon each other's spheres, and of which the reconciliation cannot always be satisfactorily effected. I have not, however, been willing to assent to the opinion which Weber (p. 247) expresses, that any of the modifications prescribed are absolutely inconsistent with, and exclude, one another. It is not easy to see how, in that case, the phonetical treatises should present them side by side without any apparent misgivings, and without notifying us that the application of certain ones exempts us from the necessity of making certain others. At any rate, I shall here follow as accurately as I can all the directions which our Prātiṣṭhākhyā gives, expressing now and then such doubts as may suggest themselves respecting the mutual limitations of the rules: if the resulting combinations sometimes look strange, intricate beyond measure, and unutterable, the fault will lie with our Hindu authorities.

One circumstance deserves to be specially noted here: namely, that the loss of a rule or rules from the midst of the passage of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā treating of duplication (see under iii. 28) doubtless loads our list with a few more doubled consonants than it should properly bear. I do not venture, however, to fill out the lacuna by conjecture: a suggestion or two will be made farther on as to what the lost rules may in part have contained.

I. Groups not liable to phonetic modification. These are, a, of two consonants: cy, chy, vy, tv, hv, bhv, mv, vy, il, zk, zhk, yk, zy, shv, shth, shn, shkh, st, ssth, sn, ss, sp, spfr; b, of three consonants: tsu, tsv, zts, ztsk, ztht, ztht, zsy, zsy, zsv, zsh, zsh, zsh, zshv, stv, ssth, ssth, ssth, sth, ssth, ssth, ssth, ssth; c, of four consonants: zkhv, zhty, zthr.

This class, it will be noticed, is composed of combinations containing two consonants of the same organ (sāstham), where, by iii. 30, no duplication is made—the constitution of the group being, at the same time, not such as to necessitate abhinidhāna, or any of the euphonic insertions taught at i. 99–104. To the groups containing, in the
non-Atharvan material thus presented us is recognizable at first sight as of no force to show any discordance between the Atharva-Veda and the Praticekhyas and that of the existing manuscripts. It is, as has been often pointed out in the notes, a peculiarity of the authors of our treatises to give their rules a wider scope than the vocabulary of the Atharvan requires, in many instances contemplating and providing for combinations of sounds which are found nowhere in the whole body of the Vedic scriptures, and for which, accordingly, the commentator is obliged to fabricate illustrations. Moreover, even where the Atharvan furnishes numerous or innumerable examples of the application of a rule, the commentator sometimes prefers to draw upon his own fancy, instead of citing its text (notable instances of this are to be found especially under iii, 42-50). This being the case, it is evidently impossible to draw any distinct and certain line of division between what may be cited from any Atharvan text not agreeing with the one which we possess, and what is derived from other sources. But there are a certain number of sentences among those given by the commentator, which have more or less clearly the aspect of genuine citations from a Vedic text; and although some among them might be regarded as instances of carelessness on his part, he quoting by memory from another source than his own Veda, we cannot plausibly extend this explanation to them all: it must remain probable that in part, at least, they were contained in some hitherto unknown sākhā of the Atharva-Veda. The sentences referred to are as follows: prātḥ yāh ca roha (i, 14-16), punā raktān vāsāḥ (i, 28, ii, 19, iii, 20), tāñjir śrutiḥ (i, 68), amat aṣaṣre (i, 78), tad abhūtam (ii, 2), dhātār dehi savitar dehi punar dehi (ii, 47), samahō vartate (ii, 50), yad aha rāpaṇi dreyante (ii, 51), yadā 'ho rathaśtarāryāṁ sāma gīyate (ii, 51), bhūro vṛṣesu savaneshu yajñīyaḥ (ii, 52: found in Rig-Veda, x, 50, 4), āvish kṛṇute rāpaṇi (ii, 63), dyāush pitar yajnav ādharān (ii, 74), e śāstrasya virapacī (ii, 102), tutarsha purodācī (iii, 32), mārkṣṣayodakrw yajetaś (iii, 32), sohaśatraṃ ide atra (iii, 54), svarṣena lokena (iii, 78), mahiś tvam (iv, 26), jamadagnyāthāravāna (iv, 67), and evardhānaṁ-iva (iv, 85). In two instances these citations are directly referred to in a rule of the text (ii, 51); in all the other cases where the treatise itself mentions or implies words not found in the Atharvan, it seems to me unnecessary to see anything but the tendency of the rule-makers to give their rules a wider bearing than the nature of the case required.

The identity or near correspondence of many of the fabricated illustrations furnished by the commentator with those given by the scholars to Pānini has been remarked in many instances, and is a very noteworthy circumstance, as adding a new proof to those already elsewhere given of the more intimate relation of the grammatical system of our treatise than of that of other other of the Praticekhyas with the general Sanskrit grammar; and also, as indicating the antiquity and the persistence in use of at least a part of the examples selected to illustrate the Paninean rules.

* They are i, 77, 86, 87, ii, 25, iii, 2, 92, iv, 28, 62.  
† See under i, 58, ii, 14, 25, 40, 52, 63, 83, 90, iii, 27, 30, 32, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51, 53, 77, 90, iv, 28: analogies might also be pointed out in Pānini for the examples under i, 49, 98, ii, 6, 9, 26, iii, 42, and a more thorough and careful search than I have made would doubtless bring to light additional correspondences.
however, is not of decisive character, and hardly furnishes so much ground for suspicion of a discordance between the present text and that of the authors and commentator of our treatise as was derived from the citations. That the manuscripts neglect the refinements of Vedic orthoepy, such as the yana, nāsika, svarabhākta, and sphoṭana; and the duplications of the svarakrama, is a matter of course. Other theoretical niceties of a similar character, as the aspiration of a final mute before a sibilant (ii. 6), and insertions between a mute and sibilant (ii. 8, 9), we are equally prepared to see neglected in the written text; and we should not think of founding upon their absence the suspicion that the manuscripts represented the Veda of another school. Some peculiarities of sponionic combination—the insertion of t between m and a (ii. 9), the assimilation of n to j (ii. 11), the omission of a mute between nasals and another mute (ii. 2b), the conversion of m to nasal l before l (ii. 33); the retention of visarjaniya before a sibilant and following mute (ii. 40)—have been noted as followed or disregarded by the copyists of our codices with utter irregularity and absence of rule. Their treatment of a or ã before r (iii. 46) is a more distinctive trait, and may possibly rest upon a difference of scholastic theory. Their writing of dhak or ak for dha (iv. 94) is of no significance, being more or less common in all Vedic MSS. while opposed to all sound phonetic theory and doctrine. Nor do I regard as of importance the great discordance of the manuscript treatment of the visarjaniya with that which the Prātikākhyā teaches (ii. 40)—viewing the neglect of the guttural and labial spirants, and the retention of visarjaniya, instead of its assimilation, before a sibilant; all the written Vedic texts, so far as I know (with, at least, but rare and unimportant exceptions), follow in these respects the usage of the later language, and not the requirements of the Vedic phonetic grammars. A few single cases have been pointed out in the notes, where all or nearly all the manuscripts give readings of words differing from those which then rules of the treatise require; but most of these are of a kindred class, with those last noted, concern the conversion or nonconversion of visarjaniya into a sibilant, and are therefore of doubtful value. Upon such points our Atharvan manuscripts, closely connected as they are with one another in origin, not unfrequently disagree. These being set aside, only two or three indubitable cases of violation of the Prātikākhyā rules in the existing zākhā of the Atharvan remain, and these admit of ready and plausible explanation as errors of copyists.

We come now to consider the remaining department of the evidence, or that afforded by the references and citations in the text and commentary which furnish words and phrases not to be found in the extant Atharvan text. Such references and citations are very numerous, occurring in or under nearly a fifth of the rules in which the treatise contains a much greater part, however, of the considerable body of
state of things deprives our investigation of much of the definiteness and certainty which it ought to possess, and which would attend a similar examination of any other of the Prātiṣṭākhyas by means of its Veda; yet it is desirable even here to make the comparison, which will be found not barren of valuable results. The index of passages in the Atharva Veda, cited by the Prātiṣṭākhyas and its commentary, to be given later, furnishes in full detail the principal body of the material of investigation; and from that we derive at once the important information that to the apprehension of the Prātiṣṭākhyas the Atharva Veda comprehended only the first eighteen books of the present collection. The two single apparent references to passages in book xix, the one made by the commentator (under ii. 67), the other by an authority whom he cites (under iv. 49), are of no account as against this conclusion: the absence from the rules of the treatise of any notice of the numerous irregularities of the two closing books, and the want of other citations in the commentary than the two equivocal ones referred to, are perfectly convincing. This testimony of the Prātiṣṭākhyas, moreover, agrees entirely with that which we derive from a consideration of the character of those books and the condition of their text: no pada-text of book xix and of those portions of book xx which are not taken bodily from the Rig Veda is known to be in existence, and it is not at all likely that there ever was one: the text could hardly, in that case, have become so corrupt. The citations run through all the other books of the Atharva; they are more numerous, as was to be expected, in the earlier books, and in parts of the text they are but thinly scattered: yet no extended portion of the first eighteen books can with plausibility be supposed not to have lain before the commentator for exception. As regards single passages, there is room for more question: although our lack of the complete gauṣṇa greatly interferes with a full discussion of this point, we are able to discover phenomena in the existing text of which the Prātiṣṭākhyas, even as at present constructed, plainly fails to take notice. Some such cases of omission the commentator himself has perceived, and calls attention to, but those which have escaped his notice also are much more numerous.† Many, probably the greater part, of these are to be set down to the account of the authors of the treatise, as results of their carelessness or want of accuracy; but that all of them can be thus disposed of does not appear to me likely; it seems a more probable supposition that in our authors' Atharva single passages and single readings were wanting which are met with in the present text. The question, however, hardly admits of a positive solution: it would aid us not a little in coming to a conclusion upon it, did we know precisely what is the completeness and accuracy of the other treatises, as tested by their respective texts.

Differences of reading offered by the manuscripts as compared with the Prātiṣṭākhyas form another main branch of the evidence bearing upon the question under consideration. That which I have collected, how-

* See under ii. 63, 65, 101; iii. 69, iv. 16, 18, 67.
† All, so far as my own search for them has been successful, have been set down in the notes on the text, above: see under ii. 63, 72, 93, 96, 97, 101, 102; iii. 5, 12, 13, 25, 33, 45, 61, 80, iv. 12, 16, 39, 50, 57, 63, 65, 86, 96.
cation, by alteration, insertion, and addition, since its first substantial construction. The fact that in the Rīk Pr. all that is essential to make out such a treatise is contained in the first half, or chapters i–ix, is strongly suggestive of the accretion of the later chapters, and the character of more than one of them lends powerful support to such a suggestion. That the Vāj. Pr. has suffered interpolation and increment is the opinion of its editor, and we cannot help surmising that its weakest and most impertinent portions, especially those in which the expression seems intended to conceal rather than convey the meaning they cover, are the work of a very late hand. None of the other treatises is disfigured by such features. In point of dignified style, and apparent mastery of the material with which it deals, the first rank belongs unquestionably to the Rīk Prātiṣṭhākyā; with what inaccuracies and deficiencies it may have to be reproached, its editors have not ascertained for us: a careful testing of the rules by the text whose phenomena they were meant to present in full will have to be made for all the treatises before their comparison can be rendered complete. The results of such a testing as regards the Atharva-Veda are to be found scattered everywhere through the notes upon the text, and do not need to be summed up here. I fulfill, however, a promise previously given (note to i. 1), by making summary reference below to the rules in which our treatise oversteps the limits of the subject which it is treating, or of the sphere of such a work as it professes to be, or in which it contemplates euphonic combinations and words not to be found in its text.

Treatment of matters purely concerning the pada-text, in the portions properly devoted to sanhitā, is made in rules i. 72, 73, 81, 82, iii. 64, 68, 69, 72; 73: a like thing is done for the krama-text at i. 70, 97, iv. 74 etc., 98. Combinations not Atharvan are had in view at i. 47, ii. 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 26, iii. 27, 46; words not Atharvan, at i. 77, 86, 87, ii. 25, 31, iii. 2, 92, iv. 28, 62, 69. The bounds set in the first rule of the work are transgressed, by the inclusion of matters of word-formation and derivation, and the explication of forms which have no other qualities in pada than in sanhitā, at i. 63–66, ii. 18, 33, 34, 52, 59, 60, 61, 82, 87, 89, iii. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8–11, 43, 49, 57, 59, 60, 61, 75, 78, 87, 90. Among these last cases, a few are palpably and grossly out of place; but the greater part may be explained and excused by supposing that the pada-text implied by the Prātiṣṭhākyā is an ideal one, which our established and recorded pada-texts nearly approach, but do not altogether coincide with.

2. Relation of the Prātiṣṭhākyā to the existing Text of the Atharva-Veda.

In attempting to determine the relation of our treatise to the only known text of the Atharva-Veda, by the help of the citations which the former contains, it is necessary, of course, to consider as one the text and its commentator, since the gana-method pursued by the treatise relieves it from quoting more than a small part of the words and passages to which it was intended to apply. And even with the help of the commentator, since he fills out the ganas but in part, we are able to find references to no more than a portion of the phenomena of the text to which the view of the makers of the Prātiṣṭhākyā was directed. This
cluding so much, to be at the same time so much the briefest of the four works. This approximates it, also, to the character of the general Sanskrit grammar, as finally and principally represented to us by Pāṇini. The close connection between the two is farther shown by many other circumstances which have been pointed out in the notes upon the text—by the contemplation in numerous rules, both general and special, of phenomena of the general language rather than those of the Atharvan vocabulary alone, by a more liberal introduction of grammatical categories than any other of the Prātiṣṭhākyas makes (the Tāttv. Pr. is its antithesis in this respect), and by the exhibition (not the use, as significant) of some of the indicatory letters employed by Pāṇini himself. It is very sparing of its references to the opinions of other authorities, Čāṇaka and Čakatayana being the only grammarians whom it cites by name. The latter of the two appears, both from the text and the commentary, to have stood in an especially near relation to the authors of our treatise. Čāṇaka, although his opinion is rejected in the only rule where his name appears, is yet mentioned in a way which may be regarded as implying his special importance as an authority; it being thought necessary to teach expressly that his dictum upon the point referred to is not binding: There is nothing, at any rate, in the mode of the reference, which should militate against the claim apparently implied in the name of the work, that it represents in the main the doctrines of a Čāṇaka, and belongs to a school which derives its name from him.

Whether the peculiarities pointed out are of a nature to determine the chronological relation of our treatise to the other Prātiṣṭhākyas is a difficult and doubtful question. The discussions of this point hitherto made appear to me nearly barren of any positive results. They are all more or less based upon the assumption that the appearance in a Prātiṣṭhākhyas of a later phase of grammatical treatment or of grammatical phraseology is an unequivocal evidence of later composition. That this is so is not readily to be conceded. Since Prātiṣṭhākyas are no complete grammatical treatises, but only the phonetical text-books, and the manuals of rules for conversion of pada into sanhitā, belonging to special schools, and since they imply a vastly more complete grammatical science than they actually present, it is not to be denied that any one of them might include more or less of the form and the material of that science, as its compilers chose, or as the traditional usage of their school required. Thus, for instance, there would be no implausibility in supposing that the Tāttviriya Prātiṣṭhākhyas, though so much more limited in its grammatical horizon than those of the Vajasaneyi and Atharvan, was actually composed at a later date than either of them, and deliberately adopted the method of treating its material according to the letter rather than the meaning, as being better suited to the character of a Prātiṣṭhākhyas, which concerns itself only with phonetic form, and not with sense. If such a supposition admits of being proved false, it can only be so by a more searching and wary investigation and comparison than has yet been made, or than is possible before the full publication and elucidation of all the treatises. It is very doubtful whether any one of the Prātiṣṭhākyas has escaped extensive modifi-
tional words and forms, of which the list will be more or less extended according as we include in it all those words which the pada-text does not analyze, or only such as are of especially anomalous character. The Rik Pr. alone among them (i. 6) catalogues the few protracted vowels occurring in its text. Like our treatise, it also teaches (in a late chapter, xiii. 7-10) when interior nasalized vowels are long: the Tātt. Pr. (xvi. 1-31) goes farther, and laboriously catalogues all the nasalized vowels contained in its text, short or long, which are not the result of euphonic combination. Of this same class of appendices, which are designed to call attention to points in the text where especial liability to error is held to exist, are the following: the Rik Pr. (ii. 5) gives a list of instances of hiatus within a word; the Vāj. Pr. attempts (in part, in a bungling manner, and with very sorry success) to point out words which do not end with visarjanīya (iv. 28-32), which contain one, y or two (iv. 149-159), or single, double, or triple groups of consonants (vi. 25-30); the Tātt. Pr. adds to its list of nasalized vowels only (xiii. 8-14) that of words showing an original lingual n. The Vāj. Pr. (iii. 1, viii. 50, 51) defines a word, and both it (i. 27, viii. 52-57) and the Rik Pr. (xii. 5, 8, 9) distinguish and define the parts of speech, while all the three give a list of the prepositions (R. Pr. xii. 6, 7; V. Pr. vi. 24; T. Pr. i. 15): and the Vāj. Pr., after its fashion, carries the matter into the domain of the absurd, by laying down (viii. 58-63) the divinities and the families of pashis to whom the several classes of words, and even (viii. 47) of letters, belong. The Rik Pr. (x. 12, xi. 12) and Vāj. Pr. (iii. 148, iv. 77, 165-178, 194) treat of the samaya or satākrama, the omission of verses or phrases which have already once occurred in the text. Such omissions are abundantly made in all the manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda, sanhita as well as pada, but the Pratīcākhya takes no notice of them. The Rik Pr. has a chapter (xiv. 1-30) on errors of pronunciation, from which, by careful comparative study, important information on phonetic points may be drawn. It also, in its three closing chapters (xvi-xviii), treats with much fullness the subject of metre, which no one of the others even hints at. The Tātt. Pr. devotes a single brief chapter (xviii. 1-7) to the quantity and accent of the auspicious exclamation om. The Vāj. Pr. has an interesting, although rather misplaced, series of rules (vi. 1-28) respecting the accentuation of verbs and vocatives in the sentence, and also makes a foolish and fragmentary attempt (ii. 1-45, 55-64) to define the accent of words in general. With its rules respecting the ritual employment of different tones and accents (i. 127-132) is to be compared what the Tātt. Pr. (xxii. 12, xxiii. 12-20) says of tone and pitch. The Vāj. Pr., finally, remarks briefly and imperfectly (iii. 17, 137, 138) on the omission in the Vedic dialect of certain terminations.

It is thus seen that the Atharva-Veda Pratīcākhya does not greatly differ in its range of subjects from the other treatises of its class; being somewhat less restricted than the Tātt. Pr., and somewhat less comprehensive than the remaining two, the Vāj. and Rik Pratīcākhyas. Its style of treatment is marked by sundry peculiarities, of which the most striking and important is the extensive use which it makes of gana in the construction of its rules. It is this which has enabled it, while in-
In regard to the matters embraced in the first of the general divisions here laid down, it may be said that no treatise is much more curt and concise, and more ready to pass without notice what may be assumed as already known, than either of the others. Definitions of terms are far from numerous, and the whole department of paribhāṣā, or explanation of modes of phraseology, of extent, bearing, and application of the rules, and the like, which in all the other Prātiṣṭhāyas occupies considerable space, is here almost wholly wanting. This is in part owing to the simpler and less artificial mode of arrangement adopted in our work.

In the division of Phonetics and Euphony, the discordances among the different authorities affect chiefly matters of detail, and are not of a character to call for notice here. The other three treatises include or imply a list and enumeration of the sounds of the spoken alphabet, which is wanting in our own. All, also, after treating the subject of the formation of articulate sounds in the outset in a manner nearly according with that here followed, return to it in their later and less genuine chapters, and discuss it anew with a straining after greater theoretic profundity. The niceties of consonantal combination, as abhiniḍhāna etc., make nearly the same figure in all the four; for minor differences, see the notes on the text. The Rāk Pr., to its specification of possible finals (which is wanting only in the Tātt Pr.), adds that also of possible initials, and of compatible or conjoinable consonants (xii. 1–4).

Under the head of the conversion of pada-text into sanshitā, the authorities differ only on minor points, or by the treatment of special cases appertaining to the text with which each has to deal.

Thus far, the subjects treated are those which no Prātiṣṭhāya can pass over in silence: those which remain are not essential to the completeness of a work of this class, and are accordingly found altogether wanting in one or more of the treatises. Thus, the IVth general division, the construction of the krama-text, is not touched upon in the Tātt Pr., and the parts of our own and of the Rāk Pr. which concern it are open to the suspicion of being later accretions to the text. The Vth division, the construction of the pada-text, receives still more scanty attention, being entirely passed over in the Tātt Pr., and represented in the Rāk Pr. only by a few scattering rules relating to special cases, analogous with those found in the earlier chapters of the Ath. Pr.; only the Vāj. Pr. joining the latter in treating it at large, although in a less complete and elaborate manner.

A more detailed comparison will be necessary under the last head, that of miscellaneous and extra-limital additions to the body of the work, of matters more or less akin with its proper substance, and auxiliary to its object, yet omissible without detriment to its completeness as a Prātiṣṭhāya. As concerns the study of the Veda, the first subject mentioned in our analysis, the Rāk Pr. offers a very interesting chapter (xv. 1–16) on the mode of instruction followed in the schools of Vedic study; the Vāj. Pr. recommends Vedic study (viii. 35–42), and tells (i. 20–26, viii. 32–34) who should pursue it, and under what circumstances. All the other treatises give explanations of single irregular and excep-
ADDITIONAL NOTES.

I. Analysis of the Work, and Comparison with the other Prātiçākhyas.

So far as concerns the agreement or disagreement of the other Prātiçākhyas with that of the Atharva-Veda in respect to the doctrines taught in the latter, the comparison has already been made in detail in the notes to the text. I have thought, however, that it would be advisable to append here a systematic view of the contents of our treatise, and a brief statement of the correspondences of the rest, in order to exhibit more clearly the sphere of the former, and to show how far those of the latter coincide with it, and how far they cover more or less ground than it occupies.

I. Introductory and Explanatory.

Introductory, object of the treatise, i. 1, 2; definition of terms, i. 3, 42, 43, 48, 49, 92, iv. 73, 125; interpretation and application of rules, i. 95, iii. 33.

II. Phonetics and Euphonics: Production, Classification, Properties, and Combination of Sounds.

1. Simple sounds: formation and classification of consonants, i. 10-18, 18-31; do. of vowels, i. 27, 32-41, 71; quantity of vowels and consonants, i. 59-62; accents, i. 14-17.

2. Sounds in combination, and resulting modifications: possible finals, i. 4-9, ii. 3; final vowels not liable to euphonic change (pragṛhya), i. 78-81, iii. 33; syllable, i. 93; division of syllables, i. 53-58; quantity of syllables, i. 51-54; kinds of independent circumflex accent, iii. 55-61, 65; kinds of enclitic do., iii. 62-64; evocation and modification of accents in words and sentences, iii. 67-74; conjunction of consonants, i. 49, 50, 94, 98, ii. 20; abhinnidhāna, i. 48-47; yuma, i. 99, 104; ivaścyā, i. 100, 104; svarabhakti, i. 101, 102, 104; spotesa, i. 108, 104, ii. 35; karṣhaya, ii. 39; euphonic duplication of consonants (varṇakrama), iii. 26-32.

III. Construction of Combined Text, or Sanhitā.

Prolongation of initial, final, and medial vowels, iii. 1-25; combination of final and initial vowels and diphthongs, iii. 39-54, ii. 21-24, i. 97; resulting accent, iii. 55, 56, 58, 65, 68; resulting nasality, i. 69; final vowels not liable to combination, iii. 88-89; combinations of final and initial consonants: final non-nasal mutes, ii. 2-8, 13, 14, 20, 21; final nasals, ii. 9-12, 25, 26, 28, 30-37, iii. 27, i. 67; final semi-vowels, ii. 10, 21-24, iii. 20; final visarjanīya, ii. 21, 24, 40, 43-52, 54-59, 62-80; initial consonants, ii. 7, 15-18; final nasal before a vowel, ii. 27, 29, i. 68, iii. 27; final visarjanīya before a vowel, ii. 41, 42, 44-53, 56; linguatization of t and th, ii. 15, 16; do. of s, iii. 75-95; do. of s, ii. 81-107; insertion of a, iii. 96.

IV. Construction of Krama-Text.

Importance of krama-text, iv. 108, 109; its construction, iv. 110-122, 124-126, 74-100, i. 70, 97.

V. Construction of Disjoined, or Pada-Text.

Importance of pada-text, iv. 107; combination or separation of verb and preposition, iv. 1-7; do. of suffixes, iv. 13-37, 40-48, 63, 65, 66; do. of compounds, iv. 8-19, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29-45, 49-54, 67-72; restoration of the original form of words, iv. 74-77, 79, 81-97, 99, 100; repetition in pada, iv. 128; special cases, i. 72, 73, 81, 82; enclitic accent in pada, iii. 65, 69, 72, 75.

VI. Sandhies, Special Cases, etc.

Study of Veda recommended, iv. 101-109; special irregularities of formation, i. 63-66, ii. 25, 60, 61, iii. 7, 45; special case of accent, i. 96; list of protracted vowels, i. 105; quantity of nasalized vowels in interior of word, i. 83-91.
holds over, owing to the fact that the reduplication and the altered sibilant are in the same word. But this is not the case in the passage striyām anu shicaye (vi. 11. 2), [or, in pada form] tat: striyām: anu: siyeate: here no repetition in the sanhitā form takes place [or, the repetition does not take place in the sanhitā form: iti na sanhitāvad bhavati]; and why? because cause and effect are declared to stand in two separate words: anu is a preposition; it produces conversion into sh by the rule upasaryāt etc. (ii. 90), and that conversion is heard (pratah) in a separate word; here, then, let the process not be performed (i tēna-tramidaḥāt); for this reason is this explanation made." It might still seem doubtful, after all this lengthy exposition, whether such a word as siyeate was regarded by the commentator as not to be separately spoken at all, or as to be separately spoken, only not in sanhitā form, as follows: striyām anu: anu shicaye: siyeate: siyeata iti siyeate; but the latter interpretation seems to me the more probable.

126. That is a krama-word of a single member, and is also to be repeated.

The commentary upon this rule is not so clear as the rule itself seems to be, without comment or explanation: it reads as follows, with only the most obvious emendations: pariḥartavyaḥ ca sa āsthūlasāmānāpā-dṛṣṭaḥ [āsthūpaśāmānāpādṛṣṭaḥ]: yo sāu sanhitādviśvacanena viśic- yate: nimittiandimitiśakor bhinnapadasthatrāt: sa pariḥaryyaḥ ca bhava- eti. If the intent of this is to limit the application of the rule to those words whose cause of alteration is situated in a preceding independent word, it can hardly be accepted. What follows is still more corrupt and less intelligible: sanhitāvad vidicci bahulam iti va chandast 'iti: varṇādopāgamanārasvadirghapūlta utmanesah paraśāmī vibhāsā api yanti.

Finally, to close up the commentary, two verses are given us, but so much mutilated that hardly more than their general sense (and even that only in part) is recognizable: natakibudhyā nacacastra drṣṭaḥ yathāmānam anyathā nā ti va kuryāt: āmnātām parishannasya cāstraḥ drṣṭaḥ vidhir vyatityah pūrva-castre: āmnātāyam anvāmnātām propā- the śmin rkaḍaṭpadam: chandeso parimeyatvāt parishannasya lakshana- nam: parishannasya lakshanam iti.

The signature of the chapter and of the work has been already given in the introductory note, but may be repeated here: iti pānākhyatecatur-ādhyāyike caturthah pādaḥ: caturādhyāyītaḥbhāṣyām samāptam: cūr- ātu: lekhakapāṭhakayoḥ śubhám bhavatu: cūrādhyāyai namaḥ: cūr- rāmaḥ: samvats 1714 varṣhe jyājñāthaśuddha 9 dine samāptulikhilam pustakam. I may also be permitted to add the propitiatory heading of the manuscript, which was, by an oversight, omitted to be given in its proper place: it reads om namah sarasvatayāi namaḥ; om namo brahmavedāya: athāṅgirasaḥ. The last word is, as I cannot doubt, a copyist's error for athavāṅgirasaḥ.
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trospective as to reflect its prescriptive force, through kramavat, back into the rule for krama-repetition, or parigraha—understanding the meaning to be, 'in pada-repetitions, the second recurrence of the repeated word is to suffer division by avagraha: as is to be the case also in krama-repetitions'—would be, I should think, much too violent. Nevertheless, the Rik Pr. (x. 10, r. 10, and xi. 16, r. 31) and Upalekha (iv. 3) distinctly teach that the avagraha is to be used in the repetition of compound words, after iti. I cannot find that the Vai. Pr. prescribes the separation either in pada or in krama, although it is regularly made by the commentator on that treatise in the examples which he cites, and Weber passes it over without remark.

\textbf{सामायायानानम् सम्बितावदचन्म् II १२४ II}

124. Words requiring restoration, if occurring before a pause, are to be spoken in their sanhïta form.

The three last rules of the section and of the treatise concern the treatment of such words as, while they stand at the end of a half-verse, or in any other situation before a pause, also exhibit in sanhïta some abnormal peculiarity of orthography which, by the rules of the preceding section, requires restoration to the natural form. A word of this class, instead of being combined with its predecessor into a krama-word, and then repeated, is, before its repetition, to be spoken once more in sanhïta form. The commentator takes the example सा वर्कशानो अभि sisyade (v. 5, 9; p. sisyade, by iv. 82), and, without writing it out in full in the krama form, says that we must utter sisyade again, and then repeat it, sisyada iti sisyade. He adds: "so also may be brought forward as instances (udâhāryak) pramitaye (vi. 23, 2; p. pra-nitaye) and all other like words, having the cause of alteration within their own limits." This last restriction, as we shall see, he insists upon more distinctly under the next following rule.

This special point is left untouched in all the other krama-treatises.

\textbf{तत्त्वं पुनमस्वायितं नाम II १५१ II}

125. Of this, furthermore, the name is ̵ast̵hāpita.

Weber (p. 283) regards punah here as a part of the title, which he understands to be punarasthāpita. This would not be in itself unlikely, but it is not favored by the commentator, who, both here and under the following rule, treats ̵ast̵hāpita alone as the term designating the word to which the rule relates. He omits punah altogether, in his paraphrase of the present rule, as being superfluous: tasya sanhitaved vocannaya: ̵ast̵hāpitaṃ ity evam sanajña bhavati. He then goes on to state more at large the restriction hinted at under the last rule: namely, that a word which is sanāpadya, or liable to restoration, as being altered at its commencement by the influence of the preceding word, is not to be treated in the manner prescribed by these rules: "that is to say, where cause and effect (nimittanāmititike) are in one word; for instance, sisyade: here the conversion into ska produced by the reduplication
The commentator expounds this rule in a clear and pertinent manner. He says: "it has been said in a former rule [iv. 111], 'with the final of this is made farther combination of the following word'; there, however, the method of combination is not taught (śanadānāvidhānam no 'ktam'): wherefore the present rule is here added. The term yatāsāstram means 'according to the several rules (yad yat chāstram);' whatever mode of combination of separate words is taught in the pada-śāstra (yad yat padaśāstre padānāṁ sanadhānalakshonam utkam), that has force also here in the formation of each single krama-word. This is expressly stated, in order to guard against the danger of understanding a krama-word to be composed of disconnected vocables (k krama- padātvad anyacabdaśanikayo 'cyate): this must not be the case."

The Vāj. Pr. has no precept corresponding to this, evidently regarding it as clearly enough implied in the general direction that two words "are to be combined" (sāṁ dudhātī: iv. 180) to form a krama-word. It is, however, distinctly laid down by the other treatises (K. Pr. x. 5, r. 6, and xi. 21, r. 44; Úp. iii. 3-5).

123. The pada-repetition of a divisible pragṛhyā is to be made in the manner of that of krama, with separation by avagraha in the latter recurrence of the word.

The commentator begins with explaining pragṛhyāvagrāhā to be a determinative and not a copulative compound (yasminn avagrāhyate sam [pragṛhyate sa] ekasmin evu yugopad bhavati), and goes on as follows: "such a word, in its pada-repetition (cārdāyām), is to be treated as in krama: carā means twofold utterance (dvirecanaṇam): that takes place in the pada-text (padākāle) just as in the krama-text (kramakāle); that is, one repeats (pariharet) the form of the krama-text. In krama, both pragṛhyās and divisibles suffer repetition; in pada (padakūha), on the other hand, only a divisible pragṛhyā is repeated. In such a repetition, how is separation by avagraha made? The rule says, 'with separation by avagraha in the latter recurrence of the word': that is, the latter or second recurrence of the word is to receive avagraha, and not the first: for example, viṅgupe iti vi-rūpe (x. 7. 6. 42).

The usage of both our Atharvan pada-text and that of the other Vedas in regard to cārā, or repetition, has been fully set forth in the note to iv. 74, above, as also the doubt which may reasonably be entertained whether the usage here taught, and followed in the extant manuscripts, is that which the rules of the preceding section contemplate.

The prescription in this rule, and in this alone, of the employment of avagraha in separating the constituents of a compound word when it appears for the second time in the repetition, after iti, seems necessarily to imply that, in the repetitions of krama, separation by avagraha is not to be made at all, either before or after iti, but that we are to read, for instance (i. 1. 1), ye trishaptāḥ: trishaptāḥ pariyyanti: trisaptā iti trisaptāḥ: pariyyantī viśvā: pariyyanti 'ti pariyyanti, etc. To regard the specification uttarasminn avagrahāḥ of our rule as in such manner re-
following, which also concerns only the passage here cited by the
commentator.

121. And a nasal vowel, in its first occurrence, is to be made
pure.

I again add the whole comment: yah pûrvam anunāsiko dvṣṭaḥ va
parihārakāle gudhūam kṛtvā parihartavyah: etad eva dāharuṇam: atrāi
va puruska ā babhūvaṁ ity avasāne: iti: avasāne ā iti pūrvam anunāsiko
dvṣṭaḥ gudhūam parihartavyah: babhūve 'ti babhūvaṁ; * the vowel
first seen as nasal is, in parihāra, to be repeated pure [i. e. free from na-
sality]: the instance is the one already given: here, the vowel first appear-
ing as nasal before the pause—by the rule puruska ā babhūvaṁ ity ava-
sāne (i. 70)—is to be repeated pure: thus, babhūve 'ti babhūvaṁ.' The
most obvious and natural understanding of this would be that the nasali-
zation is only to be retained in the first utterance of the word, and that
in parihāra, by this and the preceding rules, both protraction and na-
sality should be lost altogether; so that the krama would read ā babhū-
vaṁ ā: babhūve 'ti babhūva. But the rules in the first chapter to which
the commentator refers expressly require the nasality to be retained
before a pause, and forbid the protraction only before iti, so that they
would appear to teach babhūve 'ti babhūvaṁ: which, as we see, is the
actual reading of the commentator under this rule, while, under the pre-
ceding, the reading is too corrupt for us to understand what he intends
to give us. The best manner, as it appears to me, of reconciling these
apparent discrepancies is to take pūreah in the present rule as belong-
ing with the predicate instead of the subject, and as indicating the
former of the two occurrences of the repeated word in parihāra, thus
making the translation such as it is given above; and farther, assuming
the same thing to be implied also in rule 120, the repetition, or parihā-
ra, there referred to, being, in a restricted sense, the occurrence of the
word before iti: the Upalekha employs parigraha, in part, in the same
sense.* It may be, however, that we ought to confess a discordance
between the teachings of our treatise here and in the first chapter, and
to understand the krama reading here prescribed to be babhūve 'ti ba-
hūva—or, if pūreah be interpreted in the manner proposed, babhūve 'ti
babhūvaṁ. A like case occurring in the Rig-Veda (x. 146. 1) is, accord-
ing to the Upalekha (vii. 9, 10: the Rik Pr. seems to take no notice of
it), to be treated in the manner laid down in our first chapter: vindati-
ṭaḥ, for vindati; is in krama to be read vindati 'ti vindatītaṁ. What
is the doctrine of the Vāj. Pr. in a similar instance has been mentioned
in the note to i. 97.

122. The successive combination of words into krama-words is to be made according to the general rules of combination.

* See Pertsch's preliminary note to chapter v.
know. Our own krama-system, it will be noticed, while in one respect more chary of the repetition than the others, in that it repeats no riphita words, in another respect is vastly more liberal of its use, applying it in the case of every word which requires restoration from an abnormal to a normal form, according to the rules given in the preceding section of this chapter. There is no limitation made, either by the text or by the commentary, of the term samāpādyā; so far as I can see, every word in the text which undergoes in sanshitā any of the changes detailed in rule 74, above, must suffer parihāra. The Atharvvan krama is thus made a more complete and elaborate index of the euphonic irregularities occurring in its text than is that of either of the other Vedas.

By way of introduction to the following rule, our commentator says, at the close of his exposition, that the words mentioned in this precept have their repetition made with a single iti: we are next to be told that in the repetition of the particle u two are required.

118. The particle u requires two iti's.

That is to say, when u is repeated, each occurrence of the word is followed by iti, and we have uñ ity uñ iti. None of the other treatises supports this reading: all would prescribe simply uñ ity uñ.

119. The reason of this is its nasalization and protraction.

The commentator explains as follows: "the nasalization of this particle u when followed by iti is taught by the rule ukārasyeyā tvā aprkta-śya [i. 73]; if, then, it should not be distinguished by (adriyēta) a second iti, it would be deprived of its nasal quality—as also of its protraction [since this also, by i. 73, is prescribed only before iti]. Therefore, considering its prescribed nasality and protraction, u must always be repeated with a double iti."

120. A protracted vowel is, in repetition, to be treated as if unprotracted.

The commentator's exposition is: Īputas ca īputavac ca parihartavyah: aputena tulyatām pravahitavyah: parihārakule: purushah: a: babhūvānā: atra a ity akāraḥ plutah: sa aputavatā parihartavyah: a babhūvānā iti babhūvē 'iti vuktavyam: 'a protracted vowel is to be repeated as if it were unprotracted; i.e., it is to be reduced, in parihāra, to equivalence with an unprotracted vowel: thus, in the passage purushah: a: babhūvānā (xx. 2. 28), the a is a protracted a; it must be repeated along with [or, in the form of] an unprotracted a; we must read a babhūvānā iti babhūve: 'iti. The reading of the manuscript is unfortunately corrupt at the end, where the required krama-form is to be given: the scope and intent of the rule will be examined under the one next
following. The commentator's examples are *gopāyata* "śmākam : ā
śmākam (xii. 3. 55 etc.), dhiye "hi : e'hi (ii. 5. 4), and havir o shu : o
shu o ity o (vii. 72. 2).

The same usage, as concerns 4, is taught also by the other treatises: compare Vāj. Pr. iv. 182, Rik Pr. x. 8 (r. 11) and xi. 18 (r. 34), Up. iv. 18.

116. *U* is merely to be repeated.

The mode of repetition of the particle is taught in the next rule but one. This rule is, as the commentator explains it, intended to forbid the combination of *u* (like ā and o) with the next following word to form a new krama-word (anyayoginiyarthah). As an example, he gives us sa u sūryah : uñ ity uñ iti (xiii. 4. 5).

117. Repetition with *iti* interposed, or *parihāra*, is to be made of *pragṛhyas*, of words admitting separation by *avagraha*, of those requiring restoration to the natural form, and of those standing before a pause.

The commentator simply expounds this rule, without bringing up any instances to illustrate it. The kinds of words specified are to be repeated, or spoken twice, in the krama-text (kramakāle), the name of the double utterance being *parihāra*: and this *parihāra* is to be made with interposition of *iti*: having performed one of the two utterances, one is to say *iti*, and then repeat the word.

The mode of repetition is, as has already been noticed (under iv. 74), called in the Rik Pr. by the related name *parigraha* (e. g. R. Pr. iii. 14). The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 187) styles it *sthitopasthita*, which title is also known to and defined by the Rik Pr. (x. 9 and xi. 15). The Up. (iv. 12) knows only *parigraha*. The forms to be repeated are, according to the doctrine of the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 187-193), a divisible word (*avagrha*), one in the interior of which appears a prolongation or a lingualization, a *pragṛhya*, a *rīphita* of which the r does not appear in *sankhita*, and a word preceding a pause (*avasāna*). The first and the last three of these classes are, indeed, treated in the same manner by all the other authorities (compare R. Pr. x. 6-8, r. 7-9, and xi. 13-14, r. 25; Up. iv.
4-11); but, as regards the words which in *sankhita* undergo an abnormal alteration of form, there is a less perfect agreement among them. The Rik Pr. and Up. specify as requiring repetition in krama (besides sundry special and anomalous cases), words having their initial vowel prolonged, and those in the interior of which there is a change not brought about by external influences—that is to say, due to euphonic causes within the word itself. Whether the Vāj. Pr. includes among the repeatable words those having a prolonged initial, or whether any cases of this kind occur in the text to which it belongs, I do not
The longer of the two krama-treatises incorporated into the text of the Rik Prātiṣākhyā is the only other authority which gives any reason why aprkta words should not be independently reckoned in constructing the krama-text. It says (R. Pr. xi, 2, r. 3) that the omission takes place "for fear of nasalization;" that is, lest the particle should, if suffered to stand at the end of a krama-word, receive a nasal pronunciation. The entire disagreement of the two explanations offered is noteworthy, and may be taken as an indication that, neither is authoritative, and as a permission to us to find a better one, if we are able. It seems to me more likely that the weakness of the vowel-words a and u, unsupported by consonants, and their liability to disappear in or become obscured by the final of the word which precedes them, as if they were mere modifications of its termination, was the cause of their exceptional treatment. A similar suggestion has already been made (see under i. 73) as to the way in which the pada-text deals with u. The commentator's exposition of the rule is elaborate, but deficient in point. To illustrate the item ekadeśa, 'vowel-fusion, substitution of one vowel-sound for two or more others,' he takes dhiyā: ā: ihi (ii. 5. 4): here, he says, by the operation of the rule samānākṣarasaya (iii. 42), dhiyā and ā become dhiyā: the ā of the latter, combined with the ā of ihi, becomes e, and the result is the one word dhiyēhi: ergo, this is the way the combination must be made, otherwise there would be no krama-word (tasmod ity anena samānākṣarana bhavatītavyam: anyathā kramapadām eva na syāt). The conclusion appears to me an evident non-sequitur, a mere restatement of the original proposition. For the second item, he selects the example ihi: ā: naḥ (ii. 5. 4): here, if we compound āhy ā and ā naḥ, a vowel-combination (svarasandhiḥ) is made of the i, by the rule sravā nāminī utadhitā (iii. 39). How this vowel-combination furnishes a ground for the krama-word āhy ā naḥ, he does not attempt to point out. For the third and fourth items, the chosen instance is idam: uḥ iti: su (i. 24. 4). This, too, is to be regarded as (in krama) forming a single word. The following text is corrupt, and I subjoin it, instead of attempting a restoration and translation: tasyā ca na samānākṣarā hi: idamānāśvādhyāt asaṁhitakāṃ dirghatavam: corecā 'syā tripādāvyā madhyabhāvad iṣyate: idamāsya ity evaṁbhūtasyāt vā rūpākhyātāyām evaṁ samānāśvād varṣakramaṇa na bhavatītavyam: atrā vā 'padatevam: tad api tripādamadhyārasayam. The prolongation of the u in this and similar cases would indeed seem to furnish a reason for the construction of the krama-word out of three members, since the long vowel could not properly appear if the particle were made the final of one such word and the beginning of another; but I am unable to see how the lingualization of the sibilant should have any effect in the same direction, since there would be no difficulty in reading u shu as a krama-word, if the u were treated in the ordinary manner.

चाकारित्तादि पुनः: ॥ ११५ ॥

115. ā and o are made to begin a word again.

That is to say, after ā and o have been included, as middle members, in a triple krama-word, they are again taken as initials of the word next
in sanhitā do not euphonically influence one another. The rule, as the
commentator tells us, is intended to restrict the too great extension
(atiprasaktam) of the one which precedes it. That the final word, thus
left uncombined, suffers parihāra, or repetition, is taught in rule 117.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Vāj. Pr. iv. 180,
Rik Pr. x. 8 (r. 9), 11 (r. 18), and xi. 21 (r. 44), and Up. i. 16.

113. Three words form a krama-word, if the middle one of them is a pure vowel.

The term appākta we have met with before (i. 72, 79), as used to
designate a word composed of a single vowel or diphthong, unconnected
with any consonant; the commentator, after exposition of its
meaning, paraphrases it by avyayajamatraacuddhakevalasvarah, 'a pure
and entire vowel, unmixed with consonants.' He cites, as an instance,
âdiyā: ē: ēhi (ii. 5. 4): here the krama reading is not dhiyā 'ēhi,
but dhiye 'ēhi: to which, by rule 115, would follow again ē'hi, and
then, by the present and other rules, ły: ē na: ī: na: na iti na:
na. The only appākta words which the text contains are the preposition ā,
the particle u (p. ēhi iti: see i. 72, 73), and their combination o (p. o ēhi:
see i. 79). It is doubtless to point out and call attention to this mode
of treatment of the ā in the krama-text, that our Atharvan pada manu-
scripts quite frequently write a figure 3 after the word which follows
it: thus, in the instance cited, the manuscript gives dhiyā: ē: ēhi: 3;
at i. 1. 2, punah: ē: ēhi: 2, etc.*

All the krama-systems have this feature: compare Vāj. Pr. iv. 180,
181 (which calls such a krama-word, composed of three members, a tri-
krama), Rik Pr. x. 2 (r. 3), xi. 2 (r. 3), and Up. i. 17. The two latter
authorities, however, except the compound o, and would have it treated
like any ordinary word. The Vāj. Pr. is obliged to note (iv. 183), as
farther instances of trikrama, mo shu nah and abhi shu nah, where, if
the krama were performed in the usual way, the sanhitā reading of
lingual n in nah would not be capable of exhibition; and like reasons
compel it (iv. 184) to establish, in a few cases, krama-words of four con-
stituents, as urdhva u shu nah. The Rik-systems, also, are not a little
complicated by the necessity of attending to such special cases occurring
in their text, and which once cause a krama-word to contain even five
members. The fact that such complicated cases of sanhiti do not happen
to be met with in the Atharva-Veda saves our treatise the like trouble.

114. The grounds of this are the fusion of vowels into a sin-
gle sound, the combination of vowels, prolongation, and
lingualization.

* The addition of the figure is usual, but not invariable, in the first books of the
text; later, it is only made here and there. The figure is never inserted after ē.
110. Two words form a *krama*-word.

The commentator is very brief upon this rule: he says "the study of *krama* being now assured (*prasaddda*), two combined words form a single *krama*-word; their combination will be taught hereafter [in rule 122], where it says 'according to the rules' (*yathā getCategory*).

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Vāj. Pr. iv. 180, Rik Pr. x. 1 (r. 2) and xi. 1 (r. 1), and Up. i. 14. With the exception of the latter, they are more comprehensive than ours, including something of what here is made the subject of following rules. The precept of the Vāj. Pr. covers our rules 110-113.

111. With the final of this is made farther combination of the following word.

The term *antena* is explained by *avasādāṇena*, 'close, end': we might have rather expected the reading *antyena*, 'with the last word of each *krama*-word as already defined.' To *parasya* is supplied *padasya*, in the comment, as in the translation. The commentator takes the trouble to tell us that to the end of this following word is then to be farther appended its successor, and so on, so that one constructs the *krama* by thus successively combining the words of the text by twos. Were this rule not given, he says, the former one might be erroneously understood as prescribing that we should form our *krama*-words by taking first the first and second words of a verse, then the third and fourth, then the fifth and sixth, and so on; while this shows us that we are to take the first and second, then the second and third, then the third and fourth, and so on. We may take, as an illustration, the last line of the first hymn of the Atharvan (i. 1. 4 c, d), in constructing the *krama*-text of which only this simple and fundamental rule would come into action: it would read: *ṣan* *grutena* : *grutena gamemahi* : *gamemahi mā* : *mā grutena* : *grutena vi* : *vi rādhishi* : *rādhishi ‘ti rādhishi* (by iv. 117).

The Vāj. Pr. and Rik Pr. combine this rule with the preceding: the Upālekha (i. 15) states it separately, and in a distinct manner than our treatise: *tavor uttareṇo ‘taraṇi padām sandadhyāt*.

112. A last word is not combined with its successor.

By *antagatam*, literally 'a word gone to, or standing at, the end,' is meant, in verse, the closing word of a half-stanza, or one preceding a pause: in a prose passage, it doubtless indicates a word preceding one of the pauses of interpunction by which a numbered passage, or verse, is divided into parts. A pause, which interrupts the ordinary combinations of *sandhi*, interrupts those of *krama* also: there is no need that the *krama*-text should exhibit the euphonic connection of words which
108. The study of the krama has for its object the fixation of both sanhita and pada.

The true reading of this rule is a matter of some doubt. Prefixed to the commentator's exposition, the manuscript gives simply sanhitādārghyārtham, and the commencement of the comment implies or requires no more than that; it might seem, then, that we had here only an addition to the last rule, "the study of pada is in order to the fixation of sanhita." But this would be a lame conclusion to the argument of this part of the section, which must be intended finally to bring out the importance of the krama-text. And as the exposition closes with pretty clearly assuming as the full form of the rule under treatment that which is presented above, and as the prefixed text of the whole section so far favors the latter as to read sanhitāpadadārghyārtham, I think there can be little question that it is to be received as here given.

The pada, the commentator tells us, must be studied for the sake of the establishment of the sanhita. He defines dārghya by dārghyā bhāsāh; and cites the rule of Pānmi which teaches its formation (varnaḥdārghyabhāṣāṃ kṛtaḥ ca, 1 Pān. v. 1, 128). He goes on: "when here, in the sanhita, a doubt arises, the student of the pada will give a solution of the doubt. Then what need of a study of the krama? On this point, it says: 'the study of the krama has for its object the fixation of both sanhita and pada.'" What follows is corrupt, and only in part intelligible: sanhita ca sevasaṣṭha ca bhavati: yuvāno mokṣapada-

dvipadāc ca prāpyāyamānāmaṁvaitāpano bhavati. Finally, he introduces the next rule by saying idam ca 'param kāraṇaṃ kramādhyaayanaṃ, and here follows another reason for the study of krama:'

109. And the origination of accent is not seen in pada or in sanhita.

That is to say—as we are doubtless to understand it—in the pada we have before us only the accent of the uncompounded elements; in the sanhita, only that of the combined phrase: how the one grows out of the other is shown by the krama, which gives everything in both its separate and combined state. The commentator defines upayāma by utpatti, and declares it unperceived in pada (pudakāle), while it actually takes place in krama (kramakāle). As an illustration, he takes svādeśa admii ti (v. 18. 7): here, in pada, we have an oxytone and an unaccented syllable, which form a circumflex, while in the sanhita the circumflex farther suffers depression (nighata, the vikrama of our rule iii. 65, above), and the circumflex itself only appears in krama (in svādeśa admii, where the cause of depression of the svaretta is not present): hence, he concludes, the krama ought to be studied. He adds: "now comes the description: of what sort, it is asked, is this krama?" the following rules of the section will answer.

1 MS. varnaḥdārghyabhāṣāṃ dhyaṇaḥ:
it is abhīṣṭaya). The next following example is intended to illustrate the difficulty, without the pada-text, of finding upon occasion the right beginning of a word: it reads rtubhyas trā yaja ity ārtavebhyaḥ trā yaja ity atī "kārdā ni tu jñāyate. Tāthe reference here is to iii. 10. 10, rtubhyas trā "ārtebhyaḥ... yaja; eight separate recipients of offering are enumerated in the verse, and it seems intended that, in liturgical use, trā yaja, which the verse gives once for all, should be appended to each separately; this is intimated, though obscurely, by a prefixed direction: ashta kāyāṃ: rtubhyas tec. ti1 vīgraham ashtāu. Again, "without study of the pada, the Vedic forms of words (vādikāḥ caubāh) are not known: as, for instance, aṣṭevaśī strāsīyam, etc.; in saṃhitā they have different forms, viz. apravatīm (viii. 2. 31), strāsīyam2 (vi. 11. 3): therefore the pada-text must be studied (adhayaṃ paddānā)."

The next point made is the necessity of pada-study to the understanding and right application of the rules respecting accentuation: "the brahmāyāṇa etc. (i brahmāyāṇānādi) are directed to be made with the employment of the three accents (trāśvārṣyaḥ): here one who does not study the pada is unpractised (upavrinah) as regards the words: here, in the passages brahmaudanam pacati (xi. 1. 1) etc., one is to speak not with the accents, but with monotone, at the pitch of aute (i śa-dvā brahmaudanam pacati) yevamādīśu "dātacrūtyā ekacṛtyā tā na svavreṇa adhāyita"

now beware lest there appear here the fault of a mantra deprived of [its proper] accent. In the Atharvān rites, excepting the yāgo, in the tyings on of an amulet, etc., in the performance of the sacrifice (i yajnavehe), the employment of the mantras is taught to be made with the use of the three accents." Finally, the assertion that study of the pada is necessary in order to the comprehension of the meaning of the text is supported with such fullness of illustration: as instances are cited vi hāra (v. 20. 9: this, however, may be no citation, but part of the exposition); alasātā 'si (vi. 18. 4: we could wish that the pada actually taught us more about this obscure verse), yavān ne 'd adān (vi. 50. 1), uḥ iti (passim), sam v āsā 'ha āsyam (vi. 56. 3), tad v asya retah (ix. 4. 4): and farther, with special reference to the element of accent, yē asmā kāmā tanvām (ii. 31. 5), and svādu admi 'ti (v. 18. 7): and the conclusion is "here, and in other instances, one who does not study the pada would spoil the saṃhitā: hence, for these reasons, the pada must be studied." I add the whole text, which in places is corrupt and obscure, and of which the value is too small to make an elaborate attempt at restoration necessary or advisable: mantrārtho ca padādhyaṇād vinā na jāyate: vākyān hi padaṇo viśvaktam anuvānakī: tace padaḥyaṃ sandhiṃ ca pada chedam tu pakmayad vibhaktam: vi hāra: alasātā 'si: yavān ne 'd adān: uḥ iti: sam v āsā 'ha āsyam: tad v asya retah: ity evamādīśu saṃhitāyaṃ ca bhavati: rya- jāti 'ty atra saṃhitāh ca pro kuryāt: tathā udāttasaṃvartodayena vigha- tam ojānān: ye asmākām tanvām: anyatra 'pi niḥṣayeta: svādu admi 'ti: atra ca saṃhitāṃ kuryāt: tathā udāttāntasya parapadasya nuddaṭtā- dāv uttarapadāt tat asyāḥ nastaḥpaṭtāṃ saṃvartām asahānārthe janayat- the 'ty anyatra 'pi lat kuryāt: svādu admi 'ty anyatraḥ 'pi opadādhyaṃ saṃ- hitāṃ vinācayet: tasmād eśaḥ kārasāṃ avasyāḥdhyāyānāti: kim ca:

1 MS. rtumabhyaṣyeti. 2 MS., both times, trāsīyam.
105. In the sacrifice, again, the worlds are established.

I add the whole argument by which the commentator proves this pious proposition: *dyāvar viyād avanis trayo lokā yojya pratishthitāḥ:* kathāṃ: nirvāpādvasuṇaśhrandya havir aṅgusthāparavatārāṇa jajñyaya vattantam antar vidhanasvahākrona agnau hutoṁ jyotiribhamabhāvena parinautaṁ jyotiribhāvena dyānlokaṁ dhūmahbhāvenā nitarikshaṁ punar vrśhti-bhāvena parinautaṁ prthiveṁ yāti: evau yojya lokāḥ pratishthitāḥ. The properly prepared sacrifice, duly offered in the fire, becomes light and smoke: the light goes to the sky, the smoke to the atmosphere, and, becoming rain, returns again to the earth: thus it reaches all the three worlds—and, if one chooses to look upon it in that light, establishes and supports them all.

106. As are the five races in the worlds.

The five races, the commentator says, are men: they are established in the worlds, the worlds in the sacrifice, the sacrifice in the *Veda*, and the *Vedas* are *dharmaśabdhāḥ*: dharmāṇḍāśvatamāṭāmācacak karmaṇi geshataṁ ca gachantā: which last sentence is corrupt and obscure. From this, he goes on to point out the necessity of the study of the *pada*-text, and, as a help to it, of the Prātiṣṭhāya, anticipating the rule which is next to follow: “the connection and distinction” of the appellation (abhidhāna) and the subject of appellation (abhidheya) is not, without the study of the *pada*-text; the recognition of the terminations is not assured, without the study of the *pada*-text: hence, in order to an understanding of the mantra, its *pada*-text (*padāni*) must be studied; and, by one who studies the *pada*. the Prātiṣṭhāya must necessarily be studied, in order to the resolution of doubts (avacyaṁ saṁcayachedaya prātiṣṭhāyam adhyeyam): and the uses of the study of the *pada* are farther set forth in the following rule.”

107. The study of the *pada*-text is for the sake of gaining knowledge of the endings, the beginnings, and the proper forms of words, and of their accent and meaning.

The commentator explains and illustrates this rule at considerable length, and by means of examples which are for the most part taken from our present *Atharvan* text. First, as he says, we are told that a rinsing of the mouth with water (*udakācavamanam*) is prescribed to be accompanied by the *padās* of the verse *cāṁ no devī* (cāṁ no devyāḥ *pādāh*: the verse is found at i. 6. 1); and here, without study of the *pada*, one fails to know that the first *pada* ends with *e* (abhishtaye: in sanskrit, *Śrī Sāmbadānāvatārdhastavārthīnīrṇāṇaḥ śāntam ca.*
ment karmācēshabhūtāt: vedā[dhyāyanaṁ] dharmaṁ āhur yājñikāh—because sacrifices are performed by means of the Vedas, and sacrifice is obligatory. He makes reference to a couple of verses or sayings which inculcate the necessity or advantage of sacrifice, thus: svargakāno aghāyatam ity uṣṇa-maṅtreṇa yatādānāstakhyānam [yatādānākhyānam] karmu kṛteva svargam sadhyayed iī yājñikānmānam. He then anticipates and explains rule 104, below, concluding na vinā vedār yajñas tāyate, sacrifice is not performed without the Vedas; and he winds up his exposition with vedādhyāyanaṁ dharma ity ādīvātram, 'this is the first rule.'

102. On the part of one desiring a condition of light after death.

Pretya, literally 'having gone forward, having departed, deceased,' is by the commentator, with many words, explained to mean 'having quitted this world and gone on to another.' Upon jyotiṣṭhatam he discourses as follows: jyotiṁbhāro jyotiṣṭhatam, uktam hi ye va uṣṭha yajñār ārdhavann teśhām elām jyotiṁbhī yānī amāni nakshatraṁ ʿti: jyotir dīptihāvam aryasthānam. The next rule he introduces by the question, "is it merely the reading that is duty? the answer is, no: how is it then?"

103. In the manner as handed down by those who understand the sacrifice.

A yājñika is defined as 'one who studies or understands the sacrifice' (yajñād adhitā yajñam vidar vā). Not merely the study of the Vedas, but its study according to the traditional methods of those verses in sacred things, is declared meritorious. Amaṇḍa is defined by pāṭhāna, 'reading,' and the commentator continues: "and how do the yājnakas read? with the verse svargakāno aghāyatam [already referred to, under the first rule of this section] one must secure paradise: but it is objected 'that is an act of sacrifice, not a study of the Vedas: hence merit is acquired by sacrifice, not by the study of the Vedas: this, however, is not so'—as the rule which is next to be given is intended to show.

104. There is no performance of the sacrifice without the Vedas.

Hence, as the Vedas are an indispensable aid to the performance of that in which duty consists, the declaration that their study is a duty is one to which no objection can be made (itī niravadyam vedādhyāyanaṁ dharma itī).
The concluding section of the treatise is occupied, first, with the recommendation of the study of the krama form of the text, and second, with the description of its mode of construction. The way in which it is stated and explained by the commentator is altogether different from that hitherto followed. First we have presented us the whole of the text of the section, separated by marks of punctuation into the rules which compose it. Then follows the independent statement and explanation of each rule in succession; but not, as heretofore, according to the set method of restatement in paraphrase, brief and dry illustration by examples, and final repetition: we have, instead of this, a free exposition, drawn out at considerable length and with some union, much more in the style of the known comments upon the other treatises of the class. This not only authorizes, but compels us to conclude that the remaining part of the commentary is by another hand than that which furnished the preceding. And the difference in style of the text itself no less justifies us in believing that the section was not an original part of our treatise, but is a later appendage to it. Whether or not it takes the place of another similar body of rules in the original Prāṭīcakhyā, and was substituted for them as being a fuller and more satisfactory exhibition of the subject, it would not become us to attempt to say too confidently: the near agreement of the preceding chapters in respect to extent (each containing not much more than a hundred rules) would favor the supposition that it had been tacked on as new matter to the treatise, carrying with it a new division of the preceding rules of the chapter into three instead of four sections; the subject of krama may have been formerly disposed of in a few brief rules forming part of the last section; but our Prāṭīcakhyā has in too many of its previous rules made allusion to or implication of the krama-text (sometimes even naming it and contemplating it alone), to allow our assuming with plausibility that the construction of that text was not from the beginning one of the subjects with which the treatise dealt.

The krama is not treated by the Tātt. Pr.; it is disposed of by the Vāj. Pr. in the closing rules of the final section of its fourth chapter (iv. 179–194), not occupying a whole section. In the Rik Pr. it takes up two chapters, the tenth and eleventh, each of which is by itself a complete krama treatise: the former giving (in fourteen verses) a concise exhibition of the subject, the latter (in thirty-seven verses) setting it forth with much greater fullness of detail. It is also the exclusive theme of the Upālekha, of unknown date and authorship, to which reference has already been made (see note to rule 74, above). The corresponding rules of all these authorities will be cited or referred to in connection with those of our own text.

वेदाध्यवनं धर्मं: ॥ १०१ ॥

101. Study of the Veda is duty.

In the comment we read three times, instead of the full form of the rule, redā dharmaḥ (or dharmam) simply; but doubtless by a copyist’s omission. The commentator adds to the rule the more detailed state-
98. Nor in idam & shu etc., on account of their forming together (in krama) a single word.

The commentator paraphrases padatvat by tripadatvat, the latter being apparently a technical designation for those kramopadas which, by rule 113, below, are composed of three words, instead of, as usual, two only. The rule evidently applies to the krama-text alone; the pada reading of the passages referred to does not deviate in any manner from the usual norm; we have idam: un iti: su etc. But what the point of the rule is, as concerns the krama-text, I find it rather difficult to see. The passages cited in illustration by the commentator are nearly the same with those already twice given, under ii. 97 and iii. 4: they are idam & shu (i. 24, 4), tad & shu (v. 1. 5), pary & shu (v. 6, 4), mahim & shu (vii. 6, 2), anya & shu (xviii. 1. 16), and stusha & shu (xviii. 1. 37). According as the abnormal alteration aimed at by the rule is understood to be the prolongation of the n or the lingualization of the sibilant of su, we should add to the series the farther passages vii. 85. 1 and xviii. 3. 7, or vii. 72. 2, 73. 7, and 85. 1. I presume that we must adopt the former of the two interpretations: the n in these passages, is nowhere to be restored to its short form in the krama, since it cannot fulfill the condition required by rule 79, and appear before a pause.

99. Nor in brahmanvatt etc.

The commentator cites brahman-vatt (vi. 108. 2), pasyat-akshau-ran (ix. 9. 15), vrshon-vatt (s. 1. 2), and vrshanyant-iva: kanyala (v. 5. 3). The irregularity which renders necessary the rule is the retention of the lingual n as final, against the principle of rule iii. 89, above. The last case cited, however, does not belong with the rest, since the denominative ending, by rule 29, above, is separable only after a vowel, and we read vrshanyantyadh (vi. 9. 1) and vrshanyathah (vi. 70. 1-3), without avagraha: hence there is no ground for restoration.

100. Nor in dirghayutva etc.

The same passages which were cited under the corresponding rule in another part of the treatise (ii. 59), and no others, are here again given by the commentator: they are, according to the reading of the pada-text, dirghayut-tevya (e.g. i. 92. 2), sahasracaksito iti sahasra-caksa: tevam (i. 20. 5), and bahrk-sadah (xviii. 1. 45. 51).

The signature of the section is as follows: 102: caturthasya (trityah pdthd); so that, unless rule 53 is to be divided into two, or unless the copyist's count is inaccurate, we have lost, somewhere in the course of the second and third sections, one of the rules of the text.
have been able to find, no other cases in which a preposition linguilizes the nasal of a conjunctional sign.

96. ..........; nor is restoration made in the words here mentioned.

The first three of the words detailed in this rule are exceptions under rule 77, above, or cases in which the normal form is not restored to a divisible compound, on its being farther compounded with another member: the pada writes them bodha-pratibodha (v. 30. 10: compare prati-bodha, e. g. viii. 1. 13), kesara-prabanadhayah (v. 18. 11: pra-bandha is not found in the Atharvāṇa text), and abhi-aghāyanti (v. 6. 9, vii. 76. 3: compare agha-yantam, x. 4. 10). The last three are exceptions under rule 84, above, being forms of the perfect tense with short vowel unrestored in the pada-text, which writes them like the sanhita, viz. dādāra (e. g. iv. 2. 7), jāgāra (e. g. v. 19. 10), and mimāyā (v. 11. 3). The text affords us once mimāyā (ix. 10. 21), so that the rule is deficient in explicitness as regards this form, and should have cited along with it a preceding or a following word. The other two, panishpadā (v. 30. 16) and atisīthipam (vii. 95. 2), might be regarded as falling under the first general rule (iv. 74) for restitution of original form; or they might as naturally, one would think, be looked upon as special cases, falling under no previous rule, and therefore not needing specification here.

Of the class of the first three cases is sam-nishādyā (iv. 16. 2), which equally calls for inclusion in this rule, unless the reading in our pada manuscript is a copyist’s error, and should be amended to sam-nisādyā.

97. Nor in prapana, provided only it comes from the root pan.

The commentator cites the only two passages in which this word is to be found in the Atharvāṇa, namely yena: dhanena: pra-paanam: carāmi (iii. 15. 5), and sunam: nah: astu: pra-paanah (iii. 15. 4). I cannot in the least understand why any such rule as this should be deemed called for. There is no rule, and no principle, which should require the restoration of the n of prapana to a dental form, nor is there any word in the text which exhibits an element pana whose nasal is linguilized by a previous constituent of a compound. So far as we can see, it is merely the fear lest some one should be stupid enough to mistake the n for an effect of the preposition pra, and so should commit the blunder of speaking, in pada, pra-pana, that calls out the precept. Its repetition before the one next following is wanting in the manuscript: possibly, then (as in the case of rule 81, above), we have lost something in the way of exposition or illustration which would have further enlightened us. In his paraphrase, the commentator says prapana iti paratāraka samāpatitā na bhavati; but what paratāraka is, I do not know.
therefore to require the rule to be so framed as to exclude it. But the word is divided by the pada-text yava-yavanah, as if composed of yava and yavan, from ya: and this seems the best account to be given of it.

\[\text{वनियनिमित्तलापि} \text{ रूि} \]

93. Also of the roots van, yam, crath, and glāp.

The cases referred to in the rule are cited by the commentator, as follows: samum: sam: vanayantu (vi. 9. 3: s. vānayantu), vi: madhyam: yunaya (vi. 187. 3: s. yamayu), madhyamam: crathya (vii. 88. 3: s. crathāya), and na: im: av: glapayanta (ix. 9. 10: s. glapayaanta).

The manuscript contains no final repetition of this rule, but offers, after the last citation, the words ingyaya ca. What to make of these words I do not precisely know: they may be part of a cited verse, of which the rest, along with the repetition of the rule, is lost; or they may possibly belong to an omitted rule: but I can hardly suppose the latter to be the case, not seeing what the meaning of the phrase should be, as a rule or a part of one.

The form of our rule 93, it may be remarked, is somewhat unusual: we should expect at the end of it the genitive plural ending: thus, glāpinām.

\[\text{नाश्चन:} \text{ रूि} \]

94. Ashta is not restored to its natural form.

The commentator gives the same citations as under the corresponding rule above (iii. 2): they are, in pada-form, ashtā-paṣṭi: catuḥ-akṣi (v. 19. 7), ashtā-pakṣām (ix. 3. 21), ashtā-pornah, ashtā-dvāṣṭrām (these two are not found in AV), ashtā-yogākh (vi. 91. 1), ashtā-caṅkā: nava diverse (x. 2. 31), and ashtā-caṅkrā: varisate (xi. 4. 22). He also interposes, between the first and third examples, ashtā-yonih: but this is a blunder, for the word is read with a short vowel in both pada and sanhitā (vii. 9. 21), in our Atharvan manuscripts, nor is yoni mentioned (iii. 2) by the Prātiṣṭhātya among words before which the final vowel of the numeral is made long.

\[\text{हिनीति:} \text{ रूि} \]

95. Nor the root hi.

That is to say—wherever forms of this root, having the conjunctural suffix na or its modifications, show in sanhitā after pra a lingual nasal, this nasal remains lingual also in the pada text. The commentator’s examples are prati-prabhimah (x. 1. 5), pra: hinomi: dūram (e. g. xii. 2. 4), and pra: hinuta: pitṛṇ (xviii. 4. 40).

Rule 88 of the preceding chapter is to be compared. The pada usage as regards these forms is quite anomalous: I can only conjecture that it may have been adopted in order to mark the euphonic alteration as itself of anomalous and exceptional character: there being, so far as I
sahyāmeṣṭiṣṇa sahē dirghatvaṁ yad drṣṭate: na tasya 'ṣṭā samāpatīr yah sabdo dirgha evo sah: ākhyāte utahpade kraśvo na samāpadyate punah. The various irregularities of form appearing in, or in connection with, the root sah have been the subject of several previous rules: see ii. 82, iii. 1, iv. 70.

90. Also of didāyat.

In the former rule (iii. 22), didayat was made the leading word of a gana composed of forms exhibiting an irregular prolongation in the second syllable, and we are justly surprised at not finding the statement here made in a corresponding manner. The commentator, in fact, cites precisely the same cases as before, in their pada-form—viz. didayat (iii. 8. 3), uṣhasah: vira-vatiḥ (iii. 16. 7), and uṣhasanāktaḥ (e. g. v. 12. 6)—just as if the rule read here also didāyādinām.

90. Also of nāraka etc.

Here we have the precise counterpart of rule iii. 21, above, and the commentator cites from the text the same three cases, viz. naraṇakam (xii. 4. 36), sadanam (e. g. ii. 12. 7), and asataḥ: indra (viii. 4. 8).

91. Also of the root cya, in a form containing the causative affix.

Under this rule the commentator is unusually liberal of his citations: they are a: cyavayantu: sakhyāya (iii. 3. 2), yathā: válaḥ: cyavayati (x. 1. 13), anyat-angat: pra cha: cyavaya (x. 4. 25), cyavayan: ca: vrkaḥan (xii. 1. 51), devatāḥ: cyavayantu (xii. 3. 35), and pūṣāḥ: te: tṛaḥ: cyavayatu (xviii. 2. 54). These are all the cases which the text furnishes of causative forms from the root cya. in every instance, the sanhitā prolongs the vowel of the first syllable, reading cyavayantu etc.

92. As also of the root yu, if the form be a verbal one.

The commentator cites three of the numerous examples of causative forms from this root, having the long vowel of their first syllable shortened in pada; they are variyah: yavaya: sadham (e. g. i. 20. 3: s. yavaya), aṣmat: yavayatam (i. 20. 2: s. yavayatam), and varma: yavaya (i. 20. 3: p. yavaya). He does not explain the meaning of the restriction: akhyāte added to the rule, nor cite any counter-example. I can discover no other reason for it than the occurrence of the word yavayānāḥ, at ix. 2. 13: this may have been deemed by the authors of the treatise to contain the causative ending (kāritānta) aya, and
Also of vārīdhāna etc.

The commentator's instances under this rule are vārīdhānāḥ-īva (not found in AV.), sasāhiḥ (iii. 18. 5: s. sāsāhiḥ), and vārīdhānah (c. e. g. i. 8. 4). The gena might be filled up from the material collected and presented in the notes to the first section of the third chapter, but I have not taken the trouble to put it together, as it is uncertain how much and what the authors of the treatise meant the precept to cover.

Also of the roots kṛp, rupa, and rish, when they are anahva.

I can find nowhere any clue to the derivation and use of anahva, and the range of the cases to which the rule applies is too narrow for the induction with any confidence of a definition from them. For the root kṛp, either the commentator furnished no instances or the manuscript has omitted them: the only derivative from that root, so far as I can discover, which the rule can have any concern with, is cākīpat (vi. 35. 3: p. cākīpat); since cākīpaḥ and cākīpe would properly fall under rule 84. For the root rupa is cited na: raurupah (iv. 7. 5. 6: s. raurupah); for the root rish, the two passages enasah: deva: ririsah (vi. 51. 3: s. ririsah) and mā: noḥ: ririsah (v. 3. 8: s. ririsah). The commentator then asks anahvāṇām iti kim arthom, 'why does the rule say “when they are anahva”’ and cites, as counter-examples, na: animadāh: na: arurupah (iv. 6. 3), mā: ririsah: noḥ (xi. 2. 29: this is, however, no counter-example, but precisely analogous with the two already cited for the same word), and sinivālā: acīkīpat (vi. 11. 3). So far as these instances go, anahva might be understood as designating an aorist form which has lost its accent; or, virtually, an aorist subjunctive.

The text affords one other word, ēçucaḥ (xviii. 2. 4: s. ēçucaḥ), of the same class with those treated in this rule. Its omission must be understood as signifying, either that the verse containing it was not in the Atharvan text of the authors and commentator of our Prātiṣṭhākhyā, or that their text read, with the Rig-Veda (x. 16. 1), vocaḥ, or, finally, that the word escaped their notice.

Also of jihidā 'ham.

The commentator cites the passage in its pada-form, akratuh: jihidā: aham (iv. 32. 5). Compare rule iii. 14, of which this is the reverse.

Also of sāhyāma.

The commentator cites the passage in its pada-form, sāhyāma: dāsam (iv. 32. 1). Compare the previous rule, iii. 15. He adds a verse or two:
The Prātiṣākhya now goes on to inform us where restoration must be made of alterations which have taken place in the interior of a word, and not under the influence of any cause lying outside of the word itself. The rules in this portion of the work are in great part the reverse of others formerly given, when the subject under treatment was the conversion of pada into sanskritā. Thus, the present precept is the correlative of ii. 91, and it is illustrated by precisely the same series of examples; which, however, are here given in the pada form: thus, susūdita (i. 26. 4), abhi: siṣyade (v. 5. 9), ā: susavyanti (v. 12. 6), siṣaswāh: siṣasalha (vi. 21. 3), siṣasati (xiii. 2. 14), and susue (xiv. 1. 43).

83. Also of strādhyāyam, nārshadena, dusṭaram, traṁśṭubham, traṁśāyāt, and jāspatyaṃ.

By rule 76, above, no compound was declared entitled to restoration of the natural form of its constituents, unless it was by the pada-text treated as divisible. The words here detailed constitute exceptions under that rule, and have their irregular alterations reversed; even though (partly by rule 55, and partly by 54, above) they are not avarghya. Our pada, in fact, reads strādhyām (vi. 11. 3), nārsadena (iv. 19. 2), dusṭaram (vi. 4. 1), traṁśṭubham (ix. 10. 1: we have also other forms from the same theme in the same and the following verse), and traṁśāyāt (x. 5. 22 and xii. 4. 10); and jāhpataṃ (vii. 73. 10) is prescribed by iv. 64, although, as there remarked, our pada-manuscript actually gives jāh-patyaṃ.

84. Also of a reduplication, in a form of the perfect.

The term paroksha, ‘beyond the sphere of sight, out of one’s sight,’ is also employed by Pānini (iii. 2. 115 etc.), along with bhūta, ‘past,’ and anadyatana, ‘not on the present day,’ to define the proper sphere of the perfect tense. We may suppose it here used alone as a name of the tense as being its distinctive characteristic, since the imperfect and sorist are also entitled regularly to one or both of the other designations. The commentator cites, as instances, tātrapuh (xi. 7. 13: s. tātrapuh) and vaṛtuk (v. 19. 13: s. vaṭrūh); and, as counter-instances, to show that the vowel is not shortened in any other tense than a perfect, he gives lālapiti (vi. 111. 1) and rārajiti (vi. 71. 2). The usage of the Atharvan texts as concerns the reduplication was fully explained under iii. 13, the only rule in which the subject is treated in the earlier part of the work.

A couple of verses follow in the commentary; they read as follows: abhyāsasya ca dirghatvām dirghaḥ ko ti dirghaţate: na tasya ‘śtā samāpat-tir lālapiti vidarçanam: yady abhyāsasya dirghatvām nyāśānām ca yanāyukoh: savarṇe ca parokshāyām na samāpyate kecita. I have not succeeded in amending the text so as to be able to translate the whole passage.
The illustrative passages are given by the commentator in pada form: as, āpoh: hi: sthā: mayah-bhuvah (i. 5. 1: s. sthā), and pareva: asya: grabhītā (i. 12. 2: s. asya). The rule, however, evidently applies not less to the krama than to the pada text, and is even intended chiefly for the former: it is our authority for shortening a protracted final when it comes to stand at the end of a kramapada, while it is left long when taken together with its successor: we read hi sthā: sthā mayobhuvah, and pareva 'asya: asya grabhītā.

80. In caturātra, this is done only before the pause of separation.

From rule 74, which prescribes restoration of the normal form of a lengthened vowel in both parts of a repetition, one might draw the conclusion that the word here in question should be written, when repeated, caturātra iti catuh-rāтроḥ: hence this rule, which teaches the reading caturātra iti catuh-rāтроḥ. Our commentator cites, in krama form, the passage containing the word, caturātraḥ pañcarātraḥ : caturātra iti catuh-rāтроḥ (xi. 7. 11).

81. Restoration is made of alterations taking place at the end of a word.

The commentator's paraphrase is padāntavikṛtānāṁ ca shatvādīnāṁ samāpattir bhavati, which would seem to show that he understands the rule as referring to the same series of abnormal alterations which was detailed in rule 74. His illustrations, however, put quite another face upon the matter: they are pari-eti: rakshan (iv. 38. 5) and abhi-āñī : dēvāḥ (vi. 118. 3). Here the only changes of form which have undergone restoration are the regular conversions of i into y (by iii. 39) before the following dissimilar vowel. We are thus guided to a different interpretation of the rule: whereas we have heretofore dealt with irregular or abnormal changes only, learning under what circumstances, in pada and in krama, they become reversed, and the original form restored, here we are taught that all alterations made at the end of a word, by the ordinary as well as the extraordinary combinations of the phrase, undergo restoration when the word comes to stand, in pada or in krama, before a pause (virāme, rule 79). It should be remarked that the final repetition of this rule is wanting in the manuscript, and that we cannot therefore be certain that we may not have lost with it other examples and farther exposition, which would have set the meaning of the rule, or the commentator's apprehension of it, in a clearer light.

82. Also of forms lingualized by the influence of a reduplication.
s. durnihitāishinim). Other instances afforded by the text are viskandhu-dūshana (ii. 4. 1), atisthā-vant (iii. 22. 6), su-praniti (e. g. v. 11. 5), durnāma-cātana (viii. 6. 3), anu-visicyate (viii. 10. 33), abhimodu-mud (xi. 7. 26), jāgārat-duhsapnyam and svopne-duhsapnyam (xvi. 6. 9), prthivisai-bhyah (xvii. 4. 75), etc. Three exceptions to the rule are made below, in rule 96, and the text affords one more, as is there pointed out in the note. The commentator again adds a verse, but it is more than usually mutilated and obscure: it reads: prakṛtyā manastvān yad avaṃghyet tathāiva tat: upatishthanti prapanaudiny udāharet.

78. In krama, restoration is made of a word which is taken together with another word than the disjoinable cause of its altered form.

The commentator's paraphrase is krame pareṇa prasaṅguhāne vīgrhyān nimittatt; which shows us—what the necessities of the case would of themselves have pointed out—that the important word to be supplied with vīgrhyāt is, by inference from rule 75, nimittatt, 'the cause of the altered or abnormal form.' Vīgrhyā denotes a word which is altogether independent, and therefore disjoined from others in the pada-text, a nānapada, in distinction from avaṃghya, which means 'divisible into its constituents (pūrvapada and uttarapada), as a compound.' In the construction of the krama-text, then, where each word is in succession taken along with its predecessor and its successor, a word which in sanhitā has an abnormal form, under the influence of the former or of the latter, retains that form when in the same kramapada with the altering word, but is restored to its natural form when making a kramapada along with any other word. The commentator cites a couple of passages—apo hi sīthā mayobhuvah (i. 5. 1) and pari no vṛṇḍhi (vi. 37. 2)—but does not write them out in krama form, so as to illustrate the rule: they would read apo hi: hi sīthā: sīthā mayobhuvah, and pariṇāḥ: no vṛṇḍhi. As counter-examples, to show that restoration of the normal form is made in a kramapada only when the cause of euphonic alteration stands in a separate word, and so is left out of the kramapada, we have given us two passages in their krama-form: prthivyām te: te nishecanam: nishecanam bahih: nishecanam iti ni-secanam (i. 3. 1 etc.), and āyane te: āyana ity āyane: te parāyane: parāyane dūrvā: parāyana iti parā-ayane (vi. 106. 1). Here the s of nishecanam and the n of parāyane are maintained wherever the words containing them enter into a kramapada, and only suffer restoration (by rule 75, above) to s and n in the repetition or parihāra.

The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. x. 5 (r. 5), xi. 21 (r. 44), and Upalekha iii. 3, 4. I do not find in the Vāj. Pr. any special direction upon the subject.

79. A lengthened vowel is restored to its natural form before a pause.
76. And where the compound is divisible.

That is to say, restoration to the normal form is made only in such compounds as are by the pada-text resolved into their constituent elements. Those words which, although they may be acknowledged compounds, are left undivided on account of special anomalies of form, retain also their irregularities of orthoepy. The commentator, in his paraphrase, represents इंग्यानं by इंग्यानमानं अवग्रहयानमानं, "forms which undergo division, or separation by avagraha," and adds again etāny eva 'दाहोरानां, 'the examples are those already given'—namely, under rule 74 (here presented under rule 75). Of counter-examples, however, he furnishes two—viz. पारिस्कर्ता (e. g. ix. 3. 10) and प्रौढःन्ति (e. g. i. 32. 1)—and then cites a verse which contains two more: अन्यायत्वं समाप्त्तिः ehu nelapodeshu tu: utpanne vagrahe cā 'त्रा समाप्त्तिः तथा वा: सून्त्रावद अपाश्ठावद ity udāharet. The commentator's own instances belong to the class of those in which a cause in the former member of the compound produces an effect in the latter member; the words, if divided, would read परि-स्वरता, प्रश-अन्ति: in the other two, the irregularities are mainly in the first members themselves, and, if सुन्त्रता and अपाश्ठता were resolvable, we should read (according to the next rule), with restoration, सुन्त्रत-वत, अपाश्ठत-वत, instead of, as now, सुन्त्रत-वत (e. g. v. 20. 6), अपाश्ठत-वत (xiv. 1. 29). The rule, as these illustrations help to show, is not a mere additional specification to the one preceding, affecting only the cases to which the other applies: in that case it would have been incorporated with it, not made to follow it, as an independent precept; but it concerns all changes occurring in the interior of divisible words, whether in the former or the latter member, and a part of the commentator's examples, rehearsed under rule 75, belong to it, and not to the latter.

77. In which case restoration is made, even when the word is farther compounded with another member.

That is to say: a compound which, being divisible by avagraha, is entitled to restoration of the normal form of its constituent parts, retains its right even when, by farther composition, the division of its original members is lost. Examples are given in the commentary as follows: विस्तय-सुपपत (vi. 60. 1: s. विस्तीतसुपपत), अभिनिक्षपत:; अपि-पत (vii. 64. 1: s. अभिनिक्षपत), विस्तीतव (vii. 115. 4: s. विस्तीतव), भ्रास्पति-प्रणुत्तान (viii. 8. 19: s. प्रणुत्तान), प्रश्चायि-प्रणुत्तान (xi. 10. 19: s. as before), and दुर्निधित्व-कुमिन्त (ix. 9. 15: s. दुर्निधित्व-कुमिन्त).

* Our manuscript writes अभि-निष्कर्त, as do also the manuscripts of the Atharvan pada-text in the passage cited; but I suppose here, as in the other similar cases referred to in the note to rule 75, that the अ is an attempt at representing the labial spirant; we have the guttural spirant, the ज्ञिकान्त्य, in like manner represented by अ in अभि-स्वत (x. 1. 12) and अभि-निस्कर्त (x. 1. 31).
The commentator's paraphrase is simply pūrēpadaninimittānām ca sthātvādinām samāpattir bhavati; 'and restoration is made of the conversions detailed in the preceding rule when their cause stands in a former member of a compound.' He cites no examples, but says etāny eva 'dāharaṇānī, 'the illustrations are those already given:' namely, under the preceding rule. According to his exposition, then, the present rule would seem merely an explanatory appendage to its predecessor. But this is clearly inadmissible: not only ought we to have it, in that case, combined with the other, so as to form part of it, but, more especially, it would not contain the particle ca, 'and,' which positively stamps it as something added to the other. We cannot avoid, as it seems to me, understanding rule 74 of the abnormal changes of disjoined and independent words, and rule 75 of such as are produced by an altering influence in the prior member of a compound. The illustrations which the commentator offered under the other rule, and which do, in fact, in good part appertain to this, are as follows: conversion of s to sh, nishēram: nisecanam iti ni-scenam (i. 3. 1 etc.; our pada, simply ni-scenam); conversion of n to n, parāyanam: parāyanam iti para-ayam (e.g. i. 34. 3: p. para-ayaman); conversion of visarjaniya to a sibilant, adhāspadom: adhāspadam ity adhā-padam (e.g. ii. 7. 2: p. adhā-padam); prolongation of a vowel, abhivartena: abhivartena 'ty abhi-vartena (i. 29. 1: p. abhi-vartena); conversion of dental mute to lingual, yo vishabhnāti: vistabhnhāti 'ti vi-stabhnhāti (xii. 1. 25: p. vi-stabhnhāti); omission, cepaharshānim: cepaharshānim iti cepah-harshānim (iv. 4. 1: p. cepah-harshānim; see above, ii. 56); and loss of final n, sālāvṛkāna iva: sālāvṛkān iva 'ti sālāvṛkāna-iva (ii. 27. 5: p. sālāvṛkāna-iva). The commentator does not state whether he takes his instances from the pada or from the krama text: according to the construction of our present pada, they could only come from a krama; if the conclusion drawn above as to the original pada contemplated by our text is correct, they may be illustrations of both. In the very rare cases in which the extant pada-text has occasion to repeat words showing any of the abnormal changes which the rule mentions, it restores the normal form: thus we have dusānī iti duh-tanā (iv. 7. 3: s. dusātana), pratishthe iti prati-the (iv. 26. 1. 2: s. pratishthe), āyugamati ity āyu-gatī (v. 9. 8: s. āyuşpatini), vistabhite iti vi-stabhite (x. 8. 2: s. višṭabhite), and pathisadi iti pathisadi (xviii. 2. 12: s. pathisadi).

The commentator adds a couple of counter-examples—viz. parīrāpi-nām iti pari-rāpi-ṇām (x. 7. 2) and suṭrāmānām iti su-trāmānām (vii. 6. 3)—to show that, when the effecting cause of an alteration of form is in the same member of a compound with the alteration itself, the latter is not reversed, and the normal form restored, by the repetition and resolution of the word.

* Our pada-MSS. write the word as I have given it, apparently infringing the rule; but I have no question that the śh here is only an attempt to represent the labial, spirant, or upadhmāniya, which the theory of the Prātiṣṭhākhya requires (by ii. 40) in such a place: another like case is chandaḥpakese iti chandaḥ-pakese (viii. 9. 12: s. chandaḥpakṣe—or, more properly, chandaḥpakese—by ii. 62). Before the iti, where no cause of avagraha intervenes between the two members of the compound, they, of course, to be put in simple sandhi with one another: thus, dus-tano, cepaharshānim, and, as we ought strictly to read, adhāspadam; we have also sādahavīrhdhāne iti sādah-havīrhdhāne at xii. 1. 38.
the use of *iti* alone in *pada* after a *pragṛhya*, or for the innumerable restitutions of natural form which are made in words not repeated. I find myself, I must acknowledge, hardly able to avoid the conclusion that this part of our Prātiṣākhya was framed to suit a *pada*-text in which all *pragṛhyas*, divisible words, and words requiring restoration to normal form, were alike repeated, or suffered careā; such seems to me to be the only intelligible and consistent interpretation of its rules. That the fourth section of the chapter contains a direction for careā agreeing with the nature of our extant *pada*-text, would find its explanation in the evident character of that section as a foreign addition to the main body of the work; we should have to assume that the school to which the treatise as a whole belonged, in its present form, framed its *pada*-text in the manner there taught, and probably suffered that rule to take the place of one of another character formerly contained in this section, and now omitted from it; while yet they did not so recast the section as to adapt it fully to their new method of construction of the *pada*. This may seem a violent and improbable supposition; but it appears to me, after making every possible attempt to avoid it, to involve less difficulty than the interpretation of the rules of this section in such a manner as to make them suit the *pada*-text of the manuscripts.

The true illustrations of our rule, then, would be of the nature of the following: for the conversion of *s* to *sh*, in *vasoḥ pate* (ii. 1. 2), *vasor iti vasoḥ; in vidmo *shu* (i. 2. 1), *sv iti sv; in *vyasahani* (iii. 10. 12), *asahante* ‘by asahani: for the conversion of *n* to *ṇ* in *pari nāh* (i. 2. 2), *na iti nāḥ; in *prā nāikshir* (ii. 7. 1), *anāikshid ity anāikshit; for the conversion of *visarjaniya* to *s* before *k* and *p* in *tatas pari* (i. 10. 1), *tata iti tataḥ; in *tokebhya kṛdiḥ* (i. 13. 2), *tokebhya iti tokebhyaḥ; for the lengthening of a vowel, in *vidmā sarasya* (i. 2. 1), *vidmā’iti-vidma; in *yāvaya* (i. 2. 3), *yavaye’iti-yavaya; for the lingualization of dental mutes, in *bahish te* (i. 3. 1), *ta iti te; in *vī tadthe* (ix. 10. 19), *tathā iti tathāre for omission of an element, in *stuḥ* (vii. 52. 2), *sthir iti sthirḥ; for the conversion of final *n* to *visarjaniya* and its consequent omission, in *mahān asi* (i. 20. 4), *mahān iti mahān*.

One other solution of our difficulties, less satisfactory, but also less violent, deserves to be suggested. If we could omit the words careā-parikārayoḥ from the rule altogether, leaving the latter to authorize a restoration of normal form in the *pada generally*, we could perhaps make shift to get along with such inconceivities and omissions as would still remain—of which the principal would be that the treatise made no provision for the use of *iti* after a *pragṛhya* word, and that it did not direct what form words should have in the numerous repetitions of the *krama*-text.

The commentator, offering no explanation of the rule, gives a series of compound words in illustration of it, which belong more properly under the following rules; and to the next, accordingly, I shall take the liberty of relegating them.

75. And also, where the cause of the conversion stands in a former member of a compound.
conversion of visarjaniya into a sibilant before k and p (by ii. 62 etc.), corresponds to the upâcara and upâcarita of the Rik Pr. (xii. 12, iv. 14), and ânâpada is the term employed by the same treatise (iv. 27) to designate the conversion into visarjaniya, and consequent loss, of a final n before a following vowel, as taught in our rule ii. 27. Shâtva, natea, and tutea are of obvious derivation and significance, nor is there anything calling for remark in their form, excepting the u in tutea, which identifies the term with a Paninean symbol (viii. 4. 41: shūmā shâtus*).

A quite embarrassing question now presents itself, in connection with the part of the text contained in this and the following rules; namely, with reference to the constitution of the pada-text which they imply. The actual pada-text of our manuscripts is very sparing in its use of carea, or repetition with its interposed: it avails itself of that expedient only in the case already referred to as prescribed by iv. 123, or when a praârâhya is likewise avârâhya. The Rik pada employs it in one additional case; namely, when a word ends in a visarjaniya which is rûphita, or liable to pass into r before a sonant, but which does not actually become r in the sanhitâ: it would read, for example, at ii. 32. 1 (where the Atharvan pada has simply antâh), antâr ity antâh. The Vâjasaneyi-Sanhitâ is, according to the rules of its Prâtiçâkhya (iv. 17-22)—with which, in the absence of any testimony from Weber to the contrary, we must suppose the usage of the known manuscripts to correspond—very much more liberal in its employment of the repetition; not only in the two cases where this is practised in the Rik-pada, but also in the case of a simple praârâhya (thus it says dvâ iti dvâ, where Atharvan and Rik would give simply dvâ iti), in that of a word which contains a lengthened vowel or a lingualized consonant, and even in that of a mere divisible compound, it performs carea. In short, it repeats in pada-text all that is repeated in krama-text, excepting (by iv. 21) su and the final word of a sentence. The precept of the Vâj. Pr. corresponding to this one of ours is to be found implied in iii. 18, 19, where direction is given that in the repetitions of the pada-text the remaining rules of the chapter should not be observed—they being precisely the ones which teach the changes which our precept specifies in detail. Now when we find put forth in our treatise, as its leading and principal direction for the restoration of the natural form in pada, a rule like the one here given, which classes pada repetitions and krama repetitions together, and corresponds, as regards the pada, so nearly with the Vâj. Pr., we cannot help suspecting that it contemplates a pada-text in which, as in that of the Vâj. Sanhitâ, the repetitions of krama and pada extend over nearly the same classes of cases. It is actually the fact that, if we allow the pada-text to be of the form in which our manuscripts give it, there are but about half a dozen words in the whole Atharvan text to which this rule and the two following, all together, have any application: while, on the other hand, the Prâtiçâkhya is found to give no direction at all for

---

* Shât and shatea are also used by the little krama-treatise belonging to the Rig-Veda, and called the Upalekhâ (Upalekha, de kramapâtha libellus. Textum Sanscriticum recensuit, varietatem lectionis, prolegomena, versionem Latinam, notas, indicem, adjicit Dr. Gulg. Pertselh. Berlin: 1854, 8vo), to which we shall, in the sequel, have frequent occasion to refer.
72. Nor \( \text{a} \text{cā} \), when it means 'region.'

The word \( \text{a} \text{cā} \), meaning 'region,' comes from the root \( \text{a} \text{c} \), and furnishes no ground for a division by the \text{pada-text}: \( \text{a} \text{cā} \), on the other hand, meaning 'hope, desire,' is a later form of \( \text{a} \text{c} \text{a} \), and comes from the root \( \text{cā} \text{is} \), with prefix \( \text{a} \); hence it is divisible. The commentator cites the words and phrases \( \text{a} \text{cā} \text{bhṛyaḥ} \) (x. 5.29), \( \text{a} \text{cā} \text{m} \) (i. 31.1), \( \text{a} \text{cā} \) : \( \text{a} \text{nu} \) (vii. 9. 2), and finally, by way of counter-example, \text{abhi-dhāvāmi} : \( \text{a} \text{cā} \text{m} \) (vi. 119. 3).

The signature of the section is merely \text{caturthasya dvitiyāḥ padyāh}.

73. Restoration is exhibition of the natural form.

This is simply a definition of the term \text{samāpatī}, which I have ventured, instead of transferring, to translate by 'restoration.' It means, as the next rule will show, the reinstating, in the \text{pada} and \text{krama} texts, of that form of a word which is looked upon as the original and normal one, to the rejection of the anomalies of Vedic orthoepy. It does not occur in any other of the grammatical treatises, although its correspondent \text{samāpadya} (see below, rules 117, 124) is once found in one of the later chapters of the Rīk Pr. (xiii. 11, 12), in a passage so obscure, without the light which the treatment of the subject in our own \text{Prātiśākhya} casts upon it, that its meaning has, very naturally, been misapprehended by the learned editor.

74. In the repetitions of the \text{pada} and \text{krama} texts, restoration of the natural form is made where \( s \) has been converted into \( sh \), \( n \) into \( v \), \text{visarjanīya} before \( k \) and \( p \) into \( s \), where a vowel has been lengthened, \( t \) or \( th \) made lingual, an element omitted, or final \( n \) converted into \text{visarjanīya}.

Most of the technical terms of this rule meet us here for the first time, and several of them are not employed elsewhere in our treatise. \text{Carcā} (see iv. 123) designates the repetition, with \text{iti} interposed, made in the \text{pada} text of a divisible compound which is also \text{prāgyā}, or which ends in a vowel not subject to the ordinary rules of combination: for example, \text{satyapṛṝṣi iti savya-pṛṝṣi} (i. 33. 2); \text{parihāra} (see iv. 117) is the like repetition made in the \text{krama}-text of a \text{prāgyā}, a divisible compound, a word requiring restoration to its natural form, and the last word before a pause. The former term is employed in a like sense by the Vāj. Pr. (e. g. iii. 19); the latter is peculiar to our treatise, being replaced in the others by \text{parīgṛha} and \text{sthitopadhistha}. \text{Upācāra, the}
68. Nor is the root *vyadh* separated.

Compounds with this root have already been made the subject of one of our rules (iii. 3), and it has been there explained that the usage of our *pada*-text is to leave undivided such of them as show a protracted vowel before the root. The commentator cites here two of the three instances which the Atharvan offers, viz. *kṛdayāvidham* (viii. 6. 18) and *marmācīdhām* (xi. 10. 26). The rule is too broadly stated, and should have been restricted by him, as was the preceding one: it is only when a protracted vowel precedes the root that the compound is left undivided; and we have, for instance, *vi-vyādhin, abhi-vyādhin* (both i. 19. 1), and *kṛta-vyadhāni* (v. 14. 9).

69. Nor the root *ārī*, when compounded with a pronoun ending in a or ɪ.

The form of this rule is in one respect very unusual: such a thing as the fusion into a diphthong of two vowels of which the specification is desired is elsewhere unknown. If the reading were slightly amended, to *sarcanāmnekārāntena*, it would answer all the purposes of a rule of our Prātičākhyā, for the Atharva-Veda presents only a single one of the compounds which it appears in its present form to contemplate, viz. *īdṛṣ* (e.g. iii. 1. 2). The commentator, however, paraphrases as I have translated, and gives the instances *tādṛk, tādṛṣaḥ, yādṛk, yādṛṣaḥ, tārīk* (iv. 27. 6), and *īdṛṣaḥ*.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 37) instances *īdṛṣ* and *anyādṛṣ* among indivisible words.

70. Nor the root *sah*, when it ends in ṛṭ.

Under this rule, the commentator gives us once more the same series of compounds of *sah* which we have had above, under rules ii. 82 and iii. 1, and which it is unnecessary to repeat here.

Compare Vāj. Pr. v. 30.

71. Nor are indeclinables divided.

As examples of indivisible indeclinables, the commentator offers us *sanuṭaḥ: yuyota* (vii. 92. 1), *prāṭaḥ* (e. g. iii. 16. 1), *ucāśaḥ* (iv. 1. 3), *ucāṭaḥ* (uccā, xiii. 2. 36), *nicāḥ* (e. g. iv. 1. 3), and *nicānt* (ntcā, e. g. i. 21. 2). The rule does anything but credit to the acuteness of the authors of the Prātičākhyā, for no word in the text which would otherwise be entitled to *avagraha* is left unresolved on account of its being an indeclinable.
65. Nor \textit{manushyat}.

The commentator cites the passage containing the word—\textit{idā manushyat} (v. 12. 8)—and adds an explanation of its form, as follows: \textit{manushyavan manushyat: yaśca bho luppyate vakāraṣya ca yakāraḥ: 'manushyat is properly manushyavat: ya is dropped, and v converted into y.' It is unfortunate that, the Atharvan form of the word being thus fully established, and its treatment having been prescribed by the Prātiṣākhya with so much care, it should have been altered in the edited text to \textit{manushvat}, even though the latter is theoretically decidedly the preferable reading, and is presented by the Rig-Veda in the corresponding passage (x. 110. 8).

66. Nor \textit{nowhā}.

This word, which our \textit{pada}-text, like that of the Rig-Veda (and, I presume, the other Vedas also), always leaves undivided, is an exception under rule 13 of this chapter.

The manuscript has a \textit{lascuna} here, omitting at least the instances cited under this rule, the first statement of the one next following, its paraphrase, and perhaps a part of the illustrations belonging to it. It is impossible to say, of course, whether a rule or two has not dropped out also, affecting one or more of the words which I have introduced into the \textit{gana} of rule 54; but this is not at all certain, nor would the loss be of much consequence, considering the quality of the rules in this part of the section.

67. Nor a specific appellative.

The term \textit{sanājñā} is evidently used by our treatise in the same sense as by Pāṇini (see Böhtlingk’s glossary to Pāṇini, \textit{sub verbo}) and the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 96): it might be tolerably rendered by our term “proper name.” The commentator’s illustrations—which, as remarked in the preceding note, follow immediately upon the paraphrase of rule 66, and are perhaps therefore defective—are \textit{acvattād: nyagrodhāḥ} (iv. 37. 4; cf. V. Pr. v. 37), \textit{kasyapāḥ} (e. g. iv. 37. 1), and \textit{vīvāmitraḥ} (xviii. 3. 15). He adds: \textit{bahulam iti ca vaktavyam; 'it should have been said that with regard to sanājñā usage varies; and he gives, as instances of proper names which are separable, jāmadagnyātharvana (not in AV.), jarat-agme (xviii. 3. 16), bharat-vajam (iv. 29. 5), pād-gara (vi. 65. 1), and vāma-deva (xviii. 3. 16). The amendment is made with exceeding good reason, for the rule is absurdly comprehensive in its form of statement. It can only be said with truth that the being a sanājñā is a circumstance which rather favors non-division, helping to excuse the \textit{pada}-text from attempting the analysis of an obscure or anomalously formed word.
of other words). For \( ud + har \), the selected instances are \( uddhrta \) and \( uddhriyamana \) (both xii. 5. 34), and \( uddhreteshu \) (xv. 12. 1). The pada-text, however, appears to treat the combinations as inseparable only where there is actual composition, as in the participles, and as would also be the case if the unaccented preposition preceded the accented verb, for we find \( ut : hara \) in three passages (iv. 14. 7. ix. 6. 19. xii. 3. 36). For \( sth\) with \( ud \), two cases are cited, viz. \( utthatuh \) (ix. 4. 14) and \( utthita \) (e. g. vi. 43. 2): it has already been noticed (under ii. 18) that where the preposition would be, by the general rules of combination, disjoined from the verb, it is actually so disjoined, and that the pada accordingly has \( ut : sthu \), \( ut : sthapaya \), etc., where the sankhta has \( ut thu \), \( ut thapaya \), etc. For \( ud + stambha \) is quoted the only example which the text affords, viz. \( uttabhit\) (xiv. 1. 1).

The Vaj. Pr. takes note of this class of cases at v. 38, but says nothing of the roots \( han \) and \( har \); nor is any reason apparent why their compounds should be treated in this peculiar manner. One would have thought it especially desirable that the pada-text should separate \( ut-hrta \) etc., in order to mark the forms as coming from the root \( har \), and not from \( dhar \).

63. Nor the root \( dh\), in a form beginning with \( h\).

The commentator illustrates with \( ye : dogdha : ye : ca : uddhit\) (xvii. 2. 34), and we have also \( uddhit\) at ix. 3. 6: no finite verbal forms of this root as compounded with the preposition \( ud \) are found in the Atharvan. We meet, however, with \( uddhi \) once (viii. 8. 29), and our pada-text leaves it undivided, although it does not fall under this rule, being composed of \( ud \) and \( dih\).

The same rule in the Vaj. Pr. (v. 38) might cover both this and the preceding one of our treatise; but no such forms as \( uddhit\) are there cited by the commentator.

64. Nor is \( jaspayam \) divided.

The commentator cites the only passage in which the word in question occurs: \( sam : jaspayam \) (vii. 73. 10). This rule and one in the next section (iv. 33), taken together, show that the true pada reading recognized by our treatise is \( jaspayam \); our pada manuscript, however, gives \( jh-payam \), with avagraha. The commentator adds an attempt at an etymological explanation of the form: \( jaspayam : ya\)-\( padbopi hupaye : patyas : asanturukma-cu devaka-hara jaya\) a vajha\( \)a. Although much corrupted, it is evident that this teaches the same etymology with that given by the Vaj. Pr. (at iv. 39): \( jaspayam \) for \( jayastpayam\).

* Our pada manuscript writes all these words with simple \( da \), instead of \( dha \): thus, \( uddh\) etc.
kara and brhaspati as from tat-kara and brhat-pati respectively, with loss of t and insertion of s, and vanaspati as from vana-pati, with insertion of s; but it is unnecessary to remark that such explanations are futile: taskara is obscure, and the other two are without much doubt compounds of pati with the preceding genitive of an obsolete noun, being analogous with brhamas pati, vacas pati, cbbhas pati, etc.; and they would doubtless be separated by the pada-text into two independent words, like these, but for their frequency of occurrence, and, yet more, the irregularity of the accent of their former members as genitives of a monosyllabic theme. The counter-example, which the commentator also cites—indroh patis tuvistamah (vi. 33. 3; p. tuvi-tamah)—has been made the special subject of one of our previous rules (iii. 96).

विश्वतिविश्वनी || 60 ||

60. Nor in vicpati and vicpatni.

The commentator cites instances of the occurrence of each of these words—viz. svapta: vicpatih (ix. 5. 6) and va: vicpatni (vii. 46. 3)—and adds a verse in explanation of their etymology, as follows: vicpatir vicpatni yasa patir vicvasya vicpatih: vacado lupyate patyau vicam va patir vicpatih. This gives us our option as to whether we will take vicpati to represent vicvarpati or vicam pati: we shall not be slow to choose the latter. The indivisibility of the compound is doubtless owing to the rarity of the consonantal conjunction s, and the embarrassment which would accompany the restoration of the sonnit form from a pada-reading vil-pati.

द्रवती च तकासदी || 61 ||

61. Nor is the root dā separated when it begins with t.

We have given us once more, under this rule, the whole series of derivatives presenting the root dā reduced to the form of a simple t which the commentary to iii. 11, above, presented, and of which apratitam (vi. 117. 1) and poritah (vi. 92. 2) are the only ones found to occur in the Atharvan. The difficulty of making out an acceptable analysis of them for the pada-text is reason enough for their being treated in that text as indivisibles.

The Vāj. Pr. marks poritai as indivisible at v. 45.

उदो स्वलिस्वातिस्तिस्मितम || 62 ||

62. Nor the roots han, hār, sthā, and stambh, after the preposition ud.

For the combination of han with ud, the commentator cites uddhatah; no such word, however, is to be found in the Atharvan, nor does any other combination of these elements occur there (except at xiv. 2. 16, where the preposition is separated from the root by the intervention
'if the word following the negative particle be monosyllabic and end in a vowel homogeneous with it, it is not to be separated, except in the cases apraydevan etc.'

57. Nor are pranati and prananti divided.

The commentator cites yah : pranati (iv. 30. 4), yat : ca : pranati (xi. 4. 10), yena : prananti (i. 32. 1), and yazanti : prananti (xiii. 3. 3). But the rule is an exceedingly insufficient exposition of the treatment by the pada-text of the forms of the root an with the prefix pra. Division is, in fact, omitted only when the verb, and not the preposition, has the accent; but then, not in the two forms specified only, but also in the participles—as pranat (e.g. x. 8. 2), pranate (xi. 4. 8), pranatas (iv. 2. 2), pranatdam (iii. 31. 9), and pranatinam (viii. 9. 9)—and in the causative, as pranayati (xiii. 3. 3). On the other hand, if the prefix takes the accent, it is disjoined from the verb, according to the general usage in such cases, and we read pra : ona (iii. 31. 9), and pra : anati (x. 8. 19, xi. 4. 14). If the root is compounded with apa, also, the same usage is followed, and we have apanate (xi. 4. 8) and apa : anati (xi. 4. 14).

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 33), as acutely amended by Weber, gives a nearly corresponding precept, although it appears (Weber, p. 303, marginal note) that the text to which it belongs contains no verbal forms in which the division requires to be made.

58. Nor are sam and pari separated from the root kar, if the latter begins with s.

The commentator cites the only words occurring in our text in which the root kar has the sibilant prefixed to it, in composition with the two specified prefixes: they are sanskritram (iv. 21. 4), sanskritam (xi. 1. 35), and parishkrtam (e.g. ix. 3. 10).

The doctrine of the Vāj. Pr. (v. 43) is the same, so far as concerns the compounds of som and kar; but it apparently allows the division of parishkrtam (which also occurs in its text: see iii. 52).

59. Nor is division made in any case where a s is inserted—except in tuvishtama.

The instances which the commentator gives of the insertion of s as an augment (āgama) between the two members of a compound word, and of the consequent unresolvability of the compound, are atankvratam (xii. 1. 47), taksaroh (e.g. iv. 3. 2), vanuspatih (e.g. iv. 3. 1), and bhutaspatih (e.g. ii. 13. 2). Their citation under such a precept implies the acceptance of some such etymological theories of their derivation and form as are given by the Vāj. Pr. (iii. 49, 51), which explains tas-
A little amendment makes this mean, in restatement of our rule, 'where a tadbhita suffix requiring vrdhiti is appended to a divisible word, separation is not made of a member which is monosyllabic and ends in a vowel.'

56. Nor a monosyllabic member ending in a or a and negated—excepting in the case of apraydan etc.

The form of statement which our treatise has adopted for its rule respecting the separability of negative compounds is not particularly well chosen. The general usage of the Atharvan pada-text, as regards such compounds, is as follows. The negative prefix a or an is not itself ever separated by avagraha from the word to which it is attached: we have asat, anvita, etc. If, however, the word negatived is already a compound, the negative prefix is in almost all cases treated like any other added inseparable element, and leaves the prior division of the compound unaffected: we have parā-jita and aparā-jita, virā-han and avirā-han, etc. A few exceptions to this mode of treatment occur, and with them it is the province of our rule to deal. The preposition a, with an prefixed, is always made inseparable: thus we find ā-śrāva, but anāśrāva (e. g. ii. 3. 2, 3), and, in like manner, anājānata, anāduśrya, anārambhana, anādishta, and anuvṛtta. The same analogy is followed by the negative forms of compounds with sa, and by a single one of those with pra—viz. aprajasam (e. g. vii. 35. 3)—and by these alone. The Vāj. Pr. then, which declares (v. 24, 25) the negative prefix inseparable when alone and when followed by a, leaving other rare and exceptional cases to be provided for as such, expresses more truly the usage of the text. Our commentator gives us, first, as illustrations of the rule, the only two cases of negative compounds with sa which are found to occur in our text: they are asabandhah (vi. 15. 2) and asapatnāh (e. g. i. 19. 4); the latter is mentioned by the Vāj. Pr. (v. 37) in its list of indivisible words, along with asajita: asabandhu, according to Weber (p. 305, marginal note), is treated as divisible in the White Yajus.* The commentator adds aprajāh, aprajātāh, but neither of the words is to be found in the Atharvan. As counter-examples, he gives first avi-dveshāṃ: kṛnomi: vaḥ (iii. 30. 1), to show that the negatived member must end in a or a in order to be inseparable; secondly, to show that, if ending in a or a, it must also be monosyllabic, he gives agne: akravya-at (xii. 2. 3); and thirdly, as evidence that a monosyllabic member ending in the vowels specified is not separable unless negatived, he cites vaḥ: so-patnāh (i. 19. 4). Finally, he partly fills up the gaps, with apra-yāven (iii. 5. 1), apra-mādam (e. g. xii. 1. 7), apra-hitau (vi. 29. 2), and apra-cankaṣāh (viii. 6. 16): I have noted in addition only apra-yuchan (e. g. ii. 6. 3). To close up the exposition, is added the verse ekākākharavanavarnāntāḥ yad bhavet padam uto rām; tat padam nā vaṣṭhitād apra-vādīdivartālam;

* In one of the two cases where it occurs in our own text (vi. 54, 8), the pada divides it, asabandhah: this, however, is probably a copyist's error.
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v. 31. 4: cf. V. Pr. v. 35, vicvāhā (e.g. vii. 30. 1; cf. V. Pr. v. 37), vyāghra (e.g. iv. 3. 1; cf. V. Pr. v. 37), cāndālāvam (xvii. 3. 6), sadya (e.g. viii. 10. 21), and svāhā (e.g. i. ii. 16. 1).

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 37) notes a couple of words as indivisible which are found divided in the Atharvān: they are upa-stī (e.g. iii. 5. 6) and pa-vira-vanti (iii. 17. 3). In like manner, samvatsara, which the Rik pada does not analyze, is in our text uniformly written sam-vatsara (e.g. iii. 10. 9). One or two other such cases of discordance among the several pada-texts are pointed out in the notes to the different rules: but there is, in general, such close agreement among them as to show conclusively that the pada method of text-analysis, in its details as well as in its main plan, is the production of a single teacher, or of a single school.

It may be well to add here, per contra, a few of the cases in which the pada-text makes unintelligible or palpably erroneous divisions of words: I have noted, as the most striking instances of this kind, anum-gure (viii. 6. 22), anupa-dyātāṁ (iv. 17. 6), jīvha-vam (ii. 14. 1), go-paṇa (xii. 4. 10), ṣam-opya (i. 14. 3), hr-dyota (ii. 22. 1) and hr-dyotana (v. 20. 12). The peculiar form, accentuation, and division of two passages in the fourteenth book—sūbham: yatī (xiv. 1. 32) and pātīm: yatī (xiv. 2. 52)—is also worthy of remark in connection with this subject.

55. Nor is a member which has suffered vrddhi separable, if it be monosyllabic and end in a vowel.

The commentator’s examples of an inseparable vrddhi initial syllable are ṣāpati (ii. 7. 2), śāmunaśa (e.g. iii. 30. 7), śāmunaśam (e.g. xiii. 1. 19), śādhaṇaśaṁ (vi. 47. 3), śārṇīsthaṁ (ix. 10. 1), śābhaṁ (e.g. ii. 36. 1), and śābhaṁ (e.g. xiv. 1. 42). His counter-example, brought forward to show that the inseparable member must have suffered vrddhi, is su-parrāḥ (e.g. i. 24. 1); to show that it must be monosyllabic, they are ārā-vat (vii. 10. 29), mārta-vat (vii. 6. 28), and vādhā-yaṁ (e.g. xiv. 1. 29); to show that it must end in a vowel, they are nāṭ-ṛyāhyena: hāvāya (vi. 75. 1) and dān-hyayam: dān-hiśyā (vii. 17. 5). I add, in the farther illustration of the inseparable class, vāmunaśya (v. 21. 1) and prāhrādī (vii. 10. 22); of the separable class, sām-itya (vii. 10. 4), sām-rāja (xiv. 1. 43), paurṇa-māsi (vii. 80. 1), stūraya-varcana (vii. 10. 27), and avāra-hatyā (vii. 29. 3). The rule is, I believe, carefully observed throughout the whole of the Atharvān text, and the Vāj. Pr. (v. 29) has one precisely corresponding; nor have I noted any cases in which the usage of the Rik pada-text was not in accordance with it. Its somewhat arbitrary character, however, is patent.

The commentator again closes his exposition with a verse: avagṛhyat paddā yaṁti tadhiho vrddhimān bhavet: ekād vrddhi-varānteshu na esī "va" vagraho bhavet: ātrāvāto mārtavatsāṁ vādhyāyaṁ ca nīdarçanāt. * 

* In this passage, the printed text reads pātīn yatīḥ, but without any support from the manuscripts.
that they were not divided by the Hindu grammarians. Of these, I
name anavāya (viii. 4. 2), anusāthku (xii. 4. 45: probably regarded as
formed by an inseparable suffix), apāna (e.g. ii. 28. 3: cf. under iv. 39),
abhishti (e.g. i. 6. 1), avarti (e.g. iv. 34. 3), avaskava (ii. 31. 4), ağvatara
(e.g. viii. 8. 22: cf. under iv. 16), aṣava (xii. 5. 45), aghrī (vii. 9. 2),
dāh (vi. 131. 1 etc.): Rik pada, ā-dhi), anusahak (iv. 32. 1), ātipri (xi. 7.
19), āyudha (e.g. iii. 19. 5: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), ārti (e.g. iii. 31. 2), ārītā
(e.g. vi. 112. 3: at viii. 9. 19 only, we have ā-āraptāni), ācīvisha (xii. 5.
34), āsakti (xiv. 1. 26), āsikta (xii. 3. 25: probably the absence of divi-
sion is here only an error of the manuscript; we have ā-āsiktaṃ at iv. 7.
1), uttāna (e.g. ix. 9. 14), rtvij (e.g. vi. 2. 1), oshadhi (e.g. i. 23. 1: cf.
V. Pr. v. 35), gopā (e.g. iii. 8. 4: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), gopita (e.g. v. 9. 7),
candrāmasa (e.g. v. 24. 10: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), dāyadā (v. 18. 6, 14), nyag-
rodha (e.g. iv. 37. 4: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), pyurdfasa (e.g. ix. 6. 12: see i. 63:
cf. V. Pr. v. 37), prāna (e.g. ii. 12. 7: cf. under iv. 39), prāyaṣcitti (xiv. 1.
30), vivekavant (e.g. xi. 6. 2), viṣhtap (e.g. x. 10. 31: cf. V. Pr. v. 41), viṣ-
ṭambha (xiii. 4. 10: cf. V. Pr. v. 41), viṣhtārin (iv. 34. 1 etc.), śīnāmāra
(xi. 2. 25), śradhdha (e.g. v. 7. 5), sahā (e.g. iv. 21. 6), samandā (vi. 8. 1:
cf. iv. 38), samudra (e.g. i. 3. 8: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), surabhi (e.g. vi. 124.
3: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), sthapati (ii. 32. 4), svadhā (e.g. ii. 29. 7), svapati
(viii. 6. 16), svasti (e.g. i. 30. 2), and hāridrava (i. 22. 4). It is not hard
to conjecture, in the case of some of these words, reasons which may have
led to their being treated as exceptional cases, but in many of them no
such reason is apparent; and in a part, at least, we are compelled to
suppose that the composition was fully recognized, and the division
neglected for some arbitrary and unexplained cause. That the four
compounds of pronominal elements cama, nahi, nakas, and mākis were
left by the pada in their sanhitā form is not to be wondered at: three
of them are noted also by the Vāj. Pr. (v. 35, 37) as indissoluble.

There yet remains quite a list of compounds and derivatives, the di-
vision of which may plausibly be supposed to have been neglected from
uncertainty of etymology, anomaly of form, difficulty of restoring the
original constituents, or the like: while yet, in most cases, we should
not have been surprised to see the constructors of the pada making an
attempt at their analysis. In drawing up this part of the list, especially,
I may very possibly have omitted to note down some words of the text
which to another would seem not less worthy of mention than those
given: the series, as collected by me, is akūptā (v. 17. 1), ajaqara (e.g.
iv. 15. 7: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), adomada (vi. 63. 1) and adomadhā (vii. 2.
18), anudvā (e.g. iii. 11. 5: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), anurkshara (e.g. ivv. 1.
34), abhitu (e.g. vii. 137. 2), abhrī (e.g. ix. 15. 1: cf. V. Pr. v. 34), ava-
dyā (e.g. ii. 10. 6), atura (vi. 101. 2), āmakā (e.g. iv. 4. 4), āhanās
(e.g. iv. 30. 6), udārathī (iv. 7. 3), urvacī (xvii. 3. 23), karnāra (iii. 5.
6: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), karṣapta (iii. 9. 1), kāsarna (x. 4. 5. 17), kuvara
(e.g. vii. 26. 2: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), kṛkapā (v. 31. 2), godhā (iv. 3. 6: cf.
V. Pr. v. 37), jāṣṭhakmada (xi. 9. 9), daśonasi (x. 4. 17), ducudhā (e.g.
v. 17. 4: cf. ii. 61), duradvara (xiv. 4. 19), durāhā (vii. 8. 24), dru-
vaya (e.g. v. 20. 2: cf. under iv. 18), dhīvan (iii. 5. 6), paqāṣṣā (e.g. vi.
96. 2), pander (vii. 6. 16), prāṇada (iv. 35. 5), marudā (e.g. v. 1. 6),
mahiluka (x. 10. 6), rathare (x. 4. 5), vaṇśaga (xvii. 3. 36), vaḷaṇa (e.g.
repetition before the rule next following. This, however, gives us reason to believe that the commentator had performed his work in his usual brief and unsatisfactory style, and had done very little toward filling up the *gana*. It would have been particularly curious and interesting to see how many and which of the words contained in the Atharvan the makers of the Prātiṣṭhāṇyāvāna looked upon as fairly entitled to a division which the constructors of the *pada*-text had not admitted. The Vāj. Pr. (at v. 37) gives a list of such words for its text, but Weber finds it, as was to be expected, both deficient and redundant. It is by no means easy to draw up a list which shall include all that ought to be received, and exclude all that ought to be left out; but I have looked through the Atharvan text with some care for this purpose, and trust that my filling up of the *gana* of the text will be found to comprehend all or nearly all of the matter to which the rule ought to apply.

There is, in the first place, in this as in the other Vedic texts, a considerable class of compound words exhibiting an irregular prolongation of the final vowel of the former member, and which the constructors of the *pada*-text have chosen to leave unchanged, instead of separating them by *avagraha* and restoring the normal quantity of the altered vowel. Why they should be thus treated, however, in distinction from the words with which our treatise deals in the first section of its third chapter, no sufficient reason appears. They are as follows: *apāmdrīga* (e. g. iv. 17. 6 : the word, by V. Pr. v. 21, is divisible), *optaśṭhā* (iv. 6. 5 : see above, ii. 95), *āśīśṭhāvant* (e. g. ii. 33. 5), *idāvataṣṭara* (vi. 55. 3 : cf. V. Pr. v. 32), *ubhayādantī* (e. g. v. 31. 3 : divisible by V. Pr. v. 21), *ubhayāvaśin* (e. g. v. 25. 9 : see above, under iv. 18), *ekādaśa* (v. 16. 11 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *kakṣhīvant* (e. g. iv. 29. 5 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *tatāmaka* (e. g. v. 24. 17), *dvādaśa* (e. g. iv. 11. 11 : cf. V. Pr. v. 15), *naraṇgaśa* (v. 27. 3 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37) and *nāraṇgaṇi* (e. g. xiv. 1. 7), *niḥara* (e. g. vi. 113. 2 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *prāṇāha* (ix. 3. 4), *prā₂ṛṭa* (e. g. xii. 5. 2 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *prāṛṛṣṭa* (e. g. xii. 1. 46), *maṃvādīdh* (xi. 10. 28 : cf. iii. 3, iv. 88), *viṣṇavitrā* (e. g. iv. 29. 5 : cf. iii. 9 and V. Pr. v. 37), *vidvānara* (e. g. iv. 11. 7 : cf. iii. 9 and V. Pr. v. 37) and *vaiṣṇavāra* (e. g. i. 10. 4), *viriḍh* (e. g. i. 32. 1), *svāpad* (e. g. viii. 5. 11 : cf. iii. 10), *svāvīdh* (v. 13. 9 : cf. iii. 3, iv. 68), *śāraṇga* (e. g. ii. 32. 2), *śārāthi* (e. g. vii. 8. 23), *sūkara* (e. g. ii. 27. 2) *śāntā* (e. g. iii. 20. 3), *śvāerk* (xviii. 1. 32), and *kṛḍayaḍvīdh* (viii. 6. 18 : cf. iii. 3, iv. 68).

Another smaller class is composed of certain words which have as their first member a real or an apparent case ofdeclension: such are *anvedyus* (i. 25. 4 : cf. iv. 21), *āṣūna* (vi. 14. 3), *gavishṭhā* (iv. 29. 5 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *nariśṭhā* (e. g. vii. 12. 2 : cf. V. Pr. v. 37), *patāṇga* (e. g. iii. 31. 3), *pitaśmāha* (e. g. v. 5. 1), *madhyāntina* (e. g. iv. 11. 12), *mātarīc̄van* (e. g. v. 10. 8), and *pitām̄ga* (xi. 5. 12).

The number is by no means an inconsiderable one of words whose division seems so naturally suggested by an etymology which is either incontestable or at least very plausible, that we are reasonably surprised.

* At v. 2. 9, all the manuscripts have *mātarīc̄van*, which the edition, hardly with sufficient reason, has amended to *mātarīc̄vai*; it is, like the latter, left undivided.
53. Nor the root अन्तः: nor former constituents of a compound.

It is, if possible, even more surprising here than at rule 40 to find two so utterly heterogeneous matters put together in the same rule. We cannot suppose that the commentator would combine them, in statement and in exposition, unless he regarded them as composing a single precept; but, on the other hand, we have not the same warrant here as in the former case that his division is a correct one: there is nothing in the form of the rule which would absolutely forbid its simple division into two parts, without further change—although we should, in that case, expect rather अकताः than अकति.

As illustrations of the inseparability of the root अन्तः, we have given us प्र्द्विक (e. g. v. 28. 11), अन्तित (e. g. iii. 27. 3), and अन्तिक (e. g. xii. 1. 31). All the compounds with this root are treated as indivisible by our पद्य-तत्त्व: the Vāj. Pr. also (v. 30) declares the root inseparable, with exception (v. 19) of a single derivative.

To show that, when new members are added to a compound, the existing division by अवग्रह: of their former members is given up, the commentator instances पस्तत्ति-ब्यु: : अर्धवत्ति-ब्युः (iv. 13. 5); compare अरिष्टो-तत्त्वे, cited above, under rule 20. The principle has been already sufficiently illustrated in these notes, under rule 10. The Vāj. Pr. has nothing corresponding to this part of our rule, which is, in fact, virtually superfluous, since the directions already given for the separation of a newly-added member might be understood as involving the suspension of the ancient division.

The commentator ends with a verse which seems to say precisely the opposite of the rule of his text: यत्रोऽत्त्वे प्र्द्वित्त्वे ते युप्तात्म जात्र यत, युप्ता अवग्रह: कार्योः रक्षमिः भयः निदर्शनेन; 'when both members are severally separable, both the newly-added and the ancient, separation by अवग्रह: is to be made of the ancient one: an instance is रक्षमिः भयः.' But this is mere nonsense, as it stands, the word cited being a case where the last-attached element is inseparable, as following a long vowel (see rule 33, above), and where, therefore, the division must be suffered to remain between the two original constituents of the compound. If the theme of declension had been रक्षम, instead of रक्षम, we should have an instrumental dual रक्षम-भयः, which would be a true illustration of the rule. One may conjecture that the last line originally read अरु युप्ता अवग्रह: कार्यो रक्षमिः भयः निदर्शनेन, and that it was amended to its present form by some copyist who knew that the Atharvan read, not रक्षम-भयः, but रक्ष-समाभ्यः, but who was careless enough to overlook the discordance which he thus introduced between the text and its comment.

54. Nor samudra etc.

The whole comment upon this rule is wanting in our manuscript: the copyist has again carelessly skipped from its first statement to its final
demands, and therefore ought to be made the subject of a special precept: our treatise-makers and their commentator, apparently, have overlooked it. A single counter-example the commentator gives, viz. satyāṁṛte iti satya-unṛte (i. 33. 2). He adds a verse: īrāṁ Śuḥpūrabhyasya ca prakṛtyā dīrgha eva soḥ: hrasvāsya yatru dīrghatamaḥ sa dvandvo ndvaghyate; 'after īrā, amīrā, and pūrah [avagraha comes in], for in those cases the vowel is long by nature; but where a short vowel is lengthened, there no division by avagraha takes place.' This is a very blundering statement, so far as concerns the instances given in the first pāda: pūrah, of course, could form no copulative compound; amīrā forms none such in the Atharvan, and it also, though a feminine with a long final vowel, as a separate word, always shortens its final in composition (amīva-cātana, e.g. i. 28. 1; amīva-han, e.g. RV. i. 18. 2); īrā, too, is found only in the compound īrā-kshirā (x. 10. 6), which is not copulative.

The implication of dvandva from the preceding rule seems clearly made by the particle ca in this rule, and is supported by the connection as shown by the two following rules: the commentator, also, inserts dvandvasya after yasya in his paraphrase. Such compounds, then, as vigvānara, svārīk, vīruḍh, sīkāra, etc., which are left undivided in the pāda-text on account of the irregularly protracted final of their first members, must be left to fall into the general gāna of rule 54.

51. Nor shodācā, on account of the interfusion of the two members of the compound.

Or, it may be, 'on account of doubt'—that is to say, of doubt as to the form to which the constituents should be restored, their mode of combination being an entirely anomalous one. It is to be observed, however, that our treatise has itself (at i. 63) given special directions as to how shat and following dāsa are combined together, so that to the student of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā the pāda-reading shat-dāsa ought to occasion no difficulty. That the rule reads shodācā instead of shodāca is surprising, since both words (each in but a single passage) occur in the text: the commentator cites them, as follows: ishtāḍūtasya : shodācām (iii. 29. 1), shodācā : supta-vātāḥ (xi. 7. 11).

The Vāj. Pr. mentions shodācā in a rule (v. 37) containing a long list of indivisible words.

52. Nor ahorātrē.

The commentator's illustrations are ahorātrabhuyām : nakṣatrebhuyā (vi. 128. 3), and ahorātrē idām brūmoh (xi. 6. 5). The Vāj. Pr. includes the word in the same rule with shodāca (v. 37).

There is nothing in the character of either ahorātre or shodācā, so far as I can discover, which should withdraw them from the action of rule 50, and render their separate mention necessary.

1 MS. īdān.
The commentator’s examples are yāvat: te: abhi: vi-paśyāmi (xii. 1. 33), tāvat: sam-āitu: indriyam (iii. 22. 5), and etāvat: anya: prācīnam (iv. 11. 8); and his counter-examples, which are hardly called for, are sūṃrā-vat (e. g. v. 20. 6), and apāśṭha-vat (xiv. 1. 29). This rule, also, is included in Vāj. Pr. v. 8, since in each of the words to which it refers there is an irregular prolongation of the final vowel of the theme before the suffix.

49. Nor a copulative compound made up of the names of divinities.

The commentator gives pretty nearly the whole series of such compounds which the text furnishes: they are indrāgni (e. g. i. 35. 4), indravāyū (iii. 20. 6), bhavātradū (xi. 2. 14), bhavāśārvā (e. g. iv. 28. 1), vātāparjanā (x. 4. 16), agnīshomā (e. g. i. 8. 2), mitrāvarunā (e. g. iii. 4. 4), indrāvaranā (e. g. vii. 58. 1), and indrásomā (e. g. viii. 4. 1): to be added are only somāradū (e. g. vi. 6. 5), indrāpūshanā (vi. 3. 1), and agnīvishā (vii. 29. 1. 2). A number of verses follow in the commentary, in the usual corrupt condition of text: devatānām iha dvandve dirghatvaṃ yadi1 drṣyate: anitṛyaṃ tat2 padam vācyam agnīshomānidarṣanam: thus much is clear, and is a virtual repetition of our rule, but with a restriction to cases in which a long vowel appears at the end of the first member of the compound, which requires a specification farther on of the single exception indravāyū: what follows is more obscure, and I have not been able, with what time I have given to it, to restore the text to an intelligible form; it reads: vāsūrānām dvandve pṛ ayagṛhyāṃ kathām padam: pūkulasye 'ṣūnte 'naśanāh satyāntra [i. 33. 2] tathā: brahma prajāpatī [xix. 9. 12] tu aha nā 'vaayāhnān kāda cama: ānāh pratishedhaḥ ca vayoḥ co bhayaḥ param: indravāye [iii. 20. 6] ādīṣhu kathāṃ dirgho yatra tad [na?] drṣyate: dvandvatena

trenashedastvām ahorātre nidarṣanam.

The rule of the Vāj. Pr. (v. 28), which includes also our rules 50 and 52, is to the effect that dual copulative compounds whose first members end in a vowel are not separable.

50. Nor one which shows a long vowel before an initial consonant of the latter member of the compound.

The instances furnished by the commentator are ishtāpūrtra (e. g. ii. 12. 4), pitāpurtra (vi. 112. 2), hasambudā (xiv. 2. 43), dyāvāprthi (e. g. ii. 1. 4), dyāvābhūmi (xviii. 1. 31), and ushumākta (e. g. v. 12. 6). To these I add śthānāstra (iii. 17. 5), sūryāmāsa (iii. 29. 5*), sūryācandrasā (vi. 28. 3), and yajñāyujyāni (viii. 10. 13). To the same class, of dvandvās exempt from division, belongs prānāpūrṇa (e. g. ii. 16. 1), although it does not show the peculiarities of form which this rule

1 yad.
2 anityat.
* In the edition, sūryam² is a misprint.
kṛdantābhyaṃ vihitāv taddhītur parāv: tābhyaṃ shasthītsamāse ca pūrvena ‘vagrahaḥ smṛtah; ‘after sā and dhā (?)’, as kṛt-endings, taddhītas are declared to follow: in a compound with these having a genitive meaning, the former member is separated by avagraha.

46. Subhishaktama suffers separation by avagraha before tama.

The commentator cites subhishak-tamāḥ (vi. 24. 2); we have also the nominative singular masculine at ii. 9. 5. He adds gobhanaḥ bhishak : subhishak; ‘subhishak means propitious physician;’ and then again gives a verse: bhishajā hi suṣudolo ‘yam punātyena samasyate: upajātas tamas tasmat pūrvena [parenā?] ‘vagrahaḥ smṛtah; ‘here sū is compounded with the masculine bhishaj, and tama is farther appended: separation by avagraha is made of the latter.

I can see no reason at all for any such rule as this: the case specified is simply one in which the separation by avagraha takes place normally, according to the general rules, and a score more of precisely similar cases might easily be quoted from the Atharvan text: instances are bhāgavat-tama (ii. 9. 2) and bhāgavat-tara (iv. 13. 6), opātimāt-tama (iii. 24. 8), mrtāmanah-tara (vi. 18. 2), and etraḥtān-tama (vii. 110. 1).

The signature of the first section, which closes here, is as follows: 47: caturthasya prathamah pādah : caturāhyāyibhāhye caturthasya prathamah pādah samāptah. We have found but forty-six rules in the section, but have remarked one (rule 40) which ought to have been divided and counted as two. Possibly two may have been fused together in it, in order to allow the commentator's introduction to the chapter to count as a rule, without altering the received number in the section: but I have neither been willing to allow the rank of a rule to anything in that introduction, nor ventured to divide rule 40 into two parts.

47. The suffix mant and its equivalents are not separable after t and s.

The commentator cites in illustration datvatī (e. g. iv. 3. 2), garutmān (e. g. iv. 6. 3), marutvān (e. g. vi. 104. 3), urjasvān (urjasvantaḥ, vii. 60. 2), payasvān (e. g. vii. 73. 5), urjasvati (e. g. iii. 12. 2), and payasvati (e. g. iii. 10. 1). The only consonants other than t and s which are found to occur before the suffix vant are n and n, which allow separation; instances are ḍasan-vat (vi. 12. 2), aṣṭah-vantam (ix. 9. 4), brahmāntam (vi. 108. 2), etc. The rule is an exception under rule 17 above; by the Vāj. Pr. (v. 8) it is included with the general rule in one statement.

48. Nor vant, after ya, ta, and etc.
The sole example furnished in the commentary is *aghāsa-nāsā-dhārape-sāhīyām: kārena* (xii. 2. 2).

44. As also, between a separable word and its repetition.

The commentator cites instances of repeated words occurring in five successive verses of the Atharvan text, without troubling himself about the fact that two of them are not separable: they are *kura-vatim*-kura-vatim: eva (ix. 5. 32), *saṁyati-m-saṁyati*: eva (ix. 5. 33), *piṇḍatim*-piṇḍatim: eva (ix. 5. 34), *udatim-udatim*: eva (ix. 5. 35), and abhibhava-vatim-abhibhava-vatim: eva (ix. 5. 36). He adds a verse: *prathosyasa-māse ca madhye kuryād avagrahāt: saṁyati-m-saṁyati cāī 'va vyāno-dānau nidār-vaṇam; 'separation by avagraha must be made in the middle of a compound made up of two severally separable words: instances are saṁyati-m-saṁyati and vyāno-dānau.'*

45. In *vasudhātaraṇa* and *sahasrasātama*, separation is made after *vasu* and *sahāra*.

The passages are cited by the commentator: *vasu-dhātaraṇa: ca* (v. 27. 8), and *sahasrasātama: bhava* (iii. 28. 4). It is not without reason that the Prātiśākhya takes note of these cases; for, since the suffixes *tara* and *tama* are separable (by iv. 16), and are clearly the last added members, the words they form should read, in *pada*, *vasudhā-taraṇa* and *sahasrasa-tama*. Comparatives and superlatives of this particular class, however, where the suffixes are appended to root words which directly govern the preceding member of the compound, are treated in the same manner by the *pada*-texts also of the Rik (e.g. *ratna-dhātaram*, i. 1. 1) and White Yajus, and the latter's Prātiśākhya (V. Pr. v. 3), makes special mention of them. The commentator adds: *vasudhātaraṇa iti: vasu-nām dhārtraraṇa: shashthyantena [athena? ] samāsoḥ: samāse avagrahāh bhavati: vasāni vā dadhāti: vasu-dhātaraṇa: samāse avagrahāh bhavati: 'vasudhātaraṇa: that is, one who is in a high degree a giver (dhārtraraṇa) of good things; composition is made with a form having a genitive sense; the compound suffers avagraha: or, vasudhātaraṇa, 'they bestow good things; the compound suffers avagraha.' The only item of value derivable from this exposition is that some authorities regarded *vasudhā-taraṇa* as the plural of *vasu-dhātar*. It would be, in fact, in its Atharvan connection, much more easily interpretable in this manner, but that the accent speaks strongly for the other mode of derivation. The passage in which it occurs is shown by comparison with the White Yajus (xxvii. 16) to be curiously misunderstood and corrupted, and the Atharvan *vasudhātaraṇa* corresponds to *vasudhātarmah* of the other text: we may suppose that the former means to give the plural of *vasu-dhātar*, but gives it the accent which belongs to *vasudhātamaṇa* and its corresponding comparative *vasudhātaraṇa*. The commentator closes his treatment of the subject with a verse: *saṁibhyūm [sādhabhyūm? ] ca*
40. Also are separated kāmya and a repeated word.

This is a strange rule. In the first place, the Atharva-Veda furnishes no ground whatever for the treatment of kāmya as a suffix, even though it be regarded as such in certain combinations in the general grammatical system (see Pāṇini, iii. 1. 9 etc.). We find it only in such compounds as the commentator instances by citing aśraddhaḥḥ : dhana-kāmya (xii. 2. 51), and anṛṇam : viṭṭa-kāmya (xii. 3. 52), which would fail under rule 9 of this chapter without occasioning any difficulty or hesitation. In the second place, I can discover no possible reason for combining together in one rule things so utterly unconnected and incongruous as the occurrence of this suffix and that of words repeated in an emphatic or a distinctive sense. The dual termination, however, is our warrant that we have not here, as in the case of rules 12 and 13 of the first chapter, two rules written and explained together by the commentator. The latter cites a single passage containing two words which are amṛṛṣṇa, viz. bhūyāḥ bhūyāḥ : svabhāvaḥ (x. 6. 5 etc.).

The Vāja, Pr. (v. 18) has the same rule respecting repeated words, and calls them (i. 146) by the same name. Pāṇini also employs the term amṛṛṣṇa (e. g. vi. 1. 99) in a kindred sense.

41. Also īva.

The commentator cites but a single instance—sālabhrkān-īva (ii. 27. 5)—of this exceedingly frequent case of combination. The Vāja, Pr. notes it at v. 18.

42. Separation is made between two words which are each of them separable.

Or, as the commentator paraphrases it, when two words, themselves separable, are combined into a single word, separation of the middle member (paraṇa) is made. His instances are yat : dākṣāya-ubhayādīnām (ix. 6. 11), prohy-aṃptateṇa : uta : dirgham : āyuḥ (xi. 1. 34), and vyāna-udāṇāvā : vāk (xi. 8. 4) ; to which we might add indefinitely, not only copulative compounds, but possessives (e. g. āḥṛṣṭa-yajñakratuh, ix. 6. 27) and others.

The Vāja, Pr. finds no need of such a rule as this, nor does it seem imperatively called for, all possible cases being already disposed of by rules 10 and 12, above. Still less is it to be seen the necessity of adding to it the two which next follow, and which it obviously includes.

43. As also, between two compounds.
38. Samanta is divided, when it has the sense of completion.

The commentator gives us, as instances of the separable compound, pushkariniḥ: sāmantāḥ (iv. 34. 5 etc.), and sām-agraḥ: sām-antāḥ: bhūyāsam (vii. 81. 4); and, as instance of the separable compound, yāthā: vṛkshāṁ: tībujā: samantāṁ (vi. 8. 1). But how the word has the sense of completion any more in the two former cases than in the latter, I quite fail to perceive. The commentator adds a farther exposition, which puts the distinction upon a safer, though still an arbitrary, ground: samantaṁ sreveal'ī the 'ndotdattām nā: vāgrhyate, ādyaudattām avagrhyate: pūrṇārtthāni pushkariniḥ samantāḥ; 'samantam, having the sense of sarvatas, 'wholly,' and accented on the final, does not suffer avagraha; when accented on the first, and having the sense of completion, it suffers avagraha, as in pushkariniḥ samantāḥ.

39. The prepositions vi and sam are separated from the root an, when the word formed is a name of the breath.

We should have expected this rule to be stated the other way; namely, that the root an was not separated from pra and apa (in the compounds praṇa and apāna, which are always thus written in pada, without division). This would, on the one hand, be theoretically preferable, since the general rules for division would lead us to expect the pada-readings pra-āna, apa-āna, vi-āna, and sam-āna, and we therefore ought to have the first two denied, rather than the last two ratified, by a special rule: and, on the other hand, it would be practically more accurate, since udāna, which occurs in the combination vyāna-udānā, is doubtless a separable compound, and is in fact so regarded by the commentator, under rule 42 below. Why praṇa and apāna should not also be divided, it is far from easy to see.

The commentator gives us the examples vi-ānāḥ: āyuk (xviii. 2. 46), and sam-ānām: asmin: kaḥ (x. 2. 13). To show that it is only after vi and sam that the avagraha takes place before an, he brings up the counter-example praṇāḥ: apānāḥ (xviii. 2. 46); and, to show that the compound must be a name of the breath, he cites samānām: astu: so: maṁnah (vi. 64. 3). The specification praṇākhyā cet, however, is after all pleonastic, since the adjective samāna, 'resembling, like, accordant,' is from sa+māna, not sam + āna.

The Rik and White Yajus treat the word praṇa in the same manner as our text: apāna does not appear to occur in the former Veda, and in the latter it is (Vaj. Pr. v. 33, comm.) separable. Compare also Vāj. Pr. v. 36, which deals with samāna.
35. Vānas is separated after a short vowel.

The commentator quotes from the text the examples cakr-vān (ii. 35. 3) and papi-vān (xiv. 1. 3), and the counter-example vidvān (e.g. ii. 1. 2), and then goes on with a long citation from his metrical authority, as follows: apade vāgrahah śiśita ikāreṇa paddāññā: dhātvantāc ca vasāt hrasvāc cakr-vān papi-vān iti: upasargaśamāse pi vasāv eva 'vagrhyate: kikināvānācshena bhūte tābhhyām vidhiyate: vasusvārthe tayo lubdham bahulam chandasi 'tī ca: vā tayo krtō samāsāc ca 'pajāyeta vastutah: avakāre padatvam na pūrvenā 'vā 'vagrhyate: ahrase 'pi padatvam syat prāptas tatrā 'py avagrahah: ahrase chāndasavatāt tu rutrom āhur manishinah. The meaning of some of these lines is very clear, and they are seen to cover the ground of our present rule and of the two following: others are obscure, and need emendation before they can be intelligently rendered.

The Vāj. Pr. gives but one rule (v. 11) respecting the separation of the suffix of the perfect participle, combining together the specifications and counter Specifications of the three rules of our treatise.

36. And that, even when the form is combined with a preposition.

The cited illustrations are parevi-vānsam (xviii. 1. 49), pravic-vānsam (iv. 23. 1), jakshi-vānsah: papi-vānsah (vii. 97. 3), and uttasthi-vānsah (vi. 93. 1). The same words (excepting jakshivānsah, perhaps omitted by the carelessness of the copyist) were found cited under i. 88, and it is probably their association there which has caused the inclusion among them here of the two forms from simple roots, which are of no value as regards the matter now under treatment. But for this rule, we might expect pravvi-vānsam, ut-tasthivānsam, and so on, like pra-vishtam, ut-tishthataha etc. And yet, the separation as here taught is not discordant with the general principle that the last added member shall be the one which receives avagraha, since we may more properly regard the participial suffix as combined with the root after the latter’s composition with its prefix than before: were ta a separable suffix, we should doubtless also have pravi-ta, utthi-ta, and the like.

37. But the preposition is separated, when the suffix shows no v.

That is to say, when the suffix is contracted into ush, in the weak forms of declension, it is no longer separable, and the avagraha remains where it was before, between the preposition and the verb; as in the forms cited by the commentator, ā-jagmushah: anu-mate (ii. 26. 2), and vaśā: pra-dadūshe: duhe (xii. 4. 35). He adds a verse: yadd prasāra-
31. Also bhis, bhyam, and bhyas.

As illustrations, the commentary furnishes pūnca-bhīḥ : aṅguli-bhīḥ (iv. 14. 7), uru-bhyam : te : ashtīvad-bhyām : pārshṇi-bhyām : pra-padda-bhyām (ii. 33. 5), and asthi-bhyāḥ : te : majja-bhyāḥ : maṅga-bhyāḥ : dhuma-bhyāḥ : dhuma-bhyāḥ (ii. 33. 6). The case-ending bhyam, as in tabhyam and asmabhyaṃ, is not treated as separable.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 13) puts our rules 31 and 33 into one, declaring a case-ending beginning with bh separable, when following a short vowel or a consonant. This would teach the division tu-bhyam, asma-bhyam, also; but the latter is expressly declared indivisible in another rule (v. 35), and the former was perhaps overlooked.

32. Also su.

The commentator’s instances are uṇha-su (vi. 35. 2), ap-su (e. g. i. 4. 4), and ṛṇaṃ : ṛjya-su (vii. 50. 7).

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 14) combines this rule with rule 34, and says that su is separated when its s is not changed to a lingual.

33. But not after a long vowel.

This restriction applies to both the two preceding rules: no case-ending is separable after a long final vowel, whether this be an original long final of the theme, or the result of a prolongation according to the rules of declension. The commentator instances yābhīḥ : utyam : bhavati (ix. 2. 25), tābhīḥ : tvenam : asmān (ix. 2. 25), okṣhībhyaṃ : te : nāśikābhyaṃ : karṇābhyaṃ (ii. 33. 1), goḥhyaḥ : aṅvebhyaḥ (iii. 28. 3), and ṛṣu : ātarāsu (iii. 10. 4).

Compare Vāj. Pr. v. 13, as quoted under rule 31, above.

34. Nor where conversion into a lingual takes place.

This is an exception under rule 32, applying only to the termination su. The two, as was already remarked, are by the Vāj. Pr. combined into a single rule (v. 14). Our commentator cites prati : tīṣṭha : dikshu (iv. 14. 9), namasyaḥ : vikshu : idyāḥ (ii. 2. 1), māṇushīśhau : dikshu (v. 11. 8), marutaḥ : vikshu (viii. 4. 16), yam : ca : vikshu (ix. 5. 19), pari : paṇya : vikshu (viii. 3. 10), and su-vṛjana-su : dikshu (xviii. 1. 46).
of them, ichā, we have had at another place (iii. 18), and in such a connection as to show that it is employed to designate the whole class of words to which this rule applies; the others, then, are specifications under it, or a classified statement of the cases which it includes. The same thing is indicated by the commentator, who paraphrases as follows: yādāv ichāyām svarāt avagruhoe bhavati karmaṃ etc. Karmanāma, then, I have without much hesitation rendered by 'participle,' and tanmānāmā seems to me to mean 'implying the making or doing of that which the theme indicates,' and so to be applicable to such words as caturūyanti, aghāyanti, where the signification is not simply desiderative; but of this I do not feel altogether confident, and I have at one time sought in the word a designation of the middle participles having the termination māna; prepśu I think must belong to such derivative adjectives as devayā, sravasya. The commentator, as usual, fails to give us any light upon these points: he only cites, as instances of the separable suffixes to which the rule relates, adhvarī-vyatām (i. 4.1), aghā-yuh (e.g. iv. 3.2), vṛsha-yamānāh (ii. 5.7), and caturū-yatiṃ: abhi (iii. 1.3): and farther, as counter-examples, tāt: sūkṣma-ta (xiii. 2.14), to show that no desiderative suffix is separable unless beginning with y; and yena: cāsrayavah (iii. 9.4), to show that the suffix beginning with y must not be preceded by a consonant.

The Vāj. Pr. has a corresponding rule (v. 10), but more briefly expressed.
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30. Also yā, when combined with vasu, ava, svapna, sumna, and sādhu.

Why this rule should be necessary, after the one which precedes it, and which would include all the cases to which it is intended to apply, I find it difficult to see. It can hardly be that it was meant to exclude such words as su-kshetriyā, su-gātyā, since these have been otherwise provided for (see under rule 12, above): more probably, forms like mithūyā (e.g. iv. 29.7) and urmiyā (e.g. v. 12.5) are to be regarded as its counter-examples. The Vāj. Pr. (v. 20) also does a like work of supererogation in reference to sundry words of its text. The commentator repeats the words, but gives nothing of the context of the passages in which they occur: they are vasu-yā (iv. 33.2), ava-yā (ii. 35.1), svapna-yā (v. 7.8), sumna-yā (vii. 55.1), and sādhu-yā (x. 4.21). The second of them is classed with the rest only by a blunder, since it is evidently avasya, the irregular nominative singular of ava-yā, and ought to be written by the pada-text ava-yāh, instead of ava-yā.

The comment closes with another verse: pañcāi 'vā' vāgaḥān dhā yādābde ākāṭhayānaḥ; antedātāh padavah ca vibhaktiyarthā withet tu yā; 'Ākāṭhayana mentions five cases in which yā suffers separation by vāgāḥā: it is accented as final, and stands as an independent element, when used as a case-ending.' I am by no means confident that I have correctly interpreted the last line.
27. *Krtva* is combined or not, according to its appearance as an independent word or otherwise.

*Krtva* occurs but three times in the Atharvan: twice it is treated as an independent word, both it and the preceding numeral having an accent; once it is combined with the numeral, the latter losing its separate accent, and it is then separated by *avagraha* from it. The commentator cites all the passages, as follows: *catyr : nāmaḥ : ashta-kṛtvah : bhavavya: dāca : kṛtvah* (xi. 2. 9), and *trīḥ : saṛṭa : kṛtvah* (xii. 2. 29). After this, having not yet recovered from the impulse which made him so fertile of exposition under the foregoing rule, he continues: *naṃ evam: kathāṃ: vyavasthitena vikalpena vācābādaṇa pratipādītavāt; ’now then, how is it? since a diversity of usage is taught respecting the word, by the use of the term vā? ’ and he makes reply in a lengthy citation from his metrical authority, which wanders at the end far beyond the limits of the subject in hand: *karoter dācaṇapābhikāṃ tvācābādh kṛd vidhītyate: saṅkhyāyā naundātātyā ashtaśabādhān samasyayate: udātto dāca supe ’ty evam pārvena vigrāhah: dhāparyantar tadāhita ye te sīte vā tāvagrāho bhavet: ato nyena vadaḥ pū yuvatāyāvahu taddhitam: dhātṛahatātāti caśiddānti lokahantaravatamātip: vamātradyubhi ketvāpy mayakṛtvesv avagrahaḥ*. In the last verse we have an enumeration of all the suffixes thus far treated of as separable.

28. *Jātiya* etc. are also separable.

As instances of the use of *jātiya*, the commentator gives us *patu-jātiya, mṛda-jātiya, pāndita-jātiya*, and *cobbamā-jātiya*: none of these words, however, nor any other compounds with the same final member, are to be met with in the Atharvan text. The general grammar also treats *jātiya* as a suffix, and Pāṇini’s scholiasts (under v. 3. 69) give, as an example of its use, the first of the instances of our commentator. The latter farther cites, to fill out the *gaṇa* of the rule, some of the compounds of *dheya*, viz. *bhāga-dheyaḥ* (e.g. vii. 111. 1), *rāpa-dheyaṃ* (rāpa-dheyaṃ: ii. 26. 1), and *nāma-dheyaṃ* (vii. 109. 6). What other frequently occurring final members of compounds it may have pleased the authors of our treatise to regard as suffixes, and to include in this *gaṇa*, I do not know: I have noted no actual suffixes as needing to be comprehended in it.

29. Also a suffix commencing with *y* and preceded by a vowel, in a desiderative form; namely, in participles, denominatives, and desiderative adjectives.

Not one of the technical terms used in this rule is known to me to occur elsewhere than in the grammatical language of our treatise. One
in *pada* to its theme, he gives us *tundikah* (viii. 6.5) and *sipavitnukah* (v. 23.7). Such formations occur by scores in our text.

Also *tva*, in a word accented on the final syllable.

The instances cited by the commentator of the occurrence of this common suffix are *mahi-tvā*: *kaśmāi* (iv. 2.4), *amṛta-tvām*: *ānucāh* (ix. 10.1), and *cucayāh*: *cuci-tvām* (xii. 3.28). As counter-example, to show that the *tva* is separated only when it receives the accent, is cited *aditiḥ*: *jānītvām* (vii. 6.1: the Rīk *pada*, in the corresponding passage [l. 89. 10], has *jāni-tvām*); and this is the only word of the kind which the text contains, for at ii. 28.3, where the edition reads *jānītvāḥ*, all the manuscripts have *janītrāḥ*. The commentator adds a verse respecting his counter-example, as follows: *janītvam aditiḥ paraṁ nā hoyate kṣyanaparatāḥ: ito vā suyāj janās tena padāvaita na 'tra cishyate: this informs us that *janītvā* following *aditi* is not to be treated as separable, as being formed from the root *jan* by the suffix *itva*, which is not taught to be an ending capable of constituting an independent *pada*. He then proceeds to ask the question *sha kasmāt saṁśāsa na bhavati: ekāja: tvam: mahi: tvām: *why is there no combination in the passages *ekāja tvām* (iv. 31.3: p. *eka-ja: tvām*) and *mahi tvām* (not found in AV.); and he answers by a verse, from the authority, doubtless, which had suggested to him the query: *ekāja tvam mahi tvām ca tad uśhasaṁ samasyate [tā 'bhayaṁ na samasyate]: ānānīrtaṁ toyoḥ pārvaṁ yuṣmād[sa] ś[;] tvam param padam: *in neither of the phrases *ekāja tvam* and *mahi tvām* is there a combination; the former word is there a vocative, and the latter is *tvam* from *yuṣmad*.* It is clearly a work of supererogation on the part of the commentator to explain such self-evident matters. But he is not content even with this; he continues "why is not *agrīpitva* separated?"—that is to say, I presume, why is it not divided *agrīpi-tva*, instead of *agrī-pitva*?—and he again cites a verse: *taddhite vāgrahāh cihstān padāvaṁ nā 'tra cishyate: pibate tāṁ nibodhata itvām chāndasam ishyate: *separability is taught only of *taddhitas*: division into separate *padas* is not taught of this case; note that the word comes from the root *pā, 'to drink,' with the Vedic suffix *itva*. But, even were this exposition in itself worth giving, the word to which it relates does not occur in the Atharvan, nor—judging from its non-appearance in the Bōhlingk-Roth lexicon—in any other of the known Vedic texts. We could wish that our commentator had reserved his strength for points where its exertion would have done us some service.

The suffix *tra*, which appears in the single word *viṁśkritrātra* to fill the office of *tra*, is in our *pada*-text (iv. 31.4) left inseparable, while the Rīk, in the corresponding passage (vi. 28.4), interposes the *avagraha* before it. *Tāya, in cautaḥtya* (x. 2.3), is not separated from its theme. Of *tā, notice has been taken under rule 20.

* For example, in the first eight books, from which alone I have excerpted them, at 1.2.2; 2.6.6-9; 11.5; 25.4; 34.2.ii.8.1; 24.1.2; 26.5.ii.11.2; 23.4.v.18.8.v.29.3; 43.1; 53.3; 121.4. vii. 56.6. viii.6.10.21 (Śis).
with the suffix *edunae*: one is tempted to conjecture that the authors of our system may have regarded *dyus* in these compounds as a contraction for the instrumental plural *dyubhis*. The reading of the word is well assured, not only by the text and comment, but also by a cited verse with which the commentator closes his exposition: it reads *anyasya dyubhi te etavan syad anyo va dyabhir ishyate: lopa edubhi c' na niyasa siddho va 'yam punar dyubhi*. This evidently has to do with the formation of *anyedus*, accounting for the *e* which precedes the suffix: but I can offer no entirely satisfactory restoration of the text.

22. Also *maṭra*.

This is most palpably a rule which has its ground in the observed phenomena of the general language, and not in those of the Atharva-Veda; for although, in the later language, *maṭra* came to be used in such a mode and sense as to give some ground for its treatment as a suffix, it is in the Atharvan nothing but a noun, and even enters into composition only with *ati*, forming the adjective *ati-mātra*, ‘above measure, excessive.’ The commentator cites, in illustration of the rule, the two passages in which this compound occurs, namely *ati-mātram: avardhanta* (v. 19.1) and *ye: ātmānam: ati-mātram* (viii. 6. 13).

23. Also *dānīm*, after *viṣva*.

The commentator cites, as example and counter-example, *viṣva-dānīm* (e.g. vii. 73. 11) and *tadānīm* (e.g. x. 8. 39), the only two Atharvan words which are formed with this suffix. Here, again, is an instance of a suffix remaining attached in *pada* to a pronominal root, while it is separated from a nominal theme (compare under rules 14-16).

24. Also *maya*, excepting after *s*.

A single example of the separation of the suffix *maya* is cited in the commentary, viz. *cakam: mayam: dhūmam* (ix. 10. 23); and also a single example of its non-separation, when following a theme ending in *e*, viz. *anah: manasmayam* (xiv. 1. 12).

25. Also *ka*, after a consonant.

Words in which the suffix *ka* is appended to a consonant are not at all frequent in the Atharvan: the commentator brings up two cases, viz. *avat-kam* (ii. 3. 1) and *ejat-kāḥ* (v. 23. 7), and I have noted but two others, viz. *manah-kam* (vi. 18. 3) and *aniyah-kam* (x. 8. 25). As counter-examples, where the same suffix, following a vowel, is left attached

---
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(xiv. 1. 29). He must have been nodding when he added the last three words, of which the third has no suffix beginning with s, and the two others are not formed by suffixes, but by composition. He goes on to say vijñu pratishedho vaktavyah, but what is to be understood in, or from, vijñā, I do not see: the cases of irregular absence of separation by avagraha which he adduces are druvayah : vi-buddhuh (v. 20. 2), ubhayārīnam (v. 25. 9), and the three words, of kindred character with the latter, amayārī, mekhalārī, medhārī, no one of which is found in the Atharvan, although we once have an accusative of the last of them, medhārīnam (vi. 108. 4).

शस्ति चौथ्यार्यम् ॥ १२॥

19. Also ās, with distributive meaning.

The instances given in the commentary are paru-ās : kalāpana : enam (ix. 5. 4), and dhāma-ās : śātrey : rejaule : vi-krām : rūpa-ās (ix. 9. 16); the counter-examples, showing that ās is only separable when distributive, are ankaśaḥ (vi. 82. 3) and kinaśaḥ (e. g. iii. 17. 6)—cases which it was very unnecessary to cite, since their suffix, if they have one, is ā, not ās.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 9) marks ās, along with other secondary suffixes, as separable.

नातिलिः ॥ २०॥

20. Also tāti.

Pāṇini (e. g. iv. 4. 142) calls the suffix tāti by the same name, tāṭī, the appended t signifying, as has been already noticed, that the syllable preceding the suffix is accented. The Vāj. Pr., in its corresponding rule (v. 9), calls it simply tāti.

The commentator illustrates with the two passages mahāyā : arishta-tātaye (iii. 5. 5), and havishmantam : mā : vardhaya : jyeshtha-tātaye (vi. 39. 1).

The related suffix tā is never separated from the theme to which it is appended: tāa forms the subject of rule 26, below.

उत्तमादू रुपम् ॥ २१॥

21. Also dyu, after ubhaya.

The commentator cites the examples ubhaya-dyuḥ : abhi-eti (i. 25. 4) and ubhaya-dyuḥ : upa : haranti (viii. 10. 21), and the counter-example yuḥ : anyedyuh (i. 25. 4); which are the only cases (except a repetition of the phrase in i. 25. 4 at vii. 116. 2) presented in our text of derivatives—or, more properly, of compounds—formed with dyu or dyus.

The name dyuḥ or dyūḥa, which our treatise gives to the latter, is a strange one, and not supported by anything in Pāṇini: indeed, the latter seems never to use bh as an indicator letter: the general grammar forms ubhayadyus with the suffix dyus, and anyedyus and its numerous kindred (see the Böhtlingk-Roth lexicon, under dyus, or Pān. v. 3. 22)
word *gotama* must be noted as an exception to the rule; and he cites the passage in which it occurs: *yātu: gōtamam: avathāḥ* (iv. 29. 6); adding, by way of explanation, *saṃjñāyāṁ rūḍhīṣabdo dhā tamā dru ṃatiṣṭayane: asamānāḥ samudrādhis tasman netyatī gotamok. I have not succeeded in restoring this verse so as to translate it, but so much of it as applies to *gotama* may be pretty clearly understood: the word, as a proper name, is one of common currency, a *saṃjñā*, or specific appellation employed without reference to its etymology, and its suffix *tama* has no superlative signification; hence there is a propriety in treating it otherwise than as an ordinary superlative.

There yet remains one word in the Atharvan, viz. *uttara*, whose treatment by the *pada-*text requires an exposition which the Prātiṣṭhākhyā omits. While *uttama* is always divided—thus, *ut-tama*—the comparative is variously treated, being sometimes divided and sometimes left without *avagraha*. The Vāj. Pr. (v. 2) takes special note of this irregularity, declaring a word formed with *tara* or *tama* not separable when opposed in meaning to ‘south;’ that is, when meaning ‘north’—this being, as we may suppose, another case of *saṃjñā*. This principle is so far followed in our text that the word is never divided when it has the meaning ‘north;’ but it is also left without *avagraha* in quite a number of passages* where it has its own proper signification ‘upper,’ or the naturally and regularly derived ones ‘superior,’ ‘remoter,’ or ‘later.’ I can only suppose that the true principle which should determine the separation or non-separation was misunderstood and misapplied by the constructors of our *pada-*text.

**मल्ली ॥ १७॥**

17. Also *mant.*

The illustrations chosen by the commentator from among the very numerous examples of this rule presented in the Atharvan text are *madhu-mat* (e.g. i. 34. 3) and *go-mat* (xviii. 3. 61). Exceptions are noted farther on, in rule 47.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 8) states the principle more broadly, including together all possessive suffixes; among them, most of those which form the subject of our next rule.

**वकाराली च ॥ १८॥**

18. Also a *taddhita* beginning with *v.*

The commentator cites as examples *atri-vat: vah: krimayah: hanmi: kanda-vat: jamadagni-vat* (ii. 32. 3), *ṛta-vānam* (vi. 36. 1), *satiya-vānam* (iv. 29. 1, 2), *aṣva-vān* (vi. 68. 3), *uṇi-vam* (viii. 6. 9), *keça-vāḥ* (viii. 6. 23), *mārtu-vatsam* (viii. 6. 26), *d-vayam* (viii. 6. 26), and *vādhū-yam*

---

* They are as follows: iii. 5. 5, iv. 22. 6, v. 28. 10, vi. 16. 4; 118. 3; 134. 2, viii. 2. 15, xi. 8. 18, xii. 1. 54.

† The MS. next gives *rāṣataḥ*, which I have not succeeded in identifying with any word in the Atharvan text.
excluded by the very form of the rule itself from falling under its operation, suggests as the true reading and interpretation of the rule tara-tamapoh, ‘tara and tama when unaccented,’ giving to the indicatory letter p the same force which it has as appended to the same suffixes by Pāṇini (e.g. v. 3. 65, 67). My copy of the manuscript, indeed, gives me everywhere taratatamapoh; but, considering the small difference between y and p when hastily formed, I cannot be confident that the Hindu scribe did not mean to write the latter letter. But, in the first place, I find it very hard to admit that our Prātiṣṭhakhyā would thus use an indicatory letter as an essential and determinative part of one of its rules, without giving anywhere any explanation of its value. Other such appendages to a suffix, corresponding with those which Pāṇini employs, are, it is true, elsewhere found in the treatise: thus we have (iv. 20) tātīl, where the l indicates that the syllable preceding the suffix has the accent; also matu, matu, and vasu, whose appended u is intended to show that the suffix receives an augment (āgama) u in the strong cases, and takes the feminine ending i; and the particles u and su are called, with Pāṇini, vu and sus, to distinguish them from the exclamation u and the case-ending su: but the appended letters are nowhere used as significant. Again, we should expect that the p, if used at all, would be applied to each suffix, and that the rule would read tarapatamapoh (compare Pāṇ. i. 1. 22), which is certainly not its form in the manuscript. Finally, the admission of the indicatory letter, with its Paninean signification, would not make the rule complete and accurate, as stating the usage of our pada-text with regard to the suffixes in question; for, on the one hand, we have ratham-tara (e.g. viii. 10. 13), and the prepositional comparatives pra-taram (e.g. v. 1. 4), vi-taram (v. 12. 4), and sam-taram (vii. 16. 1); and, on the other hand, there are cases in which the unaccented endings are not separated from the themes to which they are attached, and one of these cases is even noted and specified by the commentator. The latter’s discussion of the rule is fuller than usual, as he seems, for once, to feel the necessity of doing something to supply the deficiencies of his text; but his effort is only partially successful, and moreover, his language is so mutilated by the manuscript that I can make it out but imperfectly. He first asks why the separation of tara and tama is not made also in katarā and katamā, yatarā and yatamā (to which we may add ītara and āntara), and answers netāuche [nāi ‘tātu stas?] tara-tamāv anyāv etāv akārādī pratyayāv: āṅgasyā ‘trā “dimātram u cīyate lupyate param: svarādī pratyayāv etāv padatevaṁ nā ‘tra cīyate; ‘these are not tara and tama, but other suffixes, commencing with a [viz. ātara, atama]: in the derivatives in question, the first portion of the theme remains, but the last is dropped [i.e. yatara = y + atara etc.]: these are two suffixes with initial vowel: capability of standing as separate padas is not taught of them.’ This distinction of the suffixes as applied to pronominal roots from those applied to other themes is evidently artificial and false: the difference is that the roots themselves are not, like derivative themes, detachable from the suffixes appended to them—as we have seen to be the case under the two preceding rules. The commentator, changing his subject, then goes on to say gotamaḥ pratishedko vaktavyah; ‘the
Perhaps godhá (iv. 3. 6); but to what the first item in the enumeration refers, I have not succeeded in discovering.

The kindred suffix dā remains always attached to the theme to which it belongs.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 27) forbids the separation of dhā from a numeral, but allows it in other cases: it would read caturdhā, aśhitodhā, etc., in pada. The usage of the Rik pada-text also does not entirely correspond with that of the Atharvan in regard to the same suffix: thus the former has bahudhā, while the latter separates bahu-dhā.

14. Also trā, when it ends in ā.

The commentator's examples are deva-trā: ca: kṛṣṇa (v. 12. 2), and puru-trā: te: vanvatām (vi. 126. 1); and his counter-examples, of trā inseparable, are yatra: devāh: amṛtām (ii. 1. 5), and tatra: amṛtāvāya: cakṣhinām (v. 4. 3).

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 9) declares trā separable, and, as our treatise might just as well have done, regards tra as excluded by the designation of the form of the separable suffix as trā. The usage of the Rik pada is also the same with that taught in our rule. Doubtless it is the character of the forms to which tra is attached, as being pronominal roots, that prevents its separation from them, rather than anything in the suffix itself. The ablative suffix tas is not separated, even when it follows a word having an independent status in the language, as in abhitas.

15. Also thā, when it is combined with a polysyllable.

The commentator's examples are rtu-thā: vi: caksate (ix. 10. 26), nāma-thā: sa: manyeta (x. 8. 7); and his counter-examples are adha: yathā: naḥ (xviii. 3. 21), and tathā: tat: aqne (v. 29. 2). Here, again, it is evidently not the length of the words to which the suffix is appended, as monosyllables or polysyllables, that determines its separability, but the character of the former as pronominal roots and of the latter as nominal themes.

The Vāj. Pr. (v. 12) details the words after which thā is separable.

16. Also tara and tama.

The commentator cites, as instances of these suffixes with separable character, mādhoh: asmi: mādhu-taraḥ: mādhuḥḥāḥ: mādhumat-taraḥ (i. 34. 4), ut-tamah: asi: oṣhadhinām (e. g. vi. 15. 1), ahām: asmi: ya-cah-tamaḥ (vi. 39. 3), and nṛṇa: ca: bhāgavat-tamaḥ (ii. 9. 2). He adds, according to his usual method of introducing counter-examples: taratamayoh iti kim arthām, 'why does the rule say tara and tama?' and gives the counter-examples aṣvatarasya (iv. 4. 8) and aṣvatarāyāḥ (viii. 8. 22). The citation of these words in this manner, as if they were
the first four books of the text, we have, upon the one hand, \textit{rta-projāta}, madhu-saṁdṛṣṭa, vi-āyama, prati-ahikaranā, mushka-ābarka, brahma-saṁcita, su-saṁhata, spaṁna-ahikaranā, ā-utsāryam, ā-uyukham, ā-yan- 
-pratarama, civa-abhimargaṇa, akṣa-parājaya, and avya-abhidhāni; and, 
on the other hand, sarūpa-kṛta, sarūpaṃ-karani, spaṁna-kiṣaṇa, viśkan-
dha-dūshaṇa, spaṁna-han, abhimāti-jit, abhiṣasti-pā, saṁkalpa-kulmaṇa, 
aṅghoṭra-hut, ākūtī-pra, āvāra-eshin, viṣesha-kṛta, abhibhūti-ojas, and 
abhimāti-sahā. And in the rare cases where three independent words 
are fused into a compound by a single process, the last one is separated 
from the other two: such are \textit{nagha-rishā} and \textit{itiha-āśa} (xv. 6. 4). It 
will be difficult, I think, to find any interpretation for our rule which 
shall make it other than a bungling and inaccurate account of the 
phomena with which it professes to deal. To connect anīṅgama in 
construction with \textit{pūrveṇa}, and translate 'the former member is separated 
from the rest when it is an indivisible word,' although it would satisfy 
well enough the requirements of the instances given by the comment-
ator, would only throw us into new difficulties, for it would require us 
to read \textit{sa-rūpākṛta} as well as \textit{sa-antardeṣa}, \textit{su-parṇasuvana} (v. 4. 2) as 
well as \textit{su-kṣhetriyā}, and the like.\* 

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item The best way, it seems to me, of saving the credit of our Prātiṣṭākhya as 
regards its treatment of the subject of double composition in these two rules, will be 
to regard rule 10 as equivalent to Vāj. Pr. v. 7; understanding upajāte as meaning 
simply 'added to,' whether by prefix or suffixion, and pareṇa as signifying 'the 
later (i. e. the last added) constituent;' and then farther, taking rule 12 to be added 
in limitation of 10, and to mean: 'when, however, the added constituent is inap-
able of being separated, the division remains as before.' It might well enough be 
thought that, in such cases of prefixion as \textit{vira-han} (from \textit{vira-han}), or in such 
cases of suffixion as \textit{su-vira-ta}, \textit{uddhāya}, pari-vatsaraṇa, \textit{vi-irte}, etc., the addition 
of another element virtually fused the prior compound into one word, and would 
be understood as annulling its division by \textit{asagraha}, unless some direction was 
given to the contrary. This interpretation, however, would be contrary to the 
authority of the commentator, would require us to understand \textit{pareṇa} and \textit{pūrveṇa} 
in a different from their usual sense, and would convict rule 11 of being an inter-
polation, made since the misinterpretation of rule 10.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
12. If the appended member is indivisible, the former member is separated.

This rule is very obscure, and I am far from feeling confident that my translation rightly expresses its meaning. The manuscript readings of its first word, in text and in comment, vary between aningena, atingena, and amigena. If the word really means 'immovable,' i.e. 'indivisible, inseparable,' we should expect rather aningyena (compare tūga in rule 76, below); and possibly the latter may be the true reading: but as tūga also is an acknowledged word, having the meaning 'movable,' I have not ventured to alter the form presented by the manuscript. As I have rendered it, the rule would appear to mean only that when to a word already compounded an inseparable appendix, for instance a suffix, was added, the division would remain as before—as in su-viratāyā, pra-pudābhyaṃ, and the like—but this is a perfectly simple case, and one which hardly calls for especial attention and determination. The commentator's exposition is as follows: aningena 'pajāte: anigena viva-
shalakshākṣaṇena avikṛśhitena; dvayok samāāye jāte pūrvenā 'vagrago bhavati;' 'when a word is farther compounded with an indivisible—that is to say, with a modificatory appendage which is not taken apart—and there arises a doubt between two, separation is made of the former.' My translation of the rule is founded upon my (somewhat questionable) interpretation of this paraphrase. The cited illustrations, however, do not at all support it; they are su-kahetriyā: su-gātuyā (iv. 33. 2), saha-
sūktavākā (vii. 97. 6), sa-antardeśāḥ (ix. 5. 37), and su-projāh (iv. 11.
3). The last three of these are plain cases of separation of the constituent last added from the rest of the compound; the first two are less unequivocal, since we should rather regard the suffix yā as added to suksheṣṭra and sugātu, and the more natural division as being suksheṣ-
tri-yā, sugātu-yā;* but neither is yā an aningyena suffix, as is shown by the next following word, vasu-yā, and the others detailed in rule 30, below. The commentator adds a verse of farther exposition, but this also throws no additional light upon the matter in hand: it is dev yatə 
vagrahasthāne pūrvena 'ti pareṇa vā: pūrvena 'vagrahastatra suksheṣtri-
ṣaṃantardeśāḥ suprajāc ca nidārṣeṇam; 'where there are two places for separation by avagraha, either of the former or of the latter member of a compound, separation is there to be made of the first member: instances are suksheṣtriyā, sāṃantardeśāḥ, and suprajāh.' I do not see how this statement can be accepted as a correct one; for, of the compounds consisting of more than two members, the last is even more often separated from the first two than from the first two from the last two: the point of division being, except in a very few cases of which the treatise takes special note, determined by the history of the double or triple compound, upon the principle distinctly laid down in the Vāj. Pr., that the member last added is the one which must be separated. Thus, in

* The Rīk pada (i. 97. 2) actually reads sugātu-yā, although it divides su-kahetriyā like our own text.
The instance which the commentator selects for illustrating this rule is prajapatisrṣṭaḥ (x. 6. 19). The word prajā is itself divisible as a compound—thus, pra-ji (e. g. vii. 35. 3); upon farther adding pati, the former division is given up in favor of that between the old compound and its added member, and we have prajā-pati (e. g. ii. 34. 4); and a similar addition and removal of the pause of separation gives us prajā-pati-srṣṭaḥ: while we might have, did the words occur, the yet farther change prajapatisrṣṭaḥ-iva, or prajapati-srṣṭi-bhiḥ, and prajapati-srṣṭi-bhiḥ-iva. In no compound is the separation by avagraha made at more than one point, and it is always the member last appended which is entitled to separation.

The form of the corresponding rule in the Vāj. Pr. (v. 7) is vastly preferable to that of our own. That treatise says “in the case of a compound composed of several members, separation by avagraha is made of the member last added.” This puts the matter upon its true basis, and accounts for the usage of the pada-text-makers both where they separate the latter member, and where they separate the former member, from the rest of the compound. We shall see below (rule 12) that the treatment by our Prātiśākhyā of the separation of a former member is very obscure and imperfect.

मुप्रायचि च ॥ १२॥

11. Also in suprāvyā.

That is to say, in the word specified the last member is separated from the rest of the compound, and not the first, as would be more in accordance with the general analogies of the system of separation. The passage, the only one in the Atharvan where the word occurs, is quoted by the commentator: supra-avyā: yājamanāya (iv. 30. 6). Su-prāvi is divided in the same manner by the pada-text of the Rig-Veda (e. g. i. 34. 4): it is of obscure derivation and meaning, and whether the etymology of it which is implied in its analysis as made by the Hindu grammarians is correct, is at least very doubtful. But whether composed of su-pra-avi or su-pra-vi, we should expect the pada-text to write it su-prāvi or su-prāvi, and it is the recognition of its anomalous division which has caused it to be made the subject of a special rule. The commentator adds a verse about it, which, however, appears to deal rather with its accentuation than its division: avateḥ prapūresaya [suprapūreśaya?] tācābaḥ [yacābaḥ?] svarītaḥ parah: suprāvi ’ti tītiya-yāḥ kshāipraḥ candraśi svaryate.

The Atharvan reading suprāvyā is at any rate established by this rule, against suprāvyā, which the Rik (x. 125. 2) offers, and which the connection also appears to require. Possibly the form implies an explanation of the word which seems suggested by the first line of the verse just quoted, as if from the root av, with the prefixes su and pra, and with the added desiderative suffix ya, ‘with desire to show propitious favor.’ Such an explanation, of course, would be futile, being sufficiently disproved by the accent alone.
The *avagraha*, or pause of separation between the two parts of a compound word, is defined by two of the Prātiṣṭhākyas (as has been already remarked, in the note following iii. 74) as having the length of a mora. From here to the end of section II (rule 72), the treatise is occupied with rules for its employment or omission. And, in the first place, with however many prepositions a verbal form may be compounded; it is always the first of them that is separated from the rest of the compound by *avagraha*. The commentator gives us as examples the same series of words which we had under rule 2, above, only prefixing to them *upa-āvāti* (ix. 6. 53).

8. In *yātumāvat*, also, the former constituent is separated by *avagraha*.

I interpret this rule according to the explanation of the commentator, who regards *pūreṇa* as implied in it, by inference from the preceding rule. It comes in rather awkwardly here, as only prepositions have been contemplated, thus far in the chapter, as former constituents of compounds. The commentator adds an exposition of the matter, which is, however, too much corrupted and mutilated for me to restore and translate: it reads *matvarthe vāyam nāvacchāhdo manuṣām rakṣya vokārāh akārāgamah*. The word is apparently regarded as being *yatu-mant*, with an added suffix *vant*, and the rule is designed to teach us that, instead of being divided *yātumāvat*, as we might expect, it is to read *yātu-māvat*—as our *pada* manuscripts do in fact present it to us. The word occurs only at viii. 4. 23.

9. Separation by *avagraha* takes place also in a compound.

The *ca* in the rule evidently continues the implication simply of *avagraha* from rule 7, and the connection of the text casts upon *yātumāvat* the suspicion of being an interpolation. A corresponding precept, *samāsa vagrahah*, is by the Vāj. Pr. set at the head of its chapter upon the use of *avagraha* (v. 1).

The commentator cites, as examples of separable compounds, *upa-kutah* (e. g. i. 1. 4), *bhūri-dhāyasam* (i. 2. 1), *bhūri-varpasam* (i. 2. 1), and *bhūri-dhanah* (vii. 60. 4). Whether such words as the first of these, or the participles of compounded verbs, should be regarded as falling under the designation *samāsa*, appears to me doubtful, as they present the closest analogies with the verbs from which they come. I have included them with verbal forms in filling up the *ganas* of rules 3 to 5.

10. When a compound is farther compounded with an appended member, the latter constituent is separated.
and ूप: प्रा: अगत् (i. 28, 1). The third is a case having no proper analogy with the others, since ॐ is not at all a verbal prefix; I have taken no account of it in drawing out the above statement.

पूर्वपालिविख्यासाम्यादिपु II Ḍ II

4. In अभिविपात्यामि etc., the former preposition is disjoined.

The cases falling under this rule—those of a preposition retaining its accent and independence before another preposition which is itself made proclitic and combined with a following accent verb—have been detailed in the preceding note. The commentator quotes four of them, viz. यथादि: ते: अभिविपात्यामि (xii. 1. 33), मनाति: अभिविपात्यामि (iii. 21. 5), यथादि: सा: अभिविपात्यामि (v. 19. 4), and यथादि: विस्मृति: अभिविपात्यामि (vi. 34. 4). The examples, as in sundry cases elsewhere, are wanting in variety.

वीनार्थिर्यथार्थाति II Ṭ I

5. In यथादि: अभिविपात्यामि etc., the preposition is also disjoined from the verb.

This rule applies to such of the cases detailed in the note to rule 3, above, as show an accented and independent preposition immediately before an accent verb. The commentator instances समान्ति: यथादि: अभिविपात्यामि (ii. 1. 5), अभिविपात्यामि: तस्माति (ix. 9. 2), यथादि: अभिविपात्यामि: पौरि: (x. 7. 25), समान्ति: अभिविपात्यामि: पौरि: (iv. 10. 2), and पौरि: भुमिका: ज्वालाय (xii. 2. 3). The citation of the last passage seems to imply that the commentator regarded भूमिका as a verbal form, from the root भृत्; but he can hardly, except in the forgetfulness of a moment, have been guilty of so gross a blunder.

एवर्षीर्युक्ति प्रत्यक्षार्थ सिद्धान्त II Ṭ I

6. अथ and बक्ष्या are disjoined, owing to the determination of the protracted vowel.

That is to say, if I do not misapprehend the meaning of the rule, owing to the recognition of the final syllable of each word as a protracted one. To what end the precept is given, unless the words referred to (x. 2. 28 and xi. 3. 26, 27) have an irregular accent on the protracted syllable, I do not see. If accented, they would have a right, by the first rule of this chapter, to combination with the preceding preposition; but, the present rule virtually says, they are seen to lose this right upon a recognition of the fact that the accented vowel is protracted, and that its accent is therefore of an anomalous character. It has been already noticed (under i. 105) that a part of our manuscripts accent बक्ष्या in the latter of the two passages referred to; not one gives an accent to अथ, in either case of its occurrence.

पूर्वपालिवर्गः II Ḍ I

7. The former preposition is separated by avagraha.
Of *adhi*, with an ablative case (or, rarely, an ablative adverb), ii. 7. 3. viii. 9. 4 (bis). ix. 5. 6; 9. 18. xiii. 1. 42; 3. 2. xix. 56. 1; with a locative case (or locative adverb), i. 3. 6; 32. 4. i. 1. 5. viii. 9. 19. ix. 5. 4. 8; 9. 2; 10. 7. x. 7. 1. 12; 8. 41. xi. 7. 8. 9. 14. xii. 3. 36. xiii. 1. 37; 3. 6. 18. xiv. 1. 1; 2. 48. xviii. 4. 3: *anu* with an accusative, ii. 34. 3. vii. 9. 7. 3; 122. 1. vii. 9. 12. x. 5. 25–35. xi. 8. 11. 19–22. 24. 27. xii. 2. 21. xiii. 2. 40; 3. 1. xv. 6. 1–9; 9. 1; 14. 1–12. xviii. 4. 28. xix. 16. 6; 44. 10: *antar* with a locative, i. 13. 3: *abhi*, with an accusative, i. 21. 5. iv. 1. 3. v. 19. 4. vi. 34. 4. vii. 4. 2. 4; 3. 9. ix. 10. 6. xii. 1. 29. 33; 3. 8. 12. 30. 52. xvii. 3. 2;* with an ablative, vii. 6. 22;* with a locative, xviii. 3. 40: *a* with a locative, xviii. 1. 59; *upa* with an accusative, i. 21. 1. 9. xix. 56. 3; *pari* with an ablative, i. 34. 5. x. 7. 25. xii. 3. 53.

But these prepositional or quasi-prepositional uses of the *upasarga* are of less importance to give in detail, because they are liable to occur in any part of the sentence, and their treatment as exceptions to the first rules of our chapter is a result of their accidental position in contact with a verb. There are other passages, considerably less numerous, where the prefixes, although evidently belonging to the verb, have an adverbial signification which is so far independent that they maintain their separate accent before an unaccented verb, or before another verbal prefix. The one most often thus treated is *abhi*, which is found before *pra* at iii. 1. 2; 2. 5. iv. 8. 2; 32. 7. xviii. 3. 73, and before other *upasarga* at i. 1. 3. vii. 4. 21: ix. 9. 3: *upa* occurs only before *pra,*§ at i. 28. 1. iv. 31. 1. vi. 37. 1. xvii. 2. 53: *a*, also before *pra* alone, at iii. 4. 5. vi. 35. 1. xvii. 4. 49: *upa*, at iv. 31. 7; 32. 5: *pari*, at iii. 2. 4: *ava*, at vi. 65. 1 (p. *ava* : *at-yutā* : *āvo* etc.): *anu*, at xii. 4. 26: *sam* (perhaps to be connected with the following instrumentals), at xviii. 2. 58: and *ud*, at xii. 1. 39—where, however, it is difficult not to believe the manuscript reading erroneous, and requiring amendment to *ut-anṛcāḥ*.

In a single phrase, *sām sām sravantu* (i. 15. 1. ii. 26. 3. xix. 1. 1), the preposition *sam*, being repeated for emphasis before the verb, is both times accented, and so is left uncombined. At vi. 63. 4, in a like repetition, there takes place a combination, with accentuation only of the former word—thus, *sām-sam : lt*, etc.; and, at vii. 26. 3, the repetition of *pra* is treated in the same manner.

A briefer, and, we should have supposed, a more acceptable manner of disposing of all the cases to which these three rules relate, would have been to prescribe that when an *upasarga* maintained its own accent before an accented verb or another *upasarga*, it did not undergo combination with them. Such exceptions to the general rules for combination are treated by the Vāj. Pr. in rules 5 to 10 of its sixth chapter.

The commentator's cited illustrations are *ihā : eva : abhi : vi : tanu* (i. 1. 3), *sām : sām : sravantu* (e. g. i. 15. 1), *sā : pra : sādhyā* (i. 24. 4).

* In some of these passages—viz. iii. 21. 5. xii. 3. 12; 30—the special connection of *abhi* with the noun is but the faintest, and the cases are hardly to be reckoned as belonging in this class.
† Here, too, the preposition belongs rather with the verb than with the noun.
‡ This is a combination unsupported by other passages, and hardly to be borne: for *abhi* is doubtless to be read *adhī*, with the Rig-Veda (x. 18. 3).
§ Except in the anomalous combination *upa : sandhyā*, at xviii. 4. 65.
separated from its verb, it yet, in the great majority of cases, belongs distinctly to the verb, and not to any noun. But, while this is true as a general rule, there are yet cases, in the Vedic as well as in the more modern classical Sanskrit, where the preposition has detached itself from the verb, and is to be construed more intimately with the object of the action. Even here, it more often follows the noun, as auxiliary to its case-ending, and so occupies an intermediate position between adverb and preposition, something like the German adverbs of direction in such phrases as aus dem Walde heraus, in den Wald hinein, or like the German an in ich blicke ihm an, as compared with the at in our nearly equivalent expression "I look at him." Whenever it happens that a preposition thus attached to a noun comes, in the construction of the sentence, to stand before an accented verb, or before another preposition which is connected with a verb, there arises an exception to the two foregoing rules, and such exceptions are made the subject of this and the two following rules: the first of them deals with such cases as grha'ân : upa : pra : sidâmì (iii. 12. 9), where the preposition is followed by another accented preposition and an unaccented verb, so that, by iv. 2, 7, we ought to have upa-prâsidâmì ; the second, with such as yâh : vîcârâ : abhi : vi-pâcyati (vi. 34. 4), where the following preposition loses its accent before the verb, and the same rules would require abhi-vi-pâcyati ; the third, with passages where a single preposition comes before an accented verb, and so ought to lose its own accent and enter into combination with it, so that we should have, instead of yé : âsatâh : pâri : jajñîrâ (x. 7. 25), pâri-jajñîrâ. The description which our rule gives of such uses of the prepositions is in near accordance with that of Pânini, who also (i. 4. 83-98) calls by the name karmapravacaniya (concerned with the setting forth of the object of the action) such prepositions as are used otherwise than in immediate connection with a verb. He likewise uses in the same connection (i. 4. 93) the term anarthaka, 'non-significant,' applying it, according to the scholiast's illustrations, to adhi and pâri when used after an ablative adverb—thus, kutah pâri, 'whence'—where they are unessential to the completeness of the sense. Whether the same term would be applied to the same prepositions when following a case, as an ablative or locative, I do not know; nor precisely how it is to be understood in our rule: the commentator gives no explanation of it, nor of anyayukta, nor does he assign his illustrations to the several items of specification which his text furnishes him.

The term anyayukta probably means 'belonging to another verb,' but such cases are quite rare in the text: an instance of the kind intended is perhaps nîh astavánâsyâ pâtaya (i. 8. 3), where the preposition nîh belongs to the verb pâtaya, and not to the intervening participle, to which it would otherwise be attached, with loss of its own accent. Pânini's karmapravacaniya is comprehensive enough to include all the cases to which our rules apply.

In filling up the genus of our treatise, and giving all the cases of a preposition preceding a verb, but not placed in accentual and compositional relations with it, I shall include together all that would fall under this and the two following rules, since they evidently form a single class, and are only formally distinct from one another:
ing no special reference to such ambiguous words, means to regard them as to all intents and purposes actual upasargas, is altogether probable. As counter-example, to show that the preposition is not compounded with the verb when the latter is unaccented, the commentary offers yātū-dhāṇān : vi : lāpayá (i. 7. 2).

The rule of the Vāj. Pr. (v. 16) is to the effect that avagraha is used between a verb and a preceding preposition, when the latter is unaccented. This is in some degree a better form of statement, since the loss of accent in the preposition is rather the cause of its combination with the verb than the latter’s acquisition of a tone.

2. If there be more than one of them, they are compounded even with an unaccented verb.

If more prepositions than one are compounded with an unaccented verb, only one of them, the one next the verb, is accented, the others becoming proclitic. In such a case, the constructors of the pada-text have very properly combined all with the verb, instead of simply putting the prepositions together, since it is not the relation of the former to the latter preposition that costs the former its accent, but rather their common relation to the verb: we have not a compound preposition, but a duplicate verbal compound. A later rule (rule 7, below) teaches us that in such a combination the first of the prepositions is separated by avagraha from the rest.

The commentator gives as illustrations the compounds ut-āvasyati (ix. 6. 54), sam-ōcinuhva : anu-samprayāhi (xi. 1. 36), and upa-sampādānayāt* (xviii. 4. 50). He adds, as under the last rule, upasargavartīībicca, and illustrates with acha-ūvadāmasi (e.g. vii. 38. 3) and abhi-khīrknota (xii. 3. 37).

I do not find any corresponding precept in the Vāj. Pr., although the cases which it concerns are not such as would properly fall under the rule of that treatise already referred to.

3. Disjoined from the verb, however, are such as are used without significance, or to set forth the object, or such as are otherwise connected—namely, in the cases abhi vi tanu etc.

The Sanskrit language, much more than any other of the Indo-European family, has, throughout its whole history, maintained the upasargas or prepositions in their original and proper character of adverbal prefixes, directing the action of the verb itself, and not belonging especially to the object of that action, or immediately governing its case-relation. Even in the Vedic dialect, where the preposition admits of being widely

* The citation of this word here and under rule 7 shows that its true pada-form is as here given, and not as it has been noticed above (under iii. 79) that our pada-

MS. actually reads.
which is the subject of our first two sections, but leaving untouched the subject of our third section, or the restoration of words to their normal form in *pada*, which is not less indispensable than the other to the formation of the text. As regards the fourth section and its theme, the *krama*-text, their correspondences and relations will be set forth when we arrive at the place.

As was the case with the third section of the foregoing chapter, our commentary offers us here a long introduction, containing about twenty *ślokas*, to the subject of the chapter. It is prefaced with the following words: *samāśavo graha vigrahaṁ pada ṣat̄ha vāca chaundasi cākūṭayanaḥ: tathā vakṣhyāmi catuṣṭayāṁ padaṁ nāmākhyātopasarganipāṭānāṁ;* "as Cākūṭayana has set forth for the Vedas the combination, division, and disjunction of words in *pada*, so will I set forth the quadruple word—noun, verb, preposition, and particle." Next follows a definition of each of these four classes of words, and then an exposition of the rules according to which they are to be regarded as compounded with one another, as they occur in the connection of continuous text, illustrations of the principles stated being drawn from the Atharvan text. Finally is given a list of the twenty *uṣpasargas* or prepositions, and a designation of their accentuation, which is also followed by a list of the *uṣpasarga-vṛttini*, or words which are treated as if they were prepositions—such as *ācāra, tirah, putrah, hiti*, etc. The verses are in one or two places very corrupt, and their precise meaning is sometimes doubtful; hence, in order not to interrupt the progress of our treatise by too long an interlude, I defer to an additional note, at the end of the work, a presentation of their text and an attempt to translate them.

उपसर्ग ग्राम्यातिनीदलनि समथने ॥ १ ॥

1. A preposition is compounded with a verb when the latter is accented.

This is the well-known usage of all the Vedie *pada*-texts, at least so far as they have been brought to general knowledge. With a true appreciation of the slightness of the bond which connects a verb with its prefix, the constructors of the disjoined text have ordinarily treated the two as independent words: unless, indeed, by the laws of accentuation of the sentence, the usually enclitic verb retains its accent, in which case the preceding preposition in turn loses its accent and becomes proclitic; and the two are then written together as a compound. The commentator cites, as instances of verbs thus compounded, *pari-yāti* (i. 1.1), *saṁ-ābharaḥ* (i. 9. 3), and *saṁ-srāvanti* (i. 15. 3). He adds, *uṣpasargavṛttiti-bhiṣ ca,* 'the same is the case with the words which are to be treated as if prepositions,' and cites *yām: arāte; purah-dhatsā* (v. 7. 2), and *yām: ami tī; purah-dadhire* (v. 8. 5). That our treatise itself, in mak-

* With the slight alteration of *yatho vāca* to *yathā ha*, we should have here three equal successive *padas* of a metrical verse: but the impossibility of forcing the last compound into any such metrical form, as a fourth *pada*, renders it very doubtful whether this is anything more than a curious coincidence, and whether the words are not meant for simple prose.
The signature of the chapter is as follows: 105: iti triyādvayaḥ. If its enumeration is to be trusted, our two lacunae (unless some parts of the introduction and postscript of section III are to be accounted as rules) have cost us nine rules.

CHAPTER IV.

Contents:—Section I. 1-2, combination of prepositions in pada-text with following verb; 3-6, exceptions; 7, separation by avagraha of such combinations; 8-12, do. of the constituents of compound words; 13-30, do. of suffixes of derivation from primitive words; 31-54, do. of case-endings from themes; 35-46, do. of other suffixes and constituents of compounds; 41, do. of ēva from the preceding word; 42-46, do. of the constituents of words doubly compounded.

Section II. 47-48, absence of avagraha before suffix mant etc. in certain cases; 49-50, absence of division by avagraha of certain copulative compounds; 51-54, do. of other compounds; 55, do. of vṛddhi derivatives from compound words; 56, do. of compounds with the negative prefix; 57-72, do. of other compounds and derivatives.

Section III. 73-77, general rules for restoration in pada-text of original or normal forms of words; 78, their application in krama-text also; 79-93, rules for restoration in certain cases and classes of cases; 94-100, exceptions.

Section IV. 101-109, necessity of the krama-text and of its study; 110-126, rules for construction of krama-text.

Our three preceding chapters have covered the whole ground which a comparison of the other treatises shows it to have been the bounden duty of a Prātiṭīkhyā to occupy, and in this final chapter are brought up matters which might have been left unhandled without detriment to the character of the work as a complete and comprehensive phonetic manual for the school to which it belonged. Its first three sections, namely, teach the construction of the pada-text: whereas we have hitherto assumed this text as established, and have been taught how to construct the sanhitā upon its basis, we now look upon the body of traditional scripture from just the opposite point of view, and, assuming the sanhitā, receive directions for forming the pada from it. No other of the kindred treatises thus includes in its plan the construction of the pada-text; the Vāj. Pr. is the only one which takes up the matter at all: devoting, indeed, the whole of one of its chapters, the fifth, to an exposition of the rules determining the use or omission of the avagraha, or pause of separation between the two parts of a compound word,
The corresponding rules of the other Prátiçákhyas have been referred to above (under rule 93).

The physical explanation of the effect of the sounds mentioned in these two rules to prevent the lingualization of the nasal is obvious: they are all of them such as cause the tongue to change its position. When this organ is once bent back in the mouth to the position in which the lingual sibilant, semivowel, and vowels are uttered, it tends to remain there, and produce the next following nasal at that point, instead of at the point of dental utterance; and it does so, unless thrown out of adjustment, as it were, by the occurrence of a letter which calls it into action in another quarter.

पद्नावर्तिते च || २५ ||

95. Or of a word, unless it be ā.

As an example of prevention of the lingualization of ṇ by the interposition of a word or words, even though composed only of such sounds as would not in the same word produce such an effect, the commentator gives us pari me gām anēshata (vi. 28. 2). As an illustration of the specified exception, that ṇ may so intervene, and the conversion yet take place, he gives paryānaddham (xiv. 2. 12: p. pari-ānaddham), which is, I believe, the only case of the kind afforded by the text.

The construction of the other rules relating to this general subject in the remaining Prátiçákhyas is not such as to require them to make the restriction here taught. Pāṇini, however, takes due note of it (viii. 4. 38), but omits to except the preposition a, so that (unless he makes the exception by some other rule which I have not observed) he would read paryānaddha.

तुविस्तम् || २५ ||

96. Note tuvishtamah.

This word occurs only once in the Atharvan, in a passage cited by the commentator, as follows: indraḥ patis tuvishtamah (vi. 33. 3). The pada-text reads tuvi-tamah, so that there takes place, as the commentator says, an inorganic insertion of s (sakāragamah). The same word is found more than once in the Rig-Veda, but is written by the pada-text tuvih-tama, so that there is nothing irregular in the sañkhitā form, and it requires and receives no notice from the Rik Prátiçákhyā. It is a legitimate matter for surprise to find the rule thrust in in this place, in connection with a subject to which it stands in no relation whatever: we should expect to meet it in the second chapter, along with rules 25 and 26 of that chapter, or after rule 30, or elsewhere. Its intrusion here, and the indefiniteness of its form, cannot but suggest the suspicion of its being an interpolation, made for the purpose of supplying an observed deficiency in the treatise.

The commentator, after citing the passage containing the word, goes on to say: sañkhitāyam ity eva: tuviṭamā iti tuviṭamah. 1 anadhikāre

1 The MS. writes, in every case, tuviṭama in the commentary, but doubtless only by a copyist's error.
The commentator offers the two following examples: \textit{vṛtraṅghaḥ stomaḥ} (iv. 24.1), and \textit{indrena vṛtraṅgha medī} (iii. 8.2); and the counter-example \textit{rakshobhanāṁ vājinām} (viii. 3.1), which has already figured as example under rule 76 above. Unless \textit{sparśyaṭṭha}, in rule 89, meant only ‘combined with a following mute,’ which is very unlikely, the present precept is superfluous, as merely specifying a case already sufficiently provided for elsewhere.

Pāṇini (viii. 4.22) looks at this matter from the opposite point of view, and teaches that the \textit{n} of \textit{han} is lingualized whenever it is preceded by a. The Tātt. Pr. (xiii. 15) mentions the case along with others, in a comprehensive rule.

\textit{चुम्बादीनाम्} || १२ ||

92. Nor that of the root \textit{kshubh} etc.

This, again, is coincident with one of Pāṇini’s rules (viii. 4.39), and, so far as \textit{kshubh} is itself concerned, is out of place in the Prātiṣṭhākhyā of the Atharva-Veda: for not only does this Veda contain no derivatives from the root to which it should apply (we find only \textit{vicukshubhē} [vii. 57.1] and \textit{kshobhānā} [xix. 13.2]), but also, if such forms as \textit{kshubhānti} (which the commentator gives as an example under the rule), \textit{kshubhānṛtah} etc., did occur, their reading would be sufficiently determined by rule 89, above. The commentator fills up the \textit{gana} with \textit{parinṛtyaṇṭya riva} (x. 7.43), \textit{madhunā prāpinīḥ} (xii. 3.41), and \textit{pari vṛtyantai keśinīḥ} (xii. 5.48): to these are to be added other forms of the root \textit{nart} after \textit{pari} and \textit{pra}, and forms of \textit{nab} after \textit{pra}—as already noted, under rule 79.

\textit{व्यविग्नाय शस्त्रिन्} || १३ ||

93. Nor when there is intervention of \textit{c}, \textit{s}, or \textit{l}.

The instances cited in the commentary are \textit{kah prṣṇim dhenu}m (vii. 104.1), \textit{garbhe antar adṛtyamāṇoḥ} (x. 8.13), and \textit{savitā prasavāṇām} (v. 24.1). For the intervention of \textit{l}, no case is brought up, nor do the Rik Pr. and Tātt. Pr. make any account of this semivowel as ever coming in to hinder the conversion of the nasal. The Vāj. Pr., however, does so, and cites an instance, \textit{nirjarjalpena} (in which, however, there is intervention also of a palatal). The latter treatise (iii. 94) and the Tātt. Pr. (xiii. 15) throw together into one this rule of ours and the one next following: the Rik Pr. gives a separate precept answering to each (R. Pr. v. 21, r. 44, 42, ecclix, ecclxi).

\textit{चत्तर्वर्गिणि} || १४ ||

94. Or of palatal, lingual, or dental mutes.

The commentator gives the examples \textit{upe ‘ho ‘paparcāna ‘amin gos-tha upa prṣṇa nah} (ix. 4.23), \textit{resdayā ‘nān} (xi. 1.20: this, however, is no example under the rule), \textit{yathā ‘so mitravardhanāḥ} (iv. 8.6), and \textit{tāmin vartaniḥ} (vii. 21.1).
would be excluded by absence from the ānās to which alone the precept applies; the other, pra ḍhānāvah siṣrāte (xiii. 2. 46), cannot be forced under any rule that has been laid down.

The Rik Pr. (v. 22, r. 49, cclxvi) and Vaj. Pr. (iii. 91) also note ḍhānu as a word whose nasal is not subject to be changed to a lingual.

| परिहिनाति || 88 ||

88. Nor that of the root hi after pari.

The Atharvan text furnishes but one such case, which the commentator quotes: it is parihinomi medhayā (viii. 4. 6). As counter-example, the commentator brings up pra hiṇomi dhram (xii. 2. 8); but here, as well as in the other cases where the forms of the same verb exhibit a lingualized nasal after pra, the pada-text also (by iv. 95) shows the same. A strict application of rule 79, then, to the nasal only of a root itself, would render this rule also unnecessary.

The Rik Pr. (v. 22, r. 80, cclxvi) has a corresponding precept.

| पदात्स्यपरिहिनान | 89 ||

89. Nor a final a, nor one conjoined with a mute.

The commentator's illustrative instances are pūshan tava vratē (vii. 9. 9), samākrandanaḥ (v. 20. 9), and pāgo granthīḥ (ix. 3. 2). To the first part of the rule would need to be made the exceptions noted at iv. 99, but that, by the operation of that precept, they are made to read in pada as in sanhitā, and so are withdrawn from the ken of the Prātiṣṭhākaḥya.

The first part of this rule is included in the general precept for the conversion of a as given by the Rik Pr. (v. 20, r. 40, cclvii), which adds later (v. 22, r. 47, cclxiv) that the a is not altered if combined with y or a mute. The Vaj. Pr. also divides the two parts of our precept (iii. 88, 92), but specifies only a dental mute as preventing the conversion of the nasal by combination with it. The Tāitt. Pr. (xiii. 15) includes in one rule this of ours and also 91, 93, and 94 below.

| नाष्टः प्रात्स्य || 90 ||

90. Nor that of the root nas, when it ends in sh.

This rule is precisely the same with one of Pāṇini (viii. 4. 36), and it belongs rather to the general grammar than to a Prātiṣṭhākaḥya of the Atharvan, since our text does not furnish a single case to which it should apply. The examples which the commentator gives are in part those which are found also in Pāṇini's scholia: they are pranashṭah, pari-nashṭah, nirnashtaḥ, and durnashtaḥ. A counter-example, durnaṃcid aroṅk (v. 11. 6), he is able to bring up from the Atharvan.

| स्वर्लोकः चूलः || 91 ||

91. Nor that of the root han, when its vowel has been omitted.
The commentator instances but a single phrase in illustration of the rule, viz. pathibhiḥ pitṛyāṇāḥ (e.g. xviii. 1.54; p. pūḥ-yāṇāḥ). There is small reason to be seen for singling out this word in order to make it the subject of a special rule, and the same is true of those treated in the two following rules: they might all have been as well left to fall into the gana of rule 76.

84. Also that of durṇāman.

The commentator extracts from the text three of the passages in which this word occurs, viz. durṇāmanīḥ sarvāḥ (iv. 17. 5), durṇāma tatra mā gṛdhat (viii. 6. 1), and durṇāma ca suṇāma ca (viii. 6. 4). The pada writes duḥ-nāman.

85. Also after an r at the end of the former member of a compound.

The commentator’s examples are devayāṇāḥ pitṛyāṇāḥ (vi. 117. 3; the pada form of the word is everywhere pitṛ-yāna), pitṛyāṇāḥ svā iṣṭāḥ va ā rohayāni (xviii. 4. 1), and vr̥māṇāḥ nāma (xvi. 3. 5; p. vr̥-manāḥ). The text furnishes but a single other word falling under the rule, and that in the nineteenth book; viz. nṛpāna (xix. 58. 4).

It is worthy of note that Pāṇini has a rule (viii. 4. 26) which precisely corresponds with this, and that his scholiasts quote the same two words in illustration of it.

86. But not that of the root mā.

The commentator brings forward all the illustrations of the rule which the text contains—they are pra minantia janitrīna (vi. 110. 3), pra minantia bṛhadānī (xviii. 1. 5), and pra minati saṁgirīn (xviii. 4. 60)—excepting one in the nineteenth book, pra minantia bṛhadānī (xix. 59. 2). The rule itself is to be understood, it may be presumed, as giving exceptions to rule 79 above: yet the latter would seem to apply only to conversions of the nasal of a root itself, and not of the appended conjugal syllable.

The manuscript reads minantia instead of minati, and the final repetition of the rule before its successor is wanting.

87. Nor that of bhānta.

This rule is entirely superfluous. Of the two cases cited under it by the commentator, the first, citrabhāno (iv. 25. 3), could fall under no rule for lingualizing the dental nasal excepting 76, and from that it
under any of the other rules of the section. The statement might be put into the form of two rules, as follows:

\[ \text{The } n \text{ of } nāh \text{ is lingualized after } pra \text{ and } pari. \text{ As also, after } ācitr, urushya, gr̥hesu, \text{ and } siksha. } \]

Under the first rule, the cases would be i. 2. 2; 7. 3. ii. 4. 2. 6; 7. 3, 4. iii. 16. 3; 20. 2. 3. iv. 10. 6. v. 7. 3. vi. 37. 2. viii. 2. 1; 5. 5. xi. 2. 20. xii. 2. 13; 3. 55-60. xiv. 2. 67. xix. 34. 4. 5. Under the second, the passages are ācitr na ājjan (ii. 29. 3), urushya na urujman (vi. 4. 3: E. na), asamātiṁ gr̥hesu naḥ (vi. 79. 1: E. naḥ), upahāto gr̥hesu naḥ (vii. 60. 5: E. naḥ), and siksha no asmin (xviii. 3. 67). Where naḥ follows gr̥hesu, the edition reads both times naḥ, without conversion, although the manuscript authority for the lingual nasal is precisely what it is for the same after urushya. E. alone dissenting. At iv. 31. 2, a part of the manuscripts (P. M. W.) read senānir naḥ, but the edition properly follows the prevailing authority of the others (E. L. H.), and gives, with the Rig-Veda (x. 84. 2), naḥ. I have noted a single case where the Atharvan reads naḥ, while the Rik, in the parallel passage, has naḥ: it is vii. 97. 2 (RV. v. 42. 4).

It is altogether probable that a whole leaf, or a whole page, of the original of our copy of the text and commentary (or possibly, of the original of its original), is lost here, with as many as three or four rules. Fortunately, it is in the midst of the rehearsal of cases of a certain kind, which rehearsal can be made complete without the aid of the treatise: so that the loss is not of essential consequence.

81. Also that of nāyamasi, after punah.

The passage referred to is tām tvā punar nāyamasi (v. 14. 7): all our sahhitā manuscripts agree in giving the lingual nasal. Whether I have given the form of the rule correctly is not quite certain, a portion of it being lost altogether, as was pointed out in the last note.

82. As also that of the root nu.

The word to which alone the rule relates is punarnava (p. punah-nava), for which the commentator cites three passages, viz. candraṁca ca punarnavaḥ (x. 7. 33), yā rohantī punarnavāḥ (viii. 7. 8), and punar ā'gah punarnavaḥ (viii. 1. 20). The authors of our treatise, then, must have derived nava, 'now,' from the verbal root nu, 'to praise,' instead of from the pronominal word nu, 'now.'

83. Also in pūryāna.
(xviii. 3. 3: p. pari-niyamānām). Instances of a somewhat different character, where the preposition lingualizes the initial n of the root in sanhitā and not in pada, although in the latter text no avagraha separates the two words, have been already given above, under rule 76. The text presents us pranutta in like combinations also after váibháda (iii. 6. 7) and ágya (ix. 2. 12); and we have farther, in pada, su-praniti (e. g. v. 11. 5), and parañayátk (xviii. 4. 50). The initial n of a root is almost always cerebrализed by the preceding preposition in the Atharvan, even when (as at ii. 7. 1, ix. 2. 17, x. 4. 26, etc.) the augment intervenes: the only exceptions are the combinations of nabh with pra (vii. 18. 1, 2), and of nort with pari (e. g. iv. 38. 3) and pra (e. g. viii. 6. 11). It is unnecessary to detail, therefore, all the rather numerous instances of the change.

The cases forming the subject of this rule are not classified together by the other Prátiçakhyas.

प्रप्राप्यांभिन: || २० ||

80. Also that of ena, after pra and pard.

The commentator cites nearly all the examples which the text affords: they are praí'नन chrutí (x. 3. 2), práí'नन vrkhasya (iii. 6. 5: the same verse has, in its first pada, práí'नन nude), and paraí'नन devah (viii. 3. 16). As counter-example, to show that it is only after the two prepositions mentioned in the rule that ena exhibits the lingualization of its nasal, is farther cited pary enán pránah (ix. 2. 5).

Here follows a lacuna, apparently of considerable extent. Where this rule should be repeated, before the one next succeeding, we read praparódhāmernayānasv navatec ca; and the sequel shows that navatec ca is a rule by itself, while what precedes is the mutilated remnant of another. This, aided by the implication in navatec ca, and by the text, which offers us the passage to which the rule was evidently intended to refer, we are enabled to restore with tolerable certainty to its true form, as punar nayānasv: what has become lost in the interval, we can only conjecture. Perhaps the treatise next took note of another case which the text affords of the lingualization of the nasal of ena, viz. á jabhávári 'nám (v. 31. 10). Possibly there followed also a mention of the passage sarjan nir enasah (ii. 10. 8); but this is very questionable, as the reading itself is doubtful.† But it is beyond question that a part of the omitted passage had reference to the not infrequent change of the n of nabh in sanhitā into n after a lingual near the end of the preceding word: this is much too common to have been passed over without notice, and the class of cases is too large and distinct to have been thrown

---

* This is a case of entirely anomalous division and accentuation. We should expect upa-sanaparyánt, like am-anaprayáhi (xii. 1. 56) etc.; but the pada reads upa-sam: parañayánt, and all the sanhitā MSS. agree with it as regards the accent: it can hardly be otherwise than an error of the tradition: see below, under iv. 2.

† It is given by M. W. H. and i.; but P. (if I have not been careless enough to omit to note its reading) and E. have enasah, and the printed text has followed their authority.
Panini's rule, viii. 4. 7, is precisely coincident with this, and the illustrative citations of its scholiasts are in good part those which our commentator gives us, and which are all strange to the Atharvan: they are, as examples of the rule, prāhṇaḥ, purvāhṇaḥ, and, as counter-examples, nirāhṇaḥ, paryahṇaḥ, and durahṇaḥ. Our text has only the two examples aparāhṇaḥ (ix. 6. 46: p. aparā-ahṇaḥ) and sahasrāhṇyaḥ (e.g. x. 8. 18: p. sahasra-ahṇyaṁ), and furnishes no counter-examples at all, so that the rule evidently finds its justification in the observed phenomena of the general language, and not in those of the Atharva-Veda.

विभाषागमप्रातिपदिकालस्य II ५८ II

78. Also is liable to be changed the n of a case-ending, that of an āgama, and the final n of a prātipadika.

This rule is the exact counterpart in form of Panini's rule viii. 4. 11, and the technical terms which it contains are undoubtedly identical in meaning with those there given: āgama is an augment or inorganic insertion;* prātipadika is a theme of regular derivation, ending in a kṛt or taddhita suffix. The commentator's instances are as follows: for the case-ending ina, svarga na lokena (not in A.V.), varāhena prthivī samvidana (xii. 1. 48); for the āgama n, ati durgāni vicāvi (vi. 63. 1: p. duh-gāṇi); for the final of a theme, nāma 'nam ghnanti paryāyinā (vi. 76. 4: p. pari-āyinā).

The other treatises have nothing corresponding to this rule, which is, indeed, an unnecessary one, as a Pratīcākhyā usually takes the words of its text in their pada-form, without going farther back to enquire how they came to assume that form. Such a word as varāhena, where pada and sanhitā read, alike, is not regarded by the others as calling for any notice: those analogous with the other instances cited might have been ranked as falling under the preceding rule. Paryāyināḥ is, it may be remarked, the only word of its class which the text presents, excepting pravāhīnaḥ, in book xx (xx. 127. 2), and durgāni also stands alone in its class; nor have I noted a single instance of such a compound form as would be svaha-gena or duh-gena, where the alteration of the case-ending in the second word would be made in the reduction of pada to sanhitā.

उपसर्गार्दान्तोर्नासापदेः पृष्ठ II ५९ II

79. Also that of a root after a preposition, even in a separate word.

That is to say, even when the words are not connected together as parts of a compound. The commentator gives us a single instance where the cause of conversion stands nāṇāpade, and two in which it stands pārvapade; they are apah pra navati (ix. 6. 4), yā eva yajña āpah pratiyante (ix. 6. 5: p. pra-nilante), and jivām rthe syah parinilayamānām

* The Böhltingk-Roth lexicum, upon the authority of this rule, erroneously makes it signify 'suffix.'
The Rik Pr. introduces the same subject with a precept (v. 20, r. 40, ceclvii) which also includes our next rule and a part of 89 below. The leading rules of the Vāj Pr. (iii. 88) and Tātt Pr. (xiii. 8) are in close agreement with ours.

76. In ṛuγṛṣṇa etc., the same effect takes place after a cause which is contained in the former member of a compound.

The commentator paraphrases pūrvapadūṭ by the expression which, for the sake of clearness, has been substituted for it in translating, viz. pūrvapadastraṁ nimitattāt. His cited illustrations are ṛuγṛṣṇaḥ (vii. 28.1: p. ṛu-ṛuṣṇaḥ), sūtā grāṁanayāḥ (iii. 5.7: p. grāma-ṇayāḥ), rakṣah ṛṣamaṅgaṇaṁ ṛaṅginaṁ (viii. 3.1: p. rakṣah-ḥanam), brhaspatipraṇuttānām (viii. 8.19: p. brhaspati-praṇuttānām), praṛṣhadīṣya-praṇuttānām (xi. 10.19: p. praṛṣhadīṣya-praṇuttānām), and durnīhitāśtinīm (xi. 9.15: p. durnīhitā-śtinīm). The latter case, we should think, is one of somewhat ambiguous quality, since the form of the word, as given by the pada-text, there is nothing to show that dur stands in the relation of pūrvapada, or former member of a compound, to nīhitā, they being un-separated by avagrahā. The same objection lies against the two preceding instances; but also the much more serious one that they are examples properly belonging under rule 79, below, the converted n being that of a root after a preposition.

The other examples of the action of this rule afforded by the Atharvan text are parāyana (e.g. i. 34.3: p. pā-ra-ayana), vrshāyamāna (ii. 5.7: p. vrshā-yaṁmaṇa; the uttarapada is here a suffix of derivative conjugation), pārpaṇa (e.g. ii. 17.7: p. pari-paṇa), vrtrahaṇam etc. (e.g. iv. 28.8: p. vrtra-haṇam), dūrnāṣa (v. 11.6: p. duḥ-naṣa), triṇāman (vi. 73.4: p. tri-ṇaṁmaṇ), purunāman (vi. 99.1: p. puru-ṇaṁmaṇ), urunāsa (xviii. 2.13: p. uṛu-naṣa), and sahasraṇītha (xviii. 2.18: p. sahasa-raṇītha). We have also a few cases of a class analogous with the last one given by the commentator, where the principle is precisely the same, although, in the actual division of the words, the avagraha falls elsewhere than between the converting lingual and the nasal: they are suprapāṇa (iv. 21.7: p. su-prapaṇa; our pada-manuscript, to be sure, reads here, but doubtless only an error of the copyist, su-prapaṇa), suprāyana (v. 12.5: p. su-prāyana), and anuprapāṇa (vii. 73.6: p. anu-prapaṇa). Some other words, which would otherwise have to be noted under this rule, are made the subject of special precepts later in the section (rules 82–85).

The general rule of the Rik Pr., as already noticed, includes this of ours as well as the preceding. By the Vāj Pr. and Tātt Pr., the cases are stated in detail.

77. The n of ahan is changed after a former member of a compound ending in a.
he refers by name. He first says: asvarāṇi vyahjānāni svaravanti 'ty ānyatāreyah; „the consonants are destitute of accent: “they are accented,” says Ānyatāreyah.” Upon this point our treatise nowhere distinctly declares itself, but, as already noticed (under i. 55), its rules of syllabication may be naturally interpreted as implying that the consonant which is assigned to a particular syllable shares in the accentuation of its vowel. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 107) states this explicitly. Next we have: kim savādheḥ svaritam bhavati: pūrarūpam ity ānyatāreyah: uttararūpam caṅkhamitrīḥ; “what part of a combination is circumflexed (or accented)“ the former constituent,” says Ānyatāreyah; “the latter constituent,” says Caṅkhamitrī. In the absence of any illustrations, I am at a loss to see to what kind of combinations this question and its answers are to be understood as applying. Next follows a passage which we have had once before, in the commentary on i. 93 (see the note to that rule); it reads here as follows: kim akṣharasya svarya-mānasasya svaryste: arthāṃ hravasya padaśādhyasya ‘ty eke śāradam iti caṅkhamitrī akṣharasyaḥ śādvidhā na vidyate: yad yad viśvarīhavā. A renewed consideration affords me no new light upon this passage. Finally, we read gandharvacapadāntamāvagrahavīrtīshu mātrākālakālakāḥ, which appears to me to have to do with the determination of the length of the different pauses occurring in the recitation of the Veda; namely, the pauses at the end of a half-verse, between two words in the pada-text, between two parts of a divisible compound (also in pada-text), and where a hiatus occurs in sanātāḥ; but I have not succeeded in restoring any intelligible and consistent reading of the passage. The Vāj. Pr. (v. 1) and Rik Pr. (i. 6, r. 28, xxix) declare the pause of division of a compound, or the avagragha, to have the length of a mora; the Śat. Pr. (xxii. 13) recognizes four pauses (virāma): that at the end of a verse, that at the end of a pada or disjoined word, that of a hiatus, and that of a hiatus within a word (as pratīṣṭha); declaring them to have respectively the length of three moras, two moras, one mora, and a half-mora.

The signature of the pada or section is triśasvatā trīyāḥ padaḥ.

75. After r and ḫ, ṛ, and ṣh, within the limits of the same word, n is changed to n.

This rule is an adhikāra, or heading, indicating the subject of the section, and making known what is to be implied in the following rules. It might properly then, have been left by the commentator without illustration, like ii. 1. He prefers, however, to cite from the text the passages pari śṛṇthi pari dhēḥ vedim (vii. 99. 1) and pariśtanam id dhāviḥ (ix. 6. 2), which offer instances of the lingualization of the nasal; and he also adds kosaṇam and tōshaṇam, which are not Atharvan words. As counter-examples, to show that the nasal is converted only if the preceding cerebral is found within the same word, he gives svar navati; prātar navati, which are also fabricated cases; compare the similar ones in the scholia to Pāṇ. viii. 4. 1.
72. And even in the disjoined text, within the limits of the same word.

That is to say, in pada as well as in sanhitā, those unaccented syllables which follow in the same word a circumflex, whether independent or enclitic, are uttered at the pitch of acute; and they are correspondingly marked in the written texts. The commentator's examples are ृृः ृुः गृः गुः गृः (v. 13. 8) and ुः ृुः ृः (x. 2. 8): these are uttered and written ृृः ृुः गृः गुः । ककात्तिकामुः, and not ृृः ृुः गृः गुः । ककात्तिकामुः.

73. As well as where there is a separation of a compound into its constituents.

That is to say, again, the avagraha, or pause of division, does not interfere with the influence of a circumflex, any more than (by rule 69) with that of an acute, upon the following unaccented syllables. The commentator gives us the examples स्वान-वातिः (xii. 9. 15), स्वाह-वातिः (xviii. 1. 20), and ध्वन-वातिः (xii. 2. 26), which we are to read and write ृः तीः । स्वः । ध्वः । ध्वः । and not ृः तीः । स्वः । ध्वः ।

74. But the syllable immediately preceding a circumflex or acute is grave.

This rule applies only to those originally anudatta syllables which would otherwise, under the action of rule 71, be spoken with the udatta tone, as following a swarita. It is, as has been already pointed out, closely analogous in character with rules 65 and 70, above, and has a like theoretic ground. The commentator illustrates it by citing the passages ृजः ृजः ताः दादे कृत (x. 8. 41), ृजः ृजः भृजः ये (ii. 12. 2), and ृजः ृजः ृजः ये (ii. 12. 3), where the syllables ृजः, ृजः, and ृजः—which, though properly unaccented, would be pronounced at acute pitch, like their predecessors, by rule 71—are depressed to the level of grave, in preparation for the succeeding circumflex or acute. We write, accordingly, ृजः ृजः ृजः कृत। ृजः ृजः ृजः ये। ृजः ृजः ृजः कृत।

This rule is common to all the systems; compare Rik Pr. iii. 12 (r. 20, ccvii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 140, and Taix. Pr. xxi. 11.

As, at the beginning of this section, the commentator gave us an introduction to it, composed mainly of citations from unnamed sources, so here, at the end, he appends a postscript, chiefly made up of the dicta, upon points connected with accentuation, of authorities to whom

VOL. VII. 64.
A syllable originally grave remains grave before a following uddatta or svarīta, even though preceded by an uddatta, and hence, by the last rules, regularly entitled to the enclitic circumflex. The proclitic accent thus appears, in the estimation of the Hindu phonetists, to be more powerful than the enclitic, and the law which requires the voice to plant itself upon a low pitch in order to rise to the tone of acute or independent circumflex to be more inviolable than that which prescribes a falling tone in the next syllable after an acute. The commentator illustrates by citing gām na āpahi (i. 6. 4), yo asya vīrvajānmanah (xi. 4. 23), and asya sutasya svah (ii. 5. 2): the syllables na, as and vīr, and na and sya, which by rule 67 would be circumflexed, are by this rule reinstated in their anudatta character, and must be written with the anudatta sign below: thus, ग न नापाह: यो यो स्वज्ञभम्: ना स्वस्य स्वः.

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iii. 9 (r. 16, celli, last part), Vāj. Pr. iv. 135, and Tāitt. Pr. xiv. 31. Cases of occurrence of the accent called by the Vāj. Pr. tāṭhābbhāvyya (as noticed under the last rule) constitute in the other systems an exception, which is apparently not admitted by the school to which our Prātiśākhya belongs.

71. A grave following a circumflex has the tone of acute.

The position and relations of this rule in the accentual system have been sufficiently treated of in the note to rule 65. All the other treatises (R. Pr. iii. 11, r. 18, cccv; V. Pr. iv. 138, 139; T. Pr. xxi. 10) lay down the same principle, stating also distinctly what must be regarded as implied in our precept, that not only the single grave syllable which immediately follows the circumflex receives the acute utterance, but those also which may succeed it, until, by rule 74, the proximity of an acute or circumflex causes the voice to sink to the proper anudatta tone. The Rik Pr. and Tāitt. Pr. use the term praṇaya, 'accumulation, indefinitely extended number or series,' in describing this accent, the latter employing it in its ordinary sense, the former giving it as the name of the accent.

The commentator cites from the text, as instances, devir devār brhatt vīrvajānāvah (v. 12. 5), and māthīvī dharārā vīrājāṇah satpati (vii. 73. 4): each passage presents a whole praṇaya, or accumulated series, of syllables having the accent prescribed by the rule. Such syllables are, as has been already pointed out, left unmarked with signs of accentuation in the written texts, like the proper acute syllables whose tone they share: thus, देहिद्वये दुष्टिसर्वस्यविभिन्नः.

Next follow two rules, identical in form with rules 68 and 69 above, and, like them, prescribing the application of this principle in the pada-text also. They are covered by the same rules of the other treatises which have already been cited.
The term *vyāsa*, excepting here and in rule 72, is not met with anywhere in the Hindu grammatical language. Our commentator, according to his usual custom, spares himself the trouble of giving any explanation of it, or even of replacing it in his paraphrases by a less unusual synonym. The instances adduced, however, in illustration of the rules, and the general requirements of the sense, show clearly that it means the disjoined or *pada* text. By their *adhikāra* (ii. 1), all rules in the second and third chapters should apply only to the *sahāta*, or combined text; hence it must here be specifically taught that in *pada*, as well as in *sahāta*, the syllable following an acute is enclitically circumflex, if the latter be in the same word with the former, and so not separated from it by a pause or *avasāna*. The examples given under the rule are *ayútam* (e.g. viii. 2. 21), *aṃrtam* (e. g. i. 4. 4), and *antāriksha* (e. g. ii. 12. 1); in these words, the syllables *tam*, *tam*, and *rik* have the *tātirovyañjana* variety of the enclitic circumflex, and they are accordingly written *bhuṣṇam*, *bhuṣṇam*, *bhuṣṇam*, and not *bhūṣṇam*, *bhūṣṇam*, *bhūṣṇam*.

A corresponding rule is to be found in the Rīk Pr. at iii. 4 (r. 6, ecxiii).

69. As well as where there is a separation of a compound into its constituents.

That is to say: although, in the *pada*-text, the pause which separates each independent word from the one following it breaks the continuity of accentual influence, so that a final acute of the one does not render circumflex the initial grave of the other, yet the lesser pause of the *avagraha*, which holds apart the two members of a compound word, causes no such interruption; on the contrary, an acute at the end of the former member calls forth the circumflexed utterance in the first syllable of the latter member. The commentator offers us rather a monotonous series of illustrations, namely: *sū-samśajha* (vi. 105. 2), *sū-yajha* (vi. 111. 1), *sū-cṛtam* (vii. 72. 3), *sū-dṛdham* (x. 2. 3), *sū-bṛttam* (e. g. vi. 39. 1), and *sū-hutam* (e. g. vi. 71. 1): these are to be pronounced and written *sū-vṛttima*: *sū-vṛttima*: *sū-vṛttima*: *sū-vṛttima*: etc., and not *sū-vṛttima*: *sū-vṛttima*: *sū-vṛttima*: etc.

The Rīk Pr. (iii. 15, r. 25, ccc) and Vāj. Pr. (i. 148) lay down the principle that *avagraha* makes no difference in the accentuation of the syllables which it separates; both, also (R. Pr. iii. 16, V. Pr. i. 148), except the rare cases in which each of the parts of a compound has an acute accent; such as are, in the Atharvan, *pāri-dhātavāli* (ii. 18. 2) and *tānū-nāpāt* (v. 27. 1). In such words as the latter, the Vāj. Pr. (i. 120) calls the circumflex of the syllable preceding the pause by a special name, *tāṭhābhārya*.

70. Not, however, when an acute or circumflex syllable succeeds.
66. A vowel produced by combination with an acute is itself acute.

That is to say, when two simple vowels, or a vowel and a diphthong, coalesce and form a single vowel or diphthong (by rules 42–53, above), in case either of the two was acute, the resulting syllable is acute. The rule is a general one, and suffers only the two exceptions which form the subject of rules 55 and 56, above: namely, that ē and ȯ, when they absorb a following a, become ē and ȯ, and that ī + ȯ become ī. The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rīk Pr. iii. 8 (r. 10, excvi), Vāj. Pr. iv. 131, and Tāitt. Pr. x. 10 and xii. 10.

The series of passages given by the commentator in illustration of the rule is the same which was furnished under rule 38, above: viz. dhiyē’ “hi (dhiyē’ : ē’ : ihi), jushasvē’ “ndera (jushasva : ā’ : indra), stanañjīnū “hi (stanañjīnū : ā’ : ihi), kūṣhtē’ “hi (kūṣhti : ē’ : ihi), udakēnē’ “hi (udakēna : ē’ : ihi), and āva padaṭē’ “ta (āva : padaṭa : ā’ : ita). The instances are ill chosen, so far as regards variety of combination; but they illustrate sufficiently the fact that, whether the acute element is the former or the latter of the two combined, the accent of the result of fusion is alike acute. It might have been well to offer also examples of the extreme cases in which a final acute ā assimilates and renders acute a following diphthong, such as cātāudanā (cātā-udanā: e.g. x. 9. 1) and ihā’i’vā (ihā : eva: e.g. i. 1. 3): such combinations with ā and āu the text does not contain.

The other treatises give the rule (R. Pr. iii. 6, r. 11, excvii; V. Pr. iv. 130; T. Pr. x. 12) that when a circumflex is combined with a following grave, the result of the combination is circumflex. A like rule is needed here also, in order to determine the accentuation of such cases as tanvē’ ’ntāriksham (xvii. 13: tanvē’ : antāriksham), pathyē’ ‘va (xviii. 3. 39: Pathyē’-iva), etc., and its omission must be regarded as an oversight.

67. A grave syllable following an acute is circumflexed.

This is the rule prescribing the enclitic svarita, the position of which in the accential system has been sufficiently explained in the last note but one. It is, as we have seen above (rules 62, 63), subdivided into the two kinds called tāirovyājana and pādavṛti, according as one or more consonants, or only a hiatus, intervene between the acute vowel and its successor. The commentator gives here only the two instances of the tāirovyājana which he had already cited under rule 62.

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rīk Pr. iii. 9 (r. 16, cciii), Vāj. Pr. iv. 134, and Tāitt. Pr. xiv. 29, 30.

68. And even in the disjoined text, within the limits of the same word.
the signs both of *svarita* and of *anudattā*. Instances, in part from the examples already given, are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{दिशीतः} & \quad \text{नयोद्वः नामः} & \quad \text{सुत्त्वः पुरुषे} \\
\text{devy ushāsah} & \quad \text{gharmo 'bhī' 'ñāhe} & \quad \text{bhāgo 'pav āntāh} \\
(\text{x. 8. 30}) & \quad (\text{xi. 3. 18}) & \quad (\text{x. 5. 18})
\end{align*}
\]

What is the reason of this style of writing the *vikampita* syllable, we are left to find out for ourselves; the Prātiṣṭhākhyas teach us only the modes of utterance. In seeking to explain it, we may first note the method pursued in the text of the Sāma-Veda, which is always to protract the vowel of the syllable, lengthening it if short, and adding the usual sign of protraction or *pluti*, the figure 3. This suggests to us, as not wanting in plausibility, the conjecture that the two Rik signs have a similar meaning, and are marks of protraction, the 1 indicating the mora or part of a mora by which the short vowel is regarded as increased, and the 3 the protracted or *pluta* value, to or toward which the long vowel is raised in pronunciation; the cause of the prolongation lying in the necessity of carrying the vowels concerned to a lower pitch of voice, which leads to an extension of their quantity—even though the theory of the Prātiṣṭhākhyas known to us does not recognize any such extension. The attachment to the figure of the signs of both *svarita* and *anudattā* tone of course denotes that the syllable, although circumflex in its general character, descends, unlike the other circumflex syllables, to the full level of *anudattā* pitch, indicated by the lower horizontal mark. This Rik method of notation of *vikampita* syllables has also been followed in the published Atharvan text, along with the rest of the system to which it belongs. As to the Atharvan manuscripts, they are not infrequently careless enough to omit the figure altogether, and when they write it, it is in almost all cases a 3, whether the vowel to which it is appended be long or short.* In about twenty passages,† they follow the method of the Sāma-Veda, and prolong the vowel of the syllable: this has, however, been restored to its short form in the edition, except in three instances (x. 1. 9. xiii. 1. 15; 3. 16). It will, I presume, be generally acknowledged that, in this condition of the manuscript authorities, the editors followed the safest course in accepting and carrying out consistently the Rik method of designation of the class of cases under discussion.

---

* In the second half of the text, or in books x-xx, I have noted but a single passage where all the MSS. read 1 after a short vowel, and but three others in which that figure is given by more than a single authority; its occurrence is in general entirely sporadic; it occasionally appears also, in place of 3, after a long vowel.

† The details are as follows: all lengthen the vowel at vi. 109. 1. x. 1. 9. xii. 4. 4; 5. 21. xiii. 1. 15; 3. 16. xiv. 44. 8; one or more make the same prolongation at ii. 13. 5; 33. 5. vi. 97. 1; 109. 2; 120. 3. viii. 4. 18. x. 8. 30. xii. 5. 53. xvii. 6. 5. xviii. 1. 2; 2. 24. xix. 3. 2.
The designation of the accents in the Atharvan manuscripts is somewhat various, and requires a brief explanation. The Rik method of designation is now familiar to all students of the Vedic department of the Sanskrit literature, and is perfectly adapted to the theory of the accent as above set forth; all syllables uttered at grave or anudatta pitch have a horizontal mark below them: a svarita or circumflex syllable, whether its circumflex be independent or enclitic, has a perpendicular stroke above; all syllables spoken with acute or udatta tone are left unmarked, whether they be proper udatta or accented syllables, or only pracita anudatta, grave in value but acute in pitch. An example is the verse (xi. 10. 19) from which some of the illustrations given above have been drawn:

\[\text{trishandhe tamas\=a tv\=am amitr\=an p\=ari varaya,}\]
\[\text{prashad\=ojiyapranutt\=an\=am m\=a\text{"}m\=i\text{"}sh\=a\=am moc i k\=a\=c ca\=n\=a.}\]

The agreement between theory and method of designation here is, indeed, so close as reasonably to awaken suspicion whether the latter may not have exercised some influence upon the former. This mode of marking the accented syllables, now, has been adopted in the edited text of the Atharvan, although not followed throughout by a single one of our Atharvan manuscripts. In these, the circumflex, whether independent or enclitic, which follows an acute is usually marked within the syllable itself, sometimes by a dot, sometimes by a horizontal line; the independent circumflex after a grave, generally by an oblique line drawn upward and across the syllable, but often by a convex line below it. The grave syllable is marked as in the Rik, or, quite as often, by a dot instead of a horizontal line below. The different methods are interchanged in several cases within the limits of a single manuscript, and as some of their features are incapable of being represented in printing without complete suits of type prepared expressly for the purpose, no one can call in question the right of the editors to substitute the Rik method.* But there is one other case, namely that which forms the subject of the rule to which this note is attached, which gives trouble in the designation. A svarita immediately preceding an udatta cannot receive simply the usual svarita sign, lest the following syllable be deemed a praraya instead of udatta. The method followed in such a case by the Rik is to append to the circumflexed vowel a figure 1 or 3—1 if the vowel be short, 3 if it be long—and to attach to this figure

* Lesser and occasional peculiarities of the manuscript usages are passed over without notice: it may be farther remarked, however, that E., throughout a great part of its text, marks the acute syllables with the perpendicular line above, in addition to all the other usual signs of accent. The peculiar svarita signs of the White Yajus (see Weber, p. 138) nowhere appear.
lows, in which case it is anudatta. The commentary informs us that the depression to anudatta pitch is called kampa, a term connected with the vikampita of our rule (both come from the root kamp, 'to tremble'). An interpolated verse at the end of the third chapter of the Rik Pr. (iii. 19) restates the same precept, in terms closely corresponding with those of our treatise. The Vâj. Pr. (iv. 137) says, in like manner, that before an udatta or swarita the latter portion of a swarita is further depressed. It is upon the authority of the Vâj. Pr. (i. 60) that the term anumâdra, literally 'minute measure,' used in our text, is interpreted to signify the definite quantity of a quarter-mora. The same phenomenon of kampa is treated in the Tâit. Pr. (xix. 3 etc.), but with peculiar complications of theory which it is not necessary to explain here.

The commentator offers instances of each of the kinds of circumflex mentioned in the rule; they are as follows: of the abhinihitita, yô 'bhiyâtaah (xi. 2. 13), ye 'syâdm (iii. 26. 1 etc.), so 'ritham (the Atharvan contains no such phrase, nor can it be a genuine instance, as artha has the acute on the first syllable, and the accentuation of the two words combined would be sô 'ritham; it is altogether probable that the reading is corrupt, and that the phrase intended to be cited is sô 'bheam [xiii. 4. 25]: this is the nearest approach to the other which our text furnishes, and is moreover an instance of a circumflex before a circumflex, which the commentator would be likely to seek); of the prâplishta, bhandâ 'dám (vii. 18. 1), díc 'lâh (xi. 2. 12 etc.); of the jâyà, anâvâsyà svâh (these two words do not occur in juxtaposition in the Atharvan: we have anâvâsyà mām at vii. 79. 2, and e.g. svâr ná at ii. 5. 4); and of the kshāpra, nadyà nâma stha (iii. 13. 1), pippalyâ hâm (vi. 109. 2), and rudâtyâ pûrashe hât (xi. 9. 14): they are to be pronounced rudâtyà 'yaq pu'rushe hâté, bhin'dam, yô 'bhi-'vâtaah, etc.

Whether the Hindu grammar is much the gainer by this intense elaboration of the accentual theory may fairly be questioned: whether, indeed, it has not lost more than it has gained by the exaggeration, and even the distortion, in more than one particular, of the natural inflections of the voice. To me, I must acknowledge, it seems clear that those ancient grammarians might better have contented themselves with pointing out in each word the principal accent and its character, leaving the proclitic and enclitic accents, the claimed involuntary accompaniments of the other, to take care of themselves; or, if they could not leave them unnoticed, at least stating them in a brief and general way, as matters of nice phonetic theory, without placing them on a level with the independent accents, and drawing out a complete scheme of rules for their occurrence. The obscenity and false proportion given by them to the subject of the Sanskrit accent has availed to confuse or mislead many of its modern investigators: and we find, for instance, our modern Sanskrit grammarians explaining the independent circumflex as originated by the fusion of an acute with an enclitic circumflex, in which fusion the former accent gives way to the latter, the substance to its own shadow! The Prâtiçâkhyas, it will be noticed, countenance no such explanation, but describe the real circumflex as arising from the combination of an acute with a following grave element.
praecaya accent, to my apprehension, so manifestly recognizes and implies it, that I cannot believe otherwise than that its statement is omitted by them, and that it really forms a part of their system. If the voice has already, in the utterance of the enclitic svārita, sunk to the actual grave pitch, it can scarcely be believed that it should be called upon to rise again to the level of acute for the utterance of the following unaccented syllables: while, on the other hand, if the circumflex be removed bodily to a higher place in the scale, and made to end at acute pitch, the following grave syllables might naturally enough be supposed to run on at the same level. Hence I regard the form of the word last given as representing the mode of its pronunciation which must be assumed to be taught by the theory of our treatise, as well as by that of the others. If, now, the grave syllables succeeding a circumflex are uttered at acute pitch, how shall an actual acute, occurring after them, be distinguished from them? Provision for this case is made in the rule, common to all the treatises (see our rule 74, below), that the grave which next precedes an acute or circumflex is not of acute tone, but remains grave. Thus, putting an acute syllable after the word which has been employed in illustrating the praecaya accent, we should have pra

Vāyupramātānām mā pronounced as prošardyopPrānutānām mā.

Thus is assured to the voice a low syllable from which to rise to the following acute, just as where the enclitic svārita, before an acute or circumflex, was given up for a grave pronunciation. Analogous with these two cases is that which forms the subject of the rule at present under discussion. It is constantly happening that an acute syllable follows one which has an independent circumflex, which cannot, or course, like the enclitic, be converted to grave out of complaisance to its successor. If, however, it were left unaltered, the distinction of the following acute from a praecaya anudātta would be endangered. If yē syāṁ sthā pra

Tiśyāṁ ḍiti should be uttered Yēsyāṁsthap pra tīśyāṁ ḍiti, it might be understood as yē syāṁ stha pra etc.; while the sinking of the circumflex syllable yē to the level of the anudātta pitch—as Yēsyāṁ etc.—would mark the following syllable as truly udātta or acute. But that the avoidance of such ambiguities was the sole, or even the principal, reason for the depression of tone taught in the rule is rendered improbable by the fact that the same is prescribed also before an independent svārita, which latter could not, even without any alteration of tone in the preceding syllable, be confounded with an enclitic svārita or with any other accent. The depression is more probably owing to the theoretical requirement that the voice should, when possible, always rise to the utterance of a real acute or circumflex from the lowest or anudātta pitch: which is satisfied by the retention of the anudātta quality before an udātta or svārita in a syllable which would otherwise become enclitic svārita or praecaya anudātta, and by the lowering of the final portion of an independent svārita in the same position.

The equivalent rule of the Rik Pr. (iii 3, r. 5, excii) is given in connection with the first definition of the svārita accent: this is to be of the pitch of udātta in its latter portion, unless an udātta or svārita fol-
pitch within the limits of the same syllable; and, as we have seen, always resulting, as an independent accent, from the fusion of two originally separate elements, of which the one was acute and the other grave. If this were the whole story, the subject of accent in Sanskrit would be of no more intricacy and difficulty than in Greek: nor even of so much, since in Sanskrit neither of the accents is restricted as regards the place which it may occupy in the word; and we should only have to note and learn upon which syllable, and with which accent, each word in the language was uttered, and what were the few simple rules which govern the combinations of accented and unaccented syllables in the phrase.

A great complication, however, is introduced into the system, in the first place, by the rule, taught by all the Hindu authorities (see our rule 67, below), that an originally grave syllable, when it follows an acute, receives an enclitic circumflex: that is to say, that the voice, when once raised to the pitch of acute, does not ordinarily come down with a leap to the level of the grave, but makes its descent in the course of the next following syllable; or, to illustrate by an instance, that we do not say a\textit{mitrān}, but a\textit{mitrān}. To this rule is made the important exception (rule 70, below), that the syllable which would otherwise receive the enclitic circumflex maintains its character of grave, in case an acute or circumflex comes next after it: the theory being, apparently, that the voice prepares itself for rising to the acute pitch by sinking before it: it must, if possible, mount from the station of a syllable wholly grave. Thus we have, as the mode of utterance of \textit{amitrān pārī} and \textit{amitrān kua}, a\textit{mitrān sāpari}, a\textit{mitrān kva}. Now comes the farther complication, in which all the Prātikāhyas agree (see rule 71, below), that the unaccented syllables which follow a circumflex, although regarded as having the value of grave, are yet pronounced at the pitch of acute: that is to say, that, in pronouncing \textit{prसहदयप्रमप्रन्तानम}, we say \textit{prसहदयप्रमप्रन्तानम}, and not \textit{prसहदयप्रमप्रन्तानम}. This grave accent with the tone of acute is in the Rik Pr. (iii. 11) and Tātt. Pr. (xii. 10) called the \textit{pracaya} (the word means ‘accumulation’): its theoretical ground I find it exceedingly difficult to discover. But it evidently stands in close relation—whether as cause or as effect, I would not attempt to say too confidently—with a somewhat different description of the character of the circumflex. The first portion of the latter accent, namely, is by the Rik Pr. (iii. 2, 3) declared to be uttered, not at acute pitch, but with a yet higher tone, and its later portion at acute pitch. The Tātt. Pr. (i. 41-42) gives the same account of a circumflex that immediately follows an acute, although, as we have seen (in the note to i. 17), liberally citing the discordant opinions of other authorities. These two treatises, then, would require our pronunciation to be \textit{prसहदयप्रमप्रन्तानम}. Neither our own work nor the Vāj. Pr. gives such a definition of the circumflex; and yet the theory of the

* In writing these instances, I follow the rules for the division of the syllables given in the first chapter (i. 58-58); and also, in order not to misrepresent them, I make the duplications of the svaraprama (iii. 26-32), but omit any attempt to designate abhinidham, yama, etc.
4), *cátá-odana (e.g. x. 9.1), cátá-ayushá (iii. 11. 3. 4), and dirghá-ayushá and dirghá-ayushah (not to be found in AV.: we have, however, the nominative dirghá-ayuh, at xiv. 2. 2, 63): in all these compounds, the enclitic svarita of the vowel following the sign of division is pādavrta. But the rule as thus interpreted seems of very little use, since such cases might be regarded as falling under the preceding rule without any special direction to that effect. The commentator does not include the word vīrttāu in his paraphrase, and the fact that his citations are all of one class is far from conclusive against the intended comprehension of the other classes also under the same precept. If the implication of vīrttāu be rejected, and avagraha be taken to mean *in any case of the separation of the two parts of a compound, whether accompanied by a hiatus or not, there will, however, still remain a question as to the signification of savidha, * of the same character. Does it refer only to pādavrtaḥ, and shall we assume that the enclitic circumflex of an initial syllable after a pause of separation, or avagraha, is always to be reckoned as pādavrta, the pause having the same effect in all cases as a hiatus—so that in cátá-vrshnym (i. 3. 1 etc.), sām-grutam (i. 3. 6), a-bhrtaḥ (i. 6. 4), and the like, the syllables vr, gru, and bhr would be pādavrta? Or does it refer also to tāirovyāñjana, and shall we understand that, notwithstanding an avagraha, the accent of a following syllable remains just what it would be were there no such pause; a hiatus conditioning a pādavrta, and the intervention of consonants (as in the examples last quoted) a tāirovyāñjana? Of these three possible interpretations, I am inclined to favor the last; and especially, as it is supported by the authority of the Rik Pr., which lays down the general principle (iii. 15, r. 23, cex) that where syllables are separated by avagraha, their accentuation is the same as if they were connected with one another according to the rules of sandhi.

* The pada manuscript reads yajña-rīth, but such an accentuation is contrary to all analogy, and would in itself be in a high degree suspicious; and it is fully convicted of falsity by the citation of the word as an instance under this rule.

65. Of the abhinihita, prāṭilishta, jātya, and kshāipra accents, when followed by an acute or a circumflex, a quarter-mora is depressed: this the wise call viṅkampita.

The reason of this rule cannot be made evident without a somewhat detailed exposition of the laws laid down by the Hindu grammarians as regulating the rise and fall of the voice in connection with the consecution of the accents. In the first chapter (i. 14–17) we had merely a brief definition of the three tones of voice in which a syllable may be uttered: the low or grave (aṇudatta), belonging to unaccented syllables, the high or acute (udatta), which is the proper tone of an accented syllable, and the circumflex (svarita), combining a higher and a lower
would be the täirovyanjana simply. The täirovirāma, then, can occur only in the pada-text. The Taitt. Pr. takes no notice of this pada accent, but allows the name täirovyanjana only to a circumflex which follows an acute in the same word: if the acute syllable is a final, and the circumflex an initial, the latter is to be denominated prātihata (xx. 3): thus, in tātra, the enclitic svarita of tra would be täirovyanjana; in tāte, that of te would be prātihata.* The practical importance of these numerous and varying subdivisions of an enclitic accent must be, as we cannot but think, very insignificant.

The commentator’s examples of the täirovyanjana accent are idān devāh (ii. 12. 2) and idām indra (ii. 12. 3): it is, in both instances, the initial syllable of the second word which is made circumflex by the influence of the preceding acute. According to the Taitt. Pr., both would be cases of prātihata.

विन्यृत्त वादवृत्त: ॥ ६३ ॥

63. Where there is a hiatus, the circumflex is pādavrta.

As was noticed in the last note, the Rik Pr. calls this accent vāierṛta, ‘arising in connection with a hiatus.’ The term pādavrta is evidently a mutilated substitute for pādavīrṛta or pādavrīrṛta, ‘arising in connection with a hiatus between two words.’†

The commentator illustrates from the Atharvan text with yāh kṛtyā āṅgīravīr yāh kṛtyā āṅgīravīr yāh kṛtyā āṅgīravīr yāḥ śvayāṅkṛtā yāḥ u ca nyēḥbhūr ābhṛtāḥ (viii. 5. 9): here are three cases of the pādavrta circumflex, viz., in the syllables āṅg and ās, following the first and second occurrence of kṛtyāḥ, and in the particle u, following the last yāḥ.

अवयः सविव्यः ॥ ६४ ॥

64. Where there is a division between the two parts of a compound word, the accent is of the same character.

This rule is far from possessing all the explicitness that could be desired; two or three different interpretations of it seem admissible. In the first place, it may be understood to apply only to a class of cases falling under the preceding rule, the implication of vīrṛtāv being continued; it would mean, then, that when in the division of a compound word a hiatus is made between the acute final of the former member and the grave initial of the latter member, the enclitic circumflex accent of the latter is to be ranked as a pādavrta, just as if the hiatus caused by the avagraha had been due to the operation of the ordinary rules of euphony. This interpretation is supported by the character of the citations made by the commentator to illustrate the rule; they are as follows: ukṣā-annāya: vaḍā-annāya (iii. 21. 6), yajñā-ṛtah (viii. 10.

* Roth (preface to his Nirukta, p. lxv) and Weber (p. 135) regard the täirovirāma and prātihata as identical, but I do not see how this is possible.
† The definition of the Taitt. Pr. (xx. 6) brings out this derivation more distinctly than our own; we read there pādavīrṛtyāṁ pādavṛttah.
and vadhvāc ca vāstram. (xiv. 2. 41). The only other cases afforded by the text are tanvās (gen. or abl. e.g. ii. 29. 1), tanvam (at i. 18. 3, and one or two doubtful places in the nineteenth book), and asūvās (x. 10. 28). But there are also sundry exceptions to be found in the Atharvan, which the commentator has not failed to notice and record; he says: tato pavadati, 'from this rule one must make the exceptions,' urvārā hava (vi. 14. 2), pradākāthā (x. 4. 5), gaurvārāh (xiv. 2. 26), and gaurvārāh (xiv. 1. 44); to which is to be added vadhvāi (xiv. 2. 9, 73). All these exceptional forms, it will be remarked, have a heavy ending, while of those which exhibit the circumflex accent the ending is light in every instance but one (tanvām). The words bāhvās (e.g. vii. 58. 6) and ārvās (xix. 60. 2) are instances—and, if my search has been thorough, the only ones which the text presents—of like forms from themes in u, which are not to be regarded as contemplated by the rule.

61. Also in onyōh.

That is to say, in the single word onyōh the final syllable has a kshāra svarīta, though the form is a weak case, and not from a theme in ū. The commentator cites the passage onyōh kavikratum (vii. 14. 1), the only one in which the word occurs. The Atharvan affords one other like case, viz. kalyāṇāh (vi. 107. 3), unless we are to assume there an error of the tradition represented by our manuscripts, which seems to me more likely.

62. A circumflex between which and the preceding acute vowel consonants intervene, is the tāirovyaṇyana.

'Literally, 'one separated by consonants is tāirovyaṇyana.' There is here a notable change of subject and of implication. We have passed, without any warning, from considering the necessary or independent circumflex to treating of that which is enclitic only, arising, according to following rules (rules 67-70), in an unaccented syllable which is preceded by an acute, and not again immediately followed by an acute or circumflex. Our treatise and the Rik Pr. (iii. 9, 10) subdivide the enclitic circumflex into two forms only, the tāirovyaṇyana, where the circumflexed syllable is separated from the acute by one or more consonants, and the pādavṛttā (the Rik Pr. calls it vāsvrta), where a hiatus intervenes. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 117, 119) and the Thātt. Pr. (xx. 6, 7) also teach the same accents; but the former distinguishes under the tāirovyaṇyana a sub-form, tāirovṛāma ('having a pause between'), as occurring when the acute is parted from its enclitic circumflex not only by consonants but by the avagraha, or pause which separates the two parts of a compound word: thus, in prajā-vat, for instance, the enclitic accent of vat would be the tāirovṛāma, while in prajānām that of nām

1. i—MS. gaurārh.
It may be questioned whether this rule is merely nomenclatory, or also prescriptive; whether its meaning is that the *svarita* which appears in the finals of the strong cases of certain words whose themes are oxytone is to be accounted as *kshāipra* and not *jātya*, or that a circumflex of the *kshāipra* variety arises when the accented final vowel of a theme, in the strong cases, is converted into a semivowel before the case-ending. The same question comes up also in connection with the two following rules. But I presume that they are all to be understood as precepts, and to be reckoned along with the other cases in which our *Prātiṣṭhāya* turns aside to meddle with matters lying without its proper sphere. Not one of the other treatises offers anything corresponding; they would all, apparently, class as *jātya* the circumflex accents here treated of, not distinguishing them from the others which occur within the limits of a word, or in the uncombined text. The rules, however, are not without some interest, as showing that the authors of our work appreciated the entire analogy which the circumflex accents with which they deal have with the ordinary *kshāipra*. Thus *nadyās* is equivalent to *nadiś*, as *nadyāstī* would be to *nadiśtī,* while *nadyātī*, *nadyāts* represent *nadiśtī*, *nadiśtā*; the terminations of the strong cases showing no trace of that tendency which is exhibited by the other case-endings to draw away upon themselves the accent of the final vowel of the theme: compare *tudāntam*, *tudāntāt*, *tudāntas*, with *tudātī*, *tudātā*, *tudātās*.

The commentator cites from the text, by way of illustration, *nadyo nāma stha* (iii. 13. 1), *pippalyāh sām* (vi. 109. 2), and *rudatāyāḥ pūrūṣe hātē* (xi. 9. 14); and also, as counter-example, to show that the circumflex arises only in a strong case, *tāyā sahasraparyāh be'dayam* (vi. 139. 1). Instances of both kinds are of not infrequent occurrence. In a small number of cases—viz. *karkuryāh* (iv. 37. 4), *prākveām* (x. 4. 17), and *vitiptyām* (xii. 4. 41)—all the manuscripts give an acute accent to endings of the class to which the rule refers; these are, however, evident errors, and should properly have been amended in the edited text.

The commentator closes his exposition, as so often elsewhere, with a verse which is a virtual re-statement of the rule, but its form is so corrupt that I refrain from attempting to restore and translate it.

60. Or also throughout the declension, if the final of the theme is ṛ.

The manuscript reads in this rule *ukārosya*, ‘if the final is ṛ,’ but the facts seem to require the amendment to ṛ, and the method of writing of our copyist is too careless to make his authority of much weight against it. The rare termination ṛ has power usually to hold its own accent, even before the ending of a weak case, and the resulting final syllable thus becomes circumflex. The commentator’s instances are *tavṛ* (e. g. i. 33. 4), *tanvṛ* (e. g. i. 3. 1), *uttānāyoc camvṛḥ* (ix. 10. 12).

1 It reads: antodātā nadi nyāyā hranamani cat tathā: apanćapadyānī vacanam udattāḥ kshāipra ucayate.
treatise is after all imperfect, since it fails properly to distinguish the jātya from the kshaipra. Such kshaipra accents as are instanced by abhyarcata (vii. 82. 1), nr éténa (v. 6. 5), and the like, answer in every particular to the defined character of the jātya. The word pade, 'in an independent or uncombined word,' or something equivalent, needs to be added to the rule. Such a limitation is not omitted from the description of any of the other treatises. The Rik Pr. (iii. 4, r. 7, exciv) defines all the other kinds of svārīta first, and describes this as the one which remains, and which occurs in an uncombined word; the Vaj. Pr. (i. 111) gives a definition nearly corresponding to our own, but much more concisely expressed, and omitting the specification corresponding to our apūraṇā vá, 'or which has no predecessor,' which the commentator is therefore obliged to supply. Finally, the Tātt. Pr. (xx. 2) agrees quite closely with our treatise in the form of its definition, only adding the item noticed above as omitted here; but it calls the accent nitya, 'constant, persistent,' instead of jātya.

The commentator, after a simple repetition of the rule with the appendix of svāro bhavati to fill out its ellipsis, adds in illustration the same series of words which he has given us once before, under i. 17: they are, as instances of the jātya circumflex preceded by an unaccented vowel, amāvasyā, kanyā, dhānyām, ācāryāḥ, and rājanyām; of the same in an initial or unpreceded syllable, nyāni, kva, svāh.

58. The circumflex arising upon the conversion into a semivowel of an acute vowel before a grave is the kshaipra.

The name kshaipra is given by the Rik Pr. (ii. 8) to the combinations taught in our rule 39, above, or to those in which i, i, u, u, and ñ become respectively y, v, and r before a following dissimilar vowel: the term comes from kshāṣyā, 'quick, hasty,' and marks the sandhi as one in which there is a gain of time, or a hastened, abbreviated utterance of the semivocalized vowel. All the treatises (R. Pr. iii. 7; V. Pr. iv. 47; T. Pr. x. 16) teach that in such a case, when the former element of the compound is acute and the latter grave, the resulting syllable is circumflex; and all (R. Pr. iii. 10; V. Pr. i. 115; T. Pr. xx. 1) apply to the circumflex thus arising the name of the combination, kshaipra. Our own rule is this time free from the ambiguities which we have had occasion to notice in the definitions of the abhinnihita and prakāśīśā accents, and would admit of being interpreted as a precept as well as a definition, as follows: 'In the case of the conversion into a semivowel of an acute vowel before a grave, there arises the circumflex called kshaipra.'

The commentator cites two actual cases of the kshaipra circumflex, viz. abhyarcata (vii. 82. 1: p. abhi : arcata) and vidvāngah (vi. 125. 1: p. vidu-āngah), and fabricates two others, viz. mātrårtham, pitṛrårtham (i.e. mātra-ṛtham etc.).

59. And even in the interior of a word, in a strong case.
its commentary are sū 'nityam iva, sū 'dgātā, māsit 'tāśhān, and
dikṣā 'padādhātī.

Our commentator discourses upon this rule at more than his usual
length. After the citation of the examples and counter-example, with
the remark upon the latter, which have already been given, he goes on
as follows: ait 'va yāh; ait 've 'ty ati-iva; tārōpyaṣṭāna iva 'shōh;
ākārah prāksēṣṭha yadā syād addātāḥ pūrvaḥ paro 'naddātāḥ sa prāk-
śēṣṭhaḥ svaryātā iva nityām sandhiyām svaritaṃ nā nyad ' dhūḥ; divē
'va cākshūḥ; divē 'va jyōthih; divē 've 'ti divī-iva; ' in the passage ait
'sa yāh (ii. 12. 6)—where the krama-text would read ait 've 'li ati-iva
—the circumflex of the i is tārōpyaṣṭāna" (see rule 62, below). ' When
an i is the result of prāṣṭeṣha, the former element being acute and the
latter grave, that result of prāṣṭeṣha is always made circumflex. No other
circumflex accent is declared to arise from the sandhi. Instances are divē
'va cākshūḥ (vii. 26. 7), divē 'va jyōthih (vi. 92. 3), where the krama-text
reads divē 've 'ti divī-iva? ' I am not quite sure that I have correctly
interpreted all of this, but its significance is evidently of the smallest.

Precisely the same objection lies against the form of this rule as
against that of the preceding: that, whereas it ought to be a definition
and a prescription, it is in fact merely nomenclatory.

\textbf{57.} A circumflex which follows a conjunction of consonants
ending with y or v and preceded by an unaccented vowel, or
which has no predecessor, is the \textit{jātya}.

The meaning of the term \textit{jātya} is ‘natural, original, primitive’: the
circumflex syllables to which it is applied are those which have that
accent in their own right and always, independently of the combinations
of the sentence. The long, lumbering, and awkward account of
which the rule offers may be divided into two parts: that which is
necessary to its distinction from the enclitic \textit{svarīta}, which, by rule 67
below, ordinarily follows any acute syllable, and that which is added to
describe the kind of syllable in which it is invariably found to occur.
The former part is contained in the words “preceded by an unaccented
vowel, or having no predecessor,” the enclitic circumflex being only
possible as succeeding an acute. The other part is “after a conjunction
of consonants ending with y or v:” that is to say, no syllable in Sans-
krit has an independent circumflex accent except as it results from the
conversion of an original accented i or ū (short or long) into its corres-
ponding semivowel y or ē before a following dissimilar vowel; thus
\textit{kanyāt} represents an earlier \textit{kani-ā}, \textit{svār} an earlier \textit{si-ār}, and the like.
The \textit{jātya} \textit{svarīta}, then, precisely corresponds in origin and in quality
with the \textit{kshātra}, the one next to be described, and differs from it only
in period, arising in connection with the combination of syllables into
words, rather than of words into a sentence.

The definition or description of the \textit{jātya} circumflex given by our
and all but the Tātt. Pr. allow also that which is treated of in this rule: if ı and ı, both short, are fused together into a long vowel, this vowel has the prāgīśhita svārīta: thus, ıt. The illustrations cited by the commentator are abhi'hi manyo (iv. 32, 3), bhīndhei'dām (vii. 18, 1), and dičći'ṭāh (xi. 2, 12 etc.).* But the arising of the circumflex is expressly restricted to the case in which both the ı’s are short: if the former of the two is long, it is very natural that, as the more powerful element, it should assimilate the weaker grave vowel, and make the whole compound acute. Thus eni'iva becomes eni'iva, not eni'iva (v. 14, 11); mahā'i'yām becomes mahā'i'yām (ix. 10, 12), etc. Such cases, especially of ı following an acute final ı, are not uncommon.† The cases in which a long unaccented ı, on the other hand, is preceded by a short accented ı, are exceedingly rare; there is but a single one in the whole Atharvān text, and it is cited by the commentator as a counter-example under the present rule, as follows: mā'vanīva mā'vācāna no vi'ı'tīsth (v. 7, 6: p. vi: itīsth); he adds, para dirghah: iha asmāt prāgīśhita na bhavati: the latter of the two ı’s is long: hence here the prāgīśhita accent does not arise. We should, however, expect that in such a compound, especially, the circumflex would not fail to appear; for if, in the fusion of ı and ı, the grave accent of the second element is represented in the accentuation of the resulting long vowel, by so much the more should this be the case in the fusion of ı + ı, where the second element is the stronger. The teachings of accentual theory are so obvious and explicit upon this point that it is hardly possible to avoid the conclusion that the Hindu grammarians, in establishing their system, overlooked or disregarded the combination ı + ı, on account of its rarity, and that the accent of the cases later noted was made to conform to the rule, instead of the rule being amended to fit the cases. The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 133), indeed, makes a special exception of the word yikshita (p. vi-kshita), allowing it the prāgīśhita circumflex which all such compounds palpably ought to have: whether the text of the White Yajus contains any other examples of the class, besides the one cited under the general rule (iv. 132: hi'ı'm, from hi'ı'm), the same passage is the only one given under the corresponding rule in the Rik Pr. [iii. 7, r. 12, cxxix]), Weber does not inform us. It is not easy to see any reason in the nature of things why a combination of two ı’s should not be subject to the same law of accent as that of two ı’s. This, however, is another very rare case; in the whole Atharvān not a single example occurs, nor have I happened to meet with any in the Rig-Veda; that this is the reason why the Prātiśākhya generally take no notice of any prāgīśhita accent arising from such a combination is altogether probable. It is not a little remarkable, then, that the Tātt. Pr. takes no note of the fusion of two ı’s as giving rise to a svārīta, but (x. 17) prescribes it for the case in which, by a prāgīśhita combination, ı is formed, and applies (xx. 5) to this alone the name prāgīśhita: the instances cited in

*The other instances which the text affords are to be found at iii. 11, 2, v. 22, 7, vi. 92, 3, 122, 2, 126, 3, vii. 24, 7, 72, 7, xi. 2, 18, xii. 2, 34, 41, xvi. 2, 3, xvii. 2, 41, x. 44, 7.

†In the Atharvān, we have them at iv. 33, 6, v. 14, 11 (ōśi); 20, 11, vi. 6, 3, viii. 69, 1, ix. 2, 6, 4, 9, 10, 12, x. 1, 14, 33, xi. 6, 1, xiv. 2, 31, 44.
while the Vāj. Pr., as well as our own treatise, agrees with it in applying to the resulting circumflex the title of abhinīhita. The Tāṇṭ. Pr. (xx. 4) has for the same accent the slightly different name abhinihata, which is palpably an artificial variation of the other.

As examples of the abhinīhita circumflex, the commentator gives us precisely the same series of phrases as under rule 53 above, viz. te 'va
dan, te 'kravan, so 'bravīt, yō 'sya dākshināh kārnah, so 'rayāta. In a few cases (which are detailed below, in a marginal note*), our Atharvan manuscripts fail to give the circumflex to an e or o, originally acute, which has absorbed an unaccented a, and leave it acute; but these are evidently to be explained simply as perpetuating original errors of transcription, and as requiring at our hands the emendation which they have not received from the native copyists.

56. The circumflex arising from the fusion of two short ā's is prāclishta.

Prāclishta or prāclesha is the name given by the Rik Pr. (ii. 7, r. 20, cxxiv) to all those cases of combination in which two vowels, or a vowel and diphthong, are fused together into a single vowel or diphthong: that is to say, to those of which our treatise treats in the latter half of the preceding section (rules 42-51). A svarita accent arising in connection with such a combination is by all the other treatises called prāclishta. The manuscript of our own treatise, both text and commentary, varies between the two forms prāclishta and prācleshta, more often reading the latter; which, however, has seemed to me too anomalous, not to say too monstrous, a term to be permitted to stand. The Rik Pr. (iii. 8, r. 13, cc) informs us that a single teacher, Māndukeya, held that the prāclishta svarīta arose in all cases of a prāclesha combination where the former element was acute and the latter grave, and it is well known that the Catapatha Brāhmaṇa follows this rule of accentuation throughout. Pāṇini (viii. 2, 6) also permits it, whenever the unaccented latter element is the initial of a word—that is to say, everywhere in the combinations of the phrase. But the predilection of the Sanskrit for the circumflex accent is much too weak to allow of so frequent an occurrence of it as the general acceptance of this rule would condition, and all the Prātiṣṭhāyus lend their authority to the usage prescribed in our rule 66 below, that a combination into which enters an udātta vowel is itself udātta, the acute element raising the grave to its own pitch. All, however, allow the exception which forms the subject of the last rule.

* The passages are x. 10. 10 (bīs), xi. 3. 49; 10. 23, xi. 3. 58; 4. 35, 47 (here, however, I. gives so instead of so, and B. has been amended to the same reading). xv. 14. 3 (H. and P. apā). xvi. 4. 3. xviii. 4. 15. The edition has generally corrected the accentuation in these cases; but in three passages—viz. xi. 10. 23, xii. 3. 58, xviii. 4. 15—the erroneous reading of the manuscripts remains. Once, by a contrary error, the codices generally agree in giving the circumflex to a final o, while leaving the e unabased after it; thus, yajñād yājyata (xiii. 1. 48), but I. and E. (the latter by emendation) give the consistent reading yajñād yājyata, which has been received into the edited text.
stead of 'after,' so that we must translate 'final e and o before an a; that is abhinihita:" and to treat parihaḥ thus seems to me hardly admissible.* The commentator does not help us much, but, if I rightly apprehend his meaning, he treats the word as a neuter nominative; his paraphrase reads ekārṇakaḥ padāntās udātān parihaḥ ukāraṁ 1 pa
dādi amūdātām sa abhinihitaḥ svāra bhave; * e and o, final, with acute accent; after them, a, initial, unaccented; that becomes an abhinihita accent (or vowel)." But passing over this difficulty, as of inferior consequence, since the virtual meaning of the phraseology is clear, we find another and a graver one in the fact that the form of the rule seems to imply that the occurrence of this svārīta has been already sufficiently taught, and that nothing remains but to give it a name; while nevertheless the treatise nowhere informs us under what circumstances a circumflex accent arises in connection with the meeting of a final e or o and an initial a, or even that it arises at all. Its doctrine must be, of course, the same which is taught in all the other treatises: namely, that when an initial unaccented or grave a is elided after or absorbed into a final diphthong which itself has an acute accent, its own accent is represented in that of the resulting diphthong, reducing the latter from acute to circumflex. This case of circumflex, as well as that which forms the subject of the next rule, is an exception under rule 66 below, which teaches that a vowel resulting from the fusion of elements whereof one is acute, is itself acute: it ought, accordingly, to be specifically described and taught as such an exception. The admission as a rule of the words referred to above as used by the commentator before the statement of the precept now under discussion—viz. 'an acute preceding; a grave following; their combination circumflex'—would not satisfactorily relieve the difficulty, because this would be equivalent to setting up against rule 66 another general rule opposed to it, without establishing in any way the relation between them. We can hardly avoid supposing that the constructors of this part of the treatise have not been skilful enough, or careful enough, to combine the two subjects of the section in such a manner as to give completeness to both. The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 59) and Tātt. Pr. (xii. 9) give rules for the occurrence of the abhinihita circumflex in connection with those for the absorption of the initial a, and define and name the accent elsewhere (V. Pr. i. 114; T. Pr. xx. 4), when treating of the general subject of accent: the Rīk Pr. deals with both matters together, but with clearness and precision, first prescribing the svārīta (iii. 7, r. 12, cxxxix), and then later (iii. 10) giving it its distinctive appellation.

The names of the different kinds of svārīta are chiefly derived from those belonging to the euphonic combinations in connection with which they arise. These latter, however, are not expressly given in all the treatises. Thus, the Rīk Pr. alone (ii. 13, r. 34, cxxviii) calls the absorption of initial a into preceding final e and o the abhinihita sandhi

---

* The commentator uses parihaḥ very often, in paraphrasing the locative of precedence, but always puts it after the locative: thus, in the first rule of this chapter, sahā, 'before the root sah,' is explained by sahā parihaḥ; and so in scores of other cases.

1 akātra.
and पदार्था are of like quality." Other authorities, however, construct the scale somewhat differently: thus the Vāj. Pr. (i. 125) makes the order run as follows: abhinihita, kshāypra (with which the commentator declares the jātya to agree in rank), praśīhita, tātoryyanjana, tātoryavāna (see below, under rule 62), and pādārthita; while the Tātt. Pr. (xx. 9–12) declares the effort of enunciation (prayaṇaṇa) of the kshāypra and jātya, together with the abhinihita, to be harder, that of the praśīhita and prātihiṭa (see under rule 62) to be softer, and that of the tātoryyanjana and pādārthita to be yet less (alpatara). The Rīk Pr., like our own treatise, takes no notice of these alleged differences of utterance among the different kinds of circumflex. It is not, however, without good reason that our commentator gives himself the trouble to state them, since their recognition can hardly have been without its important influence upon the division of the svāritā into its numerous forms. The three arrangements quoted above agree, it will be noticed, in ranking the forms of the independent svāritā above those of the enclitic, but are discordant as regards the relative position of the members of each class: and this may serve to us as a significant indication that the differences of secondary rank are of but trifling consequence. Precisely what is meant by "sharp" (tikṣṣṇa) and "hard" (ārōha) on the one hand, and "soft" (mrdu) on the other, is not very clear; but that the proper circumflex, which arises upon the combination into a single syllable of an original acute and an original grave element, is more strongly marked and distinct in its quality of double pitch than that circumflex which is only enclitic, need not be doubted.

After this preliminary exposition, the commentator goes on to add udāttāḥ pāravaḥ: para udāttah; svāritāḥ sandhiḥ; an acute preceding; a grave following: their combination circumflex. I am not altogether confident that this is not the first rule of the section, since, as we shall see, the two rules which follow are defective in form, and need some such predecessor. Considering, however, the faulty construction of the whole section, the limited applicability of the words in question as an adhikāra or heading for that which follows, their inconsistency with rule 66 below, and the absence of the paraphrase and repetition which ought to follow them, if they are a rule, I have not ventured to regard them as a part of the treatise: they are more probably an addition of the commentator, intended to supply the deficiency of the next two rules.

55. When an a is absorbed by a preceding final e or o, the resulting circumflex is abhinihita.

This is by no means a close version of the rule as it stands in the text; literally translated, it reads as follows: 'final e and o; following them, an a: that is abhinihita.' The construction presents a grammatical difficulty. If akāra, 'the sound a,' is not here used as a nenter—and such words are elsewhere only masculine—the form akāram must be understood as an accusative, and can only be construed as dependent upon paratah, used prepositionally, and taken as meaning 'before' in-
earlier portions, at least, of that text, where the custom of omission of a at the beginning of a pada is not followed. Making exception of this special case, it may be said that the usage of the written text follows in the main the requirements of the metre—although with not infrequent exceptions, which in the case of the required omissions make somewhat less than a sixth of the whole number, and in the cases of required retention, considerably less than one-ninth.

There are, of course, a number of doubtful cases, where the metre is irregular and obscure, or where it might be restored either with the omission or the retention of the a as a separate syllable: but, rather than form of them a separate class, I have determined and ranked each case according to my best judgment; and the general relations and bearings of the scheme are not, I am sure, perverted by any errors I may have committed.

Here, at the end of the second section of the chapter, the manuscript says again simply tritiyasya divityah padaḥ.

The proper subject of the next section is the calling forth or modification, in connection with the combinations of the phrase, of the accents already laid down and defined in the first chapter (i. 14–17). With this, however, is also connected a distinction and nomenclature of the different kinds of svrita or circumflex accent which the theory of the school recognizes: and the latter subject is even allowed in part to take precedence of and overlie the former, in such a manner as to render their joint presentation confused and imperfect, as will be pointed out in detail below. By way of introduction to the section, and before stating and explaining its first rule, the commentator gives us the following four verses: * shad eva svrita ājñātāni laksanāhā pratiyāntaḥ: padaṃ padaṃ drakṭarasaḥ mrditya yad yad uttaram: ābhimihitah śrutiśrito jātyah kṣāiprag ca tā ubhāḥ: tātātārtakam padaṛṣṭaḥ etat svritaṃ mandalam:—svaratikshna bhimihitaś tatoḥ prācīṣṭa ucyate: tato mrdurārādu svārādu jātyah kāniprag ca tā ubhāḥ:—tato mrdurāraḥ svāras tātātārtakam padaṛṣṭaḥ ucyate: padaṛṣṭa mrduraḥ iti svārabalabalam: * those skilled in distinctions recognize six kinds of circumflex accent, and no more. Of these, each preceding one is harder, each succeeding one is softer; viz., the abhimihita, the prācīṣṭa, and the jātya and kṣāipaṛgraḥ, these two; farther, the tātātārakam and padaṛṣṭa: this is the series of circumflex accents. The abhimihita is entirely sharp; next is ranked the prācīṣṭa; the next pair, of softer character, are the jātya and kṣāipaṛgraḥ, these two; the tātātārakam is called softer than these; the padaṛṣṭa is still softer: thus are laid down the relative strength and weakness of the circumflex accents. We have here evidently the schemes of two different authorities, which accord quite closely with one another; the only difference being that the former seems to rank as equal the two accents last mentioned. Indeed, the commentator goes on to add, in accordance with this, aparā āha: tātātārakam padaṛṣṭaḥ tulyaṁ ucyate iti: * another says, "the tātātārakam

* The last two of these verses are also cited in Uvācī's commentary to the Vāj. Pr.: see Weber, p. 130.
With this rule and the preceding our treatise makes short shrift of a subject which occupies long passages of the other Prātiṣṭākhyas (R. Pr. ii. 13–26; V. Pr. iv. 58–82; T. Pr. xi. 1–xii. 8), and has cost their authors a vast deal of labor. The saving is made, however, at the expense of its reputation and value as an authority for the readings of its text, since it does not determine the sanhitā form of one of the many hundred passages in which initial ā comes in contact with final e or o. There is not in the whole work another so discreditable confession of unwillingness or inability to cope with the difficulties of an intricate subject.

In endeavoring to make some systematic exhibition of the usage of the Atharvan text with reference to this sandhi, I have been able, after more than one trial, to devise no better scheme of presentation than one founded upon a comparison of the actual written usage of the text with the requirements of the metre. If there is any rule or system of rules, of a more formal character, underlying and determining the very various phenomena—which I cannot but seriously doubt—I have been unable to discover any trace of it. The tabular conspectus, then, is as follows—the lines distinguishing the cases in which the metre appears to require the retention of the ā unabsoled, as a separate syllable, from those in which its absorption is demanded, in order to make the verse of proper length; and the columns showing how often the ā is by the manuscripts omitted and retained respectively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In written text</th>
<th>omitted</th>
<th>retained</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Where metre requires omission</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Where metre requires retention;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, at beginning of pāda,</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e, elsewhere in pāda,</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>1067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total in metrical part of text,</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>1304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. In unmetrical passages,</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total in whole text,</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>1526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upon examining this table, it will be seen, in the first place, that in the unmetrical portions of the Atharvan text the greatly prevailing method of making the sandhi is that which is followed in the Sanskrit literature proper, viz. by omission of the ā: the proportion of omissions to retentions is that of 7 to 1. In the metrical portions, on the other hand, the more common custom is to retain the ā, the retentions being to the omissions nearly as 2 to 1. When we come to inquire farther what was the usage of the makers of the hymns, we find that the proportion in favor of the retention of the ā as a separate syllable is considerably greater, or almost as 4½ to 1. There is, then, considerable discordance between the written and spoken usage in the metrical part; and yet this discordance appears in great measure at a single point, or where the final e or o of a pāda precedes the initial ā of another pāda. In this situation—where, if ever, we should expect the traditional and written reading to correspond with the original spoken form of the verse—the recorded text usually leaves out the ā, and mars as much as it can the metrical form of the verse: the proportion of omissions to retentions is here as 5 to 1; and in the Rig-Veda, so far as I have observed, it is still larger: there can be but very few instances in the
text, viz. brahmāudanam pacati (xi. 1. 1: p. brahina-odanam), and teasīū ʿdanasya (xi. 3. 1); but then adds a fictitious case, brahmāupagavah, which occurs also in Pāṇini's scholia (to rule vi. 1. 88).

The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 7. (r. 19, cxxiii), Vāj. Pr. iv. 55, and Tātt. Pr. x. 7.

52. In ցaռɏyeshi etc., the result has the same form with the latter constituent.

The commentator cites under this rule the following cases: ցaռɏyeshi yadi vā te janitram (i. 25. 2: p. ցaռɏyay-sheši), anamitvā upetana (iii. 14. 3: p. upa-ētana), arravā āvur upo ’shatu (vi. 67. 3), and upeshantam udumbalam (viii. 6. 17: p. upa-eshantam). Of these cases, the first would equally admit of being regarded as a case of regular sandhi, and analyzed as ցaռɏi-eshe: the second is analogous with the combinations to which rule 38 of this chapter relates, the preposition a being in sanhitā combined with upo, and then the resulting upa with āv. Of this kind, the text presents one additional instance, in upo-eyimā (x. 1. 10: p. upo-eyimā; it is made up of upo-a-(eyimā): it is the only passage falling under the rule which the commentator does not give.

Similar cases are noted by the Rik Pr. at ii. 36, 37, by the Vāj. Pr. at iv. 53, 54, and by the Tātt. Pr. at x. 14.

53. After a word ending in e or o, an initial a becomes one with the preceding vowel.

The commentator cites a few instances of this exceedingly common sandhi (the occurrence of which will be more particularly treated of under the next rule), as follows: te ’peadan (v. 17. 1: the instance, however, may perhaps be given as one fabricated, and not as a citation from the Atharvan text; it is found in the scholia to Pāṇi vi. 1. 115), te kran (as is read both here and under iii. 55; perhaps we are to amend to te kran, but that also is not to be found in the Atharvan), so brawt (xv. 3. 2), yo ’nya dakshinak karnaḥ (xv. 18. 3), and so ’rojata (xv. 8. 1).

The physical explanation of this combination is exceedingly difficult. The Rik Pr. (ii. 12, 13, r. 33, 34, cxxvii, cxxviii) and Vāj. Pr. (iv. 58), as well as Pāṇini (vi. 1. 109), treat it in the same manner as our treatise, as a union of a with the preceding diphthong, or its absorption by the latter. The Tātt. Pr. alone (xi. 1) teaches an actual loss or omission of the a.

54. Sometimes the a remains unabsorbed.

The commentator quotes from the text; in illustration, the passage ye agnayah (iii. 21. 1), and adds sakavaram idē atra, which is not found in the Atharvan text.
sented by the text, so that the "etc." at the end of the rule is quite superfluous as regards the Atharvan. In the passages cited, the pada reads upa-rehanti, and the sanskita manuscripts, as already noticed in the last note, vary between uparshanti and uparshanti, W. even giving, in the second and third cases, uparishanti.

48. The a or á of a preposition, with the initial r or ō of a root, becomes ār.

The commentator's illustrations are of his own fabrication, and in part are to be found under the corresponding rule of Pānini (vi. 1. 91): they are upārshāti, prārshāti, upārchati, prārchati, upārdhnoti, and prārdhnoti. The only case arising under the rule in the Atharva-Veda is ō rchatu, at ii. 12. 5. Our treatise might, then, like the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 57), have restricted the operation of the rule to the preposition ā. The Tātt. Pr. (x. 9) states the principle in the same general form in which it is here given.

49. As does also that of the augment.

This rule, of course, in a treatise whose subject is the sandhyapadyadu gunās of words (i. 1), is out of place and superfluous. It has no correspondent in any of the other treatises, and its chief interest and value to us lies in its presenting a term for 'augment'—bhūtakarana, 'maker of past meaning'—which is elsewhere unknown, at least in the Prātiṣeṣṭikāiya literature.

The commentator cites, in illustration of the rule, sa ārdhnot (iv. 39. 1 etc.); and also, as counter-example, showing that it applies only to the augment, katamā sa rdām (x. 8. 10).

50. With e and ái, a and á become āi.

Again the commentator gives us only fabricated illustrations, which, with the help of the scholia to the corresponding rule of Pānini (vi. 1. 88), are readable as follows: khaṭvāirakā, mālāirakā, khaṭvāśīkāyanaḥ, mālāśīkāyanaḥ.1

The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 7 (r. 18, cxxii), Vāj. Pr. iv. 55, Tātt. Pr. x. 6.

51. With o and āu, they become āu.

The commentator this time presents us two actual citations from the

1 khadeśīrghah : mālāśīrghah : khaḍveśīkāyamānasyaḥ : mālāśīkāyamānasyaḥ.
15, 16. x. 7. 14a; 10. 10. xi. 1. 1, 3; 3. 38. xii. 1. 6. xiii. 1. 55. xv. 2. 4; first time), and even a few (viz. x. 7. 14a. xi. 6. 11. xv. 2. 4 (bis); 14. 4. xix. 9. 13) in which they all agree in so doing; and, on the other hand, while in the very great majority of cases the r is changed to r before any other consonant (it is found so changed, in the Atharvan text, before k, g, c, j, ch, t, d, n, dh, and bh), there are a very few instances (viii. 10. 4. xvii. 2. 31; 3. 24) in which one or more manuscripts leave it unaltered, and even two (x. 1. 12; 5. 30, before g and k) where they unanimously read r. As regards the orthography of the sandhi in the published text, accordingly, three courses were open to the editors: first, to follow the rule of the Prātiñcākhya, and to convert the initial vowel everywhere into the semivowel; second, to carry out consistently the general principle derivable from the practice of the manuscripts, writing always r before a sibilant, and r before any other consonant; and third, to be governed everywhere by the authority of the manuscripts where they were unanimous, and, where they disagreed, to give due weight to the principle just referred to, in choosing between their discordant readings. Unfortunately the edition has adopted none of these courses, but, while adhering with tolerable closeness to the manuscript readings through the early part of the text, gives everywhere only r from the beginning of the eighth book onward, thus introducing the rule of the Rik and White Yajur Vedas, and following neither the Prātiñcākhya nor the manuscripts of the Atharvan. The details given above, however, will show what the readings of the manuscripts in any given passage.

It is worthy of remark that the manuscript of our commentary, like those of the Atharvan text, writes r in the first instance cited (tasya rshahhasya), and r in all the rest.

There is a single passage of the text requiring special notice, as exhibiting in the sanhitā manuscripts an entirely irregular sandhi of final ð with initial r: it is at xvii. 2. 31, where the ð of suceva is left unshortened before rshakham. B. writing suceva rshakam, and all the others suceva rshakam. Probably the reading is corrupt, or the words wrongly analyzed by the pada-text: perhaps we have to correct and divide suceva: ärshakam.

उपर्ष्यादित्रु च ॥ ॥

47. Also in uparshanti etc.

The words and forms contemplated by this rule are exceptions to the one next following, according to which we should have uparshanti etc. The commentator cites in illustration the passages yā khrdayam uparshanti (ix. 8. 14), yāh pārve uparshanti (ix. 8. 15), and yāh tirāceitv uparshanti (ix. 8. 16); these are the only cases of the kind pre-

* The lingual sibilant, sh, is the only spirant before which a sandhi of final a or ð with initial r is made in the Atharvan text: the text does, indeed, contain a single passage in which such a combination should properly take place before r—viz. kra-masva rca iva rohitam (iv. 4. 7)—but the tradition has most palpably and grossly misunderstood and blundered over the phrase, and the pada writes it krāma: svrcah-iva: rohitam, instead of kra-masva: rca iva: rohitam.
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 6 (r. 16, cxx), Vāj. Pr. iv. 52, and Tāitt. Pr. x. 4.

45. With ū and ū, they become o.

The commentator, as so generally in this portion of his work, makes his own illustrations, viz. khatvodakam, mālodakam: compare under Pān. vi. 1. 87.

See the identical rules in the other treatises: Rik Pr. ii. 7 (r. 17, cxxi), Vāj. Pr. iv. 52, and Tāitt. Pr. x. 5.

There is a single instance in the text, in which this rule is not observed, and a + ū are not combined into o, but into āu: it is the word prāṇḍhah (xv. 15. 4: p. pra-udhah). B., indeed, reads prōdho, but doubtless only by an error of the抄写员. We must suppose, either that the authors and commentator overlooked this word, or that its pada as well as sanhitā reading in their text would be prāṇḍhah, or that the passage containing it was not in their Atharva-Veda—of which suppositions, I should regard the first as the most plausible, and the last as the least likely.

46. With r and ř, they become ar.

The commentator's examples are tassya rshabhasya 'ṅādi (ix. 4. 11), yajñartah (viii. 10. 4: p. yajña-ṛtah), kāmaratih (not in A.V.), and nān 'āvartih (iv. 34. 3: the pada-text always writes the word avartiḥ, without separation).

The Tāitt. Pr. (x. 8) makes the sandhi in the same manner as our treatise: the Rik Pr. (ii. 11, r. 32, cxxxvi) and Vāj. Pr. (iv. 48), however, treat it very differently, merely prescribing that both a and ō become ā before r, without requiring the conversion of the latter into r. The usage of the sanhitā manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda is in conformity with neither rule; they follow a method of their own, in which is to be recognized the influence of a doctrine agreeing with or resembling that of our Prātiṣṭhānya respecting the svarabhakti, or fragment of vowel sound, assumed to be thrust in between r and a following consonant (see i. 101, 102). Where the phonetical theory requires the insertion of the longer svarabhakti, or where a sibilant follows, there the manuscripts usually and regularly give the vowel ō instead of r, reading ieva rshabhah (iii. 6. 4), svasa rshīnām (vi. 133. 4), etc.; before any other consonant, or where our treatise and the Rik Pr. interpose the shorter svarabhakti after the r, and the other Prātiṣṭhānyas require no insertion at all (see the note to i. 101, 102), there our manuscripts regularly make the combination according to the rule now under discussion, writing tasya rtēna (vi. 114. 1), ieva rūḥah (x. 1. 8), sa reṃ (x. 8. 10), etc. These rules are not, however, altogether without exceptions: there are a number of passages in which one or more of the manuscripts read the semivowel r instead of the vowel ō before a sh (viz. iv. 4. 8. ix. 8. 14,
This is a general heading or adhikāra for that which is to follow, or a rule governing the interpretation of the remaining rules in the section. The technical language of the Prātiṇḍākhyas has no recognized method of indicating the fusion of two sounds into one, and the form of the following rules is ambiguous, since rule 44, for instance, literally means, according to the usual phraseology of the treatise, that a before i becomes e, and not a with i. Hence the necessity of this special rule of interpretation: it has its correspondents in the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 49), and the Tātt. Pr. (x. 1); while the Rik Pr. (ii. 6 etc.) attains the desired end by a fuller or less technical mode of statement.

42. A simple vowel, with one of like quality, becomes long.

The commentator's illustrations are again of his own making: they are dandāram, dadhändrah, madhuśūnam, hṛṛṣyah, and pṛṛṣyah. For the last case, indeed, the combination of two r's, no Vedic example could be found.

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 6 (r. 15, cxix), Vāj. Pr. iv. 56, Tātt. Pr. x. 2.

43. In simanta, the resulting vowel is short.

A most blundering and superfluous rule! The Atharva-Veda contains no such theme as simanta. In the passage which the commentator cites in illustration of the rule—viz. jinato vajra te tu simantam (vi. 134. 3)—the theme is evidently simant, from which we find also a plural accusative, simataḥ, at iv. 1. 1; it is a parallel form with, and equivalent to, siman, of which the text affords us an accusative singular, simānam, at ix. 8. 13. The rule evidently assumes simanta as the theme, and regards it as composed of siman and anāta. Our pada-text, as might be expected, makes no attempt to analyze the word. The commentator, after his illustrative citation, adds to the rule a restriction of his own, quite in the style of a vārttika to Pāṇini, as follows: simanta keśavāni (i) vaktavyam: yo hi siman anāta simantah sah; 'it should have been said, “in simanta, when it means the parting of the hair;” for the extremity (anāta) of a boundary (simanta).’ Since, however, simanta does not occur in the Atharvan, the limitation is just as impertinent as the original rule: more so, it could not well be. Compare vārttika 3 to Pāṇ. vi. 1. 94.

44. A and e, with i and 2 become e.

The commentator's illustrations, as given by our manuscript, are rauṇagomālendrah, which, however, a comparison of the examples under the next rule and under the corresponding rule of Pāṇini (vi. 1. 87) shows to require amendment to khatendrah, mālendrah.
which, however, express themselves in a more general manner, declaring
that all *sundhis* must be made in the order of their occurrence.

The commentator is this time conscientious enough to cite all the
passages illustrating the rule which the text contains: they are *ahi* (ii. 5. 4), *jushake* *ndra* (ii. 5. 4), *stanayitune* *hi* (iv. 15. 11),
*kushtte* *hi* (v. 4. 1), *udakene* *hi* (vi. 68. 1), and *avapasyate* *ta*
(xviii. 4. 37).

39. Before a vowel, an alterant vowel becomes a semivowel.

Instead of citing actual examples from the text, the commentator
prefers to fabricate his illustrations, which are *dadhy atra, madhv atra,
maatratham, pitratham*: a part of them are identical with those given
in the *scholia* to the corresponding rule of *Panini* (vi. 1. 77).

The other treatises have corresponding rules: that of the Vâj. Pr. (iv.
45) being precisely like our own; that of the Rik Pr. (ii. 8, r. 21, 22, cx xv,
cxxvi) being more elaborately stated; and that of the Tâitt. Pr. (x. 15)
restricting the conversion into a semivowel to i, i, and u—a restriction
which might with the same propriety have been made by all, since final
â is always *praghyâ*, and final ŋ nowhere in the Vedas, so far as I am
aware, comes to stand before an initial vowel.

40. The diphthongs, in the same situation, become respect-
vively ay, av, ây and âv.

And then farther, by ii. 21, 22, the final semivowels are dropped, ex-
cept in the case of âv, so that of e and o is left before an initial only a;
of âi, only â—which vowels are then exempt, by iii. 35, from farther
combination with their successors. The absorption of initial a by final
e and o, and its retention without change after them in some cases, is
taught by rules 53 and 54, below.

The commentator’s illustrations are again of his own devising, for the
most part; they are *agna àsâm, vâya àsâm, agna útaye, vâya útaye* (iv.
25. 6), *asmá ud dhara, asâv údiyâk* (xv. 10. 7), *câyavanam, câyakah, lâ-
vanam, láyakah, pavanam, pâvakah* (e. g. vi. 47. 1). The last six are
examples of applications of the rule which the Prâtiçâkhya does not
contemplate. A few of the instances are identical with those given
under the corresponding rules of *Panini* (viii. 3. 18, 19, vi. 1. 78).

The Rik Pr. (ii. 9, 10, 11, r. 25, 28, 31, cxxix, cxxxi, cxxxv) converts
âi and âu directly into â, and e and o directly into a, adding that after
the a and â which come from o and âu a u is inserted except before a
labial vowel. The Vâj. Pr. (iv. 46) and Tâitt. Pr. (ix. 11–15) precisely
agree with our treatise.

41. In the following rules is taught the fusion of a preceding
and a following vowel into a single sound.
cases are not infrequent. In a single instance, too (x. 1. 15), our sanhitā MSS. make the double combination, reading ayam panthāḥ kṛtye 'ti teṣāḥ nāyamāḥ, instead of kṛtya iti (p. kṛtye: iti);* but the edited text has restored the latter reading.

36. Also an u forming a word, when it is preceded by a vowel.

That is to say, of course, the particle u—whenever, by the operation of the euphonic rules, a hiatus is produced before it. There are found but three such cases in the Atharva-Veda; two of them are cited by the commentator, as follows: sa u eva maṅgayamah (xiii. 4. 5), and sa u aṣmāṇam asyoti (xiii. 4. 41); the third is ayaṁ vā u agnīh (xv. 10. 7).

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 28 (r. 55, cl); Vāj. Pr. iv. 87, and Tātt. Pr. ix. 16, 17: the Rik Pr. also leaves the u unaltered after a y arising from conversion of an original i, one such case occurring in its text (praty u adarṣi, vii. 81, 1), while the Tātt. Pr. inserts a transition v between the u and the following vowel.

37. Also n and m, when the results of euphonic processes.

The commentator fabricates his examples, instead of deriving them from the Atharvan text: they are naḍīṃ tarati and trishūṃ nayati. The former is intended to show that a n which is the result of the assimilation of a final m, by ii. 31, before an initial t, is not liable to a farther insertion of a sibilant before the t, by ii. 26; the latter, that a m which grows out of the assimilation of a final labial to a following initial dental nasal, by ii. 5, is not then, by ii. 31, convertible into n by a second assimilation.

This rule is of the same character with the last but one, and is replaced, or rendered unnecessary, in the other treatises, by the general precepts there referred to.

38. An ā forming an entire word is first combined with the preceding vowel.

An instance will best explain the meaning of this rule. In the passage which the pada-text writes dhiyā: ā: iḥi, if ā is first combined with the following word, it will form e 'hi, and the combination of this with the preceding word will give dhiyāi 'hi: but if the combination of ā with dhiyā be first made, producing dhiyā, the addition of iḥi will give, as final result, dhiyē ' hi. The latter is the true method of making the two successive sandhis, as we are taught by this rule, and by corresponding rules in the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 2. r. 7, cxi; T. Pr. v. 3);
into which the root gam or gā enters as final member exhibit it in the shortened form ga (as durgā, sugā, svargā), but we have once purogā (v. 12. 11), and in like derivatives from other similar roots, as jan and pā, the short and long forms exchange with one another quite irregularly (e.g. prathamajāḥ, iv. 35. 1, and prathamajāḥ, iv. 4. 5). I should be inclined to accuse the pada-text of a similar misapprehension in this passage with that exhibited in the other. There are one or two other cases in the Atharvan text which belong more or less clearly under this rule. In iv. 16. 1, all the sanhitā MSS., without exception, read adhishhtātā antikād iva (p. adhi-shhtātā): the edition treats this as a blunder, and amends to adhishtātā 'ntikād iva, but it might be possible to regard the passage as offering a case of anomalous sandhi. The theory of an error in this case, in which all the sanhitā MSS. chance to coincide, is supported by the analogy of the quite similar passage rocanaḥ: asyā, at vi. 31. 2, where P., M., and L read rocanaḥ asyā in sanhitā, while W., E., and H. give rocanaḥ 'syā, with the Rik, Śāma, and White Yajur Vedas. At v. 26. 8, where the sanhitā manuscripts read rūpāḥ asmin, the pada has rūpāḥ: asmin. Unless authority for rūpā as a feminine noun can be found elsewhere, it will probably seem easier to regard rūpā as a briefer form of rūpāni, and the sandhi as an anomalous one. A like case is vii. 97. 4, sādanā akarma, where Bp. is amended by a second hand from sādanā to sādanāḥ. An evident instance of pretty gross blundering is to be seen at xviii. 4. 58, where, instead of pratārito 'shūsām, as the sense and metre require, and as is read by the Rik and Śāma Vedas (RV. ix. 86. 19; SV. i. 559), all our sanhitā manuscripts present pratārito 'ushūsām, which the pada also supports by giving pra-tārītāḥ.

यवलीपि || ३५ ||

35. Where y or v has been dropped, the preceding vowel remains unchanged.

That is to say, wherever, by the loss of a final y or v according to the phonetic rules of the second chapter (ii. 21), a hiatus takes place, and two vowels are brought into juxtaposition with one another, they are not combined, but the hiatus remains. Two vowels can be thus brought together, according to the rules of our treatise, only by the loss of y and v, a final visarjaniya being converted into y, by the theory here taught, before its final disappearance. The same prohibition against applying the rules of combination twice over to the same case is given by the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 2, r. 5, cix; V. Pr. iii. 3), in the form of a general precept, governing and restricting the application of its special rules.

As instances, the commentator cites again the whole series of passages given under ii. 21, and which I refrain from repeating here.

Although this is a rule of universal application as regards the mode of writing the text, the metre shows that it was not always observed by the authors of the hymns: see, for example, ix. 4. 19, 23, where we have to read brāhmaṇeḥḥya rahabhaṃ dattvā and asmin gosṭha 'pa pruca nāḥ, instead of brāhmaṇeḥḥya rahabham and gosṭha upa. Such
33. The *pragṛhya* vowels remain unchanged.

As was already remarked above, under i. 73, the designation of certain vowels as *pragṛhya*, made in the first chapter (rules 73–81), is not enough to exempt them from the operation of the rules for the combination in *sanhītā* of final and initial vowels: it is deemed necessary to add here that the vowels so designated maintain under all circumstances their own proper form. The method of the Rīk Pr. and Vāj. Pr. is the same: see K. Pr. ii. 27 (r. 50, 51, clv, clvi); V. Pr. iv. 84.

The commentator’s examples are *kena pārśnī abhyate: pārśnī iti* (x. 2. 1), *indravāyū ubhāu: indravāyū iti* (iii. 20. 6), and *ubhāv indragnī dā bharatām: indragni iti* (v. 7. 6). The text offers a single case in which a final *pragṛhya* vowel is combined with a following initial: it is *nṛpati va* (viii. 4. 6). The same passage is found in the Rig-Veda (vii. 104. 6), exhibiting the same anomalous *sandhi*, and such exceptional cases are duly noted by the Rīk Pr. (ii. 27, r. 54, clix), as is one of the same character by the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 86). That no reference is made to the passage in our treatise is possibly to be taken as an indication that the true Atharvan reading is *nṛpati va*, as is actually given by E. and I.

34. Also *enā ehāḥ* etc.

The passage cited in the rule as heading the *gana* is found at xii. 3, 33, where both *sanhītā* and *pada* read *enā ehāḥ pāri* etc., the establishers of the *pada*-text evidently regarding *enā* as the instrumental of the pronominal root *a*. To me, however, it seems more plausible to take the word as accusative plural feminine of the pronoun *ena*, which is usually enclitic, but in one or two instances (see the Bōhlingk-Roth lexicon, *sub verba*) is accented, when standing at the head of a *pāda*. The form then would be *enāḥ*, and the *sandhi* perfectly regular, and its treatment as an irregularity would be due only to a misapprehension on the part of the author of the *pada*. The other cases cited by the commentator, as composing the rest of the *gana*, are *yathā man nā ṣpāga asaḥ* (i. 34. 5. ii. 30. 1. vi. 8.1–3), and *prthivī uta dyāuḥ* (xviii. 1. 5). The latter is found also in the Rig Veda (x. 10. 5), and is noticed by its Prātiṣṭhākyā (ii. 39). The other is a somewhat intricate case. As regards, first, the accent of the word—all analogy requires that, as containing a root for its final member, it should be accented upon the last syllable, *apagā*. Thus, indeed, the *pada*-text actually reads where the passage first and last occurs; but at ii. 30. 1 it gives *apa-gā*, and with this accentuation agree all the *sanhītā* manuscripts in every instance, so that this reading has been received into the printed text. Second, as regards the form—there is not, so far as I can see, any reason why we should not regard *apagā* as the theme of the word, and not *apaga*; and so consider the form as found in the text to be *apagā*, and the *sandhi* to be entirely regular. It is true that most of the Atharvan compounds
candraḥ (e. g. ii. 15. 3), mandraḥ (xviii. 1. 30), ushtraḥ, kroṣṭraḥ (kroṣṭaṃśa, xi. 2. 2), bhrāṣṭraṃ, nastraṃ, and rāṣṭraṃ (e. g. iii. 4. 1). Several of them are found also in the scholia to Pāṇini, as illustrations of his rule (viii. 4. 50) that, according to Čākātyaṇa, no duplication takes place in a group of more than two consonants. The instances are wanting in variety, as illustrating our text, since they all present groups of three consonants, while we must suppose our rule to apply no less to groups of two, and to forbid duplication in such words as antah, asti, asta, etc.

31. Nor r and h—but the consonant following those two letters is doubled.

The commentator’s examples are those which have been already given, and in part twice, under i. 58 and i. 100, and they need not, therefore, be repeated here.

The Rik Pr. (vi. 2, r. 4, cčlxxxvi) subjects only r to this rule, leaving h to meet the same treatment with the other spirants; the Tāttv. Pr. (xiv. 4) does the same; the precept of the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 98) is to the same effect with ours, and so is also that of Pāṇini (viii. 4. 46), except that the latter here, as elsewhere, merely allows, and does not require, the duplication.

32. Not, however, ʂ, sh, and s, before a vowel.

This is an exception, of course, to the latter part of the preceding rule, since the sibilants would not, by any other precept, be subject to duplication before a vowel. The illustrations given in the commentary are none of them from the Atharvan, although a part of them are to be met with in the scholia to the corresponding rule of Pāṇini (viii. 4. 49); they are karṣhati, adarṣaḥ, akṣhatarṣaḥ, and tatarṣaḥḥ puṇḍaḥḥ. As counter-example, to show that the sibilant is exempt from duplication only before a vowel, we have given us vārścśhyoḍakaṃ yajeta, which is also no citation from the Atharvan text.

The Rik Pr. (vi. 2, r. 10, cčlxxxvii) exempts from duplication any spirant, when followed either by a vowel or by another spirant. The Tāttv. Pr. (xiv. 16) and Pāṇini (viii. 4. 49) precisely agree with our treatise. The Vāj. Pr. fails to make any corresponding exception.

The manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda, so far as known to me, do not, save in very infrequent and entirely sporadic cases, follow any of the rules of the varnākrama proper (rule 27, as already remarked, is really of another character), excepting the one which directs duplication after a r; and even in this case, their practice is as irregular as that of the manuscripts of the later literature. See Weber, pp. 246–248, for interesting statements respecting the usages of the codices of the Vājasaneyi-Sanhitā.
of *na*, 'not;' that is to say, the text has passed from giving rules for the occurrence of the duplication, to giving those for its non-occurrence. As we have found several times before, where there were lesser *lacuna*, that the copyist had skipped carelessly from a word to a like word farther on, so we may suppose the same to have taken place here: *agnih* and *yorkshah* were very probably quoted again as examples under the rule *visarjantiya*, and, the copyist's eye falling upon them, he overleaped all that intervened. It may be, however, that this conjecture is erroneous, and that the *lacuna* is of greater extent than would fairly admit of such an explanation. How many rules it includes, there are no means of determining: of this chapter we appear to have remaining ninety-six rules, while its signature states a hundred and five to be the number contained in it: but, on the one hand, we have not hitherto found reliable the numbers given in the signatures to the chapters; and, on the other hand, there is still another *lacuna*, of undetermined extent, in the fourth section (see under rule 80); and yet once more, we cannot be absolutely certain that the commentator does not, in one or two cases, state and expound two or more rules together, as once or twice in the first chapter (rules 12–13, 14–16). The treatment of the general subject by the other Prátiçákhyas varies so much, as regards fullness of detail as well as the doctrines held on minor points, that I do not venture to attempt to fill up, by their guidance, the gap which the carelessness of our copyist has left, and I continue without break the enumeration of the rules which still remain to us.

[*] विसर्जनीयः || २९ ||

29. *Visarjantiya* is not doubled.

The other treatises also exempt *visarjantiya* from duplication: see Rik Pr. vi. 1 (r. 1, cccxxviii), Váj. Pr. iv. 112, and Táitt. Pr. xiv. 15.

As already explained, in the preceding note, it is probable that the commentator gave again, in order to show that *visarjantiya* is not doubled when final (by iii. 28), like any other consonant, the instances *agnih* and *yorkshah*.

सत्यानि च || ३० ||

30. Nor a consonant which is followed by another of the same class.

The Rik Pr. makes no such exception as this: the other two treatises, however, do so, and each divides the precept into two, the one (V. Pr. iv. 108; T. Pr. xiv. 23) prohibiting the doubling of a consonant when followed by the same consonant, the other (V. Pr. iv. 113; T. Pr. xiv. 23, last half), when followed by a mute of the same series; the Váj. Pr. farther specifying that the following mute must not be a nasal.

The commentator cites as instances a number of words, evidently without any particular reference to the Atharvan text, although two or three of them happen to occur there: they are *indraḥ* (e. g. i. 9. 1),
trine of the other treatises (R. Pr. vi. 2, r. 7, ccclxxxiv; V. Pr. iv. 114; T. Pr. xiv. 15), which unanimously teach that a consonant is not duplicated in pauca. The commentator’s instances are again godhuk, virát, drśhat, triśṭup, the same words which we have had adduced so many times before (see i. 3 etc): they are accordingly to be pronounced godhukk, virāṭa, drśhatt, triśṭupp; but the manuscript omits, as in almost all the examples given under the following rules, to write the duplicated letter double.

27. As are also ṅ, ŋ, and ņ before a vowel, when final and preceded by a short vowel.

This is a rule familiar to all students of Sanskrit, as being obligatory in the euphony of the later classical dialect, and not in the older language of the Vedas alone. It is equivalently stated by all the treatises (R. Pr. vi. 4, r. 15, ccxcii; V. Pr. iv. 104; T. Pr. ix. 18, 19), except that the others omit the needless mention, along with the other two nasals, of ŋ, which never occurs as a final. Pāṇini’s pratyāhāra (viii. 3. 32) includes all the three. Pāṇini and the Tātt. Pr. very properly treat this doubling of a final nasal as something apart from and unconnected with the phenomena of the varṇakrama, by teaching it in a different part of their texts from that which deals with the latter subject; and in the Bṛā Pr., also, the rule rather follows next after, than is introduced among, those which prescribe the other duplications.

The commentator cites, as examples of a final nasal doubled, pratyāhāra rṇotī (not in AV.), pratyāhāra ud eši (xiii. 2. 20), udṛṇa udityaḥ (ii. 32. 1), and uṇaṃ uṇāste (no such case in AV.: the instance is also given by Pāṇini’s scholiasts). To illustrate the necessity of the restrictions “when preceded by a short vowel” and “before a vowel,” he cites arvān uḍātyāḥ cara (iii. 2. 3), and udapi jātāḥ (v. 4. 8). Finally, he quotes from his metrical authority a verse which restates the rule, with examples: nānandas tu pāṇātā ye hrauvapūrvah savarodayāḥ: teshāṃ dvirbhāvam ichanti pratyāhārya udṛṇa sugaṇṇ iti.

28. Also the first consonant of a group, after a vowel.

In all the other treatises (R. Pr. vi. 1, r. 1, ccclxxviii; V. Pr. iv. 97; T. Pr. xiv. 1), this is put at the head of the subject of the varṇakrama, as the fundamental and most important rule.

The commentator gives as instances the two indifferent words agnih (e. g. i. 7. 4) and vrksah (e. g. iv. 7. 5), which are to be pronounced agghiḥ and vrkkshāḥ. Then follows a laeuma in the manuscript, of some extent and importance, since it certainly includes one or more rules. After the two quoted examples, namely, follows visarjanīyah sasthatne ca, of which the two last words constitute a rule which the commentary goes on to expound in full, while the first, visarjanīyah, is the final repetition of the rule next preceding: and in both of them there is anuvṛtī.
Very little can be said in praise of the manner in which our treatise, in this section, deals with the intricate and numerous phenomena of the irregular prolongation of vowels in the Atharvan text; its statements are greatly wanting in accuracy, in completeness, and in systematic construction and arrangement. The form of its general rules, which embrace a great number of cases, is objectionable from indefiniteness: the cases which are made the subject of its special precepts are chosen arbitrarily and with little judgment, and in part are such as required no notice; while, on the other hand, it is doubtful whether one or two classes of cases are provided for at all: and finally, in several instances it abdicates altogether the office of a Prātiçākhya, and, instead of determining the usage of its school as to the points upon which it touches, leaves them as unsettled as it found them.

As elsewhere in the signature of the separate sections of this chapter, no statement is made respecting the number of rules which the section contains: the manuscript says simply śṛtyasya prathamah pādah.

पदलिं व्याख्यानं दि: II 26 II

26. At the end of a word, a consonant is pronounced double.

The subject of the duplicated pronunciation of consonants, or of the varṇakrama, as it is sometimes called, is one of the most peculiar in the whole phonetical science of the Hindus. It is also the one, to my apprehension, which exhibits most strikingly their characteristic tendency to arbitrary and artificial theorizing; I have not succeeded in discovering the foundation of fact upon which their superstructure of rules is based, or explaining to myself what actual phonetic phenomena, liable to occur in a natural, or even a strained, mode of utterance, they supposed themselves to have noted, and endeavored thus to reduce to systematic form. The varṇakrama, however, forms a not inconspicuous part of the phonetic system of all the Prātiçākhyas, and is even presented by Pāṇini (viii. 4. 46-52), although the latter mercifully allows us our option as to whether we will or will not observe its rules. To present and compare in full detail the systems of the other authorities in connection with that of our own treatise would take a great deal of room, and, moreover, could be done at best but imperfectly, since our manuscript, as will be shown below, exhibits a lacuna of some extent and importance in the midst of its treatment of the subject. I shall accordingly only refer under each of our own rules to those precepts of the other treatises which are most nearly related to it.

If the first rule of the second chapter is still to be strictly applied, we must conclude that the makers of the Prātiçākhya recognized the duplicated methods of pronunciation as of force only in the saṁhitā-pāṭha, and not in the utterance of the disjoined text, or the padapāṭha. This interpretation is somewhat supported by the fact that both the Rik Pr. (vi. 3, r. 14, ccxc) and Pāṇini (viii. 4. 51) attribute to Čākala or Čākalya, the teacher to whom the invention of the padapāṭha is generally ascribed, a denial of all duplicated utterance.

As regards our first rule, it is directly in contravention with the doc-
rule 12, might be regarded as falling under this rule; but as a part of them also would not, since it is their third syllable that is prolonged, and not their second, I preferred to give them all together in that place.

23. Of the compounds sātrasāha etc., the first vowel of the second member.

The instances cited by the commentator are sātrasāhasya (v. 13. 6: p. sātrā-sahasya), amitrāsahā (e.g. i. 20. 4: p. amitra-sahā), and višāsahā (e.g. i. 29. 6: p. vi-sasahā); all of them from the root sah. The text furnishes another derivative from the same root belonging under this rule, viz. abhimātishāhā (iv. 32. 4: p. abhimāti-sahā): the only other case which I have found is nyāyanam (vi. 77. 2: p. ni-ayanan). The word ukthacāsah, which the pada-texts of the Rik and White Yajus write uktha-casah, and which therefore receives attention from their Prātiçākyas (R. Pr. ix. 19; V. Pr. iii. 122), is read in our pada (xviii. 3. 21) uktha-casah.

24. Of rta, the final vowel, before vrddh, varī, and vān.

The instances cited by the commentator are rta-rvādha (e.g. xi. 6. 19: p. rta-vrddha), rta-varī yogīya (vi. 62. 1: p. rta-varī), and rta-vānam viṣāvānāram (vi. 36. 1: p. rta-vānam): the same words occur elsewhere, in a few passages which it is unnecessary to specify; they always show a long vowel in sankitā and a short in pada, while the other numerous compounds of rta have everywhere the short vowel only.

25. Also that of adha, excepting when followed by tyām and dhīh.

The commentator’s illustrative citations for adhā, with lengthened final, are adhā yathā naḥ (xviii. 3. 21), and adhā pitṛīr upa drava (xviii. 2. 23): he also quotes the exceptions mentioned in the rule, as follows: adha tyām dravam (xviii. 1. 21), and adhā dhīr ajāyata (xviii. 1. 21). There is, however, yet another case in the text in which the final vowel is left short, and which has been overlooked both by treatise and commentator: it is adha syāma (xviii. 3. 17). All the passages in which adhā occurs have been given above, in the note to rule 16. Except in the single case in which it is followed by dhīh, the word always stands at the beginning of a pada. The commentator adds from his metrical authority a verse containing a virtual repetition of the rule: adhe ‘ti vyājyante dīrgho varjaye tvayādhiparam; svarūddhā api sarvatra vyājyante hrasva eva tu; ‘adha is long before a consonant, excepting the cases in which it is followed by tyām and dhīh; but before a consonant preceded by a vowel (i) it is everywhere only short.'

1 —MS. readārāvaya.
20. When r is dropped, the final vowel is lengthened.

The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 9, r. 29, cxix.; V. Pr. iv. 34; T. Pr. viii. 17), with better reason, give this rule in connection with that for the omission of the final r, which takes place (by ii. 19) only before a following initial r. The commentator repeats once more the same series of quotations which he has given already twice before, under i. 28 and ii. 19, only excepting the first, paradaḥ purūci ráyäḥ (ii. 13. 3) : he then, as if in surprise at his own audacity, asks himself why he has omitted this; and makes reply that, although it offers an instance of the loss of a final r, it shows no projection of the vowel, which was long already.  

21. Of nárukā etc., the first vowel is lengthened.

The commentator cites only three cases under this rule, viz. nárukam (xii. 4. 36: p. narakam), sádanam (e. g. ii. 12. 7: p. sadanam), and ásata indra (viii. 4. 8: p. asata). The first word occurs only once in the Atharvan; the second is found several times, but sádana, with short antepenult, still oftener; for ásata we have also two other passages in the same hymn with the one quoted (viii. 4. 12, 13). Besides these, the word of most frequent occurrence, belonging to the same class, is purusha, which usually becomes párusha at the end of a pāda (as noted by the Váj. Pr., iii. 118), or where its first syllable has that place at which a long vowel is especially needed in the cadence of the pāda. Moreover, the text offers us súyáman (iv. 27. 1: p. su-yáman†), and súyávasa (e. g. iv. 21. 7: p. su-yávasa), with its compound súyávasat (vii. 73. 11: p. suyávasat-). Causative forms, such as yávaya (p. yávaya), which the treatise perhaps meant to include in this rule, have been spoken of above, under rule 15.

22. Of didáyat etc., the second vowel.

The commentator's examples are didáyat (iii. 8. 3: p. didáyat), usháso viravatih (iii. 16. 7: p. ushasah), and ushásánaktā (e. g. v. 12. 6: p. ushasánaktā). The latter compound occurs several times in our text: from the theme ushas we have also once (xii. 2. 46) the accusative ushasam (p. ushasam). The only other word of like character which I have noted in the Atharvan is grathāya (vii. 83. 3: p. grathaya). A part of the compounds exhibiting projection in the final syllable of the first member, and of which a detailed list has been given above, under

---

1 kim artham idam nodārddhate: purūci ráyāḥ : yady api vālopa dirgha evāyāh. The reading is very corrupt, but the thing aimed at is, I believe, clear.

2 In the Atharvan only usually, and not universally: exceptions are v. 30. 9. viii. 7. 2. xi. 8. 32. xii. 4. 13. xix. 6. 1, and one or two others.

† The edition reads, with I. and H., suyamán.
yatim abhi (iii. 1.3: p. ątr-yaśtim): as examples of the short vowel, he gives arātiyāt (iv. 36. 1: p. arāti-yaś), janiyānti (xiv. 2. 72: p. janiyānti), putriyānti (xiv. 2. 72: p. putri-yaś), and mrgayūḥ (x. 1. 26: p. mṛga-yaś)—adding to the last word prabhūtāni ca, which I take to be, not a part of this or of any other citation, but (with amendment to prabhūtīni ca) a simple expression for 'et cetera;' although the commentator does not anywhere else, I believe, give us such an intimation that more examples might be had for the seeking. The only ones of this class which our text farther presents are sukshetriyā and su-gātuyā (both at iv. 33. 2: p. su-kshetriyā: su-gātuyā), besides amitra-yūn, in the twentieth book {xx. 127. 13}. Of cases of the long vowel, we have also aghāyant (e. g. x. 4. 10: p. agha-yaś) and aghāyu (e. g. i. 20. 2: p. agha-yaś: in abhyaghāyānti [v. 6. 9 and vii. 70. 3*] the pada-text leaves the vowel long, writing abhi-aghāyānti, vasuyā (iv. 33. 2: p. vasu-yaś), capathīyant (e. g. v. 14. 5: p. capathi-yaś), janiyant (vi. 82. 3: p. jani-yaś), amitrāyant (vii. 84. 2: p. amitra-yaś: the Rik, in the corresponding passage [x. 180. 3], has the short vowel), kaviyāmāna (ix. 9. 18: p. kaviyāmāna), and nipriyāyate (xii. 4. 11 etc.: p. ni-priyāyate): satvāntāyant (v. 20. 1) seems to belong to the same class, but it is written by the pada with the long vowel, satvānta-yūn. From the themes amitra and jani, it will be noticed, come desiderative or denotative forms of either class, or with both the short and long vowel.

19. As also the final vowel of an instrumental case.

In the form of this rule there is nothing which continues the implication of bahulam, but such an implication is, of course, unavoidably necessary, and is made by the commentator. As instance of the long vowel, he cites yenā sahasram vahasi yenā 'gneya saravedasam (ix. 5. 17): as instance of the short vowel, kena śrotiyam āñopoti (x. 2. 20). All the cases occurring under this rule have been detailed above, in the note to rule 16: excepting tenā and yenā, which are tolerably frequent (tenā occurs 24 times, and yenā 8 times), we have, of instrumentals with lengthened finals, only a few sporadic instances, viz. sahasyenā, bhadrenā, amṛtenā, kāvyenā, and marṣyenā, each in a single passage. Of other forms of declension which undergo a like prolongation, the text affords us two genitives, asyatā and harinasatā; and, as accusative singular, puru is twice lengthened into purū. Besides these, we find only such forms as janimā for janimāni, in which the long vowel may be more properly regarded as thematic and not metrical. This latter class of cases, however, has been reckoned in with the rest under rule 16, because it is so treated by the pada-text, which writes the final vowel short.† In a single instance (brahma: v. 2. 8) the sanhitā preserves the short vowel.

* Amended in the published text to abhyaghāyāti.
† Excepting in two cases, viz. varimā (iv. 25. 2), and nāmade (ix. 9. 3). I do not at all understand the reason of these exceptions, and they may possibly be misreadings of our pada MSS.; the pada-text reads nāma at v. 1. 3, and in the Rik passage (i. 164. 3) corresponding with ix. 9. 3, both pada and sanhitā give nāma.
It will be noticed that the vowel which is lengthened is almost always a: the text furnishes us, indeed, but three examples of the protraction of a final i (ii. 5.4. xviii. 1.21, 25), and two of that of u (vi. 40.3. xviii. 1.1)—except the particle u, as taught in rule 4 of this chapter.

17. Before the suffix mant a vowel is or is not lengthened.

The term matu is treated by the commentary as covering both the suffix mant and its equivalent vant: in fact, he cites instances only for the latter, as follows: sāle čvāvati (iii. 12.2), ačvāvattī gomatī (iii. 16.7), and ačvāvatīm pra tara (xviii. 2.31); and farther, as examples of the short vowel before the suffix, viravatī sadam (iii. 16.7), and ghṛtavatī payasvatī uc chhayasva (iii. 12.2).

The complete list of words in our present Atharvan text which exhibit in sānkītā a prolongation of the final vowel of a theme before the possessive suffix vant is as follows: ačvāvant (e.g. iii. 12.2), varanāvant (iv. 7.1), madāvant (e.g. iv. 7.4), samāvant (iv. 18.1), priyāvant (iv. 18.4), uttarāvant (e.g. iv. 22.5), viryāvant (e.g. iv. 37.5), vrshnyāvant (v. 25.8), bhaguravatī (vii. 71.1), ačitāvant (ix. 6.38), rocanavant (xiii. 3.10), ishāvant (xviii. 3.20), klādvant (vii. 90.3), and vrishūvant (ix. 3.8). In all these words, the pada-text restores the final vowel of the theme to its short form, and (by iv. 17) separates the theme and the suffix by avagraha.* For the suffix mant we have but a single word, tvishimant (e.g. iv. 19.2: p. tvishi-mant): and so also for the suffix van—viz. satya-avan (p. satya-avan: iv. 29.1, 2)—respecting which I do not know whether it should be regarded as included under the technical designation matu. There are a few words in which the long vowel before the possessive suffix is properly regarded as rightfully belonging to the theme, and so is left unshortened in the pada-text: such are dakshināvant, citikāvant, hādikāvant, ukushimant, and jyotishimant.

Of the words mentioned above, only two—viz. ačvavant (vi. 68.3. xviii. 3. 61) and viryavant (viii. 5.1. xviii. 4. 38)—ever show in sānkītā forms having the vowel short. The former of them is specially noted in the Vāj. Pr. (iii. 97) as doing so in a single instance.

18. As also before a suffix beginning with y, in a desiderative form.

In this rule, the anuvṛtti of bahulam is duly indicated, by the insertion of ca. As examples of desiderative forms exhibiting the lengthened vowel before y, the commentator cites adhvariyatam (i. 4.1: p. adhvari-yatam), vrshyamānah (ii. 5.7: p. vrsha-yamānah), and catrū-

* Our pada MS. does, indeed, read rocanavant (xiii. 3.10), without separation: but this is, it can hardly be doubted, a mere error of the scribe.
The tabular summary for the 11-syllable pāda is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable,</th>
<th>Regular.</th>
<th>Indifferent.</th>
<th>Irregular.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>3rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal forms,</td>
<td>10 23 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of declension,</td>
<td>7 8 0 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles,</td>
<td>36 4 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum,</td>
<td>58 35 8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total,</td>
<td>98 2 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. In the jagati pāda, or that of twelve syllables.
1. Protraction at the beginning of the pāda, in the second syllable, as in cikṣhā no asmin puruhūta yāmāni. Here we have, of verbal forms, cikṣhā (xviii. 3.87); of forms of declension, purā (vi. 49.3); of particles, eva (iv. 23. 2. vi. 97.1), adhā (vii. 83. 3. xviii. 4. 63), and yadv (xviii. 1. 21).

2. Protraction in the cadence of the pāda, taking place, as in the tristhūk pāda, at two different points, either at the eighth syllable or at the tenth; that is, at the fifth or the third from the end.

a. At the eighth syllable, as in asmākam anśaṁ ud avā bhare-bhare: of such cases, the text affords us the verbal forms muścā (ii. 35. 3), kṛṇatā (vi. 55. 3), rukmatā (vii. 6. 3), avā (vii. 50. 4), and ēkā (xviii. 1. 16); and the form of declension dharmin (vi. 51. 3).

b. At the tenth syllable, as in tāh sopataghrā iti cūrmanā vayam: here we have only the verbal forms niṣcathā (vi. 22. 2), dhārayā (vii. 82. 3), cūrmanā (viii. 9. 18), veṣayā (ix. 2. 25), and sidatā (xi. 1. 12).

3. Of the protraction in the middle of the verse, or at the fourth syllable, there is to be found but a single case, yad ejathā marato rukmavakshayā (vi. 22. 2).

4. Protraction of a final against the requirements of the metre, in the seventh syllable, or the sixth from the end. Only one unquestionable case can be found, viz. pary ā shu pra dhauvā vāyasataye (v. 6. 4); with which may be classed grnatā, at v. 27. 9, in a verse of irregular character, and perhaps rather belonging under the 8-syllable pāda.

The cases of the 12-syllable pāda may be thus summed up:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable,</th>
<th>Regular.</th>
<th>Indifferent.</th>
<th>Irregular.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>3rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal forms,</td>
<td>1 5 5 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of declension,</td>
<td>1 1 0 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles,</td>
<td>5 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum,</td>
<td>7 6 5 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total,</td>
<td>18 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There thus appear to be, in the whole text, 268 cases of the protraction of a final vowel to help the metrical movement in the opening or the cadence of the pāda, and 12 which favor the movement in the middle of the pāda, against 26 which contravene the orderly flow of the metre. To point out the cases in which protraction does not take place at the two important points at which it is thus shown usually to occur, and to establish the laws, if there be any, which determine in each instance the retention or the change of the short vowel, cannot, of course, be attempted here.
1. 25), vahá (xviii. 1. 30), mrśá (xviii. 1. 40), úcya (xviii. 1. 52), bhavá (xix. 24. 5), and cṛudhi (ii. 5. 4. xviii. 1. 25).

b. Forms of declension: tená (iii. 16. 5. vii. 20. 4; 79. 1), yená (vii. 12. 1. xvii. 1. 54; 4. 44), and kaháma (xviii. 3. 21).

c. Particles: evá (iv. 39. 1, 3, 5, 7, vi. 72. 1; 74. 3, xii. 2. 25), adhá (iii. 4. 4, iv. 32. 7, vii. 22. 2, vii. 73. 11, vii. 4. 15, x. 2. 7, xii. 3, 2, xiv. 1. 16, 51; 2. 11; 3. 21, 4. 48, 70), yatá (iii. 28. 5, vi. 22. 2; 120, 3, ix. 9. 22, xvii. 1. 50), atrá (v. 1. 5, ix. 10. 12, xii. 2. 26, 27), adyá (vii. 4. 15, ix. 10. 9), ghá (xviii. 1. 11), achá (vi. 39. 2), and súd (xii. 3, 3).

2. Protraction in the cadence of the pāda. Here we have two classes of cases to distinguish, viz., those in which the eighth syllable, or the fourth from the end, suffers protraction, as in divāṃ gacchā prati tishtāt ċaṭīrāṭh; and again, those in which the tenth syllable, or the last but one, is made long, as in mā vah sukroc camaso drāñhatā tām.

a. Protraction in the eighth syllable.

a. Verbal forms: viveṣá (i. 12. 3, xi. 4. 20), tishtā (ii. 34. 5, xviii. 2, 7), bhajá (iii. 4. 2, 4), avá (iii. 16. 3), medayathá (iv. 21. 6), bhārā (iv. 32, 3), suadāya (v. 12. 2), sṛjá (v. 27. 11), jhutā (vi. 32. 1), rakṣá (vii. 3, 19), nāhyá (x. 9. 1), tarātā (xii. 2. 26, 27), nudatá (xii. 2. 30), pacatá (xii. 3, 27), bhavatá (xii. 3, 29), sṛjatá (xii. 3, 48), cakrā (xviii. 1, 51), diyá (xix. 13, 8), and avatá (xix. 13, 11).

b. Forms of declension: asyá (i. 12. 2), janāminá (ii. 28. 2, iv. 1, 3, xvii. 32, 22), amṛtená (iii. 12. 8), kāvyená (v. 1. 5), and marntyená (ix. 10, 8, 16).

c. Particles: cā (vii. 4, 1, x. 8, 12), adyá (vii. 82, 6), and utá (vii. 97. 1).

b. Protraction in the tenth syllable. This case is comparatively rare, and is nearly confined to verbal forms, of which we have mrśatá (i. 20, 1, xviii. 3, 18), bhavá (ii. 6, 3, iv. 32, 7), sṛjá (v. 2, 3), hantapá (vii. 77, 2), and drāñhatá (xix. 58, 4): besides these, we find only ihá (xix. 58, 6).

3. In the trishtubh pāda, as in the anushtubh, we have in a few odd cases the fourth syllable lengthened, as in tirah purú cid arnavam yagavan; they are as follows: verbal form, tishtatá (xii. 2, 27); form of declension, purú (xviii. 1, 1); particle, ghá (xviii. 1, 3).

4. The irregular protractions are found to take place in the third, the fifth, or the seventh syllable of the pāda.

a. Protraction in the third syllable, as in urushyá na urujmann aparamyach: but two cases occur, viz. urushyá (vi. 4, 3), and evatháyá (xiii. 1. 31), and in the latter passage the metre is hopelessly irregular.

b. Protraction in the fifth syllable, as in mitras cid dhí smájuhurágadosdevám: of this class, we have only cases of particles, viz. prá (ii. 5, 5, vii. 26, 1*), and smá (xviii. 1, 33).

c. Protraction in the seventh syllable: an example is na yat purú cakrmá kad dha nánam. The words of which the final is lengthened in this position are, with a single exception, verbal forms, viz. krnutá (iv. 21, 6), bhārā (iv. 22, 6, vii. 73, 9), khpá (iv. 22, 7), cṛt (vi. 63, 2; 84, 3), suvá (vii. 14, 3), nudá (vii. 34, 1), and cakrmá (xviii. 1, 4, 33). Of forms of declension, we have janáminá (v. 11, 5).

* In both these passages the printed text reads pra, without any support from the manuscripts.
3. ilayatā (i. 17. 4), yātayā (i. 20. 3; 21. 4. iv. 19. 7. xii. 1. 32), gahayā (i. 21. 2), nāpaya (i. 23. 2, 3), kṛṇutā (iii. 9. 1. xii. 2. 34), anadatā (iii. 13. 1), jayatā (iii. 19. 7), vārdhayā (iii. 20. 1. vi. 5. 3; 54. 1), tānaya (iv. 4. 6. vi. 101. 2), shrāpayā (iv. 5. 7), kalpayā (iv. 12. 5), nayathā (iv. 13. 1), jīvayathā (iv. 13. 1), chāpayā (iv. 18. 4), dūshayatā (vi. 100. 2), dyā (vi. 103. 2, 3; 104. 2), cakrātā (vi. 114. 1; 115. 1. x. 3. 8), mādayā (vi. 130. 4), uṣṭyā (vii. 18. 1), bhavo (vii. 60. 7), jaṅghinā (x. 4. 12), bhojā (xiv. 1. 25), vāpaya (xvii. 3. 6), carā (xx. 127. 11).

b. Of forms of declension: sahasreṇā (iv. 5. 1), and bhadreṇā (vii. 60. 7).

c. Of particles: ivā (vi. 37. 2).

3. Besides cases of the two kinds already noted, we have a few in which the protraction still favors the iambic movement of the verse, although not at its two cardinal points:

a. In the fourth syllable of the pāda, as in karināsya bhīyāṁ kṛddhā:
of verbal forms, parahā (iv. 33. 8), and cṛṇotā (xx. 127. 7); of forms of declension, dhāmā (vi. 31. 3), and karināsya (vi. 67. 3); of particles, anātā (ii. 3. 2), and achatā (iii. 20. 2).

b. In the final syllable of the pāda: of this class we have but two cases, viz. kalpayā (iv. 12. 5), and anātā (ii. 3. 2); and in each passage the same word occurs in another position, protracted according to the usual analogies, so that we may regard the irregular protractions in the final syllable as the effect of attraction.

4. Protraction of a final vowel in such a position that it seems to obstruct, rather than assist, the regular movement of the verse:

a. Protraction in the third syllable of the pāda, as in śrathayā sūkṣhān veśam: of verbal forms, śrathayā (i. 11. 3), mrdayā (i. 18. 2; 26. 4), itā (iii. 19. 7), sunotā (vi. 2. 3), jukotā (xviii. 2. 2); of particles, smā (x. 4. 6).

b. Protraction in the fifth syllable, or in the fourth from the end: only a single case, ivā (iv. 4. 7, third pāda).*

A summary view of the cases of protraction in the 8-syllable pāda (including also the very rare 10-syllable pāda) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>Regular.</th>
<th>Indifferent.</th>
<th>Irregular.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd. 6th.</td>
<td>4th. 8th.</td>
<td>3rd. 5th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal forms,</td>
<td>8 40</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of declension,</td>
<td>26 2</td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particles,</td>
<td>77 1</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum,</td>
<td>111 43</td>
<td>6 2</td>
<td>7 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total,</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. In the pāda of eleven syllables, with trochaic close; usually forming regular triiḥṭubh verses, but not unfrequently irregularly combined, especially with jagati pādas, of twelve syllables:

1. Protraction at the commencement of the pāda, in the second syllable: e. g. vidmā tam utam yata ābhbhūtha.

a. Verbal forms: vidmā (iv. 31. 5. x. 1. 20. xiii. 3. 21), yuksvā (xviii. 31. 5. x. 1. 20. xiii. 3. 21), yuksvā (xviii. 31. 5. x. 1. 20. xiii. 3. 21).
almost as well, we should think, to turn off the matter with a kvacit, as is done below, in rule 54, openly confessing inability to master its intricacy and vastness, as to dispose of it thus.

The commentator does not feel called upon to give himself any more trouble than the authors of the treatise have taken, and he leaves the two ganas to take care of themselves, after citing three passages by way of examples, as follows: vidmā carasya pitaram (i. 2. 1), evā rogāh cā hr̥vacan (i. 2. 4), and evā me prāṇa mā bibheh (ii. 15. 1 etc.). In filling out the gana, and giving a complete account of the usage of the Atharvan text with reference to the prolongation of a final vowel, I shall put together all the cases, including those which belong under rules 19 and 25, since the same principle evidently governs them all.

The prolongation is so prevailingly a metrical phenomenon in the Atharva-Veda, called out by the exigencies of the verse, that I shall arrange my exhibition of it accordingly. There are certain points in the pāda, whether of eight, of eleven, or of twelve syllables, at which the long vowel is especially liable to be called forth: these are, 1st, toward the beginning of the pāda, of whatever length, the second syllable; 2nd, toward the end, the sixth syllable in a pāda of eight syllables, and the eighth or the tenth in one of eleven or twelve syllables; the protraction evidently tending in the former case to give an iambic movement to the commencement of the verse, and, in the latter case, to impress upon it an iambic cadence—where, however, is in the 11-syllable pāda made trochaic by the addition of an odd syllable. A long syllable at these points, then, I shall regard as regular; elsewhere, as irregular.

I. The pāda of eight syllables (rarely lengthened to ten), usually forming anuśtubh verses, but, less often, combined into gāyatī, pankti, or bṛhat stanzas: these do not require to be distinguished from one another, since the prolongation depends solely upon the interior construction of the pāda itself, and not upon the mode of combination of the latter.

1. Protraction of a final vowel in the second syllable of the pāda, as in the example vidmā carasya pitaram (i. 2. 1):

a. Of verbal forms: vidmā (i. 2. 1; 3. 1–5), pibā (ii. 5. 1), and tishtā (iv. 7. 5).

b. Of forms of declension: tenā (i. 3. 1–5. iii. 7. 3; * 14. 1. iv. 5. 1; 7. 1. vi. 7. 2, 2; 12. 1, 2; 24. 3; 80. 1, 3; 82. 3; 91. 1. vii. 38. 2. xviii. 2. 30), and yena (i. 13. 1. iii. 9. 4. vii. 38. 2. ix. 5. 17. xiii. 2. 21).

c. Of particles: evā (i. 2. 4; 3. 6–9; 11. 6. ii. 15. 1–6; 30. 1; 36. 4. iii. 6. 3. 6. v. 21. 4–6. vi. 8. 1, 2, 3; 17. 1–4; 46. 3; 58. 2; 70. 1–3; 85. 3; 102. 1; 105. 1–3; 138. 5; 139. 4, 5; 141. 3. vii. 13. 1; 50. 5. ix. 1. 11, 12, 13, 16, 17. x. 1. 13; 3. 13–15, 17–25; 6. 33. xi. 4. 19. xii. 4. 34; 5. 65. xiv. 1. 43. xvii. 4. 55. xix. 50. 4; 57. 1), adhā (i. 28. 4. iii. 20. 1. vi. 65. 1. x. 4. 25. xiii. 1. 30. xiv. 2. 20. xvii. 2. 23), yatra (iii. 28. 6), and ghā (vi. 1. 8).

2. Protraction in the sixth syllable, or the third from the end of the pāda, as in imām vardhayatā giraḥ:

a. Of verbal forms: vardhayatā (i. 15. 2. xix. 1. 1, 2), janayathā (i. 5.

* The edition, following the authority of a part of the MSS., tena.
Or, as the commentator expounds it, there is in this passage a lengthened vowel—viz., that of the first syllable of jihīda. The passage is cited: akrutar jihīda 'ham* (iv. 32. 5: p. jihīda). The commentator regards the word bahulam as still in force from the preceding rule, and adds, as an instance in which a short vowel appears in the reduplication of this root, yad vā pitā 'parāddho jihīde (vi. 116. 2). But it is evident that there is no need here of any implication of bahulam, and that all cases but one of the occurrence of jihīda are excluded from the rule by the citation in the latter of the accompanying word aham.

Compare farther rule iv. 87, which teaches samāpattī of jihīda in the pada-text.

15. And sāhyāma.

The commentator quotes from the text: sāhyāma dāsam āryam (iv. 32. 1: p. sāhyāma). He does not attempt to prove the implication of bahulam by anuvṛtti from rule 13, although there is just as good reason for doing it here as under the preceding rule. Compare the converse of this rule in the next chapter (iv. 88).

There are in the Atharvan text a few causative forms from verbal roots which show in the first or radical syllable a short a in pada and a long ā in sanhītā, and which are not specially noted in this section, being left, apparently, to fall into the gana of rule 21, below, although no reference is there made to them by the commentator. They are yāayā etc. (e. g. i. 20. 3), from yu; cyāyayati etc. (e. g. x. 1. 13), from cyu; vānayantu (vi. 9. 3), from van; yāmaya (vi. 137. 3), from yam; and glāpayanta (ix. 9. 10), from glā. Directions for the shortening of their first syllables in pada are given in the next chapter (iv. 91–93).

16. The final vowels of vidma etc. are lengthened before ċara etc.

This rule, together with two later ones of this section (19 and 25)—of which the one relates to the final of an instrumental case, and the other to that of the particle adha—makes up the sum of all that our treatise has to say respecting the frequent and important phenomenon of the prolongation in sanhītā of a final vowel. The other Prātiṣṭhānyas treat the subject at great length and apparently with exhaustive fullness (see R. Pr., chapters vii and viii; V. Pr. iii. 96–128; T. Pr. iii). As regards our own treatise, we must confess that we can hardly help questioning the actuality of all its ganaś, when we find set up in the rules such as would have to be of so immense extent as the two here presented us, which must contain hundreds of words each.† It were

* The edition reads erroneously jihīda 'ham, with the corresponding Rik passage. All the sanhitā manuscripts of the Atharvan give jihīda, and in the pada-text the word is followed by a figure 4, the usual sign of a sanāpama word, or one which the pada has reduced from an irregular to a theoretically regular form.
† The longest gana belonging to Pāṇini's grammar, avṛddhācchayeśu, contains, in Bēhling's edition, 232 words.
blundering substitution. In a single word, nithāra (e.g. vi. 113. 2), the pada does not restore the theoretically correct form, but reads with the sanhita: possibly nínāha, were there a pada-text for the passage, would be treated in the same way. There are a few cases where a final a of a preposition is also lengthened before a root, but in these the pada-text attempts no restoration of the regular form, and their omission from the rules of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā would therefore be of no practical importance; they are prāṇāha (ix. 3. 4), prāvarṣh (e.g. xii. 1. 46), prāvṛtta (e.g. xii. 5. 2); and upānah (xx. 133. 4) doubtless belongs to the same class.

There are, however, still remaining a few compounds in the Atharvan text, the final vowel of the first member of which is lengthened in sanhita, and which are not treated of in any of the rules which follow; so that, if the rule now in hand is to be so interpreted as to exclude them, no provision would appear to have been made for them in our treatise; they are sāṃdhana-jit (e.g. v. 20. 3: p. saṃdhana-jit), ukthamada (v. 26. 3: p. uktha-mada), tārdāpati (vi. 50. 3: p. tardo-pati), sahasrapoṣha (e.g. vi. 79. 3: p. sahasra-poṣha; at vi. 141. 3 we have sahasravopasa), ahuvinārtha (vii. 32. 1: p. ahuvi-rvṛth), saṃvāvasum (vii. 50. 3: p. svāvasum); RV. reads in the corresponding passage svavasam), naghārisa (e.g. vi. 2. 6: p. nagha-riṣha), pavīnasā (viii. 6. 21: p. pavīnasa), purītas (e.g. ix. 7. 11: p. purī-tas), vishāvt (x. 2. 11: p. viśkūvṛt), purūrvt (x. 2. 11: p. purūr-ṛt), purūvasu (xiv. 2. 47: p. purū-vasu), urūnasā (xviii. 2. 13: p. uru-nasa).

13. The a of a reduplication is or is not lengthened.

As instances of the prolongation of a in a syllable of reduplication, the commentator gives us dādhrshuh (i. 27. 3: p. dadhrshuḥ), abhibāvṛde (i. 29. 1: p. abhi-vaṃrdeḥ), vaṃrde (v. 1. 5: p. vaṃrdeḥ), and jītasva vaṃrte (v. 19. 13: p. vaṃrteḥ). The same prolongation takes place in the Atharvan in sāṣahe (xix. 34. 5) and sāṣahānaḥ (iii. 6. 4), cākṣpat (vi. 35. 3), cākṣpuḥ (ix. 10. 19), and cākṣe (e.g. vii. 87. 1), and tāṭṛṣuḥ (xviii. 3. 47); and also, in the twentieth book (xx. 127. 3), in māmahe. As examples of the short a in the same position, the commentator cites anaṃ viṣvā vasah (i. 16. 3) and vaṣhe gatrān (ii. 5. 3).

The root sah is the only one in which, while the pada-text gives always the short vowel to the reduplication, the sanhita sometimes prolongs it and sometimes leaves it unchanged. Elsewhere we have in sanhita either always the long a (and especially often in the forms of vaṃrdeḥ), or always the short a.

There are also two or three roots in the reduplications of which other vowels than a, short in the pada-text, are lengthened in sanhita: they are rūnapuḥ (iv. 7. 5), rīrīṣhā (e.g. v. 3. 8), and cācucuḥ (xviii. 2. 4).

The Prātiṣṭhākhyā may intend to include these forms in the gaṇa of rule 21, below, but they would much more properly have been provided for in the present rule.

14. Note jīhīdā 'ham.
11. A final alterant vowel of a preposition is lengthened before \( t \) of the root \( dā \).

The only two words in the text falling under this rule are apratitam (vi. 117.1) and parittih (vi. 92.2), in which the final \( i \) of \( prati \) and \( pari \) becomes \( t \) before the \( t \) which is all that remains of the root \( dā \) before the participial suffix \( ta \). The commentator mentions both, and likewise \( nītā, vītā, \) and \( parittih \), no one of which is to be found in the Atharvan; nor are his counter-examples, \( prattam \) and \( avattam \), Atharvan words. The rule has a more general form of statement than would be required if it were constructed only to fit the cases which our text presents: and we may also, indeed, recognize in the fact of its presence at all the influence of the general grammar: the words to which it relates are read alike in \( pada \) and in \( samhitā \), and none of the other treatises has anything corresponding to it: compare Pāṇini, vi. 3.124.

12. As also before \( varta \) etc.

What words we are to assume to be implied in this rule, by inference from those which precede it, is not entirely clear. The commentator's understanding of it we are unable to arrive at, for there is here another slight lacuna in the manuscript: the抄ist has jumped carelessly from the \( vartādisku \) of the first statement of the rule to that of the paraphrase, so that the greater part of the latter is lost. The instances given in the commentary are abhīvarta (i. 29.1: p. abhi-varta), and \( viṣevam anvām abhīvāra \) (i. 32.4: p. abhi-vāra). We may with plausibility conclude from this that we are to imply in the rule not merely the \( dīrghah \), 'conversion into a long vowel,' which belongs to the whole section, but the specific limitation to a preposition ending in an alterant vowel, given in the last rule; and that the commentary would read, if restored, as follows: \( vartādisku \): \( upasārgasya nāmyantasya vartādisku \) paratāh dīrgho bhavati. The words, then, to which the rule relates, would be, besides those already cited: vibarpa (ii. 33.7: p. vi-barha), abhīvara (e. g. iii. 5.2: p. abhi-varpa), pariṣasa (v. 14.3: p. pari-ṣa), pratiṣoda (e. g. viii. 1.13: p. prati-boda), prativartha (e. g. viii. 5.4: p. prati-vartha), anuvṛj (ix. 4.12: p. anu-vṛj), prattikāsa (ix. 8.6: p. pratiti-kāsa), abhīvarta (e. g. ix. 10.7: p. abhi-vṛta), pariśita (e. g. x. 8.31: p. pari-ṛta), samparīrti (x. 2.33: p. sam-parīrti), pratihāra (xi. 7.12: p. prati-hāra), nivid (xi. 7.19: p. ni-vīd), abhimodamud (e. g. xi. 7.26: p. abhimoda-mud), abhiplāpa (xi. 8.25: p. abhilāpa-lap), anuṛdha (xix. 15.2), pariṇā (xix. 48.1), and nīkha (xix. 57.4)—all which are separated by the \( pada \)-text (except in the nineteenth book, which has no \( pada \)-text), with restoration of the original short vowel of the preposition. In the same category would belong anujahire (p. anu-jahire), which is the reading of all the Atharvan manuscripts at xviii. 3.46, but which in the published text is altered to anuḥire, to accord with the Rik reading of the same passage (x. 15.8), for which the other seems a
Here are quite heterogeneous cases, mixed together in one rule. The noun *viśvānara* and its derivative *viśvānara* always show the long vowel, and moreover are read in *pada* precisely as in *sahitā*. *Viśvānara* the *pada*-text divides, restoring the short vowel: thus, *viśva-vasu*; but the long vowel invariably appears in *sahitā*. We also find *viśvāmitra* three times in the text (iv. 29. 5. xviii. 3. 15. 16), and it is each time written *viśvāmitra*, without division, by the *pada*-text. But in a half-verse which occurs twice in the eighteenth book (xviii. 3. 63; 4. 54), we meet with *viśvāmitraḥ*, which the *pada* divides, *viśva-mitrāḥ*. It is only, then, in regard to this last word that we need in our rule the implication of *bāhulam* by inference from the one preceding, and it is so very difficult to justify the implication, with no *ca* in the rule to indicate it, and with nothing in any following rule to denote its cessation, that I am inclined to think that the passage containing *viśvāmitraḥ* was overlooked by the authors of the treatise, or did not occur in the text they recognized, and that the interpretation of the rule has been modified by the commentator in order to bring it in.

The commentator cites, as instances of the long vowel, *viśvānara akramata* (iv. 11. 7), *yā viśvāvasum* (ii. 2. 4), and *viśvāmitra jamadagni* (xviii. 3. 16); as example of the short vowel, *tam arcata viśvāmitraḥ* (xviii. 3. 63; 4. 54).

10. Also as to that of *svan* before *pada*.

The commentator cites all the instances of occurrence of the compound of these two words which the text contains, three of them as examples of the long vowel, and one of the short; they are as follows: *ato sarvaḥ svapadāṃ* (xi. 9. 10), *svāpado maheshikāḥ* (xi. 10. 8), and *utā vā svapadāḥ* (xviii. 3. 55); and, on the other hand, *svāgkraḥ svapadāṃ iva* (viii. 5. 11 and xix. 39. 4). All these forms admit of being derived from a theme *svapad*, instead of *svapada*, and the last of them must necessarily come from *svapad*. It would be possible, then, to get rid of the necessity of implying an anuvṛtti of *bāhulam* in this rule, as the commentator does, by regarding it as relating only to the cases in which *svan* precedes *pada*, and not to that in which it precedes *pad*. There is the same strong objection to the inference of *bāhulam* here as in the preceding rule: that nothing in the rule indicates it, and that the next one implies not *bāhulam*, but simply *dirghāḥ*, without anything to point out the cessation of the former and the resumption of the latter. Such ambiguity is quite foreign to the usual method of the treatise.

The *pada*-text reads, in each of the passages cited, precisely like the *sahitā*, without division of the compound, so that the rule might be omitted altogether without practical loss.

---

* The first time, all the manuscripts, without exception, accent *viśvāmitraḥ*, and the edition follows their authority: in the repetition of the verse, Bp. and M. and the edited text have *viśvāmitraḥ*, B. and P. *viśvāmitraḥ*; this part of the eighteenth book has been lost in E, and is unaccented in I. The word is evidently a vocative, and the true reading is *viśvāmitraḥ*, without accent, in both passages.
6. And except in the phrase jivantim oshadhim.

The commentator quotes the passage a little more fully, jivantim oshadhim ahams (viii. 2. 6; 7. 6), and adds that the inclusion of the accompanying word in the rule is intended to limit the exception to this particular passage; citing, as counter-examples, imāṁ khanāmy oshadhim (iii. 18. 1), and oshadhīṁ ṣepaharshāṁ (iv. 4. 1).

7. The vowel of sādha is long.

The commentator cites for us the only passage in which this participle occurs, sāgā sādhaḥ paraśkāraṁ (v. 30. 9). The rule is one of the most utterly superfluous presented by our treatise, which, of course, has nothing to do with the mode of formation of such words. Moreover, if it was inclined to do a work of supererogation as regards them, it should not have omitted to notice also rōḍha, rōḍha, mūḍha, gūḍha, and other like forms which the text contains. Probably the reason why this particular one was noticed, and not the others, is that the regular form, according to the rules of the general grammar, is soḍha. Pāṇini (vi. 3. 113) remarks the occurrence in specific cases of forms like sādha. The compound asādha is found but once in the Atharvan, and that in the nineteenth book (xix. 7. 4).

8. As to the final vowel of rātri, diversity of usage prevails.

This is rather a discreditable confession on the part of our treatise, whose business it is to settle authoritatively the reading of its school in all cases admitting of any doubt, that it does not feel equal to dealing with the irregularities of the word in question. Nothing like it has hitherto met us, but we shall find several instances in that which follows. It is also a very unnecessary acknowledgment; for, in the first place, there was no such rule as this absolutely called for, since the pada-text everywhere reads all the forms of rātrī like the sanhitā; and, in the second place, there is no great perplexity in the phenomena. In the nominative we always meet with rātrī, except in a single case (xiii. 4. 30), where rātrī occurs; as accusative, only rātrim is found, and rātrim, which the Rig-Veda has (e. g. i. 35. 1), is never read; as vocative, we have only rātri, never rātre; and the other forms are, with the exception of rātraye (viii. 2. 20), such as would come from the theme rātrī.

The commentator, as under rule 5, gives the series of cases rātribhiḥ (xviii. 1. 10), rātribhyām, rātribhyah, rātribhīm (e. g. iv. 5. 4), and rātriśu, only two of which are to be found in our text. As example of the short vowel, again, he cites an actual case, vrātya ekāṁ rātrim (xv. 13. 1).

9. Also as to that of viṇa, before nara, vasu, and mītra.
The citations of the commentary are ashtapadi caturakshi (v. 19. 7),
ashtapaksham (ix. 3. 21), ashtapajāka (vi. 91. 1), ashtāparnaḥ, ashtā-
danishram, ashtācakrā navadvārā (x. 2. 31), and ashtācakram vartate
(xi. 4. 22).

3. Also a vowel before the root vyadh, when it is without a
suffix.

The commentator’s instances are svāvit (v. 13. 9), and hrdayāvidham
(viii. 6. 18); to these is to be added only marmāvidham (xi. 10. 26),
which, under iv. 68, is also cited in the commentary. By the latter
rule, the pada in all these cases reads precisely like the sanhita, without
any division of the words, and without restoration of the short vowel.
As counter-example, to show that, when the root takes a suffix, the
vowel preceding it is not lengthened, we have a form of verbal inflection,
pravidhyanto nāma (iii. 26. 4), brought forward.

4. The particle u is lengthened in idam u shu etc.

Of the passages in which u is thus made long, the commentator cites
six, viz. idam u shu (i. 24. 4), tad u shu (v. 1. 5), mahim u shu (vii. 6. 2),
anya u shu (xviii. 1. 16), stusha u shu (xviii. 1. 37), and tyam u shu (vii.
85. 1); the other cases afforded by the text are pary u shu (v. 6. 4),
and para u te (xviii. 3. 7). Were it not for this last case, the rule of
our treatise might have been constructed like that of the Vāj. Pr.,
which says (iii. 109) that u before su is lengthened.

5. Also the final vowel of oshadhi, except in the strong cases.

Those of the strong cases of oshadhi which the rule would except
are, of course, only the nominative and accusative singular, since the
others would, by the rules of declension, show a geminated or a lengthened
vowel, or a semivowel, in its place. The commentator cites no actual
passages in illustration of the rule, but merely catalogues the forms in
which the long vowel would appear, viz. oshadhībhīḥ (e. g. ii. 10. 2),
oshadhibhyām (not found in AV.), oshadhibhyāḥ (e. g. vi. 20. 2), oshadhi-
dham (e. g. iii. 5. 1), and oshadhiṣhu (e. g. i. 30. 3): as counter-exam-
ple, he adds iyam ha mahyaṁ tvāṁ oshadhiḥ (vii. 38. 5). The pada-
text, in all these cases, reads precisely like the sanhita.

Since the rule does not restrict itself to forms of declension, it is
guilty of an oversight in taking no account of the compound oshadhija
(x. 4. 23: p. oshadhi-ja) as a farther exception. In the only other com-
 pounds which the text affords—viz. oshadhīśaṃcita (x. 5. 32: p. osha-
dhi-samaścita), and oshadhīkṣant (xix. 17. 6; 18. 6)—the rule of the Prā-
tiṣṭākhya is observed.
III. 55–64, different kinds of svarita accent; 65–74, occurrence and modifications of the several accents in the combinations of the phrase.

Section IV. 75–85, conversion of the dental nasal n into the lingual n; 86–95, exceptions; 96, anomalous insertion of a sibilant in a single case.

सहायवाणे दृष्टि: II. 1.

1. Before the root sah, when it ends in ṣṭ, the vowel is lengthened.

In this rule, adanta has virtually the same meaning as sadbhuta in rule ii. 82. It would not do to say “before sah when it becomes sah,” because of the words amitrasaḥa and abhimatishāha, in which, though the vowel of the root is lengthened, the preceding final remains unchanged. The illustrative citations of the commentator are precisely those already given, under ii. 82, including the two words, example and counter-example, prashāt and prashahanam, which are not found in the Atharva-Veda.

This rule also belongs in the category of the supererogatory, since in none of the words to which it relates does the pada-text afford a different reading from that of the sanhitā. There would be just as much reason, so far as we can see, for a rule prescribing the prolongation of the a in the root sah itself—and that, in fact, is what the Vāj. Pr. (iii. 121) does, while it takes no notice of the change of the preceding vowel.

The Rik Pr. devotes three chapters (vii–ix) to the subject of the irregular prolongation of vowels. In the Vāj. Pr., the same subject occupies the sixth section of the third chapter, and one rule in the seventh (iii. 95–128); in the Tātt. Pr., the third chapter: the latter treatise inverts the form of statement adopted by the others, and details the cases in which a vowel which is long in sanhitā must be shortened in pada. The method in which the different works combine and put forth the phenomena of prolongation is so different, and so little would be gained by any detailed comparison of their teachings, that I shall for the most part content myself with this general reference.

ग्रह गद्योगपत्यां दिस्तुचक्रेषु II. 2.

2. Also is lengthened the a of ashta, before pada, yoga, paksha, parṇa, daṇṣṭra, and oṣṭra.

Compounds of ashta with parṇa and daṇṣṭra are not to be found in the present Atharva-Veda, nor are we necessarily to conclude, from their being mentioned in the rule, that any such occurred in the text recognized by the makers of our treatise: it is more likely that they have here, as in some other cases, detailed all the instances of the prolongation which they had noticed, without being particular as to their source. The rule, moreover, is an unnecessary one, since the pada-text everywhere offers the same reading with the sanhitā, as is expressly directed by a later rule (iv. 94).
105. Nor that of the root *star*, after *pari*.

The commentator cites *pari stryahi pari dhehi vedim* (vii. 99. 1), and *paristaranam id dhaivi* (ix. 6. 2). As counter-example, he can find only *vishtari jutaḥ* (iv. 34. 1). *Vishtairi* doubtless comes from the root *star*; yet, as the *pada*-text does not analyze it, but writes it in its *sanhita* form, it might have been neglected, and the root *star* added to those rehearsed in rule 102, with which it evidently belongs.

106. Nor one that is followed by *r*.

The examples offered in the commentary are *sisrataṁ nāri* (i. 11. 1), *parisrutaḥ kumbhaḥ* (iii. 12. 7), and *pra bhavanavah sisrata* (xiii. 2. 48): the first and third are exceptions to rule 91, the second to rule 90. The text furnishes a number of other cases, which it is unnecessary to rehearse here, as there are no counter-exceptions.

107. Nor in *ahbi syama prtanyataḥ*.

The passage, as cited by the commentator, is *vayam abhi syāmu prtan-yataḥ* (vii. 99. 1*): as a quite peculiar case, it is properly enough made the subject of a special rule. To show the necessity of citing in the rule the following word, *prtanyataḥ*, the commentator brings forward *visvah prtanā abhi shyama* (xiii. 1. 22).

The signature of the chapter is as follows: 16: *iti dvitiyo dhyaayah sanāptah.* The number which should inform us how many rules are counted in the chapter is again unfortunately corrupt, and we are left to conjecture as to how it should be amended. I see no reason to suspect the loss of a rule or rules in the manuscript.

---

**CHAPTER III.**

**Contents:**—Section I. 1-25, lengthening of final and other vowels in *sanhita*.

Section II. 26-28, doubling of consonants when final or in combination with other consonants; 29-32, exceptions; 33-36, vowels exempt from euphonic combination; 37, nasals do.; 38, method of combination of *a* between two vowels; 39, conversion of final vowels into semivowels; 40, do. of final diphthongs into vowel and semivowel; 41-52, fusion of final and initial vowels; 53-54, absorption of initial *a* after final *e* and *o*.

* All the MSS. except W. read *shyama*, which has accordingly been received into the edited text.
rules in the other treatises have nearly this form (R. Pr. v. 11, r. 23, cccxi; V. Pr. iii. 81; T. Pr. vi. 8). As so stated, it would require the notice of but a single exception, vi skparat (vi. 56. 1 and x. 4. 8). As the rules now stand, they are slightly inexact, for in neither of them are included anusphuram (i. 2, 3), atisara (v. 8, 2 etc.), and pratisara (e. g. ii. 11, 2), although other forms of the root sar are contemplated in rule 106.

The commentator’s illustrative examples are as follows: vi ergo virappin (not in AV.; take instead parisarpati [v. 23, 3]; there are an abundance of such cases in the actual text), atirsṛkto anāṁ eva sūbhaḥ (xvi. 1, 1), visprṛcāḥ (perhaps a corrupted reading for uparisprṛcāḥ [v. 3, 10], the only case our text contains), vāpyamānā ‘bhi śphūrjati (xii. 5, 20), vidathā ‘bhīsvaranti (ix. 9, 22), nirṛtho yaḥ ca nisvarah (xii. 2, 14), and prati smaretām tujayadbhiḥ (viii. 4, 7).

103. Nor that of gosani etc.

The instances which the commentator has chosen to give from this gana are gosamen (iii. 20, 10), vi simataḥ (iv. 1, 1), abhi nishyada (v. 5, 9), and anu sūtuṁ savitave (vi. 17, 1-4). We cannot but be surprised that the first of these words was chosen to head the gana; it is no proper exception to any of the foregoing rules; the only one under which it would have any claim to come is rule 98, and there its simple exclusion from the gana to which alone the precept is calculated to apply would be sufficient warrant for its reading. The third instance is a fair exception to rule 90, besides being an instance under rule 91. The second and fourth are, like the first, no legitimate cases for a rule like this, since vi and simataḥ, anu and sūtuṁ, are disconnected words, which only accidentally come together in the arrangement of the sentence: if all such cases are to be taken note of, the gana will be considerably and unnecessarily extended. Of actual cases having claim to constitute together a gana of exceptions, the text does not furnish a great number: I have noted, besides the three words mentioned under the last rule, antisumme (vii. 112, 1), pratispaścanaṁ (viii. 5, 11), visulyaka (e. g. ix. 8, 2), abhisūvatvā (xix. 13, 5), and pratisuvaṇaṁ (xx. 129, 2: the reading is very doubtful). As good a right as gosani to inclusion in the gana have also bhūristhātṛāṁ (iv. 30, 2), and bahusūvari (vii. 46, 2).

104. Nor that of the root skand, after adhi and abhi.

The cited instances are adhi skanda virayaseva (v. 25, 8), and abhi-skandam mṛgī 'va (v. 14, 11). As counter-instance, the commentator brings forward ekasçatāṁ vishkandhāṁ (iii. 9, 6), which is a blunder—unless, indeed, the commentator’s grammatical system derives skandha, ‘shoulder,’ from the root skand. An actual example of the kind he seeks to give is parishkanda (xv. 2, 1 etc.).
tion. If so, the forms into which it enters would be sufficiently pro-
vided for; since, excepting in the cases noted in the later rules (102 etc.), it always linguizes the initial s of a root, while it has no effect up
upon that of a preposition or adverb, as in susaha (vi. 64. 3: p. su-saha)
and the numerous compounds in which it is followed by sam, as susam-
rabdha.

101. Also that of the root as after hi and divi.

The commentator cites two of the cases falling under this rule, viz.
dipa hi skthā (i. 5. 1), and ye devā divi skthā (i. 30. 3): to which I add
divi shan (xvii. 12 and xviii. 4. 59). The commentator then notes an
exception which had escaped the authors of the treatise—prefacing it
with tato 'pa vadati, 'from this rule is made the exception'—vimucio hi
santi (vi. 112. 3): it is, in fact, the only case of the kind which the text
affords—unless hi sathyāḥ (i. 10. 1) is to be regarded as also falling under
the rule, satya being an evident and acknowledged derivative from the
root as.

Thus ends the Prātićākhya’s tale of the conversions of final or initial
s into sh; what remains of the chapter is only a rehearsal in detail of excep-
tions to the rules already given. But there are still left in the
Atharvan text a few instances of the same conversion, which can hardly
be regarded as included in any of the preceding rules, since they are
analogous with none of the other cases there treated of; unless some-
things has been lost from this final section of the chapter—of which
there are no indications—the treatise-makers and their commentator
must lie under the imputation of having been careless enough to over-
look them. The passages referred to are as follows: ad u shtenam (iv.
3. 4), tam u shtuki (vi. 1. 2), ni sha hiyatām (viii. 4. 10), and cid dhi
shnā (xviii. 1. 33). There would be little plausibility in a claim that
the verses containing these passages were not included in the Atharva-
Veda accepted by the school to which the treatise belonged, or that
the readings of the school were different. And certainly, neither of
these things could be maintained with regard to svarśāh (v. 2. 8: p.
svah-sāh), since the conversion of the final visarjanīya of its svah into
r has already been made the subject of a special rule, while nevertheless
the Prātićākhya contains no precept directing us to read it otherwise
than svarśāh. The word would fall under the analogy of rule 87, but
its final syllable could by no means be reckoned as a suffix (pratyaya).

102. The s of the roots sarp, sarj, sarpā, sphurj, svar, and smar
is not changed into sh according to the preceding rules.

This is evidently a rule of kindred sphere with rule 106, below, and
the two might well enough have been combined into one, which should
Teach that a root containing a r, either semivowel or vowel, was not
liable to the changes prescribed in this section. The corresponding
Here is another of those convenient ganas, set as a catch-all for whatever cases may not have been otherwise provided for, and rendering it impossible for us to ascertain the precise degree of accuracy with which the authors of the treatise examined and excerpted their text. The commentator cites three passages, ye trishaptah (i. 1. 1: p. trisaptah), goshedham (i. 18. 4: p. go-sedham), and raghusyado'phi (iii. 7. 1: p. raghu-syadah): he also, in his paraphrase, limits the application of the rule to cases of this character, in which an alterant vowel at the end of the first member of a compound comes before an initial s of the following member. Of such cases, besides those falling under rule 90, above, and those which are specially referred to in the rules preceding and following this, or which are mentioned in connection with them, I have noted in the Atharvan text the following: dhrshunshena (v. 20. 9: p. dhrshnu-sena), sushtuti (e.g. vi. 1. 3: p. su-stuti), purushtuta (vi. 2. 3: p. puru-stuta), rshishtuta (vi. 108. 2: p. rshi-stuta), gabhishak (vii. 7. 1: p. gahhi-sak), prthushutuka (vii. 46. 1: p. prthu-stuka), sushuman (vii. 46. 2: p. su-suman), anushutup (e.g. vii. 9. 14: p. anu-stup), trishutup (e.g. vii. 9. 14: p. tri-stup), trsishtubha (ix. 10. 1: p. trsiti-stubha), trishandhi (e.g. xi. 9. 23: p. tri-sandhi), ratiadhi (e.g. xviii. 3. 20: p. rati-sac), and devishambha (xix. 32. 7). Exceptions will be given below, under rule 103.

99. Also that of the root sad, after a word ending in r.

The commentator instances hotrsadnam (vii. 99. 1: p. hotr-sada-nam), and pitrsadanah pitrshadane tvā (xviii. 4. 67: p. pitr-sadanah etc.). To these may be added pitrshad (xiv. 2. 33: p. pitr-sad); and in nārshada (iv. 19. 2: p. nārsada) is also implied nārshad.

100. As also after barhi, pathi, apsu, divi, and prthivi.

The instances are, as cited in the commentary, barhishadah pitaraḥ (xviii. 1. 51: p. barhi-sadah), pathishāti nṛcakśasā (xviii. 2. 12: p. pathisāti iti pathi-sadi), apsuśadho py agnin (xviii. 2. 4: p. apsu-sadah), ye devā divishadah (x. 9. 12: p. divi-sadah), and prthivishadbhvah (xviii. 4. 78: p. prthivisat-bhyah).

We have reason to be surprised that the root sad is treated in this manner, being made the subject of these two separate rules. If the compounds into which it enters as final member are to be excepted from the general ganas of rule 98, we should expect to find it directed that the s of sad should always be linguatized after an alterant vowel, as is actually the case. Not only is there, by the method adopted, a loss of that brevity which treatises of the śūtra class are wont to aim at almost as their chief object, but there is also a loss of completeness: the only remaining compound of sad of this class, sushad (e.g. ii. 36. 4), is left out, to be provided for in the general ganas. Or is it possible that su is regarded as falling under rule 90, as if a proper upasarga or preposi-
There is still anuvrtti of sthāh: the s of the root sthā becomes ś after apa and savya. The cases are separately noticed, because in them the change takes place irregularly after a, instead of after an alternant vowel. The commentator cites the two passages: apāsthāc chṛṅgāt (iv. 8. 5: p. apāsthāḥ), and savyasathāḥ candramāh (viii. 8. 23: p. savya-sthāḥ).

96. Also that of stoma and soma after agni.

The commentator instances yāvad agnishtomena (ix. 6. 40: p. agni-stomena), and agnishomāv adadhuk (viii. 9. 14: p. agnishomāv). As was the case with the last rule, the two words to which the precept relates are of different character, the one necessarily requiring the rule, in order to determine its sanhitā reading, while the other might have been safely left unnoticed by the Prātiçākhya. There is yet another case in the Atharvan text, which would seem to call for inclusion in this rule: it is agnishvāttāḥ (xviii. 3. 44: p. agni-vāttāḥ). We can hardly suppose that it was intentionally omitted here, to be included in the gana of rule 98, below: either it must have been overlooked by the maker of the treatise, or the verse which contains it (it is also a Rik verse; see RV. x. 15. 11) was not in his Atharva-Veda: that it was, however, contained in the text recognized by the commentator, is shown by the fact that he several times (under i. 80, 84 and ii. 34) cites the phrase atto havinihi, which forms part of its second line.

The commentator gives, as counter-example, abhi soma avirdhat (i. 20. 8).

97. Also that of su.

The commentary furnishes the following examples: idam ā śhu (i. 24. 4), tad ā śhu (v. 1. 5), māhin ā śhu (vii. 6. 2), anyā śhu (xviii. 1. 16), stusha ā śhu (xviii. 1. 37), and tyam ā śhu (vii. 85. 1). Other cases are: after ā, v. 6. 4; after u (the same particle not lengthened), vii. 73. 7; after mo, v. 11. 7, xviii. 3. 62; after ā, vi. 84. 3; after o, vii. 72. 2; after vidma, i. 2. 1. These are all the instances in which su follows in the Atharvan the particle u, or a word whose final is combined with the latter. On the other hand, in the only passage in the text (prthi śu : xviii. 3. 51) in which it follows an alternant vowel of another character, it remains unchanged. Our rule, then, is defective, and should have been restricted either by the specification of the alternant vowels to which the effect upon su is limited, or by a mention of the exception. The other treatises are less general, and hence, it may be presumed, more accurate, in their treatment of the change of this particle (see R. Pr. v. 2, 3; V. Pr. iii. 59, 60, 61; T. Pr. vi. 2).

98. Also after tri etc.
93. And that of the root sthā, even when the reduplication is interposed.

Two cases are cited by the commentator under this rule, viz. sapta sindhavo vitashthīre (iv. 6. 2), and brahma pururūpam vi tashthe (ix. 10. 19). In the latter passage, the edition gives erroneously vi tashthe: two of the manuscripts (W. and E.) read vi cashte; the others have, correctly, vi tashthe (or, by a carelessness very common in the codices, vi tashthe: E., for instance, never distinguishes sth and sh from one another): the pada-text presents vi: tashthe. We have in two other passages (ix. 9. 2, xiv. 2. 9) adhi tashthuḥ (not tashthuḥ): this apparently constitutes an exception to the rule which has escaped the notice both of the treatise and of the commentator: possibly, however, the adhi is not in these passages regarded as standing in the relation of upasarga to the root sthā, since it does, in fact, belong rather, in a prepositional relation, to preceding ablative cases, than to the verbal form as its prefix: and this is the more clearly indicated by its retaining its independent accent before the accented verb.

94. As also after parama etc.; but not after āpäka.

The commentator’s explanatory paraphrase is as follows: paramādibhyah pūrvapadebhyah anāpāke uttarapadasthāyasya sakāraśya shakāro bhavati; ‘after parama etc., as former members of a compound, excepting āpāke, the s of the second members of the compound becomes sh.’ This does not, in terms, restrict the rule to cases of the root sthā in composition, implying an anuvrtti of sthāḥ from the preceding rule: yet we can hardly doubt that it is properly to be so restricted, and the commentator himself gives examples only from the root sthā: they are parameshtiḥ (e.g. iv. 11. 7: p. parame-sthiḥ), bhuvaneshtāḥ (ii. 1. 4: p. bhuvane-sthāḥ), madhyameshtāḥ (ii. 6. 4: p. madhyame-sthāḥ), and aṅgeshtāḥ (vi. 14. 1: p. aṅge-sthāḥ). The exception, as noted by him, is āpākesthāḥ prakāśinah (viii. 6. 14: p. āpāke-sthāḥ). These are all the words in which sthā is compounded with a locative ending in e; and, considering the form of the rule, it is probable that only such compounds were intended to be included under it: if the other compounds in which the s of sthā is lingualized (viz. rayishthā, rayishthāna, piriśthā, pathisṭhā, gosṭhā, and gavisthāra—of which the last is read in pada as in sankitā, while the others are separated, with restoration of the dental sibilant) had also been aimed at, the exception bhūrīsthātra (iv. 30. 2: p. bhūrī-sthātra) would likewise have required notice.

The form of statement of the gāna, paramabhyah instead of paramādibhyah, is quite peculiar.

95. As also after apa and savya.
regularly converted into śh, the commentator fabricates a couple of cases, viz. dadhī śiṃcati, madhū śiṃcati; the former of them appears also among the counter-examples under the corresponding rule of Panini (viii. 3. 65). The proper exceptions to the rule are detailed below, in rules 102-107.

The Taitt. Pr. (vi. 4) has a general rule like this of our own treatise, for the change of an initial s after a preposition: the other two Prātiṣṭhikāhyas rehearse the cases in detail (see R. Pr. v. 4-10; V. Pr. iii. 58-70).

91. As also after a reduplication.

The commentator is more than usually liberal in his citations under this rule; he gives us sushūdata (i. 26. 4), abhi sishyade (v. 5. 9), ā sushrayanti (v. 12. 8; 27. 8), sishasvabhi sishāsatha (vi. 21. 3), tat nishāsati (xiii. 2. 14), and sushuve (xiv. 1. 43). In all these cases, as in all others of the same kind which the text affords, the pada-text gives the dental sibilant unchanged; thus, susūdata, sisyade, etc.

This class of cases is not treated by itself in the other Prātiṣṭhikāyas.

92. And that of the roots sthā, sah, and sic, even when an a is interposed.

There is, owing to the imperfection of our manuscript, a slight doubt as to the precise reading of this rule, the copyist, as in one or two other cases which we have already had occasion to notice, having skipped a line of his original, or from one kāra to another and later one, whereby we have lost part of the original statement of the rule and nearly the whole of its paraphrase; the final repetition of the rule before the one following being also slightly defective. I restore the mutilated passages conjecturally as follows, noting within brackets the parts supposed to be omitted: sthāsahasiniṇām akāraṇavāya 'pi: sthāsahasiniṇām upasargasthān nimittād akārayavāye 'pi dhātusokāraṇya shakāro bhavati:...

...sthāsahasiniṇām akārayavāya [pa] 'py abhyāsavyavāye 'pi sthāh.

Of the cases to which the rule relates, the commentator instances three; viz. abhy asthām viṣvāḥ (x. 5. 36 and xvi. 9. 1), tena deva vy asahahana (iii. 10. 12), yenā kṣhā abhyashicayante (xiv. 1. 36). For the root sthā the text affords us two other examples, adhy ashtathā (x. 10. 13) and adhy asthām (xii. 1. 11). These are actually all the cases occurring in the Atharvan in which the three roots named in the rule are preceded by prepositions ending in alterant vowels, with interposition of the augment—except the anomalous form vy āsthan (xiii. 1. 5), where the irregular initial ā is read in pada as well as in saṃhitā, and which does not come under the present rule, since there is an interposition of akāra, not akāra.

Similar cases are noted by the other treatises (see V. Pr. iii. 64; T. Pr. vi. 3).
87. Also the s of a suffix, after an alerant vowel, k, or r.

This rule, like the corresponding one in the Vâj. Pr. (iii. 57), is not precisely in place in a Prâtiçâkhyâ, which has nothing to do with the processes of derivation in connection with which its application must be made: hence the other two treatises present nothing analogous to it. The commentator illustrates it by citing phâlaj jâtah karishyati (x. 6. 2), iyukshamâna bhrgubhih (iv. 14. 5), and haviñâ "hârsham enam (iii. 11. 3). He explains ka in the rule by kuvargât, 'after a guttural,' probably in view of the requirement of some authorities (see under ii. 6) that the k should become kh before the sibilant.

88. Also that of strâishûya.

This word occurs but once in the text, in a passage cited by the commentator: strâishûyam anyatra (vi. 11. 3: p. strâishûyam). Why, among the words mentioned in iv. 83, it should be singled out to be made thus the subject of a special rule, is not at all clear. The position of the rule, too, thrust in between the two closely related rules 87 and 89, and disturbing their connection, is in a high degree awkward, and calculated to inspire suspicions of an interpolation.

89. Even when a n has been lost.

This rule attaches itself immediately and closely to rule 87, from which it has been blunderingly separated by the intrusion of rule 88. It is intended to apply to such cases as yajûnâshî, haviñîshî, where, by ii. 34, there has been a loss of n before the ending si, accompanied, by i. 67, with nasalization of the preceding vowel, when the ending itself is converted into shi after the alerant vowel, although the latter is nasal. Among the other treatises, the Vâj. Pr. (iii. 56) alone gives a similar precept. The illustrative citations of the commentator are the same which he has already twice before given, under i. 84 and ii. 34.

90. Also that of a root, after a preposition.

This is a very general precept, and the instances of its application in the text, in forms of conjugation and of derivation, are quite numerous. The commentator selects as illustrations but two: vrksamatu yad gâvah parisahasvajânâ anuskhum (i. 2. 3: p. pari-sasvajânâh; anuskhum is an exception to the rule, akin with those detailed in rule 102, below), and vishtam tu vastibalam (i. 3. 8: p. vi-sitam). As counter-examples, to show that it is only after a preposition that the initial s of a root is
(iv. 22. 2). He also adds two examples of another class, viz. dushtano (p. dushtano iti duḥ tano: iv. 7. 3), and nīḥtakvarīm (p. nīḥ-takvarīm: v. 22. 6). The rule must be meant also to include gobhish tarema (vii. 50. 7). The word dushtara (vi. 4. 1) would seem to come properly under it, but its treatment by the pada-texts (it is written dusṭora, not duḥ-tora) indicates, I should think, that the Hindus regarded it as an irregular compound of duḥ and stara, from the root star (stṛ); hence it would fall under the next rule, or else under rule 98.

86. Also before strta, sva, and the root svap.

But three cases occur under this rule, one for each of the words mentioned in it: they are anishṭrtah (p. anīḥ-strṭaḥ: vii. 82. 3), nīśvā (p. nīḥ: sva: vi. 121. 1 and vii. 83. 4), and the frequently occurring duskhvapnyam (p. duḥ-svapnyam: e. g. vi. 46. 3), with which goes its derivative đuśhsvapnyam (p. đuḥ-svapnyam: iv. 17. 5). The commentator cites them all, excepting the last; the second of them he gives in its connection, thus: durītaṁ nīśhed śmat. All these words* have in the edited text been written in a similar manner, with but a single sibilant, as I have here cited them, and as they are given by the commentary in our manuscript. This does not, however, appear to be the way in which the Prātiṣṭhakahya intends that they should be written, for it prescribes that the final visarjaniya or sibilant should be converted into śh before the initial s; not that there should be a dropping out of either sibilant. Yet the Prātiṣṭhakahya also is defective as regards its treatment of them; for, while it has directed above (ii. 16) that a dental mute (tavorgiya) be converted into a lingual after final śh in the preceding word, it has given no such rule respecting the dental sibilant. If we follow our treatise, then, implicitly, we shall write anishṭrtah, nīś śvā, duskhvapnyam, which are barbarous and impossible forms. The manuscripts write, without dissent, anishṭrtah and nīśvā; as regards duskhvapnyā, their usage is very irregular; they vary with the utmost inconsistency between that form and duskhvapnyā, in no single instance writing duskhvapnyā. While, therefore, we are compelled to look upon anishṭrtah, nīś śvā, and duskhvapnyam as the forms which the Prātiṣṭhakahya intends to sanction, we cannot but hold the editors justified in following for the two former cases the unanimous authority of the MSS., and in making the third conform to them. To dushtara reference has been made under the preceding rule, as a case akin with these, but differently treated, in that one of the two sibilants has been rejected: on account of this irregularity, doubtless, it is treated as an anomalous case by the pada-text, and left unindivided.

The Vāj. Pr. (iii. 71) adopts and sanctions the form duskhvapnyā; the Rik Pr. (v. 1, r. 1, ccxcvii) requires, like our treatise, duskhvapnyā, although the manuscripts, as noticed by Müller, usually read duskhvapnyā.

* Except in the passage vi. 121. 1, where the edition, by a reprehensible inconsistency, reads nīḥ śvā.
Pāṇini (viii. 3, 101)—and then vapuṣṭam (vapuṣṭame, p. vapuḥ tome, v. 5. 6: I have noted no other similar case in the text). As counter-example, to show the necessity of the restriction "before a taddhita-suffix," he cites agnis takmānam (v. 22. 1); to show that of "beginning with l," he gives sarpiṣṭā, yajusaṭ, vapuṣṭā, which are not in the Atharvan, while the first of them, again, is an example under Pāṇini's rule just referred to.

The corresponding rule of the Rik Pr. is at v. 16 (r. 31, ccxlviii), and Tāitt. Pr. vi. 5 includes one or two similar cases. Neither, however, gives a grammatical definition of the phenomenon, like that of our treatise.

84. Also before forms of the second personal pronoun, excepting in tais tvam etc.

Those forms used as "substitutes for yushmat," or as cases of the pronoun of the second person, before which the conversion of final s into sh takes place in the Atharvan, are tvam, tvā, and te: the cases are enumerated below.* The commentator cites, as instances, five of them, viz. bahish te astu (i. 3. 1 etc.), rūbhish tvā vayam (i. 35. 4), dyāush tvā pita (i. 23. 4), tābhish tvam asmān (ix. 2. 25), and tāśish te rohitoḥ (xiii. 1. 35).

As examples from the gana of exceptions, he offers tais tvam putram (i. 23. 4), vadhāris tvam (iv. 6. 8), and puvastāis tvā (iv. 7. 6). This gana I have not thought it worth while to take the trouble to fill up, deeming it of more interest to give the complete list of the cases in which the change of the sibilant did, rather than of those in which it did not, take place. The former are, I believe, the more numerous of the two classes.

85. Also before tat, tān agra, etc.

The forms of the third personal, or demonstrative, pronoun before which a final s, after an alarct vowel, is converted into sh, are tam, tat, and tān. The cases, which are not numerous, are detailed below.† The commentator cites four of them, viz. agnish tād bhūtā (e. g. vi. 71. 1), agnish tān agra (ii. 34. 3), vauṣṭuṣ tān agra (ii. 34. 4), and nīṣha tām bhoja

* Before tvam: ix 2. 25, xi. 9. 6. Before tvā: i. 22. 3; 28. 9, ii. 33. 4, iii. 99. 8; 23. 5, 13, xiv. 2. 59-82; xviii. 4. 9, xix. 27. 1 (bīa); 34. 6; 37. 4; 46. 1. Before te: i. 3. 1-5, ii. 13. 4; 29. 6, iv. 6. 6, v. 25. 9; 23. 5, vi. 92. 3, 111. 2, vii. 8. 2; 74. 3, viii. 2. 13, ix. 4. 10, x. 9. 2, xii. 1. 18, xiii. 1. 35, xiv. 2. 3, xviii. 4. 9, 15, xx. 133. 2. At iii. 10, 10, the sanhit MSS., without exception, give rūbhish tvā, which was deemed, however, much too anomalous and unsupported a reading to be received into the edited text.
† Before tam: iv. 22. 2. Before tat: i. 32. 2, vi. 71. 1, 2, vii. 53. 3, x. 9. 26, xviii. 3. 35, xix. 59. 2. Before tān: ii. 34. 3, 4, xlvii. 2. 28. There is a single case, moreover, in which all the sanhit MSS. read sh after a: viz. nāṣha tēbhīk, ii. 35. 2; but this reading has been rejected in the edition, as an evident blunder, apparently growing out of a confusion with the participle nāṣṭebhīk.
the specification "when preceded by an alterant vowel" continues in force, as we go on farther from this point." That is to say, the action of the present rule is retrospective as well as prospective, and extends to all the cases in which the conversion of visarjanita to \( s \) takes place according to the rules of the preceding section, as also to the cases which are now farther to be specified; and that, whether the \( s \) to which the rules relate is original, or comes from visarjanita by rule ii. 40 etc. The subject of this whole section is the nati of the dental sibilant, or its conversion into the lingual, \( sh \). The same phenomenon is treated in Rik Pr. v. 1–19, Vâj. Pr. iii. 55–82, and Tâtt Pr. vi. 1–14. The grouping of the cases is so different in the different treatises that any detailed comparison of rule with rule is only occasionally and partially practicable.

82. Also in the root \( sah \), when it takes the form \( sât \).

The commentator cites, as cases coming under this rule, turâshât (ii. 5. 3), prâshât (not in A.V.), pravanâshât (e.g. v. 14. 8), catrâshât nishât (v. 29. 11), abhishât asmi vîvâshât (xii. 1. 54). As counter-example, to show that it is only when \( sah \) becomes \( sât \) that the change of sibilant takes place, he instances prasahanam, which is not found in our text. That \( sādâbhûta \) means \( 'when it becomes \( sât \)' \) and not \( 'when it becomes \( sah \)' \) appears from the instances amitrâsâha and satrâsâha (see under iii. 23), in which, although the vowel of the root is lengthened, the sibilant remains unaltered. If \( ashrâgha \) occurred in any earlier book than the nineteenth (it is found only at xix. 7. 4), the rule would have to be altered, or else \( sād \) in \( sādâbhûta \) would have to be understood as meaning both \( sād \) (\( sât \)) and \( sādâ \). There is no real necessity for any such rule as this, since all the words to which the commentary regards it as relating have precisely the same form in \( pada \) as in \( sanhitâ \). But there is a graver objection to the rule than its dispensability: it is quite out of place where it stands. In the first place, it treats of an initial \( s \), while the treatise otherwise puts off such cases until after all those of a final \( s \) are disposed of; and, much worse, it interrupts the anuvrtti of námâyapadhasya, which must necessarily take place from rule 81 to those that follow; since, in the majority of the cases which it concerns, the sibilant is preceded by long \( ā \). Either there is here an unusual degree of awkwardness and inconsistency of method on the part of the author of the treatise, or the rule is an interpolation.

The later rules iii. 1 and iv. 70, which deal with the same irregularly formed words from different aspects, are to be compared.

83. Also before a \( tuddhita \)-suffix beginning with \( t \).

As instances, the commentator first gives sarpuñtaram, yajusktaram, upuñtaram—not one of which words occurs in the Atharvan, while the first two are found as examples under the corresponding rule of
The commentary cites the passage: para'pe'hi manaspāpa (vi. 45. 1). The pada-text regards manaspāpa as a compound, writing it manoh-pāpa. Its separate mention by the Prātiṣṭhākhyā would seem to indicate that the latter regards the two words as independent; since, as a compound, it would fall under rule 62, and would need no special notice. The accentuation does not help to settle the question, and the sense is nearly as good one way as the other.

रागस्योपदेशः च || 80 ||

80. Also that in rāyasposha etc.

Under this rule, the commentator instances only three cases, viz. rāyas posham (e.g. i. 9. 4), parūsh parūḥ (e.g. i. 12. 3), and mad piṣācaṃ tīrās karah (iv. 20. 7); the latter has been already remarked upon, as not less entitled to be included in rule 65 than some of the cases to which that rule relates. They are as follows: divas purān (viii. 7. 20) and divas payāh (xix. 44. 5), already spoken of under rule 69; idas pade (vi. 68. 4), referred to under rule 72; adhamas padatāta (viii. 4. 16: see K. Pr. iv. 20); dvisha-
tas pādayāmi (xi. 1. 12, 21); épas purānāh (xii. 3. 4) and mahās purā-
rah (xviii. 1. 2), of which the latter is a Rik passage, and noted in its Prātiṣṭhākhyā (iv. 21); rajas prthu (xiii. 2. 22: see R. Pr. iv. 19); and
asiswa kṛtam (xiii. 4. 40). In all these passages, the testimony of the manuscripts is unanimous in favor of the sibilant: in iv. 34. 8, a part of them (P. M. W. E.) read dhenuṣh kāmadughā; and in more than one instance elsewhere, one or two manuscripts give a s or sh, instead of visarjanya, before an initial p or k. Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell what is the teaching of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā with regard to any such cases; we do not even know how accurately it or its commentators had noticed and noted the instances which their text contained. There is no apparent reason why the single cases noted in rules 66, 72, 77, 78, 79 should not have been left to go into the pana, if a pana was to be established, and neither the accuracy nor the method of the treatise, in dealing with this class of phenomena, is worthy of unqualified commendation.

The eightieth rule ends the section, of which the signature is: 80: dvitīyasya trītyah pādah.

ग्रत्र नाम्युपबय षकारः || 81 ||

81. In all these cases, s becomes sh, when preceded by an alterant vowel.

The commentator says: yad etat: samāse sakāroha kapatara ananta ity anukrantoḥ: atra nāmyupadhasya sakāryaḥ shakāro bhavati: etāny

evo 'dāharaṇāni: nāmyupadhasye 'ti drashtaveyam: ita uttarāni yud

anukramityānāh: 'the meaning is that, from the rule "in a compound" etc. [ii. 62] onward, in every case, a s preceded by an alterant vowel becomes sh: the illustrative instances are those already given:
dyauṣṇaḥ pitar nyāraḥ adharāḥ (not found in A.V.). At iii. 9. 1, where the two words occur again in connection, all the MSS. excepting I. and H. give dyauṣṇaḥ, and the edition reads the same. At iii. 28. 6, every codex presents dyauṣṇaḥ, which was accordingly received into the edited text: and the same reading was adopted at viii. 7. 2, where the same line occurs again, although two of the MSS. (W. and I.) there have dyauṣṇaḥ. It might have been better, considering the discordance of the manuscripts, and the consequent inferior weight of their authority, to allow the Prātiṣkāhyas to determine the reading of all these passages.

Like cases occurring in the Rīk and Vājasaneyi are treated in their Prātiṣkāhyas (R. Pr. iv. 23, 24; V. Pr. iii. 33).

75. Also that of ayuh before prathama.

The passage is cited by the commentator: ayuh prathamam prajām postham (iv. 39. 2, 4, 6, 8), but, in every case of its occurrence, the manuscripts read without dissent ayuh. The edition, however, has in this instance followed the authority of the Prātiṣkāhya.

76. As also before pra, when followed by the roots mush or jīv.

The two passages to which the rule relates are mā na ayusḥ pra mūshtīḥ (viii. 2. 17), and dirgham ayusḥ pra jīvase (xviii. 2. 3). In both passages, however, all the manuscripts read ayuḥ—as does our own commentary, in citing them—and the printed text does the same. As counter-example, the commentator brings forward jīvanām ayuḥ pra tira (xii. 2. 45); other cases are viii. 2. 2 (where P. reads ayuṣḥ both times) and xix. 32. 3.

77. Also that of paridhiḥ before patāti.

The passage is yathā so asya paridhiṣṭaḥ patāti (v. 29. 2, 3), and the manuscripts are unanimous in supporting the reading prescribed by the Prātiṣkāhya.

78. Also that of nivataḥ before prṇāti.

That is, in the passage yā vícāvā nivatas prṇāti (vi. 22. 3), as is read by all the MSS.

79. Also that of manah before pāpa.
which the rule mentions; the commentator cites it: aravyah saryah patih (xiii. 4. 47).

The other treatises bring together all the cases of conversion into a sibilant before poti, and give their rules a more empirical form (see R. Pr. iv. 15, r. 42, ccxi; V. Pr. iii. 94; T. Pr. viii. 27).

72. Also that of idayah before pada.

The passage is idayah padam (iii. 10, 6). The commentator gives a counter-instance—hastinyah padena (vi. 70, 2)—to show that only the genitive idayah undergoes this change before pada.

That the rule is not so framed as to include also the closely analogous case idos pada (vi. 63, 4), the only other one in the text where an original final sibilant is preserved before pada, gives reason to suspect that the verse containing it was not in the commentator's Atharvam: a suspicion which is supported by the peculiar mode of occurrence of the verse, at the end of a hymn with the subject of which it has nothing to do. It looks as if it had been thrust in at the end of vi. 63, because in the Rik text (x. 191) it preceded the verses of which vi. 64 is composed.

Compare Rik Pr. iv. 17 (r. 49, ccxviii), and Vaj. Pr. iii. 22, which note both the cases.

73. Also that of pituk before pitar.

The commentator cites yos tani veda sa pitush pita 'soot (ii. 1, 2), and a similar phrase is found once more in the text (at ix. 9, 15). On the other hand, we have three cases in the eighteenth book (xviii. 2, 49; 3, 46, 59) in which pituk stands before pitarah, and, by the unanimous authority of the manuscripts, maintains its visorjaniya. We must suppose either that the Pratipakhyaka and its commentator overlooked these passages, or that they did not stand in the text contemplated by them, or that they stood there with the reading pitush pitarah.

The Rik Pr. notes a similar case at iv. 25 (r. 64, ccxxxiii).

74. As also that of dyauh, in the same situation.

The commentator instances dyauh pitor yavaya (vi. 4, 8*), and

* The manuscripts vary somewhat in their reading of these words, both as regards the sibilant and the accentuation: only I gives the sh which the Pratipakhyaka requires; the rest have sh. The and I, accent dyauh, the others dyauh. There can be no question that the latter is the true method: the word must be divided into two syllables in reading; and the vocative accent of an initial syllable belongs only to the former of the two: thus, dt'auh; which, when written together as a single syllable, becomes, of course, dyauh. One or two other like cases are found in the text.
125. 2. xix. 3. 1. The only counter-instance is that mentioned in the rule, and given in full by the commentator, viz. अ yanti divah prthivīn sacante (xiii. 3. 26).

The Rik Pr. (iv. 20, r. 57, cclxxvi) adds the restriction that the conversion into the sibilant occurs only when divah begins a pāda. This would be correct also, if made a part of our own rule. The other two treatises do not apparently note any such cases as occurring in their texts.
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69. As also before prsthā.

The commentator cites a single case, divas prsthē dhāramānām su- pernam (xiii. 2. 37). The others are iv. 14. 2. xi. 5. 10. xii. 2. 12. xiii. 4. 1. xviii. 1. 61. To show that only divah is subject to this change of its final before prsthā, the commentator instances bhūmyāh prsthē veda (v. 20. 6).

The original sibilant of divas also maintains itself before p in two other cases, viz. divas putrāu (viii. 7. 20) and divas payah (xix. 44. 5). With the latter our treatise has nothing to do; the former it lets fall, apparently, into the borathrum of the gana which closes the subject and the section (rule 80).

Compare Rik Pr. iv. 22 (r. 61, cclxxx), and Vāj. Pr. iii. 23.
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70. Also that of yaḥ before patī, except when gavām and asyāḥ precede.

Nearly all the passages of the text to which the rule relates are cited by the commentator; they are divyo gandharave bhuvanasya yas patiḥ (ii. 2. 1), mṛgād-gandharve bhuvanasya yas patiḥ (ii. 2. 2), and dhātā vihdātā bhuvanasya yas patiḥ (v. 3. 9): to be added are only bhavishyad bhuvanasya yas patiḥ (xiii. 3. 7), and yānī cakāna bhuvanasya yas patiḥ (xix. 20. 2). The exceptions are also cited, as follows: gavaṁ yaḥ patiḥ (ix. 4. 17), and dirghāyur asyā yaḥ patiḥ (xiv. 2. 2). One cannot but think that a better form for the closing restriction of the rule would have been “whenever bhuvanasya precedes.”

These cases are not distinguished by the Rik Pr. and Vāj. Pr. from those coming under our next rule.

बवादशाश्च: 71

71. Also the visarjanāya of a genitive, excepting that of gacyāḥ, becomes s before patī.

The cases coming under this rule are almost innumerable, and it would be a waste of labor to specify them in full. The commentator cites four, viz. vacas patiḥ (e.g. i. 1. 1), ushas patiḥ (xvi. 6. 6), brahmaṇas patiḥ (e.g. vi. 4. 1), and jagatas patiḥ (vii. 17. 1). The only exception is that
66. Also the visarjaniya of tatah before pari, when the latter is followed by brahma.

The case referred to, and cited by the commentator, is tatas pari brahma (i. 10.1). As counter-example, to show that it is only before brahma that the change takes place, is quoted tatah pari proptena (vi. 89.1); one other such case is afforded by the text, but in the nineteenth book (xix. 57.6). A similar case, in which the suffix tath becomes tas before pari, is sindhutas pari (iv. 10.4 and vii. 45.1); the Pratि�cakhya takes no notice of it, if it be not intended to be included in the gana with which the section concludes (ii. 89).

67. Also the visarjaniya of an ablative before pari, except in angebhyah pari etc.

The Rik Pr. (iv. 15) and Vaj. Pr. (iii. 30) give the additional specification that the pari must be at the end of a pada, or before a pause, and the addition of that restriction to our own rule would have made it accurate, and obviated the necessity of the gana. The instances and counter-instances are both tolerably numerous, and are detailed in a marginal note.* The commentator cites, as instances, kushtha himavatas pari (xix. 39.1), jatam himavatas pari (iv. 9.9 and v. 4.2), and vidyuto jyotishas pari (iv. 10.1); and, as counter-instance, the passage heading the ganr, pranim angebhyah pari devaruntam (ii. 34.5). The instance first cited is the only one anywhere to be found, in the text or in the commentary of our treatise, which seems to come from the nineteenth book of the present Atharvyan text: but I do not regard its occurrence as by any means to be taken for an evidence that that book constituted a part of the commentator’s Atharva-Veda; it is to be explained rather as a slip of his memory in quoting, or as a reading of one of his kushta hymns, differing from that of our text.

68. Also that of divah before prthivi, except when the latter is followed by the root sac.

The commentator cites two of the passages to which the rule relates, viz. divas. prthivyad antarikshat samudrat (ix. 1.1), and divas prthivim abhi ye vajanti (iv. 27.4). The text affords three others, viz. vi. 100. 8;

* Cases of an ablative in s before pari at the end of a pada: i. 10.4. iv. 9.9; 10.1; 15.10. v. 4.2. vi. 111.3. vii. 38.2; 53.7. viii. 4.5. x. 1.32. xi. 2.4. xiv. 2.44. xix. 39.1.5.

Cases of an ablative in h before pari not at the end of a pada: ii. 34.5. vi. 125.2 (bis). vii. 56.1. viii. 9.4. ix. 4.10. x. 7.25. xiii. 1.28. xix. 3.1; 35.4 (bis); 44.8,9; 45.3; 57.6.
trish prakāreṇa, not found in the Atharva-Veda. The Rīk Pr. treats the same case in iv. 24 (r. 63, cclxxxii).

65. As also a visarjanīya, except that of karnayōh, before kuru, karam, karat, kṛṇotu, kṛti, and kṛdhī.

The cases to which this rule is meant to apply are of very different frequency of occurrence, and the rule itself is of very different degrees of accuracy as concerns the forms mentioned. For kuru, the commentator cites pitṛbhyaḥ ca nāmas kuru (xiv. 2. 20), the only instance in which this rare form (found elsewhere only at xi. 9. 1, and its repetitions in the same hymn) is preceded in the pada-text by visarjanīya. For karam we have cited subuddhām amutas karam (xiv. 1. 18); also the only instance. For karat, the instance samīmanas karaḥ (vii. 94. 1) is given: the text also affords jātiḥ das karaḥ (xix. 34. 2, 10; 35. 5), and, besides this, only nīṣa karaḥ (e. g. ii. 9. 5). Under kṛṇotu, the commentator remarks kṛṇotu ity atra tridhāte "ti vaktanyam, 'under kṛṇotu it should have been noted, that the change occurs only in three cases'; and he proceeds to cite the three cases, viz. dirgham ayush kṛṇotu (vi. 78. 3), agnīś kṛṇotu bheṣojyam (vi. 106. 3), and maniś kṛṇotu devojāh (x. 6. 31). In all these passages, however, the manuscripts read, without dissent, visarjanīya before the k, and the edition has followed their authority (except in vi. 106. 3, where, by some oversight, sh has been introduced). Other instances in which kṛṇotu has an unaltered visarjanīya before it are tolerably numerous,* and nowhere among them does a single codex read s or sh. The next word, kṛti, is one which, for a double reason, has no right to a place in the rule: in the first place, it occurs nowhere except in compounds; and secondly, it converts into a sibilant only the preceding visarjanīya of nīṣ and havīḥ, and so would be sufficiently provided for by rule 63, even if not adjudged to fall under rule 62. The commentator cites for it tasya team asa nīshkṛtih (v. 5. 4). Finally, kṛdhī actually shows a marked tendency to preserve the original final sibilant of the preceding word, and does it in numerous instances;† the commentator cites two of them, viz. anamitraṁ puras kṛdhī (vi. 40. 3), and se 'man niś kṛdhī pūrushed (v. 5. 4: this belongs rather under rule 63); the only exception is that noticed in the rule, and cited by the commentator, viz. mithunāṁ karnayōh kṛdhī (vi. 141. 2). Besides these, we have, of forms from the root kur, tīrās karoh (iv. 20. 7), which the commentator cites under rule 80, below, but which has as good a right to be specially noted in this rule as one or two other of the cases the latter contains. Not much can be said in praise of the way in which the rule is constructed.

The other Prātiçākhyas (R. Pr. iv. 15, r. 43, cclxii; V. Pr. iii. 22, 28, 31; T. Pr. viii. 25, 26) treat these cases in nearly the same way: whether with no greater accuracy, I cannot say.

* They are vi. 40. 1, 2; 53. 3; 73. 3; 88. 1; 104. 3; vii. 32. 1; 33. 1; 51. 1; 91. 1; vii. 8. 4; ix. 2. 7; 4. 2; xi. 1. 6; xii. 1. 1. 43.
† They are i. 13. 2; 26. 3; 34. 1. v. 5. 4 (H. I. AŚ), vi. 40. 3; 74. 3; 136. 2; vii. 20. 2; 26. 3; viii. 5. 17; xix. 5. 6.
first member, instead of changing it into the sibilant: in a single case
(ayuhrprataramah, iv. 10. 4), they all agree in so doing: we have, how-
ever, regarded this coincidence as accidental, and adopted in the
published text the reading which the Prātiṣṭhākhyā requires.

Rule ii. 81, below, directs the conversion into sh, after an alterant
vowel, of the dental sibilants prescribed by this and the following rules
of the section.

The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 14, r. 41, ccx; V. Pr. iii. 29; T. Pr.
viii. 23) give the same general precept for the conversion of visarjaniya
into a sibilant before k and p, and detail the exceptions in following
rules.

निर्ग्रविक्षिष्णसमासि ग्र्य ॥ ६३ ॥

63. The visarjaniya of nih, duh, avih, and havih becomes s
before k and p, even elsewhere than in a compound.

The particle duh never appears in the Atharvan text except as com-
pounded with other words, but it would seem from this rule that the
compounds which it forms are not entitled to the name samāsa. The
commentator cites as examples duskratam (e.g. iv. 25. 4) and dushti-
tam (not found in AV.; take instead dushtarstgraha [x. 10. 28], the
only like case which the text affords): both are also given in illustra-
tion of the corresponding rule of Panini (viii. 3. 41). Duskhrt and
duskrit are the only words in our text in which duh is followed by k.
The preposition nih becomes nish before k only, and, excepting a single
case (nishkritah, ii. 34. 1), only in verbal forms and derivatives of the
root kar: the commentator cites one of them, viz. kushthas tat sarvaṁ
nish karat (v. 4. 10). But it occurs three times before k and p in the
accidental combinations of the phrase (viz. nih kravyādam, xii. 2. 16
[B. I. nish kr²]; do. xii. 2. 42; nih prthiyeah, xvi. 7. 6), and the manus-
scripts almost without exception read there nih, which has been adopted
in the edition as undoubtedly the true reading. Avih occurs only in
connection with forms of the root kar (sometimes not immediately com-
bined with them): the commentator instances avish kṛṣṇuṁ kṛṣṇuṁ rūpāṁ
(e. g. iv. 29. 5), and avish kṛṣṇaṁ rūpāṁ (not found in AV.). Havih be-
comes havih but once, in the passage havih kṛṣṇantah parivatsarīnāṁ
(iii. 10. 5), which the commentator cites: it evidently forms here a kind
of half-compound with kar. For this word the commentator is himself
obliged to instance an exception, as follows: tato 'pa vadati: havih pu-
rodāgam; 'from this is to be made the exception havih purodāgam
(xviii. 4. 2).' The rule is evidently not entitled to much credit as a
clear and complete statement of the phenomena with which it is in-
tended to deal.

त्रि: ॥ ६४ ॥

64. As is also that of trīḥ.

The only case in the text coming under the rule is apālam indra trīṣh
pūtvā (xiv. 1. 41): the commentator cites it, and adds also trīṣh kṛtavā,
duced into our treatise, rather than, with Weber (p. 187, 188) to be surprised that nothing like it is found in the Vāj. Pr.

62. In a compound, it becomes s before k and p, excepting in the case of antah, sadyah, creyah, and chandah.

The citations given in illustration of the rule are adhāspadom (e.g. ii. 7. 2: p. adhā-padom), pībaśphākam (iv. 7. 3: p. pībaś-phākam), namaskārena (iv. 39. 9: p. namah-kārena), and yo viṣvataśpānir uta viṣva- tāsparṭah (xiii. 2. 26: p. viṣvataḥ pāṇīḥ; viṣvataḥ-prṭhah). With regard to the second of these, I would remark that its treatment by the pada-text, and its citation under this rule, seem to depend upon a false etymology, inasmuch as its final member is plainly not phāka, but sphāka, a word allied with sphāna and sphāti, repeatedly met with elsewhere: in the combination pībaś-phāka, then, the final of the first member has disappeared, according to the rule of the Rik Pr. and Vāj. Pr. (spoken of above, under ii. 40) for the loss of a visarjaniya before a sibilant followed by a surd mute. The commentator then cites in full the passages illustrating the exceptions, viz. antahkośam iva (i. 14. 4), antahpātre reśāhatim (xi. 9. 15), sadyaḥkṛīḥ (xi. 7. 10), creyokētaḥ (v. 20. 10), and chandāḥpākṣe (viii. 9. 12). Next follows what has the appearance of being another rule, with its commentary: paraḥparaḥ: para iva ca "mṛdītasamāse na sakāro bhavati: tvaḥ paraḥparaḥ: paraḥparaḥ: the visarjaniya of paraḥ also does not become s in a compound of repetition: e.g. tvā paraḥparaḥ (xii. 3. 39)." This is not, however, regarded by the commentator as a rule, since after it he gives, as final repetition before the next rule, our rule 62, samāse... chandāsam. It is also evidently not to be reckoned as a rule, on account of its interrupting the anuvṛtti, or implication by inference from the preceding rule, of visarjaniyaḥ sakāro bhavati, which continues to the end of the section. It must be looked upon as a vārttika, or secondary limitation by another hand, of the rule under which it is introduced. Respecting the propriety of its introduction, moreover, there may be question. The only other case of the kind occurring in the text is paruṣhparaḥ (e.g. i. 12. 3), which, as we shall see, is cited by the commentator under rule 80, below: as it ought not to be if it belongs under our present rule. It may be, then, that such cases of repeated words are not regarded as distinctively enough compounded to be entitled to the unqualified name samāsa, "compound."* They seem, however, to be treated as regular compounds by the other Prātiçākhyas, and our own pada-text makes no distinction between them and the rest, writing paraḥ-paraḥ precisely like vāṭa-jāḥ, for example.

Our manuscripts are not consistent or unanimous in their mode of treatment of the class of compounds to which this rule relates, one or more of them, in several instances, retaining the final visarjaniya of the

* The same thing appears from their separate mention in the fourth chapter (iv. 40), as if not included among regular compounds (iv. 9).
Besides the word dirghāyutayā (e.g. i. 22. 2: p. dirghāyu-tyāya), which is of frequent occurrence in the Atharvan, the commentary cites ato sahasracaksho tvam (iv. 20. 5: p. sahasracaksho iti sahasra-caksho), and barhishadah (xviii. 1. 45, 51: p. barhi-sadah). In all these cases, it will be noticed, the lopa of the visarjaniya is made in the pada-text, as well as in sanhitā, as is directed in a later rule (iv. 100). In the two first, there is an actual substitution of the themes āyu and cakshu for the usual āyus and cakshus; in the other we are to assume, rather, that the final of barhi is lost in making the sandhi, and we have a right to be surprised that the pada-text does not give us barhīh-sadah.

Here ends the second section of the second chapter: the signature is: 59: dvitiyasya dvitiyāḥ pādāḥ.

60. The visarjaniya of duḥ becomes u before dāca, and the following dental is replaced by a lingual.

That is to say, duḥ becomes dú, and dāca, dāca, making dudāsa. The passage containing the word is cited by the commentator, as follows: yenā dudāsa asyati (i. 13. 1); and he adds sanhitāyām ity eva: durdāsa iti duḥ-dāce; this is the form the word would assume in the krama-text: the pada reads simply duḥ-dāce. The theme of the word is rather duḥāc than dudāsa. The commentator says farther: aparā āda: dhānāpadadabhayaśu ṭapyeta upadhāyāc ca dirghaḥ tavaragiyaḥ yasya tavaragiya iti: dudācaḥ: dudābah: dudāyah: ava duḥhyo jahi; another says, before dhā, nāca, dāca, and dabh, the visarjaniya is dropped, the preceding vowel is lengthened, and a lingual substituted for a dental: thus, dudācāḥ, [dudācāḥ], dudābhaḥ, dudāhyah; ava duḥhyo jahi (Rīg-Veda i. 94. 9). Of these words, only the one mentioned in our rule is found in the Atharvan; the others occur in the Rik, and are the subject of a rule of its Prātiṣṭhākhyā (v. 24. r. 55, cclxxi). A part of them are also noted by the Vāj. Pr. (iii. 41, 42). The Atharvan has duḥ-nāca (v. 11. 6), but treats it according to the regular methods of combination, making durnāca in sanhitā.

61. Before cun, it becomes t.

This is intended merely as an explanation of the mode of formation of the word ducchunā, which is accordingly to be regarded as passing through the stages duḥ-cunā, dut-cunā, and hence (by ii. 13, 17) duccchunā. Two instances of its occurrence are cited: ducchunām grāham (v. 17. 4), and tad rāṣṭrāmaḥ hanti ducchunā (v. 19. 8). As the pada-text does not analyze the word, but writes it simply ducchunā, this rule is properly superfluous, and we have a right to wonder that it was intro-

* It is quite probable, however, that dōca in the rule means, not ‘the theme dōca,’ but ‘the root dōy.’
56. As also in गेपाहर्षणिम् and वंदने व वर्क्षम्.

The commentator cites the two passages: *oshadhini गेपाहर्षणिम्* (iv. 4. 1: p. *गेपाह-हर्षणिम्*) and *वंदने व वर्क्षम* (vii. 115. 2: p. *वंदनानाह-वा*). The former is a striking case of arbitrariness in etymologizing on the part of the authors of the *pada*-text, for there is neither necessity nor plausibility in treating the compound as if made up of *गेपा* and *हर्षणा*: the former member is evidently *गेपा*, which in the Atharvan is much the more common of the two forms of this word. And as for the other case, of elision of the *विसर्जनिया* before *वा* and contraction of the two vowels into a diphthong, it is equally surprising to find this one singled out to be so written, from among the many in the text which are to be so read. For the contraction of a final syllable, ending either in an original *s* or *m*, with the following particle of comparison *वा*, so that the two together form but two syllables, is the rule rather than the exception in the Atharva-Veda. Out of 59 instances in the text, in which a final *ах* occurs before *वा*, there are only 13 in which the metre shows the *sunnhi* to be regular: in 46 cases we are to read *s'वा*; *अम वा* is contracted in the same manner 25 times out of 40; *अ वा*, only 4 times out of 19; *अं वा*, 3 times out of 5; *अि वा*, 7 times out of 10; *अह वा*, 6 times, or in every instance the text contains; *अम वा*, only once out of 3 times: and there are single sporadic cases of a similar elision after the terminations *एः, आः, अः, ओः*, which would pass without notice, as mere irregularities of metre, were it not for their analogy with the others I have mentioned, but which, considering these latter, are worth advertsing to, as illustrations of the same general tendency.

57. As also in *ेशाह* and *साह*, before a consonant.

The instances selected by the commentator are *ेशा प्रिया* (ii. 36. 4), and *सा सनाहः महायतु* (iii. 1. 1).

All the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 4, r. 11, 12, cxv, cxvi; V. Pr. iii. 15, 16; T. Pr. v. 15) include *स्याह* in the same rules with *ेशाह* and *साह*: the word, however, nowhere occurs in the Atharvan text.

58. But not in the passage *सास पदिष्टा*.

The passage, *उदहराह सास पदिष्टा* (vii. 31. 1), is cited by the commentator. It is one which occurs in the Rig-Veda also (iii. 53. 21), and is noticed by its Prātiṣṭhākhya (iv. 20, r. 58, cxlxxvii).

59. *विसर्जनिया* is also dropped in *दिर्गहृदयुत्वाया* etc.
our commentator gives, viz. bhuvah \textit{vichveshu savaneshu yajniyoh}, and which is not to be found in the Atharvan. The commentator farther cites for \textit{bhuvah} an actual Atharvan passage, \textit{bhuvah vivasván anvātatāna} (xviii. 2. 32); but even here it would hardly be necessary to understand the word as having the same meaning as in the mystic trio \textit{bhūr bhuvah swar}, with which the later religious philosophy amuses itself. For \textit{udāhā} and \textit{amnoh}, the examples quoted are \textit{yo ayā udho na vedā} (xii. 4. 18), and \textit{ye amno jatun máravantī} (viii. 6. 19: the only case).

\textbf{53.} When preceded by \textit{a}, \textit{visarjantiya} becomes \textit{u}, before a following \textit{a}.

And this \textit{u}, of course, combines with the preceding \textit{a}, so that the \textit{ah} becomes \textit{o}, as is directly taught by the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 12, r. 33, cxxvii; V. Pr. iv. 42; T. Pr. ix. 7). The instances cited are \textit{paro 'pe 'hy avamādūhe} (r. 7. 7), and \textit{paro 'pe 'hi manaspāpa} (vi. 45. 1). For the treatment of the following initial \textit{a}, see iii. 53, 54.

This rule is much mutilated by the copyist, both in its first statement (\textit{akāro 'kāre}) and in its final repetition (\textit{akāropadhasyokāre}), so that its true form is only restorable from the commentator’s paraphrase, which reads \textit{akāropadhasya visarjantiyayo ‘kāre bhavati: akāre paratah}. Evidently the triple recurrence of the syllables \textit{kāro, kāro, kāre} bothered the copyist’s weak head, and he stumbled from the one to the other of them in an utterly helpless manner.

\textbf{54.} As also before a sonant consonant.

The commentator’s illustrations are \textit{tathā saptarśhayo viduh} (iv. 11. 9), \textit{tad vāt brahmavido viduh} (x. 8. 43), and \textit{tasyaṁ naro vapata bijam asyām} (xiv. 2. 14).

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iv. 8 (r. 25, cxliv), Vāj. Pr. iv. 41, and Tāitt. Pr. ix. 8.

\textbf{55.} When preceded by \textit{a}, it is dropped.

That is to say, it is so treated in the position defined in the last rule, before a sonant consonant; the case of \textit{ah} before a vowel was included in ii. 41, above. The commentator cites \textit{anamivā vivaśah} (ii. 30. 3), \textit{dhīrā deveshu} (iii. 17. 1), and \textit{ekacatamū tā janatā yā bhūmi} (r. 18. 12), which last passage contains three cases of the application of the rule.

The corresponding rule of the Vāj. Pr. is found at iv. 37, that of the Tāitt. Pr. at ix. 9. The Rik Pr. (iv. 8, r. 24, cxlixii) teaches that the \textit{visarjantiya} (along with its preceding vowel, of course) in such a case passes into \textit{a}—which is a peculiar way of saying the same thing.
The examples quoted from the text are *yad aharahar abhigachhami* (xvi. 7. 11), and *ahar ma 'ty api garchah* (xvii. 25). As counter-examples, to show that the final is liable to become r only when the word is neuter, we have *samaho varrote* (not in A.V.), and *dvādāṣṭāho pi* (xi. 7. 12).

The passages in which the other Prātiṣṭhākyas take note of this irregular change of *ahar* are Rik Pr. i. 26 (r. 103, civ), Vāj. Pr. i. 163, and Tāitt. Pr. viii. 8, 13.

The next rule furnishes exceptions to this one.

51. But not before a case-ending, or the words *rūpa, rátri*, and *rathāntara*.

As examples of *ahar* before case-endings, the commentator gives us *ahobhyām* and *ahobhih*, but the latter of them (xviii. 1. 55: p. *ahah-bhih*) is the only instance of the kind which the Atharvan text contains. For the compound *ahorātre* he cites two cases, *ahorātābhāyām nakshatrebhyaḥ* (vi. 128. 3), and *ahorātre idam brāmoh* (xi. 6. 5); it is a word of frequent occurrence. For the combinations of *ahos* with following *rūpa* and *rathāntara* are quoted *yad aho rūpāni dṛṣṭyante*, and *yadā 'ho rathāntaraṁ sāma gīyate*, neither of which passages is to be found in the Atharvan. It is a very suspicious circumstance that a *vārttika* to a rule of Pānini's (viii. 2. 68) mentions the same three exceptions which our rule gives: and it is very probable that our treatise in this case, as in several others, has constructed its rule so as to include all the cases noted as occurring in general usage; and hence, that the two phrases quoted are not necessarily to be regarded as having constituted a part of the Atharvan text for which the Prātiṣṭhākhyas was composed.

The Rik Pr. (iv. 13, r. 40, celi) makes exceptions only of *ahobhih* and *ahorātre*; the Vāj. Pr. (i. 163) excepts cases in which *ahah* is followed by *bh*; the Tāitt. Pr. (viii. 13, 14) teaches the conversion of the final of *ahah* into *r* when it is not the final member of a compound, nor followed by *bh* or *bhām*.

52. Nor is the *visarjanīya* of *udahar, ambah*, and *bhuvah* convertible into *r*.

This rule is utterly idle in our treatise, since no precept has been given which should in any way require or authorize the conversion into *r* of the final of these words. The original form of *udhas*, however, is *udhar*, as is clearly shown by the comparison of the kindred languages (*obhaq, Euter, udder*), and by its treatment in the Rig-Veda; and the Rik Pr., accordingly (i. 22, r. 97, 98, xviii. xcix), has to give rules respecting it. Neither of the other treatises takes notice of it or of either of the words here associated with it. All three, however, are noted by Pānini (viii. 2. 70, 71), as words which may or may not, in Vedic use, change their final into *r*; and the instance there cited for *bhuvah, bhuvo vigresha bhuvaneshu*, looks as if it were meant to be the same which
The commentator first cites three phrases, of which the first two are not to be found in the Atharvan, and the third belongs under the next following rule—viz. dhātvar dehi, savitar dehi, punar dehi (xviii. 3. 70: but possibly the three phrases form a single passage together, and are a genuine citation from some other text)—and then adds two genuine and appropriate instances: bhūme mātār ni dhehi (xii. 1. 63), and tevacam etām viścašah: viścātār iti viścaśah (ix. 5. 4). He goes on to give counter-examples: first, to show that the conversion into r takes place only in a singular vocative, he cites a passage—dāivyā hotāra urdhvam (v. 27. 9)—containing a plural vocative from a theme of the same character; and second, to show that a vocative of such a theme only is treated in the manner described, he cites the vocative singular of a theme in as, which has sāv and not rāv in the dual, viz. tavisāasya pracetoḥ: praceto iti pracetoḥ (iv. 32. 6); adding pracetoḥ sāudvivecacondantam.

Here, as in more than one other instance, our treatise shows a greater readiness than the others to avail itself of the help of grammatical categories in constructing its rules: all the other Prātiṣṭhākhyas laboriously rehearse in detail, one by one, the words which are here disposed of as a class, in one brief rule.

48. Also that of antah, punah, prātah, sanutah, and svah, when indeclinables.

The final specification is intended only for the first and last words of the series, antah being possible as nominative singular of anta, and svah of svā. The commentator illustrates as follows: antardāve juhutā (vi. 32. 1), punar mūi "tv indriyam (vii. 67. 1), prātar bhagam pūshaṇam (iii. 16. 1), sanutar yugoṭu (vii. 92. 1), svar no'pa teṭa (i. 5. 2). As counter-examples, to show the necessity of the specification “when indeclinables,” he gives yo nāh svr yo arunāh sajātāh (i. 19. 3), samagrah samantoḥ: samagra iti sam-agrah: samanto bhūyāsam: samanto iti sam-antah (vii. 81. 4: the commentator thus gives the krama-text for the passage samagrah samanto bhūyāsam).

The other treatises exclude the noun anta by defining the accent of antah, and the Rik Pr. treats svah in the same way—a method which renders necessary considerable additional limitation and explanation.

49. And that of svah, also in svarṣhāh.

The commentator cites the passage, śūṣham agrriyāh svarṣhāḥ (v. 2. 8). The reason of the word ca in the rule, he says, is that the following letter is a surd; and he adds that the spirant becomes r only in sanshita, the pada form being svah-sah: this last is rather a gratuitous piece of information.

50. Also that of ahaḥ, when neuter.
intended to be thus excluded must be such as vi vo dhamatu (iii. 2. 2), but they are sufficiently provided against by the final specification of the rule, "when the word is not a pronoun," and I do not see how the citation in the text of both the ca and the vi can escape the charge of superfluity. As counter-examples, illustrating the necessity of the final specification, the commentator cites hiranyavarṇā utprāśan yadā vah: va iti vah (iii. 13. 6), and yatre 'dāma vṛtayāmi vah (iii. 13. 7): he does not choose to notice the fact that these cases are also excluded by their lacking a preceding ca vi; and he gives no instances of kah as a pronoun, as it was his duty to do. All the other treatises distinguish the kah whose final is riphita by calling it anudattā, 'unaccented,' which compels them then farther to specify the cases in which the verbal form kah (kur) happens to be accented.

The term sarvanāman, 'all-name,' used to denote a pronoun, is an ingenious and interesting one; it is not found in either of the other treatises, but is employed by Pāñini. Nāman, 'name,' includes substantives, adjectives, and pronouns; but while the two former, being descriptive of quality, are restricted in their application to certain objects or classes of objects, a pronoun may be used of anything indifferently; it is a title of universal applicability.

45. Also that of dvah and vah.

The commentator cites prathāma dvah: deār iti dvah (ix. 3. 22), tasmād vāra nāma (iii. 13. 3), and divyam ghrtaṁ vah: vār iti vah (xviii. 1. 32); repeating, as under the previous rule, the final words of the half-verses, as they would be repeated in the krama-text.

46. Also that of ahāh, except it be from the root hā.

An equivalent and, one would think, preferable form for this rule would have been haratēr ahāh, 'ahāh when coming from the root har (hr). The commentator's examples are indras tān pary ahār dāmānā (vi. 103. 2, 3), taṁ roṣṭram a hāh (xiii. 1. 4): the commentator, or the copyist, omits to add ahār ity ahāh, and agnish tād a 'hāh (vii. 53. 3): here is added ahār ity ahāh, but it is out of place, the word not standing in pausa; perhaps the parihrā is omitted. As a counter-example, to show that ahāh from the root hā forms no exception to the general rule respecting a vinihān, the commentator cites ahā arātim (ii. 10. 7).

47. Also that of the vocative singular of a noun whose dual ends in rau.
43. As also before a sonant consonant.

The remaining citations of the commentator are tasyā agnir vatsah (iv. 39.2), agner bhāgyah stha (x. 5.7), arātīyor bhṛāṭivayasa (x. 6.1), and tātir medino añgirasaḥ (x. 6.20).

It has been already noticed that the other Prātiśākhyaas unite this rule with the preceding.

44. Also is changed into r before a vowel or sonant consonant the visarjaniya of āvah, kah, akuh, ca vi vah, and abibhah—except in the case of a pronoun.

In this and the following rules, as far as the 49th inclusive, are treated the words whose final visarjaniya represents an original r, and not s, and in which, accordingly, the r is liable to reappear before a sonant initial, even though a or ā precede. The Rik Pr. and Vāj. Pr. deal with this class of words in a somewhat different manner. The former, in the concluding part of its first chapter (i. 20-26) rehearses all the words of which the final spirant is rephin or riphitu, 'liable to pass into r,' and then, in a later chapter (iv. 9), prescribes the conversion into r of the riphitā visarjaniya before sonants. The Vāj. Pr. gives a like list (i. 160-168), and a like precept for the alteration (iv. 35). The Tātt. Pr., like our own treatise, disposes of the whole matter at once (in vi. 8-15).

The words of the class are quite differently combined in the different Prātiśākhyaas, so that any detailed comparison is impracticable: thus, for instance, the words treated in this rule of ours are found scattered through Rik Pr. i. 21, 22, 23, 26; Vāj. Pr. i. 161, 164, 168, and Tātt. Pr. viii. 8, 9.

The cases to which the rule refers are instanced by the commentator, as follows: suruco vena āvah: āvar ity āvah (iv. 1.1), sarasvatī tam iha dhātave kah: kar iti kah (vii. 10.1), aṣaṇā niṣṛtya akah: akar ity okah (ii. 25.1), sataç ca yonim asataç ca vi vah: var iti vah (iv. 1.1), and yam parihasam abibhar aditiḥ putrukāmyā (vi. 81.3). It will be noticed that the commentator repeats each word to which the rule applies, with iti interposed, except in the last case, where the r appears in svn-ṁkā. This is in accordance with the usage of the pada-text of the Rig-Veda, but not with that of the Atharvan, which in no single instance* performs pariḥāra of a word ending in a riphitā visarjaniya; and we must accordingly regard the repetitions as taken from the krama-text, which would give such a form to the words in question, as standing at the end of a line. In the case of vi vah, we have the preceding word ca also extracted, in order to limit the rule to this particular passage, or, as the commentator has it, etāvatattvārtham (compare note to ii. 28). The cases

* Excepting in the twentieth book, whose pada-text is shown by this and other peculiarities to be merely a putting together of extracts from that of the Rik.
more of the sibilant character than the mere breathing visarjanīya, and so have been intermediate steps between the latter and the original sibilant.

स्वर यकारः। II 31 II

41. Before a vowel, visarjanīya becomes y.

This is an intermediate step to the total disappearance of the spirant, by ii. 21, and it is very hard to say whether the conversion into y is a matter of grammatical theory only, or whether it gives account of an actual process of phonetic transition. The rule is limited by the one which follows it, and then farther by ii. 53, so that all which remains of it is that visarjanīya is lost when following ā and preceding a vowel, and when following a and preceding any other vowel than a. The commentator's citations, illustrating these two cases, are yasyā upastha uṛvantariksham (vii. 6. 4: p. yasyāḥ : upa-sthāḥ), madhyandina ud gāyati (ix. 6. 48), abhiprayata eva (x. 8. 24), and sa āpah (not found in Av.: perhaps the reading is corrupt, and sa āpah [iii. 13. 7] or na āpah [xii. 1. 30] is the passage intended).

The Tātt. Pr. (ix. 10) gives its general rule in a form closely corresponding with that of our own. The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 36) also makes the conversion of the spirant to y before elision, but restricts it formally as well as virtually to the case of a visarjanīya preceded by a and ā. The Rik Pr. (ii. 9, 10, r. 24, 27, cxxviii, cxxxi) follows a peculiar method: it assumes no conversion into y, nor does it declare the spirant omitted, but teaches that when the latter is preceded by a long vowel, not subject to conversion into r, and followed by a vowel, it becomes ā; and when in like circumstances but preceded by a short vowel, it becomes a.

नाम्पुरणस्य रक्ष:। II 32 II

42. If preceded by an alterant vowel, it becomes r before a vowel.

The alterant vowels, as already noted (under ii. 29), are the whole series excepting a and ā.

The commentator's citations are agnir āsīnah (ix. 7. 19), vāyur amitrāṇām (xi. 10. 16). syā 'ham manyor ava īyām īva (v. 13. 6), and tāir amitrāḥ (v. 21. 8).

The other treatises (R. Pr. i. 20, r. 76, lxxvii, and iv. 9, r. 27, cxxlv; V. Pr. iv. 35; T. Pr. viii. 6) combine into one this rule and the following.

There is here another lacuna in the manuscript: immediately upon the citation tāir amitrāḥ follow tasyā agnir vatsah and the other illustrations of the conversion of visarjanīya preceded by an alterant vowel into r before a sonant consonant, and then follow the words ghoshavatī ca, before the rule āvah etc. It is evident that the copyist has leaped over the rule ghoshavatī ca, together with its own paraphrase, the final repetition of the preceding rule, and perhaps some of the illustrative citations belonging to one or both of them. There is no reason whatever to suppose that anything more than this is omitted, or that any rule is lost altogether.
ii. 40. ]
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(i. 19. 4) ; before linguals, vyākṣanā śikate (a fabricated instance: no case of this conversion is to be found in AV.: the same example occurs under Pāṇ. viii. 3. 34); before dentals, mayas tokebhyaḥ (i. 13. 2), avais tokāṇi (v. 19. 2), balhikāna va parastarām (v. 22. 7), yuvās tuje janāh (vi. 33. 1), yathā pasan tāyādam (vi. 72. 2), prā 'vanta nas tujahe (vii. 49. 1), traṭayāṭhāna jajagati (vii. 9. 20), mahās tāvishhe (vii. 1. 23); before labials, tataḥ pari prajātena (vii. 89. 1); before s, vātābhrajās stānayan (i. 12. 1: edition jā stānayan, and this time with the assent of all the MSS. except E.), aruṣrānam (ii. 3. 3: I. aruṣrānam, and, in verse 5, I. and H. do.; all the others, in both cases, aruṣrānam; pada aruṣ-rānam), vīvratās sthāna (iii. 8. 5: all the MSS. except H., vīvratāḥ sthāna), ati dvajā srotāḥ (x. 1. 16). Instances for ċ and sh are not given.

The Vāj. Pr. (iii. 8. 11) gives as taught by Cakātāyana the doctrines of our treatise—namely, that visarjaniya becomes a sibilant before a sibilant, and Ḗhādāṃśīya and upadhāṃśīya before gutturals and labials—while it states (iii. 9) that Cakālya leaves visarjaniya unchanged before a sibilant, and itself, not deciding that point, maintains the visarjaniya before gutturals and labials. Before palatals and dentals, it prescribes (iii. 6, 7) the conversion into ċ and s: of the hypothetical case of an initial lingual it takes no notice. Before a sibilant followed by a surd mute, it rejects the visarjaniya altogether (iii. 12), as already noticed. The Rīk Pr. likewise treats at considerable length the changes which our treatise compresses into a single rule. It first (iv. 10, r. 31, 32, ccl, ccell) gives rules which agree in all points with our own, only excepting the case of a mute followed by a sibilant, and, later, that of a sibilant followed by a surd mute, before which (iv. 12, r. 36, ccel) the visarjaniya is to be struck out. But it then goes on (iv. 11, r. 33, 34, celi, cellii) to permit the retention of the spirant unchanged before gutturals, labials, and unaltered sibilants, and even, finally (iv. 12, r. 38, cceliii), to pronounce this the approved usage before gutturals and labials. The Tāitt. Pr. also (ix. 2, 3) agrees with our treatise, only excepting kṣh, before which visarjaniya is to remain unaltered. It then rehearse the varying opinions of other authorities: Āgūveśya and Vālmiki (ix. 4) hold that the spirant maintains its identity before gutturals and labials, while others (ix. 5) who allow it in these cases to become Ḗhādāṃśīya and upadhāṃśīya, leave it unchanged before sibilants—it being specified, however, that of this number are not Pāḷkhā and Pāḷkhāyana. The omission before a sibilant followed by a surd is mentioned (ix. 1) as the doctrine of Kāndamāyana.

The discordance of opinion among the ancient Hindu grammarians as to the treatment of visarjaniya before surd letters is thus shown to have been very great, the only point upon which they all agree being its conversion into s and ċ before dentals and palatales—or, more properly, the retention of the original sibilant in the former position, and its conversion into the nearly related palatal sibilant, by assimilation, in the latter. The assimilation to a following sibilant must, it should seem, be regarded as a more primitive mode of pronunciation than the retention of—or, more properly, conversion into—visarjaniya, which latter has become exclusively prevalent in the later language. It is possible, too, that the so-called guttural and labial spirants may have had
scribing sphotana. The same close relationship with respect to place of utterance which causes the final palatal to pass often into a lingual, instead of reverting to the guttural out of which it originally grew, causes the lingual, in coming before the palatal, to virtually double it only. The transfer of position of the organs is too slight and easy to necessitate the emission of an intervening sound.

This is the last rule in the first section of the second chapter. The manuscript this time omits to specify the number of rules contained in the section, and adds simply dvitiyāsya prathamāḥ pādaḥ.

विसर्जनीयस्य परस्पराननि अधीपि ॥ ८० ॥

40. Visarjaniya, before a surd consonant, becomes of like position with the following sound.

That is to say, applying rule i. 95, it is converted into the spirant (üşhman) corresponding in position with the following letter. Thus, before c and ch it becomes s; before t and th, sh; before t and th, s; before r, sh, and s, it is changed into each of those letters respectively; before k and kh it becomes jihvāmūliya, and, before p and ph, upadhmāniya—these last two spirants being, as already noticed, clearly implied in this rule, although nowhere referred to by name as belonging to the scheme of spoken sounds recognized by the treatise. Visarjaniya itself, then, would only stand, in sāṅkhītā, before a pause. The theory of the Prātiçākhyā, however, is not at all the practice of the manuscripts, and the latter, rather than the former, has been followed by us in the printed text. In none of the Atharvan codices is any attempt made to distinguish the jihvāmūliya and upadhmāniya from the visarjaniya—and, as we cannot but think, with much reason: since the division of this indistinct and indefinite sound into three different kinds of indefiniteness savors strongly of an over-refinement of analysis. Nor do the manuscripts—except in a few sporadic cases, and without any agreement among one another as regards these—convert visarjaniya into a sibilant before a sibilant. In the final revision of the edited text, the rule of the Prātiçākhyā in this respect was begun to be followed in the interior of a word (see ii. 3. 3, 5; iii. 21. 2; iv. 17. 2), but was soon neglected again, and the text in general shows visarjaniya before a sibilant in all situations. The rule that the visarjaniya is to be dropped altogether before a sibilant followed by a surd mute—a rule which is laid down by the Rik and Vaj. Prātiçākhyās, and not by our own, but which is rather more usually, although with very numerous and irregularly occurring exceptions, followed in the Atharvan manuscripts—has been uniformly carried out in the edition; although many will doubtless be inclined to think with me that, considering the varying usage of the manuscripts, it would have been better to follow the authority of the Prātiçākhyā, and so to avoid the ambiguity occasionally arising from the omission of the final spirant.

The commentator's illustrative citations are as follows: before gutturals (kañarqe: he prefixes in each case such a specification to his classes of examples), antahkōṣam teu (i. 14. 4); before palatals, yaœ ca dvishan
interpretation, and unsupported by the usage of the word elsewhere, in this or in the other Prātiṣṭhākyas. The Vāj. Pr. makes no such exception of the nasals, nor is it noticed in the verse—from the same metrical treatise, doubtless, which has often been found cited above—with which the commentary on the rule closes: vorgāṇāṁ viparitānām saṁnipāte nibodhata: vyavāyi sphotanākhyas tu yad gāyatre nidarṣanam; ‘know ye that in the collocation of the series in their inverted order there takes place an insertion called sphotana: yad gāyatre is an instance of it.’ I am disposed, then, to look upon the exclusion of the nasals from the operation of the rule as a later gloss, foisted upon the rule itself. There is by no means a lack of reason for making the exception; since the nasals are accompanied throughout their utterance by a free emission of intonated breath through the nose, and are by it made so distinctly audible that there is felt no impulse to give them additional clearness by the insertion of such a sound as sphotana. If the interpretation of the commentator be rejected, we shall have to add to the list of groups given above as coming under the action of the rule not only nk, of which an instance has already been cited, but also Ṉk (e.g. kṣaṇ kṣāṇantāh, v. 19. 3); ṇg (e.g.विद्वान् गङ्गावरः, ii. 1. 2), and ŋk (e.g. devān ghṛtavatā, iii. 10. 11). To the specification of the rule that the consonant followed by sphotana must be a final, the commentary brings up the counter-example venor aḍā ḍava (i. 27. 3), where the group ḍa, although composed of a dental before a guttural, suffers no such interposition. The term virāma, which is used once or twice also in the technical language of the other Prātiṣṭhākyas, has the same significance with avasāna, and denotes a pause accompanied with a suspension of euphonic influences; such as takes place in the ordinary text only where there is a sign of interpunction, or at the end of a sentence or paragraph, but in the pada-text is found after every word, and even between the two separated parts of a compound word.

न टर्गिष्य चर्क्की कालविस्मकर्ष्टत्र भवति तमादः कर्णण इति ॥ ३१ ॥

39. But not in the case of a lingual before a palatal; here there takes place a prolongation of the time: and this they call karṣana.

That is to say, when a t comes before a c, or a d before a j (the only two cases which can occur under the rule), there is no separation of the two consonants by unclosure and reclosure of the organs, but the effect of the contact is merely to lengthen out the time employed in uttering the group: the name applied to this prolongation, karṣana, ‘tractio, drawing out, extension,’ is not elsewhere met with in the grammatical literature. The commentator cites as examples shat ce 'māh, (iv. 20. 2), shat ca me shasṭiś ca (v. 15. 6), and shad jātā (viii. 9. 16): they are the only instances of these combinations to be met with in the Atharvan text, except one in the nineteenth book (shat ca, xix. 47. 4).

It is easy to see the physical ground of this exception to the rule pre-
second member, and each is represented by but a single case, and one of the two is in the nineteenth book of the text: they are pch (trishṭupchandāh, vi. 48. 3), and bj (tristubhagatyau, xii. 21. 1). The commentator to the Vāj. Pr. (Weber, p. 266) defines sphotana to be "the separated utterance of a close combination of consonants" (pindibhūtasya samyogasya prthag uccāraṇam); our commentator gives no such explanation, merely paraphrasing the rule as follows: vargāṇāṃ viparītye sphotanah sandhyo bhavati: pūrveṇa ced viramo bhavati: but the text itself has already (see i. 103) defined sphotana to be a quarter or an eighth of a short a—doubtless a saṃvera a, or the neutral vowel. There can be no doubt, then, that the sphotana is that very brief unclosure of the organs which we often, if not ordinarily, allow to take place between two mutes standing in conjunction with one another, and of the former of which we desire to make clearer the pronunciation. In passing from a t to a k, for instance, while it is possible by an effort to make the release of the t-closure and the formation of the k-closure so truly simultaneous that nothing whatever shall escape from the mouth during the transfer, it is more natural to let so much breath slip out between as shall render audible the unclosure of the dental position, and so far relieve the imperfect or abhinīvita utterance of the t, rendering it comparatively clear and distinct (sphuta). This insertion is then properly enough called sphotana, 'that which makes clear, distinct, or evident.' we have noticed above (under i. 103) that the commentator gives it also another kindred name, vyanjakav, 'manifest.' It is, under other circumstances of occurrence, very nearly the same with that release or separation of the passive and active organs of production which the Vāj. Pr. (i. 90) prescribes after the pronunciation of a final mute in the pada-text, so that the next word may begin with a new effort. That the Hindu theory allows sphotana in the combination of the phrase only where the two mutes meet in the inverse order of the vargas to which they belong has something of arbitrariness in it, yet is not without foundation; for it may be noted, I think, that it is perceptibly harder to change from a contact farther forward in the mouth to one farther back, than to make a like transfer in the contrary direction, without allowing any intervening escape of breath or sound: and the order of the vargas follows the advance in the mouth of the place of formation.

The commentator cites, as instances of the occurrence of sphotana, vashatkāreṇa (p. vashat-kārena, e. g. v. 26. 12), avatkām (p. avat-kām, ii. 3. 1), ejatkāḥ (p. ejat-kāḥ, v. 23. 7), trishṭub gāyatṛi (xvii. 2. 6), and yad gāyatre (ix. 10. 1). Of other combinations than these, the text presents pk (anushṭup katham, viii. 9. 20), tkh (e. g. utkhiḍon [p. utkhiḍon], iv. 11. 10), and dg (e. g. padghoshaiḥ [p. patghoshaiḥ], v. 21. 8). Whether combinations of the dental nasal with a following guttural mute are to be regarded as coming under the rule, and admitting sphotana, is rendered at least doubtful by our commentator, who goes on to say: 'why does the rule say pūrveṇa? because of such cases as kramāṇa ko asyāḥ (viii. 9. 10)." It is evident from this that he would understand pūrveṇa as equivalent here to amuttaḥ, 'not last in a mute-series,' i. e. 'non-nasal.' This seems to me, however, a very forced in-
is a universal accordance (compare R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 8, ccxxvii.; V. Pr. iv. 13; T. Pr. v. 25, 26).

न समो राजती ॥ ३६ ॥

36. An exception is the m of sam before the root r̄j.

The only words coming under the action of this rule are samrāj, samrājita, and samrājya: verbal forms from the root r̄j with the prefix sam are not found in the text. The commentary cites samrad eko ni rājati (vi. 36. 3), samrājny ekti śvaśureshu samrājny uta devr̄shu: nanādāh samrājny ekti samrājny uta śvaśr̄vah (xiv. 1. 44). The derivative sāmrājya (p. sām-rājya) is found once only (xiv. 1. 43).

The other treatises duly notice the same exceptional case (see R. Pr. iv. 7, r. 23, ccxiii.; V. Pr. iv. 5; T. Pr. xiii. 4); the Tātt. Pr. alone attempting to give the rule a more general form, and declaring sam and sām not liable to change when followed by r̄j: it is strange if the treatise do not thus lay itself open to the imputation of an error; our own text, at any rate, has such forms as sāmrādhaṃtya (iii. 30. 5).

समी च वकारे ॥ ३७ ॥

37. As also, before a v which is the result of sandhi.

The passage here referred to, and cited by the commentator, is sam v anāna ha ayam (vi. 56. 3), where the particle u following sam, is converted into v by i. 39. There are two closely analogous cases—sam v asū—in the nineteenth book (xix. 10. 7, 9), which this rule is not constructed to cover, since the Atharvan text recognized by our treatise consists only of the first eighteen books of the present Atharva-Veda.

क्षर्वपर्व्यया स्फोटनः पूर्विणा चेतिंगतामः ॥ ३८ ॥

38. In case of a combination in the inverted order of the mute-series, there takes place sphonata, provided the former is a final.

Weber (p. 267) regards siparyaya as signifying here simply 'difference,' but it does not seem to me possible to give the word so general and indefinite a meaning, and the whole treatment of the subject by the two Prātiśākhyaśas goes to show, at least by negative evidence, that the cases contemplated by them are only those in which a mute of one series (varṣa) enters into combination with one of a preceding series, so that, in the group, the natural order of the series appears inverted. The precept of the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 162) is to the effect, that it either is or is not an error of pronunciation to utter a guttural after another mute with sphonata. This is in appearance a narrowing of the sphere of occurrence of the sphonata to no small extent, as compared with our treatise: but it is almost only in seeming; for, allowing the exception made in the next following rule, there are but two combinations requiring sphonata to be found in the Atharvan in which a guttural is not the
34. As is also $n$.

The commentator's citations to illustrate this rule are those already once given, under i. 84, including the words paruński, yajuński, and kaviński, and, to show that $n$ is not altered in the interior of a word before semivowels, he farther quotes tāud̐h nāma 'si kanyā (x. 4. 24). As instance of $n$ before $v$ within a word, we may take tanvah (e.g. i. 1. 1): before $r$ and $l$ it is found only when final.

The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 2) is the only other treatise which contains a rule corresponding with this.

35. Both $m$ and $n$, before $l$, are converted into a nasalized $l$.

The commentator quotes from the text, as instances of $m$ before $l$, tañi* lokam (iii. 28. 5), avini lokena (iii. 29. 3 eto), pratiṁañi lokāh (xviii. 4. 5); and, as instances of $n$ before $l$, durgandhiñi lohitāṣyaṁ (viii. 6. 12), and sarvāñi lokān (e.g. iv. 38. 5).

It is perhaps to be regretted that the editors of the published text did not follow this rule of the Prātičākhya with regard to both $m$ and $n$. The manuscripts, however, are almost unanimous in reading only a single $l$ after an original $m$, with a nasal sign over the preceding vowel (there are but two or three cases, if I recollect aright, of a doubled $l$), and their authority has in this respect been followed. Where an original $n$ has disappeared, on the other hand, the manuscripts follow, not without some exceptions, the directions of the Prātičākhya, and we have done the same, also without absolute uniformity.

The three other kindred works (see R. Pr. iv. 3, r. 7, ccxxvi; V. Pr. iv. 9; T. Pr. v. 28, 29) agree with one another, and disagree with our treatise, in converting $m$ before all the three semivowels $y$, $l$, and $v$ into those semivowels nasalized; as regards the treatment of the $n$, there

---

* The lack of suitable type renders it necessary to represent the sandhi, in transcribing the instances, in this imperfect way: properly, no $n$ should be written, and the sign of nasality should be set above the first $l$ itself. It will have been noticed, also, that (for the same reason) the general method of transcription adopted for the nasal sounds is not in accordance with the theory of the Prātičākhya. The latter knows no anusvāra, and nothing intermediate between a nasal mute and a nasalized semivowel or vowel. We ought, then, in our transcription, to write, on the one hand, in every instance a nasal adapted in class to the following mute, as has been done in the examples under ii. 31—only, if we choose, taking the liberty to substitute a dotted $n$ and $m$ in case of the assimilation of those letters, according to rules ii. 10, 11, 31—and, on the other hand, in cases falling under rules ii. 27, 29, 32, etc., to write a vowel with a nasal sign above it. The distinction made in ordinary usage between the simple dot and the dotted crescent, as nasal signs, is purely arbitrary, founded on nothing in the theory of the Prātičākhya, and having but a scanty and uncertain support from the Atharvān manuscripts: some of the latter occasionally, or even generally, attempt to use the dotted crescent for a nasalized vowel, and the dot for a nasal mute, but for the most part they employ the latter indiscriminately for both classes of cases.
is a universal accordance (compare R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 8, ccxxvii.; V. Pr. iv. 13; T. Pr. v. 25, 26).

36. An exception is the m of sam before the root rāj.

The only words coming under the action of this rule are samrāj, somrājī, and sāmārīya: verbal forms from the root rāj with the prefix sam are not found in the text. The commentary cites samrād eko vi rājati (vi. 36, 3), samrājī edhi śvaśureshu samrājīy uta devrēhu: nanānduḥ samrājīy edhi samrājīy uta śvapāt (xiv. 1, 44). The derivative sāmārāya (p. sām-rāya) is found once only (xiv. 1, 43).

The other treatises duly notice the same exceptional case (see R. Pr. iv. 7, r. 23, ccxlii.; V. Pr. iv. 5; T. Pr. xiii. 4); the Taitt. Pr. alone attempting to give the rule a more general form, and declaring sam and sām not liable to change when followed by rāj: it is strange if the treatise do not thus lay itself open to the imputation of an error; our own text, at any rate, has such forms as samrādhaṅgatāḥ (iii. 30, 5).

37. As also, before a v which is the result of sandhi.

The passage here referred to, and cited by the commentator, is sam v āṃḍ hā ḍvam (vi. 56, 3), where the particle u, following sam, is converted into v by iii. 39. There are two closely analogous cases—caṃ v astu—in the nineteenth book (xix. 10, 7, 9), which this rule is not constructed to cover, since the Atharvan text, recognized by our treatise consists only of the first eighteen books of the present Atharva-Veda.

38. In case of a combination in the inverted order of the mute-series, there takes place sphaṭana, provided the former is a final.

Weber (p. 267) regards viparyaya as signifying here simply 'difference,' but it does not seem to me possible to give the word so general and indefinite a meaning, and the whole treatment of the subject by the two Prātiçākhyas goes to show, at least by negative evidence, that the cases contemplated by them are only those in which a mute of one series (varya) enters into combination with one of a preceding series, so that, in the group, the natural order of the series appears inverted. The precept of the Vaiṣ. Pr. (iv. 162) is to the effect that it either is or is not an error of pronunciation to utter a guttural after another mute with sphaṭana. This is in appearance a narrowing of the sphere of occurrence of the sphaṭana to no small extent, as compared with our treatise: but it is almost only in seeming; for, allowing the exception made in the next following rule, there are but two combinations requiring sphaṭana to be found in the Atharvan in which a guttural is not the
34. As is also n.

The commentator’s citations to illustrate this rule are those already once given, under i. 84, including the words parāṇāshi, yajūṇāshi, and havīnāshi, and, to show that n is not altered in the interior of a word before semivowels, he farther quotes āduḍi nārā śi kanyā (x. 4. 24). As instance of n before v within a word, we may take tannāh (e. g. i. 1. 1): before r and l it is found only when final.

The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 2) is the only other treatise which contains a rule corresponding with this.

35. Both m and n, before l, are converted into a nasalized l.

The commentator quotes from the text, as instances of m before l, taṇīl lokam (iii. 28. 5), aviṇl lokena (iii. 29. 3 etc.), pratimatil lokāh (viii. 4. 5); and, as instances of n before l, durgandhitil lokitāyān (viii. 6. 12), and sareṇil lokān (e. g. iv. 38. 5).

It is perhaps to be regretted that the editors of the published text did not follow this rule of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā with regard to both m and n. The manuscripts, however, are almost unanimous in reading only a single l after an original m, with a nasal sign over the preceding vowel (there are but two or three cases, if I recollect aright, of a doubled l), and their authority has in this respect been followed. Where an original n has disappeared, on the other hand, the manuscripts follow, not without some exceptions, the directions of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā, and we have done the same, also without absolute uniformity.

The three other kindred works (see R. Pr. iv. 3, r. 7, cxxvii; V. Pr. iv. 9; T. Pr. v. 28, 29) agree with one another, and disagree with our treatise, in converting m before all the three semivowels y, l, and v into those semivowels nasalized; as regards the treatment of the n, there

* The lack of suitable type readers it necessary to represent the sandhi, in transcribing the instances, in this imperfect way: properly, no n should be written, and the sign of nasality should be set above the first l itself. It will have been noticed, also, that (for the same reason) the general method of transcription adopted for the nasal sounds is not in accordance with the theory of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā. The latter knows no anusvāra, and nothing intermediate between a nasal mute and a nasalized semivowel or vowel. We ought, then, in our transcription, to write, on the one hand, in every instance a nasal adapted in class to the following mute, as has been done in the examples under ii. 31—only, if we choose, taking the liberty to substitute a dotted n and m in case of the assimilation of those letters, according to rules ii. 10, 11, 31—and, on the other hand, in cases falling under rules ii. 27, 29, 32, etc., to write a vowel with a nasal sign above it. The distinction made in ordinary usage between the simple dot and the dotted crescent, as nasal signs, is purely arbitrary, founded on nothing in the theory of the Prātiṣṭhākhyā, and having but a scanty and uncertain support from the Atharvāṇ manuscripts; some of the latter occasionally, or even generally, attempt to use the dotted crescent for a nasalized vowel, and the dot for a nasal mute, but for the most part they employ the latter indiscriminately for both classes of cases.
script reads farther 𑀲𑀳𑀷𑀲 𑀴𑀳𑀷𑀳 𑀭𑀲 𑀬 𑀲 𑀴. The beginning of this is probably an additional citation, but, if it be so, it is so corrupted in reading that I am unable to trace it out. The rest is a restriction applied by the commentator himself, 𑀲 𑀵𑀲 𑀵𑀳 𑀵 𑀴, to the action of the rule: 'in the interior of a word, m remains unchanged before a dental: e.g. 𑀲𑀴𑀲 𑀲 𑀳 (iv. 17. 5). It is unnecessary to remark, however, that the Prātiṣṭhākaṇya has nothing to do with explaining the m of such a word, and that the commentator’s emendation of his text is therefore impertinent; it is also bungling, since such a 𑀲 𑀵𑀲 𑀵 𑀴, if constructed at all, should be made to apply, not to a dental only, but to a lingual, in such words as 𑀲𑀴𑀲.

32. Before semivowels and spirants, it is omitted.

This omission, by i. 67, carries with it the nasalization of the preceding vowel. The commentator’s examples are 𑀲 𑀴 𑀳 𑀬 𑀲 𑀵 (i. 2. 3), 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 (i. 3. 3), 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 (iii. 30. 5), 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀵 𑀲 (viii. 3. 14), 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀵 𑀲 (viii. 4. 1), 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀵 𑀲 (iii. 14. 1), and 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀲 𑀵 𑀲 𑀲 (xiii. 3. 21).

The Rik Pr. (iv. 5. r. 15, ccxxiv) converts m into anuvōra before the spirants and r, but treats it before y, l, and v (iv. 3. r. 7, ccxxv) in the same manner as our treatise (rule 35, below) before l alone. The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 1, 3, 9) teaches precisely the same doctrine, but refers (iv. 4) to Kācyapa and Cākātyāna as holding that the m is dropped. The Taṭṭ. Pr. (xiii. 2) declares, like our own treatise, the m to be lost, but only before the spirants and r; before all the other semivowels it converts it (v. 28) into the nasalized semivowel, agreeing in this with the Rik Pr. and Vāj. Pr.; it also notices, however (xiii. 3), the view of the Ath. Pr. as held by some authorities.

33. In the interior of a word, it is omitted before spirants only.

As examples of the loss of m in the interior of a word, before spirants, the commentary presents the whole list of examples—‘deer ca me viṅciṣṭī ca etc.—already given above, under i. 27, and repeated under i. 53 and i. 83. As counter-example, we have patir yah prayātikāmyaḥ (ii. 36. 8) alone. Instances of m before r in like position would not be hard to give—e.g. 𑀲 𑀴 𑀲 𑀵 (x. 2. 11)—but it is found before l only in root syllables, as in malimlucaṃ (viii. 6. 2), and before v only in the case which forms the subject of rule 37, below.

Both this rule and the next concern matters with which the Prātiṣṭhākaṇya properly has no concern. Accordingly, the Rik Pr. (iv. 3, r. 7, ccxxvi) disposes of them simply by specifying that m is altered before an initial semivowel, excepting r (in connection with which, in the later rule, it omits to repeat the specification), and the Taṭṭ. Pr. says nothing upon the subject. But the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 2) gives a precept which includes both the rule we are treating of and the one which follows it.
is clearly the same with that of those which form the subject of rules 26 and 27. Only nine cases of it occur in the Atharvan : of these, three are cited by the commentary, viz.: \( r\text{\textacute{u}n}r \text{ ut } r\text{\textacute{u}jate } v\text{\textacute{a}t} \) (vi. 36. 2), \( mo \text{ shu p\text{\textacute{u}n}r } \text{\textacute{a}h\text{\textacute{u}}} \) (v. 11. 7), and \( d\text{\textacute{a}y\text{\textacute{u}n}r } u\text{ta } b\text{\textacute{u}dhi} \) (iv. 32. 6); the others are the word \( r\text{\textacute{u}n}r \) three times before a (vi. 61. 2, 3, vii. 81. 1), and \( p\text{\textacute{u}n} \) three times before u (xviii. 2. 4, 23; 4. 40). The Rik Pr. (iv. 29, 30) prescribes the insertion of \( r \) after \( \text{in} \) and \( \text{un} \) everywhere before a vowel, except at the end of a \( \text{p\text{\textacute{a}d\text{\textacute{a}}} } \) (and once even there), and in a single instance after \( \text{rn} \). The same \( \text{sandhi} \) is also made in half a dozen instances before \( y, v \), and \( h \). The Vāj. Pr. specifies (iii. 140) the few passages in its text where the conversion of \( n \) to \( r \) occurs after \( t \) and \( \text{\textacute{u}t} \); and the Tāttt. Pr. (ix. 20) puts the conversion of \( \text{dn} \) to \( \text{dr} \) and of \( \text{in} \) and \( \text{un} \) to \( \text{dr} \) into the same rule together.
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30. Exceptions are the passages \( \text{sam } \text{\textacute{a}r\text{\textacute{u}y\text{\textacute{a}n}r } t\text{\textacute{a}m } \text{\textacute{a}n} \text{\textacute{e}t} \text{\textacute{a}c\text{\textacute{a}n} } \) etc.

By the position of this rule, the \( \text{g\text{\textacute{a}n}a } \text{sam } \text{\textacute{a}r\text{\textacute{u}y\text{\textacute{a}n}t\text{\textacute{a}d}a\text{\textacute{a}y\text{\textacute{a}a}}} } \) ought to include exceptions to all the preceding rules, beginning at ii. 26. Since, however, the rules 27–29 apply only to certain specified cases, it is difficult to see the necessity of specifying any exceptions to them, and we cannot help conjecturing that the present precept belongs to rule 26 alone, and should properly come in next after it, as rule 27. The first passage of the \( \text{g\text{\textacute{a}n}a }, \text{\text{sam } \text{\textacute{a}r\text{\textacute{u}y\text{\textacute{a}n}r } t\text{\textacute{a}m } \text{\textacute{a}n} \text{\textacute{e}t} } \text{\textacute{a}n} \text{\textacute{a}c \text{\textacute{a}n}} } \text{\textacute{\text{\textacute{u}n}} } \text{\textacute{\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } \) (i. 11. 2), is the first instance which the text presents of a \( n \) directly preceding \( t \) without the interposition of a sibilant, and the commentator goes on to cite the two next succeeding cases of the same character, viz.: \( \text{kul\text{\textacute{a}p\text{\textacute{a} } \text{\textacute{a}r\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } \text{\text{\textacute{a}n} } \text{\text{\textacute{a}c \text{\textacute{a}n}} } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{u}n}} } } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } } \) (i. 14. 3), and \( \text{as\text{\textacute{m} i\text{\textacute{a}h\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } \text{\text{\textacute{a}t\\text{\textacute{a}c } } } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{u}n}} } } \) (i. 15. 2): the three happen to be typical examples of the three principal classes of cases — verbal forms, vocatives, and locatives — in which we should not expect to see the sibilant inserted, since the forms did not originally end in a sibilant. For a complete list of the exceptions to rule 26, see the final marginal note to the exposition of that rule.
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31. \( M \) before a mute, becomes of like position with the latter.

The Rik Pr. (iv. 3, r. 6, cexxv) adds the restriction \( \text{vist\text{\textacute{\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } \) ‘before a mute of another class,’ which is a matter of course, and does not need specification; and both it and the other treatises (V. Pr. iv. 11; T. Pr. v. 27) state distinctly what is implied in our rule by i. 95, that the sound into which the \( m \) is converted is the nasal of the same class with the following mute. The commentator gives the following instances, writing always an \( \text{\textacute{a}n\text{\textacute{u}d\text{\textacute{a}}} } \) for the nasal into which the \( m \) is converted: \( \text{san } \text{\textacute{a}k\text{\textacute{a}c\text{\textacute{a}d}a } \text{\text{\textacute{a}n} } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{u}n}} } } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } } \) (xv. 2. 12), \( \text{ud\text{\textacute{a}g\text{\textacute{a}n } } } \text{\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{u}n}} } } \text{\text{\textacute{\\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } } \) (xv. 2. 44), \( \text{san } \text{\text{\textacute{a}d\text{\textacute{a}y\text{\textacute{a}m} } } } \) (fabricated: no such case in \( \text{AV} \)), \( \text{san } \text{\text{\textacute{a}n } } \text{\text{\textacute{a}t\text{\textacute{a}h\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } } \) (ii. 35. 2), \( \text{san } \text{\text{\textacute{a}t\\text{\textacute{a}h\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } } \) (iv. 36. 5), \( \text{san } \text{\text{\textacute{a}n } } \text{\text{\textacute{\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}n}} } } } \) (vii. 9. 4), \( \text{san } \text{\text{\textacute{a}t\\text{\textacute{a}h\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } } \) (xv. 2. 17), and \( \text{m\text{\textacute{a}v\text{\textacute{a}k\text{\textacute{a}d}a } } \text{\text{\textacute{a}} } } \) (xv. 2. 25). The manu-
respecting them. The loss of the $n$ with nasalization of the vowel is evidently an old-style \textit{sandhi}, going out of use, and no longer appearing except sporadically. It is interesting, as regards this \textit{sandhi} and that taught in the preceding rule—which have both, as explained above, the same historical origin—to note the relations of the Rik and the Atharvan usage to one another and to the practice of the classical Sanskrit. The insertion of the $s$, which has become a necessary proceeding under the modern euphonic rules, is almost universal in the Atharvan, and comparatively rare in the Rik: the conversion of $a$ into \textit{anuvāra}, of which the general Sanskrit grammar knows nothing, is only infrequently observed in the Atharvan, while it is made in the Rik with but few exceptions.

28. In the passage \textit{vrkshāni vanāni}, $n$ is converted into \textit{visarjaniya} before $v$.

The commentator cites the passage, \textit{vrkshāni vanāni sam cara} (v.i. 45.1), which is the only one of its kind in the text. A few such instances, of the loss of $n$ before semi-vowels, with nasalization of the preceding vowel, are found in the Rik and White Yajus, and are noticed in their Prātiṣṭhāyas (see R. Pr. iv. 28, r. 68, cc.lxxxvii, and V. Pr. iii. 135, 136).

The commentary, to explain why the rule does not read simply \textit{vrkshāni iti vakāre}, says \textit{sopapadasya graham elavatvartham: iha ma bhūt: vrkshāni vatvo vrkshāni vayāh}; the citation of \textit{vrkshāni} along with its following word is for the purpose of restricting the action of the rule to this particular case; the conversion is not to be made in the passages \textit{vrkshāni váto vrkshāni vayāh}. These counter-examples, however, are fabricated: no such passages occur in the Atharvan. Nor is the citation of \textit{vanāni} in the rule necessary, although excusable enough: a $v$ follows \textit{vrkshāni} in no other passage of the text, except in xii. 1. 51, where it is separated from it by an \textit{anusāna}, and so exercises upon it no euphonic influence.

29. Preceded by an alterant vowel, $n$ becomes $r$ in the passages \textit{ṛthuḥ ut srjate vaṣi} etc.

All the vowels except $a$ and $ā$ are called \textit{nāmin}, as tending to produce the \textit{nati}, or conversion, of a following $s$ into $sh$. The Rik Pr. (e.g. i. 17, 20) has the same term; see Regnier’s note to i. 17 (r. 65, 66): the Vāj. Pr. uses instead \textit{ḥāvin}.

The Prātiṣṭhāya is to be reprehended here for not treating the cases to which this rule applies in the same manner as those coming under the preceding rules, by prescribing the conversion of $n$ into \textit{visarjaniya}, and leaving it for rule 42, below, to change the latter into $r$. In fact, the first two words of the rule are superfluous, and might advantageously be omitted. The origin of this peculiar and rather uncommon \textit{sandhi}
treatise, before the combination is complete, and the final sanhitā form reached. The conversion of the n into visarjanya itself implies, by i. 68, the nasalization of the preceding vowel, so that upabaddhaṃ becomes upabaddhāḥ; then the visarjanya, by ii. 41, becomes y before the following vowel: upabaddhāny ḥaḥ; and lastly, by ii. 21, the final y is rejected, and we obtain upabaddhān ḥaḥ. This seems a cumbersome and artificial process, yet it is in part well-founded and correctly carried out. All the cases in which this loss of a final n occurs are accusatives plural or nominatives singular, which originally possessed a final n after the n, and the loss of the n before the sibilant, with accompanying nasalization of the preceding vowel, and then the disappearance of the sibilant itself, as in other cases after ā and before a vowel, are unquestionably the cause of the sandhi as it finally presents itself. Our treatise, then, by bringing in the visarjanya as a step in the process, and treating of this combination in intimate connection with those related ones which form the subjects of rules 26 and 29, has a decided theoretic advantage over either of the other Prātiṇīśhayas. The Rīk Pr. (iv. 26, r. 65, ecxxxxiv) prescribes simply the omission of the final, excepting at the end of a pāda, afterwards (iv. 26, 27) specifying the cases in which the omission takes place even at the end of a pāda, and finally (iv. 30, 31) those in which it does not take place even within a pāda (there are only eleven such cases). The Vāj. Pr. (iii. 141) and the Tāttva. Pr. (ix. 20) come one degree nearer to the method of our treatise, by converting the n into y before its elision, and both give in detail (V. Pr. iii. 145–149, T.Pr. ix. 23–24) the exceptional cases in which the n remains unchanged.

The commentator cites only the first five instances which the text contains, viz.: upabaddhāṇ thā "vuka (i. 7.7), pāsa itthā mahān aṣṭi (i. 20.4), yo asmaṁ abhīdāṣati (e.g. i. 19.3), and varvān mac chupāthāh adhi (e.g. ii. 7.1). More than a hundred cases occur in the Atharvaveda, so that the pana upabaddhādayah must have been a tolerably stout one. I add in a marginal note a complete list of the cases, classified.*

To give with the same detail the exceptions to the rule, or the cases in which final ān remains unchanged before a vowel, would be quite useless. They are very frequent, by far outnumbering the instances of the loss of the n—thus, in the first four books of the text, against thirteen instances of ān before a vowel, we have forty-one of ān, and twelve of these between two pādās—and they are found indifferently in all possible situations, so that it is quite impossible to lay down any rule

---

* I. Accusatives plural: i. before a: i. 19.2, 21.2, ii. 7.1, iii. 8.3, iv. 19.5, 6, v. 5.9, 18.11, 20.8, vi. 15.1, 2, 41.3, 54.8, 69.2, 72.1, 75.3, 76.4, 77.1, 113.2, 121.4, 129.2, vii. 9.3, 27.1, 57.1, 65.1, 109.4, viii. 3.6, 29.4, 14.9, 24. ix. 1.19, 2.26, 24. x. 2, 22, 38, 5.41, 6.19, 30, 7.7, 10.6, xi. 1.29, 9. 17.22, 24, 10.23, xii. 1.25, 2.12, 3.15 (bis), 15, xiii. 1.9, 4. 4. 5. 18, 21. xiv. 1.45, 55, 2.15, 10, xvii. 1.45, 2.17, 13, 15, 18, xiv. 4.58, 5.15, xiv. 6.8, 13, xiii. 22.3, 36.4, 50.4, xx. 127.7, 128.4, 5, 136.15, 2. before ā: i. 26.4, vi. 28.2, xvii. 5.55, xix. 59.2, 3, before ā: i. 7.7, ii. 3.6, 27.6, 31.1, v. 5.1, 13.5, 23.8, vi. 22.3, vii. 117.1. 4. before m: iv. 34.7, vi. 59.2, viii. 9.24, ix. 9, 15, 19 (bis). x. 3, 13, 14, 15. xii. 3, 16, 40. xvi. 2.21, 5. before ā: vii. 3.2, xviii. 1.18, 6. before ē: xi. 1.4.

II. Nominatives singular: i. before ā: i. 20.4, iii. 16.5, vii. 91.1, viii. 5.22, xiii. 2.29 (tris), xvii. 1.24, xx. 123.4, 9, 2, before ā: vii. 92.1, viii. 4.2, 3, before m: xviii. 1.22, 48 (bis).
to both of which cases comparative grammar clearly shows that a final \( s \) belongs as case-ending; and I can entertain no doubt that the whole phenomenon of the insertion of the sibilant arose from its preservation in these forms, and from the inorganic extension of the same mode of combination, by analogy, to the much smaller classes of vocative, locative, and verbal forms. The same conclusion is favored by the aspect of the phenomenon of the insertion of \( s \) between \( a \) and \( t \), as it presents itself in the text of the Atharva-Veda. Although the insertion is there made after other forms than those originally entitled to a final \( s \), it is rare after such forms in a ratio four times greater than that of the rarity of the forms themselves: that is to say, while these are in number one-third of the others, the insertions after them are only one-twelfth as numerous. And, on the other hand, although the insertion is sometimes omitted after nominatives singular and accusatives plural, it is omitted five times as often, in proportion, after the final \( n \) of other forms than these. For a detailed and classified statement of all the passages in which the sibilant is either inserted or omitted after a final \( a \) before an initial \( t \), see the appended marginal note.

27. The final \( n \) of upabaddha etc., when preceded by \( d \) and followed by a vowel, becomes visarjanaya.

This process includes two additional steps, taught elsewhere in the

* Cases of the sandhi with insertion of \( s \) between \( a \) and \( t \): I. Accusatives plural.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>i. 8. 4</td>
<td>ii. 22. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>iv. 19. 4</td>
<td>vii. 112. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vi. 36. 3</td>
<td>vii. 97. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>viii. 6. 7</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 34. 53</td>
<td>xii. 27. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 27. 4</td>
<td>xii. 34. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 34. 53</td>
<td>xii. 27. 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Nominatives singular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>i. 14. 3</td>
<td>xi. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Vocatives singular in \( a\): v. 22. 5.

IV. Locatives singular in \( a\): i. 8. 10.

V. Verbal forms in \( a\): xii. 19. 10.

Cases of the sandhi without insertion of \( s \): I. Accusatives plural.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>ii. 22. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Nominatives singular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>ii. 22. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
<td>xii. 19. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Vocatives singular in \( a\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>i. 14. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Locatives singular in \( a\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>i. 14. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Verbal forms in \( a\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>( a/\bar{s} )</th>
<th>( a/s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>i. 14. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>vii. 38. 3</td>
<td>xii. 36. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is, in tabular form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ( s )</th>
<th>without ( s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accusatives plural in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominatives singular in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominatives singular in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ( s )</th>
<th>without ( s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocatives singular in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locatives singular in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal forms in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in ( a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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however, omit the unnecessary mention of the lingual mutes, and restriction to mutes not followed by spirants, although they retain the equally unnecessary mention of $\text{ch}$ and $\text{th}$. The exceptions are given in detail (iii. 142-144); among them are to be found no cases of $\text{n}$ before an initial $c$. The Taït. Pr. gives a general rule (v. 20) for the insertion of the sibilant before $c$, and then (v. 21) rehearses all the cases (seven in number) in which it does not take place. The insertion before $t$ is noted in another place (vi. 14), and all the cases of its occurrence (only eighteen in number) are there enumerated. The Rik Pr. (iv. 32 etc.) catalogues all the words before which the sibilant is added, as well before $c$ (iv. 32, r. 74, cxcxii), as before $t$ (iv. 33, r. 76, cxcxv); such words in the Rig-Veda are not very numerous; its usual method of $\text{sandhi}$ is $\text{n-c}$ and $\text{n-t}$ simply. The Rik presents, on the other hand, a few cases (five) in which a sibilant, converted to $\text{visorjaniya}$, is inserted after $\text{n}$ before an initial $p$ (R. Pr. iv. 34, r. 78, cxcxvii, cxcxviii).

It is sufficiently evident that this insertion of a sibilant after a final $\text{n}$ before a surd mute is no proper phonetical process; the combination of the nasal and following non-nasal is perfectly natural and easy without the aid of a transition sound, nor can any physical explanation be given of the thrusting in between them of a sibilant, which only encumbers the conjunction. Some other reason must be sought for the phenomenon; nor is such a reason difficult to discover. The historical rather than phonetical origin of the $\text{r}$ which is appended (see rule 29, below) to a few accusatives plural in the Vedic language before a vowel has been long since pointed out by Bopp (see his shorter Sanskrit grammar, § 824); and a kindred explanation of the conversion of $\text{da}$ into $\text{dni}$ before a vowel (see rule 27, below) was added by him in his Comparative Grammar (see the second edition, i. 468, 478, 479). He has refrained from tracing the insertion of a sibilant before $c$ and $t$ to the same cause, doubtless, because of the numerous instances in which the insertion is made after a word which is not entitled by origin to a final $\text{s}$. But nothing is more natural than that an insertion originally organic, but of which the true character was forgotten, and which had come to seem merely euphonic, should considerably extend its sphere of occurrence, and should be by degrees, and more and more, applied to cases to which it did not historically belong. Now a very large majority of the words ending in $\text{n}$ are accusatives plural and nominatives singular,*

* That I might not seem to speak at random upon this point, I have looked through half of the Atharvan text, or books i-x, and have noted the character of every word terminating in $\text{n}$ which is to be found therein. The result is set forth in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accusatives plural in $\text{dn}$</th>
<th>$\text{in}$</th>
<th>$\text{un}$</th>
<th>$\text{rn}$</th>
<th>Nominatives singular in $\text{an}$</th>
<th>Vocatives in $\text{an}$</th>
<th>Locatives in $\text{in}$</th>
<th>Verbal forms in $\text{an}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>$\text{an}$</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>$\text{in}$</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is thus seen that the forms to which a final $\text{s}$ originally belongs outnumber the others almost precisely in the proportion of three to one, or constitute three-quarters of the whole number of words ending in $\text{n}$. 
stance of the application of the rule as puṁskāmā or puṁścall; nor does it seem possible to find in puṁścādīshu itself any form which constitutes an exception to the previous specifications. I can only conjecture that the reading is corrupt, and was corrupt before the commentator set himself at work upon it, and that his explanation was as unintelligible to himself as it is to us. The specification may have been intended for such words as puṁskhyāna, which constitutes an actual exception to the rule, and it is cited as such in Bohling's note to Pāṇini vii. 3. 6, as from the Siddhānta-Kāumudi.

It deserves to be remarked that the introduction of the word visar-jantiya into the next following rule tends strongly to show that the one now under discussion is an interpolation: otherwise the term should be understood in the rules which succeed, by implication from this, and should not require to be again specified.

The conversion of the m in pum into visarjantiya of course includes, by i. 68, the nasalization of the preceding vowel, and also the adaptation of the visarjantiya to the following consonant, by ii. 40, 62, etc.

नकारायण चतुर्वृद्धिघोषणूपम्याप्रत्येक विसर्जनीय:।

Nakāraṇya: Chaturvṛddhi-ghoṣana-ūpamya pratiyena visarjanīya:।

26. N becomes visarjantiya before surd palatal, lingual, and dental mutes not followed by spirants.

That is to say, virtually, a sibilant is inserted before the mute, of the same class with the latter, and the n itself is replaced by the nasalization of the preceding vowel. Here, again, the mention of linguals is superfluous, no cases arising in the text to which this part of the rule should apply. The commentator fabricates his whole series of examples illustrating the application of the rule, viz.: bhavāṇiś cinoti, bhavāṇiś chādayati, bhavāṇiś ūtkate, bhavāṇiś torati, bhavāṇiś tatra. To explain the reason of the specification "surd" contained in the rule, he cites two actual cases, byānāvāṃ daksināya (vi. 53. 1), and nāi nānā nāmasā pada (vii. 7. 1), which show that no such conversion is made before a sonant or nasal mute. But farther, to explain the addition of the restriction "not followed by spirants," he resorts again to fabricated instances, bhavāṇiś tāru, mahān tāru: this time with good reason, since no such cases occur in our text, and the restriction, so far as concerns the Atharva-Veda, is superfluous, and is only inserted, like the specification of the lingual along with the palatal and dental mutes, in order to make the rule theoretically more complete.

The insertion of a sibilant between a final n and an initial c (as in parvatāṇī ca, i. 12. 3) is made in the Atharva uniformly, without a single exception, and, owing especially to the frequency of the particle ca after a nominative or an accusative in n, the cases are very numerous: of n before ch the text affords no example. A like insertion of s before t (th never occurs as initial) is not rare (the text presents sixty-seven cases), but the exceptions—which the treatise notes in rule 30, below—are also tolerably numerous: they are all given in a marginal note farther on.

The doctrine of the Vāj. Pr. on the subject of these insertions corresponds precisely with that of our own treatise; its rules (iii. 133, 134),
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uttered, the partial contact (i. 30) which is characteristic of them not being completely made. The citation by the commentator of the whole body of examples belonging to ii. 21 under this rule shows that he regards the latter as referring to all the cases included in the former; and its position after rules 22 and 23 would indicate that it applies to the combinations treated in those rules also. The scholiasts to Pāṇini restrict Čākātyāyaṇa’s doctrine to y and v when preceded by bho, bhago, ugho, and a; but the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 1.26) refers to him as exempting only the word asau from the treatment prescribed for y and v in every other case—which treatment, however, it does not specify to be attenuation instead of omission.

25. The m of pum becomes visarjaniya before a surd mute not followed by a spirant, except in puṣcara etc.

This is a rule very hard to get along with. In the first place, it is altogether unnecessary and uncalled for, since, of all the words to which it is intended to apply, but a single one, puṇḍcālī, is found in the Atharvan text, and that one is written by the pada-text precisely as in sanhitā, and so requires no explanation from the Prātiṣeṣṭya. But we have noted, and shall have still to note, many cases in which the treatise deals with irregularities of derivation or combination, even though they are not reduced to regularity by the pada-text, so that we need not be much surprised to find the formation of puṇḍcālī taught. Another difficulty is that, instead of simply disposing of the case which the text presents, the treatise gives to the rule a general form of statement, applicable to all possible cases. Yet even this is supported by its usage in several other instances, in which it affects a theoretic completeness suited to a general rather than to a special grammar; and the precise virtual accordance of our rule, with the exception of its last word, apuṇḍcādīśu, with one contained in Pāṇini’s grammar (viii. 3. 8), is a sufficient explanation of the form of statement adopted. The addition of the word apuṇḍcādīśu remains the last and the worst difficulty, and I must confess myself unable to give a satisfactory solution of it. The commentator furnishes no help as regards it; his treatment of the whole rule is as follows: he first repeats it, inserting merely the omitted copula bhavati after visarjanīya, and gives as illustrations puṇḍkāma, puṇḍputra, and puṇḍcālī (e.g. xv. 2. 1: the other words cited, here and hereafter, as already remarked, do not occur in AV.; these are all found, with puṇḍkokila, in the scholia to Pāṇini): he then asks “why does it say ‘before a mute’?” and cites in reply puṇḍyanam; farther, “why ‘before a surd mute’?” reply, because of puṇḍāna (puṇḍāna? Pāṇi, puṇḍāna and puṇḍgana); again, “why ‘before one not followed by a spirant’?” reply, because of puṇḍksura (Pāṇi, puṇḍksura and puṇḍkshara); and finally, apuṇḍcādīśu iti kim: puṇḍcaraḥ; why “excepting in puṇḍcara etc.” because of such cases as puṇḍcara. But puṇḍcara, ‘he-thief,’ is as regular an in-
change. This rule is uniformly observed in the sānhita of the Atharvan, excepting in a couple of cases in book xix, which book the Prātiṣṭhikhaṇḍya does not recognize as forming part of the Atharvan text: these are pādā ucyete (xix. 6. 5), and citrā mā vrshabhāvāu (xix. 13. 1). The commentator’s examples are devā indā vātau vātāh (iv. 13. 2), indra-vāyu udbhāv iha (iii. 20. 6), and udbhāv indrāyāni à bharatām (v. 7. 6).

The Vāj. Pr. teaches the loss of the v of dv as well as of av (iv. 124), but adds (iv. 125) that some would retain the v excepting when followed by u, o, and āu. The doctrines of the Tāitt. Pr. have been stated in full under the preceding rule. The Rik Pr. (i. 9, 10, 11, r. 25, 28, 31, cxxix, cxxxi, cxxxv) holds the view referred to by the Vāj. Pr. in its latter rule: o and āu, according to it, become av and āv before any other than a labial vowel; before a labial, a and ā.

23. Nor in gaviṣṭhī and gaveshāṇa.

These are the only words found in the Atharvan in which the diphthong o is the final of the first member of a compound before a following vowel, and in such a case, as we might expect, the fuller pronunciation is retained, and the v preserved. The commentator cites ishumantam gaviṣṭhāv (iv. 24. 5: p. go-isktāv), and gaveshāṇah sahamāṇah (v. 20. 11: p. go-eshaṇah). Other like cases, as gavācīr and gavish, occur in the twentieth book of the text, but with that book the Prātiṣṭhikhaṇḍya has nothing to do.

24. According to Čākaṭāyana, there takes place in these cases an attenuated utterance of y and v, as regards the contact.

The commentator gives us no help whatever as regards the interpretation of this difficult rule: he simply paraphrases it, as follows: leṣa-vṛttir bhavati adhāśṣparcaṇām čākaṭāyanasya, and then proceeds to repeat all the illustrative citations given above under rule 21. The other treatises, however, throw a good deal of light upon its meaning. The word leṣa, ‘diminution, attenuation, mutilation,’ occurs in the same connection in the Tāitt. Pr., in a rule already quoted (under ii. 21), which states that Vatsapra holds, not the omission, but the leṣa, of final y and v after a and ā; and the commentary there explains leṣa by upātavad uccaraṇam, ‘an utterance of them as if they were omitted.’ In the Rik Pr., too, leṣa is once found, in the chapter treating of faulty pronunciation (xiv. 5), and is set over against pīdānaṁ—leṣena vā vacanaṁ pīdanaṁ vā, which Regnier translates ‘a pronunciation attenuated or pressed (i.e. too forcible).” Pāṇini (viii. 3. 18) attributes to Čākaṭāyana the same doctrine as regards the pronunciation of final y and v—vyor laghu-prayatnatarah čākaṭāyanasya, ‘the utterance of y and v, according to Čākaṭāyana, is to be made with slighter effort.’ Čākaṭāyana, then, is to be understood as holding, like Vatsapra, that the final semi-vowels are not to be omitted altogether, but slightly and imperfectly
mode of utterance which it inculcates, and in the desirability that this should be noticed in the grammatical text-book of the school. Neither of the other known Prātičākhyas teaches the same omission, or even notices it as prescribed by any authority.

The citations of the commentator are pantir atra (fabricated: no such case in AV.), pārtaṁ chandah (xii. 3. 10), and sapatāṁ me bhāndhi (x. 3. 13). As counter-examples, to show that the omission takes place only after a nasal and before a non-nasal mute, he instances tasyā váyur vāsaḥ (i.e. vattsoḥ: iv. 39. 4), utso vá tatra (i.e. uttso and tatra: vi. 106. 1), apparasah sadhāmādam madanti (i.e. apparasah: xiv. 2. 34), and nudāma evam apam rudhmar (i.e. rudhmarḥ: xii. 3. 43).

The Atharvan manuscripts are quite consistent in observing this rule, although there are cases in which one or another of them preserves the mute of which the omission is here directed. In the published text, it is uniformly followed—with, I believe, but one accidental exception, viz. anuprayuktaṁ (xii. 1. 40): and here, for once, all the manuscripts happen to agree in retaining the k.

21. Final y and v, following a vowel, are dropped.

This rule applies, on the one hand, to the y and v of the syllables ay, av, áy, áv (the latter, however, being excepted by the following rule), into which, by iii. 40, e, o, ā, and āv are converted before a vowel; and, on the other hand, to the y into which, by ii. 41, visarjantiya theoretically passes before an initial vowel. An equivalent rule is found in the Vaij. Pr., at iv. 124. The teachings of the Tāitt. Pr., upon the subject are found at x. 19–23: that treatise is here, as on so many other points, especially liberal in the citation of the opinions of discordant authorities. According to it, y and v are dropped when preceded by a and ã; Ukhya, however, maintaining the contrary; Sāṁkrtya denying the loss of v; Mācaklya allowing the elision of both when followed by u or o; Vatsapra holding that they are not lost altogether, but only imperfectly pronounced. The treatment of final diphthongs and visarjantiya by the Rik Pr. does not include the exhibition of a final semivowel which requires to be got rid of, and hence it has no precept corresponding with the one now in question.

The commentator instances ka dsaṁ janyah ke varah (xi. 8. 1), ushne- na váya udakene "hi (vi. 68. 1), asyā ichann agruvāi patim (vi. 60. 1), sa u eva mahāyamaḥ (xiii. 4. 5), and tā imā ōpah (xv. 15. 7). In these passages, ke, váyo, and asyāi are converted into kāy, vāyuv, and asyāy, by iii. 40, prior to the elision of the semivowels: while saḥ, tāḥ, and imāḥ are in like manner, by ii. 41, converted into say, tāy, and imāy.

22. But v is not dropped after ã.

That is to say, final áv before a vowel—the result of the change of an original āv, by iii. 40—remains āv, being subject to no farther
18. After the preposition *ud*, the *s* of the roots *sthā* and *stambh* is dropped.

The commentary cites the only cases from the root *sthā*, occurring in the Atharvan text, to which the rule properly applies; viz. *mā ghośkā ut thuh* (vii. 52. 2), *tatas tva 't thāpayāmasi* (x. 1. 29), and *ut thāpayasvīdathā* (xii. 3. 30); in each instance, the *pada*-text reads the *s*, leaving the irregular and mutilated *sandhi* for the *sanhitā* to make. Wherever, however, the preposition receives the accent, and enters into a more intimate combination with the root, as in the participle *ūttihita*, the *pada*-text (by iv. 62) does not separate the compound, or restore the original *s*, but reads the same form which appears in *sanhitā*. Of this kind is also the only example of the root *stambh* combined with the preposition *ud* which our text presents, viz. *satyena *ūttabhītā* (xiv. 1. 1), where the *pada* reads *ūttabhītā*, and not *ūt-stabhitā*; the passage is cited by the commentator.

The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 95) notices the loss of *s* from the root *stambh*, but, as Weber remarks with surprise, omits all mention of *sthā*. The Tātt. Pr. (v. 14) includes these cases in a more general rule, that *s* is dropped when preceded by *ud* and followed by a consonant.

19. *R* is dropped before *r*.

The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. iv. 9 (r. 28, eexlvii), Vāj. Pr. iv. 34, Tātt. Pr. viii. 16.

The *r* which is thus dropped must itself, of course, be the product of euphonic processes taught elsewhere (ii. 42, 43). The protraction of a preceding short vowel when a *r* is thus dropped is prescribed in a later rule (iii. 20).

20. After a nasal, a non-nasal mute is dropped before a non-nasal.

This rule, also, is hardly in place as a part of the Prātičākhya, unless it be meant that in the words to which it applies the non-nasal mute is not to be omitted in the *pada*-text. The most frequent cases occurring under the rule are those of forms of conjugation coming from roots exhibiting a nasal before their final mute, and formed by affixes commencing with a consonant: as, from *indh, indhe* instead of *inddhe, for indk-te; from chind, chintam instead of chinttam, for chind-tam; from *aṇj, aṇtam* instead of *āṇktam, for aṇj-tam; from *yuṇj, yuṇdhi* instead of *yuṇghdi, for yuṇj-dhi, etc*. In all such cases, however, the *pada* manuscripts, as well as the others, omit the intermediate mute, nor is it at all likely that they ought to do otherwise: the rule is one properly of supererogation, yet finding a sufficient excuse in the peculiarity of the
mines the form to be assumed by the combinations \( t + \varphi \) and \( n + \varphi \). Exception may fairly be taken, however, to the method in which the change is taught. By the other rules referred to, \( t \) and \( n \) are to become \( c \) and \( \tilde{n} \) before \( \varphi \); and if those rules are first applied, there will be no dental mutes for \( \varphi \) to follow; while, if the present rule be first applied, the others are rendered wholly or in part superfluous, by the non-occurrence of \( \varphi \) after \( t \) and \( n \). In the case of \( t \) there comes in the still further difficulty that rule 6 of this chapter has converted it into \( th \), so that a part of rule 13 is thereby also rendered incapable of application. These are incongruencies such as the authors of the Prātiśākhyaḥ are very seldom guilty of. What is the intention of our treatise is, indeed, sufficiently clear: the combination of \( t \) and \( \varphi \) is to produce \( cch \), by the conversion of the former into \( c \) and the latter into \( ch \); and the combination of \( n \) and \( \varphi \), in like manner, is to produce \( \tilde{n}ch \). The Rik Pr. (iv. 4, 5, r. 9, 11, 12, cxxviii, cxxx, cxxxi) teaches the same changes, only adding (r. 13, cxxxi) that Čākalya would read instead \( \varphi \) and \( \tilde{n} \). The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 93, 94) also agrees, only exempting the \( \varphi \) from conversion into \( ch \) when it is followed by a mute. The Tātt. Pr. prescribes (v. 22, 24) the change of \( t \) and \( n \) into \( c \) and \( \tilde{n} \) before \( \varphi \), and (v. 34, 35) the conversion of \( \varphi \) into \( ch \) when preceded by any mute excepting \( m \), Vālmiki (v. 36) also excepting \( p \), and Pāushkaraśādī (v. 37) denying the conversion when \( \varphi \) is followed by a consonant, and denying in this case also the conversion of the preceding \( n \) into \( \tilde{n} \).

The commentator cites examples only of the combination of \( n \) and \( \varphi \); they are devān chlokaḥ (xviii. 1. 33), asmān chaṭārtyatīm abhi (iii. 1. 3), and divi shān chauffāḥ (xviii. 4. 59): as an example illustrative of the other part of the rule, we may take ārāc charavaṇāḥ (i. 19. 1). In the orthography of this class of combinations, we have followed in the printed text the authority of the manuscripts, which, with hardly an exception, write simply \( ch \), instead of \( cch \). This orthography is also, to my apprehension, a truer representation of the actual phonetic result of combining \( t \) with \( \varphi \). That these sounds fuse together into a \( ch \) is very strong evidence that the utterance of the Sanskrit surd palatals did not differ materially from that of our \( ch \) (in church etc.); and I conceive that the constant duplication of the \( ch \) and \( jh \) (wherever the latter occurs) between two vowels is to be looked upon simply as an indication of the heaviness of those consonants, and of their effect to make the preceding vowel long by position. The \( c \) and \( j \), though strictly compound sounds, are too easy combinations to occasion position: in this respect they resemble the aspirate mutes, which are likewise really double in their nature: but they are too heavy to bear the farther addition of even so light an element as the aspiration without acquiring the quantity and phonetic value of double letters.

The conversion of \( n\varphi \) into \( \tilde{n}ch \), on the supposition of the compound nature of the palatal, as made up of a mute and a sibilant element, would be almost precisely analogous with that of \( ns \) into \( nts \), as taught in rule 9, above, and would be readily and simply explainable as a phonetic process.

* Pāushkaraśādī would read neither pāpiyān ekreyase nor even pāpiyān sreyaṣe, but pāpiyān sreyaṣe: this is misunderstood by Weber (p. 233).
This rule, in its extent as given, is an infringement of the limits laid down in i. 1 as those of a Prātiṣṭhākhyā, and also of those laid down in ii. 1 as those of the chapter: and a more notable one, as it concerns in part the very case which is cited in the commentary to i. 1 as an illustration of what it does not belong to a Prātiṣṭhākhyā to treat; the instances here quoted in the commentary for the assimilation of a dental to a preceding lingual—they are mūḍhā amitrāh (vi. 67. 2), and teshām vo agnimūḍhānām (vi. 67. 2)—are precisely analogous with the one there given, and our rule teaches only one out of the series of changes which such a word must undergo, as drawn out in full by the commentator in his exposition. The only practical application of the precept is one which is not recognized, or at least not illustrated, by the commentator; namely, to those cases in which an initial s followed by a t or th is, by later rules (ii. 90 etc.), converted into sh: the following dental then becomes by this rule a lingual.

In illustrating the other part of the rule, that which prescribes the assimilation of the dental to a preceding palatal, the commentator first states, vārttika-like, the restricted form in which alone it applies—cavar-giyan nakārasya ca, 'following a palatal mute, a n is assimilated'—and cites yojñena yojñam (vii. 5. 1), somāya rājne (ii. 13. 2), and somasya rājnaḥ (vi. 68. 1). He might have added yācīyāya kṛṇute* (xii. 4. 30), the only instance in the Atharvan of a like assimilation after c.

The other treatises, combining the practical part of this rule with the one next following, teach that t and th are everywhere converted into t and th after sh (see R. Pr. v. 3, r. 11, ccexxviii; V. Pr. iii. 78; T. Pr. vii. 13, 14).

16. And even in a different word, after sh.

That is to say, a dental following sh is assimilated to it, and becomes lingual, not only when both letters occur within the same word, but also when the sh is final, and the dental the initial of an independent word. The commentary cites cases of the assimilation in the same and in separate words—viz. shasṭṭīḥ (e. g. v. 15. 6) and shāṇṇavatīḥ—but the former belongs under the preceding rule, and the other is such a case as never occurs in the Atharvan. The precept was evidently only intended for such combinations as bhāṣ ṣ te (i. 3. 1), in which, by the rules contained in the fourth section of this chapter, an original final s becomes lingualized, and the following t is assimilated to it.

The corresponding rules of the other Prātiṣṭhākhyas have been already referred to.

17. After a dental mute, چ becomes ch.

This rule, taken in connection with rules 10 and 13, above, deter-

* The reading of the printed text, yācīyāya, is an error of the press.
to follow: such specifications are made merely for the sake of a theoretical completeness. None of the other kindred treatises has a corresponding precept.

The commentator fabricates, as illustrations of the rule, bhavāṁ</p>
नकारस्य शाकारिः जाकारः ॥ १० ॥

10. Before ज, न becomes न।

This rule is incomplete, except as taken in connection with rule 17, below, along with which, accordingly, it will be here treated. The commentator's illustrations are two of those which are given under rule 17, viz. अष्मान चतुर्ययुतम अभि (iii. 1. 3), and दीवि भान चुक्रह (xviii. 4. 59).

चक्रसंग्रह धोषवत्ति ॥ ११ ॥

11. As also before a sonant palatal.

That is to say, before ज; since जह, as already noticed, never occurs, and न is never found as initial.

This is another rule as to the observance of which the usage of the Atharvan manuscripts is quite various; and it may almost be said here, as of the insertion of त between न and s, that there is not a passage in which all the codices agree either to make or to neglect the assimilation. We find written in such cases either अनुवाद, or न, or न; yet the first is notably the most frequent, and in the printed text has been made, in obedience to the authority of the Prātiṣṭhāhya, the universal usage. It might perhaps have been better, in order to avoid ambiguity, to write the palatal nasal expressly, instead of intimating it by the employment of the nasal sign over the preceding vowel: yet the cases are few in which a final न so written could be mistaken for one which arises from the assimilation of a final m.

The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 9, cxxviii; V. Pr. iv. 92; T. Pr. v. 24) prescribe the conversion of न into न before any following palatal; and the Rik Pr. and Tātīt Pr. include the palatal sibilant in the same prescription, their rules thus corresponding to our 10th and 11th together. In the Atharvan, न does not occur anywhere before an original च, and न before च is treated in a later rule (ii. 26). The manuscripts of the Rig-Veda (see Müller, p. lxxvii) show the same irregularity in their treatment of final न before a palatal which has been noted just now as characterizing those of the Atharva-Veda: but the editor does not appear to have attempted to carry out any principle which he has adopted.

The commentator cites अवपाययं जन्नम (i. 38. 2), त्रेशान जनान (v. 8. 7), प्राशययं जनान इव (v. 22. 14), and विवायण जनात (xii. 5. 44).

टवंगियि शाकारः ॥ १२ ॥

12. Before a lingual mute, न becomes न।

As no lingual mute is found at the beginning of any word in the Atharvan, any more than in the other Vedas, this rule is as unnecessary as is the inclusion of न along with the other nasals in rule 9 of this chapter, and as is more than one rule or part of a rule in that which is
either does not notice, or does not deign to relieve, this difficulty; he offers no explanation of the rule, and, in the instances which he cites, the manuscript persistently omits to write the transition-sound. For phonetic reasons, however, it cannot be doubted that the latter is determined by the preceding letter, and that after \( n \) is to be uttered a \( k \), after \( n a t \), and after \( n a t \), before all the sibilants. By no means all the cases, however, which the rule theoretically contemplates, are found actually to occur in practice. The guttural nasal, \( n \), precedes \( s \) six times in the Atharvan (iv. 11. 8. vi. 51. 1. xiii. 1. 50; 2. 3; 3. 16. xviii. 1. 29), but is never found before \( g \) or \( sh \); the manuscripts do not in a single instance write the transitional \( k \), nor have we introduced it in the published text. The lingual nasal, \( n \), never occurs as a final, except before \( v \), in the cases treated of in rule iv. 99. The case of \( n \) before \( g \) is provided for by rules 10 and 17, below; \( n \) before \( sh \) is found three times in our text (viii. 9. 17. xiii. 1. 4; 3. 6), and nowhere do the manuscripts write a \( t \) between them (it is done by the edition, however, in the last two cases); \( n \) before \( s \) occurs times innumerable, and the usage of the manuscripts with respect to the sandhi is exceedingly irregular; there is hardly an instance in which they all agree together either to reject the \( t \) or to insert it, nor is any one of them consistent with itself in its practice. In the edition, therefore, we have followed the authority of the Prātiṣṭhākaḥya, and the sandhi is always made \( n t s \) (except in one instance, viii. 5. 16, where the \( t \) has been omitted by an oversight).

The insertion of these tenuis after the nasals is a purely physical phenomenon, and one which is very natural, and liable to occur in any one's pronunciation. There is to be made in each case, a double transition in utterance: from the sonant nasal to the surd oral emission, and from the close to the partially open position of the organs. If, then, the former is made an instant earlier than the latter, if the nasal resonance is stopped just before, instead of exactly at the same time with, the transfer of the organs to the position of the sibilant, a tenuis of the same position with the nasal becomes audible. It is, as already remarked under i. 99, the counterpart of the nasal yama, asserted by the Hindo phonetists to be heard between a mute and following nasal. It is also closely analogous with the conversion of \( nf \) into \( n̄c \), as will be pointed out below (under rule 17).

The commentator, by way of examples of the combinations taught in the rule, puts \( pratyaṅ \) and \( gāṃ \) before \( seṭe, shāṃḍe, \) and \( sāye \) respectively (the MS., as already noted, always failing to write the transition-sound), and then quotes from the text two actual cases: viz. \( shad ḍhuḥ \) \( pitāṃ shad u māsam \) (viii. 9. 17), and \( tānt satyāyujaḥ \) (iv. 36. 1).

The Rik Pr. does not itself teach these euphonic insertions, but merely records it as the opinion of some authorities (iv. 6, r. 16, 17, cxxxv, cxxxvi) that \( k \) is inserted after \( n \) before a sibilant, and \( t \) after \( n \) before \( s \). The Vāj. Pr. so far agrees with our treatise as to prescribe (iv. 14) the insertion of \( k \) after \( n \) and \( t \) after \( n \), before \( s \), adding (iv. 15) that Dālbhya is of the contrary opinion. The Tātt Pr. (v. 32, 33) inserts \( k \) after \( n \), and \( t \) after \( n \), before both \( s \) and \( sh \), and so precisely accords with our own rule, only omitting such cases as are unnecessarily and vainly provided for in the latter.
7. After final non-nasal mutes, $h$ becomes the aspirated sonant of the preceding letter.

The Rīk Pr. (iv. 2, r. 5, cccxiv) and Vāj. Pr. (iv. 121) agree precisely with our treatise upon this point; and the same doctrine is attributed by the Tātt. Pr. (v. 38) to Plākṣhī, Kāṇḍīnaya, Gāntama, and Pāushkarasādī. The Tātt. Pr. (v. 39–41) goes on to state that in the view of some the $h$ remains unaltered; while the Mitānsakas, and Cāityāyana etc. (the “etc.” means, according to the commentator, Kāuhaliputra, Bharadvāja, sthavira-Kāṇḍīnaya, and Pāushkarasādī [sthavira-Pāushkarasādī]) hold that an aspirated sonant* is inserted between the final surd and the $h$. Pāṇini’s rule (viii. 4. 82), as is well known, allows the $h$ to be retained unchanged, or to become the sonant aspirate; and there is but a very trifling phonetical difference between the two modes of treatment.

The illustrative citations of the commentator are *ud dharshantām maghavan (iii. 19. 8), ud dharshaya satvanām (v. 20. 8), uddharshinam munikeyam (vii. 6. 17), kad dha nūnam (v. 18. 4), prthivyam astu yad dharah (viii. 2. 36), tejasvad dharah (viii. 3. 71).

8. After $t$ is inserted $t$ before $s$.

The same phonetic precept is found in the Tātt. Pr. (v. 33), combined with a part of that contained in our next following rule: $t$, it is said, is to be inserted after $t$ and $n$, when they are followed by $s$ and $sh$. The Rīk Pr. (iv. 6, r. 17, cccxix) also gives it as the view of certain teachers that $t$ and $n$, when followed by $s$, receive the appendix of $a$ $t$.

The commentary quotes from the text virāt svarāyam (viii. 9. 9), prtaniṣṭhāt suvarāh (xi. 1. 2), and triṣṭāt shat sahsvarāḥ (xi. 5. 2), which are the only examples of this combination presented by the Atharvan. In the first of the three, P. reads $ttt$, in its second copy of the book, and by the emendation of a second hand: the other manuscripts give here, as do all of them in the other two cases, simply $tt$; and the printed text follows their authority.

9. After $n, n, and n$ are inserted $k, t$, and $t$ before $s, sh, and s$.

The form of this rule is a little ambiguous, since we might be left by it to query whether, for instance, after $n$, was to be inserted $k$ before $s$, $t$ before $sh$, and $t$ before $s$, or only $k$ before all the three sibilants—in other words, whether the transition-sound should adapt itself to the character of the following or of the preceding letter. The commentator

* Weber (p. 251), by a lapsus calami, says “the unaspirated sonant.”
6. Before ꝑ, ꝑh, and ꝑ, they become aspirated surds.

On this point there is by no means an agreement of opinion among the different Prātiśākhyaśas. The doctrine of the Tāitt. Pr. (xiv. 12) accords most nearly with that of our treatise, only omitting its restriction to the case of a final before an initial; and the same view is by our commentator mentioned: as held by Čānkhamitri, Čākaṭāyana, and Vatsya: his words are: āpaddhantānam api ṣashashv cavi dhavantyā bhavanti: sīti ārinkhamitri-cakraṭāyana-vatsyaḥ.¹ tasyā aṃnir vathṣaḥ;² Čānkhamitri, Čākaṭāyana, and Vatsya say that mutes even when not final become "seconds" before ꝑ, ꝑh, and ꝑ; as in the instance tasyā aṃnir vathṣaḥ (iv. 39. 2).³ The Tāitt. Pr. (xiv. 13) adds that Vādabhiḥkara* teaches the conversion of the mute into an aspirate only before a sibilant not of the same class; and the doctrine of the Tāitt. Pr. in this form, as modified by Vādabhiḥkara, is by the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 119) ascribed to Čaunaka, the putative author of our treatise and of the Rik Pr. The Rik Pr., ignoring all these views, and itself holding, like the Vāj. Pr., that the mute remains unchanged before the sibilant, remarks only (vi. 15, r. 54, ccccxxx) that some regard a tenuis before a sibilant as to be aspirated, unless it be a final. Finally, a vartika to Pāṇ. viii. 4. 48, as noticed by Weber (p. 249), ascribes to Pāushkarasādi the doctrine which our commentator attributes to the three other grammarians mentioned, and which is also taught by the Tāitt. Pr.—viz., that a mute in any situation becomes aspirated before a sibilant. This comparison of conflicting views is exceedingly curious, and it cannot but inspire us with some distrust of the accuracy, as well as completeness, with which the Hindu grammarians report one another's views.

The commentator, instead of citing from the text any genuine cases, proceeds to repeat a part of the cases which he has already once manufactured (under i. 49), in illustration of a samyukta combination of consonants, by putting his four words, godhuk etc. (see under i. 3), one after another, before nete, shande, and saye; and the manuscript uniformly fails to write the aspirate, except in the case of drṣhat. The cases which actually occur in the Atharvan text are ks (e.g. iii. 1. 4), ṭe (ix. 5. 21), ṭa (e.g. viii. 9. 9; but, by rule ii. 8, it is to be read ṭta), ṭa (passim), and po (in avagrahaka; e.g. ap-su, i. 6. 2); kṣh and pṣ are found only in the interior of words. The manuscripts of the Atharvan read always the simple surd before the sibilant, and in the printed text we have of course followed their authority rather than that of the Prātiśākhya. Weber (p. 250) notices that a single Berlin MS. of the Vājasaneyi-Sanhītā writes the surd aspirate before a s not followed by a consonant.

¹ ārinkhamitri-cakraṭāyana-vatsyaḥ. ² vathṣaḥ. ³ My manuscripts vary as to the reading of this name, between vādbhiḥkara, bhadabhiḥkara, and bhadabhiḥkara; Weber (p. 78) calls it once vādbhiḥkara.
⁴ Weber says (pp. 245, 250) "only before a sibilant of the same class," apparently misled by an error of his manuscript.
following rules, however, seem constructed in view of the disputed character of the final non-nasal mute, and of the doctrine of Čauṣaka himself that it is a media, and not a tenuis (see i. 8). The corresponding rule of the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 117) is expressed in a precisely equivalent manner: those of the Rik Pr. (ii. 4, r. 10, cxiv, and iv. 1, r. 2, cxxi) and Tāitt. Pr. (viii. 1, 3) use the term prathama, even although, as already noticed (under i. 6), the former work in theory recognizes the media as possible finals.

The commentator’s examples are as follows: yad yatra viṇam (ii. 1. 1); yad yāmaṁ cakraḥ (vi. 116. 1); tasmād vār nāma (iii. 13. 3); veśiṣad vishaḥ (v. 17. 5); yad rājānaḥ (iii. 29. 1); suhasto godhug uṭa (vii. 73. 7); sā virāḍ rshayāḥ (viii. 9. 8); and two which are not to be found in the Atharvan, and of which the latter, at least, is evidently fabricated: viz., tad abhūtam and trishtup atra.

3. And at the end of a word they are surds.

This, in view of i. 6, is a superfluous precept, and its introduction is only to be accounted for by the considerations adverted to under the last rule.

The commentator cites once more his standard assortment of final mutes, viz. godhuk etc. (see under i. 3).

4. As also before surd consonants.

Also an unnecessary specification; since final surds do not require to become surds before succeeding initial surds, but simply remain unchanged. Only the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 118), among the other treatises, gives an equivalent precept.

The commentator instances in illustration vāk ce 'ndriyaṁ ca (xii. 5. 7), virāṭ prajāpatiḥ (ix. 10. 24), and trishtup paṅcadaśena (viii. 9. 20).

5. Before nasals they become nasals.

The Prātiṣṭhākhyas are unanimous in this requirement: compare Rik Pr. iv. 1 (r. 3, cexxi), Vāj. Pr. iv. 120, Tāitt. Pr. viii. 2. Pāṇini, as has already been noticed (under i. 2) allows either the unaspirated sonant or the nasal before a nasal, while manuscript usage is almost, if not quite, invariably in favor of the nasal.

The commentator cites in illustration the following passages from the Atharvan text: rdhaṁnaṁtro (p. rdhaκ-mantraḥ) yonim (v. 1. 1); ya udānāṁ nyāyanam (vi. 77. 2); arnavān mahatas pari (i. 10. 4); madughan madhumattarah (i. 34. 4); madhyāṁ nicāṁ (iv. 1. 3); and ya staṁyaṁ manyate (iv. 16. 1); and finally, as the text affords him no instance of a final p before a nasal, he fabricates a case, out of words more than once employed by him elsewhere in a similar way, viz. trishtum nayati.
CHAPTER II.

Contents:—Section I. 1, introductory; 2, final mutes before sonants; 3, do. as finals; 4, do. before surds; 5, do. before nasals; 6, do. before sibilants; 7, do. before ā; 8, ā before ā; 9, nasals before sibilants; 10, a before r; 11, do. before sonant palatals; 12, do. before linguals; 13, ā before r and l; 14, do. before palatals and linguals; 15, dentals after palatals and linguals; 16, do. after sh; 17, ē after dentals; 18, loss of an initial ā; 19, do. of r before r; 20, do. of a mute after a nasal and before another mute; 21, do. of final y and v after a vowel; 22-23, exceptions; 24, Çakaṭāyana’s view of this combination; 25, insertion of a sibilant after pun; 26, do. after a before a surd palatal, lingual, and dental; 27, final ān before a vowel; 28, do. before v, in a special case; 29, insertion of r after final in, ān, ēn; 30, exceptions; 31, m before mutes; 32-33, do. before semivowels and spirants; 34, n in like position; 35, m and n before l; 36-37, m retained before semivowels; 38, sphatana; 39, karshaṇa.

Section II. 40, visarjaniya before a surd; 41-42, do. before a vowel; 43, do. before a sonant; 44-50, do. converted into r after a and ā; 51-52, exceptions; 53-54, as converted to o; 55-59, loss of final visarjaniya.

Section III. 60-61, special cases of irregular sandhi of final visarjaniya; 62, conversion of visarjaniya into a sibilant before initial k and p of the second member of a compound word; 63-80, do. of an independent word.

Section IV. 81-101, conversion of final or initial ā into sh; 102-107, exceptions.

संख्यानां जन्मात मानानं त्तीया ग्रामवस्त्रोपछु ॥ २ ॥

1. The following rules are to be understood as of force in the combined text.

The first chapter of the treatise has disposed of all matters of general phonetic theory, and laid down such rules as apply to words in their disjoined and independent form, and we now enter upon the consideration of those changes which may and must occur when the padas of the disjoined text are put together into the form of sanhitā. This rule is a general heading (adhiṅkāra) belonging to the second and third chapters. The other treatises have equivalent or corresponding headings; the Rik Pr. at the head of its second chapter, the Vāj. Pr. of its third, the Tātt. Pr. of its fifth. We shall see, however, that our treatise does not everywhere strictly limit itself to what concerns the conversion of pada-text into sanhitā.

पदानामप्रमुखमानां तृतीया ग्रामवस्त्रोपछु ॥ २ ॥

2. Finals not nasals become, before sonant consonants and vowels, unaspirated sonants.

Considering that, by 1. 6, only the first and last of each series of mutes can occur as finals, this rule might have said prathamānāṃ, ‘first mutes,’ instead of anuttamānāṃ, ‘mutes not nasal;’ both this and the
a consonant, respectively;* among these, those which affect syllables ending in simple vowels assume their unprotracted form before _it_.†

No other reason, it would seem, is to be sought for the rule than that here given: it is intended to insure the absence of protraction in any other instances in the text than those here given; in all of which, the protraction is due to the requirements of the sense, and is not merely euphonie or accentual. A somewhat similar enumeration is made by the Vâj. Pr. in ii. 50–53, and, at the same time, directions are given as to the somewhat anomalous accentuation of the several cases. In Rik Pr. i. 6 (r. 31, xxxii), also, are mentioned the only three instances of protraction to be found in the Rig-Veda, all occurring in the latter part of its tenth book.

Our text and commentary say nothing respecting the accentuation of these words, except as regards the final _i_ in the two instances contained in the first passage, for which see rule 70, above. From this we may perhaps conclude that the other protracted words offer no anomalies of accent. There is, however, some discordance among the manuscripts as to their treatment, which it may be well enough to notice here. Of the first passage (iv. 15. 15) we have already spoken, in the note to rule 96. In ix. 6.18, all the manuscripts excepting L. read _bhûyâs_ without accent, and our printed text has followed their authority: but I cannot consider this reading as anything but an error, possibly arising from a blundering confusion of the word with the verbal form _bhûyas_, from the root _bhû_: we ought to read, with L., _bhûtyâs_. In x. 2.28, Bp. and E. accent the protracted syllable, _babhûvâs_ and this accent is somewhat supported by the analogy of the first _âstî_ in Rig-V. x. 129. 5: but the case is still more nearly analogous with Vâj.-S. xxiii. 49, _dî vîveçâs_, and Rig-V. x. 146. 1, _vîndattas_, and hence the reading of the published text is much the more likely to be correct. In xi. 3. 26, all the manuscripts except P. and M. accent _pratâyâsdasm_, which is accordingly the best supported reading. In xii. 5. 50 is only to be noted that the _pada_ manuscript in the second instance omits the sign of _plati_, but doubtless by a clerical error merely. The _pada_-text everywhere writes the vowel in its protracted form, and adds the sign of protraction, not immediately after the vowel, but after the final consonant of the syllable, and sometimes with a stroke, or even a double stroke, interposed.

Except in the first passage, which contains an imitation of animal sounds, we have in all these protractions only cases of doubtful questioning as between two alternatives, of hesitating indecision, of _mimána_, as it is called once in the text (xii. 4. 42).

The signature of the chapter is _caturâdhyâyikâyam ca prathamo dhûyâyam samâpta_: 13. The figures expressing the number of rules contained in it are obviously corrupt, but how they are to be amended, unless by simply altering them to 105, I do not know. That they mean 113, and that any part of the last section is lost, is not at all probable: I discover nowhere in the section any signs of a _lacuna._

* These terms I translate rather according to the evident requirement of the sense than as they would seem naturally to mean.
† This is virtually a restatement of rule 97, above.
to the previous syllable; the Vâj. Pr. (i. 103) says the same thing of the yama alone; while the Tâitt. Pr. (xxi. 6) teaches that the svara-bhakti belongs to the preceding syllable, but (xxi. 8) that the yamas and násikya go with the following one. The Rîk Pr. alone, besides our treatise, thinks it necessary to say (vi. 10, r. 35, cccxii) that the svara-bhakti does not dissolve the conjunction: in the Vâj. Pr. it is left to be pointed out by the commentator (see Weber, p. 217).

105. . . . . . . . these are the cases of protracted vowels.

I have taken the liberty of separating by a stroke the different passages rehearsed in this rule; the manuscript puts them all in sandhi together. One or two of the signs of protraction have also been restored which the manuscript has accidentally omitted. On the other hand, I have retained the sign of protraction given by the manuscript to the second case in the last passage but one, aevâceti’i (the MS. writes aevâceti3), although it is not written by the sanhitâ codices of the Atharvan text, and is forbidden by rule 97, above. Finally, I have added the accent marks which belong to each passage.

The commentator does not give any paraphrase of the rule, nor does he repeat it at the end of his exposition, yet I cannot question that it is actually the closing rule of the chapter, and not a gratuitous appendix of the commentator’s own addition. He discourses respecting it more liberally than usual, in this wise: kimarthah paripâthah: ita uttaram adhikam: etâvat svârtho ‘pi: bahuvridhâs trividhâh plutayo bhavanti: svaraparâ abhinishâtanaparâ vyâdjanaparâh: tásâm yâh samânâksharaparâs tâ itâv apiplutavâd bhavanti itâv apiplutavâd bhavanti: ‘for what reason is this enumeration made? because any other instance than these is in excess: within these limits the protracted vowel is pointed out by its own meaning (i). Protractions are various; namely, of three kinds: those which affect a syllable ending in a vowel, in visarjaniya,* and in

* For the use of the term abhinishâna for visarjaniya—of which this is, I believe, the only case which our commentary affords—see rule 42, above, and the note upon it.
plexes are darça, varsha, tatha rtavaḥ, varhīḥ: know this to be the way when a svarabhakti is to be produced.' I trust that either the commentator or the manuscript, and not the translator, is responsible for the inconci

103. Of the latter value is sphotana.

That is to say, if I do not misapprehend the meaning of the rule, sphotana, like the shorter svarabhakti, has a quarter or an eighth the quantity of a short a; or it may be that the emphatic eva would restrict the reference to the latter value, the eighth, alone. The commentator, as so often, gives not a particle of assistance in comprehending the rule. He simply paraphrases, as follows: tad eva sphotano vyajyako bhavati—explaining sphotana by its synonym vyajyaka, 'manifester'—and then cites the same instances of sphotana which are given later, under ii. 38. For the doctrine of sphotana, see the rule last mentioned, and the note upon it. The subject is not disposed of here, because the sphotana, unlike the other insertions treated of in this part of the work, arises only in the combinations of the phrase, when a final mute comes in contact with a following initial mute of an earlier series or varga.

104. These belong to the preceding vowel, and do not effect the dissolution of a conjunction of consonants.

There is something wrong with the commentary to this rule; apparently we have a repetition of a part of the commentary to rule 102, with the loss of what should properly be given here: it reads as follows: purva-purvaśvara ca tud bhavati: sanvyogasya ca vigatāḥ yat tat repḥat okārya caturtham eva bhavaty ashtamam eva: aryaṁ parva dharmāṇaḥ. It furnishes us, it will be seen, no hint as to how far back the teachings of the rule apply. I presume, however, that they may be properly considered as extending themselves to all the phonetic insertions taught in rules 99–103; all these, in the division of the word into syllables, are to be reckoned as belonging to the preceding vowel, and sharing in its accent; and whereas it might seem that the insertion of the vowel-fragment, and of its kindred sphotana, dissolved the conjunction of the consonants between which they were inserted—since, by rule 98, a conjunction of consonants can only subsist where there is no interposition of vowels—the contrary is expressly declared to be true. This would regard purvaśvaraṃ as belonging to some such word as anīgam understood, and used in an indistinctive or collective manner of all that precedes. It may be, however, that the specification applies only to svarabhakti and sphotana, and that the neuter singular form of purvaśvaraṃ is owing to its agreement with one of the words denoting the quantity of those insertions, caturtham, ashtamam, etc. The Rik Pr. specifies only of the svarabhakti (i.7, r. 32, xxxiii) that it belongs
15, 16) that when a spirant form a group, a r vowel-fragment (rephassvarabhaktiḥ) is inserted, except when the spirant is subject to duplication (i.e., is not followed by a vowel) or is followed by a "first" mute: while the commentary explains that a fragment of that vowel which is akin with the r, or the r-vowel, is meant. According to the Rik Pr. (vi. 13, 14), the svarabhakti, which is described as being like the r-vowel (ṛkāraṃvāṇā), is inserted between a r and a following consonant when the former is preceded by a vowel: if the following consonant is a spirant, and itself followed by a vowel, the svarabhakti is the longer one, which had before been defined (i. 7, r. 33, xxxiv) as being a half-mora in length; in other cases, the shorter one, of half this length (i. 7, r. 35, xxxvi), is interposed. The accordance of this with the doctrine of our treatise is as close as possible. But the Rik Pr. also allows a svarabhakti between a sonant letter and a following mute or spirant; and it then further cites the views of different authorities, of whom some deny the existence of the svarabhakti altogether, others permit it only after a r, and others only before a spirant not duplicated (this is very nearly the doctrine of the Vāj. Pr. and Tātt. Pr.), pronouncing it to agree in character with either the preceding or the following vowel.

As we shall see hereafter (under iii. 46), the manuscripts of the Atharvan acknowledge the virtual correspondence of the r followed by the longer svarabhakti with the r-vowel, by writing the r instead of r, where the former comes before a spirant, and should be, by iii. 46, converted into r after a or ā.

Our commentator gives us, under rule 102, the instances aryanā (e.g. i. 11.1), parvā (i. 12.2), and dharmāṇā (e.g. vi. 132.1)—the manuscript not attempting to write the interposed vowel-fragment. Under rule 101 he cites no examples, but, after the baldest possible paraphrase of the rule, proceeds to quote from other authorities, as follows: aparā dха: rकीरशवारवालकिः uśхmama svarapakṣe dhākāraṇavāraṇa vyah-janaṁ cēsha iti; "another has said, "a vowel-fragment of the r-vowel;" "before spirants followed by vowels is heard half an a-vowel; the rest is consonant." These appear to be the dicta of two different teachers. Next follow several verses, a part of which are of a character which would render their introduction under rule 37, above, more appropriate, while one line, the second, belongs rather under rule 98; they read: rephād anyaḥ rकेर यत tasya ʾrdham pūrvasvaram: vacunaṃ vyave-tāṇān vaṇyogatvam vihanīyate: rvarne ʾpi tu rephasya cā ʾrdhamatrā pratijñaya: ardhamatrasvaḥ vihanīyata ca cāt vaṇaṃ kriyate punah: tān krasvabhyataḥ kuryād yathā mātrā bhaved iti: darṣo varshaṁ tatha rtaṁ: 1 barhiṣ cā ʾtra nidadānam: etām rliṁ vihanīyat svara-bhaktir yodha bhaceī; "half of what there is in the r-vowel different from r is of the same character with the preceding vowel. Of consonants separated by audible sound, the conjunction is destroyed. In the r-vowels there is, by express rule, half a mora of r; half a mora is to be recognized as vowel, and that, again, is thus managed: put the parts upon both sides of the short vowel, so as to make out a mora: exam-

1 1—MS. tathātasaḥ.
a, or brahma, and in the position of the m, through the nose. According to the Hindu method of syllabication (see rule 56, above), the former is the proper division, and the Hindu phonetists doubtless regarded the a as belonging with and uttered like the a; and noticing at the same time the utterance, scarcely to be avoided, of at least a part of the a in the position of the m, they took account of it as a separate element, and called it nasiyka.

101. After an r, and before a spirant which is followed by a vowel, is inserted a svarabhakti, half a short a: some say, a quarter.

102. Before any other consonant, the svarabhakti after r is a quarter or an eighth of a.

The two rules are stated and explained separately in the manuscript, but I have put them thus together for the convenience of treating the whole subject of the svarabhakti at once.

The term svarabhakti signifies a 'fraction or fragment of a vowel,' and the theory evidently is, that an r cannot be pronounced in immediate combination with any following consonant: there must always be slipped in between them a little bit of a transition-vowel, varying in length, according to different authorities, from a half to an eighth of a mora, and longer before a sibilant or h, if these be followed in turn by a vowel, than before other consonants; while in quality it coincides with the a—that is to say, undoubtedly, with the a samvera (rule 38, above), or the neutral vowel. The theory is this time, at least, perfectly intelligible, and any one may readily convince himself by trial how very easy it is to introduce such a vowel-fragment after an r, if he pronounce the latter far enough forward in the mouth for it to require to be trilled—and perhaps especially, if he be one to whom the smoother utterance of the r, farther back, is more natural. The reason for distinguishing the case of a following spirant—and that, too, only when followed by a vowel—as requiring a longer insertion, is not so clear, and I confess myself unable to discover the pertinence of the distinction: it is, however, a marked and important one to the apprehension of the Hindu phonetists, as will appear by a comparison of the teachings of the other treatises.

The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 16) restricts the occurrence of anything like svara-bhakti to cases in which a spirant is the second member of a group, and is itself followed by a vowel; but it allows it both after a r and a l (see above, under rule 46), and moreover defines it as being the r and the l-vowels respectively. Considering, however, that the same authority defines these vowels as ending each with quarter of an a (see above, under rule 37), its description of the character of the insertion cannot be regarded as differing essentially from that of our own treatise. The doctrine of the Taitt. Pr. is very nearly the same: it teaches (xxi.
In the examples which he gives under this rule, the commentator does not attempt to write the *yamas*. Above, under rules 13 and 26, where the *yamas* were instanced, they were — taking those of the guttural mutes as representatives of the class — written by the mutes with an *anusvāra* sign above: viz. ऊँ थँ नँ धँ; the *anusvāra* being evidently intended here exceptionally to indicate the nasal quality of the consonant itself, and not of the following vowel. The method of the commentary to the Rik Pr. (see Müller, p. xix) is the same, or, in other manuscripts, नुँ थुँ नुँ धुँ, and this last mode Weber (under i. 80) conjectures, with much plausibility, to have arisen from writing the guttural nasal व under the other letters, since this would be the most accurate method which the alphabet renders possible of writing the non-nasal and its nasal *yama*.

100. After *h* is inserted in like manner a *nāsikya* before a nasal mute.

The commentator paraphrases with *hakarit nāsikyaṇa samānapado vyavahāram bhavati*; and adds as illustrations a part of the words already once given, under rule 58: viz. *prāhnaḥ, pārvāhnaḥ, aparāḥnaḥ, apa hmalayati, vi hmalayati, vi hnaute, brahma*.

The Tāitt. Pr. (xxi. 14) teaches the insertion of a *nāsikya* after *h* and before a following nasal in terms nearly equivalent to those of our own rule. The Rik Pr. (i. 10, r. 48, xlix) and the Vāj. Pr. (i. 74, 80) describe its mode of pronunciation, as a nose-sound; and the latter, in its latest portion (viii. 28), speaks of it again among the constituents of the spoken alphabet; but, strangely enough, neither of them gives any rule respecting its occurrence.

What the sound may be which is thus taught to form the step of transition from the aspiration to a following nasal, it is hard to say with confidence. I can only conjecture it to be a brief expulsion of surd breath through the nose, as continuation of the *h*, before the expulsion of the sonant breath which constitutes the nasal. The pure aspiration *h* is a corresponding surd to all the sonant vowels, semivowels, and nasals of the alphabet: that is to say, it is produced by an expulsion of breath through the mouth organs in any of the positions in which those letters are uttered; it has no distinctive position of its own, but is determined in its mode of pronunciation by the letter with which it is most nearly connected. Thus the *h*’s of *ha*, of *hi*, of *hu*, and those heard before the semivowels *w* and *y* in the English words *when* and *huc*, for instance, are all different in position, corresponding in each case with the following vowel or semivowel. *H* is usually initial in a word or syllable, and is governed by the letter which succeeds, and not by that which precedes it: but where it occurs before another sonant in the middle of a word — which is always its position in the Vedas before a nasal — the question may arise whether it shall adopt the mode of utterance of the letter before or after it: whether in *brahma*, for example, we divide *brah·ma*, and pronounce the *h* in the position of the
transition sounds would naturally enough rise to a distinctness and a
generality of occurrence much beyond what they were originally en-
titled to. A much more serious difficulty is, that the theory of the
yama allows its occurrence between an aspirate mute and a nasal:
and we should suppose that the enclosure and brief emission of un-
intonated breath constituting the aspiration would form an impassible
barrier between the two letters, the nasal utterance being unable to
precede it, and the position of contact of the former letter to follow
it, so that no nasal counterpart to the former letter could be uttered.
I see no way of getting over this difficulty, excepting by supposing
an inaccuracy in the analysis of the Hindu phonetists: a serious charge,
it may seem, but one of which I should be glad to see them relieved
by any other intelligible explanation of the yama. If the whole theory
of the phenomenon were more solidly founded and more accurately
worked out by them, I should not think they need have explained it in
a manner to cause their interpreters so much perplexity. The perplexity,
indeed, is not confined to the modern expositors: the ancient commen-
tators themselves (see Müller, p. cxxiii) seem to have been somewhat in
doubt as to how many different yamas there are, whether twenty, one
for each of the non-nasal mutes, or a smaller number. The orthodox
doctrine of the Rik Pr. seems to be that of twenty: but its commen-
tator says that there are only four; one for all the first mutes, one for all
the seconds, and so on; and the commentary to Taït. Pr. xxi. 12 sup-
ports the same view.* This latter view, however, appears to me pecu-
liarily indefensible: I cannot at all see how the nasal counterparts of the
tenues of the five mute series should be identical with one another;
nor, on the other hand, how they should be physically different from
the yamas of the following mutes of each series respectively; although
it might well enough be loosely said, considering their title of "twins,"
that there are as many of them as of the sounds to which they sustain
that relation. Physically, it would seem necessary that a nasal transi-
tion-sound between two mutes should be of the nature either of the
first or of the second: if of the second, and that second a nasal, it
would be indistinguishable from it; if of the first, it would be identical
with the nasal of that series (except as being abhinihita, or wanting the
explosion), and so the same for all the mutes of the series. The doc-
trine of our present treatise upon this point is not entirely clear, since its ex-
pression, yathāsūnikhyam, "according to their number," might possibly
be taken as referring either to the non-nasal or to the nasal mutes: yet
it is, without much doubt, to be understood of the former; and we are
to allow theoretically the existence of twenty yamas, although only
thirteen of them—viz. those of k, kh, g, gh, c, j, t, th, d, dh, p, bh—
occur in the Atharvavani text.

* Weber (p. 125) suggests that the discordance among the authorities upon this
point may have grown out of the circumstance that, in speaking of the yamas,
those of a single series of mutes are sometimes taken as representatives of the
whole class, and treated as standing for them all. This seems very plausible; but
we can hardly acquit the later expositors of having been misled by this usage into
the belief that there are only four yamas, and not twenty.

† For the details, see the additional note on the consonantal combinations in
general.
inance in the mouth, of the same quantity with the yama; but the office of the suffixed sound is not diverse from that of its original. All this seems intended to be very explicit, but it is so far from being perspicuous that it has led both the editors of the Rik Pr., or allowed them to fall, into the very serious error of supposing the yama to be something prefixed to the non-nasal mute, instead of interposed between it and the following nasal. Phonetic analysis does not, as it seems to me, help us to recognize the yama of the Hindu grammarians as any necessary accompaniment of the utterance of a mute and nasal, but will lead us to a plausible explanation of what they must have called by the name.* A nasal is a sound in the production of which there is an expulsion of intoned breath through the passages of the nose, at the same time that the mouth organs are closed in the position in which an ordinary mute is uttered; in any language, then, there will naturally be as many nasals as there are classes of mutes, and the unusually complete alphabet of the Sanskrit language recognizes and distinguishes them all. If, now, we pronounce a t before a following m, as in åtma, the t, in the first place, suffers abhidhánam, losing the explosion which is essential to its full utterance: the organs pass, without intervening enclosure, from the dental contact to the labial contact, by which latter the m is produced, with expulsion of sound through the nose. By taking sufficient pains, we can make the nasal utterance so closely simultaneous with the labial explosion that nothing shall be audible except the t and the m. But we may also commence the nasal sound a perceptible interval before the explosion, and we shall even be most likely to do so in a laborous utterance: if it be made to begin after the labial position is taken up, the nasal resonance is merely a prefix to the m, and a dwelling upon it before the explosion: but if we utter sound through the nose before transferring the organs from the dental to the labial contact, we give origin to a kind of nasal counterpart to the t, as a transition sound from it to the m. If this is not the yama of the Hindu grammarians, I am utterly at a loss to conjecture what the latter should be. The theory which recognizes it might be compared with that which, in rule 50, above, taught a general assimilation of the former consonant of a group, in its final portion, to the latter; it is still more nearly analogous with the surd which, by ii. 9, is inserted between a final nasal and a following sibilant: this arises, like the yama, by an exchange of the emission (the anupradâna) belonging to the former letter for that belonging to the latter before the transfer of the organs from the one position to the other; and the t thus introduced, for example, between a n and a s has just as good a right to be called the yama or counterpart of the former letter, as has the n inserted after t before m. That the utterance of the intermediate sound thus described is not necessary, and can readily be avoided, is no objection to our interpretation of the Hindu theory: in the studied explicitness of the scholastic utterance, and with a phonetical science which delighted itself with subtleties, and of which the strong tendency was to grow from descriptive into prescriptive, such

* That Müller pronounces the theory (p. cxxii) "perfectly clear and physiologically comprehensible" must go for nothing, considering his entire misapprehension of the situation and character of the yama.
swayogo bhavati: agnir indraca ca tushtras ca vrkshah plaksha nidarsanam. The word tushtra is not found in the Atharvan, nor plaksha, excepting in the form plakshit (v. 5.5).

99. After a non-nasal and before a nasal mute, in the same word, is made the insertion of yamas, suited to each case.

The commentator treats this intricate subject with the utmost possible brevity, merely paraphrasing the rule, as follows: samanapade 'nuttamati sparcati: uttame puranah sparce yamair vyavadhvanam bhavati: yathasaunikhyam:—and adding as instances sapatnam (vii. 109.3), garbhini (not found in A.V.; the word most nearly resembling it is erathana) [xiv. 1.57], for which it may not impossibly be a false reading of the manuscript), yajna (e.g. iv. 11.4), and garbhini (MS. garbhat, which is no example of a yama: the only form in the A.V. admitting yama is garbhanami [iii. 8.6]). Unfortunately, we cannot be permitted to dismiss the subject in such an off-hand manner, but must endeavor to ascertain, by the aid of the other treatises and of phonetical theory, what these yamas are.

We have already seen (under rule 43) that the euphonic system of the Pratisthakhyas does not allow one mute to follow another by a simple consonantal conjunction, but regards the former of the two as suffering a modification which robs it of part of its distinct quality. Now we have the farther direction, which must be taken as to that extent limiting the former, that, within the limits of a simple word, if the latter consonant is nasal and the former not so, there is interposed between the two a yama, or "twin" to one of the other letters. This is all that our treatise says of the yamas: none of its other rules mention them, although one or two may be regarded as referring to them, and are so interpreted by the commentator—from whose explanation of rule 26, above, we have learned that they are of nasal character. The Taitt. Pr. is not more explicit: it merely says (xxi. 12.13): "after a mute not nasal, when followed by a nasal, are inserted, in each several case, nose-sounds (naksika): these some call yamas." The Vaj. Pr. where it teaches the occurrence of the yamas (iv. 160), calls them vicheda, 'separation,' a word which it does not elsewhere employ; its doctrine is: "within a word, a non-nasal before a nasal suffers separation"—that is, it is to be inferred, a separation or division of itself into two parts, which are as twins to one another—and the yamas have elsewhere been stated to be nose-sounds (i. 74), and formed by the root of the nose (i. 82). The Rik Pr. is decidedly more elaborate in its description. After stating (i. 10) that the yamas are nose-sounds, it goes on to say (vi. 8-10) that the non-nasal mutes, before following nasals, become their own "twins"—that is to say, if we rightly understand it, each becomes a pair of twins of its own nature; what is left of the original mute being one of the pair, and its nasal counterpart the other; the latter being especially the yama, or the twin which is added to make up the pair. The yama is then declared to be similar to its original (prakrti); or, it is said, there is an audible utter-
share in the irregular accent which falls upon the protracted vowel, both words being doubly accented, on the first and third syllables.*

97. In avaça and á babhuvān, with iti, the e is not protracted.

The commentator, after paraphrasing the rule, adds simply avaça ‘iti, babhüve ‘iti. The two passages referred to are found at xii. 4. 42 and x. 2. 28, and they read, in the pada and sanhita texts, as follows:

\[ p. \text{वुष्या} \text{रुणाः} \text{श्रव्यशा} \text{रत्नी} \text{सन्हिताः} \text{ग्रामक्षमं} \text{वत्सिन} \]

\[ p. \text{पुरुष} \text{ग्राम} \text{वुष्या} \text{श्रव्या} \text{श्रव्यशा} \text{रत्नी} \text{सन्हिताः} \text{ग्रामक्षमं} \text{वत्सिन} \]

They are not analogous cases, as regards the action of the present rule, since one of them actually contains an iti, while, in the other, no iti follows the protracted vowel in either the sanhita or the pada texts, but only in the krama-text (see the note to rule 70). All the sanhita manuscripts, however, observe the precept of our treatise in making the combination of avaça with the succeeding word, and accordingly its protraction, which is assured by this rule and by i. 105, and which is exhibited by the pada-text, entirely disappears in sanhita—a strange imperfection of the latter text, and one which, if it did not exhibit itself in all the manuscripts, we should be very loth to introduce, upon the sole authority of this rule of the Prātiśākhya.

By Vāj. Pr. iv. 88, a final pluti vowel retains its pluti before iti, and the closing krama-pada of our second verse would be babhuvān iti babhūvān, instead of babhüve ‘iti babhūvān. Neither of the other Vedic texts appears to present any case analogous with the other one which forms the subject of our rule.

98. Consonants not separated by vowels form a conjunction.

With this definition of a sanāyoga, a conjunction or group of consonants—which, as already noticed, is much more comprehensive than that which would seem to be implied in the definition of sanāyukta given above, in rule 49—agree those of the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 7, r. 37, xxxviii; V. Pr. i. 48; T. Pr. offers nothing corresponding).

The commentator's paraphrase of the rule, with the accompanying examples, forms a verse, as follows: vyatijanday avyavetāni svarāhi

* E. L. and H. read the first word khayaṇakaśi, with a single accent only, and the printed text has—wrongly, as it seems to me—followed their authority instead of that of the other manuscripts: and also, by some inexplicable oversight, signs of accent have become attached to the pluti figures, as if the preceding d's were circumflex, and the following i's acute. The line ought to read as follows:

\[ \text{वण्ववास्तु} \text{विन्यवास्तु} \text{मध्ये} \text{तावरी} \]
31. nanv à ruruddhre (iv. 31. 3; ordinary reading rurudhre; but in this instance, as occasionally elsewhere, the pada manuscript obeys the rules of the krama, and gives ruruddhre), yo daddhre (xviii. 3. 63, daddhre), valagam và nicakhnum (x 1. 18, nicakhnum). The commentator then once more commences his citations from his metrical authority, and gives the verse prathamáca ca deviyánam satiyoge pratyantarantaram: trityáca ca caturtíhánám etat sarvatra laksanam; 'first mutes are substituted for seconds, when directly preceding the latter in a group; and thirds in like manner for fourths: this is a rule of universal application.'

95. Conversion is according to propinquity.

That is to say, when any sound is ordered to be changed into another, of any class or description, we are to convert it into that one which is nearest to it, in situation or in character. The commentator, after his customary repetition of the rule, by way of paraphrase, with the bare addition of bharati, proceeds, without any farther explanation, to cite three rules in the interpretation of which it needs to be applied. The first of these is ii. 31, to the effect that m before a mute is converted into a letter of the same position with it; which, by this rule, must be understood, m being a nasal, to mean the nasal letter of the series, and not either of the non-aspirate or aspirate surds or sonants. The second is ii. 40, by which the visaryanya is to be made of like position with a following surd mute, and, by our rule, still a spirant of like position with the latter. The third example is iii. 39, which prescribes the conversion of a vowel into a semivowel; and this semivowel, by our rule, must be that of the same class with the vowel: we are not to change i into ã, or ã into ã, etc. There are other rules to which the present precept applies; so, in explaining the one next preceding, it may be looked upon as determining the non-aspirate into which the duplication of an aspirate is converted to be surd; or sonant according as the aspirate is surd or sonant (a matter which, in the other treatises, is expressly prescribed in the rules themselves, and not left for inference); and possibly its bearing upon that rule is the reason why it is introduced here, rather than elsewhere in the treatise. Similar prescriptions are found in the Rik Pr. (i. 14, r. 56, lvii) and the Vâj. Pr. (i. 142).

96. In khanvakhasi and khâmakkhasi, the i following the a is unaccented.

This is a special rule, evidently intended to guard against an apprehended mispronunciation. The two words in question (iv. 15. 15) are meant for imitations of the croaking of frogs, and are probably for khanvakâ, khâmakkâ, with protraction (pluti) of the final syllable: and it is feared that, without particular caution, the final i will be made to
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rate, to bring it into special connection. Omitting his usual explanatory paraphrase (a small loss; it would doubtless have been svaro kṣharam bhavati), he proceeds at once to give an exposition, of which a part occurs again at the close of the third section of the third chapter; it reads, unamended, as follows: kim akharasya śvarayānāsyo śaryate; arddhaśa śvarasya pado dirghasye śty eke: svaran iti śaṅkhamitrāḥ (under ii. 6 and iii. 74, śaṅkhamitrīḥ); aksharasyai śādā dhānaṃ (viḍhāna) vidyate yad yad virasvarābhāvah (yad yad visvarībhava: the passage goes no farther under iii. 74): svaran aksharam ity āhuh: sva- rād anyat vyanjanāṃ sarvāṃ prthak varnaśāmyaṁ devyakāmiyate budhāḥ. I translate, in part, as follows, not without some misgivings: what part of a circumflexed syllable is circumflexed? some say, half a short one, quarter of a long one: ċaṅkhamitrī says, the whole; here is found no rule for a syllable [hrasva and dirgha are said of vowels only; see note to r. 51, above]; since, in each case, the vowel alone is contemplated [??]: now the vowel is declared to be the syllable . . . . . . and hence, perhaps, what is taught of the vowel must be understood to be said of the whole syllable. Yet all this would appear to be rendered unnecessary by the rules for syllabication, which, as we have seen, hardly have a meaning if they do not imply that each consonant shares in the accentuation of the vowel to which it is declared to belong.

284. The sound preceding an aspirate becomes a non-aspirate.

The proper application of this rule, within the sphere of the Prātiṣṭhānīya by the Varnakramas, as taught in rules iii. 26 etc., yet its form of statement is general, and there can be no doubt that it should apply to all cases arising in the course of derivation and inflection, and that forms such as mrddhi, containing a double lingual sonant aspirate, are strictly excluded by it. Such forms, as is well known, occur in almost all the Vedic manuscripts, and those of our own text offer several instances of them; which, however, we have not hesitated to amend in the printed text (except in ii. 5. 4, where the correction has been accidentally omitted) to ddh.

Corresponding rules in the other Prātiṣṭhānīyas are: Rik Pr. vi. 1 (r. 2, ccclxxix), and xii. 3 (r. 9); Vāj. Pr. iv. 106; Taṭṭa Pr. xiv. 5: that of the Vāj. Pr. and the former one of the Rik Pr. are restricted in terms to the cases of duplication arising under the rules of the Varnakrama; the others are general precepts, like our own.

The examples given by the commentary are such as illustrate the application of the rule to forms of derivation and inflection, as well as of krama; they are iddham (sam-iddham, vii. 74. 4), duģdham (e. g. x. 6)

* The details are as follows: ii. 5. 4, all the MSS. ddh; vii. 46. 1, all do.; vii. 97. 7, E. I. do, the rest ddh; xi. 1. 29. Bp. dd only, all the rest ddh; xi. 1. 31, first time, all ddh; second time, Bp. dd, the rest ddh; xii. 2. 19, B. ddh, all the rest ddh; xviii. 3. 42, all ddh; xvii. 4. 1 do.; xvii. 4. 56 do. The true reading, ddh, is not given in a single instance by any of the MSS.
91. As also from pumāṁś.

The commentary instances the five cases of pumāṁś to which the name pāṅcekapadā belongs; only one of those to which the rule actually applies occurs in our text: pumāṁś (e.g. i. 8.1), pumāṁśau, pumāṁśah, pumāṁsam (e.g. iii. 23.3), pumāṁśau. Then he adds a counter-example, to show that the rule is meant for the strong cases alone: pumāṁś vai reto bhavati (vi. 11.2).

Here ends the third section of the first chapter: the signature in the manuscript is prathamasya triiyāh pādāh: 91.

92. A sound preceding a final sound is called its upadāḥ.

This is simply a definition of the term upadāḥ, and, to illustrate the rule, the commentator cites the two later rules, nāmyupadāhaya repahā (ii. 42) and ādāo-adhāṣyā lopah (ii. 55), in which the term is employed. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 35) has precisely the same definition. In the Rik Pr. the word has a more general use, as 'preceding letter or word' (upa-dāḥ, 'a setting against or next to'): it is probably on account of this less restricted signification current in some schools that the two treatises first spoken of deem it necessary to limit the term by a specific definition. The Tātt. Pr. does not employ it at all.

93. A vowel is a syllable.

The precise scope of this rule it is not easy to determine; it seems to be rather a general and theoretic doctrine than a precept which enters in any active and practical manner into the system of rules of our treatise. The Vāj. Pr. and Rik Pr. have similar rules, and that of the former (i. 99) is expressed in identical terms with our own; it receives an easier interpretation than ours by being placed at the head of the rules for syllabication, which correspond to our rules 55–58, above. The Rik Pr. (xviii. 17, r. 31) states more fully that a vowel, whether pure, or combined with anusvāra, or combined with consonants, is a syllable; as also (i. 4, r. 19, xx) that both the short and the long vowels are syllables; making the former declaration an introduction to the rules for syllabication and quantity, and the latter, to the briefer treatment of the same subjects in the first chapter. We may perhaps regard our rule as a virtual precept that the accentuation, which in later rules (iii. 55 etc.) is taught especially of the vowels, extends its sway over the whole syllable: or, on the other hand, that the accents, which in rules 14–18 above were declared to belong to syllables, affect especially the vowels. With the subject of accent the commentator seems, at any
88. Also in a strong case from a theme in vaîns.

The strong cases (pañcapadi, 'five words or forms') are the masculine nominatives singular, dual, and plural, and the accusatives singular and dual. The suffix vaîns is that which forms the perfect active participle; it is called in Panini by the same name as here, vaîn. The commentary cites as instances pareyivânsam (xviii. 1.49), pravivânsam (iv. 23.1), uttasthivânsah (vi. 93.1), and papivânsah (vii. 97.3).

89. As also from a theme in tyaîns.

That is to say, in a strong case of a comparative of the ancient formation, or that produced by adding the primary suffix tyaîns to the, generally gusuated, root. The commentator gives as examples treyân, treyánâdâ, treyânâsah; but the only strong case of this word occurring in the Atharvan text is treyânsam (xv. 10.2).

90. As also from the root vid.

There are two damaging objections to be made to this rule: in the first place, it ought to be brought in, if at all, after rule 88, in order that vassvantasva as well as pañcapadyâsma may be implied in it by inference from its predecessor; and in the second place, there is no need of any such precept at all, since there is no good reason why vidvân, the word to which it alone applies, should not be considered a vassanta, and therefore regarded as disposed of by rule 88. The Hindu theory, indeed, does not regard vidvân as a perfect participle, and Panini (vii. 1.36) is obliged to teach that in it the perfect participial suffix is substituted for that of the present participle; and probably it is out of this circumstance that the introduction of the rule here in question has proceeded: yet, the substitution having been made, vidvân would have to be deemed and taken for a vassanta, one would think, even by the Hindu theory itself.

The commentator gives all the strong forms of vidvân, of which only a part, however, are to be found in the Atharvan, and then winds up with an actual citation; as follows: vidvân (e.g. ii. 1.2), vidvânsu, vidvânsah, vidvânsam (e.g. ix. 9.4), vidvânsu; vidvânsam vrâtyam (e.g. xv. 2.1).
from grammatical categories in the construction of its rule, as is its custom, says (xvi. 14) that á, ī, and ū are nasal before ē and ū at the end of a word.

\[\text{वासुमानांतदेनाम्} \text{ 85} \]

85. Also in pāṅsū, māṅsa, etc.

The commentator cites pāṅsūn akshebhyaḥ (vii. 109. 2), māṅsāmā māṅsena (iv. 12. 4), śāṅcayena (vi. 129. 1 [should be śāṅcapena? the manuscripts blunder somewhat over the word, but W. E. and H. read distinctly śāṅcapena]), and śilā bhūṁir aṣṭā pāṁsuh (xii. 1. 26). To the words thus instanced I have only to add pāṁsuro (vii. 26. 4), which may perhaps be regarded as virtually included in pāṁsu.

The form of this rule is quite peculiar, in that it cites two words, instead of one, as heading of the gāna.

\[\text{द्रुमीगम्योऽसति} \text{ 86} \]

86. Also in a desiderative form from the roots han and gam.

Of desiderative forms from the root han the text furnishes us jighāṅsati (e. g. iv. 18. 3) and jighāṅsan (vi. 99. 2). From gam we have no such forms, unless, in xii. 4. 29, 30, we are to amend yadā sthāma jighāṅsati into jighāṅsati, which would very much improve the sense, if I am not mistaken. Could we trust implicitly to the Prātiṣṭhākhyā to include in its rules no forms not actually to be found in the Atharvan text, this passage would be a sufficient warrant for making the alteration suggested: but that is not the case, as the very next rule, for instance, notably shows. The reason why these two roots are thus put together as the subject of such a grammatical precept may be to be sought in the general grammar; compare the equivalent rule in Pāṇini (vi. 4. 16), which offers also the same technical term, san, for a desiderative form.

The commentary offers as examples the word jighāṅsati (e. g. iv. 18. 3), and the passage spoken of above, yadā sthāma jighāṅsati; and, although our manuscript here reads, like those of the text, jighāṅsati, the absence of any other citation or fabricated illustration of desiderative forms from gam gives a degree of color to the conjecture that our commentator may have meant to give jighāṅsati.

\[\text{शान्तनांनाम्} \text{ 87} \]

87. As also from the roots ēn, mān, and ēnā.

Of these three roots, only mān offers in the Atharvan text any forms falling under this rule. The commentator cites one of them, māṁsāmānāh (ix. 1. 3): the others are māṁśasāmānāsaya (ix. 6. 24), māṁśasātasya (ix. 6. 24), and amāṁśasanta (xii. 4. 42). The form māṁsa (xi. 2. 8), as not being of desiderative origin, does not properly belong here, but, if genuine, should be included under rule 85: it may be a corrupted reading for maṁsta; we have the corresponding second per-
would otherwise be made of a preceding compound: thus, utableh (iv. 16. 6), but udatheh-iva (i. 3. 8). When, now, the iva happens to follow a prarghya word, like aṁti, which ought to be followed in the pada-text by iti, in order to bring to light its prarghya quality, what is to be done? shall we separate the two parts of the compound word—a thing unheard of elsewhere—and introduce the iti between them, writing aṁti iti vā "aṁti-iva? or shall we allow the iti to lose its proper function, but still be retained at the end of the compound, in order to call attention to the prarghya quality of the first member of the latter, and write aṁti iva 'ty aṁti-iva? The second of these two alternatives is the one adopted by all the pada-texts, and the one which our rule here teaches us to choose. The Atharva text offers but four such cases, which, for once, are all cited by the commentator; they are as follows: aṁti iva 'ty aṁti-iva (i. 1. 3); gharadaghie iva 'ti gharadaghie-iva (iv. 22. 4); nṛpate iva 'ti nṛpate-iva (viii. 4. 6); yame iva 'ti yame-iva (xvili. 3. 36).*

83. A nasalized vowel occurring in the interior of a word is short.

Here we have the general fact laid down, and in the following rules, to the end of the section, are stated the exceptions to it. The Rik Pr., in one of its later books (xiii. 7-10), treats the same subject, and the commentator is at much pains (see Regnier's note to r. 22) to explain its introduction into the Prāttākhyā, into whose proper province such a matter does not enter. Our own commentator seldom troubles himself about little inconsistencies and redundancies of this kind, which are exhibited by all the treatises; they aid in the general purpose of a Prāttākhyā, which is to preserve the traditional text of the school from corruption. Thus, the Tāttā Pr. presents (xvi. 1-31) a complete conspectus of all the nasalized vowels, short and long, found in its text in the interior of a word, and again (xiii. 8-14), a detailed exhibition of all cases of occurrence of the lingual nasal, n.

The commentator cites a third time the whole series of instances given above, under rule 27, and repeated by him under rule 53.

84. In neuters plural it is long.

The commentator gives, as examples, paruṃ risk yaśya sambhdārāk (ix. 6. 1), yaujūṃ risk hātra brūmah (xi. 6. 14), atto hauṃrisk (xviii. 3. 44).

An equivalent rule is found in the Rik Pr. (xiii. 7, r. 22), which farther specifies that the theme ends in a spirant, and that the long vowel precedes the terminations nī and shi. The Tāttā Pr., ignoring all help

* I have given the words here in the full form, in which the pada-text presents them: our commentator, in his citations, leaves off the repetition of the compound, writing simply aṁti iva 'ti, etc.
written as if they were prāgrhyas, with the usual iti annexed. The object of this rule, then, is to teach that they are exempt from euphonic combination only in the pada-text, while in other situations they are to be treated according to the general euphonic rules (iii. 40, ii. 21). The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 89) has a rule corresponding with that of our treatise; it, however, seems to be inconsistent with a previous rule (i. 94), which teaches that a final o is prāgrhya in general, and not before the iti of the pada-text alone. The usage of the sanshita-text is in accordance with the later rule, and not with the earlier, so far as I can judge from the passages which correspond with those of the Atharva referred to in the marginal note: I am surprised that Weber has not taken any notice of this discordance between the text and the Prātiṣākhya. The Tātt. Pr. (iv. 6) says that o is prāgraha when it is not the product of sandhi, and is followed by a or a consonant—which is a rather absurd way of saying that it is not prāgraha at all in sanshita; since before a consonant its prāgrhya character could not, and before a need not, appear. The Rik Pr., after declaring the o of the vocative prāgrhya (i. 18, r. 68, lxix), is obliged later (ii. 27, r. 52, elvii) to except it from the rule that prāgrhyas are exempt from euphonic change, and to place it under the control of rules previously given for its combination with succeeding vowels. Finally, Pāṇini (i. 1. 16) gives a rule precisely corresponding to ours, but gives it upon the authority of Čākalya. This whole state of things is something very peculiar. Why, when the o of vāyo is really no more exempt from change than the e of agne, should it be regarded by all the pada-texts as a prāgrhya, causing so much trouble to the different treatises to explain its treatment?

The commentator cites, as examples of the rule, tvayy udite pre "rate citrabhāno: citrabhāno iti (iv. 25, 3), yuvān vāyo savītā: vāyo iti (iv. 25, 3), and manyo vajrin: manyo iti (iv. 32, 6). As counter-examples, to show that the vowel is unchangeable only before the iti of the pada-text, he gives vāya itaye (iv. 25, 6), manya iñītā (iv. 31, 4), and babhra a me śṛṇuta (v. 13, 5).

82. In ārtī iva etc., the iti follows the iva.

This is a rule which concerns only the writing of the pada-text itself, and so, as dealing with a matter lying outside of the proper sphere of a Prātiṣākhya, is extra-judicial, and has no correspondent in either of the other treatises. It grows out of the difficulty, in a few special cases, of combining two methods of writing usual in the pada-text. This text, in all the Vedas, always combines the enclitic particle i va, 'as if, like,' with the word to which it is attached, as if forming a compound with it, giving up often, in favor of this combination, the division which

before i, vi. 4, 1; before े, iv. 31, 4; before ु, vi. 68, 1, vii. 26, 8 (bis); before ०, iv. 25, 6. In iv. 32, 1, the final o absorbs a following initial a; everywhere else, it and the following a both remain unchanged.

1 "ग्राहैति पर:
80. Also one ending with o.

That is to say, as we must infer from the preceding rule, and as the commentator fills out the ellipsis, a nipāṭa or 'particle,' having o for its final. This is a strangely inaccurate description: it was bad enough to have the upasarga or preposition ą treated as a nipāṭa by the last rule, when combined with u: but here we have nouns, verbs, prepositions, and particles all confounded together under the same name. The particles, it is true, greatly preponderate in number and in frequency: thus we have: atko (about 130 times in the whole Atharvan text), mo (15 times), no (12 times), uto (7 times), and iho, yado, aṅgo, evo, dosho (once each); but of prepositions we have o and upo (twice each), and pro (once); of verbs, vidmo, datto, atto (once each); and of nouns (pro-nouns), teno (twice), yo, and so (once each). In the form of the rule it is perhaps to be seen again the influence of the general grammar: compare Pāṇ. i.1.15. The other treatises are not open to the same criticism: the Rīk Pr. (i.18, r. 70, lxix) declares pragṛhyya a final o, except of the first member of a compound; and the Vāj. Pr. (i.94, iv.89) constructs its rule in very nearly the same manner.

As regards the actual pragṛhyya character of these words, there are, among the nearly 200 instances of their occurrence, but 11 cases in which they stand otherwise than before a consonant or an initial a, and so have an opportunity to exhibit that character distinctly. These cases are: before ą, xx.127.13; before i, vi.14.9, xiv.2.4, xx.130.17, 18; before u, xi.6.7, xii.1.7, 9; before e, ii.9.1, vii.56.5, ix.8.7. In xx.130.19, and only there, an initial a is absorbed by such a final o; on the other hand, in iv.9.3, the metre shows that such an absorption of an initial a must be made in reading, though it be not so written. In teno (ix.1.20) and yo (xi.4.9), the metre shows that the combined particle u must be separated from the final of the original word, and that the two must be read tēna u and yā u.

The examples given by the commentary are dosho gāya (vi.1.1), aṅgo nv aryaman (vi.60.2), atto kaviśki (xviii.3.44), and datto asma-bhyam (xviii.3.14).

81. Also a vocative ending in the same letter, before an ści not belonging to the text.

Literally, 'before an ści not coming from the rāhis;' or authors of the hymns: that is to say, before the ści by which, as already remarked, a pragṛhyya word is followed in the pada-text. The vocatives in o, from themes in u, are not in a single instance treated as pragṛhyas in the sankīta of the Atharvan, but are always euphonically combined with the following vowel.* In the pada-text, however, they are invariably

* The cases are not numerous in which such a vocative occurs elsewhere than in pausa, before a consonant, or before an a; they are as follows: before ą, v.13.5;
is also hardly an Atharvan word. It is found in three Rik passages, viz. iv. 21. 1 (RV. vi. 28. 1), xviii. 1. 3 (RV. x. 10. 3), 42 (RV. x. 17. 8): in another passage (iv. 31. 3), where the Rik (x. 84. 3) reads asmē, all the Atharvan manuscripts have asmāt, which has been altered to asmē in the edition, in obedience to the requirement of the sense, and the authority of the Rik reading. Another precisely similar case is xir. 40. 4 (RV. i. 46. 6). The only passage where the Atharvan gives asmē independently is v. 1. 3, where all the manuscripts except P. and M. (copies of the same original, by the same scribe) agree in reading it (pada ṛṣi ृṣित); here also, however, the edition reads asmāt.

The commentator cites no instances, but says nigama yushmākhyā vibhakti āttvam ākhyeti yushmākam asmākam tvam abham iti prāpte asmē yushme tvē me iti ca vibhaktādayah kriyate.

The Rik Pr. (i. 19, r. 73, 74, lxxiv, lxxv) notes asmē, yushme, tve, and amī as prāgrhyā: the third, tve, when accented, and not a member of a compound word. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 96, 97) notes asmē, tve, and me, the latter when accented. Asmē and tve are dealt with in Tātt. Pr. iv. 9, 10.

78. Also amī as plural.

The examples cited by the commentator are amī ye yudham (vi. 103. 3), amī ye vīraṭāh (iii. 8. 5), and amī acāre (not found in A.V.). To explain the addition of the specification "as plural," he gives a counter-example, cāmī aytra, which is plainly one of his own fabrication; nor can I find that the text contains anything which should render that addition necessary. The Vāj. Pr. says (i. 98) "amī, when a word by itself;" the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 19, r. 73, lxxiv; Tātt. Pr. iv. 12) see no reason for appending any such limitations.

79. Also a particle consisting of an uncombined vowel, unless it be ṛ

This rule is meant to apply solely to the particle ṛ, composed of ृ and u, which is found in two passages of the text, viz. 6 eit sakhthiyam (xviii. 1. 1) and cūtānān hāvīr o śū (vii. 72. 2), both of which are cited by the commentator: the pada-text writes the o in the usual manner of a prāgrhyā, viz. 6 iti. To explain the addition of "unless it be ृ" to the rule, the commentator cites punar ehi vācaspate (i. 1. 2), where the pada-text reads, of course, ृ: iti.

The form of this rule is not a little strange: why o should thus be made an exception from the next rule, and why, when there is no other particle, except ृ, composed of a single vowel, it should be treated as if one of a class, it is very difficult to see: we cannot help suspecting here the influence of the general grammar: compare Pān. i. 1. 14, the virtual correspondence of which with our rule is as close as possible. The Rik Pr. (i. 18, r. 69, lxx) has a similar precept.
vi. 3. 3. As counter examples, of final i and u in other than a locative sense, and therefore not pragryya, the commentator offers dhitu va ye (vii. 1. 1), tasayāṁ mū ṣavrā (xiii. 4. 28). Of cases analogous with the former of these, where the i represents an instrumental case, there are several others in the text, as vii. 48. 1, 77. 1; ix. 9. 8.

The pada-text carefully notes these locatives in i and u as pragryya, in the usual manner, by writing an iti after them: thus, asthi iti, uvā iti, tanū iti, etc. The commentator, in citing the several passages, under this and the following rules, always repeats at the end of each citation the pragryya word, in its pada form, or with iti appended: I have omitted such repetitions, as unnecessary here.

A corresponding rule in the Rik Pr. is found in i. 18 (r. 72, lxxiii): also in Panini, i. 1. 19. The Vāj. Pr. notes no such cases as those to which this rule applies: and the Tātt. Pr., instead of classifying and defining the pragryya terminations according to their grammatical values, describes them all in an entirely empirical way (in iv. 1=54), by their position and surroundings, whence its rules do not generally admit of detailed comparison with those of the other treatises.

75. The same vowels, i and u, are pragryya as dual terminations.

The commentator's illustrations are kena parśu abhīte (x. 2. 1), indravāyu ubhāyu (iii. 20. 6), ubhāyu indrāni ā bhavatām (v. 7. 6).

Corresponding rules are Rik Pr. i. 18 (r. 71, lxxii) and Vāj. Pr. i. 93; both of them include also the cases noted by our treatise in the next following rule.

76. As is also e.

The commentator cites atrā dadhete (v. 1. 3), rodhacakra viyadhethe (v. 1. 5), saṁ pitarāv rtviye (xiv. 2. 37).

77. Also the words asme, yushme, tce, and me, when accentted.

The specification "when accentted" is, of course, meant only for the two latter of the words named, as the others would never occur otherwise than accentted. Of the four, yushme and me never occur in the Atharvan text: tvē is found once, in a Rik passage (AV. v. 2. 3 — RV. x. 120. 3), and also, according to the manuscripts, in viii. 9. 9, twice repeated, and each time written in the pada-text tvē iti, as a pragryya: but the accent and the addition of iti are hardly to be regarded otherwise than as a blunder of the tradition, since the word is evidently the enclitic or accentless tve of the Vedic language: no forms of this enclitic pronoun are found elsewhere in the Atharvan. The fourth, asme,
The term **pragṛhya** means, by implication, that the vowel to which it applies is not liable to the ordinary changes of *sandhi*, viz. fusion with, or conversion into, a semivowel before, a following vowel. I say, by implication: for only in the Taitt. Pr. (which uses, however, not **pragṛhya**, but the related term **pragṛhaka**) does the pronouncing a vowel **pragṛhya** exempt it from change; all the other treatises find it necessary to teach by a specific rule (see iii. 33, below, and the quotations there given) that the vowels declared to be **pragṛhya** are not subject to euphonic alteration. The whole proceeding is somewhat analogous with that by which the Rik Pr. teaches the conversion of *visarjaniya* into *r*; first rehearsing all the cases in which the conversion takes place, and pronouncing their *visarjaniya* to be *repnine* or *rphita*, and then finally declaring the *rphita visarjaniya* convertible into *r*. The word **pragṛhya** is explained by Boehlingk-Roth to mean literally "to be held apart, or isolated," i.e., from the combinations of *sandhi*.

Any satisfactory reason why the particle **u** should be treated in this peculiar manner by the framers of the *pada*-text is not readily apparent. There are but few cases in our text: in which it assumes a long form in *sanhitā* (viz. eight instances: they are given under iii. 4), so that it can hardly be said to exhibit any special tendency to protraction; it nowhere assumes a nasal quality in the combined text; and it has hardly a trace of a proper **pragṛhya** character: if, indeed, it be preceded by an uncombined vowel and followed by another vowel, it remains uncombined with the latter (by iii. 36, which see: only three such cases occur in our text); but, on the other hand, if preceded by a consonant, it combines regularly with a following vowel (of this also there are only four cases in AV: see ii. 37). It seems as if the protraction must have been made in order to give the word more substance as an independent *pada* in the disjoined text, it being the only instance of a single short vowel possessing such a value; and as if the nasalization and addition of **i** were intended to mark it more distinctly as an exceptional case, requiring a different treatment in the *sanhitā*-text. Pāṇini (i. 1. 17, 18) allows it to be read either **u** or **ui**.

The treatise now goes on to detail the other cases of **pragṛhya** final vowels.

74. Final **i** and **u** are also **pragṛhya**, in a form having a locative sense.

The instances cited by the commentator are *āṣṭri padaṁ kṛṇute aṇmīdhāne* (vi. 27. 3: the Rīg-Veda, in the corresponding passage, has the proper locative form, *āṣṭryām*), *alo ājāṁso dhārayanta uṛṣi* (xviii. 1. 32), *mahi no vātāh* (xviii. 1. 39), and *tanū dakṣham at suvātām* (iv. 25. 5). This last, however, is a doubtful case, since the word *tanū* may quite as plausibly, or more so, be taken as nominative dual, 'their very selves.' A more unequivocal case of **u** is *māya* in xviii. 4. 4, and it is the only one which I have noted in the text. There is also a single case of a locative in **i** not given by the commentary: it is *abhiṣṭṛuti*, in
The passage referred to is x. 2. 28: sarvā deśakh purusha ā bobhāvāñ, where, in a case of doubt and questioning, the final ā of bobhāva is both protracted and nasalized. The pada-text reads simply purushak: ā: bobhāvāñ: and there would be no call for such a rule as that given here, but for the requirements of the krama-text, in which bobhāva, as the last word in a verse, must suffer pakhāra (iv. 117), or repetition with iti interposed, and in which it might be made a question whether the nasality of the vowel should or should not be preserved before the iti. This rule teaches us that the nasal quality is lost before the iti, as rule 97, below, teaches also with respect to the protraction; and the same thing is taught once more by iv. 120, 121. The three last krama-padyam of the verse will be, then: purusha ā bobhāvāñ: ā bobhāvāñ: bobhāve iti bobhāvāñ:.

71. Of the r-vowels, the part following the r receives the nasal quality.

We have seen above, in rules 37 and 38, that the r-vowel is regarded as composed of a piece of a r, with a fragment of vowel sound preceding and following it, and that, when it is long or protracted, the r-quality is found only in the first mora. Here we learn that, when such a vowel is nasalized, the nasal quality does not affect the r, but only the part of a vowel which follows it. Any one may perceive, however, upon trying the experiment, that there is no physical difficulty in the way of nasalizing the r itself, supposing the r-vowel to be properly accordant in pronunciation with that letter throughout.

The commentator cites bhāmeśh nam eva nāma pāravyān (v. 28. 14), dṛśka pratān (vi. 136. 2), and janān dṛśkāntām (xii. 2. 9). The instances, as in many other cases, are wanting in variety and in completeness; as an example of the long vowel nasalized, we may take pitṛar npe 'man, already cited under rule 38: no case of the protracted vowel nasalized occurs in the text.

The other treatises offer nothing corresponding to this rule.

72. U is nasalized when standing alone, before iti.

In the pada-text of the Atharvā, as in those of the other Vedas, the particle u is always written ān iti. In this rule, its nasality in such a situation is noticed; in the rule next succeeding are taught its long quantity and its exemption from conversion into a semivowel before the following vowel.

The term apṛktā means 'uncombined with any other letter': it is said also of the particles ā and o (=ā + u) in rules i. 79, iv. 113, below.

73. In the same situation it is also long, and praghya.
viścāthiḥ (e. g. v. 15. 2) and poṣūnī (e. g. i. 9. 3)—which are very ill chosen, since, though each offers an example of a nasalized vowel, neither exhibits an elision of an original nasal mute, according to any rules contained in this treatise.

Corresponding rules to this and the following one of our treatise are offered by the other Prātiṣṭhākyas: see Rīk Pr. iv. 35 (r. 79, cxxix); Vāj. Pr. iii. 129, iv. 3; Tātt. Pr. xvi. 1: there are some differences of application, but chiefly dependent upon the different modes of treatment of the nasal mutes adopted by the different authorities, which will be explained in their place.


gi匐gi inflicted

68. Also in case of their conversion into y, r, or a spirant.

The instances given by the commentary are as follows: rathān iva (v. 13. 6), sālārvkān iva (ii. 27. 5), khōlo iva (e. g. ii. 31. 1)—in all these cases, the final n is first, by ii. 27, converted into the spirant visorjaniya, the latter then changed, by ii. 41, into y, and this finally, by ii. 21, dropped altogether; so that we have the successive steps rathān iva, rathān iva, rathān iva, rathān iva—farther, rtṝṇṛ rtṛbhik (not found in AV.), rtṝṇṛ ut sṛjate voati (v. 36. 2), mo sha paniḥr abhi (v. 11. 7; the commentator repeats the first word in its pada form, mo iti, at the end of the citation), and danyānt uṣa bodhi (iv. 32. 6)—in these instances, the final n, by rule ii. 29, becomes r, and, the preceding vowel being nasalized, rtṝṇṛ ut is converted into rtṝṇṛ ut.

As the n must always be converted into the spirant visorjaniya before it becomes y, it seems superfluous to make separate mention of the latter in the rule. The commentator apparently feels this objection, and ventures for once a defence, as follows: uṣhmane grohanat siddher punagrohanena kim: sṛjateva na sāt; rtṝṇṛ ut sṛjate voati; ‘when the matter is made certain by the use of the term uṣhman, why any farther mention? it is because this does not apply to all cases, as is shown by the instance rtṝṇṛ ut sṛjate voati.’ I do not see the point of this defence: it does, indeed, explain the mention of r in the rule, but it has nothing to do with that of y.


gi匐gi inflicted

69. And in case of the combination of a nasalized vowel with a preceding vowel.

The only cases cited by the commentary are those of the combination of the initial vowel of viṣṇa with a preceding final vowel, by simple fusion or by the elision of the initial a; they are: ubhāv upaṇgu (pada upa-aṭgu) prathamā pibāv (iv. 32. 7), somasvad 'age (vii. 81. 3), and ye vrthayo yovā virupya 'ācavāv (ix. 6. 14).

Compare Rīk Pr. xiii. 10 (r. 29), Vāj. Pr. iv. 51, Tātt. Pr. x. 11.


gi匐gi inflicted

70. In the passage purusha ā babhāvā, the vowel is nasal before the pause.
This is the first instance in our treatise of a rule stated in this form, the words or phrases to which the precept contained in the rule refers being conceived to form a series, or gana, of which the first only is given in the rule, and the others comprehended in an et cetera. The form of statement is characteristic of the Atharva Prātiṣṭākhyā and of Panini, and of them only; the Vāj. Pr. employs it but once (v. 38), the others not at all (R. Pr. iv. 39, where, for convenience’s sake, a list is thus referred to in one verse which is given in full in the next, furnishes but an accidental and insignificant analogy). It would seem to be the business of a commentator to give the list in full, but the author of our commentary evidently does not think so, for he very seldom, if the gana have any extent, presents us more than specimens from it. Here, he gives kṛpā pavraka (xviii. 4. 59), and kṛpā svah1 (vii. 14. 2: the reading doubtless is a corrupt one, and should be kṛpā svah, as is read by both the Sāma and Yajur-Vedas, in their corresponding verses); also kṛpanah (kṛpanah, xi. 8. 28), and its derivative kārpanyam (not found in AV.). If these two words, which come from altogether another root, actually belong to the gana, it should contain also kṛpanānaya (v. 19. 13) and akṛpyan (xviii. 3. 23).

With this and the preceding and following rules are to be compared Pan. viii. 2. 18, and the vārtikas upon it.

66. In pādam angūrīm etc., r is substituted for l.

The instances given by the commentary as coming under this rule are caicre pādam angūrīm (iv. 18. 6 and v. 31. 11), sahāmarān anu daha (v. 29. 11), yāhi mayāramābhīh (vii. 177. 1), and aṃvasya vārah parivṛtasya vārah (x. 4. 2). The gana should also include pāncāngūrīh (iv. 6. 4), svāngūrīh (vii. 46. 2), anāṅgūreḥ (vii. 6. 22), and perhaps tīrya (for tīla, from tīla: iv. 7. 3): angūrīm also occurs again in xx. 136. 13. As counter-instances, to show the necessity of constructing a gana, of a limited number of instances, the commentator cites aṅgūlībhyaḥ nakhelbhyaḥ (ii. 35. 6), and bāḍaś te prōkšanāṇīt sanīt (x. 9. 3).

It is not in accordance with the usage of our treatise elsewhere to give, in citing a word or phrase in a rule, another form than that which it actually has in the text: we should have expected here pāḍaṃśrāṇīm. The form ity ecem ādi, instead of simply ādi, is found once more, in ii. 29.

67. In case of the loss of a n or m, the preceding sound becomes nasalized.

The cases of elision of n and m are taught below, in ii. 32–34, which see for illustrations. The commentator offers here only the words

1 kṛpanāh.
Compare the accordant rules of the other treatises in Rik Pr. i. 6 (r. 30, xxxi); Vâj. Pr. i. 58; Taît. Pr. i. 36.

With this rule ends the second section of the first chapter. The signature in the manuscript is prathamasya dvitiyah pâdaḥ: 62.

63. The final of sash and puras becomes u before daça and dâça respectively, with substitution of a lingual for the following initial.

That is to say, sash before daça becomes sho, and the daça becomes dâça, making the compound shodâça; and puras with dâça, in like manner, forms purodâpa. The commentator cites from the text the words themselves merely, viz.: shodacan (iii. 29. 1), purodâpa (e. g. ix. 6. 12). Neither of the words is analyzed, or restored to its theoretically regular form, by the pada-text; and our treatise, accordingly, according to its own programme, has nothing to do with them: and the same is true of the words referred to in the three following rules.

These two words, with others of somewhat analogous character, are treated in the Vâj. Pr., iii. 39-46.

64. In the root krp, l is substituted for r.

The whole commentary upon this rule is lost, and only its repetition before the next rule remains. Apparently, the copyist has carelessly skipped from the repetition of the rule in the commentator’s paraphrase to that with which, as usual, the whole exposition closes. The loss is of very insignificant consequence: the missing passage would probably have afforded us some instances from the Atharvan text of verbal forms or derivatives of the root klp or kalp, which are frequent there. The rule may be taken as the assertion of an opinion that the original form of this root is karp; an opinion rendered plausible by the derivative noun krp (see the next rule), and by the analogy of the root kar, of which the other seems to be a secondary form. With it corresponds Pâṇini’s rule viii. 2. 13; none of the other Prâtiçâkhyas offers anything equivalent. If our treatise has set itself to note the words in which a l appears in the place of a more original r, it should not pass over the words in which the root car becomes cañ, as avicâla, puricâla, etc., glaha and glahan, which are hardly to be separated from the root grañ, udumbala (viii. 6. 17), etc.

65. Not, however, in the words krpâ etc.
divide ark:\, kuh, \, arc:\, t\, c\, a, \, var:\, t\, a, \, bharg:\, u, \, pr\, ahn:\, n\, a, \, p\, uru\, v\, ahn:\, n\, a, \, apar\, ahn:\, n\, a, \, ap\, ahn\, m\, alayu, \, ap\, ahn\, n\, u\, t, \, brahm\, m\, a.

The rule i. 104 of the V\, j. Pr. corresponds in meaning with this, although more general in its form; the T\, i\, t\, t. Pr. (xxi. 5) teaches that a consonant not combined immediately with a vowel belongs to the preceding syllable, which would leave only the final member of any group to be attached to the following vowel: there are some exceptions made, which need not be noticed here. In the Rik Pr., the simple and frequent case of a consonant doubled after an \( r \) does not seem to be provided for at all: its rule (i. 5, r. 26, xxvii) is constructed only for a case in which the consonant following the \( r \) is itself succeeded by another: one is tempted here to reject the commentator's interpretation, and understand the rule to mean "two consonants are reckoned as belonging to the preceding vowel, when there is duplication of the second of a group:" this would make it accord with our own.

\textit{एकमात्रो कृत्वः} \( \text{ir�} \)

59. A short vowel is of a single mora.

The commentator gives us again, as instances, \textit{dadh}i and \textit{madhu}.

The word translated 'mora' is \textit{mātra}, 'measure,' a term common in this sense to all the Pr\, ati\, c\, k\, k\, hy\, as. It is the fundamental measure, which cannot itself be defined by anything else. Only the Rik Pr. (xiii. 20) attempts to fix the length of the short, long, and protracted vowels, by comparing them with the cries of certain birds.

The corresponding definitions of the other treatises are Rik Pr. i. 6 (r. 27, xxviii); V\, j. Pr. i. 55, 56; T\, i\, t. Pr. i. 33.

\textit{वालनायि च} \( \text{ि००} \)

60. The consonants are of the same length.

The commentator's illustrative instances are again \textit{dadh}i and \textit{madhu}.

All the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 7, r. 34, xxxv; V. Pr. i. 59; T. Pr. i. 37) agree in assigning but half a mora as the length of a consonant.

\textit{दिमात्रो दीर्घः} \( \text{ि०१२} \)

61. A long vowel has two moras.

The commentator's instance is \textit{gālā} (ix. 3. 17).

There is no discordance among the Pr\, ati\, c\, k\, hy\, as upon this point: compare Rik Pr. i. 6 (r. 29, xxx); V\, j. Pr. i. 57; T\, i\, t. Pr. i. 35.

\textit{त्रिमात्रः युतः} \( \text{ि०१२} \)

62. A protracted vowel has three moras.

The instance cited is \textit{idām} (ix. 6. 18). All the cases of protracted vowels which the Atharvan text contains are rehearsed below, in rule 105.
The commentator here does his work very unsatisfactorily: he fabricates his illustrations, instead of drawing them from the Atharvyan text, giving atra sati, ādравati, pradравati, and he does not note for us the fact that, in the combinations which he presents, the former consonant is to be doubled, by iii. 28, and then inform us to which of the two products of duplication the precept of the rule applies. In the Rik Pr. (i. 5, r. 25. xxvi; also xviii. 18, r. 34), the name samýogadi belongs to the second letter, as being the first of the original combination or samyoja, while the one preceding it is specifically the product of the duplication (kramoja): and the treatise allows it to be counted either with the preceding or following syllable: thus, either ut-tra or att-ra. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 102) calls the first consonant of the group as it stands after duplication samýogadi, and unites it with the former syllable; and in the same sense, probably, the term is to be understood in our own treatise and in the Tātt. Pr. (xxi. 4): we are to write and divide ut-tra sati, ād-tra-dvati, prad-tra-dvati.

The commentary adds: aparā āha: hasayamaṁ purvasya 'ti, of which the meaning is obscure and the pertinence questionable. If it has to do with the disposition of the yama, it ought to come in under rule 58 or 104.

57. As does also a final consonant.
The commentary offers once more godhuk etc. (as under i. 3).
The equivalent rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. xviii. 17. (r. 32), Vāj. Pr. i. 101, and Tātt. Pr. xxi. 3.

58. And one generated by krama after r and l.
The commentator offers no explanation of the rule, merely adding to it, in his paraphrase, the words purvasvarasya bhavati, and proceeding at once to give his illustrations. These are the same which appear again under iii. 31, and also, in part, under i. 100: they are for the most part words which do not occur in the Atharvyan text, and, being much corrupted, are in more than one case of doubtful reading. A comparison of the illustrations under some of Panini's rules (viii. 3. 26, 27; 4. 46) is of important use in restoring their true form. They are arkaḥ, arca (so under Pān. viii. 4. 46. MS. arca, arcco), varatāḥ (MS. vartra, vartra), bhargāḥ (MS. bhaṛgāḥ, bhaṛgāḥ: found in AV. only at xix. 37. 1), praḥ-nāh, purvānāh, aparānāh (ix. 6. 46), apaḥ kmaḷayati (MS. apaḥ brahmālayati, apaḥ khyati), viḥ kmaḷayati (MS. under iii. 31 viḥ khyati), apaḥ kntye (omitted under i. 100), vi kntye (omitted here), and brahmaḥ (e.g. i. 19. 4). In all these words, the consonant following the r or the l is doubled, by iii. 31, and the former of the two, which is regarded as the one that owes its existence to the krama, or duplication, is to be reckoned as belonging to the preceding syllable. Thus we are to read and
iv. 105. The Rik Pr. farther adds (xviii. 20, r. 40, 41) that, while a long vowel is heavy, it is yet heavier if accompanied by a consonant.

च ॥५३॥

53. Also a syllable containing a nasalized vowel.

The commentator's illustrative citations are the same which he has already once given us, under rule 27; it is unnecessary to repeat them here.

The other treatises have the same rule (R. Pr. i. 4, r. 21, xxii, and xviii. 19, r. 38; T. Pr. xxii. 14), but with the difference that the former, admitting the anusvāra as a separate constituent of the alphabet, declares a vowel followed by anusvāra to be heavy.

च ॥५४॥

54. And at the end of a word.

The commentator simply paraphrases the rule, and adds one of his staple lists of illustrations, viz. godhuk etc. (see under i. 3). The Vāj. Pr. (iv. 105, cited under r. 51, above) holds a like doctrine. The Taït. Pr. (xxii. 14, 15) restricts the heaviness to such final syllables as end with a consonant, as our own commentator would seem to do by the instances he cites. It is not meant, of course, that in the combinations of the phrase the final syllables of words are heavy, but in the disjoined or pada-text, where each final is followed by a pause, or at the end of a verse or phrase. The Rik Pr. makes no mention of this case.

च ॥५५॥

55. Consonants belong to the following vowel.

This and the three succeeding rules concern the division of words into syllables, and the assignment of the consonants they contain to the proper vowels. It is a matter of pretty pure theory; the only practical bearing it can have must be in determining whether such and such a consonant shall receive one or another accent, as being that of the preceding or of the following vowel; and this itself must be almost unmixed theory, since it can hardly be claimed that even sonant consonants share at all in accentuation: certainly they do not do so consciously. The teachings of the different Prātiṣṭhākhyas are very nearly accordant upon the subject, and this general introductory rule is equivalently stated by all (R. Pr. i. 5, r. 23, xxiv, and xviii. 17, r. 32; V. Pr. i. 100; T. Pr. xxii. 2).

The commentator gives as instances again dadhi and madhu, which are to be divided daḍhi and maḍhu.

च ॥५६॥

56. The first consonant of a group belongs to the preceding vowel.
has elsewhere in our treatise, and usually also in the other kindred works, and translating it rather 'mode of production' than 'organ'; and this is an additional indication of the foreign origin of the rule itself. The only instances given by the commentator are such as do not show any difference of organ between the two constituents of the conjunction: they are vatsāvā virājaḥ (viii. 9.1), stomaṃ āsan (xiv. 1.8), and ayaṃ vaste (xiii. 1.16). Of the accuracy of the physical observations which could discover any actual assimilation of the first element of these and other similar combinations, in its final portion, to the latter, I find it hard to say much in praise: I am unable to discover that any part of the t in vatsātu becomes an s, or any part of the s in vaste a t, any more than the s and t respectively become converted in part into the following vowels āu and e.

51. A syllable containing a short vowel, excepting before a conjunction of consonants, is light.

The distinction of syllables, as regards their metrical value, is properly into light (loguḥ) and heavy (guru); long (dīrga) and short (kṛsaṇa) are terms to be used of vowels only. The neuter gender of the terms in the rule is to be explained by their agreement with akṣaraṃ; 'syllable,' understood.

The Rīk Pr. (xviii. 19, r. 37) and the Tātt. Pr. (xxii. 15) have rules closely agreeing with this. The former also adds (xviii. 20, r. 42, 43) that a short vowel with a consonant makes a light syllable, but without a consonant one still lighter—an unpractical and useless distinction. The Vāj. Pr. has no passage corresponding to our rules 51–54, but remarks, rather out of place, in iv. 106, that vowels which precede a conjunction of consonants or a final consonant, or which stand in pada, are of double quantity: a loose and inaccurate statement, as compared with those of the other treatises, since it is the value of the syllable, and not the quantity of the vowels, that is increased in the cases mentioned.

The commentator gives as illustrations the indifferent words dadvṛti and madatu, which we have had already (under i. 4), and shall meet with many times more.

52. Any other is heavy.

That is, as the commentator goes on to explain, those syllables are heavy which contain a short vowel before a group of consonants, or a long vowel, or a protracted (pluṭa) vowel. As instances of the first case, he gives takṣati (takṣati, ix. 10. 21) and vākṣati (e.g. viii. 9, 18); of the second, cāṭāḥ (viii. 6.10); of the third, bhūyās idāṃ (ix. 6, 18).

The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rīk Pr. i. 4 (r. 20, 21, xxi, xxii) and xviii. 19 (r. 36, 37), Tātt. Pr. xxii. 14, Vāj. Pr.
49. Any other combination of consonants is conjunct.

That is to say, all other combinations of consonants than those specified in rules 44-47 as accompanied with abhinidhāna are simply san-vyukta, 'yoked together, conjoined;' the precise nature of such conjunction being defined by the next rule. The commentator says: atah anye vyanyanaskandhayah samyuktā bhavati: anye abhinidhānāt padāntasparcaḥ: 1 antahstokhamSY padādihum 2 ca samyujyante: 'other combinations of consonants than these are conjunct; other final mutes than abhinidhāna, before semivowels and sibilants commencing a word, are conjoined with them;' and then, instead of citing from the text any actual cases, he goes on to put the series of words with which we are already acquainted, godhuk, virat, drishat, trishlup (see rules 3, 8), in lengthy and tedious succession, before yāti, vayati, rathe, cete, shande, and saye. This by no means exhausts all the possible cases to which the name san-vyukta applies; nor has there been any restriction of abhinidhāna to cases of contact between a final and an initial, as the commentator's language would seem to imply.

This rule has the appearance of restricting the term san-vyoga to such combinations of consonants as are not accompanied with abhinidhāna. But such is not its meaning, at least as regards the general usage of the treatise; sanvayoga is employed everywhere in the more general sense expressly attributed to it by a later rule of this chapter (i. 98).

Nothing is to be found in the other Prāttikāhyas corresponding to this rule and the one next following.

50. The latter half-measure of the first constituent has the same organ of production with the second constituent.

The term purvarūpa is not elsewhere found in our treatise with this meaning, although it occurs twice in a like sense in the Rik Pr. (ii. 12, iii. 7). The construction of the rule is also irregular, and its ellipsis of pararūpena or parena at the end (parena is added by the commentator in his paraphrase) is bolder and more obscure than is usual elsewhere. These anomalies may be owing to the fact that the rule is taken in its present form and extent from some other treatise, and a metrical one. Weber (p. 127) has noted that it forms a half-cloka; and it is actually cited as such by the commentator, along with the other half-verse, as follows: purvarupasya mātrārdham samānakaronaṃ pāram: pratigayena bhavet kāryam etat samyuktam ishyate; 'the latter half-measure of the first element must be made to have the same organ of production with the succeeding element; such a combination is regarded as conjunct.' We can hardly help, however, both here and in the rule, assuming a different meaning for karana from that which it

1 padadāntasparcaḥ. 2 padābhīdhihū.
be treated in the same manner as r in a like position. R before a spirant suffers svarabhakti, or the insertion of a vowel-fragment, according to all the other Prātiṣṭākhyas (see below, rule 101); and the treatment of the Vāj. Pr. is virtually, though not formally, the same. The doctrine, then, of the Vāj. Pr., in admitting a svarabhakti between l and a spirant, would differ little from that presented in the Rik Pr.—which (by vi.11) would admit a dhrvya, or (by vi.13, r. 47, cccxxii) even a svarabhakti, after the abhinidhāna of the |—except by omission of the abhinidhāna, of which, as already remarked, it nowhere takes any notice; but our own treatise, by prescribing abhinidhāna, and not allowing even sphoṭana after it, differs quite notably from the others. I must confess myself unable to explain why either l before a spirant, or the nasals before h, as taught in the next rule, should suffer or be regarded as suffering the obscuring process of abhinidhāna.

47. Also the guttural, palatal, and dental nasals before h.

The instances cited by the commentary, in illustration of this rule, are as follows: pratyon hi (iv.19.7); san hi (a fabricated case: the lingual nasal never occurs before h in the Atharvan text); krimin hantu (ii.32.1); amūn hetu (vi.20.1).

The only consonants ever found to precede h in the Atharva-Veda are r, l, n, and n. The first case, rh, is one of svarabhakti (i.101); the second, lh, falls under the preceding rule; the other two are provided for by this rule, which is moreover, like many others in the treatise, cast in a theoretical form, or made more general than the requirements of the text justify. Since, according to the theory of this Prātiṣṭākhyā (see ii.9), no nasal ever occurs immediately before a sibilant, rules 46 and 47 might have been cast together into the form: “the nasals and I suffer abhinidhāna before the spirants.”

The cases which this rule contemplates are in the Rik Pr. (vi.7, r.23, cccxxix) included in a much more general precept of the Çakalas, viz., that all the mutes except m, when final and followed by initial spirants or y, r, and v, suffer abhinidhāna.

48. Abhinidhāna is also called āsthāpita.

I translate in obedience to the commentator, who says: āsthāpita-sānjñāc ca bhavati; abhinidhānāca ca etāny eva dāharmāni; “it both receives the name āsthāpita and abhinidhāna; the instances are those already given.” Unfortunately, this alternative title for the phenomenon which we have found so obscure does not notably help our comprehension of it: the word admits of being translated, in accordance with the explanation of abhinidhāna offered above, “made to stand up to, or against,” but it may also be rendered “stopped,” that is, “silenced,” and so may favor another theory of the phenomenon.
Sasya sparsa paratah: abhinidhāna bhavati: but it is clear that the specification sparsa paratah, 'before a following mute,' has no business here: that case is included in the preceding rule, and the present precept applies to the pronunciation of a final as a final, without any reference to what may follow it. This appears partly from the nature of the case, partly from the analogy of the corresponding rule in the Rik Pr. (vi. 5, r. 18, cccxcv), and partly from the cited illustrations of the commentator himself: the words given by him under the preceding rule would be cases of avagraha in the pada-text, and, of those which he presents under this, the last two are instances of avagraha before vowels. His citations are tān: vaḥ: yah: devānām (xi. 1. 5), ap su (e.g. i. 6. 2), vālāyān-iva (ii. 27. 5), and khalān-iva (ii. 31. 1).

The rule of the Rik Pr., already referred to, api ca 'vasāne, 'also in pausa,' is coincident in meaning with our own. The Taiss Pr. takes no notice whatever of the doctrine of abhinidhāna, nor does the Vāj. Pr. directly. The latter, however, presents a couple of rules which are worthy of remark, as having to do with the same general subject. In i. 90, 91, it teaches that when a final mute stands either in pausa or before a following word, there takes place a release or separation of the organs of production, the passive and the active organ, or sāhā and karana; that is to say, the contact is dissolved (Weber, and Goldstücker following him, have failed to apprehend the true meaning of the phenomenon described). This dissolution of the contact, in the case of the mute in pausa, is what was referred to above as taking place in our ordinary pronunciation after a final contact-letter, in order to make the mute more distinctly audible: as occurring before another word, it is analogous with the sphatana of our treatise (ii. 38), and the dhruva of the Rik Pr. (vi. 11), although having a different sphere of occurrence from both of them, as they from one another: it is a formal release of the organs of articulation from the position belonging to the close of one word, before they take up that belonging to the beginning of another, in order to the more distinct separation of the two independent members of the sentence.

46. L suffers abhinidhāna before spirants.

The only spirants before which L is found actually to occur in the Atharva-Veda are s and h: the commentary cites instances of both, as follows: satavagā vi rōha (vi. 30. 2); sa gamishyati balikān (v. 22. 9); vibhalo pāma (vi. 16. 2); nor are the combinations to be met with in the text in any other words than those here quoted. The rule and its comment are of particular interest as settling authoritatively the reading of the word balika, 'of Balkh,' which, owing to the customary carelessness of the scribes, in not distinguishing lh from hl (our own manuscripts vary between the two), has often been read and explained as bahikā.

L is also noted by the Rik Pr. (vi. 6, r. 20, cccxcvi) as suffering abhinidhāna before spirants, according to the Cākala doctrine, which is not that of the treatise itself. By the Vāj. Pr. (iv. 16) it is regarded as to
Our own commentary, as is its wont in difficult cases, leaves us here altogether without valuable aid. It simply paraphrases the rule, adds the dicta of a couple of other authorities, and closes with a verse; as follows: vyanjanavidharam abhinidhano bhavati: piditas ca svasandadbhyam; apara aha: vyanjanavidharam abhinipato matro japane bhavati piditas ca svasandadbhyam; apara aha: vyanjanavidharam abhinipato matro japane purutah bhavati: antahpade padante va piditah sanna eva tu: avakrshitara sthanad avasannatac ga sas: hina ca svasandadbhyam yo yatvartho bhidhyate. I will not attempt to translate the passage, as I could do so but in part, and as it seems incapable of throwing any valuable light upon the subject in hand. The most noteworthy circumstance about it is its presentation of abhinipata, ‘a falling down against,’ as a synonym of abhinidhana.
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44. A mute suffers abhinidhana before a mute.

The phraseology of the rule would be the same, if abhinidhana were here intended to be taken adjectively, as conjectured above, and if it were meant to say that ‘a mute before another mute becomes abhinidhana!’ The commentary merely cites as instances the three words bhudbhhi, samidbhhi, marudbhhi, of which only the last is found in the Atharvan (p. marut-bhhi, e. g. ii. 29. 4).

The cases in which abhinidhana alone ensues (only accompanied in part by duplication, according to iii. 28 etc.) are those in which a mute is followed by another mute (and, if itself non-nasal, then by another non-nasal) of the same or a succeeding series. Followed by a mute of a preceding series, it suffers also the intervention of aphemata, by ii. 38; if followed by a nasal, a yama is interposed, by i. 99. In an additional note at the end of the work will be presented a conspectus of all the consonantal combinations occurring in the Atharva-Veda, with an exhibition of the forms assumed by them according to the phonetic rules of our treatise.

The Rik Pr. (vi. 5, r. 17, cccxiii) pronounces not only the mutes, but also the semivowels, except r, to suffer abhinidhana when followed by mutes. This would, however, in the Atharvan text, add only the groupsIk, Ig, Ip, tprh, Ib, lm, and vn to those which by our own treatise admit the modification, so that the extension of the rule is meant virtually to include merely the l, a letter which our rule 46 shows to be regarded as especially liable to abhinidhana. The l requires so marked a contact of the tongue at its tip that the omission of the breath of that contact by a following open letter may well enough have been felt by the Hindu phonetists as needing to be looked upon as abhinidhana.
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45. Also at the end of a word, or of the first member of a compound.

The commentator paraphrases as follows: padante avagrahe ca spar-
the Hindu theory, or at least the central and most important fact of
those comprehended under that name, seems to me tolerably certain,
although it must be confessed that there are difficulties attending such
an explanation: none, I think, that may not be done away by supposing
that the Hindus had not made a complete physical analysis of the phe-
nomenon, and hence that their descriptions of it partake of vagueness
and inconsistency; and also, that they have brought together under the
name abhinidhāna things not entirely accordant, although analogous, in
character. The difficulty of the subject is sufficiently attested by the
doubtful and discordant views taken of it by those who have had occa-
sion hitherto to examine it, as Müller, Regnier, Weber, Goldstücker
(s. v. abhinidhāna). An alternate view to which I have myself been
somewhat attracted is that by the abhinidhāna is meant the instant of
silence which intervenes between the closure of the organs for the first
mutes, and their opening for the second: that the Hindu theory regards,
in the word ṣpta, for example, the utterance of the p as complete by
the closure of the lips upon the preceding a, and that of the t as com-
plete by the unclosure of the tongue before the following a, while the
brief interval of suspended utterance separating the two acts is abhin-
idhāna. This, better than anything else, would give meaning to the
first word of our rule, "a holding apart of the consonants," and would
accord well enough with the rest of the description, translating the last
term 'deprived of both breath and sound.' Fatal objections, however,
to this explanation are: the treatment of the phenomenon as something
affecting the former consonant, not interposed after it; the difficulty of
assuming any such interval of silence in the case of a concurrence with
sonant and nasal mutes; and the non-applicability of the theory to the
case of a final consonant. The term vyanjanavāridhāranam must there-
fore be understood as used simply in antithesis to the samyuktam of
rule 49; whereas, in other cases of concurrence of consonants, there is
actual combination, with partial assimilation of the latter to the former
(rule 50), here each is held apart from the other as distinct. This, it is
ture, applies only to the concurrence of consonants, and not to a final;
but it is allowable to regard as contemplated in a general description or
designation of a phonetic phenomenon its principal case only, although
not to adopt an explanation of the phenomenon itself which should
shut out any of the cases included by it. If I am not mistaken, the
term abhinidhāna has also a similar meaning. Etymologically, and by
its use in other than grammatical senses, it should signify, as a neuter
noun, simply 'a setting down against' the following letter, as distin-
guished from an actual combination with it. That it is used in our
usage as a masculine is somewhat surprising, but cannot be regarded
as an error of the manuscript. The word seems to be taken almost in
the sense of abhinikita, as denoting the sound affected by the process
rather than the process itself, and so to be attracted to the gender of
varnāh or sparśah: the explanations which follow it in the rule, it will be
noticed, apply rather to the altered letter than to the alteration. The
Rik Pr. (vi. 5, r. 17, etc) treats the word as neuter, and defines it
clearly as a process: samadhāraniṁ samavāraniṁ eva vacah: a repressing
and obscuring (holding together and covering up) of the voice.
We have here one of those subtleties of phonetic analysis which are such marked characteristics of the Hindu science. In order to any satisfactory understanding of it, we must call in to our aid theoretical considerations, as the dark and scanty expositions of the grammatical treatises and their commentators are insufficient. The phenomenon forming the subject of the rule evidently is or includes a defective pronunciation or indistinctness of utterance, and the two next rules teach us that it affects a mute which is followed by another mute, and one which stands as final. In what does the peculiarity of utterance of such a letter in such a position consist? A mute is a sound produced by a complete closure of the organs of articulation in some defined position, entirely cutting off the escape of breath through the mouth; and it is by the breaking of the closure with the utterance of a following open sound that the mute is itself made audible. In speaking a p, for instance, so long as the lips are kept compressed, there is no audible sound; but as soon as the contact is severed with the expulsion of either uninverted or intonated breath, in the passing of the voice to the utterance of some other sound, the p is clearly heard. A sonant mute, as a b, is less absolutely a dumb letter before the breach of the contact, because it includes an expulsion of resonant breath from the throat into the cavity of the mouth during the closure of the organs, and this resonance is sufficient to indicate imperfectly the character of the contact. A nasal mute, as m, is yet less dependent upon the explosion for its distinctness of utterance, since it implies a free flow of sonant breath through the nose, and so is continuous and even quasi-vocalic in its nature; yet even the nasals, and still more the sonants, are explosive letters, and do not have a perfect utterance unless the contact is broken. A following vowel, of course, discovers them most completely; yet any open and continuant letter, as a semivowel or a sibilant, answers the same purpose, and in the syllables puy, psa, for instance, we feel that p is fairly enunciated. If, however, one mute letter follows another, the explosion of the former cannot properly occur; the organs are supposed to pass from one position of complete contact to another, without any intervening open sound: the former mute is imperfectly uttered. A like thing takes place when a mute is final, or when there is no following open sound to break the contact with: we then have only that very imperfect hint of its pronunciation which is given by the formation of the contact upon the preceding open sound. We are accustomed, indeed, in order to give distinctness to a final mute, to unclose the organs again after making the contact, thus whispering after it, as it were, a bit of a vowel; and the absence of this unclosure is remarked by phonetists as a peculiarity of the pronunciation of some dialects of spoken Chinese, rendering their final mutes almost inaudible: it is hardly possible, too, to make one mute follow another so closely that there shall not slip out, in the transfer of the organs from one contact to the other, a bit of breath or sound, which greatly helps to make the former of the two audible: and of both these inorganic or involuntary additions or insertions we shall see hereafter that the Hindu theory takes note; but they do not wholly remedy the theoretic imperfection of the utterance.

That the indistinct pronunciation thus described is the abhinidhāna of
42. **Visarjaniya** is abhinishtāna.

The commentator vouchsafes no explanation of the rule, but merely paraphrases it, as follows: *visarjaniya varnah*; *abhinishtāna bhavati*; and adds, as instances of *visarjaniya*, *agnih* (e.g. iv. 7. 4) and *vṛkkhaḥ* (e.g. iv. 7. 5). The term *abhinishtāna* does not form part of the grammatical language of the Prātiṣṭhānas or of Pāṇini; among the former, it occurs only in this place: a rule of the latter (viii. 3. 80) determines its derivation and orthography, and the instances given in the commentary show its equivalence with *visarjaniya*; the Böhtlingk-Roth lexicon also refers (sub verbo) to several vocabularies which contain the word, giving it the same meaning. More significant is its occurrence several times in the *prāya-sūtras* (as cited in the lexica of Böhtlingk-Roth and Goldstücker), also with the signification *visarga*. It looks as if it had belonged to an earlier grammatical terminology than that of our treatises, and had been retained merely as a reminiscence of something formerly current: its introduction into our text is otherwise quite unexplained, and, so far as can be seen, without significance. Probably it is an ancient name of *visarjaniya* or *visarga*, crowded out of use by the latter terms. The Böhtlingk-Roth lexicon gives it, with reference to this passage, the meaning "an expiring or vanishing sound (ein verklingender Laut)", but this is merely a conjecture, and by no means so well supported by the etymology of the word, (which would suggest rather "a sounding forth, a resonance") as to be placed beyond the reach of question. Pāṇini's rule must be taken as conclusive respecting the derivation and form favored in his time, or by his school; but the analogy of the words *abhinidhāna*, *abhinilaha*, *abhinihata*, *abhinīpata* cannot but suggest *abhinishtāna* as the true form, coming from the root *sthā* with the prefixes abhi and nī. This would not, however, relieve the obscurity investing the primitive meaning and application of the term; an obscurity which also attaches, in some measure, to the word *visarjaniya* and its more modern representative *visarga*.

43. The holding apart of a consonant is *abhinidhāna*; it is pinched, quite weakened, lacking breath and sound.

* That the word ever means "a sound of the alphabet in general," as stated in both the lexicons, seems to me very doubtful: I have not access to all the authorities referred to by Böhtlingk-Roth, but the commentary to Pāṇini, *abhinishtāna vargap*, does not necessarily imply any thing of the kind, but may rather mean "an abhinishtāna letter," while, in the citation given by Goldstücker as an instance of the general meaning, it evidently signifies *visarga*: *dirghabhinnishṭādana* (a name) ending in a long vowel or in *visarga*. If the other cases relied on are not less equivocal than these, the general definition "sound" must be rejected.
period of the Prātiṣākhyaas, and in the phonetic systems of the Vedic schools, they no longer had uniformly their original value. From the present rule, indeed, no such inference could be drawn; but the one which next follows establishes a distinction in value between them and ā, ə. The Rīk Pr. (xiii. 15, r. 38) predicates doubleness of position of all the four, and goes on (r. 39) to cite Cākaṭāyana to the effect that a forms half of each, and ā and u the remaining half; but it adds (r. 40) that e and o, by reason of the fusion of their parts, have not a sound in which the separate components are distinct. This might, however, be fairly enough said of our own āi and au (in pine, house). The Vāj. Pr. (i. 73) defines only ā and au as composed of two different elements (the commentary explains them to be $\frac{1}{3}a + \frac{1}{3}e$ and $\frac{1}{3}a + \frac{1}{3}o$ respectively), and directs them (iv. 142) to be treated as simple sounds, without seeing any reason for giving the same precept as to e and o. The Tātt. Pr. is not less explicit: it says of o (ii. 13, 14) that in its enunciation the jaws are to be neither nearly approached nor too widely parted, while the lips are to be closer than in a; of e (ii. 15–17), that the lips are to be somewhat protruded, the jaws pretty closely approached, and the middle part and end of the tongue in contact with the upper rows of teeth (jambhān); and finally (ii. 23), that in e, as in ā, the middle of the tongue is brought near the palate. More distinctive descriptions of our e and o could hardly be given: there is evidently no thought at all of the combination of two phonetic elements into one in them. On the other hand, āi and au are defined with equal clearness (ii. 26–29) as containing each the half of an a (which some held to be of closer position than the ordinary a), followed by one and a half times ā and u in the two cases respectively.

मित्रकरायायो: स्थानविधि ॥४१॥

41. Not so, however, with āi and au, in a rule of position.

The commentator’s paraphrase is āikāráukārayoḥ sthānāvidhāne ekā-varnāvad vr̥ṭit na bhavati. What the meaning and value of the rule is, is not altogether clear: I can see no other application of it than to forbid the inclusion of āi among the palatal sounds only, and of au among the labials only, since they are both throat-sounds as well. By implication, then, ē and o would admit of being ranked as merely palatal and labial; but the commentary to rule 19, above, treated these, as well as the others, as of double position, and as containing an element of throat-sound.

A verse is added in the commentary, as follows: āikāráukārayoḥ cā pī pūrvā mātrā parā ca yā: ardhamātrā tayor madhye samśrṛṣṭa iti sмирṭaḥ. The last pāda is corrupt, and I am too uncertain of the scope of the verse to venture to amend it: perhaps the meaning is that, while the beginning and end of āi, for instance, are clearly a and i, a mora in the middle of the sound is of a mixed character.

This rule ends the first section of the first chapter: the signature is caturādhyāyikāyām prathamaṇyā 'dhīyasya prathamaḥ pādaḥ: sūtra 41: ekacatvāriṃśat. This is the only case in which the number of rules reckoned is assured by being expressed in words as well as in figures.
39. The 瞭解並 vowels are combined with ℓ.

This doubtless means what is more clearly and unequivocally stated by the Rik Pr. (xiii. 14, r. 35): that when, in such combinations as those which have just been described, ℓ takes the place of r, the result is the ℓ-vowel. The other two treatises, as we have seen above, treat the two vowels together, in the same rules. The use of the term īvarṇa in the rule would seem to imply the possible occurrence of the long and protracted forms of the vowel, which are, on the other hand, impliedly denied in rule 4 above; they are also ignored by the Tāitt. Pr., as they are by the Rik Pr. in its proper text (i. 1, r. 1); while the prefixed introductory verses to the latter treatise, and the Vāj. Pr. (viii. 7), acknowledge them.

The commentator cites, as instances of this vowel, paṇcadenēa kliptaḥ (viii. 9. 15), and sinivālī aciśklipta: the Rik Pr. (xiii. 14, r. 35) notices the fact that the ℓ occurs nowhere excepting in the root klp. He then adds a verse from his metrical authority: īvarne ca īvarne loka praśastiṣe ca yadda tayoh: ī lī iti tad ichantiprayogāṇī tadvidō janāḥ; the general meaning is clear enough, but the verse needs amending to be made translatable.

40. The diphthongs are composed of combined vowels; their treatment is that of a simple vowel.

The term sandhyākṣara means literally 'syllable of combination'; it is the usual name for a diphthong in all the treatises excepting the Tāitt. Pr. The correlative samānākṣara, 'homogeneous syllable,' is but rarely used, as indicating the simple vowels, when it is necessary to distinguish them from the diphthongs (in our treatise, only in iii. 42). The diphthongs are vowel sounds which, though not simple and homogeneous, yet form but a single syllable, and are treated as if they were simple sounds. They are e, o, āi, au. The two former would be more properly written at, au, since the euphonic processes of the language clearly show these to have been their original values, each containing a short a as its first element, followed by an i or an u respectively. That they should be so readily composable of a and i, a and u, in the accidental and momentary combinations of the phrase, and especially, that they should be so regularly resolvable into the same sounds, if they did not actually contain those sounds, is not to be credited. The same evidence proves the other two to be made up of long ā, with i or u following. The mutual relation of e (ai) and āi must have been nearly that of our I and aye. In the Prakrit languages, however, e and o have gained the pronunciation of the e in they and o in note; they have become sounds intermediate between, instead of made up of, a and i and a and u; and they have acquired short values as well as long. As e and o they are likewise pronounced in the usage of the modern Brahmans. But even at the
in the middle of the vowel mora in the r-vowel, just as a nail is with the finger; like a pearl on a string, some say; like a worm in grass, say others. With this accords quite nearly the doctrine of the Rik Pr., which says (xiii.14) that r forms part of the r-vowel, and is found in the middle of it. Neither treatise attempts to define what constitutes the remainder of the vowel. In the analogous rule (iv.145) of the Vaj. Pr., that remainder is (if the rule is in this point correctly interpreted by Weber, which is doubtful; my own manuscript of the commentary is too corrupt just here to be made anything of) declared to be of the character of a; so that, according to Weber, \[ r = \frac{a}{4} + \frac{r}{4} + \frac{a}{4} \]. The Tailt. Pr. does not, any more than the Rik Pr. in the earlier and more genuine part of its text, take any notice of the presence of heterogeneous elements in the r and l vowels; it only says (ii.18) that in their utterance the jaws are somewhat closely approximated, and the tip of the tongue brought near to the parts immediately above and behind the row of teeth. The etymological and euphonic character of the sound in question is simply that of a vocal r, an r which is employed with the value of a vowel, as r has been and is employed in other languages in different parts of the earth; and there seems no good reason for regarding it as having originally deviated in mode of pronunciation from the semivowel r. But it is clear that, at the time of the Pratiṣṭākhyas, the Hindus had begun to find that difficulty in its utterance and use as a vowel which caused its entire disappearance in the later forms of the language, and has made of it in the mouth of the modern Brahmins the syllables ri and rī. If I may judge from experiments made in my own mouth, the bringing of the r far enough forward in the mouth to be trilled would render very natural, and almost unavoidable, the slipping in, before and after it, of a fragment of the neutral vowel, our u in but, the “obscure (sāṃvṛta) a” of our treatise: of this character, it can hardly be doubted, would be what elements the sound contained which were not r.

38. Of the long and protracted forms of the vowel, the first mora is so combined.

The commentary paraphrases thus: dirghap utilisateur tu pūrvā mātrā saṃspraṃteṣṭaṃ pṛthivam bhavati; which is a palpable blunder for saṃspraṃteṣṭaḥ bhavati; i.e. if the vowel is extended so as to occupy two or three moras, the r-element which it contains is not prolonged, but is found only in the first mora: the whole remainder of the sound is composed of the other element. The Rik Pr. says in like manner (xiii.14) that the r is found only in the former half of long r, and is either shorter or of the same length with that which enters into r.

Two instances of the long r are given by the commentator as illustrations: they are kartiṇa akṣhava (x.1.14), and pitiṇu upe ‘mam (xviii.4.40).
openness of ā, or as its correspondent short sound. See what Weber says upon the subject, under Vāj. Pr. i. 72—which rule, like the final one of Pāṇini’s grammar (viii. 4. 68), prescribes that the short a is to be treated throughout as if coincident in quality with long ā—a prescription which implies, of course, that in actual pronunciation it was different. Whatever degradation from its pure open quality the a had suffered must have been, it seems to me, in the direction of the neutral vowel (English “short u,” in but, son, blood), which has so generally taken its place in the modern pronunciation of India, rather than toward an e or o, as suggested by Weber. The term saṁvṛta, ‘covered up, enveloped, obscured’ (antithesis of vṛṛta, ‘opened’), very well expresses the quality of this neutral sound, which differs from a only in not having the mouth freely opened for its utterance, and which does not, like e and o, call for a placing in position of any of the mouth organs. The Tātt. Pr. does not separate a from ā, but says of both (ii. 12) that they are to be spoken “with the lips and jaws not too much approximated, and not too widely parted”—a description too indefinite to derive any distinct idea from. The Rīk Pr. also fails to note any difference of quality between the long and short values of this vowel. But it is very doubtful whether we are to regard the silence of these two treatises upon the point in question as any evidence that they are of notably earlier date than the others, as Weber seems inclined to do; their peculiarity is much more likely to be due to a local or a scholastic difference of pronunciation, or they may have simply disregarded, as of little account, the discordance of quality between a and ā.

The commentary gives, as furnishing instances of short a, the words aśeva (e. g. ii. 30. 5), oṭah (e. g. iv. 14. 1), and agnih (e. g. i. 7. 4).

37. The ā-vowels are combined with an ū.

In the grammatical language of our treatise and of the Tātt. Pr., varna appended to the name of a short vowel causes it to include also the long and protracted (pluta) vowels of the same quality: it is a designation of the quality, without distinction of quantity. The Tātt. Pr. (i. 20) gives a special rule establishing the usage. Thus āvarṇa means ākāra, ākāra, and ākāra.

The commentator gives no explanation of this rule: he simply repeats it with an added bhavati, and then cites a couple of phrases containing the ā, viz.: idam pitṛbhyaḥ praḥ bharāmī barhiḥ (xviii. 4. 51), and prurāś bhṛtrbhīr aditin (vi. 4. 1). But he next proceeds to quote from his metrical authority a few verses which are more to the point; they read as follows, with the exception of the first and last lines, which are corrupt: 1 āvarṇa śvaramātraḥ yā tasyā madhye ’rdhamātrayāḥ: repah bhavati sanspraiḥo yathā ’nvulyā nakhasaḥ tathā: śūtre maniḥ iev ’ty eke tyre krimir iev ’ti ca: 2 an r is combined with a half-mora

1 varṇaṣya madhye yugapan ca canorah.
2 anena mātraśuddhāyāḥ praśūstra ā ubhayār api.
The commentator understands, and doubtless correctly, that "śivrtam only, and not "āshatsprāhītam" also, is implied in this rule by inference from the preceding. He adds the whole list of vowels, both simple vowels and diphthongs, in their short, long, and protracted ("pluta") form.

The Rik Prātiṣṭākhyas doctrine respecting the vowels was cited under the last rule. The Tātt. Pr., in its rules ii. 31, 32 (cited above, under i. 18), implies that in the utterance of the vowels the organs only approximate, and do not touch one another.

33. Some consider it as forming a contact.

That is, the commentator says, some maintain that in the utterance of the vowels the organs are in contact; others, that they remain open. The former opinion is too obviously and grossly incorrect, one would think, to be worth quoting. No one of the other treatises favors it in any degree.

34. In the case of "e" and "o", it is very widely open.

The word "eke, 'some,' is no longer in force, but this and the two following rules are more detailed explanations of our treatise itself under its own rule 32. For the pronunciation of the Sanskrit "e" and "o", see below, under rule 40.

The commentator cites, as instances of these diphthongs, "eke taranti (vi. 122. 2), "oko asya (v. 22. 5).

35. And even more so, in the case of "u."

The "a"-sound ("Italian "a," as in "father") is unquestionably the most open of all the sounds of the alphabet, the only one in the utterance of which all the mouth organs are removed, so far as is possible, from the path of the intonated breath, which is thus suffered to stream forth wholly unimpeded and unmodified.

36. The "a" is obscured.

The modes of utterance of the short "a", of the r-vowel, and of the diphthongs "e" and "o", taught by the Prātiṣṭākhyas, are matters of special interest in their phonetical systems, as helping to characterize the period in the history of the language represented by these treatises. Neither of the sounds in question has fully retained, down to their time, that value which general considerations, and the euphonic system of the Sanskrit language, show to have been the original and proper one. As regards the short "a", it was no longer generally spoken with the full
calls it *duhspr̥tām,* ‘imperfectly or hardly in contact.’ The Tāītt. Pr., as just remarked, does not distinguish the degree of contact of the semivowels from that of the mutes.

The name by which the semivowels *y, r, l, v* are called—namely *antahst̥thā,* ‘intermediate, standing between’—is generally explained as indicating that the sounds in question, in the arrangement of the alphabet, stand between the mutes and the spirants. The Bōhlingk-Roth lexicon, however (*sub verbo*), defines it to mean ‘occurring only in the interior of a sentence, never at its end.’ This latter interpretation is exceedingly unsatisfactory: in the first place, the definition would be as true of the spirants and aspirates as of the semivowels; in the second place, it would not be true of the *l,* in the third place, no letter could be called *antahst̥thā* in this sense which could occur at the beginning of a sentence, as all the semivowels do. But the other explanation also seems too indefinite and indistinctive. Is it not more likely that these sounds were named “intermediate” in reference to the mode of their formation, as being neither by a complete contact, like the full mutes, nor by an open position, like the vowels? The name *antahst̥thā* would then be virtually accordant with our own “semivowel.”

उष्मणां विवृतं ्च ॥ २२ ॥

31. In the case of the spirants, it is also open.

The final *ca* of the rule indicates, according to the commentator, that *ishatspr̥tām* is also to be inferred from the preceding rule: in the formation of the spirants (*ṛ, ṣh, ṣ, and ḫ* are specified by the commentary as constituting the class), the organ is both in partial contact and open—a rather awkward way of saying, apparently, that its position is neither very close nor very open. The Tāītt. Pr. *(ii. 44, 45)* declares that the spirants, in their order, are uttered in the positions of the mutes, but with the middle part of the producing organ opened. The Rik Pr. *(xiii. 3, r. 11)* includes the vowels, *anusvāra,* and the spirants together, as produced without contact, and with the organ stationary.

In the absence of a *varṇasamāṇaṇya,* ‘list of spoken sounds,’ or ‘alphabet,’ such as the other Prātiṣṭhākhyas give (Rik Pr., introductory verse, and i. 1, 2; Vāj. Pr. viii. 1–31; Tāītt. Pr. i. 1–10), it is not easy to assure ourselves how many spirants the treatise acknowledges, and in what order it would assume them to stand. As we have already seen, the commentary accepts the *jihvāmūlaya* and *upadhmānya,* which are nowhere expressly mentioned in the text, but of which the existence seems necessarily implied in ii. 40. The class of spirants is then probably composed of *ṛ* (visarjanīya), *ḥ, ḫ* (jihvāmūlaya), *ṛ, ṣh, ṣ,* and *ḥp* (upadhmānya). The Rik Pr. *(i. 2, r. 10, xi)* includes in the class these seven, along with *anusvāra,* the Vāj. Pr. *(viii. 22)*, only *ṛ, ṣh, ṣ, ḫ,* the Tāītt. Pr. *(i. 9)*, the seven of our treatise, with the exception of *visarjanīya.*

स्वरणां ्च ॥ २६ ॥

32. In the case of the vowels also, it is open.
teeth (i. 68), by the tip of the tongue (i. 77); the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 41), by the tip and middle of the tongue, at a point close behind the roots of the teeth: the Panine scheme alone reckons it as mūrdhanya, 'lingual.' The separation of र and र from one another, and of both from the lingual class, is the strangest and least defensible feature in the alphabetic classification of the Prātiçākhyas. By its effect in the euphonious system of the language, र is clearly a lingual, and can hardly be supposed to have been uttered otherwise than as our smooth English र is uttered, with the tip of the tongue reverted into the dome of the palate, to the lingual position. In this position, however, it cannot be vibrated or trilled; and it is possible that in the laborious and somewhat artificial pronunciation of the Vedic schools it was, for greater distinctness, thrown farther forward in the mouth, to the teeth or near them.

As instances of the र, the commentator cites गरदाह पुरुच्छ (ii. 13. 3), पुनं रक्तस्वाह (not in AV.), पुनं रुपानि (i. 24. 14), jagñu raksñāni (iv. 37. 1), agne raksñāni (viii. 3. 26), agne raksñā (xii. 3. 43).

स्वर्ण स्थानां कारणं || ५१ ||

29. In the case of the mutes, the organ forms a contact.

From this contact (sparśa) of the organ with the place of production, the mutes (sparśa) derive their name.

The Rik Pr. (xiii. 3, r. 9) gives the same definition, with the addition that the organ is also aathidam, 'not stationary.' The Tāt. Pr. (in ii. 33, 34, cited above, under i. 18) implies a contact in the case of all sounds excepting vowels and spirants (ii. 45), not laying down any distinction between the complete contact of the mutes, and the imperfect one of the semivowels.

The commentator cites a verse which establishes a noteworthy exception to this rule: svaramahye dadvah yatra pidanam tatra varjayet: mrduprayaśāv uccaryay iḍā midham nimirçanam; 'where द and ध occur between two vowels, there one must avoid a close contact; they are to be uttered with a gentle effort: instances are iḍā (v. 12. 8) and midham (puru-midham, iv. 29. 4).' This corresponds, if it does not coincide, with the conversion of these letters in a like case into a lingual ल, unaspirated and aspirated, usual in the Rik and in some schools of the White Yajus, and taught by the Rik Pr. in i. 11, 12 (r. 51, 52, liii, liii), as resting upon the authority of Vedamitra, and by the Vāj. Pr. in iv. 143 as the doctrine of some teachers. Our verse does not indeed point out that the relaxation of the contact takes place at the sides of the tongue, and that the resulting sound is hence of the nature of an ल; but this is altogether probable.

स्वर्णस्थानां स्थानानु || ३० ||

30. In the case of the semivowels, it is partially in contact.

That is to say, the organs are so nearly approximated that their position may be called an imperfect contact. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 3, r. 10)
puṁsaḥ (e.g. iii. 6. 1); tatra puṁsuvaṇaṁ (vi. 11. 1): they are cases, wanting both in brevity and variety, of the nasalized vowels only. But, besides the nasal vowels, the rule must be intended to describe the character of the nasal semivowel ī (ii. 35), and of the nasal mutes (i. 11). In the production of all these sounds, the mouth bears a part not less essential than the nose: each of them requires a given position of the mouth organs, to which the expulsion of the breath, in part or in whole, through the nose, then communicates a nasal quality.

The corresponding definition of the Rīk Pr., "a nasal sound is produced by the mouth and nose together," does not occur until the latter portion of that treatise (xiii. 6, r. 20). The Vāj. Pr. (i. 75) gives an equivalent explanation; the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 52) says, with equal justice, "nasal quality is communicated by the unclosing of the nose"—of course, in any given position of the mouth organs.

A verse is again cited by the commentator, as follows: mukhanāśike ye varṇā ucyante te 'nudāśikāḥ: samāṇāśyoparātyaḥ ye te savarṇā iti smṛtāḥ; 'the sounds uttered in the mouth and nose together are called nasalized. Those produced by a like effort of the mouth are styled similar.' The term savarṇa, 'similar,' applied to sounds differing in quantity only, and not in quality, is used but once in our treatise (iii. 42), and is not defined by it: the cited definition is almost the same with that of Pāṇini (i. 1. 9); that of the Vāj. Pr. (i. 43) is more explicit: the other treatises, like our own, employ the word without taking the trouble to explain it.

रेफास्य दन्तमुलानी || २८ ||

28. Of r, the roots of the teeth are the producing organs.

By the 'roots of the teeth' must be understood, doubtless, the bases of the upper front teeth, at which, according to the Rīk Pr. (i. 9–10) and the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 38, 42), the whole class called in our treatise simply "dentals" (see rule 24, above) is produced. It seems strange to find them here called the karaṇa, instead of the sthāna, of r, and we are almost ready to assume a break in the anuvṛtti of the term karaṇa, and supply sthāna in place of it; and the more especially, as the cited verse favors the substitution: rephasya dantamūlañi pratyog vā tebhya िव्याते: iti sthāṇāni varāṇām kirtitāni yathākramam; 'of r, the place is taught to be the roots of the teeth, or a point close to them: thus have the places of the sounds been set forth in order.' The commentator farther adds: aparā āha: hanumūleshu rephasya dantamūleshu vā punah: pratyag vā dantamūleśhya mūrdhanyā iti cā'pare; 'another has said: "the place of r is at the roots of the jaw, or, again, at the roots of the teeth, or close behind the roots of the teeth: others say that it is a lingual."' A considerable difference of opinion among the Hindu phonetists respecting the position of the r is indicated by these citations and by the teachings of the different phonetic treatises. The Rīk Pr., as we have seen (under rule 24), includes it with the other dentals, as dantamūlīya, but adds (i. 10, r. 46, xlvii) that some regard it as gingival. The Vāj. Pr. defines it as produced at the roots of the
sounds which have the nose as their place of production,' and cites, without farther explanation, as instances, brahma (e.g. i. 19. 4), payânsi (e.g. i. 9. 3), फै कै नै, and नै, न, n, m: that is to say, the näsikya (see below, i. 100), anusvāra, the yamas (see below, i. 99), and the nasal mutes. A verse from the metrical authority follows, sustaining this exposition: näsikya näsikā sthānaṁ tathā 'nuśvāra ucyate: yamā vargottamaः cā 'pi yatho 'ktai cāi 'va te matāḥ; 'in the case of näsikya, as likewise of anusvāra, the nose is called the place of production; the yamas, and the finals of the several mute series are also understood to be as explained.' But there are grave objections to be made to this exposition. In the first place, the nasal mutes have been expressly declared above (i. 11) to be anunāsikā, and the anunāsikās are the subject, not of this rule, but of the next. Again, this treatise, as already noticed, acknowledges no anusvāra, and regards such syllables as the second of payânsi to contain nasalized or anunāsikā vowels, which also fall under the next rule. We can hardly doubt that the commentator has here allowed himself to be misled by the authority on which he relies, and which may have treated the nasals in a manner essentially different from that of our treatise. The sounds to which the rule is meant to apply must be merely the näsikya and the yamas. This conclusion is supported by the authority of the Rik Pr., which (i. 10, r. 48, xlix) gives the name of nose-sounds (näsikya) to the näsikya, yamas, and anusvāra;* and also by that of the Vāj. Pr., which (i. 74) declares the same sounds to be formed in the nose, and pronounces (i. 80) their place and organ of production to be the same, only specifying farther (i. 83) that the yamas are uttered "with the root of the nose." The doctrine of the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 49–51) is less definite and distinct: it states that the nose-sounds are uttered with the nose, or else with the nose and mouth both, when their organ varies according to the varga or mute series to which they belong.

27. Of the nasalized sounds, the mouth and nose together are the producing organs.

The commentator explains anunāsikāh by anunāsikāsthānā varṇāh, 'sounds which have for their place of production the anunāsikā.' I know of no other case in which anunāsikā is treated as the name of any part or organ in the mouth, and cannot but regard this paraphrase as an unintelligent and mechanical continuance of the same mode of explanation which has been correctly applied to the class appellations in the preceding rules. Without any statement of what sounds are to be considered as referred to in this rule, the commentary cites the following illustrative instances: deva ca me viṇḍac ca (v. 15. 2); tisraç ca me triśac ca (v. 15. 3); catasaç ca me catvaḍraç ca (v. 15. 4); pumān

* The commentary of one of Müller's manuscripts (see p. xix), by a noteworthy agreement in misinterpretation with our own, tries to bring in the nasal mutes also as belonging to the class.
That is to say, as in the case of the throat sounds (r. 19, above) the upper surface of the throat was regarded as the passive organ, or position, and the under surface as the active organ, or producer, so here the upper lip is passive organ, and the lower lip active: or, as the commentary phrases it, "the upper lip, the position (sthāna), is approached by the lower lip, the producer (karaṇa)." The labials are, according to the commentator, the diphthongs o and au, in the normal and the protracted form, the p-series, or p, ph, b, bh, m, the upadhāniya spirant (which is not named, but indicated by an example, purushah pibati: the phrase is not found in the Atharvan), and the vowel u, short, long, and protracted. That the semivowel v is omitted here is doubtless the fault of the copyist only, since the sound is not provided with a place elsewhere. The verses cited from the metrical treatise are as follows: sandhyaksheresu varṇeshu varṇāntam osūkyam ucyate: upadhāniya ukāro vah pavargas tathā matāḥ:¹ 'in the diphthongal sounds, the final sound is called labial; the upadhāniya, v, v, and the p-series are also so considered.' The Rik. Pr. (i. 10, r. 47, xlviii) agrees with our treatise; the Vāj. Pr. (i. 70, 80, 81) also defines the same sounds as produced upon the lip, and by the lip, * but then adds farther that in the utterance of v the tips of the teeth are employed: the same specification as to the v is made by the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 43; its commentator explaining that in the utterance of that letter the points of the upper teeth are placed on the edge of the lower lip); and the latter treatise also, as in other cases, omits the vowels and diphthongs from the class. The descriptions of v given by the two Prātiçākhyas of the Yajur Veda, as well as that offered in the Paninean scheme (which declares its organs of utterance to be the teeth and lips), leave no room to doubt that at their period the v had already generally lost its original and proper value as English w—as which alone it has any right to be called a semivowel, and to rank with y—and, doubtless passing through the intermediate stage of the German œ, had acquired the precise pronunciation of the English v. Whether the silence of the Rik and Atharvan Prātiçākhyas on this point is due to their prior date, or to a local or scholastic difference in their utterance of the v, or to the fact that, in view of the exclusively labial euphonic character of the sound they were willing to overlook the peculiarity of utterance distinguishing it from the other labials, I would not undertake to decide: but should consider the first supposition the least possible, and the second the most probable, of the three.

¹ pavargas ca tathā matāḥ.

* Weber misunderstands rule 80, samānsthānakaraṇā nāsikyudusūkyāḥ, to signify that the nasals and labials have the same athāna and karaṇa with one another: the meaning evidently is that, in each of these two classes of sounds, athāna and karaṇa are the same organ: in the one case, they are both the nose; in the other, both are the lips.

26. Of the nose-sounds, the nose is producing organ.

The commentary paraphrases nāsikyāḥ by nāsikāsthānā varṇāḥ,
Both the commentator and his metrical authority regard the sh as included in the class which the last rule describes: we are to regard this, then, only as a specification which so far modifies the description already given. It is very possibly a later interpolation in the text of our treatise. The commentary, as usual, offers no explanation of the word droniké, which does not occur elsewhere in the grammatical language. It is a derivative from drona, 'wooden tub or trough,' and is explained in the Böhtlingk-Roth lexicon as "the tongue bent together in the form of a trough," which is undoubtedly the true rendering. It can hardly be claimed that this rule adds to the distinctness of our apprehension of the character of this sibilant, which is clearly enough exhibited by its relation to the other lingual sounds: it is not our sh—which is rather, as above noticed, the palatal c— but such a sibilant as is formed by re-verting the tip of the tongue into the dome of the palate; much more nearly resembling our sh than our s, because uttered at nearly the same point with the former, only with the tip, instead of the broad upper surface, of the tongue: an s can only be produced pretty close behind the upper teeth.

As an instance of this sibilant, the commentator cites the phrase shad áhuḥ citán shad u màsaḥ (viii. 9. 17).

24. Of the dentals, the tip of the tongue thrust forward is the producing organ.

The commentator makes this class include l, s, t, th, d, dh, and n, citing again a quarter verse to the same effect: dantá¹ lasatavarganám. The Vāj. Pr. adds the l-vowel to the class, which it defines (i. 69, 76) as formed at the teeth by the tip of the tongue. The Rik Pr. (i. 9, 10, r. 44, 45, xlv, xlvi) composes the class of l, s, and r, besides the t-series, and calls them danamúlyās, 'letters of the roots of the teeth.' The Tātt. Pr. (ii. 38, 42, 44) defines the same letters, except r, as formed danamúleshu, 'at the roots of the teeth,' the t-series and s by the tip of the tongue, and l by its middle part. The description of the two latter authorities is undoubtedly the more accurate, since the contact by which our "dentals" are produced is not upon the teeth themselves, but just at their base or behind them: between the tip of the tongue and the teeth, where no close contact is possible, are brought forth the English th sounds. What makes in all cases the peculiar character of an l is that in its production the tongue is in contact with the roof of the mouth in front, but open at the sides. The Tātt. Pr., then, in defining the l as produced by the middle of the tongue, doubtless refers to the part where the escape of the breath takes place, while the others are thinking only of the part by which the contact is made.

25. Of the labials, the lower lip is producing organ.

¹ danýyd.
² -bashhyam; as also in more than one instance in what follows.
22. Of the linguals, the tip of the tongue, rolled back, is the producing organ.

The sounds composing this class are \( s_h \), and the \( t \) series, or \( t, \theta, d, d_h, n \); so says the commentator, and fortifies his assertion by adding the half verse \( \text{mūrdhas} \text{sthāna} \text{m} \text{shak} \text{aras} \text{ya} \text{tavarg} \text{asya} \text{tathā} \text{matam} \). They are known in all the Prātičākhyaś by the same name (R. Pr. i. 9, r. 43, xlv; V. Pr. i. 67, 78; T. Pr. ii. 37, 44), and the Vāj. Pr. and Tāitt. Pr. describe them in the same manner with our treatise, even to using the same verb to express the action of reverting or rolling back the tip of the tongue into the highest part of the mouth cavity. The semivowel and vowel \( r \) are in the Paninean scheme, and in our customary classification of the Sanskrit alphabet, also reckoned as linguals; and, as the euphonic laws of the language show, with entire propriety, since it is in no inconsiderable measure under the assimilating influence of the \( r \) that the others have come into the alphabet, or won their present degree of extension in the spoken system of sounds. The only letter of nearly corresponding position in our modern European alphabets is the \( r \), which in English, at least, is ordinarily pronounced smoothly over the tip of the tongue within the dome of the palate, although not at a point so far back as would seem to be indicated by the term \( \text{mūrdhan} \). This word means literally 'head, caput,' and hence an exact translation of its derivative \( \text{mūrdhanya} \) would be 'capital,' and this would be the proper name by which to call the class, if the term had not in English another well recognized meaning as applied to letters. Müller (p. xviii) holds \( \text{mūrdhan} \) to be used directly in the sense of 'dome of the palate' (\( \text{Gaumendach} \)), and Weber (p. 108) accepts the same meaning for \( \text{piras} \), but it seems to me exceedingly doubtful whether words which mean so distinctly 'head,' as usually employed, can, without limiting addition, be taken as signifying a certain region in the mouth: especially when we see the Vāj. Pr. (i. 30) once use \( bhṛumadhya \), 'the middle of the brows,' in a corresponding sense, and the Tāitt. Pr. (ii. 3) mention the mouth (\( \text{mukha} \)) along with the "head" (\( \text{piras} \)) among the organs which give form to sound. \( \text{Mūrdhan} \) must be taken to mean 'dome of the palate' indirectly, if at all, in so far as that is the highest point in "the head" which the tongue is capable of reaching. Müller proposes "coccuminal" as a name for the class; a far from unsuitable term, but one which has not found acceptance, perhaps as being rather cacophonous. The name employed by Bopp and many other later grammarians, "lingual," seems as free from objection as any other. "Cerebral" does injustice to the Hindu grammarians, and obtrudes offensively a false and absurd theory.

23. Of \( s_h \), the trough-shaped tongue is the producing organ.

Our treatise is the only one which singles out \( s_h \) from among the other lingual letters, to make it the subject of a special description.
l-vowel as a guttural by part of the authorities is probably explainable
by its occurrence only in the root klp, after a guttural, where it might
naturally enough be so far assimilated as to take on something of a
guttural character, being removed to a point considerably posterior to
that in which the common l is uttered. The Vâj. Pr. (i. 69) and the
Paninean scheme make it dental. The jihvämûliya spirant and its
compeer, the upadhmâniya or labial spirant, are nowhere expressly
mentioned in our treatise, but are apparently necessarily implied in ii.
40, and are regarded by the commentator as forming part of the alphabet
which the work contemplates. It does not seem probable that they
were important modifications of the neutral breathing, the visarjanânya.

The commentator again closes his exposition with a verse, which,
with some doubtful emendations, reads as follows: jihvämûlam svar-
nasya kavargasya ca bhâshyate; yaç.1 ca ihr vamûliya svarnac ca ’ti
te smrtah2: 'the root of the tongue is declared the organ of the s-
vowels and the k-series; also the spirant which is jihvämûliya, and the
l-vowels are so explained.'

21. Of the palatal sounds, the middle of the tongue is the producing
organ.

The sounds composing this class are stated by the commentator to be
e, ai, y, ñ, c, ch, j, jh, h, and the vowel i, in its short, long, and pro-
tracted values. In this enumeration, he follows the order of the half
verse which he goes on to quote, as follows: tâtu áiyaçaavargânâm
svarnasya ca bhâshyate: 'the palate is explained to be the place of pro-
duction of ai, y, ñ, the c-series, and the l-vowels.' The same sounds
are specified by the Rik Pr. (i. 9, r. 42, xiii) as palatalts, and are de-
scribed by the Vâj. Pr. (i. 66, 79) as formed upon the palate, by the
middle of the tongue, precisely as by our treatise. The Tâtî. Pr. (ii.
36) furnishes the same definition of the c-series and (ii. 44) of ñ, but
holds (ii. 40) that y is formed upon the palate by the middle and end
of the tongue; and, as in other cases, it does not include any vowels in
the class.

The ancient Sanskrit c and j can hardly have been so distinctly com-
pound sounds as our ch and j (in church, judge), or they would have been
analyzed and described as such by the phonetists. At the same time,
their inability to stand as finals, the euphonic conversion of t and fol-
lowing ñ into ch, the Prakrit origin of c and j from ty and dy, etc.,
are too powerful indications to be overlooked of their close kindred
with our sounds, and deviation from strict simplicity of nature. That
the ñ was our sh, or something only infinitesimally differing from it, we
see no good reason to doubt: and certainly, those who hold to the En-
lish ch and j pronunciation for the mutes cannot possibly avoid accept-
ing the sh pronunciation for the sibilant.

It has already been noticed above (under r. 10) that one of the palatal
mutes, jh, does not once occur in the Atharvan text.

1 yaç.
2 śvarnasya ’ti sa smrtah.
i. 1. 9) ranks them, as they receive no modifying action from any of the mouth organs: and the authority who called the aspirations chest-sounds may also be commended for his acuteness, since in their production it may even be said that the throat has no part: it is only, like the mouth, the avenue by which the breath expelled from the chest finds exit.

The commentator quotes a verse again, of which the general drift is clear, although I have not succeeded in restoring its readings so as to translate it with closeness. It speaks of the diphthongs as also containing an element of throat-sound, and says that they, as well as the nasal mutes, are declared to have a twofold position.

20. Of the gutturals, the base of the jaw is the producing organ.

The name jīhvāmūlīya, by which the class of sounds here spoken of is called, means 'formed at the base of the tongue?' I retain for them, however, the brief and familiar appellation of "gutturals." They are stated by the commentator to be the r vowels, short, long, and protracted, the guttural mutes k, kh, g, gh, n, the jīhvāmūlīya spirant, or that modification of visarjantiya which is exhibited before the surd gutturals k and kh (intimated by him by means of an illustrative instance, purushah khanati: the phrase is a fabricated one, not occurring in the Atharvyan text), and the vowel I (also intimated by an example, klptah [x. 10. 23]). Precisely the same series of sounds is stated by the Rik Pr. (i. 8, r. 41, xlii) to constitute the class of jīhvāmūlīyas. The Vāj. Pr. declares the same, with the exception of the l-vowel, to be formed at the base of the tongue (i. 65) by the base of the jaw (i. 83). The Tākh. Pr. (ii. 35, 44) includes in the class only the guttural mutes and spirant, and reverses the relation of position and organ, making the jaw the former, and the tongue the latter. This is evidently the more natural way of defining the mode of production of the class, and the more analogous with the method of our own treatise elsewhere, as in the cases of the throat-letters, palatals, and labials, the lower and more mobile of the two organs concerned being taken as the producer. But the usage of naming the class from the sthāna seems to have required that the jīhvāmūla be declared the sthāna, and not the kurana, of the sounds of which the well established name was jīhvāmūlīya. By hanumūla, 'root or base of the jaw,' must be here understood, it should seem, the posterior edge of the hard palate, which might well enough be regarded as the base of the upper jaw, or of the bony structure in which the upper teeth are set. It is, in fact, by a contact produced at this point between the roof of the mouth and the nearest part of the upper surface of the tongue that our own gutturals, k and g, are uttered. That the r-vowel should be included by the Prātiṣkāhyas among the guttural sounds, instead of among the linguals, where its euphonic value so distinctly places it, and where it is arranged in the Paninean scheme, is very strange, and would point to a guttural pronunciation of the r in certain localities or among certain classes; a guttural r is a well recognized constituent of many modern alphabets. The definition of the
alphabet. As regards each of these, two circumstances are to be considered: the sthāna, or 'position,' and the karana, or 'producer.' The distinction between the two is laid down by the commentator twice over, in identical phrase, under rules 19 and 25: kim punah sthānam: kim karanaṃ: yog upakramyate tat sthānam: yeno upakramyate tat karanaṃ; 'what, again, is 'position,' and what 'organ'? that is position to which approach is made; that is organ by which approach is made.' The Tātt. Pr. has a similar definition in its text (ii. 31–34): "in case of the vowels, that is position to which there is approximation; that is organ which makes the approximation: in the case of the other letters, that is position upon which contact is made; that is organ by which one makes the contact." That is to say: two organs are always concerned in the production of a sound, and by their contact or approximation the sound receives its character: of these, the more immovable one is called the sthāna, or place of production, and it is from this that the sound derives its class designation; the more movable or active one is called the karana, or instrument of production. The sthāna does not require to be stated, since it is implied in the very name of the sound; but, lest it should chance to be erroneously imagined that all the sounds are produced by one and the same organ at the places indicated, we are expressly taught the contrary in this rule, and the treatise goes on to specify the different organs.*

कथानान् परार्काल: \( II 19 II \)

19. Of the throat-sounds, the lower part of the throat is the producing organ.

That is to say, as the commentator goes on to explain, the upper part of the throat, as place of production, is approached by the lower part of the throat, as instrument of production. As the sounds constituting the class, he mentions \( a, \) in its short, long, and protracted values, \( h, \) and the visarjantiya. The same sounds are defined as kanyāya by the Rik Pr. (i. 8, r. 38–40, xxxix–xli), which also notices that some call \( h \) and visarjantiya "chest-sounds" (urasya). The Vāj. Pr. (i. 71) declares them formed in the throat, but (i. 84) by the middle of the jaw as organ—a strange description, and not very creditable to the accuracy of observation of its author. The Tātt. Pr. (ii. 46) reckons only \( h \) and visarjaniya as throat-sounds, and then adds (ii. 47, 48) that some regard \( h \) as having the same position with the following vowel, and visarjantiya as having the same position with the preceding vowel. This latter is the most significant hint which any of the Prātiṣṭhikāhyas afford us respecting the phonetic value of the rather problematical visarjantiya, indicating it as a mere uncharacterized breathing, a final \( h. \) There is an obvious propriety in detaching these two aspirations and \( a \) from the following class of "gutturals," \( h \) etc., in which the Paninean scheme (under Pāṇ.

* The meaning i under the title kāraṇa in the Böhtlingk Roth lexicon—via. "Aussprache, Articulation"—is accordingly to be struck out: Weber's translation of the word, also—"Hervorbringungswsiss, 'method of production'"—is both inaccurate and peculiarly cumbersome and unwieldy.
with what we are accustomed to call acute, grave, and circumflex, that it has not seemed to me worth while to avoid the use of these terms in treating of them.

The commentator gives only a paraphrase, and no explanation, of these rules, which he states and treats together, as I have done. As illustrations of the accents, he cites amāvāsyā (e.g. vii. 79. 2) and kanyā (e.g. i. 14. 2), both circumflex on the final syllable, and the words prā, inā, ca roha, which are not found in the Atharvan: but the reading is probably corrupt, and the phrase meant may be prajā in ca roha (xiii. 1. 34); this would furnish instances of the udātta and anudātta—although, indeed, not better than a thousand other phrases which might have been selected.

17. Half the measure of a circumflex, at its commencement, is acute.

Our treatise, with which the Vāj. Pr. (i. 126) precisely agrees, contents itself with this description of the svarita or circumflex, and we must commend their moderation. The other two treatises give way more or less to the characteristic Hindu predilection for hair-splitting in matters unessential, and try to define more particularly the degree of elevation of the higher portion, and the degree of depression of the lower. Thus the Rik Pr. (iii. 2. 3) describes the higher portion—which it allows to be either a half-mora or half the whole quantity of the syllable—as higher than udātta or acute, while the after portion is indeed anudātta or grave, yet has the udātta pitch. The Tātt. Pr. (i. 46) notices the doctrine held by our treatise as that of some teachers, and also remarks (i. 47) that some regard the whole syllable as a slide or continuous descent from the higher to the lower pitch. Its own doctrine (i. 41-45) is that, when the svarita follows an udātta, its first half-mora only is higher than udātta, its remaining portion being either the same as udātta, or lower, or the same as anudātta.

We have in this part of the work only the general description of the accents: a more detailed treatment of them, as they arise and as they affect one another in the combinations of the continuous text, is given in the third section of the third chapter (iii. 55 etc.).

The commentator merely cites, as offering instances of the circumflex accent, the following words: amāvāsyā (e.g. vii. 79. 2), kanyā (e.g. i. 14. 2), dhānyām (e.g. iii. 24. 2), ācāryāḥ (e.g. xi. 5. 3), rājanyāḥ (e.g. v. 17. 9), nyāk (vi. 91. 2), kva (e.g. ix. 9. 4), svā (e.g. ii. 5. 2): they all appear again, as instances of the jātya or original svarita, under iii. 57.

18. In the mouth there are differences of producing organ.

This rule is simply introductory to those that follow, respecting the place and mode of production of the different sounds of the spoken
16. One carried from the high to the low tone is called circumflex.

The word samānayāme signifies literally ‘on the same pitch’: yama has this sense once in the Rāk Pr. (xiii. 17), and several times in the Tātt Pr. (xiv. 9, xix. 3, etc.). The specification which it conveys is omitted in all the other treatises, probably as being too obvious to require statement. The meaning evidently is that the acute and grave pronunciations are bound to no absolute or fixed tones, but that, wherever one’s voice is pitched, a higher tone of utterance gives the acute, a lower the grave. Our treatise, the Vāj Pr. (i. 108, 109), the Tātt Pr. (i. 38, 39), and Pāṇini (i. 2. 29, 30) precisely accord in their description of the udātta and anudātta accents: the Rāk Pr. (iii. 1) tries to be more profound, describing the cause rather than the nature of their difference, and succeeds in being obscure: its definition of them, as spoken “with tension and relaxation respectively,” would teach us little about them but for the help of the other authorities. As regards the svarita, the definitions virtually correspond, though different in form: the Tātt Pr. (i. 40) and Pāṇini call it a samākhāra, or ‘combination,’ of the other two; the Vāj. Pr. (i. 110) says that a syllable possessing both the other tones is svarita; the Rāk Pr. (iii. 2), that a syllable is svarita into which the two other tones enter together. The term ākshipta, used in the definition of our treatise, is difficult of explanation. It corresponds with the term ākshepa, by which in the Rāk Pr. (iii. 1) the accent in question is characterized, and which Regnier translates "addition;" Müller "a clinging to, continuance, persistence (anhalten)," and Roth (Preface to Nirukta, p. lvii) nearly the same (aushalten, ‘persistence, perseverance’); while Weber (p. 133) renders our ākshiptam “slurred, drawled (geschleift).” Regnier’s translation is supported by the analogy of the corresponding expressions in the other treatises, nor would it imply too great an ellipsis in the connection in which it stands in his text; but to understand the participle here in a corresponding sense, as meaning ‘exhibiting the addition of the other two to each other,’ could hardly be tolerated. Uvātā’s commentary explains ākshepa by tiryogamana, which would admit of being rendered ‘a passing through, or across, from one to the other;’ and I have accordingly translated ākshipta as having the sense of ‘thrown, transferred, or carried from one to the other of the two already mentioned.’

The words udātta and anudātta mean literally ‘elevated’ and ‘not elevated’—that is to say, above the average pitch of the voice. Svārīta is more difficult to understand, and has received many different explanations, none of which has been satisfactorily established. I have myself formerly (Journ. Am. Or. Soc., v. 204) ventured the suggestion that it might come from svāra, ‘vowel,’ and mean ‘vocalized, exhibiting a conversion of semivowel into vowel,’ as would be necessary, in order to the full enunciation of the double tone, in the great majority of the syllables which exhibit it: but I am far from confident that this is the true explanation. The accent is once called in the Tātt Pr. (xix. 3) dvīyama, ‘of double tone or pitch.’ The three Sanskrit accents, udātta, anudātta, and svarīta, so precisely correspond in phonetic character
mutes, the semivowels, $h$, and, by way of examples of the sonant yamas (see below, i. 90), those of $g$ and $gh$. He then cites again a verse from his metrical authority, as follows: vyahjanam ghoshavatsamjñam antasthā kah padau yamdu: trayas trayas ca vargdntyā aghoshah cesha ucyate; 'the consonants termed sonant are the semivowels, $h$, the two latter yamas, and the three last of each class of mutes: the rest are called surd.' There is one striking anomaly in this classification; namely, the inclusion among the sonants of $h$, which in our pronunciation is a surd of surds. The Sanskrit $h$ is, as is well known, the etymological descendant, in almost all cases, of a guttural sonant aspirate, $gh$: are we then to assume that it retained, down to the time of establishment of the phonetic system of the language, something of its sonant guttural pronunciation, and was rather an Arabic ghain than our simple aspiration? or would it be allowable to suppose that, while in actual utterance a pure $h$, it was yet able, by a reminiscence of its former value, to exercise the phonetic influence of a sonant letter? The question is not an easy one to decide; for, while the latter supposition is of doubtful admissibility, it is equally hard to see how the $h$ should have retained any sonancy without retaining at the same time more of a guttural character than it manifests in its euphonic combinations. The Prātiçakhyā which treats most fully of the $h$ is that belonging to the Tāttrirya Sanhitā: we read there (ii. 4–6) that, while sound is produced in a closed throat, and simple breath in an open one, the $h$-tone is uttered in an intermediate condition; and (ii. 9) that this $h$-tone is the emitted material in the consonant $h$, and in "fourth" mutes, or sonant aspirates. I confess myself unable to derive any distinct idea from this description, knowing no intermediate utterance between breath and sound, excepting the stridulous tone of the loud whisper, which I cannot bring into any connection with an $h$. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 2, r. 6) declares both breath and sound to be present in the sonant aspirates and in $h$, which could not possibly be true of the latter, unless it were composed, like the former, of two separate parts, a sonant and a surd: and this is impossible. The Tāttr. Pr., in another place (ii. 46, 47), after defining $h$ as a throat sound, adds that, in the opinion of some, it is uttered in the same position of the organs with the following vowel; which so accurately describes the mode of pronunciation of our own $h$ that we cannot but regard it as an important indication that the Sanskrit $h$ also was a pure surd aspiration.

14. In a given key, a syllable uttered in a high tone is called acute;
15. One uttered in a low tone is called grave;

1 MS. गः, so that, but for the following verse, it would be very doubtful what was meant.
11. The last in each series is nasal.

The term anunásika in this treatise means simply 'uttered through the nose,' and is applied to any sound in the production of which the nose bears a part; see rule 27, below. In ii. 35, it is used of the ḥ into which a nasal is converted before an i: in all other cases of its occurrence, it designates a nasalized vowel, or what is ordinarily known as the independent and necessary anusvāra. Our treatise stands alone among the Prātiṣṭhākhyas in ignoring any such constituent of the alphabet as the anusvāra, acknowledging only nasal consonants and nasal vowels. For a comprehensive statement of the teachings of the other treatises respecting nasal sounds, see Roth, Zur Litteratur und Geschichte des Weda, pp. 68-82.

The Rik Pr. (i. 3, r. 14, xv) and Vāj. Pr. (i. 89) describe the nasal mutes as anunásika; as does also the Tātt. Pr. (ii. 30), including with them the anusvāra.

12. In the surd consonants, the emission is breath;
13. In the sonant consonants and the vowels, it is sound.

In this case and the one next following, two or three rules are stated and explained together by the commentator; that the division and enumeration is to be made as here given, is attested by the statement at the close of the section respecting the number of rules contained in it.

The Prātiṣṭhākhyā here lays down with entire correctness the distinction between surd and sonant sounds, which consists in the different nature of the material furnished in the two classes to the mouth organs by the lungs and throat: in the one class it is mere breath, simple unintonated air; in the other class, it is breath made sonant by the vocal chords on its passage through the throat, and thus converted into sound. The same thing is taught by two of the other treatises: see Rik Pr. xiii. 2 (r. 4, 5), and Tātt. Pr. ii. 8, 10: the Vāj. Pr. gives no corresponding definition, nor does it use the terms aghosha and ghoshavant, but adopts instead of them the arbitrary and meaningless designations jīt and mud for the surds, dhi for the sonants (i. 50-53). No one of the treatises confuses itself with that false distinction of "hard" or "strong," and "soft" or "weak," which has been the bane of so much of our modern phonology.

The word anupradāna means 'a giving along forth, a continuous emission,' and hence, 'that which is given forth, emitted material:' compare Tātt. Pr. xxiii. 2, where anupradāna, 'emitted material,' is mentioned first among the circumstances which determine the distinctive character of a sound. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 2) uses instead prakṛti, 'material.'

Our commentator gives the full list of the sonant letters: the vowels in their three forms, short, long, and protracted (pūtra), the sonant
organs (çparça) in such a case, and it is one to which the prescription of ābhinidhana (i. 45) applies.*

10. The second and fourth of each series are aspirates.

The term ushman, literally 'heat, hot vapor, steam,' is in the grammatical language applied to designate all those sounds which are produced by a rush of unintonated breath through an open position of the mouth organs, or whose utterance has a certain similarity to the escape of steam through a pipe: they are the sibilants and aspirations or breathings (see below, i. 31). In the term soshman, 'aspirated mute,' and in its correlative anūśman, 'unaspirated mute' (i. 94), ushman is to be understood not in this specific sense, but in that of 'rush of air, expulsion of unintonated breath.' To this rule correspond Rik Pr. i. 3 (r. 13, xiv) and Vāj. Pr. i. 54, the latter being also verbally coincident with it. The Tātt. Pr. has nothing analogous, and does not employ the terms soshman and anūśman.

The commentator merely adds the list of surd and sonant aspirates to his paraphrase of the rule, citing no examples. For the sonant palatal aspirate, jh, the Atharvan text affords no example. He next cites a verse from his metrical authority: sasthānāir uśmabhīh pyktāḥ trītyāḥ prathamāṣ ca ye: caturthāṣ ca dvītyāṣ ca samudyanta iti sthitāḥ; 'thirds and firsts, when closely combined with flatūs of position corresponding to their own, become fourths and seconds: that is the way.' The most natural rendering of sasthānāir uśmabhīh would be 'with their corresponding ušmans or spirants;' but this is hardly to be tolerated, since it would give us, for example, ts and dz, instead of th and dh, as the dental aspirates. This view is distinctly put forth, however, as regards the surd aspirates, by another authority which the commentator proceeds to cite at considerable length: the first portion, which alone bears upon the subject of our rule, is as follows: "another has said, 'the fourths are formed with h:'" (now begin the ṣlokas) "some knowing ones have said that there are five 'first' mutes; of these, by the successive accretion of secondary qualities (guna), there takes place a conversion into others. They are known as 'seconds' when combined with the qualities of jñvamāliya, r, sh, s, and upadhāniya. The same, when uttered with intonation, are known as 'thirds:' and these, with the second spirant, are known as 'fourths.' When the 'firsts' are pronounced with intonation, and through the nose, they are called 'fifth' mutes. Thus are noted the qualities of the letters." The remaining verses of the quoted passage treat of the combination and doubling of consonants, and I am unable in all points to restore and translate them.

* I add Weber's conjecture: "possibly—'as regards contact also' the view of Čāmaka is only a pratīṣṭhānam, and not evṛti: that is, when the padyas enter into sandhi, they are to be converted into trītyas before nasals (e.g. taa me, not tan me): but this is only pratīṣṭhānam, not evṛti." I cannot regard this as the true explanation, since we have no doctrine of Čāmaka's, to the effect implied, anywhere stated, and since spāra is not, so far as I am aware, ever used of the contact or concurrence of one sound with another.
R. Pr. iii. 8, r. 13, ec), owing to the non-exhibition of authoritative usage in its favor" (MS. मृवासाननिकां स्पर्षां पद्यां [adyān?] अनुनुसिकां: prathamān tritiyā [prathamāntaṁ tritiyāntaṁ] vidyāt na tu pathet kva eit: वित्ते अनुनुदर्शनात्).

ग्रिहस्यि च ॥ ॥

9. Also adhisparcām.

The meaning and scope of this rule are exceedingly obscure, and the commentator so signally fails to throw any light upon it, that we can hardly help concluding that he did not understand it himself. His exposition, without any amendment, is as follows: adhisparṣaḥ ca pratiṇānā [jādin ma 'vasītān sparṣān padyān anunāśikān: tritīyān caunakāmatāt] nam bhavati: na nu vṛttiḥ: kim adhisparṣā nama: vakhyati: yuktaṁ-vakrāyay lecārīttit adhisparṣāṁ gākaṭāyanasya . . *

I have to thank Prof. Weber for the highly probable suggestion, made in a private communication, that the words jādin to matāt, or those enclosed in brackets, have strayed into the commentary, out of place; so that the true reading is adhisparṣāṁ ca pratiṇānam bhavati: na tu vṛttiḥ: 'adhisparṣām also is a dictum of Chāṇaka, but not authoritative usage.' The interpolated words form part of a verse, and are apparently identical or akin in signification with the verses cited under the preceding rule: a restatement of the same thing, in slightly different terms, and so, we may conclude, by a different authority. To explain what adhisparṣaḥ means here, the commentator simply cites rule ii. 24, in which the same word occurs again: a rule which informs us of the opinion of Gakaṭāyanas, that final y and v, the result of euphonous processes, are not omitted altogether, but imperfectly uttered as regards the contact (adhisparṣam), the tongue and lips, in their pronunciation, not making the partial contact (i, 30) which is characteristic of the semivowels. But how can the use of adhisparṣam in that rule, as an adverb, give a hint of its meaning here, where it seems to be treated as a noun? Are we to understand that it is taken as the name of that peculiar utterance of y and v, and that our rule means to say that the mode of utterance in question is also a teaching of Chāṇaka, but not authoritative? This is scarcely credible: it does not appear hereafter that Chāṇaka had anything to do with that utterance, which is sufficiently put down by the positive rules of the treatise against it, nor would its mention here, in a passage treating of padyas, be otherwise than impertinent. Or is adhisparṣaḥ to be interpreted as the name of a slighted or imperfect utterance, and did Chāṇaka teach such an utterance as belonging to a final mute, which wavered, as it were, between sonant and surd? This appears somewhat more plausible, but not sufficiently so to be accepted as at all satisfactory: there is no question of a difference of contact of the

* Here, as also in the citation of the rule ii. 5, under rule 2 above, the whole series of illustrative citations from the Atharvan text, as given by the commentary under the rules themselves, are rehearsed: I have omitted them as superfluous.
It does not belong to the Prātiṣākhya, of course, to explain into what an original palatal is converted when it would occur as a final.

8. That the words thus declared to end in first mutes end rather in thirds is Čaunaka's precept, but not authorized usage.

That is to say, Čaunaka prescribes that those words which, as noted in rule 6 above, and as implied throughout the rest of the treatise, have for their final letters the unaspirated surd, must be pronounced with the unaspirated sonant instead: but, although the sage to whom the treatise is ascribed, or from whom the school to which it belongs derives its name, is thus honored by the citation of his opinion, the binding authority of the latter is denied. With regard to the question whether a final mute is surd or sonant, opinions seem to have been somewhat divided among the Hindu grammarians. Pāṇini (viii. 4. 56) does not decide the point, but permits either pronunciation. The Rik Pr. (i. 3, r. 15, 16, xvi, xvii) cites Gārgya as holding the sonant utterance, and Čākātyānana the surd: it itself declares itself for neither, and at another place (xii. 1), as already noted, treats both surd and sonant as allowable: its phonetic rules, however (iv. 1), being constructed to apply only to the surd final. If the Rik Pr. were actually, as it claims to be, the work of Čaunaka, the rule of our treatise now under consideration would lead us to expect it to favor unequivocally the sonant pronunciation. The Vāj. Pr., as we have seen above (under r. 6), teaches the surd pronunciation. The Tātt. Pr., liberal as it usually is in citing the varying opinions of the grammarians on controverted topics, takes no notice whatever of this point; but its rules (viii. 1 etc.), like those of all the other treatises, imply that the final mute, if not nasal, is surd.

It would seem from this that the sound which a sonant mute assumed when final in Sanskrit (for that an original surd, when final, should have tended to take on a sonant character is very hard to believe) wavered somewhat upon the limit between a surd and a sonant pronunciation: but that it verged decidedly upon the surd is indicated by the great preponderance of authority upon that side, and by the unanimous employment of the surd in the written literature.

In his exposition of this rule, the commentator first gives a bald paraphrase of it: prathamāntāni padāni tṛtiyāntāni 'ti ċaunakasya kāṣaya pratiṣṭhānām bhavati: na tu vṛttih; adding as instances the words already given (see under r. 3), gudhuk, virat, drahat, trishṭup; he then, without any preface, cites two or three lines from his metrical authority, which need a good deal of emendation to be brought into a translatable shape, but of which the meaning appears to be nearly as follows: "mutes other than nasals, standing in pauta, are to be regarded as firsts: a word ending in a first may be considered as ending in a third, but must in no case be actually so read (compare Uvaṭa to
5. Also \( l \) and \( visarjan\)iya.

The instances given by the commentator are \( \text{bāl} \) (e. g. i. 3. 1), and \( vṛkṣah \) (e. g. iv. 7. 5). The word \( \text{bāl} \), an onomatopoeic exclamation, is the only one in the Atharvan ending in \( l \)—excepting the similar words \( \text{ca\ l} \) and \( \text{phal} \), in xx. 135. 2, 3, a part of the text of which our treatise takes no account. Both the other Prātiśākyas (R. Pr. xii. 1; V. Pr. i. 80) omit \( l \) from the number of possible finals, no word in their texts, apparently, ending with it.

6. Of the mutes, the first and last of each series.

That is to say, the unaspirated surds and the nasals, or \( k, t, t, p, \) and \( \tilde{n}, \tilde{n}, n, m; c \) and \( \tilde{n} \) being excepted by the next following rule. In speaking of the mutes, our treatise follows the same method with that of the other Prātiśākyas, calling the surd, the surd aspirate, the sonant, the sonant aspirate, and the nasal, of each series or \( \text{varga} \), the “first,” “second,” “third,” “fourth,” and “last” of that series respectively. The Vāj. Pr. alone also calls the nasal by the name “fifth.”

The commentator gives no instances under this rule: they may be added, as follows: \( \text{pratya\ k} \) (e. g. iv. 18. 2), \( \text{vash\ a} \) (e. g. i. 11. 1), \( \text{yat} \) (e. g. i. 2. 3), \( \text{trī-\ sūp} \) (e. g. viii. 9. 20); \( \text{ārvān} \) (e. g. iii. 2. 3), \( \text{brahma\ -\ va\ lī} \) (vi. 108. 2), \( \text{aṃ\ sān} \) (e. g. i. 1. 4), \( \text{te\ sām} \) (e. g. i. 1. 1). The guttural nasal, \( \tilde{n} \), appears only as final of masculine nominatives singular of derivatives of the root \( \text{a\ rā} \); the lingual, \( \eta \), only in a few instances, at the end of the first member of a compound, where, by a specific rule (iv. 99), it is left in the \( \text{pada} \) in its \( \text{sankīt\ a} \) form (the Vāj. Pr. [i. 88] expressly notices this as true of its text): \( t \) is found almost only as euphonic substitute of a final \( c, j, \) \( \text{sh}, \) or \( \text{v} \) (\( \text{v} \)-\( \text{bh\ yā} \), iii. 3. 3: in the onomatopoetic \( \text{phat} \) [iv. 18. 3], it doubtless stands for either \( \text{sh} \) or \( c \); \( \text{bat} \) [xiii. 2. 29], the only other like case, is doubtful): \( k \) and \( p \) are also comparatively rare, and especially the latter.

The Vāj. Pr. (i. 85) gives the same rule, comprising with it also the one here next following. The Rik Pr. (xii. 1) forbids only to the aspirates a place as finals; but the phonetic rules of its fourth chapter imply the occurrence only of surds at the end of a word: see the note to rule 8, below.

7. Excepting the palatal series.

The commentator mentions all the palatal mutes, \( c, ch, j, jh, \tilde{n}, \) as excluded from the final position by this rule; but it properly applies only to \( c \) and \( \tilde{n} \), the others being disposed of already by rule 6. The Vāj. Pr. (i. 85) specifies \( c \) and \( \tilde{n} \): the Rik Pr. (xii. 1) speaks, like our rule, of the whole class.
may have left unsettled; nor does it restrict itself within those limits to matters respecting which general usage is allowed to vary: it does not at all imply or base itself upon the general science of grammar and its text book, but is an independent and a complete treatise as regards its own subject.

Of which cākāha of the Atharva-Veda this work is the Prātiṣṭhākhyā, it gives us itself no information whatever, nor does it even let us know that it belongs to the Atharvan. The name by which it is called, however, leads us to suppose that it was produced in the school of the Cauṇakās, which is mentioned in the Caranavyūha among those of the Atharvan (see Weber’s Indische Studien, iii. 277-8). Its relation to the only text of the Atharvan known to be now in existence will be made the subject of an additional note.

पद्यम्: पव: ॥३॥

3. A letter capable of occurring at the end of a word is called pādyà.

This is simply a definition of the term pādyà, which, in this sense, is peculiar to the present treatise; it is not found at all in either of the Yajur-Veda Prātiṣṭhākhyas, or in Pāṇini, and in the Rik Prātiṣṭhākhyā it means ‘member of a compound word.’ The term signifies, by its etymology, ‘belonging to a pada, or disjoined word’ (in the technical sense), and it is evidently applied specifically to the last letter of such a word as being the one which is most especially affected by the resolution of sanshita into pada.

As instances, the commentary cites a series of four words, ending respectively in guttural, lingual, dental, and labial mutes, which he gives also repeatedly under other rules; viz. godhuk (p. go-dhuk: e. g. vii. 73. 6), virāt (p. vi-rāt: e. g. viii. 9. 8), drṣhat (i. 31. 1), trishṭup (p. tri-stup: e. g. viii. 9. 20).

शनिज: स्वरः: पव: ॥३॥

4. Any vowel, excepting े, may occur as final.

The Rik Prātiṣṭhākhyā treats of possible final letters in xii. 1, and excepts the long र-vowel, as well as े, from their number. The latter is also excluded by the introductory verse 9 to the first chapter, as given by Müller (p. x). The Vājasaneyi Prātiṣṭhākhyā also pays attention to the same subject, in i. 85-89, and its rule respecting the vowels (i. 87) precisely agrees with ours. It farther specifies, however (i. 88), that े is found only at the end of the first member of a compound, which is equally true as regards the Atharvan text.

The illustrations brought forward by the commentator are brahma (e. g. i. 19. 4), cālā (ix. 3. 17), nīlā (not found in A.V.), doḍhī (in doḍhī-sūn, xviii. 4. 17), kunḍārī (x. 8. 27), madhu (e. g. i. 34. 2), vāḍyā (only in indravāḍyā, iii. 20. 6), kurtī (no such case in A.V., nor any case of this word as member of a compound: take instead pitṛ-bihā, e. g. vi. 63. 3; pitṛ-lokam, xviii. 4. 64), cakṣate (e. g. ix. 10. 26), aṣyā (e. g. ii. 36. 1), vāḍo (e. g. ii. 20. 1), ṭau (e. g. iii. 24. 7).
most part taken directly from Pānini, or at least correspond precisely with his rules; only, in the second case, paracaturthatavam takes the place of Pān. viii. 2. 40, jhahas tathor dho 'dhah'; and, in the last case, dirghatvam stands for dhralope pårvasya dirgho 'nah (Pān. vi. 3. 111). Whether the commentator thus deviates arbitrarily or through carelessness from the letter of the great grammarian’s rules, or whether he cites from some other authority, anterior to or independent of Pānini, and with whom the latter agrees only in part, is a question of which the solution need not be attempted here: while the former supposition may appear the more probable, the other, in the present state of our knowledge respecting the relations between Pānini and the Prātiṣṭhākhyas and their commentators, is not to be summarily rejected as impossible.

2. Farther, that respecting which general grammar allows diversity of usage is made subject of treatment, to the effect of determining the usage in this cākhā.

This is a broadly periphrastic translation of the rule, which reads more literally: "thus and thus it is here"—to this effect, also, that which is allowed to be diversely treated in the general language (is made the subject of the rules of the treatise). The commentator’s exposition is as follows: evam iha iti ca: asyaṁ gākhāyāṁ tat prātiṣṭānam manyante. yaro "nunāsike" nunāsiko ve 'ti vibhāshāprāptaṁ sāmānye: kiṁ sāmānyam: vyākaraṇam: vākṣyati: uttamā uttameshu iti: ‘‘thius it is here:’’ in these words also: i.e., in this cākha they regard this as matter of precept: by the rule (Pān. viii. 4. 43) ‘‘the letters from y to s may or may not be made nasal before a nasal,” a choice of usage is allowed in general grammar—sāmānye means vyākaraṇa, ‘grammar”—but the Prātiṣṭhākhyā is going to say (ii. 5) “mutes other than nasals become nasals before nasals.” The rule is somewhat obscure and difficult of construction, and the commentary not unequivocal, substituting, as before, an illustration in place of a real exposition of its meaning, but I am persuaded that it is fairly rendered by the translation above given. Müller, having occasion to refer to it, gives it somewhat differently, as follows (p. xii): “what by the grammatical text books is left free, that is here thus and thus: so says the Prātiṣṭhākhyā.” But this leaves the ca unexplained, and supposes the iti to be in another place, making the rule to read rather evam iha vibhāshāprāptaṁ sāmānye iti; nor does it accord with the commentator’s exposition. It seems necessary, in order to account for the ca, to bring down prātiṣṭānam as general predicate from the preceding rule; and the iti must be understood as pointing out that the Prātiṣṭhākhyā says evam iha, ‘so and so is proper here,’ respecting any matter which the rules of grammar leave doubtful.

The rule is properly neither an addition to, nor a limitation of, the one which precedes it, but rather a specification of a particularly important matter among those included in the other; for the Prātiṣṭhākhyā does not overstep the limits of its subject as already laid down, in order to determine points of derivation, form, etc., which general grammar
having the form it would wear if uttered alone, compounds being also divided into their constituent parts, and many affixes and inflectional endings separated from their themes; and the Prātīcākhya teaches how to put together correctly this analyzed text. An essential part of such a treatise is also its analysis, description, and classification of the sounds of the spoken alphabet, as leading to correctness of utterance, and as underlying and explaining the complicated system of phonetic changes which the treatise has to inculcate. These two subjects—a theoretical system of phonetics, and the rules, general and particular, by which pada-text is converted into sanhitā—are the only ones which are found to be fully treated in all the Prātīcākhyas; although none of the treatises confines itself to them alone. Thus, our own work gives in its fourth chapter the rules for the construction of the pada-text itself, as does also the Vājasaneyi Prātīcākhyā; and likewise, in the final section of that chapter (which is, however, evidently a later appendix to the work), a brief statement of the method of forming the krama-text, of which it has also taken account in more than one of the rules of its earlier portions: and the Prātīcākhyas of the Rik and the Vājasaneyi have corresponding sections. Nor are the instances infrequent in which it more or less arbitrarily oversteps the limits it has marked out for itself, and deals with matters which lie properly beyond its scope, as will be pointed out in the notes. A summary exhibition of these irregularities, and a comparative analysis of the other Prātīcākhyas, will be presented in an additional note.

As the Prātīcākhyā deals with words chiefly as phonetic combinations, and not as significant parts of speech (as Wörter, ‘vocables,’ not Worte, ‘words’), their grammatical character is unessential, and the distinction of the four classes made in the rule is rather gratuitous: the names of the classes do not often occur in the sequel, although our treatise is notably more free than any other of its class in availing itself of grammatical distinctions in the statement of its rules. For a fuller exhibition of the fourfold classification of words as parts of speech, see Rik Pr. xii. 5-9, and Vāj. Pr. viii. 52-57.

In illustration of the term sandhīya, the commentator says: “words that end thus and thus take such and such forms before words that begin so and so.” To illustrate padya, he cites rule 8, below—a by no means well-chosen example. To show how it is that the treatise has to do only with the qualities of words as exhibited in sanhitā and pada, he cites an instance of what must be done by a general grammarian in explanation of a derivative form, as follows: sandhyapadyās iti kim artham: lidham ity atra ho-dha-tvam: paracaturthatvam: (MS. padaco²) shtuṇā-shtu-tvam: dho-dhe-lopo dirghatvam iti vāyākarāna vaktavyam? ‘why is it said “the qualities in sanhitā and pada”? Because the general grammarian must say, in explanation of lidha, “here applies the rule ho dhaḥ (Pān. viii. 2. 31), that for the change of the following letter into its aspirated sonant, the rule shtuṇā shtuḥ (Pān. viii. 4. 41), the rule dho dhe lopōḥ (Pān. viii. 3. 13), and that for the lengthening of the vowel.” These rules teach the formation of the participle lidha from the root lid, through the following series of changes: lid-ta, lid-ta, lidh-dha, lidh-dha, li-dha, lidha; and they are for the
CHAPTER I.

CONTENTS:—Section I. 1-2, introductory, scope of the treatise; 3-9, sounds which may occur as finals; 10-13, aspirates, nasals, surds, and sonants; 14-17, description of accents; 18-28, description and classification of sounds according to their place and organ of production; 29-36, do. according to the degree of approximation of the organs; 37-39, the \( \text{r} \) and \( \text{t} \) vowels; 40-41, diphthongs.

Section II. 42, visarjanya; 43-45, abhinidhama; 49-50, conjunction of consonants; 51-54, quantity of syllables; 55-58, division into syllables; 59-62, quantity of vowels.

Section III. 63-66, abnormal alterations and interchanges of sounds; 67-72, occurrence of nasalized vowels; 73-81, pratyhaya vowels; 82, treatment in pada-text of pratyhaya vowels followed by \text{iva}; 83-91, occurrence of long nasalized vowels in the interior of a word.

Section IV. 92, definition of upadha; 93, what makes a syllable; 94, only an unaspirated consonant allowed before an aspirated; 95, mode of application of rules respecting conversion of sounds; 96, special case of accent; 97, special case of omission of \text{pluti} before \text{iti}; 98, conjunction of consonants; 99, \text{yama}; 100, \text{nasikya}; 101-104, snarabhatti and \text{sphota} and their effect; 105, cases of \text{pluti}.

1. Of the four kinds of words—viz. noun, verb, preposition, and particle—the qualities exhibited in euphonic combination and in the state of disconnected vocables are here made the subject of treatment.

Here is clearly set forth the main object of such a treatise as we are accustomed to call a \text{pratishakhya}: it is to establish the relations of the combined and the disjointed forms of the text to which it belongs, or of the \text{sahita-text} and the \text{pada-text}: \text{sandhyapadyau} might have been directly translated 'in the \text{sahita} and \text{pada} texts respectively.' The ultimate end to be attained is the utterance of the sacred text (\text{pakh}, 'branch' of the Veda), held and taught by the school, in precisely the form in which the school receives and teaches it. The general material of the text must, of course, be assumed to be known, before it can be made the subject of rules: it is accordingly assumed in its simplest and most material-like form, in the state of \text{padas} or separate words, each
The occurrence, here and there in the notes, of emendations of the published text of the Atharvan calls for a few words of explanation here. The work of constructing the text was, by the compelling force of circumstances, so divided between the two editors that the collation of the manuscripts, the writing out of a text, and the preparation of a critical apparatus, fell to myself, while Prof. Roth undertook the final revision of the text, and the carrying of it through the press after my return to this country. Such being the case, and free communication being impossible, occasional misconceptions and errors could not well be avoided. Moreover, the condition of the Atharvan as handed down by the tradition was such as to impose upon the editors as a duty what in the case of any of the other Vedas would have been an almost inexusable liberty—namely, the emendation of the text-readings in many places. In so treating such a text, it is not easy to hit the precise mean between too much and too little; and while most of the alterations made were palpably and imperatively called for, and while many others would have to be made in translating, there are also a few cases in which a closer adherence to the manuscript authorities might have been preferable. Farther, in the matter of modes of orthography, where the usage of the manuscripts was varying and inconsistent, our choice was not always such as more mature study and reflection justify. Whenever cases of any of these kinds are brought up in connection with the rules and illustrations of the Prātiṣṭākhya, I am free to suggest what appears to me a preferable reading or usage. In referring to the manuscripts of the Atharvan, I make use of the following abbreviations (which are also those employed in the margin of the edited text, in books xix and xx): 1st, sanhitā MSS.; "B." is the Berlin MS. (Ch. 115, Weber 338), containing books xi–xx; "P." is the Paris MS. (D. 204, 205), and contains the whole text, and books vii–x repeated; "M." and "W." are manuscripts of the Bodleian library at Oxford, M. in the Mill collection, and W. in the Wilson: M. is a copy of the same original, by the same hand, and in the same form, as P., and it lacks the part of the text which is found double in the other: W. lacks book xviii; "E." is the East India House manuscript, Nos. 682 and 760; "H." is in the same library, No. 1137, and contains only books i–vi; "I." is the Polier MS., in the British Museum: a copy made from it for Col. Martin is also to be found in the East India House library, Nos. (I believe) 901 and 2142. 2nd, pada MSS. These are all in the Berlin library. "Bp." is Ch. 8 (Weber 332) for books i–ix, and Ch. 108 (Weber 335) for books x–xviii: these are two independent manuscripts, but are included under one designation for convenience's sake, as complementing one another. "Bp.²" is Ch. 117 (Weber 331) for book i, and Ch. 109, 107 (Weber 333, 334) for book v, and books vi–ix: the two latter are accidentally separated parts of the same manuscript, and stand also in very close relationship, as respects their original, with Bp. (Ch. 8): the other is independent. Of book xix there is no pada-text to be found, and probably none was ever in existence: and the pada MSS. of book xx are only extracts from the Rik pada-text.

The mode of transcription of Sanskrit words is the same with that which has been hitherto followed in this Journal.
treatise in the course of the next year, either by myself or by some one else. The mode of reference to the Taittiriya Prātiṣṭhākhyā which has hitherto been usual I have abandoned. The work is divided into twenty-four chapters (adhyāya), which are classed together in two sections (prāṇa), each of twelve chapters: and Roth—as also Weber, following his example—has cited it by section and chapter, omitting any enumeration and specification of the rules into which each chapter is divided. But the prāṇa division is of as little account as the corresponding division of the Rik Prātiṣṭhākhyā into three sections (adhyāya); and there appears to be no good reason why this treatise should not be cited, like those pertaining to the Rik, the White Yajus, and the Atharvan, by chapter and rule simply; as I have done. To Pāṇini's grammar (in Böhtlingk's edition) reference is also frequently made—in all cases, it is hoped, where the comparison would be of any particular interest. The special relation exhibited by our treatise in many points to the system of general grammar whereof Pāṇini is the authoritative exponent would perhaps have justified a more detailed comparison; but I have both feared to be led too far, and distrusted my ability to draw out the correspondences of the two in a perfectly satisfactory manner. To determine in full the relations of Pāṇini and the Prātiṣṭhākhyas, when the latter shall have been all made public, will be an important and a highly repayin task for some one more versed than I am in the intricacies of the Paninian system.

The peculiar method, so commonly adopted in our treatise (e.g. i. 64, 65, 66), of applying a rule to the series of passages or words to which it refers, by mentioning only one of them and including the rest in an "etc." (adī) which is to be filled out elsewhere—or the familiarly known gana-method of Pāṇini—and the remissness of the commentator, whose duty it was to fill out the ganae, but who has almost always failed to do so, have rendered necessary on the part of the editor a more careful examination of the Atharvan text, and comparison of it with the Prātiṣṭhākhyā, than has been called for or attempted in connection with any other of the kindred treatises. It has been necessary to construct, as it were, an independent Prātiṣṭhākhyā upon the text, and to compare it with that one which has been handed down to us by the Hindu tradition, in order to test the completeness of the latter, fill up its deficiencies, and note its redundancies. The results of the comparison, as scattered through the notes upon the rules, will be summed up in the additional notes, to which are also relegated other matters which would otherwise call for attention in this introduction. In examining and excerpting the text, full account has been taken of the nineteenth book, and of those parts of the twentieth which are not extracted bodily and without variation from the Rig-Veda. References are made, of course, to the published text of the Atharva-Veda;* if a phrase or word occurs more than once in the text, the first instance of its occurrence is given, with an "e. g." prefixed.

Readings of the manuscript which it is thought desirable to give are generally referred by numbers to the bottom of the page.

The citations from the Atharvan text are also given in their correct form, without farther remark; since, whatever the disguise under which the manuscript may present them, it has generally been not difficult for one familiar with the Atharvan, and in possession of a verbal index to its text, to trace them out and restore their true readings. There are a few notable instances in which the commentator abandons his customary reticence, and dispreads himself upon the subject with which he is dealing: and in such cases the attempt is made to follow him as closely as the manuscript will allow. Much more frequently than he ventures to speak in his own person, he cites the dicia of other authorities; occasionally referring to them by name; more often introducing his quotations by a simple aparâ dâha, 'another has said,' and very frequently making extracts without any introduction whatever, as if of matter which might lawfully be woven in as an integral part of his own comment. The work, if it be a single work, from which these anonymous citations are made, is written in the common gôka, and is seemingly of the same general character with our treatise itself, or a kind of metrical Prâtiçâkhya to the Atharva-Veda; wearing, however, more the aspect of a commentary than does the metrical Prâtiçâkhya to the Rig-Veda.

What has here been said of the commentary applies only to that part of it which ends with the third section of the fourth chapter: the concluding section, on the krâma-pâtâha, is of an entirely different character, as will be explained at the place.

While thus but imperfectly aided by the native commentator, I have enjoyed one compensating advantage over those who have undertaken hitherto the publication of works of this class, in that I have been able to avail myself of the results of their labors. Had it not been for their efficient help, much in the present treatise might have remained obscure, of which the explanation has now been satisfactorily made out; and I desire here to make a general acknowledgment of my indebtedness to them, which I shall have occasion to repeat hereafter in particular cases. I have thought it incumbent upon me to refer, under every rule, or in connection with every subject treated of, in the work here published, to the corresponding portions of the other Prâtiçâkhyas, giving a briefer or more detailed statement of the harmonies and discrepancies of doctrine which they contain. To the Rig-Veda Prâtiçâkhya reference is made primarily by chapter (patâla) and verse (gôka), the number of the rule cited being then also added, according to the enumeration of both Regnier and Müller; the latter (in the first six chapters only) in Roman figures, the former in Arabic. The Vâjasaneyi Prâtiçâkhya is cited from Weber's edition, already referred to, and according to his enumeration of its rules. For my ability to include in the conspectus of phonetic doctrines the Taittiriya Prâtiçâkhya of Kârttikeya, I have to thank Prof. Hall, as above acknowledged; the excellent manuscripts of the text and of the text and commentary (tribhâshyaratna) which he procured for me will be made, I trust, to help the publication of that

* In the first chapter, of which the verses are numbered differently by Müller and Regnier, the former counting in the ten prefixed introductory verses, the reference is according to Regnier: to find the corresponding verse in Müller, add ten to the number given.
the other Prātiçākhyaas, for that of the Atharva-Veda nothing could be
found. Considering, then, the faintness of the hope that additional
manuscripts would later be obtainable, and considering the peculiar
interest of this class of works—well attested by the triple publications,
within a few years past, of Regnier, Weber, and Müller—and the desir-
ability of placing as speedily as possible before the eyes of scholars the
whole material furnished by them, in order to the greater force and con-
clusiveness of the results which some are already hastening to draw from
them for the literary history of India, it has seemed best to publish the
treatise without farther delay. Several circumstances deserve to be
noted as supporting this decision, by diminishing the disadvantages
arising from the scantiness and poorness of the manuscript material. In
the first place, as regards the lacunae, they are, with two exceptions, of
insignificant importance, and do not either cause the loss of a rule or
render its interpretation doubtful: while, in the two instances (both
occurring in chapter III) in which one or more rules are lost, the loss at
least lies within the limits of a certain definite subject, and, though much
to be regretted, is of no great extent or essential consequence. As con-
cerns, again, the corruption of the readings, it is to be observed that the
commentary is generally full enough to establish the true version of the
rules, and yet, at the same time, too poor and scanty to render its own
restoration important. The general method of the commentator is as
follows: he first states the rule, then restates it in the baldest possible
paraphrase, merely supplying the lacking copula, and adding the specifi-
cations, if any, of which the presence is inferrible from previous rules;
next follow the illustrative citations; and finally, the rule is given once
more, along with the one next following, which is euphonically com-
bined with it, and of which the paraphrase and illustration then follow
in their turn. As an example, I cite here in full rule i.7, with its com-
mentary, beginning from the final repetition of the next preceding rule:

**Pārjaya: Prāpyoṭṭhama na caivaṃ na caivaṃ: pāpya bhavati. Chahākhyā: na caivaṃ: Prav-
manātānaṃ gātī.**

Thus we have everywhere (unless, as is sometimes the case, a few
words have dropped out from the copy) a threefold repetition of each
rule, and its true form is almost always restorable from their comparison,
notwithstanding the corruptions of the manuscript. If, now, the com-
mentary were as full and elaborate as those of the other known Prāti-
çākhyaas, it would have been alike trying and unsatisfactory either to
endeavor to edit it, or to disregard it: while, as the case actually stands,
it has itself attempted so little that we care comparatively little to
know precisely what it says. Wherever its usual meagre method is
followed, accordingly, little attention will be found paid to it in the
notes. Nor has it seemed to me otherwise than a needless labor to
notice, except in special cases, the corrupt readings of the manuscript—
and this the more especially, as my distance from the original renders
it impossible to test by a renewed collation the accuracy of my copy.*

---

* Prof. Weber has had the kindness to verify for me, during the progress of
publication, sundry passages, of special importance or of doubtful reading, which I
took the liberty of submitting to him.
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other kindred treatises by their respective editors, Regnier, Weber, and Müller.* Any special investigation of the questions of the authorship and date of our treatise, its relation to the other Prātiṣṭhākhyas and to the present received text of the Atharva-Veda, and the like, is reserved for the commentary and the additional notes: it will be sufficient to say here, in a general way, that it concerns itself with that part of the Atharvan text which is comprised in its first eighteen books, and with that alone, and that it covers the whole ground which the comparison of the other treatises shows us to be necessary to the completeness of a Prātiṣṭhākhyya, differing from any of them not more than they differ from one another.

The manuscript authority upon which the present edition is founded is a single codex (Chambers collection, No. 143; Weber, No. 361), belonging to the Royal Library of Berlin, a copy of which was made by me in the winter of 1852–3; it contains, besides the text of the Prātiṣṭhākhyya, a commentary upon it, by an author not named, which styles itself simply caturśākyayi-bhāṣya, 'Commentary to the Four-chaptered Treatise,' as already noticed above. It is briefly described in Weber's Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit Manuscripts (p. 87–8). The signature at the end is as follows (with one or two obvious emendations): śrṣṭastu: lekkākāpāthakayoḥ cūhām bhavatu: pricandikāyāi nāmaḥ: cāraṇāḥ: samevat 1714 varṣe jyotishṭāsuddha 9 dine samāptalikhitam pustakam. The date corresponds to May, 1656; but it must, as in many other cases, be doubtful whether this is the date of the manuscript in our possession, or of the one from which this was copied; in the present instance, the latter supposition may be regarded as decidedly the more probable. Most unfortunately, considering the extreme rarity of the work, the manuscript is a very poor one. Not only is it every where excessively incorrect, often beyond the possibility of successful emendation; it is also defective, exhibiting lacunae at several points. Some may be of opinion, then, that the publication of the Prātiṣṭhākhyya upon its authority alone is premature, and should not have been undertaken. This would certainly be the case, were any other copies of the work known to be in existence: to neglect to procure their collation before proceeding to publish would be altogether inexcusable. But, so far as is hitherto known, the Berlin codex is unique. No public or private library in Europe, nor any in India accessible to Europeans, has been shown to possess a duplicate of it. For assistance in procuring a second copy, I made application some years since to Prof. Fitz-Edward Hall, then of Benares, whose knowledge, experience, and public and private position made him the person of all others most likely to be of service in such a way; and he was kind enough to interest himself zealously in my behalf in searching for the work: but entirely without success; while he collected for me a mass of valuable materials respecting

---

* Prātiṣṭhākhyya du Rīg-Vēda. Par M. Ad. Regnier, etc. Published in the Journal Asiatique, V° série, Tomes vii–xii, Paris, 1856–68.—Das Vājasaṇeyi-Prātiṣṭhākhyam. Published by Prof. Albrecht Weber, in his Indische Studien, Vol. iv, Berlin, 1858.—Müller's edition of the Rīg-Vēda Prātiṣṭhākhyya includes only the first six chapters, one third of the whole, and forms part of his text-edition of the Rīg-Vēda itself, which also remains a fragment.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The distinctive title of the work here published is Çâunakîyâ caturâdhyâyikâ, 'Çannaka’s Treatise in Four Chapters.' We have for it, however, only the authority of the signatures to the different portions of the manuscript containing the treatise; no reference to the latter by name has yet been discovered, so far as I am aware, in any other work of the Sanskrit literature. As regards the gender of the word, whether feminine or neuter, there is some question. In the signature to the first section (páda) of the first chapter (adhyâya), it is styled caturâdhyâyikâ, as also at the close of the first chapter. With this accords, farther, the name, caturâdhyâyi-bhâshya, given to the commentary in the signature of chapter IV, section 1, and at the close of the whole work. The neuter form, and the ascription to Çannaka, are found only in the final signature, which reads as follows (unamended): iti çâunakîyamcaturâdhyâyike caturthok pádok: caturâdhyâyibhâshyam samâptok.* The treatise was first brought to light, and its character determined, by Roth (see the Preface to his Nirukta, p. xlvii). It was recognized by him as being what is indicated by our title, a Prâtiçâkhyâa to a text of the Atharva-Veda. That it has any inherent right to be called the Prâtiçâkhyâa to the Atharva-Veda is not, of course, claimed for it; but, considering the extreme improbability that any other like phonetic treatise, belonging to any of the other schools of that Veda, will ever be brought to light, the title of Atharva-Veda Prâtiçâkhyâa finds a sufficient justification in its convenience, and in its analogy with the names given to the

* Weber (Cat. Berl. MSS., p. 87; Ind. Literaturgeschichte, p. 146) calls the treatise caturâdhyâyikâ; and Müller (Hist. Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 159, etc.) styles it caturâdhyâyikâ—each by a different emendation of the name given in the manuscript: I do not see the necessity of departing from the authority of the latter.
and more important part of the consonantal system is thus disposed of at a blow. Of the remaining members of the system, those which most press for uniformity of representation, being of widest occurrence, are the palatal nasal and sibilants, the English ng in singing, sh in she, and z in azure. With our views of the connected nature of these sounds, we should prefer to see them distinguished from the lingual n, s, z by the same dia-
critical sign, a dot or an accent; yet this is not a point which needs to be pressed, and, as above remarked, we should have no difficulty in accepting our author’s proposals. Next in con-
sequence are the lingual spirants, the English th in thin and in this. To those who are unwilling to adopt our author’s t and d, the linguals with affixed rough breathing—as t’, d’—might seem natural and convenient substitutes: evidently, if a t is made the basis of the surd sound, a d should be that of the sonant. So also with the palatal spirants: if x and y be rejected, and if x be deemed inadmissible, a k’ and a g’ would not be unsuited to take their places. The compounds ch and j, most accurately represented by the prefixion of a diacritically distinguished t and d to the signs adopted for the palatal sibilants sh and zh, may have the diacritical distinction omitted, as by our author, or they may, as exceptional cases, be written by c and j.

Although the use of compounds with h to represent simple sounds is a violation of strict theory, and discordant with the rules by which it is desirable to be governed in the construction of an alphabet, yet there may be cases where practical considerations shall justify the employment of the whole series of such compounds, sh, zh, th, dh, kh, gh, ch.

Cases beyond these will be of so exceptional and isolated occurrence that they may, with less danger of serious inconvenience, be left to the good judgment and enlightened insight of those who are called upon to construct alphabetic systems for practical use. No slight responsibility, however, rests upon him who first puts into written characters a virgin tongue, since it is impossible to say of how many individuals and generations the convenience depends upon his work. There can be no better preparation for this than a thorough physical comprehension of the sounds of one’s own native speech, and a correct understanding of the history of the signs with which it is written; and a searching and intelligible analysis of the English spoken alphabet must be the most valuable phonetical assistant to any one who, having the English for his mother tongue, is required to study the phonetic system of another language, whether for description or for reduction to a written form.
ated, if it neglect this rule. The same rule implies and requires that the diphthongal sound which we call "long i" (as in pine, aisle, buy) should be represented by the digraph ai, and the diphthong ou (as in house, how) by au. It is much less easy to lay down peremptory rules for the other five vowel sounds which most frequently call for representation. But the vowels of double position, the German ü (French u) and ö (French eu), can hardly be better written than with the two dots, either above or below, and we should think that a virtual unanimity as regards them might be pretty easily established. The neutral vowel (in English but, burn) will occasion much greater difficulty, and probably no sign can be suggested for it which will not encounter strong opposition in many quarters. Our author's proposal will seem a strange one to most of those who come to it from English usages, and we have ourselves not been able to assent to it without some misgivings: but we have had nothing preferable to suggest, unless to transfer the diacritical point from e to a, writing a. The vowels intermediate between a and e and a and o respectively, represented in the English words cat and call, are also hard subjects for unanimity of treatment: and the more so, as they vary more in quality, in different languages, than the others. As said above, we should be very willing to see our author's signs generally adopted as their representatives. As the sign of long quantity, our author, with entire reason, prefers the horizontal line above the vowel (thus, ă): the circumflex (ă) is also available for this purpose: but the use of the acute accent (ă) to denote the length of a vowel, which has most unfortunately become very prevalent among the English, is contrary to all analogy, and unsupported by any consideration of fitness, convenience, or neatness of appearance, and it ought to be summarily suppressed. The only customary and available sign of short quantity is the concave line above the vowel (ă). Whether it be necessary or desirable to distinguish long and short quantity in writing must be determined for each language by itself: it can hardly ever be advisable, we should think, to employ the diacritical marks of both classes in the same system. To indicate the nasalization of a vowel, by the expulsion through the nose of part of the breath by which it is uttered, Prof. Lepsius employs the Greek circumflex above it (as ā, ă, ū), a very suitable sign: where this is for practical reasons not available, a postposed superior n (as aⁿ, oⁿ, uⁿ) is a very good substitute.

Secondly, as regards the consonants. We feel confident that almost no one to whom English is native will find any difficulty in assenting to our author's adoption of the signs k, g, t, d, p, b, f, v, s, z, h, m, n, y, w, r, l to represent the values which those letters have in the English words kick, gig, tit, did, pap, bib, fife, valve, sauce, zeal, hat, mum, nun, ye, woo, rare, lull: and the larger
pronunciation of a letter or a series of letters, and to substitute for it one of those modes of utterance which are indicated in the general alphabet by a diacritical mark, it would yet be superfluous to use, in writing that language, the diacritical point. If, for example—for no actual instance now occurs to us—the Arabic had no t, d, s, z but ط، ج، د، ص，ط، which are written in our author's system with the underscored line, it would be proper, in transcribing the language, to use for them the simple lingual letters, it being left for description to explain their peculiarity of utterance. Careful and detailed description must necessarily accompany any and every application of an alphabet to a new language, and even when that has done its utmost, there will remain much which only oral instruction can impart, much that cannot be learned but by long practice and familiar usage, and probably even much that can never be perfectly acquired by one to whom the language is not native.

It is evident that adherence to a uniform standard of orthography is not in all cases to the same degree requisite and necessary. The adoption of one alphabetic system throughout is most to be insisted upon where independent laborers are reducing to writing, for practical use, the same or nearly kindred idioms. Here, a diversity of characters employed leads to a confusion of which the consequences may be long and keenly felt. Where languages are quite independent of one another, minor inconsistencies in the mode of writing them are of comparatively small account, since, in the acquisition of a new language, whether for practical or scientific purposes, its phonetic and orthographic systems must receive an amount of attention and study in which such little incongruities will almost entirely disappear. In isolated articles, essays, and treatises, in the making up of empirical alphabets for collectors of vocabularies, and the like, greater freedom may very properly be allowed: convenience of writing and printing, conformity with the previous usages of those for whose information or practical employment the alphabet is devised, leading to its greater intelligibility, or accuracy of application—these and other like considerations rise to an importance which authorizes and justifies deviation from strict theory. It may be well here to review and classify the Standard Alphabet in a summary manner, with reference to the greater or less authority and availability of its signs.

First, as regards the vowels. Here the most important and imperative rule is, that the five vowel sounds of almost universal occurrence, illustrated by the English words far, prey, pique, note, rule, should be written by the characters a, e, i, o, u, which originally and properly belong to them, and by no other; in other words, that the vowels should receive the "Italian" sound. No alphabet, under any circumstances whatever, is to be toler-
We have thus gone over nearly the whole of our author's system, turning our chief attention, as was natural, to those points in which we could not agree with him, and making our criticisms upon them with entire freedom, while at the same time cherishing the highest respect for the work as a whole, and deeming it in many important regards superior to any other of the kind with which we are acquainted. In no other, to our seeming, are learning and practical good sense—the want of either of which is equally fatal to the success of such a work as is here undertaken—united in the same degree. With Prof. Lepsius's view of the general method in which the standard alphabet is to be constructed we are fully agreed; it is to be by the employment of the Latin alphabet to the farthest possible extent, and by the application of diacritical signs to the most suitable bases to fill up its deficiencies; rather than, as some have proposed, by the introduction of italics and capitals among the ordinary "roman" letters; or, according to the method of others, by turning letters topsy-turvy or wrong side before, by cutting away parts of characters, manufacturing arbitrary signs for sounds, and the like, forming compounds even more offensive to the eye than that artificial and incongruous pot-pourri of characters, the Russian alphabet. As has been seen above, we only wish that he had gone yet farther in the carrying out of this principle, doing without Greek characters altogether, and pressing into active service the three anomalous letters $c$, $j$, and $x$, as well as $q$. We heartily approve, also, of Prof. Lepsius's moderation in the distinction of sounds and the setting up of signs for them. To compose a complete universal alphabet, offering a sign for every shade of sound which human lips utter, however slightly differentiated, and requiring the use of that sign for that sound in all cases without exception, forms no part of his plan. Even if the execution of such a work be allowed to be possible, the resulting alphabet would be lifted far out of the domain of practical availability, in which our author desires it to rest. The varieties of possible pronunciation are well-nigh infinite, and the signs of a general alphabet must be allowed to cover and designate each a certain territory, as we may call it, of articulation, rather than a single point. It might be laid down as a general rule, that no two modes of pronunciation of a sound require to be distinguished by separate signs, unless they may and do coexist as independent sounds in the same spoken system. Thus, for instance, notwithstanding the difference in mode of pronunciation between the English and the German $f$ and $v$ ($w$), they are not to be regarded as demanding different signs: it must belong to the description of the methods of utterance of each language to point out their distinction. And yet farther, if a language were found to lack the more usual and normal
and reopening of the throat would not take place, but, instead of it, merely an instant of silence, an actual hiatus of sound. We can hardly believe that the use of the spiritus lenis by the Greeks was owing to their having noticed, and desiring to represent, the sound which our author defines: in our view, it was employed rather by way of antithesis to the spiritus asper: just as we, sometimes, for more marked distinction from a negative quantity, write a positive quantity with a plus sign, setting +1, instead of simply 1, over against −1. The use of the Semitic aleph is sufficiently explained by the syllabic character of the alphabet, and does not necessarily imply any recognition of the smooth breathing as a member of the spoken system of sounds. Our author even sets down the Sanscrit श as representing this breathing; but we do not understand upon what ground; for the sign stands distinctly for a, and for nothing else; and we are not aware that the Hindu grammarians themselves—acute and hair-splitting as they were in catching and noting the finest shades of sound, and much as they would have been delighted with, and have made the most of, just such a nicety as this—ever took any notice of a smooth breathing. It has not, to our apprehension, any claim to be recognized as a distinct element in the spoken system, and as requiring a sign for its representation.

Of that most difficult and puzzling sound, the Semitic ain (Ar. ʾ, Heb. ע), which is the third in our author’s faucal class, we shall not venture to speak, as we must confess ourselves unable either to utter or to describe it. So much as this we seem to see, that the definition given by Prof. Lepsius is not entirely satisfactory. He makes it a “hard” sound, corresponding to the spiritus lenis as “soft.” According to the general meaning of the terms hard and soft, as used by our author, this would signify that the spiritus lenis was sonant, and this its corresponding surd—which is, of course, impossible. If, on the other hand, it mean that the ain is produced by an actually more violent and audible unclosing of the throat before a vowel, we do not see how this is to be brought into accordance with the descriptions of it given by the grammars.

The Semitic strong ʾ (Ar. ʾ, Heb. נ), our author’s fourth faucal, has more claim to the title, probably, than any of the others, as an ʾ which, instead of being left in the condition of uncharacterized breath, is, by some degree of approach at the deep guttural point, made slightly fricative, although not to the degree of the z-sound, with which it is most nearly allied in character.*

* See the article of Prof. Lepsius on the Arabic, p. 127 etc., for a reexamination and more careful description, of the “faucaI” sounds.
labial $f, v, p, b$. But the analogy turns out, on closer examination, to be only apparent, and there are such weak points in the construction of the class as forbid us to accept it and place it parallel with those already received into the general alphabetic scheme. The first member of the series is the common aspiration $h$. Of this we have already sufficiently spoken, showing why we cannot regard it as "faucal": it is faucal in no other sense than as all voice, intonated or unintonated, must of course come through the faucæ; and so, if there is no modifying action on the part of the mouth organs, the sound produced might, in a negative way, be styled a throat-sound, or a faucal, or a laryngeal. But the $h$ is plainly no member of a faucal series in the sense in which the other sounds we have been considering are members of a palatal series, a lingual series, and so on—namely, as having received a distinctive character by the action of the organ from which it derives its name; it is simple unintonated material, breath uncharacterized, or insufficiently characterized. The next member of the series is the Greek smooth breathing. This is regarded by Prof. Lepsius as a consonant, which necessarily and invariably precedes and ushers in a vowel not immediately preceded by any other consonant; he defines it as consisting in a slight explosion produced by the opening of the throat for the effort of utterance. Now we are quite unable to convince ourselves that there is any such thing as this alleged smooth breathing, having a positive and necessary existence. It is, indeed, possible to shut the throat and open it again before a vowel with an audible click (and yet the click will hardly be audible unless the following vowel is whispered only, instead of being intonated, or unless between it and the click a little emission of unintonated breath be suffered to intervene); but it is equally possible to substitute for the click a very slight open breathing, an infinitesimal $h$; and not less so, again, to commence the vowel without any prefix whatever which the nicest ear can remark. Why should it be necessary to close the throat as a preliminary to articulate speech? cannot one pass in the very midst of a breath from simple breathing to intonation and articulation? and are the vocal cords so sluggishly obedient to the will, that their approach to the vibratory position and the expulsion of the breath in the effort of speaking may not be made truly simultaneous? We can credit either of these things only when our own mouth bears witness to our own ears of their truth; and this we have been thus far unable to make it do. Our author assumes that this consonant comes in wherever we suppose ourselves to be pronouncing two vowels in succession, but uncombined, as in "the English go over." This is the same thing as to say that it is identical with the hiatus: but, if we can trust our own organs, this is a case where the closing
to, as uttered by turning back the tip of the tongue within the
dome of the palate: Prof. Lepsius represents them in the usual
manner, by lingual letters dotted beneath: thus, ɜ, Ʉ, ʂ, ɲ. To
the left of these, again, would have to be ranged the letters of
the Sanskrit series usually called the "palatal," if our author's
view of them, as simple sounds, be accepted as the true one.
They are now pronounced like the English ch and j, and are
more usually regarded as having had that signification from the
beginning. It is not the proper place here to enter into a discus-
sion of this difficult point: we will only say that the considera-
tions adduced by our author in opposition to the common view,
though very weighty, do not appear to us entirely convincing;
and that we cannot regard the mutes of the series in question as
differing from the English ch and j in such a manner and degree
as to require other representatives than the signs already pro-
vided for those sounds. As for the sibilant of the class, we have
already expressed our belief in its virtual identity with our
English sh. Prof. Lepsius adopts the acute accent as sign of the
peculiar palatal quality inherent in these letters, and writes the
mutes, sibilant, and nasal as follows: Ɇ, Ʉ, ɻ, ɲ. To the two
last, as representing the palatal ch sound of the German, and the
English n in inch, hinge (if the latter is worth expressing by a
peculiar character at all), we have no objection—except that, as
already explained, we would substitute ɻ for ɻ—the other two
we do not think well chosen, even allowing the correctness of
our author's explanation of their quality: for sounds produced
by pressing the broad middle of the tongue against the middle
of the hard palate (p. 42 [33]) would not have anything of that
quality which we represent by Ɇ, Ʉ, but would be distinctly a
kind of t, d: no letter produced farther forward than the soft
palate can be entitled to use k or g as its representative. The
difference between our alleged "palatal" pronunciation of k before
e, i, and our "guttural" before a, o, u, is exceedingly slight, and
by no means such as would be made in any alphabet the founda-
tion of a distinction of classes and characters: the only way
to establish a valid distinction between a palatal and a guttural
k and g in the Sanskrit system would be to regard the latter
class as uttered at the deep guttural position of our author's q
(Semitic kopf), and the former as corresponding to our custom-
ary k, g.

Finally, Prof. Lepsius gives us a class of "faucal" sounds,
which has not, so far as we know, been recognized by any other
author as a distinct and connected series. As constructed by
him, it has a very regular and normal look, comprising a pair of
fricatives and a pair of explosives, each pair being composed, as
elsewhere, of a "soft" and a "strong" sound; insomuch that the
series seems quite analogous to the lingual s, ɻ, t, d, or to the
where they stand for the sake of convenience, and not as belonging in any manner to the lingual series; this is indicated by the line drawn below them, from which the lingual series is to be regarded as commencing. For the same reason, the neutral vowel is given a position under the a, with which, as explained above, it has the nearest relation. The labial spirants might suitably enough be set somewhat to the left, and the lingual spirants somewhat to the right, of the places allotted to them respectively, since each pair brings in a new organ, the teeth, intermediate in position between the lips and tongue. For a like reason, the palatal sibilants are entitled to a position farther to the right: they might, in a yet more fully expanded scheme, be set in an independent column. That the labial and lingual spirants are letters of closer position than the sibilants, and therefore to be placed between these and the mutes, is very clear. In their production, the teeth are actually in contact with the lip and with the tongue respectively, and it is only because the teeth are too open among themselves to be capable of making a close position that the resulting sounds are fricative, and not explosive. This is not the case with the ch sounds, which we have put in the same rank; these have, in many respects, closer analogies with the sibilants than with the spirants, and would be quite as properly ranked with the former; yet, as they lack the full measure of sibilation, are certainly somewhat closer in position than their nearest relatives among the sibilants, the sh sounds, and have historical analogies with the spirants—coming, in great part, from kh, as th from ðh, and f from ph—we have ventured to give them the place they occupy in the scheme.

The alphabet, as thus drawn out, by no means includes all the sounds which our author treats, and for which he provides representatives. Some languages present whole series of consonantal sounds differing from those we have thus far considered. In most cases, however, they admit of being arranged without difficulty within the same general alphabetic frame-work. Thus, the series representing the Arabic ﺪ، ﻲ، ﺵ، ﺣ would come in just at the left of the common lingual series, being uttered, according to our author’s description of them,* by applying the flat of the tongue, instead of its tip, to the same part of the palate where the tip produces the lingual letters, and being also, by general acknowledgment, uttered with greater effort, or stress of enunciation: they are very suitably represented in our author’s system by the ordinary lingual letters, t, d, s, z, with an underscored line: thus, t, d, s, z. The Sanskrit so-called “cerebrals” would come next in order to the left; they have been already referred

* See his special paper on the Arabic for a more penetrating investigation of these sounds, leading to somewhat different views respecting their character.
which are furnished by the Spanish value of the latter, and by its graphic relation to \( x \), we are ready to accept as sufficient, scanty though they are. It were, in fact, a great pity to come so near to adopting \( x \), and yet not quite take it. If our author’s proposal is followed, we shall, whenever his character is to be written as a capital, use the Latin \( X \): why not accept the other form also—calling it, if we choose, latinizing our \( x \), in order to adapt it to being written and printed with the other Latin letters?

The sonant corresponding to the surd \( ch \) sound is comparatively rare, and, if we are not mistaken, chiefly restricted to the deeper or guttural pronunciation; the palatal would pass too readily into \( y \) to be easily kept distinct from that semivowel. If the surd is to be written with \( x \), we should unhesitatingly take \( y \) for the sonant, as is half proposed by our author; the \( x \) which he finally decides to adopt is to be rejected, like \( \theta \), and for the same reason.* If \( x \) should be accepted as the sign of the surd, it would be necessary, probably, to devise some modification of \( g \) for the sonant.

We have, then, the following, as a more complete scheme of a developed alphabet than was the skeleton formerly given: it contains the consonantal sounds most widely met with, including all those found in the English spoken alphabet:

![Diagram of consonant and vowel sounds]

Vowels.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ a, e, \emptyset, o, u \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ h \} \\
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ ñ, ñ, ñ \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ s, z \} \\
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ l, l \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ r, d \} \\
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ c \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ p \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Semi-vowels.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ ù, ù, ù \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ n \} \\
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ ñ, ñ, ñ \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ d \} \\
\text{Sonant} & \quad \{ g \} \\
\text{Surd} & \quad \{ b \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Nasals.

Aspiration.

Sibillants.

Sprants.

Mutes.

Compound.

Some things in this scheme require explanation, since it is not in all points so theoretically exact as the simpler one before presented. The vowels of double position, \( ù \) and \( ù \), are placed

* See the preceding note.
throat, as it seems to us, where the organs can be so approximated as to yield a fricative sound, or at the point where the familiar and ungraceful operation of clearing the throat, or hawking, is performed. The former of the two, we think, approaches decidedly more nearly than the other to the point at which \( k \) and \( g \) are produced, and it is to be reckoned as of the same class with them. Prof. Lepsius calls \( k \) and \( g \) "gutturals," according to a very generally received nomenclature, and he ranks with them the deeper \( ch \) sound. We have all along avoided the use of the term guttural, as applied to the series in which the two mutes referred to belong, because it seems to us to suggest and imply a point farther back in the mouth than that at which they are actually produced. We entirely agree with our author (p. 40 [86]) in locating the place of utterance of \( k \) upon the soft palate, close upon where it joins the hard palate: their junction seems to be the line of division between lingual and palatal mutes, and behind it, even with the tip of the tongue, one produces a sound which is rather a \( k \) than a \( t \). But the anterior part of the soft palate is hardly entitled to be called "guttural", or regarded as generating "guttural" letters: that term should rather be reserved for the deeper place of origin of the other \( ch \); at or very near which is also produced, if our author's description be correct, the Semitic \( koph \) (Arabic \( ا \), Hebrew \( ׃ \)), very properly written by him with \( q \), its graphic, though not its phonetic, equivalent in the European alphabet.

To represent the \( ch \) sounds, our author proposes to make use of the Greek letter \( ω \), writing the deeper or guttural sound with the simple character, \( ω \), and the higher or palatal with the same character accented, or \( ω \). Precisely the same objections lie against this expedient as against the adoption of \( Λ \), already treated of; and for our own part, at least, we should have preferred to take another course. There is a Latin letter still left unemployed in our author's proposed alphabet, which, although its usual signification is quite different from the sound now sought to be represented, has that signification in at least one of the principal languages of Europe, the Spanish; and which, moreover, is the graphic correspondent in Latin of the Greek \( ω \): we mean the letter \( α \). Prof. Lepsius has considered the question of applying this letter to signify the \( ch \) sounds, and he rejects it, pronouncing it (p. 33 [80]) "altogether improper" for such a use. It is true that there are considerations of weight against it, of which we are by no means sure that they will not with many or with most judges have a preponderating influence, and cause the rejection of our proposal: but, in our own apprehension, they are all overborne by the signal advantage of taking a proper Latin sign, and turning to account all the characters of the Latin alphabet. The two points of connection between the sound and the sign
hand, do not see why, if the rule is a good one, it ought not to hold good in dealing with the Greek as well as with the Latin alphabet, and we should have decidedly preferred to see our author devise some modification of t and d, of a different kind from those assumed to represent the "cerebral" and "palatal" t and d—for instance, a t and d with a stroke drawn through them—to stand for the sounds in question. But there are objections yet more powerful to his manner of dealing with the sonant sound, the th of this, though, with. Recurring to his erroneous explanation of the difference between surd and sonant letters, and regarding the sonant as a weaker or softer utterance of the surd, he proposes to mark the former with the same Greek letter θ, only writing a spiritus lenis above it to indicate its gentler pronunciation. Here, for the first time, we must positively decline to accept his proposal. It is hard enough to have to borrow a Greek letter for the surd sound; but to take the same sign for the sonant also, while everywhere hitherto surd and sonant have had different characters, and then to mark their difference by a sign which is founded upon and implies a false theory—this is more than we can possibly consent to do. Far better were it to follow the course for which our author himself expresses a preference, but, from an underestimate of the difficulties attending the other course, does not venture to adopt: namely, to take the Greek θ for the sonant character. If we must accept θ, let us by all means have δ also, in its Modern Greek value: that is even a less violation of the proprieties of the Ancient Greek than to set the smooth breathing over a consonant, and with a value in no way belonging to it.*

The two sounds of the German ch—the one following a, and the labial vowels o, u, the other following the vowels of palatal position, e, i, ü, ơ, and those compounds of which the final element is palatal, as ei, eu—are allotted by Prof. Lepsius to the guttural and palatal classes respectively. The distinction between the two in respect to mode of formation is sufficiently clear: each is a rough h, as we may call it, rasped through the organs with the least possible change from the position of the preceding vowel. If the vowel is a palatal one, uttered between the upper surface of the tongue and the roof of the mouth, the succeeding ch is of the same character; it is produced by an expulsion of unintonated breath through the same position made a little more close: or it may even be by a more violent expulsion through the unchanged position, a throwing out of more breath than can pass the organs without audible friction. The ch after a, o, u is brought forth farther back, at the deepest point in the

* We note that Prof. Lepsius has himself later definitively adopted θ and γ as signs for the dental and palatal sonant spirants.
been accustomed, or to adopt one or two convenient signs which in their assigned value must be learned by a majority instead of a minority, or a larger instead of a smaller majority, of those who use the alphabet. In fact, Prof. Lepsius himself furnishes a sufficient argument against his own rule, by palpably violating it in more than one instance: we will not insist upon the circumstance that he presumes to write the vowels and diphthongs by characters used according to their Italian values, while the English language, and in a less degree the French, gives them in many cases a quite different signification: but he also adopts $w$ for the labial semivowel, in spite of the more usual value of the sonant spirant ($v$), which it has in other languages than English; he takes $y$ for the palatal semivowel, although it is vowel, vowel and semivowel combined, and diphthong, one or all, in the principal languages of Europe; he represents the deeper palatal of the Semitic languages by $q$, which has not that value in a single European language; nor is his use of $u$ and $z$ free from similar objections. In every one of these cases, we heartily approve of the choice which he has made; but we do not approve of his cutting himself and us off from other such convenient adaptations, by the peremptory action of a rule which he observes so imperfectly. The fourth rule runs as follows: Explosive letters are not to be used to express fricative sounds, and vice versa. That is to say, for instance, $c$, of which the original sound was that of $k$, an explosive, or full mute, must not be used as a base upon which to form a character to represent the fricative, or continuable, sound of the German $ch$; $t$ must not be altered to express the $th$ sound, and so on. It is difficult to see why this should be made a peremptory rule, the binding force of which is not to be set aside by any opposing considerations. On the contrary, since the spirants, for example, historically develop themselves in numerous instances from the mutes, there would seem to be a peculiar propriety in developing their representative signs also from those of the mutes—if practical considerations be found to favor rather than oppose such a process. Our author’s last two rules, we think, might better have been stated as important leading principles, not to be set aside without good and sufficient reasons.

But to return to the lingual spirants.—For the surd $th$ sound, as heard in thin, throw, path, Prof. Lepsius adopts the Greek $\sigma$ as representative: not without reluctance, for he feels the great undesirableness of introducing foreign characters into the Latin alphabet, and also allows that the primitive sound of $\sigma$ was not fricative, like our $th$, but an aspirated $t$, or a $t$ with an $h$ closely following it. He is restrained, however, by his fourth rule from accepting any diacritically distinguished form of our explosives $t$ and $d$ to indicate the fricative spirants. We, on the other
The spirants of the lingual series are the two sounds, surd and sonant, of the English th, as instanced in the two words thin and this. They are properly dento-linguals, being, unlike the other letters commonly called "dental," actually produced between the tongue and the upper teeth. What part of either shall be used is a matter of indifference: the same sound is originated, whether the tip of the tongue be set against the inner surface of the teeth (only not so as to form a contact upon the gums), or whether its tip or any part of its upper surface be applied under the points of the teeth. For foreigners, who are wont to find great difficulty in catching and imitating this sound, it is a method infallibly attended with success to seize the end of the tongue between the teeth, and hold it firmly there, while the breath is forced out over it.

Before examining the characters adopted by Prof. Lepsius for the lingual spirants, it will be well to consider the rules which, at the outset of his treatment of the consonants (pp. 31–2 [28]), he lays down as necessary to be followed in the work of fitting signs and sounds to each other. The first two of these rules—that every simple sound is to be represented by a simple sign, and that different sounds are not to be expressed by one and the same sign—are of obvious propriety, and their generally binding character will, we are sure, be universally assented to—yet even to the first of these we have been ready above to admit a single exception (or rather, to replace by it an exception admitted by our author himself to the second), in a peculiar case, and in order to gain what seemed to us an important practical advantage. The third rule is to the effect that those European characters which have a different value in the principal European alphabets are not to be admitted into a general alphabet. This shuts out from all employment such letters as c, j, x. To such a rule we are very loth to yield assent. With so scanty an alphabet as the Latin for material to make our system of characters of, it is very hard to have any part of it ruled out of use in advance, unless for more cogent reasons than can be urged in favor of this rule. The multiplication of diacritical points, the introduction among the familiar letters of our alphabet of others of a discordant form and style, like the Greek, are both very inconvenient and very distasteful, and if they can possibly be avoided, wholly or partly, by a judicious use of Roman letters which would otherwise be left idle, practical good sense would seem to teach us so to avoid them. The value of the signs composing the general alphabet must, of course, be learned by every person who is to use it: not a single language possesses all its characters in the signification it attributes to them; it is but a small matter to add one or two more to the list of those which each person must teach himself to apply in a different way from that to which he has
Semitic sounds written by our author with a line beneath ((" and "d")—perhaps still more nearly as the Sanskrit palatals (according to his understanding of their character), which he represents by "k", "g". The inaccuracy, it is true, is in great measure excused by the practical inconvenience of adding a second diacritical mark to the compounds, and by the awkwardness of introducing two new characters into alphabets which know the sounds represented by them only in these combinations; yet we should be inclined to draw from it an argument in favor of a yet simpler mode of representation. Considering the peculiar intimacy with which the elements of the sounds in question are combined—such that some orthoepists still persist in regarding them as simple, and that more than one language, elsewhere very careful to make its vowels long before double consonants, does not allow them to constitute position—we should not be unwilling to turn to account in their representation the otherwise useless "c" and "j" of the Latin alphabet. To write "c" for the sound "ch", and to retain "j" with its English value would, indeed, involve the inconsistency of writing compound sounds with simple signs; but this inconsistency may be set off against the inaccuracy of writing "ts", "ds"; and if we are dealing with a matter so knotty as to compel us at any rate to a violation of our system, is it not better to err on the side of practical convenience?*

The labial series has no sibilants; for its pair of fricatives, surd and sonant, expressed in our author's system by "f" and "v", with their English values, so lack the hissing quality which distinguishes the lingual, palatal, and cerebral sibilants, that it seems preferable to put them into another class; which, for lack of a better name at hand, we will call the "spirants." Of these two, the "f" is more universally found, and of earlier development—which is apt to be the case, as between surd and sonant letters of the same organic position. In their ordinary pronunciation, the upper teeth are placed directly upon the lower lip, and the breath, unintonated or intonated, forced out between them. They would be most accurately described, then, as dento-labials. The German utterance of these sounds, however (and the same thing is claimed by some for the Latin "f"), brings the teeth much less distinctly into action: the German "f" and "v" ("w") are almost purely lip sounds, crowded in upon the labial series between "w" and "p", "b.

* The later papers of our author, already more than once referred to, show that he appreciates the force of this argument, and that the second edition of his Standard Alphabet will permit the use of "c" and "j" to represent the compound sounds here in question—yet with the addition to them of the same diacritical mark which he finally adopts for the "sh" and "zh" sounds: thus, "ć", "ź". These signs are quite an improvement, in our view, on the "ts" and "ds" which they replace, yet we hardly appreciate the necessity of writing with diacritical points characters not elsewhere employed in the alphabet.
lingual letters, but very decidedly more akin with the former. The term "dental" is an incorrect one as applied to it, since not only are the teeth not at all concerned in its production, but it is even originated at a point quite distant from them. We have carefully avoided the use of the term dental throughout, because we think it a misnomer, even as allotted to s, z, d, and t. By long and careful trial, we have convinced ourselves that the close approach and contact which give origin to these sounds are not upon the teeth themselves, but immediately at their base and behind them. Even though the tip of the tongue touch the teeth in the utterance of t and d, the determining contact is upon the gum: the only sound producible between the tongue and the teeth themselves is that of th: the teeth are not tight enough to make a mute closure.

In his selection of a sign for this pair of sibilants, our author has not been quite so happy as usual. After rejecting the s with a spiritus asper above it (thus: /dat), because the latter has a value of its own, which would not belong to it as thus used, he adopts as diacritical mark the usual sign of a short vowel, which is liable to precisely the same objection, and writes ș, ș. We should have chosen ș, for just the analogy on account of which our author rejects it—because we regard the sound as properly palatal, and think it identical with the Sanskrit palatal sibilant. A dotted ș or ș would also have pleased us better than the sign adopted, as being more easily written, and not suggesting a value which it does not possess. Still, the point is one of inferior consequence, and we should not think of seriously quarrelling with the method of representation proposed by Prof. Lepsius.  

The sounds of the English ch in church, and j and q in judge, are represented in our author's system by tș and dș, as being evidently compound sounds, containing as their final elements the surd and sonant sibilants just treated. These signs, however, include a slight inaccuracy, which we presume did not escape the notice of Prof. Lepsius, but was neglected by him as of insignificant importance. The t and d, namely, which form the first constituents of the compounds, are not the ordinary t and d, as uttered close behind the teeth, and with the tip of the tongue: they are brought forth within the dome of the palate, and by the flat of the tongue—that is to say, by a contact of the same organs, and at the same point, where a near approximation gives the șh sound. We properly require, then, some diacritical point to distinguish them from the common linguals, from which they differ quite as much, and in very nearly the same way, as the

---

* In his later papers, we observe that he substitutes an angular mark, like a circumflex inverted, for the circular one: thus, ș—following, apparently, the Slavonian usage to which he refers on page 85 [81].
And this distinction seems to us to draw through the system a more marked line of separation, to divide it into two classes more decidedly different from one another, than that between vowels and consonants. If we were to separate the alphabet into two great classes, it would be rather here than there.

In proceeding to fill in the other classes of sounds which help to make up the complete alphabetic system, we may commence with the sibilants. The sibilant most universally found to occur, and the oldest and only primitive one in our family of languages, is the lingual $s$. This is, like $r$, a breach, made at the tip of the tongue, of the position of closure in which $t$ is pronounced: the breach is a less open one, and the material expelled through it is the unintonated breath. Hence the so frequent historical transition of $s$ into $r$; and hence even, in the Sanskrit, the prevailing phonetic relation of $s$ and $r$ as corresponding surd and sonant. The $s$, however, has its precise sonant correlative in $z$, which is pronounced with exactly the same position and degree of closure, and differs only in the material expelled, which is intonated. The other common sibilant is that which in our language is written, though a simple sound, with the compound sign $sh$. Prof. Lepsius does not expressly define it, yet we gather from what he says of it on page 45 [40], and from his classing it as "dental," that he would describe it in a manner with which we could not agree. The most instructive and decisive experiment which one can try in his own mouth upon the sibilants, is to apply the tip of the tongue to the roof of the mouth in front, just behind the upper teeth, uttering an $s$ there, and then to pass the tip slowly backward along the palate, continuing the sibilant sound. It will be perceived that, for a brief space, the resulting sound is clearly such as we should call an $s$, but that, as soon as the tongue passes the ridge at which the dome of the palate rather abruptly rises, the sibilant assumes the character of an $sh$, and maintains it, with unimportant change of quality, as far back as the tongue can reach in the mouth. The ridge referred to forms the dividing line between the region where $s$ and that where $sh$ is uttered, and this difference of region constitutes the essential distinction between the two sounds. The tip of the tongue is not necessary to the formation of either: its upper flat surface, applied in front of the ridge, is used by some persons in their ordinary utterance of $s$; while the usual $sh$ is always produced by that part of the organ, applied within the dome: the $sh$ sound, slightly different in quality from this, which is brought forth by turning the tip of the tongue back into the dome of the palate, is the Sanskrit "cerebral" $sh$—a distinct cerebral, like all the other letters of its class, and not identical with our $sh$, although so nearly akin with it. The position of the $sh$ and its corresponding sonant $zh$ ($s$ in azure: the French $j$) is thus between the palatal and the
We would construct as follows the complete tableau of the principal sounds thus far treated of:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Vowels,} & \quad \{ \begin{array}{c} a \\ e \\ o \\ i \\ u \end{array} \} \\
\text{Semivowels,} & \quad \{ y, r, l, w \} \quad \text{Sonant.} \\
\text{Nasals,} & \quad \{ \begin{array}{c} n \\ m \end{array} \} \\
\text{Mutes,} & \quad \{ \begin{array}{c} g \\ d \\ b \\ k \\ t \\ p \end{array} \} \quad \text{Surd.}
\end{align*}
\]

The nasals create a little difficulty in the arrangement of the alphabet, inasmuch as they introduce an element which has no part in the formation of the other letters, and, while in position of the mouth organs they are close, like the mutes, they are nevertheless, in virtue of the freedom of the passage which they uncloze, quite open letters, having many important analogies with the semivowels and vowels. Thus, both \( n \) and \( m \) are sometimes used as vowels, like \( r \) and \( l \). For this reason we place them next the semivowels, between these and the mutes. Again—and this is perhaps the most marked common characteristic which unites them into one class—the vowels, semi-vowels, and nasals have all together but one corresponding surd, the letter \( h \). This letter our author refers to a new class which he sets up, and calls the "faucal": he describes it as produced "behind the guttural point, immediately at the larynx" (p. 39 [34]). We cannot quite agree with this treatment of the \( h \), which seems to imply that it has a characteristic position of its own, or is pronounced with the mouth organs fixed in a certain way, which we think is plainly not the case. Our European \( h \), although in great part of guttural origin, has become a mere breathing, and is always uttered in the same position with the next following letter, which letter can be no other than a vowel, semivowel, or nasal. The \( h \) which precedes an \( i \), as in the word \( he \), is an emission of unintonated breath through the same position of the organs which belongs to the \( i \), or through the close palatal position; before \( u \), as in \( hoot \), it is uttered through the close labial position; the same is true of the \( h \) which precedes the semivowels \( y \) and \( w \), as in the words \( hue \) (hyū) and \( when \) (huēn); and the Greek rough breathing before \( q \) was doubtless of like character. That is to say, in the production of the vowels, semivowels, and nasals, the approximation of the organs is not so close that the utterance through them of unintonated breath can give sounds individually characterized, and capable of being employed as independent members of the alphabetic system: all their positions together add but a single surd to the alphabet, the simple breathing or aspiration \( h \). In the rest of the system, on the other hand, each position of the mouth organs adds to the alphabet two sounds, produced by the emission, the one of intonated breath, the other of unintonated.
On Lepsius's Standard Alphabet.

aspirate, sonant and surd, or the like, and such terms ought to be substituted throughout for our author's "soft" and "strong," to the rigorous exclusion of the latter.*

* In his papers on the Chinese and Tibetan and on the Arabic, Prof. Lepsius recognizes the difference in respect to intonation between the two classes of sounds here in question, and more usually calls them by names which are measurably free from the objections we have urged against "soft" and "strong." But in the latter paper (pp. 106–10), after an elaborate discussion of the phonetic relations of the two classes, he comes anew to the conclusion, which we cannot but deem an erroneous one, that, while intonation does indeed constitute a usual distinction between strong and soft sounds, it is not, after all, the primary and fundamental one: this being, rather, the difference in strength of the emitted breath. Without entering into a detailed analysis of his argument, which would necessarily occupy several pages, we would point out that there are two circumstances by the misinterpretation of which he seems to be especially led astray. The first is, that there is actually a less emission of breath in the production of the intonated than in that of the unintonated letters. If there is no intonation, if the vocal cords remain relaxed, the whole aperture of the larynx is left open for the escape of breath, and the lungs may in a very brief moment be entirely emptied of their content: If there is intonation, the aperture is almost closed by the elevation and approximation of the membranous valves the vibration of whose edges produces the tone; a mere slit is left for the passage of the breath, and this cannot be completely expelled from the lungs until after a prolonged utterance of sound. Thus, other things being equal, a surd letter will cause a greater expenditure of breath than a sonant; but it is, we are sure, a direct reversal of the true relation of things to make the diminution of the column of breath the primary, and the intonation the secondary and subordinate circumstance. We understand Prof. Lepsius, by his scale of maxima and minima, to admit that more breath may be expended in the violent utterance of a sonant than in the gentle utterance of a surd; yet to hold that the strength of utterance is the main thing, because, through the whole scale of degrees of force, the surd sound would employ more breath than the sonant of corresponding strength. Is not this very much as if one were to say that the essential physical difference between male and female lies in the inferior strength of the latter; since, though a man of minimum power may be weaker than a woman of maximum power, yet a maximum man is stronger than a maximum woman, and a minimum man than a minimum woman! If we may increase and diminish the force of utterance of either a surd or a sonant letter, and to a marked degree, without alteration of their distinctive character, then it seems clear that force of utterance cannot be their distinguishing characteristic: while, on the other hand, if it be true, as we confidently maintain, that the element of intonation cannot possibly be introduced into an ʃ, for instance, without immediately and necessarily converting it into a ʃ, nor the element of intonation taken away from a ʃ without at once making an ʃ of it, we cannot hesitate to regard the presence or absence of intonation as determining absolutely the distinctive character of the sounds in question.

The other circumstance to which we regard Prof. Lepsius as giving a false value is that in whispering we are able, to a certain extent, to make audible the distinction between surd and sonant. In whispering, the place of tone is taken by a rustling of the breath through the larynx—we presume, between the edges of the vocal cords, which are approximated, but not sufficiently so, nor with tension enough, to produce actual sonant vibration, although approaching this in proportion to the effort which is made to attain loudness and distinctness. It may be compared to the first hoarse rush of steam through an imperfect steam whistle, approaching, and finally passing over into, clear sound. There is enough of resonance in it to make all the vowels and semivowels distinctly audible, and it can in some measure perform the same office for the sonant consonants: yet very imperfectly; it requires a laborious effort at distinctness of utterance, and the close attention of an ear not too far regarded, to distinguish a whispered ʃʃʃʃ and ʃʃʃʃ from ʃʃʃʃ and ʃʃʃʃ. We cannot see that the possibility of this partial substitution of an imperfect for a perfect intonation militates at all against the theory which regards intonation as the essential distinction of the sonant letter from the surd.
to assume what is implied in the names "hard" and "soft": that 
the sound is heard as a result of a greater effort of the 
organs; that it is a hard or strong utterance, while the sound is weak or 
sound: and this is utterly erroneous, for either can, without altera-
tion of its distinctive character, be pronounced with any required 
degree of force—with the gentlest possible emission of breath, 
such as hardly yields an audible sound, or with the most violent 
expulsion of which the organs are capable—and in ordinary use 
they do not at all differ from one another in this respect. Our 
author should have allowed himself to be instructed as regards 
the point in question by the Hindu grammarians, to whom he 
finds just occasion to refer more than once as distinguished for 
their skill in phonetic analysis, and capable of becoming our 
guides to the understanding of the sounds of our own languages 
(p. 15 [14]): none of them, so far as we know, fails to define 
correctly the difference between "hard" and "soft" letters. He 
himself comes very near the true explanation once or twice, as 
where he notices (p. 27 [24]) that all the soft fricative consonants 
include in themselves an intonated sound, or vowel: such a sound 
is, indeed, included in them, as well as in the soft explosives, and 
it is precisely this that makes them soft, for "soft" differs from 
"hard" solely in being uttered with intonated breath, instead of 
intonated; that is to say, with sound, instead of breath alone. 
It may seem a contradiction to speak of a mute letter—for in-
stance, a b—as uttered with intonated breath; but the difficulty 
is only an apparent one. Intonated breath, as any one may read-
ily convince himself by experiment, can be forced up into the 
mouth even when closed, until the cavity of the mouth is filled 
with the air so expelled. Thus, with the lips compressed, and 
no exit permitted through the nose, one may make a sound, in 
which, even without the closure broken, the ear will recognize a 
b quality, and which will last until the cheeks are fully distended, 
perhaps a second or two: time enough, though short, to utter a 
dozen b's in. The syllable pa differs from ba, then, in this: in 
the former case, the intonation of the breath, the expulsion of 
sound, begins the instant that the labial contact is broken; in 
the latter case, it begins the instant before: apa differs from aba 
in that, in the one, the breath loses its sonant quality during the 
instant of closure represented by p; in the other, there is no ces-
sation of intonation from beginning to end of the utterance. In 
the fricative or continuous letters, as s, z, or f, v, the case is yet 
more conspicuously clear; and no one, we are confident, can fail 
to convince himself by a very little trial that the only difference 
between any such pair of sounds lies in the difference of the 
material which is furnished from the lungs and throat to that 
position of the mouth organs which is characteristic of both. 
The only proper names, then, by which the two classes of sounds 
should be distinguished are intonated and unintonated, vocal and
each letter of complete closure has its corresponding nasal: so to p, t, k correspond m, n, and the English ng (in sing; or n in anger, ink). Observation shows us, however, that hardly any language gives to the palatal nasal the same value, as an independent constituent of the alphabet, as to the other two: it is employed only in a subordinate capacity, either solely before a palatal mute, or also at the end of a syllable, where a palatal mute has in pronunciation been lost after it, as in English and German. Hence it has no sign allotted to it in the Latin alphabet, and one must be devised and applied to its designation. Our author chooses n with a dot above as diacritical point: thus, ñ—which seems unobjectionable, if not found to be inconsistent with other signs to be adopted later. The second point to be noticed is that the close positions in which k, t, p are uttered give rise, not to those letters only, but also to another set, g, d, b. Prof. Lepsius distinguishes the two classes by calling the latter “soft,” the former “strong” or “sharp”—terms which he prefers, apparently, to the more natural and usual correlative of “soft,” viz. “hard.” This whole nomenclature seems to us exceedingly objectionable, as founded on fanciful analogy rather than on physical analysis. The terms hard and soft, once so usual, have of late become in good degree banished from phonetical works, and their re-introduction by our author is a regrettable step in a backward direction. Much as we dislike the color analogy, already spoken of, we would almost as lief see a, i, u, û, etc., habitually called in our author’s pages the red, the yellow, the blue, and the green vowel, etc., respectively, as to find p and b, and s and z, entitled the strong and the soft mute or sibilant. The use of these terms by our author, however, depends in great part upon an actual defect in his physiological analysis of the sounds to which they are applied: he has no clear, penetrating, and ever-present appreciation of the difference between what he calls the strong and the soft letters. This defect is something rather characteristically German: it is really amazing how some of the most able physiologists and philologists of that nation have blundered over the simple and seemingly obvious distinction between an s and a z, an f and a v, a p and a b, etc. Thus, to cite but an instance or two, the really eminent physiologist Johannes Müller can see no difference between a p and a b except a difference in regard to the force of utterance; and the noted grammarian Becker can find nothing better to say of them than that the one, the soft, is naturally fitted to stand at the beginning of a syllable, and the other, the hard, at its end: that is to say, that but is a correct and normal compound of sounds, while tub is something topsy-turvy, an infraction of the order of nature, and ought not, we suppose, to be uttered—as, by most Germans, it cannot be. The more usual way of settling the difficulty is
near approximation of the organs, such as is universally characteristic of fricative sounds, it is not easy to see. The real definition, if we are not mistaken, is this: \( r \) and \( l \) are both breaches of the close position in which a \( t \) or \( d \) is produced; in the \( r \), the breach is made at the tip of the tongue; in the \( l \), it takes place at the sides, the tip remaining in contact with the palate.* Both may be formed at many different positions along the roof of the mouth: wherever a \( d \) can be uttered, there it can be broken into an \( r \) and an \( l \). In English, as in Sanskrit, the \( r \) is ordinarily uttered with the tip of the tongue reverted into the dome of the palate, and is not vibrated or trilled, as it hardly admits of being in that position: in languages which have developed a "cerebral" series, \( r \) is properly placed at the head of that rank; where there is none such, it may well enough be left with \( l \), in the lingual series. There is also another \( l \)—not referred to, we believe, by Prof. Lepsius, but forming an important constituent of more than one modern alphabet—which possesses a markedly palatal character, and stands in intimate relations with \( y \). It has the distinctive and indispensable characteristic of an \( l \), that it is produced by an opening at the sides of the tongue; but the intervening closure is made by the middle surface, and not by the tip, of the tongue: it is the breach of such a \( d \) as is formed by pressing the flat of the tongue against the roof of the mouth, well within the dome of the palate.

From \( y \) and \( w \) respectively, a very slight additional degree of closure gives us the full stoppage of the breath represented by \( k \) and \( p \). And if there is any reason why our author should have arranged the vowels in the triangular method adopted by him, there is precisely the same reason why he should have prolonged the sides of his triangle to their natural terminations in the mutes. If we may follow down the line of progression from \( a \) to \( e \), from \( e \) to \( i \), from \( i \) to \( y \), and from \( y \) to \( k \)? and why not, in like manner, from \( a \) to \( p \), instead of stopping short at \( u \)? If the triangle be thus completed, \( i \) will properly enough occupy the middle of its base, as belonging in the same rank with \( k \) and \( p \), and as being produced by closure of the organs at a point between the labial and the palatal. But before we proceed to construct the triangle, it is necessary to take account of two matters which have not yet been considered. First, though the aperture of the mouth be closed by contact at the three points referred to, there is still a way for the exit of the breath, namely through the nostrils, and the permission of its escape in this way gives rise to a distinct class of sounds, called nasals. There may be, or must be, in any language, as many sounds of this class as there are mutes;

---

* In his paper on the Arabic (p. 140), Prof. Lepsius explicitly speaks of the \( l \) as thus formed.
ing before an opener vowel, as a, in the same syllable, take on a character no longer purely vocal, and become the "semivowels" y and w. That the latter are not at all closer in position than their corresponding vowels, we are not prepared to maintain: indeed, it is certain that they are sometimes made so, else we could not utter the syllables ye, woo: but it is questionable whether they have this greater degree of closeness except when it becomes necessary to distinguish them from a following i and u; and, at any rate, the difference between them and i and u respectively is not greater than between long and short i, long and short u, as pronounced by English and Germans; it is so insignificant that some languages, as the Latin, have no more thought of distinguishing by a different character y from i, and w from u, than i from i, and u from u. It is practically more convenient, however, to have separate signs for the consonantal values of these two vowels, and the great majority of orthographers will agree with our author in adopting such. With y and w are to be classed, as semivowels, r and l. In these sounds we begin, at last, the lingual series. We have already noticed that the lingual approximation of the organs, or that of the tip of the tongue to the fore part of the roof of the mouth, gives rise to no vowels proper. The modifying action seems too far from the throat to act with effect upon the stream of intonated breath. It is to be observed that in the production of the labial series of vowels the approach of the lips is not solely the immediate, but in part also the mediate producing cause, by the action which it accompanies and facilitates at the base of the tongue. For it is possible, by a violent effort to change the position of the tongue at its root, to pronounce a pretty clear a, even with the lips in the position in which u is ordinarily uttered; and, on the other hand, one may bring forth, by a like effort, the whole series of labial vowels, with the lips and teeth held immovably in the position in which one naturally pronounces i. But if the lingual position produces no sounds which are solely or prevalingly vocal in their character, its semivowels have in many languages the value of vowels, and it is also much more fertile of consonants than either of the others. Thus, in the rank now under consideration, we have, instead of one semivowel only, two different ones; which, however, are very closely allied, most frequently pass into one another, and in etymology, as is well known to all students of historical philology, hardly count together for more than one letter. They are described by Prof. Lepsius (p. 30 [27]) as both "formed by a contact, which is vibrating in r, and partial in l." This is not altogether satisfactory: for, as any one who speaks English can perceive, vibration is not necessarily characteristic of r; that sound may be uttered as smoothly over the tip of the tongue as any other; and what a "partial contact" is, as distinct from a
accented syllables, is peculiarly dull and indistinct. The practical question is, what sign shall we choose to represent it? the ū which to the English apprehension is its most natural sign, the ĕ to which alone it belongs in French and German, or the ā out of which it has generally grown in countries farther east? Our author decides for the second, and writes it as an ĕ with a little circle beneath as diacritical point: thus, ĕ. This will answer well enough; we have no such objections to urge to the sign as should lead us to reject it entirely; yet we confess that we should ourselves have rather chosen the ā as a basis, for the reason that there is a nearer relationship between ā and the sound in question than between the latter and ĕ. Ė is a palatal vowel: ā is neither palatal nor labial, but is, like the neutral vowel, uncharacterized; only in the one case the mouth organs have been by a conscious effort removed, that they may not affect the uttered stream of intonated breath, while in the other, though they contribute nothing by conscious action to the production of the sound, yet, by being left in the way of the breath’s free passage, they dim and dull it, producing this grunting sound, the most ungraceful of the whole vowel system—or only less ungraceful than the nasalized form which it assumes in the French ūn.

There are some other points in the scheme of vowel-signs and examples given by our author (pp. 47, 48 [42, 43]), besides those we have already noticed above, which seem to us open to criticism. The English vowel sounds, the special difficulty of which Prof. Lepsius alludes to in another place (p. 25 [23], note), are not always well placed and properly paralleled. The designation of the diphthongs and nasal sounds is also in various instances defective in point of consistency with the rest of the alphabet. To represent, for example, the English ōi in join by a simple ōi, while the first constituent of the compound is not the sound to which the system assigns ō for a sign, but that represented by ū, is an undesirable inaccuracy. So also the French nasal sound in bien, vin, cannot properly be written with ū, as our author proposes, since the vowel sound which receives the nasal quality is that to which ū has been before assigned as representative.

We come now to the consonants. And, having already expressed ourselves as not entirely satisfied with our author’s general treatment of them—as a class altogether separate from the vowels, and requiring a diverse method of arrangement—we will here first proceed to set forth our own ideas as to how both classes may and should be presented in one harmonious and concordant system.

As has been remarked above, ů and ū are the two vowels of closest possible position on the side of the palate and of the lips respectively. In them we are on the very borders of the consonantal territory; so that even ů and ū themselves, when com-
In his list of the vowels with illustrative examples (pp. 47, 48 [42, 43]) he includes both, but virtually admits the uselessness of the distinction, by being forced to leave one of the two forms without an example, or else to illustrate it by setting up as discordant the pronunciation of the English \( e \) in \( men \) and the German in \( wemn \), between which we defy the keenest living ear to detect a difference of quality. We are thus able to dispense with all those signs which have a twofold diacritical mark below—a great advantage, since they could not but be found very cumbersome in practical use.

The vowel usually known in English as "short u" (the \( u \) of \( but, current, \) and the like; the \( o \) of \( son \)) is one of the hardest matters with which the constructor of a phonetic alphabet is called upon to deal. Its distinctive character is the absence of character; it is the neutral, the indefinite, the uncharacterized vowel, a product of the intonation of the breath alone, with the lips just parted to give it exit. It differs from \( a \), in that for the utterance of the latter the mouth is opened with the honest design and effort to give forth a sound, while for that of the other it is indolently left as nearly shut as may be: both are alike free from any consciously modifying and individualizing action of the mouth organs. The opinion referred to by our author (p. 26 [24]) as held by "some scholars," that the other vowel sounds issued forth and grew into individuality from this one, seems to us to lack even the semblance of a basis. We know of no historical evidence supporting it, nor can we regard it as called for by, or consistent with, sound theory. When an untaught race begin to learn to paint, they do not use neutral tints, but the brightest and most startling colors. The beginnings of speech were attended with hearty effort and labor; the most strongly characterized and broadly distinguished sounds composed its first alphabet; it no more began its vowel system with the neutral vowel than its consonant system with sibilants and spirants. The vowel in question comes in rather by the corruption of other vowels, by the process of slighting them, and robbing them of their distinctive qualities. It can hardly be said to appear at all in the best style of German pronunciation; in French it occurs only as the lightest and briefest possible succedaneum of an \( e \) which is to be made as nearly mute as may be, or as nasalized in the combination \( un \); the English is the only modern European language, so far as is known to us, which elevates it to an entire equality with the other vowels, allows it in accented as well as unaccented syllables, and gives it both a short and a long value (as in \( hut, hurt \)). It is also found extensively in the languages of India, as the result of the dimming of an original short \( a \), and it abounds in the idioms of the aborigines of this continent, the general pronunciation of whose vowels, except in
less distinct and marked, and so are harder to maintain by con-
sscious effort; there is also less persistent uniformity in its pro-
nunciation than in that of ü: while the French u and German ü are absolutely identical in character, a slight difference is gen-
erally acknowledged between the French eu and German ö; both are, without doubt, combinations of a medial palatal with a me-
dial labial approach of the organs, but the degrees of approxi-
amation are very slightly different in the two; indeed, French orthoepists also recognize differences in the quality of their eu in
different classes of words. We can hardly trust ourselves to
pronounce a decided opinion upon matters of so delicate distinc-
tion between sounds not native in our own mouth; but we do
not think that the differences of quality referred to are greater
than subsist between the short and the long i in German or En-
lish (in kinn, ihn, or pin, pique), or between the short i of the
German and English (which is a little more open than the long i)
on the one hand, and that of the French (which has precisely the
same quality as the English, German, and French long i) on the
other, or that they call for different characters to represent them.
And that there is any like combination of the positions of e and
a (in fat and a in all), forming a third vowel of the same class—
as is assumed by our author, in order to fill up his system—we
do not at all believe; his a may be omitted as superfluous.

Prof. Lepsius proposes to write these two combined vowels,
vowels of double position, or palato-labial vowels, as we may
call them, in a manner analogous to that adopted in German, but
with the double point, or diaeresis, written below instead of above
the letter, in order to leave room above for marks of quantity,
accent, nasalization, and the like. This consideration is well
worthy of being taken into account; yet we would suggest that,
as most fonts of type contain ö and ü, and not the reversed forms,
it be allowed to employ either without incurring the blame of
violating the system. In practice, both forms are about equally
serviceable, as it is not usual in continuous text to mark accent
and quantity; nor could any ambiguity arise from the license,
as the two dots are not elsewhere employed as diacritical signs in
the alphabet proposed.

In like manner as the separation of ö into two sounds (ö and õ),
and yet more into three (ö, õ, and ò), seems to us superfluous, so
does also that of e into è and ê, and of o into o and ò. * Our au-
uthor, indeed, is inconsistent with himself as regards them: now he
gives both (p. 26 [24]); now he gives only one, and at one time
only the simple forms, at another (p. 29 [26]) only the dotted.

* A single dot beneath the vowel is meant to indicate a closer utterance.
† We cite first, in all references to the Standard Alphabet, the page of the Eng-
lish version, adding in brackets the corresponding page of the German original.
dition of any vowel sound, we are referred to the combination of colors which it may be imagined to represent. We submit that this is not merely a leaving out of sight one's physiological basis, but a trampling it under foot and rejecting it for a foundation of cloud; that it is a backsliding into the old reprehensible method in phonetics, of describing and naming things from subjective comparison, instead of from actual analysis and determination of character; and that the whole color analogy is quite unworthy of a place in our author's phonetic manual. Again—and doubtless as a consequence, in the main, of thus leaving out of account the physical mode of production of the vowels—our author appears to misapprehend the relation in which the German ü (French u) and the German ö (French eu) stand to the rest of the vowel system. He speaks of ü as standing "between" i and u, and of ö as standing "between" e and o, in the same manner as e between a and i; and the reason why, between a and i, language has developed two vowels, e and e (as in fat), while between i and u it shows but one, is, in his apprehension, that "the distance between a and i is greater than that between i and u." But, in fact, the two cases are of entirely diverse character. From a to i is a line of direct progression, a process of gradual approximation of the organs, in which there are theoretically an infinite number of different points, or degrees of closure, each of them giving a different vowel sound—just as there are between the key-note and the fourth an infinite number of possible musical tones, distinguished from one another by minute differences of pitch; although the natural scale makes use of but two of them, the second and the third, as the spoken alphabet of but two of the vowels intermediate between a and i, viz. e and e. But between i and u, as being produced by approximation of the organs at two distinct points in the mouth, there is no line of continuous progression, except by going from either of them back to the neutral point a, and thence taking a new start in the direction of the other. It is plain, then, that ü cannot be a vowel intermediate between i and u, in the same sense as e between i and a; it is rather a vowel combined of i and u, or in the pronunciation of which the position of the lips is that in which u is uttered, and, at the same time, the position of the tongue is that in which i is uttered. It is quite possible to describe this sound, usually so difficult to be learned by those in whose mother-tongues it does not occur, and to make its acquirement a matter comparatively easy, by laying down this rule: fix the tongue to say i (as in pique, machine), and pronounce that letter; and then, without moving the tongue, fix the lips to say u (in rule): the combination gives the required sound. To define and teach ö is by no means so easy, because the positions assumed by the tongue and lips respectively in its utterance are
the reason that, in the development of the system of articulations, those sounds were first struck out and employed for purposes of speech which were most broadly and markedly distinguished from one another: the more nicely shaded sounds, the intermediate vowels, as also most of the fricative consonants, are the growth of a later time, the product of a longer training of both voice and ear. Between a and i on the one hand, and a and u on the other, the two vowels of intermediate position, e (short and long in then, they) and o (long in note: the English has no short o, except in the pronunciation, frequent in this country, but unacknowledged by the orthoepists, of a few words, as home, stone, none), have been first struck out, and, either in their long or short forms, or both, are present in almost all languages; and finally, a few tongues, our own among the number, have developed between a and e the sound of a in hat, and between a and o the sound of a in all, usually called by us the "short or flat a" and the "broad a" respectively. These last are written by our author with an underlined e and o: thus, e, o—a method of transcription to which, as we conceive, no valid objection can be made, and for which we are perfectly willing to relinquish the signs which we have ourselves been hitherto accustomed to use for the sounds in question.

Prof. Lepsius constructs the usual triangle or pyramid of vowels, in the same form as that in which we have here stated it, viz:

```
a
 e  o
 i  u
```

but, as we cannot but think, without any due explanation of why they should be thus arranged. Indeed, his treatment of the vowel system is more unsatisfactory and open to criticism than any other part of his work. In the first place, he quits here altogether the physiological basis upon which he professes himself to stand, and, instead of giving us any account of the mode of formation of a, i, u, their relations to one another, and the reasons of their prominence in the history of language, he suffers himself to be seduced into drawing out a fantastic analogy between the vowel sounds and the colors, which has not the slightest substantial ground, neither teaches nor illustrates anything, and can only stand in the way of a clear and objective view of the actual phonetic relations of the subject. "There are three primary vowels," he tells us, "as there are three primary colors," and "the other vowels are formed between these three, as all colors between red, yellow, and blue!" And so onward, through his whole discussion of the vowels, we have nothing in the way of description and illustration other than what is afforded by the drawing out of this fanciful parallel: in place of a physical defi-
different manner. The ground of distinction is virtually the antithesis of material and form, and the preponderance of the one or of the other. The material is the stream of breath, unintonated or intonated, furnished by the lungs, or by the lungs and larynx, to the mouth organs: the form consists in the modifying action of the latter, converting the material into the greatly varied products which constitute the system of articulate sounds. Now the vowel $a$ ("Italian a," as in car, father) is pure material: if the mouth be opened wide, all its organs retained inactive, and the intonated breath suffered to stream forth unimpeded and unmodified, this vowel sound is the result. $A$, then, with this its original and proper value, has a right in theory to stand, as in practice it so generally does stand, at the head of the alphabet. On the other hand, the forming element, the approach and modifying influence of the mouth organs, may be suffered to extinguish the material, as it were, by complete closure, and entire stoppage of the emission of breath, as in the production of the letters we call mutes: these, then, constitute the extreme limit of the alphabet on the consonantal side, as $a$ on the vowel side; and between the perfectly open $a$ and the entirely close $k$, $t$, $p$,* must admit of being arranged the whole system of spoken sounds. And not only do all the other sounds lie between these two extremes, but we shall even find that they arrange themselves approximately along lines joining the two, or drawn from the one point $a$ to the three $k$, $t$, $p$, respectively. That is to say, there are lines of progression from the neutral openness of $a$ towards closure at three different points in the mouth—one produced by a contact of the upper surface of the tongue with the palate in the back part of the mouth, another by contact of the tip of the tongue with the roof of the mouth directly behind and at the base of the upper teeth, the third by contact of the lips with one another; and different degrees of approximation along these lines give rise to the other sounds of the alphabet. On the line of palatal closure, the closest position capable of producing a sound which shall possess a vowel quality gives the vowel $i$ (as short and long in pin, pique). In like manner, on the line of labial closure, the closest producible vowel is $u$ (as short and long in pull, rule). The line of lingual closure produces no vowels. These two vowels, $i$ and $u$, the farthest removed from $a$ in their respective directions, are, with $a$, the most primitive and the most universally occurring of all the vowels: and manifestly for

* Of course, the consonantal limit may consist, in any given language, of as many different members as there are mutes in that language, or points in the mouth at which complete closure is allowed to take place: for the sake of brevity and simplicity, however, we shall here take notice only of those three which are met with in almost every language, and which in a majority of languages, probably, are the only ones found to occur—namely the palatal, lingual, and labial mutes.
the mode of production of the sounds which he utters. There
is also another requisite, hardly less fundamental, and which,
though not put prominently forward by Prof. Lepsius, is a dis-
tinguishing characteristic of his work: one must be thoroughly
acquainted with the history, original significance, and various
applications of the characters out of which the alphabet is to be
constructed. With these two—a thorough comprehension of the
sounds for which signs are to be provided, and a complete knowl-
edge of the signs to be employed to represent them—one may
hope for a valuable result to his labors: the lack of either would
be equally fatal to success.

As we cannot in all points approve and accept the physiologi-
cal basis upon which our author's alphabet is constructed, we
propose to offer here some criticisms upon it, although they may
affect only here and there, and in a subordinate degree, the prac-
tical result of his work, or the system of signs selected to com-
pose the written alphabet.

In the first place, we object to the division of the spoken alpha-
bet, in a physiological discussion, into the two distinct classes
of vowels and consonants. This is a convenient practical classi-
fication, but it possesses only a superficial correctness. Even
common usage is compelled to bridge over the gulf apparently
assumed to exist between the two, by the admission of a class of
"semivowels"—that is to say, of sounds which are half vowel
and half consonant. In fact, vowel and consonant are only the
opposite poles of a continuous line of progression, the successive
steps of which are marked by the degrees of approximation of
the mouth organs toward a complete closure. All sounds pro-
nounced with more than a certain degree of openness have the
quality which we call vocal, and are, to our apprehension, deci-
dedly vowels; all, on the other hand, which have more than a
certain degree of closeness possess the consonantal quality only,
and are as distinctly consonants. But there is between these
degrees a neutral territory, so to speak; there are degrees of
closure producing sounds which, without change of quality, may
have the value either of consonants or of vowels. On this neu-
tral ground stand the semivowels, the nasals, and even, in one
or two exceptional cases, the sibilants. We cannot sanction, then,
a theoretical system which makes the distinction of vowel and
consonant absolute and fundamental, which holds the two classes
apart from one another, and adopts for them two different meth-
ods of classification and arrangement: the unity which belongs
to the alphabet as a whole, as a single concordant system, is thus,
in our opinion, quite broken up or obscured. In seeking for a
principle of arrangement under which to marshal the whole al-
phabet, we would adopt the same on which is founded the dis-
tinction of vowel and consonant, but we would apply it in a
cumbersome in use, no weight of authority should prevail on us to give it our endorsement. Let us therefore inquire more particularly into our author's qualifications for the task he undertook, and examine critically his method and its results.

That Lepsius, before he threw himself especially into the study of Egyptian antiquity, had distinguished himself by philological and paleographical researches exhibiting great learning and great acuteness, is well known to all students of language. That since that time he has devoted much attention to phonology is less known, but not less true. In the year 1858, he exhibited to the writer at Berlin the nearly-completed manuscript of an extended work on phonetics, and explained its general plan and execution. That work has never yet been published, but the one before us may be regarded as founded upon it, perhaps in part excerpted from it. How wide is the basis of observation and comparison upon which its system has been founded is evidenced by the series of more than fifty languages—half of them African, the rest Asiatic, Polynesian, and American—to which, at the close of the little manual, the standard alphabet is applied. We thus have the fullest assurance that we are not solicited to accept the results of a hasty and half-digested, or of a narrow and one-sided, series of investigations; and we cannot help entering upon their examination with no small degree of prepossession in their favor.

A principal distinctive peculiarity claimed to belong to the Standard Alphabet of our author is that it is founded on a physiological basis. The exposition of this basis is, for the sake of brevity, omitted in the treatise; we are left to judge it from the results it yields, in the classification and arrangement of the sounds of the spoken alphabet offered, and in the selection of the signs allotted to them. The claim means, doubtless, that the alphabet is to be looked upon as underlaid by a correct analysis and description of the whole system of articulate sounds, or as involving an accurate determination of the manner in which each is produced, both absolutely, and relatively to others. This is, of course, a prime requisite, without which no alphabet-maker can be anything but a bungler. It does not necessarily imply, however, a knowledge of the anatomy of the vocal organs, a detailed understanding of the construction and action of the parts of the throat which are concerned in the production of sound—although this subject is a highly interesting and curious one, and well repays study. For the organs employed in giving individual and articulate form to the material—intonated or unintonated breath—furnished by the lungs to the mouth for the purposes of speech, are sufficiently within the reach of conscious observation to enable any one who has trained himself to watch their operations to describe and explain, with sufficient minuteness,
select the best. In order, then, to produce an alphabet for general use, two things, of quite diverse character, are requisite: first, a thorough acquaintance with all matters pertaining to the system of articulate sounds and their established representatives—including an understanding of the physiology of the voice and the mode of production of spoken sounds, an acquaintance with the origin and history of alphabets and the primitive and now prevailing values of the characters composing them, and a familiarity with many tongues, of varying type—and second, such prominence before the eyes of the world, such acknowledged weight as an authority, such support from those for whose sake the work is done, as shall give that work at once a general currency, and recognition as a conventional standard. This second requisite is apt to receive less acknowledgment than it deserves; but it must be evident on a slight consideration that where, in the nature of the case, actual completeness cannot possibly be attained, nor universal satisfaction given, it will be better to accept in toto a system which has been and is likely to be accepted by a great many others, than either to alter it considerably, to suit our own ideas, or to take another system, which may be more to our mind, but which will probably be known to and noticed by only a few. And it appears to us that the Standard Alphabet of Prof. Lepsius may at least be claimed to unite and embody these different requisites in a higher degree than any other which has hitherto been put forth.

In the first place, as regards its vogue and acceptance. The name itself of Lepsius is sufficient to attract a high degree of attention and favor to anything to which it is attached. Wherever throughout the world there are scholars, there he is known as one of the foremost scholars of the age, distinguished alike in philology, in archaeology, and in history. This work of his, moreover, was brought out under most favorable auspices. It was formally discussed and accepted, before publication, at a convention in London of men representing the most important interests to be affected by such a work. It has since been endorsed by the authorized representatives of four English societies, one French, three German, and one American, as we are informed in the Advertisement prefixed to the book as it lies in our hands: what other associations may since have followed their example, we do not know. This general acceptance, while it is a telling testimony in favor of the work itself, furnishes also a powerful reason why we should incline to take the most favorable view possible of it, even overlooking defects of not too serious a character which it may be found to contain, for the sake of securing a uniformity long desired, and now more hopefully in prospect than ever before. Of course, however, if the new system prove false in its fundamental principles, imperfect in its execution, or
and pressing phase than now belongs to it. Unfortunately—in this respect unfortunately—they have been, in much the greater part, men to whom was native the English language, a language whose phonetical and orthographical system is more frightfully corrupt and confused than that of any other known form of human speech; men to whom, accordingly, it seemed not unnatural to write all kinds of sounds almost all kinds of ways; who lacked a distinct conception that each single sign was originally meant to have a single sound, and each single sound a separate and invariable sign, and that, in the history of writing, certain sounds and no others originally belonged to the characters of our own alphabet. Hence, in part, the confusion, to remedy which so much effort has been expended, and with only partial success. But there is also another, and a more deeply seated cause. Our written system is a scantly, and a rigid and non-elastic thing, compared with our spoken systems. The European alphabet, as it may well enough be called now, was invented—or, rather, modified into nearly its present form—to suit the Latin language at a certain stage of its development. Now phonetical systems grow, both by alteration and by extension; a still scantier system of characters would have answered the purposes of the Latin at a considerably earlier period in its history; but there is not one of the daughters of the Latin which is not both pinched and distorted in the tight and ill-fitting orthographical dress of the mother-tongue. More than this, some languages, or whole families of languages, offer sounds which Latin organs never formed; and these, too, must have their representatives in a general scheme. And yet once more, sounds, occurring in languages either nearly akin with one another or of altogether diverse descent, which to a dull ear, or on brief and imperfect acquaintance, appear quite the same, are yet found, after an intimate familiarity formed with them, to be distinguished by slight differences of quality, dependent upon slightly varying positions of the mouth-organs in their utterance. From these various causes arises the necessity of eking out an imperfect scheme of written characters, in order to make it represent sufficiently a greater number of sounds. This is evidently a thing which cannot be done upon principles commanding universal assent, by the application of rules admitting of distinct statement and impregnable demonstration: it is one into which considerations of history, of usage, of practical convenience, must enter, and which therefore cannot but be differently solved by different people, according to the variations of individual preference: given a system of sounds to be represented, and a system of signs by modified forms of which the representation must be made, and ten different laborers will produce ten different alphabets, each, perhaps, having its advantages, and such that between two or three of them any one may find it hard to
sanction, or else offered criticisms and suggested amendments affecting it. So much might have been regarded as due to the importance of the work, the character of its author, and the auspices under which it was put forth: it having received the express approval of the Berlin Academy, one of the most eminent bodies of learned men, both philologists and physiologists, in the world, and been farther endorsed and recommended by several of the principal English and continental Missionary Societies; as well as, at a later date, by our own American Board. How extensive an actual trial and application the new alphabet has had, and what have been the results of such a practical testing of its merits, we are not fully informed: that it has been substituted at one important mission, at least—that to the Zulus in South Africa—for the alphabet formerly employed, is certain: and it is precisely from that quarter that one remonstrance or expression of dissent has been received. But such remonstrances are by no means to be taken as certain evidence of serious imperfection in a proposed orthographical system. It is a matter of common remark how extremely conservative we are in the matter of the spelling of our own language; what worshippers of the letter as well as of the word; how obstinately unwilling to write a vocabularly otherwise than as we have been taught to believe was the true traditional way of writing it: and the same tendency to hold fast that which is written does not quit us on foreign soil, and in dealing with strange tongues. Hence a general uniformity of orthographical method is hardly to be hoped for; the end which we may aim to attain is the providing of something like a uniform method for languages still to be reduced to writing, and a norm to which such alterations of existing orthographies as may be found practicable shall be made to conform.

If the missionaries and emissaries sent out to unlettered countries, and destined to be the first introducers there of modes of writing, had from the beginning been only Italians and Germans, the orthographical question would have worn a far less intricate preparation. We greatly regret that we could not have made this the basis of our examination of Prof. Lepsius's system, and had almost decided to cancel our Article, or withhold it until we could take due note of any modifications of his views which their republication should exhibit. But, in view of the fact that our criticism has already (in the Proceedings of the Society for Oct. 1861) been announced as to be published in the present number of the Journal, and considering the uncertainty of the time of appearance of the new work, and that the first edition has been very extensively circulated, in its two versions, among missionaries and others, into whose hands the second may never come, we have concluded not to stop the printer. Such changes or fuller expositions of Prof. Lepsius's views as are brought to light in the two papers referred to will be set forth in marginal notes to this article, and should the revised Standard Alphabet, on its appearance, seem to call for yet farther attention, in justice to its author, we shall make it the subject of a separate treatment.
ARTICLE VII.

ON LEPSIUS'S STANDARD ALPHABET;*

BY WILLIAM D. WHITNEY,

PROFESSOR OF SANSKRIT IN YALE COLLEGE.

Presented to the Society October 17th, 1861.

More than once, within no long time past, inquiries have been addressed to us by those to whom the subject was one of practical importance, respecting the "Standard Alphabet" of Prof. Lepsius of Berlin: whether its method was so thorough, its results so correctly deduced, and the system of signs for sounds proposed by it so unexceptionable, that it deserved to be implicitly accepted, and should be made the absolute foundation of the reduction of new languages to a written form, and even allowed to supersede systems of orthography already for some time in use. We have therefore thought that it might be well to bring the matter before the Society at one of its meetings, when it was hoped that there would be those present who had had occasion to consider the orthographical question practically, and to make experience of its difficulties, and when, accordingly, a comparison of opinions might lead to more enlightened conclusions respecting it than are within the reach of a single inquirer. It would have been highly proper if this Society, which maintains so intimate scholarly relations with so large a body of missionaries, scattered over every part of the heathen world, had at the outset given an express examination to Prof. Lepsius's proposed system, and formally sanctioned it, if found worthy of formal

* Standard Alphabet for reducing Unwritten Languages and Foreign Graphic Systems to a Uniform Orthography in European Letters. By Dr. R. Lepsius, etc. London: 1855. 8vo. pp. ix, 73. This is a translation of Das Allgemeine Linguistische Alphabet. Grundsätze der Uebertragung fremder Schriftsysteme und bisher noch ungeschriebener Sprachen in europäische Buchstaben. Von R. Lepsius, etc. Berlin: 1855. 8vo. pp. 64.

Since the final revision and preparation for the press of the present Article was completed (Dec. 1861), we have received two additional contributions, of very high importance and interest, made by Prof. Lepsius to the same general subject with that of the work here treated of, in the form of communications to the Berlin Academy on the Phonetic Relations and Transcription of the Chinese and Tibetan Languages, and on the Spoken Alphabet of the Arabic and its Transcription. In both of them reference is made to a second edition of the Standard Alphabet, as in course of
Dravidian and Scythian affiliation; since the place of the people speaking it is too uncertain to justify us in regarding them as a local intermediary between Ugria and India, or as marking a line of emigration from the former to the latter. *

The phonetic correspondences pointed out by Mr. Caldwell are for the most part too universal in their character, too readily explainable by ordinary physiological processes, to be of weight as evidences of special affiliation: there is hardly one to which abundant analogies might not be pointed out in languages confessedly not of Scythian stock. Even the appearance in Southern India of the peculiar Scythian law of harmonic sequence of vowels, in a sporadic and partial manner, we should not be inclined to lay much stress upon, considering the naturalness of the phenomenon, and the evident possibility of its independent development, at least to the extent shown, in languages not historically connected with the Scythian.

Among the numerous special coincidences of form industriously assembled and recorded by Mr. Caldwell, while there are unquestionably some which a profounder examination would show to be fallacious, others have a look of genuineness which is very prepossessing. Whether these are in such numbers, and of such character, as entirely to exclude the possibility of explaining them as casual resemblances, such as may be found by careful search between any two groups of languages on the earth's surface, we should think would have to be reserved for farther investigation and more careful sifting to determine.

The most cogent arguments in favor of the relationship of the Dravidian and Scythian languages which the comparison instituted between them brings to light are, in our view, the correspondences of general form and spirit, apprehension of grammatical relations and treatment of linguistic materials, which they undeniably present. And if the science of comparative philology is strong enough to pronounce with confidence that such correspondences as are here displayed cannot be the result of analogous qualities of race, equal grade of capacity and culture, then the whole question is settled. But we are not certain that she has yet so far mastered the immense field of human speech as to be able to do this, and certainly there are few men living who are entitled to be accepted as her mouth-pieces in making the decision. We shall prefer, then, to consider the question of Dravidian affiliation as one not yet authoritatively settled, while giving Mr. Caldwell full credit for contributing most essentially to its final settlement, by such a thorough genetical and comparative exhibition of the Dravidian idioms as few groups of kindred languages, out of the Indo-European family, have yet received.

* Mr. Webb, apparently from a misapprehension of the meaning of an ambiguous expression once employed by Mr. Caldwell, places Behistun in Beluchistan; it is in fact in western Media, not very far from the Mesopotamian valley.
matical materials is extreme, and a careful comparative study of the different idioms, and a wary determination and selection of features among them which can be pronounced of general occurrence, and genuinely ancient, ought to precede any detailed comparison with another family of languages. Here, however, Mr. Caldwell’s philological method is at fault; it is fairly open to criticism throughout as superficial, venturesome, and credulous. He is much too ready to accept coincidences of any kind, degree, or origin, as evidences of historical connection. He even catches, as lawful matter of comparison, at the degenerate forms of the modern Persian, and the dialectic peculiarities of present Teutonic vernaculars! His whole parallelism of Dravidian words and forms with Indo-European and Semitic, for the purpose of proving an ultimate connection of the former with the two latter also, contains the merest assonances and chance coincidences, of no account as historical evidence. We should have expected sound philological method, if anywhere, in the comparison of Dravidian and Sanskrit, considering the accessibility of the material, and the position of the author as an Indian philologist: but of the Sanskrit words compared, at least four-fifths would at once be recognized by a Sanskrit scholar as not ancient or genuine constituents of the language. Nor is Mr. Caldwell more accurate in his characterization of the primitive religion of the Indo-European race: of the three distinguishing features laid down by him as belonging to it (see p. 275, above), the first, metempsychosis, is so far from being original that it does not even appear in the oldest form of the Hindu religion, the Vedic; the third, a priestly order, is equally absent from the Vedic, as from the other primitive forms of the religion of the family; while the second, worship of the powers of Nature, is common to the Indo-European with other ancient forms of faith. It is not too much to say, we think, that all that part of Mr. Caldwell’s work which concerns the comparison of the Dravidian race with any other than the Scythian is so nearly destitute of scientific value that its omission would have been a gain rather than a loss. That much of the comparison with the Scythian also is of the same character, we can hardly doubt; yet here the mass and variety of the collected evidence is so considerable, and the chance that it may contain items of genuine and decisive value so good, that—considering the interest of the question, and the rarity of Mr. Caldwell’s work—we were very ready to admit into the Journal, for more general and convenient examination, Mr. Webb’s condensed and compacted sketch of the comparison; and would merely add here a few words farther of comment and criticism.

How far the so-called Scythian of the Mesopotamian and Persian monuments is entitled to be employed as a medial term in this comparison will be for the present a doubtful question among scholars, who have not yet generally accepted with confidence the results of the few investigators who claim to have made the remarkable discovery of an ancient Ugrian language and civilization—although it must be confessed that those investigations inspire the most lively hope that a light as welcome as unexpected is here to be shed on the remote history of the Scythic race. It can hardly be otherwise than in a linguistic way, however, at any rate, that this dialect should help in settling the question of
than any observed correspondences with words in the Indo-European or Semitic languages. It is, moreover, to be particularly noted that many of those words in which affinities have been observed are of a primary character, and almost vital necessity. (For a list of these words see Caldwell, pp. 476–489.)

"How remarkable that the closest and most distinct affinities to the speech of the Dravidians of intertropical India should be those that are discovered in the languages of the Finns and Lapps of northern Europe, and of the Ostiaks and other Ugrians of Siberia! How remarkable that the Pre-Aryan inhabitants of the Dekhan should be proved by their language alone, in the silence of history, in the absence of all ordinary probabilities, to be allied to the tribes that appear to have overspread Europe before the arrival of the Goths and the Pelasgi, and even before the arrival of the Celts! What a confirmation of the statement that 'God hath made of one blood all nations of men, to dwell upon the face of the whole earth!'"

---

**NOTE BY THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLICATION.**

We cannot refrain from offering here a few remarks upon the subject of the preceding paper, particularly as Mr. Webb states himself to have been urged to its preparation by our, in part unfavorable, criticisms upon Mr. Caldwell's work. While fully acknowledging the merits of the latter as regards its proper subject, the comparison with one another of the Dravidian languages, we ventured to express our doubts as to the conclusiveness of its author's argument to prove the affiliation of those languages with the Scythian stock. And this chiefly for the reason that, as he himself acknowledges, he is master of only one of the terms of the comparison, having no familiar acquaintance with any of the Scythian dialects, much less a comprehensive knowledge of them, in their history and mutual relations. This objection has been urged, with much force, against Müller's parallel reasonings upon the same subject, in his Letter on the Turanian Languages. To compare, for the purpose of establishing a relationship which is at best a remote one, languages of which one has not a knowledge both extensive and penetrating, so as to be able to distinguish ancient from modern, fundamental from accidental, and the like, cannot but be an uncertain and unsatisfactory process. If the comparative grammar of the Scythian languages had been worked out with the same thoroughness with that of the Indo-European, such an undertaking would be vastly more feasible. But this is very far from being the case as yet. Moreover, the dialects of the Scythian family are remarkable for their great discordance with one another, for the slenderness of the ties which connect them, and the immense variety of elements and forms which they exhibit; hence the facility of going astray in an incautious ramble through such a wilderness of lexical and gram-
inal termination. In the Indo-European languages we meet with no instance of a formation of this kind; but it is an essential element in the family likeness by which the Dravidian family is pervaded. It is also distinctive of the Turkish and other tongues of the Scythian group: e. g., in the Turkish öl-ür-sen, 'thou art,' öl is the root, ölür the present participle, and sen the pronominal termination of the second person: in Tamil ä-n-äj, 'thou hast become,' ä is the root, n the tense-sign, and äj the personal termination.

e. The Relative Participle. It is a marked peculiarity of all the Dravidian idioms, that they have no relative pronoun whatever, and that its place is supplied by a part of the verb called the relative participle. This partakes of the nature of an adjective, and is invariably followed by a noun. Like the adjective, it undergoes no alteration on account of the number or gender of the related noun; but, in that it is a verb as well as an adjective, it governs the preceding noun, like any other participle of the verb to which it belongs.

The suffix most generally used by the Dravidians to form their relative participles is a, which is appended to the verbal participle or gerund. In this way the verbal becomes converted into a relative participle: e. g., from ödugir, 'running,' comes ödugir-a, 'that runs'—and so for the other tenses. This a seems to have been originally the possessive case-sign, containing the signification 'possessed of,' 'which has.'

In the Scythian languages, a relative participle is used instead of a relative pronoun, as in the Dravidian tongues; and the existence of a family likeness in so remarkable a particular is a strong proof of relationship. The particle used for forming the relative participle is in both groups identical with the sign of the possessive case used in the languages respectively; and farther, this sign is appended, as in Tamil or Canarese, to the verbal participle: e. g., in Manchu, from ara, the root, comes aracha, the past verbal participle, and from this is formed the relative participle aracha-ngge, 'which wrote.' The Scythian tablets, as also the Mongolian, have relative suffixes, appended and used as in the Dravidian languages.

In the Turkish and Finnish, and some other languages of the Scythian group, we find the existence of a relative pronoun, as well as of a relative participle, but this is foreign to the grammatical structure of those languages, and has evidently been borrowed from the usage of languages of the Indo-European stock.

7. Glossarial affinities. Very many Dravidian words exhibit a near relationship to words found in some of the languages of the Scythian, particularly to those of the Finnish dialects. These are clearer, more direct, and of a more essential character
the verb, like the Latin noli. It closely resembles inni, the prohibitive particle of the Behistun tablets.

c. The preterite tense. The manner in which a language forms its preterite constitutes one of the most distinctive features in its grammatical character, and one which contributes to the determination of the question of its relationship. In the primitive Indo-European languages, this tense was generally formed by reduplicating the first syllable of the root or verbal theme; but this reduplication has in many instances been so softened and euphonized, that it has dwindled into the mere use of a different vowel in the preterite from that which forms part of the root.

The letter d is the older and more characteristic sign of the Dravidian preterite. It has many interesting affinities with corresponding signs of past time in various Indo-European and Scythian languages. It evidently has an anterior, though remote, connexion with t or ta, the ordinary suffix of the Indo-European passive participle; for in Sanskrit, this participle, though distinctively passive, has occasionally, when connected with neuter verbs, a preterite signification: e.g., gatas, 'one who went.' But though there is probably an ultimate connexion between the two, the use of the preterite suffix d is too essential a characteristic of the Dravidian languages, and that of t too rare an exception in Sanskrit, to admit of the supposition that the former borrowed it from the latter.

It is notable, however, how very generally the preterite is formed in the Turkish and Ugrian tongues, as in the Dravidian, by suffixing d: e.g., Turkish, sever-im, 'I love;' sever-d-im, 'I loved.' In Finnish, the preterite is regularly formed by suffixing t. So also in Hungarian: e.g., from the root le, 'to become,' is formed the past participle le-tt, and le-tt-em, 'I have become.' In Turkish, Finnish, and Hungarian, this particle is no way connected, as in the Sanskrit, with the passive participle, but is a distinctive sign of past time, and of that alone, and it is suffixed to all indicatives, whether active, neuter, or passive—in the latter case, in addition to the sign of passivity. In this particular, therefore, the analogy between the Dravidian preterite and the Turko-Ugrian is closer than the Indo-European analogies which have been referred to.

d. The pronominal signs. These, in the Dravidian languages, are always suffixed, not prefixed, as in the modern Indo-European vernaculars. Still another peculiarity is this, that the personal terminations are annexed, not directly to the root, as in the Aryan tongues, but to the tense participles; so that every pure Dravidian verb is, by Tamil grammarians, arranged in the following order: 1st. the root; 2d. the medial particle, which is the sign of tense; 3d. the variation, i.e., the pronom-
by both European and native grammarians; they differ, however, from transitives, as well as from intransitives, both in signification and form. They differ also from what have been termed causals in the Indo-European languages. These latter govern two accusatives, one the object of the causation, the other that of the action caused; e.g., 'I caused him to build the house' (domum); whereas Dravidian causals govern the one accusative only, that of the object, leaving the person to be understood, as if we should say 'I caused the house to be built by him.' Tamil idiom, and the analogy of the other Dravidian dialects, in contradistinction to the Aryan, requires that causals should be formed, not from neuter or intransitive verbs, but from transitives alone.

In all these particulars, these verbs not only differ from those of the Indo-European languages, but resemble closely the Turkish and other members of the Scythian stock. If, for example, we should take the transitive verb 'to send,' which would be regarded as a causal in the Indo-European languages, and desire to express the idea of 'causing to send,' i.e., of causing one person to send another, it would be impossible, by any modification of structure, to get a single Indo-European verb to express the idea; but it would be necessary to make use of a phrase, as in English. Whereas, in the Dravidian languages, as in the languages of the Scythian family generally, there is a form of the verb which will express the entire idea; e.g., anuppu-vi, which is formed from anuppu, 'to send,' by the addition of the particle vi. So, in Turkish, sep-dur, 'to cause to love,' from sep, 'to love.'

b. The negative. This is rather a mood or voice than a conjugation, and is expressed by means of inflectional additions or changes. In the Indo-European family, negation is usually expressed by means of a separate particle, used adverbially; whereas, in the Scythian family, every verb has a negative voice or mood, as well as an affirmative. This voice or mood is generally formed by the insertion of a particle of negation between the theme and the pronominal suffix; and this mode of forming the negative is as distinctive of the Dravidian as of the Turkish and Finnish. The Dravidian sign of negation inserted between the theme of the verb and the personal suffixes is a, probably derived from al, the isolated particle of negation in the oldest Tamil dialect. The widely extended affinities of this particle are deserving of a notice. The Finnish prohibitive is álå; the Ostiak, álå. And we find a similar prohibitive even in the Hebrew al and Chaldee lá.

In Gond, one of the Dravidian dialects, the prohibitive particle minni is used. This particle is not suffixed, but prefixed to
clusive;" the other excludes the party addressed, and includes only the party of the speaker, and may be called the "plural exclusive." This idiom is a distinctly Scythian one; there is no trace of it in the Sanskrit, or in any of the languages of the Aryan family; but it is found everywhere in Central Asia.

d. Demonstrative pronouns. The Dravidian languages, like most if not all other primitive uncompounded tongues, are destitute of pronouns of the third person, properly so called, and use instead demonstrative bases signifying 'this' or 'that,' with the addition of suffixes of gender and number. Four such bases are recognized in one or other of the Dravidian dialects, each of which is a pure vowel: viz. a, the remote, i, the proximate, and u, the medial demonstrative; also é, which is used as a demonstrative only in the Ku dialect. The first two only are in common use. The suffixes which are annexed to these for the purpose of forming the gender are d for the neuter singular, an for the masculine, and af for the feminine. When these demonstrative bases are simply prefixed to substantives, they convey the signification of the demonstrative adjectives 'that' and 'this.'

The Magyar demonstratives are somewhat in accordance with the Dravidian a and é: e. g., éz, 'that;' ez, 'this;' but in most of the languages of the Scythian family no resemblance whatever is observed.

6. The Verb. The structure of the Dravidian verb has already been partially treated of in noticing the roots; a few farther statements only will be added.

The verb has but one conjugation; class differences do indeed exist, but they are not of sufficient importance to constitute different conjugations. The Dravidian verb is remarkable for the simplicity of its structure, having but four moods—the indicative, infinitive, imperative, and negative—and but three tenses—the past, present, and aorist. The modifications of thought indicated in other languages by the various moods and tenses are expressed in these by means of suffixed particles and auxiliary verbs. In these respects it resembles, though it does not equal, the simplicity of the ancient Scythian verb. It is more rarely compounded than the Indo-European verb, and the compound of a verb with a preposition, so common in the latter, is especially rare in the former. Though compound verbs are not unknown in the Dravidian languages, their use is not in harmony with the purer idiom, and when the component elements of such compounds are examined, it will be observed that the principle on which they are compounded differs widely from that of the Aryan tongues. The same remark applies to all the Scythian languages.

a. Causals. In the Dravidian dialects, there is a class of verbs termed causals. They have been classed with transitives
the softer form $\$); the Finnish dialects $se$, $sina$, $sia$, $sie$. It is
evident that there is no resemblance whatever between any of
these pronouns and the Dravidian $ni$, which is doubtless an
ultimate underived pronominal root. And it thus appears that
there are two Japhetic bases of the pronoun of the second per-
son, as well as two of the first.

There are traces more or less distinct, in various languages of
the Scythian group, of the existence of a pronoun of the second
person identical with, or evidently allied to, the Dravidian $ni$,
while there are none in any members of the Aryan family.
The most ancient, remarkable, and decisive is the pronoun used
in the Scythian tablets at Behistun; this is $ni$, precisely as in
the Dravidian idioms. In the Ugro-Ostjak, 'thou' is $nen$, 'you'
is $nen$; in other Ostjak dialects we find $num$ and $yn$; in Vogul,
$ner$, $ny$, $nan$; plural, $nen$ and $non$.

This form of the pronoun of the second person appears in the
possessive compounds, and in the personal verbal terminations
of some languages: thus, in the Ostjak, $ime-n$, 'thy wife.' So,
in another of the Finnish dialects, we find $kery-n$, 'thou hast
done;' so in Turkish, $bab-n$, 'thy father;' $bab-nuz$, 'your father;
and $idu-n$, 'thou wast.' More remarkable than all these is the
Chinese $ni$, which is identical with the Dravidian-Behistun-
Scythian pronoun. Compare also the $ni$ of the Horpa, a dialect
of the Tibetan, and also the $ninna$ of the Australian dialects.

It is very evident that the affinities of the Dravidian $ni$ are
wholly Scythian, and this contributes largely to the establish-
ment of the Scythian relationship of the Dravidian family.

c. The plurals of these pronouns. These are generally formed
in the Dravidian dialects by the addition of the pluralizing par-
ticle $m$: e.g., in Tamil, $nam$, 'we,' and $nir$, 'you,' instead of the
more regular $nim$; and, in the colloquial dialect, $nang-gal$, 'we,'
and $nang-gal$, 'you,' for $nam-gal$ and $nim-gal$; a double plural
has thus crept into use, similar to that which has obtained in
the Turkish, where $ben$, 'I,' is regularly pluralized into $biz$, 'we,'
$sen$, 'thou,' into $siz$, 'you'; which are then pluralized again by
the addition of $ler$, the ordinary suffix of plurality; thus $biz-ler$,
'we,' $siz-ler$, 'you.'

In several of the languages of the Scythian family we discover
traces of the use of $m$ as a sign of the plural; we can, however,
scarcely expect to find there a sign of plurality perfectly corre-
ponding to that of the Dravidian, for in those languages the
personal pronouns are generally pluralized by a change of the
final vowel, and not by any change or addition of consonants.

In all the Dravidian dialects, excepting the Canarese, there
are in constant use two plurals of the pronouns of the first per-
son, of which one denotes not only the party of the speaker,
but also the party addressed, and may be called the "plural in-
is apparent in the Scythian tongues, so that this nasal has become distinctive of the first personal pronoun in those languages, just as it has in the Dravidian family.

It would thus appear that the various forms of the pronoun of the first person singular, ma, na, and the High Asian nga, are identical, and that this word was the common property of mankind, prior to the separation of the Indo-European tribes from the rest of the Japhetic family.

b. Pronoun of the second person singular. In Tamil, nī is invariably used as the isolated nominative, though nīn, corresponding by rule to nān (the pronoun of the first person), was, without doubt, the primitive form; for the final n, though totally lost in the nominative, is invariably retained in the oblique cases. In the personal termination of the verb, this pronoun is represented by the suffixes āy, āi, or ī, from each of which both the initial and final n have disappeared; of these two n's, the former appears to be essential, and the latter euphonic. There is some doubt as to the included vowel, but authority preponderates in favor of ī. As in Tamil, so in Canarese and Malayālam, nī is regarded as the crude base of this pronoun, although in Canarese the nominative is nīn, and in Malayālam the oblique cases are nau and nīn. The Telugu nominative is nī-vu, the vu being only euphonic. In the personal terminations of the verb, the Telugu rejects every portion of the pronominal root, and employs only the euphonic suffix vu or vi.

As the result of this comparison of the Dravidian dialects, we conclude that the primitive form of this pronoun was nī, but the only essential part of the pronoun appears to be the initial n; just as, in the Indo-European languages, t is the essential part of the corresponding pronoun; with a preference for the vowel ī by the former, and ū by the latter.

The relationship of this pronoun, unlike that of the pronoun of the first person, which has both Japhetic and Scythian affinities, is distinctly and specifically Scythian.

Throughout the Scythian as well as the Indo-European group, the most prevalent form of this pronoun in the singular is that which comes from the consonant t, with a preference for its phonetic equivalent s; which, however, is generally euphonized by the addition of a final nasal, usually the consonant n, as in the pronoun of the first person: e.g., tu, sī, Turkish sū; Samoyede tan; Lappish don. The only other consonant form used in any family of either of these groups is that which is formed from the consonant n, of which the cuneiform Scythian and the Dravidian nī is the best representative. No connexion can be traced between these roots, nor is there a change in any instance from one form into the other. The Magyar has te, the Armenian tu, the Mongolian chi or dei (notice here the progress of t towards
is softened down, as in the Ostiak, Lappish, and others just quoted. The resemblance between the Dravidian 'one' and 'four,' and the corresponding numerals in the Ugrian languages is so complete, that we may justly regard them as identical.

It is a characteristic of the Scythian languages that they use for 'eight' and 'nine' compounds which signify 'ten minus two' and 'ten minus one.' In some instances an uncompounded word is used for 'eight,' but 'nine' is always compounded as we have stated. The Dravidian word for 'nine' is formed in this way; and the same seems to be a rational explanation of the Telugu word enimidi, 'eight.'

5. Pronouns. Much light is thrown by the pronouns on the relationships of languages. In some instances, the pronouns, and especially that of the first person, constitute the only appreciable point of contact.

a. Pronoun of the first person singular. The form of this pronoun in colloquial Tamil is nān; in Malayālam, nyān; in Canarese, nānu; in Tulu, yān; in Telugu, nēnu. From a comparison of the different forms in use, we are led to regard the Tamil nān as the best existing representative of the old Dravidian nominative of this pronoun, and nā as the primitive unmodified root. The final n seems to be merely a sign of number, or perhaps only a euphonic formative.

There seems to be reason to conclude that the Dravidian na and the old Indo-European ma are allied, and, if so, that the former has been derived from the latter.

An examination of this pronoun in the Scythian group of tongues brings to light some very interesting analogies between the forms which it assumes in them and that which it takes in the Dravidian languages. The nominative, as well as the oblique cases, of the first personal pronoun in all existing languages of the Scythian group is derived from a base in ma, and not unfrequently comes into perfect accordance with the Dravidian, by changing into na. This ma is in most existing Scythian vernaculars nasalized into man. In Oriental Turkish, this pronoun takes the form of men; in Turkoman, mān; in Khivan, mām; in Ottoman Turkish, ben (m degraded to b); in Finnish proper, minä; in Lappish, mon; in Ostiak, ma, plural men; in the Samoïede dialects, man, mani; in Mongolian and Manchu it is bi, evidently corrupted from mi, like the Ottoman ben from men; the Magyar has en in the singular, and mi in the plural. It thus appears that the true representative of this pronoun in the Scythian tongues is ma, and that as ma has been generally euphonised into man in the western families of that group, so it evinces in the eastern stems a tendency to change into na.

The initial and radical m is occasionally converted into n in the Indo-European languages, and a similar change from m to n
and most commonly used form is or, which is its adjectival form, and the representative of the crude root. If the k in the second form, which is used only in the Telugu, be radical, as is most probable, then the crude adjectival form from which it was derived may have been kor; if so, we may at once conclude that kor was the original form of the Tamil-Canarese or, for there are several instances of the disappearance of an initial k, as we have before shown, while it could not have been prefixed to or if it had not originally stood before it. If this supposition be allowed, it is easy to see how kor and oka are allied, by the corruption of both from a common root. Kor, or, and oka would naturally and regularly be derived from the root okor, which corresponds to the Samoiede okur. This supposition receives a beautiful illustration and confirmation from the form which the numeral assumes in the Behistun tablets; which, be it remembered, are the oldest extant specimens of the language of the ancient Scythians. The word there employed for 'one' is kir, and the numeral adjectival derived from it is irra or ra. Here, then, we have a word for 'one' discovered in the very fountain of ancient Scythian forms, containing both k and r; and a derived numeral adjectival, from which the k has been softened off.* It is interesting also to notice, in passing, that the numeral adjectival ra of the tables is identical with ra, the same numeral adjectival of the Ku, a Dravidian dialect. The Caucasian numerals for 'one' exhibit a close resemblance to the Dravidian: they are ar, arti, erthi. As in the Dravidian or, 'one,' and ir, 'two,' so in these dialects, r forms an essential part of both.

The numeral four. It is evident from a comparison of all the Dravidian dialects that the primitive form of this numeral was nāl or nal. In the entire family of the Indo-European languages, there is not a word signifying 'four' which in the smallest degree resembles the Dravidian nāl. But, in this instance, Finnish and Ugric affinities are more than usually distinct; the resemblance amounts to identity, and cannot have been accidental. In Cheremiss 'four' is nīl; in the Mordwin, nile and nilen; in Vogul, nila; in Ostyak, nīl, nel, njela, niela; in Finnish proper, netja; in Lappish, nielj, nējë, něllä; in Magyar, négy. The root of all these numerals is evidently nīl or nel, the analogy of which to the Dravidian nāl or nal is very remarkable. In the Telugu, the word for fourteen is pad-nāji, where the l of nāl

* The direct derivation of the Telugu oku, 'one,' from the Sanskrit eka, seems improbable, since that language has borrowed, and occasionally uses, the Sanskrit numeral eko, in addition to its own oka, and never confounds the two. Telugu grammarians regard them as altogether independent one of another. Moreover, words closely analogous to oka are used in all the Finnish languages, which cannot be supposed to have borrowed them from the Sanskrit. Thus the numeral 'one' is in Wotiaq og; in Vogul, ak; in Magyar, egy; in Lappish, akt; in Finnish, yri (yki-ä); in Samoide, okur.
Another essential suffix of the genitive in the Dravidian languages is $a$. Though little used in the Tamil, yet, when all the Dravidian idioms are taken into consideration, it is perhaps more largely employed than any other suffix of the genitive; on which account it is placed first in the list of case-signs by Tamil grammarians—a proof of the accuracy of the Tamil classification. There is no direct Scythian analogy for this suffix. Its affinities appear to be rather with the Indo-European. In the later Teutonic dialects, however, a genitive case-sign in $a$ becomes exceedingly common, and is found in the plural as well as the singular; e.g., in the Frisian and Icelandic. This resemblance between the possessives of some of the Teutonic vernaculars and that of the Dravidian languages is deserving of notice. To the signs of the locative and vocative no analogies are traced.

It has only to be farther noted under this particular that, as in the Hungarian and some other Scythian tongues, so in the Dravidian, two or more case-signs are occasionally compounded or united in one word.

4. Numerals. Not the smallest trace of resemblance has been discovered between the Dravidian numerals and those of any Indo-European language, with the single exception of the Telugu $oka$, 'one,' as compared with the Sanskrit $eka$—in which instance the Sanskrit itself has in all probability inherited a Scythian numeral, as the numeral one in several other members of the Aryan family is evidently derived from a different base. When therefore we find, with this abnormal exception, no resemblance in the Dravidian numerals to those of the Indo-European tongues, we are led to the conclusion that the Dravidian languages must be derived from some other source. On the other hand, a comparison of the Dravidian numerals with those of the Scythian tongues appears to establish the fact of the existence of Scythian, and especially of Ugrian and Finnish analogies. It cannot properly be urged as an objection that in respect to most of the numerals no such resemblance is observed; for the same objection could be urged against the classification of many of those languages which are claimed and allowed to be of Scythian affinities. Thus it cannot be doubted that the Magyar and Finnish are sister tongues, essentially and very closely allied, yet with respect to four numerals—viz. 7, 8, 9, and 10—no distinct trace of resemblance between them survives, and it is only in the case of the numerals 1, 2, and 4 that it can be said, without hesitation, that the same root was used in both languages.

The numeral one. Two forms of the cardinal numeral 'one' are found in the Dravidian languages, which appear, however, to be remotely allied: viz. $oru$ and $oka$. The basis of the first
of the dative, which takes the forms *ku, ki, ka, or ge: the guttural *k, or its sonant *g, is the essential part of this suffix. In the primitive Indo-European tongues we discover no trace of any such dative suffix or case-sign; but on turning to the Scythian family, interesting analogies meet us at every step. In Oriental Turkish, the forms of this suffix are *ke, *ka, *ge, *ga, etc. In Os- 
manli Turkish it is *eh or *yeh; the initial *k or *g having been softened into *y, and then discarded altogether. A softening of the guttural in this case-sign, precisely similar, is observed in the Malayalam. In the Finnish family, the Turko-Dravidian dative reappears. In the Irish and S urgency dialects of the Ostiak it is *ga. We learn from the Scythian tablets that a dative suffix almost identical with the Dravidian, Turkish, and Ostiak was used by the oldest Scythian dialects of Central Asia of which any remains are extant. The dative case-sign there used is *ikki or *ikka. In composition, the Tamil *ku becomes *akku or *ukku, and in Malayalam, *kka and *ikka. Compare the cuneiform Scythian *ni-*ikka or *ni-*ikki, ‘to thee,’ with the Malayalam *nani-kka, and the Telugu *ni-ku.

Ablative of motion. No Scythian analogies are observed in this case.

The Genitive, or 6th case. This case is formed in various ways, and by means of various suffixes, in the Dravidian languages. The personal pronouns in Tamil form their genitive by shortening the included vowel of the root: e.g. *ni or *nim, ‘thou;’ *nim, ‘thy;’ *nam, ‘we;’ *nam, ‘our.’ In the Behistun tablets we find *ni, ‘thou,’ and *ni, the enclitic possessive. Of all genitive case-
signs, *in is that which is most frequently used for both numbers and all genders.

In Sanskrit, and in other members of the Aryan family, distinct traces are recognized of the use of a genitival particle, in which the consonant *n is the most essential element. But in the languages of the Scythian stock, we find a large number of still more important analogies with the Dravidian genitival suffixes *in and *ni: e.g. Manchu and Mongolian *mi-ni, ‘of me;’ Mongolian *chi-ni, and Manchu *si-ni, ‘of thee.’ In Finnish, the suffix universally employed is *n: as *ku, *house, *kudon, ‘of a house.’ In Mordwin, the genitive plural suffix is *nen. The Lappish genitive singular takes *n or *en. In the Tatar or High Asian families, as in the Behistun tablets, the prevailing form of the genitive is *nen, which systematically alternates with the simple suffix *un or *in. In Oriental Turkish, it is *ning, *nin, *neng, or *nin. In Ottoman Turkish, it is *un in the plural, and *un or *unu in the singular. In Mongolian, it is *u after *n, *un after any other con-
sonant, and *yin after a vowel: compare the Mongolian *kol-un, ‘of a foot,’ with the Tamil *kol-in, ‘of a foot.’ The Kalmuk and Tibetan genitiv.es are formed by suffixing *i or *yin. Other analogies are traced, but these may suffice.
yâlam it is ə; the Canarese accusative is am and an, then annu and anna, and nu; in Telugu it is nu or nî; when preceded by it is nî, when by any other vowel it is nu: e.g. intî-nî, 'domum;' bidda-nu, 'puerum.' In the Finnish tongues, the greater number of singular accusatives are formed by suffixing en or an; in the Wotiaq, by adding â to the root: e.g. ton, 'thou,' tonâ, 'thee;' the Turkish accusative is î or yî; the Mongolian, î after a consonant. The Turkish î is doubtless a softened form of the oriental accusative case-sign nî, from which it has been derived. So in the Kalmuk pronouns we find bida, 'we,' bida-nî, 'us;' na-mai, 'me,' and dî-mai, 'thee.' Ascending farther and farther towards the source of the Scythian tongues, we find: in the tablets at Behistun that the accusative singular of the pronoun nî is nin, 'thee;' compare this with the Tulu (a Dravidian dialect), where it is nin-u, 'thee;' and observe how close is the resemblance. The consonants m and n are extensively used as accusative case-signs in the Indo-European languages also. In this instance we must conclude that both languages have retained a relic of their original oneness. There are reasons, however, for connecting the Dravidian case-sign with the Scythian rather than with the Indo-European family.

The Instrumental, or 3d case. The sign of this case in Tamil and Malayalam is āl, probably from kâl, 'a channel,' which has lost its initial k; as the plural sign kâl in Tamil has become ku, by corruption from kal-u. Another mode of forming this case in the Dravidian languages is by means of the preterit verbal participle of the verb "to take," suffixed to the accusative of any noun: e.g. vâl-ai(k)kondu, 'having taken a knife.' This has arisen from the repugnance of the Dravidian (as of all Scythian, and in contradistinction to the Indo-European) languages to continue to make use of any inflectional form after it has ceased to express its original meaning, and has become a mere technical sign. In such cases, a word or phrase is often adopted, which has a distinct meaning of its own. The frequent use of kondu in the place of āl or kâl is an illustration of this practice.

The Conjunctive case. This is sometimes called in Dravidian grammar "the social ablative." The fundamental sign of this case in all the Dravidian languages is udan, meaning 'with,' or 'together with'—in the conjunctive, and not the instrumental, sense of the word 'with.' The Sanskrit and the other languages of that family are destitute of this case, while most of the Scythian tongues have a regularly formed conjunctive case, like the Dravidian languages. Den, the conjunctive case-sign of the Kalmuk, may be compared with the Tamil udan.

The Dative. In all the dialects of the Dravidian family, in the rudest as well as in the most polished, there is but one suffix
ian forms the Magyar and Lappish plural in ū or ak, also the ò by which ū is displaced in almost all the other dialects of the Finnish family, and the reappearance of ù and ò in the Ostiak plural suffix ūl. Observe also the plural ū in the Turkish ūdum, ‘I was;’ ūdük, ‘we were.’ On the other hand, t is the sign of the plural in Mongolian, which in the Kalmuk is softened into d. c. Case. It has been already remarked that, in both the Indo-European and Scythian families, case-relations of nouns are expressed by means of post-positions, or auxiliary words; the difference between them being that, in the former, these have been in process of time converted into technical case-signs or inflectional terminations, which have been so welded into combination with the roots as to render it in many cases impossible to distinguish between the root and its suffix; whereas, in the Scythian family, these post-positions, or auxiliary words, appended to express the reciprocal relations of the noun to the other parts of the sentence, have rigidly held fast their individual and separate existence.

Another particular in which the case-formations of the two families of language differ has been alluded to. The languages of the Indo-European family appear to have been used from the beginning on the principle of expressing the case-relations of the singular by one set of forms, and those of the plural by another. On the other hand, in all the languages of the Scythian group, the same case-signs are employed, without alteration, both in the singular and in the plural. In the singular they are appended directly to the nominative, which is identical with the base; in the plural they are appended, not to the nominative or base, but to the particle of pluralization which is suffixed to the base. The only exception of importance is that, in some of the Scythian tongues, especially in the languages of the Finnish family, the included vowel of the case-sign differs in the two numbers, being generally a in the singular, and e in the plural. In both these particulars the Dravidian languages differ from those of the Indo-European family, and are in perfect accordance with the Scythian tongues. As in the Scythian languages generally, so in the Dravidian, there is but one declension, properly so called.

Note, that the use of v and y to prevent hiatus between concurrent vowels (before alluded to) extends in its application to the concurrence of the case-signs and roots, when the former begin and the latter end with a vowel: e.g. naðu-v-il, ‘in the middle,’ var-i-y-il, ‘in the way.’ Compare this with the use of v for a similar purpose in Magyar: e.g. lo, ‘a horse;’ and at, the sign of the objective case when united, appear not as lo-at, but as lo v-at, precisely as would be the case in Tamil.

Accusative case-signs. The only sign in Tamil is at; in Mala-
The Dravidian languages possess, in addition to a neuter pluralizing particle, which was originally restricted exclusively to neuter nouns, a sign of the plural which is appropriated only to rational or personal nouns, and which is common to both masculine and feminine. In the nouns, pronouns, and verbs of these languages, the primitive form of this epicene pluralizing particle is \( ar \). In Tamil and Malayālam, there is still another particle of plurality applicable to rational beings, viz. \( mār \) or \( mar \). This seems to be related to some of the pluralizing particles of certain Scythian languages; in Turkish it is \( lar \) or \( ler \), which is inserted, as in the Dravidian languages, between the crude noun and each of the case-terminations. Mongolian nouns which end with a vowel are pluralized by the addition of \( nar \) or \( ner \). How remarkable is the resemblance to the Dravidian \( mar \), both in the final \( ar \) and in the prefixed nasal! The Dravidian \( mar \) may be allied to, and perhaps the original of, the high Asian \( nar \). In the Scythian tongues \( n \) is often elided, and the same peculiarity characterizes the Dravidian family; for \( mar \) has been softened into \( ar \); and if both forms continued to be occasionally used, \( mar \), the older of the two, would naturally and regularly acquire a honorific signification—and this we find to be the fact.

This particle is sometimes isolated from the noun which it pluralizes in a peculiarly Scythian manner: e.g. \( tāy-taqappan-mār \), 'mothers and fathers,' in which both 'mother' and 'father' are in the singular, and \( mār \) is appended separately to qualify both. In modern Tamil, \( mār \) is appended to nouns signifying priests, kings, and parents, as a plural of honor, like the Hungarian \( mek \).

The plural suffix of neuter nouns was originally and essentially \( gal \) or \( kal \); it is indeed very generally, though perhaps improperly, used at the present day as a plural suffix of rational nouns and pronouns. In modern Canarese we have \( galu \); farther north its shape is more considerably modified. In Telugu it is \( lu \), \( l \) in Telugu corresponding to the lingual \( l \) of other dialects; \( lu \) therefore accords with the final syllable of the Canarese \( galu \), the only difference being the omission of the initial \( ga \). Thus, in colloquial Tamil, \( avargal \), 'they,' is softened into \( aval \).

The letters \( k \) and \( g \) are dropped in a similar way in many of the Scythian languages. It is not uncommon to find one portion of a much used suffix in one language or dialect of a family, and another portion of it in another member of the same family; accordingly, in Gond, a Dravidian hill-dialect, we find that the plural neuter is formed by the addition of \( k \) alone: e.g. \( nāi, \) 'dog;' \( nāi-k, \) 'dogs;' in Tamil it is \( nāy-gal, \) 'dogs.' The letter \( k \) is also sometimes found interchangeable with \( t \): e.g. in Gond \( amat \), 'we,' and \( imat \), 'you.' Compare now with these Dravid-
the neuter of Dravidian words. This rule is adhered to with especial strictness by the Tamil, which in this, as in many other particulars, exhibits most faithfully the primitive condition of the Dravidian languages. Even when a neuter noun is pluralized, the verb is very rarely pluralized to correspond. In fact, the Tamil verb contains no third person plural for the future or aorist: in this particular the verb is more decidedly Scythian than the noun.

In this connection must be noticed another point of difference between the Indo-European and Scythian languages. In the former, the signs of plurality and case are so blended that each inflection in the plural includes the two-fold idea of number and of case. The plural has a different set of case-terminations from the singular, by the use of which the complex idea of plurality and case-relation is indicated. There is no inflection for any case as such, irrespective of number; nor for number as such, irrespective of case. Moreover, there is no apparent connection between the case-terminations of the singular and those which are used in and constitute the plural. But, in the Scythian family, plurality is expressed by a sign of plurality common to all the cases, which is affixed directly to the singular, or crude form of the noun. To this sign of plurality are added the case-terminations, which are fixed and unalterable, expressing the idea of case, and nothing more, and are the same in the plural as in the singular.

In the Dravidian languages, a singular simplicity and rigidity of structure characterizes the particles of plurality, as will appear from a comparison of the declensions of the Hungarian noun ḥáz, 'house,' and the Tamil noun manai, having the same meaning.

Declension of Hungarian noun ḥáz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. ḥáz</td>
<td>ḥáz-ak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. ḥáz-nak</td>
<td>ḥáz-ak-nak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat. ḥáz-nak</td>
<td>ḥáz-ak-nak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. ḥáz-at</td>
<td>ḥáz-ak-at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Declension of Tamil noun manai.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. manai</td>
<td>manai-gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. manai-(y)-ai</td>
<td>manai-gal-ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst. manai-(y)-āl</td>
<td>manai-gal-āl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conj. manai-(y)-ōdu</td>
<td>manai-gal-ōdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat. manai-ku</td>
<td>manai-gal-(u)-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl. manai-(y)-illirundu</td>
<td>manai-gal-illirundu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. manai-(y)-in</td>
<td>manai-gal-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc. manai-(y)-idattil</td>
<td>manai-gal-idattil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voc. manai-(y)-ē</td>
<td>manai-gal-ē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
family of tongues, no nouns whatever, not even those which denote human beings, are regarded as in themselves masculine or feminine, but they are considered to be destitute of gender. They have inherently no mark of gender, nor is that idea involved in any of the case-terminations; but, wherever it is necessary to distinguish the sex, some word equivalent to "male" or "female," "he" or "she," is prefixed.

In like manner all primitive Dravidian nouns are destitute of gender, and sex is distinguished by suffixed fragments of pronouns, so that every word in which the idea of gender is expressed is treated as a divisible or compound word, and in the poetical dialect the ordinary suffixes of gender or rationality are generally discarded, and all nouns, as far as possible, are treated as abstract neuters. Even Devu (Sanskrit deva, masc.), a crude noun, destitute of gender, is regarded as more classical than the corresponding masculine noun used for God in modern and colloquial Tamil.

But in many important respects the Dravidian laws of gender differ from those of the other Scythian tongues: e.g. the distinction between rational and irrational is regarded as more momentous and essential than that between male and female, and, in the plural, this is the only distinction provided for. Not only all nouns, but even pronouns and verbs, are epicene in the plural.

The Telugu language, which is said to be spoken by fourteen millions of the Hindus, has actually no feminine singular even, but uses in the place of it the singular of the neuter: this rule applies to goddesses and queens as well as to ordinary women; but in the plural they are honored, as in the other dialects, with the rational suffixes which are applied to men, gods, and demons. Some of the rude aborigines on the Nilagiri hills employ in such cases the masculine instead of the neuter, reminding us of the use in Old Hebrew of the pronoun הָו to signify both 'he' and 'she.'

This law of gender peculiar to the Dravidian tongues is the result of grammatical culture, and is decidedly more philosophical, though not so imaginative, as that of the Indo-European and Semitic tongues.

b. Number. In the primitive Indo-European tongues the plural is carefully distinguished from the singular. Number is always clearly denoted by inflectional terminations. In the Scythian languages, number is generally left indefinite, so that the connection alone determines whether a noun is singular or plural. In this respect, the Dravidian languages differ from the Indo-European, and accord remarkably with those of the Scythian stock. Poets and peasants, the most faithful guardians of antique forms of speech in all countries, very rarely pluralize
held fast its separate individuality. The two families agree in original construction, but differ in development.

The Dravidian languages differ from the Sanskrit and Greek, and accord with the languages of the Scythian group, in this particular. The root always stands out in distinct relief, unobscured, unabsorbed, though followed by a large family of auxiliary suffixes. This distinctness and prominence which the root assumes in every word is a chief characteristic of the Dravidian languages, as of all the Scythian group. When roots receive formative or inflectional additions, they sustain no internal change. Both the vowels and consonants, one or more, of which the root is composed, remain unalterable. They sustain no change or modification on the addition of signs of gender, number, and case, or of person, tense, and mood; these are successively agglutinated to the root, not welded into combination with it. All this is as true of the Dravidian roots as of those of the Scythic family generally. Whatever be the length or weight of the additions made to them, they persistently continue unchanged; appearing as fully and as faithfully in the oblique cases as in the nominative; in the preterit and future as in the present or imperative.

To this general rule there are, however, some euphonic, and a few real, exceptions. Among the latter is noticed one, which singularly enough is a Scythian, as well as a Dravidian exception. The long vowels of the roots of the personal pronouns and numerals are shortened. In the Scythian version of the Behistun tablets, while the nominative of the pronoun of the 2d person is ni, 'thou,' as in the Dravidian languages, the possessive case is nii, 'thy,' and the accusative nim, 'thee.' Corresponding in quantity are the Dravidian oblique cases: e.g. Telugu and Tulu have nim, 'thee'; High Tamil nim, 'thy,' and nindai, 'thee.'

It may just be remarked in this connection, that the Dravidian languages differ from those of the Aryan family, and accord with those of the Scythian family, in generally using the crude root of the verb, without any addition, as the imperative singular.

3. Nouns.—a. Gender. The laws of gender in the Dravidian languages are sui generis, yet accord more closely with those of the Scythian than with those of the Indo-European family. In all the Aryan languages, not only is gender attributed to words as well as objects, but words implying inanimate objects, and abstract ideas, are said to possess sexual distinctions, and to be male or female, according to their form, and are consequently fitted, not with neuter, but with masculine and feminine case-terminations, and with pronouns of corresponding genders. This remark applies also to the Semitic languages. On the other hand, in the Manchu, Mongolian, Turkish, and Finnish
which is, that the same consonant which is \( r \) in Tamil is generally \( d \) in Telugu, and always \( l \) in Canarese: e.g. the numeral seven is in Tamil \( eratu \), in Telugu \( edu \), and in Canarese \( elu \). It thus appears that \( l \) and \( d \) are as intimately allied as \( d \) and \( r \). This is a point of some importance in the question under consideration; for a similar interchange is also characteristic of the Ugrian family of languages: the same word is written with \( t \) or \( d \) in the Ostiak, and with \( l \) in the Magyar and Finnish.

d. Principles of syllabication. The chief peculiarity of the Dravidian system of syllabication is its extreme simplicity, and its dislike of compound or concurrent consonants. Double or treble consonants at the beginning of a word or syllable, like \( str \) in strength, are altogether inadmissible. In such positions only one consonant is allowed. If, in the middle of a word of several syllables, one syllable ends with a consonant, and the succeeding one begins with another and different consonant, the concurrent letters must be euphonically assimilated, or they must be separated by a vowel. At the conclusion of a word, double and treble consonants are as inadmissible as at the beginning. Words must end either with a vowel (as they do invariably in Telugu and Canarese), or in one of the nasals or semi-vowels. Whenever vowels are concurrent in Tamil, Canarese, and Malayalam, the consonants \( u \) and \( y \) are used to prevent hiatus. In Telugu the letter \( n \) is used in the same way, and for the same purpose. These principles of syllabication differ widely from those of the Indo-European tongues. But they correspond in many respects to the system of the Scythian group. In all the particulars specified above, they accord precisely with the Finnish, the Hungarian, and other languages of the Ugrian family. The same law is observable in the language of the Behistun tablets: e.g. the word Sparta occurs with an initial \( i \)—thus, Isparta—just as it would be written at the present day in Magyar, or in Tamil.

2. Roots. The manner in which languages deal with their roots is strongly illustrative of their essential spirit and distinctive character. It is chiefly with reference to their differences in this particular that the languages of Europe and Asia admit of being arranged into classes. The class which embraces both the Indo-European and Scythian groups of tongues has been termed by grammarians agglutinative. In this class, grammatical relations are expressed by affixes or suffixes appended to the root or compounded with it. These agglutinated particles have in the Indo-European languages been gradually melted down into inflections, and sometimes even blended with the root. But in the Scythian group every root and particle of every compound word has not only maintained its original position, but
A similar rule respecting the coalescing of nasals with sonants only is found in the Finnish, and may be attributed to that delicacy of ear which both Finns and Tamilians appear to possess.

Much use is made in the Dravidian languages—as also, in truth, in all the languages of India—of a class of letters which have been termed by some "cerebrals," by others, more correctly, "linguals." They are \( t, d, n \).

Mr. Norris, in his paper on the language of the Scythic tablets, says that Castrén, a Finlander, in his Ostiak grammar, uses distinct characters for the lingual and dental \( d \) and \( t \), observing that similar sounds occur in the Lappish and Finnish tongues; and this argument has been employed in favor of the Scythian relationship of the Dravidian languages.

It has been replied, however, that, as this class of letters are used to a far greater extent in the Sanskrit and northern vernaculars of India than in those languages which are acknowledged to be Scythian, the conclusion would rather be that the Dravidian languages were Indo-European in their origin.

Mr. Caldwell attempts to prove that these letters were borrowed from the Dravidian languages by the Sanskrit after the arrival of the Aryan race in India; his reasons are: 1. That these consonants are not found in any of the primitive languages which are related to the Sanskrit. There is no case of these sounds in the Aryan family of tongues west of the Indus. 2. These consonants are essential component elements of a large number of primitive Dravidian roots, and are often necessary for the discrimination of one root from another; whereas, in most cases, their use in the Sanskrit is merely euphonic. 3. Those consonants which the Tamil has borrowed from the Sanskrit have been greatly modified to accord with its own laws of sound. It systematically softens down every harsh sound which it adopts; hence it seems improbable that a series of harsh, ringing sounds, like \( t, d, n \), should have been adopted without change, and used in the expression of a large number of its most essential roots. 4. Though the Telugu has been more exposed to Sanskrit influences than the Tamil, yet larger use is made of these sounds in Tamil than in Telugu.

c. Dialectic interchange of consonants. Only two interchanges common to the Dravidian and Scythian families are specified.

1. A change of \( l \) to \( r \). A similar interchange between these letters takes place in the languages of Central Asia; \( l \) in the Manchu is converted into \( r \) in the Mongolian. It should, however, be remarked that, though this change is not infrequent, the evident tendency, especially in Tamil, is the reverse of this, or from \( r \) to \( l \).

2. The change of the peculiar vocalic lingual \( r \) to \( d \) and \( l \). This interchange brings to view a very important dialectic law,
a. Vowels. The only point of resemblance noticed under this head is what is termed "the harmonic sequence of vowels," which appears in all the languages of the Scythian group, and in the phonetic systems of at least two of the Dravidian languages. The law of harmonic sequence is that a given vowel occurring in one syllable requires a vowel of the same class in the following syllables of the same word, and the vowels of such syllables are altered accordingly. In Telugu, the range of this law, although restricted to the two vowels i and u, appears to be identical with that of the Scythian law; u being changed into i, and i into u, according to the nature of the accompanying vowel. In some cases, the vowels of the appended particles are changed through the attraction of the roots to which they are suffixed; in other instances, the vowel of one of the suffixed particles draws that of the root and that of its other appendages also into harmony with itself: e.g. kalugu, 'to be able,' from which is formed with perfect regularity the aorist first pers. sing. kalugu-du-nu; but the preterit first person is kaligi-ti-ni, where the change of the two final vowels of the root kalugu to kaligi, and of the personal termination nu to ni, is effected by the particle ti, which is the characteristic of the tense; for in the inflexion of Telugu words the most influential particles are those which indicate the time.

b. Consonants. One distinctive peculiarity of the Dravidian consonants is the convertibility of surds and sonants. There are four surd letters which are thus convertible; they are k, t, t, p: k is convertible into its related sonant g; t into d; t into d; and p into b. They are said to be convertible, because they are pronounced as surds at the beginning of words, and whenever they are doubled; and they are always pronounced as sonants when single and mediate. A sonant cannot commence a word, neither is a surd admissible in the middle except when doubled. In Tamil, and partly in Malayalam, one set of consonants serves for both purposes, and the change is made in the pronunciation alone. This peculiarity is not found in any of the Indo-European languages; but the resemblances which are found to exist between it and the laws of sound which prevail in some of the languages of the Scythian family amounts to identity. In the Finnish and Lappish there is a clearly marked distinction between surds and sonants: a sonant never commences a word in either tongue. The same remark has been already made of the Scythic version of the Behistun tablets.

The Tamil differs from the other Dravidian dialects in refusing to combine the surd lingual t with the lingual nasal n, changing it in such a combination into its corresponding sonant d. This is in accordance with a general law of sound in that language, which is, that nasals will not combine with surds, but with sonants only.
older religion of the people. Many vestiges of the primitive superstitions still remain, and in some districts they prevail extensively, especially among the Shânârs, and other rude and less Aryanized tribes, inhabiting the provinces in the extreme south of the peninsula. So far as yet appears, every religious usage of the Dravidians which is not of Brahmanical origin is either identical with Shamanism, or closely allied to it.

IV. Evidence furnished by the Behistun tablets. Before proceeding to the proofs derived from direct linguistic analysis, we notice an incidental evidence of the Scythian relationship of the Dravidian tongues. The famous inscriptions on the tablets at Behistun, in Beluchistan, which record the political autobiography of Darius Hystaspes, in the old Persian, Babylonian, Scythian, and Medo-Persian languages, have recently been translated. The translation of the Scythic portion enables us to compare the Dravidian idioms with a fully developed copious language of the Scythian family, as spoken in the fifth century B.C. The principal points of resemblance between the Dravidian dialects and the language of the tablets are: 1. The use of the cerebral class of consonants, ɬ, d, n, which are indigenous to the Dravidian languages. 2. The use of the same consonant as a surd when initial and when doubled, and as a sonant when single and medial. 3. The employment in both of similar suffixes for the genitive and the dative cases of nouns, and the accusative of pronouns. 4. The use of a similar word for the numeral ‘one’ (the only numeral which occurs in letters in the tablets), and the uniform employment in both of the same suffix to express the ordinal numbers. 5. The pronoun of the second person singular is exactly the same in the tablets as in the Dravidian languages. The plural, unfortunately, does not occur. 6. The use of a relative participle. Perhaps this is the most remarkable characteristic of every unaltered dialect of the Scythian family. 7. The analogous etymons in the tablets are: nan, ‘to say,’ corresponding to the Dravidian an or en; uri, ‘make known,’ Dravidian urai; pori, ‘to go,’ Dravidian pō; ko, ‘a king,’ Dravidian ko. From the discovery of these analogies, Mr. Caldwell concludes that “the Dravidian race, though resident in India from a period long prior to the commencement of history, originated in the central tracts of Asia, the seed-plot of nations (and languages); and that from thence, after parting company with the rest of the Ugro-Turanian horde, and leaving a colony in Beluchistan, they entered India by way of the Indus.”

V. Evidence from grammatical analysis.
1. The laws of sound. The phonetic laws which govern the Dravidian languages contribute to determine the question of their affiliation.
evidences to be adduced, to draw any conclusion on this ground adverse to their Mongolian or Scythian origin; for a similar change has passed upon the features of the Mohammedans of India, who are all, without doubt, of Tatar-Mongolian extraction: with the exception of a somewhat greater breadth of face and head, and a more olive complexion, they do not differ physiologically from the Hindus, properly so called. A change appears to have passed over them, similar to that which is observed in the Osmanli Turks since they settled in Europe, which has transformed them from Tatars into Europeans.

It may farther be suggested in this connection, that possibly the distinctive Mongolian type, the absence of which is acknowledged in the Dravidians, has been developed in the course of time, since the period when the plains of India were first colonized by the progenitors of their race.

III. Evidence derived from religious usages. In proving the origin and relationship of any people, the evidence gathered from their religious usages is always more satisfactory and reliable than that which is founded on physiological comparisons. The religions of the ancient Indo-European nations and those of the old Scythians of Upper Asia present many essential points of difference. In Shamanism—so is termed the superstition which prevails among the Ugrians of Siberia and elsewhere, and which was the religion of the whole Tatar race before Buddhism and Mohammedanism were disseminated among them—there was nothing which resembled the three prominent characteristics of the religion of the Indo-European family: viz., the doctrine of metempsychosis; the worship of the elements of nature, or of a pantheon of heroes and heroines; and the maintenance of a distinct and generally hereditary order of priests.

Shamanism acknowledges the existence of a Supreme Being, but no worship is rendered to him; nor are the objects of worship an inferior order of gods or heroes, but wicked and cruel spirits or demons. Any one who pleases may at any time officiate as priest, though ordinarily the father of the family, or the head-man of the hamlet or community, fills that office. Bloody sacrifices are offered with wild dances; the officiating priest or magician meanwhile exciting himself to frenzy, professes to have ascertained the mind of the propitiated demon, and, when the ceremonies are over, communicates it to those who consult him. Such is Shamanism, and the demonolatry practiced in India by the more primitive Dravidian tribes is not only similar to this, but the very same. The Brahmans by whom the Aryan civilization and superstition was grafted on the ruder Dravidian stock labored assiduously to extirpate their religion, and in this they were generally successful; yet is it still possible to discriminate between the doctrines and practices introduced by them and the
They had 'kings,' who dwelt in 'fortified houses,' and ruled over small 'districts of country;' they were without books, but they had 'minstrels' who recited 'songs' at 'festivals;' they were without hereditary priests and idols, and appear to have had no idea of heaven or hell, of the soul or sin; but they acknowledged the existence of God, whom they styled ko or 'king,' a realistic title which is unknown to orthodox Hinduism; they erected to his honor a temple, which they called ko-il, 'God's house.' They were acquainted with all the ordinary 'metals,' with the exception of tin and zinc; with the 'planets which were ordinarily known to the ancients, excepting Mercury and Saturn. They had numerals up to a 'hundred,' some of them to a 'thousand,' but were ignorant of the higher denominations, a lakh and a crore; they had 'medicines,' but no medical science, and no doctors; 'hamlets' and 'towns,' but no cities; 'canoes,' 'boats,' and even 'ships'—i.e., small 'decked' coasting vessels—but no foreign commerce; and no word expressive of the geographical idea of island, or continent. They were well acquainted with 'agriculture,' and delighted in 'war.' They understood 'cotton-weaving' and 'dyeing.' They had no acquaintance with painting, sculpture, architecture, astronomy, astrology, philosophy, or grammar. Their only words for the mind were 'diaphragm,' 'the inner parts,' or 'interior;' they had a word for 'thought,' but no word distinct from this for memory, judgment, conscience, or will; to express the will, they would have been obliged to describe it as 'that which in the inner parts says, I am going to do so and so.' But although there existed among them these elements of civilization previous to the arrival of the Brahmans, in intellectual, social, and political standing they were centuries behind this priestly race. They soon, however, rose in the social scale, and formed communities and states in the Dekhan rivalling those of the Aryan in the north.

II. The absence of physiological evidence to the contrary. It is acknowledged that, while in some instances physiology has contributed much to the discovery of the affiliations of races, in the effort to prove the Scythian relationship of the Dravidians it renders no aid; but seems, so far as the study has been pursued, to be utterly at fault. The Dravidians might, on the ground of physical characteristics only, as well be classed with the Caucasians, or would readily admit of being affiliated with the Indo-Europeans; for no essential difference is observed between the heads and features of the Dravidians and those of the Brahmans; and, in fact, the Dravidian type of head will even bear to be directly compared with the European, with more definite marks of suppleness and subtlety in the former, and of straightforward moral and mental energy in the latter.

It is not safe, however, in the presence of the strong lingual
the Finnish or Ugrian family, with special affinities to the Ostiak. This connection seems to be radical, though remote, and established by particulars of primary importance.

Mr. Caldwell has arrived at his conclusions by a comparison of the Dravidian dialects—of which he has a thorough and accurate scientific and practical knowledge—with the grammars and vocabularies of the group in which he classes them. He acknowledges that a great diversity exists among the members of this group; so great, indeed, that, while the Indo-European idioms form only one family or genus, of which the ten families classified under that term are but species, in the Scythian family five or six authenticated genera have been enumerated, each of which includes as many species as are contained in the solitary Indo-European genus, besides twenty or thirty isolated languages, which have up to this time resisted every effort to classify them.

Notwithstanding this diversity, however, the generic characteristics of the Scythian group are very strongly marked, and incapable of being mistaken. The Ugrian and Turkish families, for instance, can be proved by their grammatical structure and vital spirit to be cognate, with as much certainty as the Gothic and the Sanskrit, or the Zend and the Greek.

I. The history of the Dravidian people is not unfavorable to the hypothesis of the Scythian relationship of their languages.

There is sufficient evidence that the Drávidas lived in the Indian peninsula long prior to the commencement of history, and before the Sanskrit-speaking race had made their way over the snow-capped mountains which separated their ancestral home from the plains of the Ganges, Nerudda, and Cavery. The Drávidas were doubtless the earliest inhabitants of India; or, at least, the first to enter from the northwest and cross the Indus. There is no evidence from Sanskrit authors—and they are our only authority on this point—that the Dravidians ever had any relations with the primitive Aryans but those of a peaceable and friendly character; and this could not have been true, had they followed that race into India. There is evidence that the Brahmanas crossed the Vindhya mountains and entered the Dekhan and Southern India, not as conquerors, but as colonists; as priests and instructors, not as soldiers. The kings of the Pandiyas, Cholas, Calingas, and other Dravidians, appear to have been simply Dravidian chieftains, dignified by the new Brahman priests with Aryan titles. At the time when these events were taking place—some 500 years, perhaps, before the Christian era—the Dravidians were destitute of a written language, and unacquainted with the higher arts of life; but, from an examination of their language, it appears that they had acquired at least the elements of civilization. By a reference to the vocabulary of the early Tamilians, for instance, we gather, by our author's aid, the following items of information:
The term Drāvida has been adopted from the Sanskrit. It properly denotes the Tamil country only. The Brahmans of that country are called "Drāvida Brahmans." Its original meaning, according to Sanskrit lexicons, is 'a man of an outcast tribe, descended from a degraded Kshatriya.' It was applied by the Sanskrit geographers to the aborigines of the extreme south, prior to the introduction among them of Brahanical civilization. It has recently been employed to designate the cluster of idioms spoken by more than thirty millions of people inhabiting the southern portion of the Indian peninsula. In this little group of dialects, the author of the treatise from which the present abstract is made enumerates nine, which are distinct and well defined. Among these, five have written characters and a cultivated literature: they are the Tamil, Telugu, Canarese, Malayalam, and Tulu. These idioms differ one from another in their written characters, in their vocables and inflectional forms, and in their literary culture. They differ so essentially that a person acquainted with but one is unable to understand either of the others. They cannot, therefore, be regarded as provincial dialects of a single language, but are to be considered and treated as distinct, though affiliated. They are said to be affiliated because of the large number of roots of primary importance, and the essential and distinctive grammatical characteristics, which they all possess in common. They are on this account regarded as having had a common origin, and as forming a distinct family of tongues.

The term "Scythian" was first employed by Professor Rask to designate that group of tongues which comprises the Finnish, Turkish, Mongolian, Tungusic, and Samoïedic families. This great kingdom of speech, as it has been termed, includes all those languages spoken in Asia or Europe (excepting only the Chinese) which are not embraced in the other two great divisions, the Aryan and Semitic. They have by some been designated the "Tartar," by others the "Finnish," "Ural-Altaic," "Mongolian," and "Turanian." The objection to these terms is that, having been often used to designate one or more species, to the exclusion of the rest, they cannot properly be employed as common designations of the genus. But the term "Scythian," having been used in the classics in a vague, undefined sense, to denote generally the barbarous tribes of unknown origin that inhabited the northern part of Europe and Asia, seems to be appropriate, convenient, and available.

Mr. Caldwell claims, for the Dravidian idioms, "not merely a general relationship to the whole Scythian group, but also a position in that group which is independent of its other members, as a distinct family or genus; or, at least, as a distinct sub-genus of tongues." He regards it as most nearly allied to
ARTICLE VI.

EVIDENCES OF THE SCYTHIAN AFFINITIES OF THE DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES,
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Extract from Mr. Webb's Letter accompanying the following Article.

Indian Ocean, May 21st, 1861.

... "The remarks you make on the affiliation of the Dravidian languages have led me to examine somewhat more attentively the arguments and proofs adduced by Mr. Caldwell, in his Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, in confirmation of the Scythian affinities of those idioms. As a result of that investigation, I became better satisfied with their general correctness, and assured that, were they collected and presented in combination, their weight and importance would be acknowledged by those interested in these investigations. The force of Mr. Caldwell's proofs is greatly diminished by their being thinly scattered through his entire work. His first object being, not to prove a Scythian affinity, but to compare the idioms one with another, the notices of an extra-Dravidian relationship occur, as it were, incidentally.

My work, in this paper, has been to collect, combine, and condense the proofs rather lavishly strewn over the treatise. I have generally, though not uniformly, used the words of the author; yet my plan of epitomizing and condensing as much as possible would seldom allow me to quote more than a sentence or two in a place word for word. Only here and there have I introduced a suggestion from other sources, and always either in confirmation or in amplification of the author's thought. When a paragraph of considerable length has been introduced verbatim, it has been included within quotation marks; in other cases it has not been thought necessary to encumber the page with them."...
skatros, father-in-law.
skasi, mother-in-law.
shel (s. numbers), hundred.
shelo, rope.
sker, head.
shesel (s. cold), hundred.
shikida (233), to learn; shiklo, learned; 
shiklios sees, to learn.
shil (s. numbers), hundred.
shil, shilalo, cold; shilaloidea, to feel cold.
shingh, horn.
shori, head.
shoshõh, hare.
show (s. numbers), six.
showarderõ (s. numbers), sixty.
shuchõ, shuzõ, clean.
shukõ, dry, emaciated; shukitoidea (233),
  to become dry; shukitorina, shukitorina,
  to hear. (to dry.
shut, shutõ, vinegar; shutlo, shutlo, sour.
sipõ, quick.
sing, Bor., horn.
ning, Bor., quick.
sir, garlic.
sidse, to sew.
sior, hammer.
so, what.
sobelar, sornar, Bor., to sleep.
sonnakâi (Bor., sonacai), gold.
šoke, why.
solat, because.
sottõ (s. sleep), asleep.
sosieia, to sleep.
storva, cross.
sukro, cool.
sukõr, beautiful.
sunpoel, Bor., near.
sundie (s. near), — shundia.
sungalo, Bor., horned.
unna, dream.
us, milk.
usito (233), — sottõ.
us (s. sew), needle.

ta, te, and.
tabiope, heat.
takker, taakor, king; takurni, queen.
tõi (251), — desi.
takliruta, tomorrow.
tammanish, blind man.
tan, place.
tappariva (233), to heat.
tappova, tap-lâva, to strike. [feel warmth.
tapovia, to boil, to burn; tapova (233), to 
tapovlara, Bor., to drink.
tapovia, to burn.
tarida, to thirst.
tarshal, cross.
tata, Bor., bread.
tatipõ, heat. [hot.
tatto, warm; tattioneo (233), to become 
tatto (Bor., tatì), bath.
tand, thread.
tavida, to boil.
te, and.
tel, down.
terâa (Bor., tercair), to have.
terphiededa, tertioneda, to stand.
ternô, young; ternoro, Bor., new.
tikô, infant, young.
tovida, tovâ, to wash.
tovêr, tovel, axe; toverâskoro, axe-maker.
trona (s. numbers), thirty.
traquon, Bor., grape.
trônene, Bor., star.
trôaca, fever.
tri, trin (s. numbers), three.
triak, shoe.
triful, Bor., cross.
truâsh, trust, thirst; trushâlo, thirsty;
trushâkioneda, to become thirsty.
trushâlo, cross.
turra, Bor., nail.
turshio (231), cross.
tut, milk.

uchara, to cover.
uchô, tall; ucheder (246), one taller.
ukeleve, ukleleve, to step.
ukleve, ukleve (244), to mount.
uondebol, Bor., god.
unga, Bor., affirmation.
ungi, Bor., nail.
uryva, uryvâva, to dress.
urygoiâ, dress.

ud, affirmation.
unró, xontõ, egg.
up italia, to baptize.
ur, time, times.
uriâ, weight.
uró, flour.
uside, mill.
ust (eur, 233), hand.
usent, winter.
usnõ, file.
usõ, eus (s. healthy), forest.
usi, shoot.
usikô, shoulder.
vé (236), — bi.
usuku, Wallachian.
vomôn, carriage.
vukkeres, to speak.
vuchtula, extinguisher.
vukô, tall.
vudar, vudâr, door.
vus, flax.
vust, lip.

yak, fire.
yak, eye.
yaver, other.
yek (s. numbers), one.
yepeda, half.
yerô, young.

[yesterdays.
yich, yesterday; yichavêr, day before yesh-
gamata, linen.

zampa, frog.
zus, saddle.
zorâlo, strong.
pani, water; paničeva, to water.
panko, pango, lame.
papai, apple.
papina (s. hen), goose.
paquilli, Bor., silver.
pářés, slowly.
parnasé, friend; parnasoijé, friendship.
paroné, white.
páró (234), — baró.
paroje, Bor., leaf.
parrardéa, to nourish.
parrardá, fat.
paz, pasque, Bor., half.
pashe, near.
pita, clothing.
potranki, passerover.
patria, leaf, feather.
pavli, Bor., nose.
pecháu, to ask.
pekeôa, to cook; pekeilô, pekoô, cooked.
pelum, fell; pelodor, after falling.
pelo, testicle.
pen (s. brother), sister.
penaes (Bor., pyres), to say; also for be- 
nedes (s. infant).
peninda (s. numbers), fifty.
perda, to fall.
perda, to fill.
perdá, over (the water).
perdò, full; pertodesa, to become full.
perquill, perquillu, foreign.
phar, pier, earth. [old.
pharo, pharo, old; pharësidas, to grow
phar, marriage.
páda, to drink. [ea (s. paper).
pichard, (s. business), to send; pichard-
pichicsa, Bor., cough.
pikolo, prop.
pikó, shoulder.
pili, péli, fallen; pilô (263), drunk.
pincharida, to be acquainted with.
pinó, pinó, foot.
pirina (Bor., pirar), to walk.
pirinda, on foot.
pirigá, gait.
pirrangi, barefooted.
pirá, píra, foot.
pishá, to grind.
pichó, bellows.
piep, widow.
pigar, Bor., to drink; píta, drink.
plái (Bor., plaun, plauo), brother.
plata, Bor., clothing.
pluá, Bor., silver.
po (s. behind), more.
pe, navel.
polalesta (s. behind), farther back.
pomi, Bor., silver.
pot, tail.
potás, Bor., bowl.
pori, porit, raisin.
poa, po, Bor., belly.
polisk, soil.
pomia, wood.
poe, eye-brow.
pojichaver (s. yesterday).
prihas, ashes.
pral, brother; pra (234).
pravá, to ridicule.

pridak, over (the water).
puchdea, to ask.
pudine, musket.
puramé, old (ancient).
puré, old; puripé, old age.
purt, bridge.
purum, onion.
pusel, Bor., musket.
pushim, lea.
putar, Bor., well.
puti, business.
pus, earth.
quebr, Bor., house.
querar, quevar, Bor., to make.
queresto (s. house), Bor., August.
rachí, Bor., night.
rui, nobleman.
raklô (s. night), it is growing dark.
rakló, raklî, child.
ram, cane.
raná, nobleman’s wife.
rán, early.
rashda, priest; rashana, priest’s wife.
rat, rati, night.
rat (Bor., rati), blood.
resa, res, vineyard.
resnat, to finish, suffice.
řášeto, sieve.
resia, Bor., cabbage.
rich, bear.
rú, spoon.
ró, Bor., flour.
ron, romi, roman, Gypsy.
romi (Bor., romi), wife.
ronea, to weep.
rópi, spoon.
rubli, rod.
rúk, tree.
rúkamé, whelp.
rup, silver; rupam, of silver.
rutam, nose.
rus, wolf.
sahri, tent.
salí, wife’s brother; salí, wife’s sister.
sanó, slim.
sanó (234), — suanó.
sapp, serpent.
sar, similar, like.
sar, Bor., garlic.
sananda (s. numbers), forty.
saro, Bor., all.
sarvo, sarvó, sarvó (251), all.
sarvó, sarvo, all.
asa, Bor., iron.
sashá, mother-in-law.
sate, Bor., tall.
sarat (s. from and 235), healthy, right.
sasra, father-in-law.
sulillo, Bor., colt.
sulwar, aulwar (255), all.
sumer, pack-saddle.
serva, Br., tent.
seria, Br., basket.
sah, cabbage.
shastir, shastîr, iron; shastirakoro, black-
shastî, healthy, right.
maskoeis, Russian.

maskoeis, Russian.

mask, Bor., to void urine.

ma, mouth; maskel, maskel, in front.

makdus, to abandon.

makan, ripe; makanokera, to ripen.

makan (s. dirty), dark.

malakor (s. die, also 245), after dying.

mukanera (mukaneda, 364), to shave; mukanera (353).

murdardovia, to murder.

murs, brave, male, boy.

murdsarvia (s. die), to murder.

mushb, mouse. [void urine.

murer, urine; murdsarv (Bor., murdrar), to

mura, negation.

muri, nail.

nuallari (naiabali, 234), invalid.

nirnukor (s. negation), not handsome.

njorbar, njar, Bor., to depart; to lose.

nak, nose. [najipen, loss.

nakina, to pass.

namporomina, invalid; namporëna, sickness.

nana, negation.

nango, naked.

na, Bor., name.

napalci (s. behind), afterwards.

nagnui, Bor., nose.

nasha, to depart.

nashadara, to lose.

nasti, negation.

nast, departed.

naskor, ugly.

nae, name.

ne, negation.

nero (Bor., nebo, nebel), new.

nighadara (nighadara, 234), to go out.

nila, summer.

niulo, Bor., fool.

nuili, harlot.

gphi, heart; gpheseke, alms. [eighty.

ognl (s. numbers), eight; oldwardri, okan, now.

okhidi, this.

oklato, mounted.

onpsi, heart.

op, up; oprd, oprad, from above.

orvo, Bor., wolf.

orbor, Bor., to weep.

ostelb, Bor., god.

ostea, ostati, Bor., down.

ot (s. negation), for ate.

otid (s. why), there.

pachandra, Bor., passover.

pachdav, to ask.

pait, water.

paillo, Bor., Greek.

pa, wing.

pakher, to believe.

pak, bald.

palashar, Bor., to shave.

palatul, behind; palatultri, second.

palul, wind.

panch (s. numbers), five.

panagd, to break.

pangher, to lane; panghiwara, to become lane.

mali, well.

mali, good.

maltbab, to kick.

mali, to be ashamed.

malar, Bor., coal.

ma, word.

mada, to take, get.

ma, river.

ma, Bor., paper.

makaneri (s. sleep), lamp.

maka, Bor., to take, get.

ma, munus.

mank, sleep; mankralo, sleep.

mali (257), taken.

mir, ill, paper.

mali, light.

mali, red.

ma, salt; manka, to salt.

ma, Bor., sea.

mankani, to rejoice; manak, rejoicing.

manki, money. [ing, manka,joy.

manka (manka, 331), harlot.

muk, Bor., wolf.

mukul (s. similar), flower.

muki, munkai, Bor., harlot.

ma, negation.

maka, Bor., fly.

maka, fish; makaekaro, fisherman.

ma, Bor., half.

makna, to paint.

makla, fly.

malak, a Gypsy tribe. [poste side.

mamüi, opposite; mamayl, from the op-
mang, Bor., meat.

mara, mara, bread; maraekaro, baker.

mankl, mankilo, stump (of vine).

man, (Bor., manu, manus), man; ma-
mankai (351), woman; manmano (357),

mara, sea. [human.

mara, to heat.

maro, marly, bread.

mara, Bor., man; mara, mankind.

ma, meat; maraekaro, butcher.

mak, month.

malt, longs. [tween.

maska, between; maska, from be-
mastër, blacksmith. [drunk.

matt, drunk; mattiwea, to become
met, dirt; melot, dirty; meliwea, to
become dirty.

met graded, Bor., pomegranate-tree.

mida, to die.

midan (s. die), Bor., sick; see also invalid.

mird, death.

mernari, tomb.

mila, Bor., milan (s. numbers), thousand.

mib, pudendum muliebre.

mistha, mouse.

mamari, tomb.

mol, wine.

molli, Bor., grape.

mol, death. [worker in leather.

morky, Bor., morkor, leather; morkicher, maskire (s. beget), calf.

mote (s. shut), from mali,
gohde, to cleanse.
gosnó, dung (gosmó, 307).
goti, brain; gotiavér, intelligent.
grafsá, to write.
græst (Bor., gras, gra), horse; græstnì (Bor., grani), mare; græstanó (gráti), adj.; græstakaró, horseman.
gria, Bor., cold.
guólo, sweet.
guel, Bor., ass; itch.
guillabér, Bor., to sing.
gurée, guri, ox; gurumni, gurumni, cow.
gúnó (s. hen), Bor., goose.
gúna, pit.
guy, Bor., grain, wheat.
handiovéda (233), — khandiovéda.
hanó, sword.
haapi, apple.
hás, cough; hadú, to cough.
hánndoi (s. from), India.
hiródó (232), — khusuíó.
hokaiómpé (232), — khouaiómpé.
itch (s. come), — yich.
iinía (s. numbers), nine; niinavrédéri, [ninety.
ir, snow.
ir, grain, wheat.
juntró, son-in-law.
jándara (s. negation), to know.
jandáva, to awake.
jéé, to go; jadó (254), part.
jet (s. itch), small-pox.
jent, Bor., ass.
jenó: kayék Jenó, no one.
jeróó, Bor., ass; jeriní, fem.
jil, jir, Bor., cold.
jil, Bor., grain, wheat.
jinar, Bor., to count.
jinás, to live.
jojana, Bor., lie.
joor, Bor., head.
jov, barley.
jaw (s. flé), six.
jucoal, Bor., beautiful.
juco, Bor., dry.
junó, Bor., breed.
junar, Bor., to hear.
jut, Jew; jutánó, Jewish.
juter, jutí, Bor., vinegar.
juúta (s. sew), Bor., needle.
jue, louse.
ka, who, which.
káde (s. early), every.
kain, kagní, kainá, hen.
kále, excommunication.
káló, black.
kam (Bor., cam, can), sun.
kandáva (Bor., camelar), to wish.
kamnóispé, kamnóispé, perspiration; kamnóispé, to perspire.
kamnó, pregnant.
kándela, it stinks; kandiníko, stinking.
kangí, comb.
kann, ear.
künó, when.
kur, pudendum virile.
kurgyhir, church.
kurü, where.
kusht, kash, kast, kas, wood.
kusirs, dear.
kátár, from.
kátár, whence.
kátó, to spin.
kató, Gypsy tent.
kálýék jenó, no one.
ke, who, which.
kébór, how many.
káléva, to play (in music).
kálípé (s. because), dance.
ker, house.
kerd, cheese.
keraldó (s. wash), — gheraldó.
kérí, to make.
kéró, bitter.
kermó, worm.
kési, how much.
kfár, heel.
khan, crepitus ventris.
khandó, little.
hánkí, háj, well. [jána, neut.
hánjóóvéda, khandiovéda, to scratch; khan-
hanló, sword.
khár, pit.
khásió (s. eat), food.
khél, to dig.
khése, to eat.
khél, fig; khélíin, fig-tree. [part.
khëdd, khulëdu, eacare; khendó, khendóó,
khoáiómpé, lie; khoáiómpé, khoáiómpé, lár;
 khoáiómpé, to be deceived.
khobáiómpé, to be cheated.
khulëduóvéda, khoáióvéda (s. write), to be an-
gry; khoáiókóre, angry.
khó, deep.
khùrañdhi, Turk; khùrañdhó, Turkish.
khristó, Christmas.
khür, heel.
khusó, dwarfish, small.
kilár, plum; kilawín, plum-tree.
kilándó (s. rich), fat.
kiló, stake.
kínásu, to buy.
kiru, sponsor; kirú, god-mother.
kísi, sack.
kístok, girdle.
kok, knee.
kókókó, bone.
kóli, bosom.
kon, who.
kópiná, trough.
kori (s. shut), neck.
koris, root.
kóró, blind.
kóré (257), bracelet.
kohódes, to cleanse.
kóshnikó, basket.
kóstó (s. cheese), little.
kóllóó, kollóó, tongues.
kukudó, hall.
kúr, curl.
kúrko, Sunday.
kúriló, throat.
kúshóva, to revile (also kus, 249).
cangri, Bor., church.
cani, Bor., hen.
casian, Bor., wood.
casto, Bor., hammer.
chachi, truth; chachipano, true.
chí (s. boy), girl.
chája, Bor., cabbage.
chalióva, to be sated.
cham, kiss.
chandera, to chew.
cháó, boy.
char, grass; charána, to graze.
charáya, (s. wing), possible.
cháro, plate; charéskorá, plate-maker.
chartáva, to vomit; chartamí, vomiting.
chatéva, to vomit; chatamí, vomiting.
chao, boy-child.
charory (s. boy), Bor., girl.
charí, chicken.
cherphéni (Bor., cherdilas), star.
chibés, Bor., day.
chik, chiká, mud; chikáva (361), to muddy, chikándi (s. little), in a little while.
chikáda, to sneeze.
chimutora, Bor., moon, chús, till.
chindás, Bor., (chíndar), to cut, chindiya, Bor., mother.
chhíndás, to be tired.
chinkérade, chingherāda, to pierce.
chig, tongue.
chiló, Bor., dwarfish, small.
chirikó, bird.
chíndí, chídá, to throw (also s. poor).
chiká, to steal.
chódá, (s. cut), to whittle.
chom, moon, month.
chordáva, to steal; chór, chörno, churnó, thief; chórskand, stolen.
chéri, Bor., knife.
chóró, poor; chorí, poverty.
chorgyí, secretly.
chohon, Bor., hand.
chuché, chuchá, breast.
chuchó, empty.
chúkél, dog; chukél, bitch.
chuká, tobacco-pipe.
[to kiss.
chumí, Bor., (chupendó), kiss; chumídáva, chumipá, miserable.
chungára, to spit; chungár, spittle.
churi (Bor., chulo), knife.
churnó (s. steal), thief.
chutí, Bor., milk.
círia, Bor., passover.
cornachs, Bor., basket.
crullís, Bor., king.
cremen, Bor., worm.
cules, curque, Bor., Sunday.
dába (346), more.
dáí, mother.
dal, door.
dal, Bor., fear.
dant (Bor., dani), tooth.
dantáda, dantíada, to bite.
dar, door.
dar, fear; darás (Bor., darabar, darabár), to fear.
[ate-tree.
darás, pomegranate; darais, pomegran-
das, Bulgarian; daisikanó, adj.
dar, father.
dará, to give; dé, imper.
de, mother.
débél, Bor., god.
délá, it rains.
deniá, fool; denvláísea, to become a fool.
dernó, Bor., young.
deréda, sea.
desh (s. numbers), ten.
[godly.
dhél, god; deshi (331), goddess; dervikánó, dialeda, s. write), to select.
diar, dier, Bor., to see.
diláka, dikháa (dikána, diéra), to see.
dimí, diminish, pantaloon; dimálá, wearing.
dínar, Bor., to give; [pantaloons.
dinelo, Bor., fool.
dinó (257), given.
dudó, day breaks.
dúdes, day; divéséakorá, day’s wages, domik, fist.
durak, grape.
dron (Bor., drun, drun), road.
dua, duga, Bor., pain.
dulém, gourd.
dvi (s. numbers), two.
duk, pain; dudak, to be in pain, to love;
dukáipé, love; dukháni, mistress.
duléva, (s. near), to work.
dumé, back.
duquípen, Bor., pain.
dur, afar; durú, from afar.
eftá (s. numbers), seven; eshtávdéri, seven-
ekatané, together.
eny, Bor., within.
ero, Bor.; priest.
erní, Bor., vineyard.
estché, Bor., sword.
far, time, times.
farik, scythe.
felé, down.
feuó, Bor., good.
firó, market-place.
furi, colt.
furó, old.
gal péa, gold.
gado, Bor., village.
garéda, to conceal; garatkanó, mysterious.
garipé (s. itch), Bor., scab.
gar, village; gwada, villager.
gel, Bor., ass.
ghamee, Br., ship.
ganóda, to comb.
ghede, to play (in music).
ghelé, always.
ghá, Bor., go; went; cf. 261.
gháde, to count.
gher, itch; gheraló, itchy.
ghérrá, to make.
gherno, worm.
ghi (ghilo), song; ghildá, ghilévoa, to
sing; ghilimé, instrument of music.
ghíéva, day.
ginar, Bor., to count.
gie (Bor., gi), grain, wheat.
giw, Bor., snow.
göré, Bor., ox.
góro, bad.
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občin, steel.
achči, yet.
achari, to sigh.
achde, to rest; achdėč, remained.
achša, Bor., to-day.
achérzler, Bor., to eat.
akád, now.
akáts (s. within).
akért, akbš, nut; akhoršas, akošas, nut-tree.
akšra, sign.
akšči, this.
akkši (s. come), came (cf. 261).
amášk (s. up), carriage.
amul, partner.
ambró, pear; ambrón, pear-tree.
amán (Bor., amáš), anvil.
aman, to bring.
amarr, within; ambarr (andryf), from within; cf. behind.
andali, armful.
andati, coal; angaréško, collier.
angli, forwards; anglotá, foremost; an-
gléd, from the front.
angrus, angoust, finger.
angestri, angusti, ring.
ano, Bor., egg.
apdén, to-day.
aquís, Bor., eye.
aron, Bor., priest.
arabš (Bor., aracáte), guard; arakša (Bor., arakatér), to guard.
aratí, Bor., blood.
arati, night.
arum, curse.
aruc, wolf.
arum, wheel.
asa, to laugh.
ad, to cry.
asat, to praise.
astaló, plaster.
anatara, to hold.
astura, Bor., moon.
át, here; âttár, hence.
ávki, avki, asakhi, avakš, this.
asála, here.
asála, to come.
asél, to-day.
avé, ave, Bor., other.
avh, honey.
avh, first.
awa, out; averi, from out; averi, to-
asér, first.
barša, to shut, to tie; bandloipé, band.
banda, Bor., much.
baró, great; bareddér (234), comp.; baró-
váda (s. increase).
baró, heavy.
bas, Bor., hand.
basde, to cry out.
bashé, near; bashál, from near.
bashpé, habitation.
bashó, basháč, cock.
bato, batu, Bor., father.
bau, birth.
bau, to beget.
bau, to say.
bay (Bor., bay), devil; bén (234); ben-
gulé, devilish.
beró (Bor., bero, berdo), ship; beréško, beráš (Bor., berí), year.
besaló, beshá, to inhabit, sit, besháp, Bor., habitation; besétar, Bor.,
to inhabit.
beshá, pity.
bét, without.
bet, marriage.
bidá, (s. when), to be delivered.
bidadé (240), he sold.
bikindéra, bikindéa (s. buy), to sell.
bis, Bor., bis, (s. numbers) twenty.
bisár (234), bidá (261), — beshá.
bisó (s. habitation), seated.
bit, Bor., bit, snow.
[hungry.
bokaló, hungry; bokalón, to become
bide, to baptize; bošíp, baptism.
bošíp, bean.
bori, Bor., belly.
bordó (s. ship), — bordós.
bor, oven; boréško, baker.
bročuká, Bor., sheep.
brokare (s. Jew), forerider.
briššanda (Bor., briššande), rain.
briššaró (s. cover), uncovered.
bropé, broad; bugliodo, to spread out.
bukó, bowl.
bumba, dung.
burda, Bor., door.
burné, handful.
bursia, rain.
bus, straw.
bus, Bor., much.
buni, Bor., sweet.
but, butó, much.
buti, business; batíukorado, day-laborer.
buzó, buzó (s. buck), she-goat; buzoró, buzó, buck.
[kid.
cajaca, Bor., deaf.
callícente, Bor., yesterday.
calo, callat, coloro, Bor., black.
cambrí, Bor., pregnant.

* Added by the Committee of Publication, as an important, and almost indispensable, appendix to Dr. Paspati's article.
The following is a list of those Gypsy participles which have appeared to me to be correct, and which I have frequently heard used: siváva, 'I sew,' part. sivdó, 'sewn'; charáva, 'I eat,' part. charadvá; asáva, 'I laugh,' part. asavdó; dáva, 'I give,' part. dinó; janáva, 'I know,' part. jade; chináva, 'I cut,' part. chindó or chinadvó; keráva, 'I make,' part. kerdó; piáva, 'I drink,' part. piló; mutráva, 'I void urine,' part. muterdó; nasháva, 'I depart,' part. nashó; chumidáva, 'I kiss,' part. chumidinó; daráva, 'I fear,' part. daradvó; shunáva, 'I hear,' part. shundó; bisháva, 'I inhabit,' part. bishó; mundáva, 'I shave,' part. mundadvó; piráva, 'I walk,' part. pirdó; asaráva, 'I hold,' part. astardó; jáva, 'I go,' part. jaddó; mukáva, 'I let go,' part. mukadvó; basháva, 'I cry out,' part. bashó; chiváva, 'I throw,' part. chivdó; pekáva, 'I cook,' part. pekó; továva, 'I wash,' part. tovó; maráva, 'I strike,' part. maradvó; resáva, 'I finish,' part. resadvó; makáva, 'I paint,' part. makadvó.

From this list the reader can see the great variety of the participles existing in the idiom of the Gypsies. Those formed from simple neuter verbs, as makáva, makadvó, 'painted,' resáva, resadvó, 'finished,' are of pure Gypsy formation; whilst pekó, 'cooked,' is related to Sr. pakva, 'baked, heated, cooked,' etc. I have in the course of the Vocabulary noticed such participles as are of indisputable Sanskrit origin.

The reader will observe in the paradigms of the active verb that I have noted the participles chinadvó and choradvó. These participles have a passive signification, and as such they are constantly used by the Gypsies. As to the proper active participles, I confess that I know of none; the Gypsies seem to make no use of such forms, but in their stead employ the verb, as the modern Greeks constantly do. The Turks, however, are extremely fond of the participle, and are using it constantly.

This want of active participles is another proof of my assertion, that whilst both Greeks and Turks have given many expressions to the Gypsies, they have not influenced their grammatical system, which has followed those natural principles by the operation of which languages of older date have been moulded into their present form, each one by itself, and independent of the others. This holds good with the Gypsy, and if I have remarked in the course of this memoir that the Gypsy language has been thoroughly permeated by the Greek and Turkish languages, it still appears to me true that it has been formed, as to its fundamental principles, independently of both. So also the Modern Greek, which, though constantly imitating the Turkish, has never had any connection with it in its elementary and grammatical forms, for both languages are essentially distinct from each other.
course of time lost its initial ῶ, and became the ρα of our modern Greek, so common now in the language that it is constantly to be heard wherever the modern Greek is spoken. To us, and to the Bulgarians, the subjunctive of the Gypsies is perfectly intelligible and extremely natural, but to others this is not the case. Τέ is the particle always prefixed, and it is never pronounced τα; but, whenever the verb begins with a vowel, τε drops its own. A few examples will fully illustrate the subject: ἀλλιόμ te δικαύ, ‘I have come to see,’ i.e. ‘in order that I may see;’ pen lένγhe t’ avén, ‘tell them to come;’ Gr. εἶνεν διώκειν νά ἐλθωσί, ‘that they come.’ Again, it is used as a pure optative mood: thus τε jιvέλ tύke, ‘may it live to thee;’ Gr. ινά ζήσῃ, or νά ζήσῃ: the whole phrase naturally would be εξώμεν ινά ζήσῃ, ‘I pray that it may live;’ kamάvα te shikhiοvάvα, ‘I wish to learn.’ In this example, the subjunctive is evidently a pure infinitive.

I have heard at times the Gypsies using the infinitive as a noun, as the modern Greeks do: το νά βλέπω, το νά ζήσεια.

The aorist is sometimes used in the subjunctive with the particle τε; more generally the imperfect is employed.

The subjunctive used as infinitive is not altogether devoid of expression, for it possesses number and person, which the ancient infinitives had not. At times it is extremely clear and definite, far more so than the ancient. This form of the infinitive is known both to the Christian and Moslem Gypsies. These latter, many of whom know not a word of Greek or Bulgarian, could not have borrowed it from the Turkish, which has a proper and regular infinitive, and whose verb in richness and variety is not surpassed by that of any language, ancient or modern. Besides this, the Gypsy verb makes but a poor comparison with the various complex moods and tenses of the Turkish verb. To me it appears probable that the natural bent of the human mind, and its progress towards simplicity of expression, have operated with equal force upon the spirit of the Gypsy as upon that of other modern languages, in which such a striking similarity exists in the various forms of their verbal expression.

Participle.—This is not so clear or so well defined as the other parts of the Gypsy verb. Some participles are pure Sanskrit words. Others are formed from the Gypsy verb itself, in a manner altogether peculiar to this idiom. In the first class belong such terms as Sr. ταπτα, ‘heated,’ G. tαττά; Sr. συπμα, ‘asleep,’ G. ουτά or σωτίο; Sr. πρύτα, ‘full,’ G. περνά. To the second class belong a great number formed from the Gypsy verbs, pronounced in various ways by different Gypsies, and not always familiar to them all. They seem to take their origin, at times, from individuals who have more or less knowledge of their idiom. The same remark applies to the modern Greek, where one may hear, as participles of λένυμ, λεγόμενος, λεγόμενος, and λεγμένος.
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Future.—The formation of this tense is extremely interesting, for it originates from another verb, káméva, 'I wish,' Sr. kam, which we have already explained in the Vocabulary. It is prefixed to the Gypsy verb without any intermediate term, and it then forms the future. There are three modes of uniting it with the verb. A Gypsy can say kamajáva, kamjáva, or kajáva, 'I will go;' kamakeráva, kamkeráva, or kakeráva, 'I will make.' I have heard these various forms used indifferently, and I have put similar questions to different Gypsies, and the word has been pronounced in these various forms. However, the first form, kamakeráva, is rarely used; they prefer kamkeráva, following their usual habit of clipping the vowels in their conversation. This form of the future is of altogether modern origin. The Modern Greek has also lost the ancient form, and has adopted the auxiliary θίκο, corrupted to θά: as θά έναγω, 'I will go.' We say now more generally θίκο έναγεν, though the common people still cling to the θά. Kam is added to itself to express future wish: as kamkamáv, 'I shall wish,' precisely as we now say θά θέω. I do not think that the Gypsies have imitated their neighbors the Greeks in the formation of this tense: they have followed the general analytical spirit, which has so extensively pervaded modern languages. The English makes large use of will, shall, would, should, in the formation of its futures.

Imperative.—This mood exhibits in most cases a striking similarity to the primitive Sanskrit root. Were not the different formations of the Gypsy verb so very clear, it would have been extremely easy to recognize the root in the simple form of the imperative: thus keráva, 'I make,' imp. ker; shunáva, 'I hear,' imp. shun; dikaíva, 'I see,' imp. dik; jáva, 'I go,' imp. ja; kušáva, 'I revile,' imp. kush; dáva, 'I give,' imp. de; láva, 'I take,' imp. la or le. In the compound verbs, the imperative is formed solely from the second verb: as vrakeráva, 'I speak,' imp. vrakér; chumidáva, 'I kiss,' imp. chumidé. In the transitive verbs, the formation follows the same rule as in the simple neuter verbs, by rejecting the final syllable ava: as taparáva, 'I make warm,' imp. tapár; murdaráva, 'I murder,' imp. murdór. As for the imperative of the passive, I have always heard the subjunctive used in its stead.

Subjunctive.—This mood represents both the subjunctive and the infinitive, and the usage of it becomes very clear after obtaining a little knowledge of the language. There is no vestige of the Sanskrit infinitive, and the Gypsies, like the Greeks and modern Slavonians, make use of the indicative mood. The Greeks use their particle ἥ, the ancient ἢ; and the Slavonians óko and du. This latter was in use among the ancient Slavonic nations, in the optative and imperative moods, precisely as the particle ἢ of the Greeks was an optative, and in
TENSES.—Present.—This invariably ends, in the first person, in va: as *svivá,* 'I sew;' *charává,* 'I graze;' *kamává,* 'I wish;' *kerává,* 'I make.' It corresponds with the present active of the Sanskrit, for we have seen, in speaking of the commutation of the consonants, that the *m* of the Sanskrit is frequently changed by the Gypsies to *v:* compare *charává,* 'I graze,' with Sr. *charámi;* *kerává,* 'I make,' with Sr. *karomí,* etc. The 2d person singular, ending in *esa,* resembles the corresponding person of the Sanskrit, which ends in *si:* compare *charésa,* 'thou grazest,' Sr. *charasí;* *kerésa,* 'thou makest,' Sr. *karoshi.* But the 3d persons singular and plural bear no relation to the corresponding Sanskrit forms.

Imperfect.—The Gypsy language has no augment of any kind in any of its verbs. This tense is a mere imitation of the present, to which it adds a final *s.* It is always pronounced as I have written it, without any clipping of consonants or vowels.

Aorist.—This is of very frequent use, as it expresses action which, among more cultivated nations, belongs to the perfect, pluperfect, and aorist. By this tense is expressed past action, whatever its state or relation to other subjects, or its state of completion with reference to the time expressed. It is formed by adding to the root the syllable *ghióm* or *kióm,* whenever the root ends in a consonant: as *chinává,* aor. *chinghióm,* 'I cut;' *sovává,* aor. *sovgióm,* 'I slept;' *penává,* aor. *penghióm,* 'I said;' *bisává,* aor. *bisghióm,* 'I inhabited;' *bashává,* aor. *bashghióm,* 'I cried;' *chivává,* aor. *chivghióm,* 'I threw;' *shinává,* aor. *shunghióm* or *shinghióm,* 'I heard;' *merává,* aor. *merghióm,* 'I died.'

Verbs whose roots end in vowels form the aorist in *lióm* or *nióm:* as *lává,* aor. *livióm,* *lióm,* or *liióm,* 'I took;' *dává,* aor. *dinióm,* 'I gave;' *jává,* aor. *gheliióm,* 'I went;' *avává,* aor. *allióm,* 'I came.'

Verbs whose penultimate is *ka* form the aorist in a similar manner: as *dikává,* aor. *diklióm,* 'I saw;' *chikává,* aor. *chiklióm,* 'I muddied;' *pekává,* aor. *peklióm,* 'I cooked;' *nakává,* aor. *naklióm,* 'I passed;' *makává,* aor. *makióm,* 'I painted.'

The passives, and such compound verbs as have *avává* for their compound verbal element, never can have any other aorist than that of *avává,* viz. *allióm.* They are always easily distinguished, and form a very prominent part in every Gypsy's conversation: thus *kindiló* is the 3d pers. sing. aor. of the pass. *kinavává man,* 'I am bought;' *kindillióm,* 'I was bought;' *liniló,* 'it was taken,' from *lavává man,* 'I am taken;' *linillióm,* 'I was taken.' These forms, *liniló,* *kindiló,* and the like, are used as passive impersonals, and at times, united to the auxiliary verb *isóm,* they form a distinct tense, or rather, enforce the original meaning of the aorist itself.

*So also, exceptionally, bandává, aor. bandillióm,* 'I tied.'
Plur.
1. kamachinavása 'men,
2. kamachinavéna tūmen,
3. kamachinavéna pēz.

Plur.
1. kamachoravása 'men,
2. kamachoravéna tūmen,
3. kamachoravéna pēz.

Sing.
1. chinavdó isóm, 'I have been cut,' etc.
2. chinavdó isán,
3. chinavdó isi,

Sing.
1. choravdó isóm, 'I have been stol- len,' etc.
2. choravdó isán,
3. choravdó isi,

Plur.
1. chinavdó isám,
2. chinavdó isán,
3. chinavdó isi.

Plur.
1. choravdó isám,
2. choravdó isán,
3. choravdó isi.

For the imperative I have no certain data: the subjunctive is usually employed in its place.

Subjunctive.

Present.
1. te chinaváva man, 'that I may be cut,' etc.
2. te choraváva man, 'that I may be stolen,' etc.

Imperfect.
1. te chinaváva man, 'that I might be cut,' etc.
2. te choraváva man, 'that I might be stolen,' etc.

The pronunciation of the different persons of the verb used by the Gypsies is very peculiar. They are very prone to clip off the final vowel of the tenses: thus, instead of chináva, they say chináv; for choráva, choráv, etc.; in the 2d and 3d persons, likewise, for chinésa, chinés; chinél, chinél. So also with the future, which, more than the other tenses, loses its terminal vowel. In fact, very few Gypsies pronounce it in full, and prefer the word as though written kachínáv, kachórav, or kamachínáv, kamachórav. So also with the aorist, which, in the 1st person plural, instead of chorghuímas, chinghúmas, is commonly pronounced chorghúám, chinghúám. Many Gypsies are aware of this, and they tell you that chivél for chivél, chorél for chorél, is vulgar. In this manner are clipped all their verbs. In general, the verb retains its final vowel whenever it is at the end of a sentence. In their songs the final vowel is generally pronounced. I make these remarks, that the reader may the better understand many of the colloquial phrases, where I have written the words as ordinarily pronounced. To make a paradigm of a verb in this clipped form would be preposterous, and would exhibit a want of judgment in an author, who should take as a standard the constant fluctuations of colloquial use.
Subjunctive.

Present.
1. te chináva man, 'that I may cut' te továva man, 'that I may wash myself,' etc.

Imperfect.
1. te chinávas man, 'that I might cut myself,' etc. te továvas man, 'that I might wash myself,' etc.

Passive voice.
Indicative.
Present.

Sing.
1. chinaváva man, 'I am cut,' etc. chovaváva man, 'I am stolen,' etc.
2. chinavésa tut,
3. chinavéla pes,
Plur.
1. chinavása 'men,
2. chinavéna támén,
3. chinavéna pes.

Imperfect.
1. chinavávas man, 'I was being cut,' etc.
2. chinavésas tut,
3. chinavélas pes,
Plur.
1. chinavásas 'men,
2. chinavénas támén,
3. chinavénas pes.

Sing.
1. chinaváva man, 'I shall be cut,' etc. chovaváva man, 'I shall be stolen,' etc.
2. chinavésa tut,
3. chinavéla pes,

Future.
Sing.
1. kamachinaváva man, 'I shall be cut,' etc.
2. kamachinavésa tut,
3. kamachinavéla pes,

Sing.
1. chintillión, 'I was cut,' etc. chortillión, 'I was stolen,' etc.
2. chintillían,
3. chintilló,
Plur.
1. chintillámas,
2. chintillían,
3. chintilliá.

* The first person of this tense has a very marked liquid sound of the ū. The 3d, chintilló, is a simple ū always.
Indicative.

Present.

Sing.
1. chináva man, 'I cut myself,'
2. chinésa tut, 'thou cuttest thyself,'
3. chinél pes, 'he cuts himself,'

Plur.
1. chinásas 'men, 'we cut ourselves,'
2. chinéna túmen, 'ye cut yourselves,'
3. chinéna pes, 'they cut themselves.'

Imperfect.

Sing.
1. chinávas man, 'I was cutting myself,' etc.
2. chinésas tut,
3. chinélas pes,

Plur.
1. chinásas 'men,
2. chinénas túmen,
3. chinénas pes.

Aorist.

Sing.
1. chinhióm man, 'I cut myself,' etc.
2. chinhián tut,
3. chinhiás pes,

Plur.
1. chinhiám 'men,
2. chinhián túmen,
3. chinhiá pes.

Future.

Sing.
1. kamachináva man, 'I shall cut myself,' etc.
2. kamachinésa tut,
3. kamachinél pes,

Plur.
1. kamachínas 'men,
2. kamachínéna túmen,
3. kamachínéna pes.

Imperative.

Sing.
2. chin tut, 'cut thyself,'
3. me chinél pes, 'let him cut himself.'

Plur.

továva man, 'I wash myself,' etc.
tovésa tut,
tovélas pes,

Plur.
továsas 'men,
tovéna túmen,
tovéna pes.

Sing.
továvas man, 'I was washing myself,' etc.
tovésas tut,
tovélas pes,

Plur.
továsas 'men,
tovéna túmen,
tovéna pes.

Sing.
toughióm man, 'I washed myself,' etc.
toughián tut,
toughiás pes,

Plur.
toughiám 'men,
toughián túmen,
toughiá pes.

Sing.
kamatováva man, 'I shall wash myself,' etc.
kamatovésa tut,
kamatovélas pes,

Plur.
kamatovásas 'men,
kamatovéna túmen,
kamatovéna pes.

Sing.
tov tut, 'wash thyself.'
me tovél pes, 'let him wash himself.'

* Properly chinhiámas 'men.
Future.

Sing.
1. kamadáva, 'I shall give,' etc.
2. kamadésa,
3. kamadélá,

Plur.
1. kamadása,
2. kamadéna,
3. kamadéna.

Sing.
kamaláva, 'I shall take,' etc.
kamalésa,
kamalélá,

Plur.
kamalása,
kamaléna,
kamaléna.

Imperative.

Sing.
2. de, 'give thou,'
3. me del, 'let him give,'

Plur.
2. den, 'give ye,'
3. me den, 'let them give.'

Sing.
le, 'take thou,'
me lel, 'let him take,'

Plur.
len, 'take ye,'
me len, 'let them take.'

Subjunctive.

Present.

Sing.
1. te dáva, 'that I may give,' etc.

Imperfect.

Sing.
1. te dávas, 'that I might give,' etc.

Participle.

dinó, 'given.'

liniló, 'taken.'

All the simple verbs are declined in the same manner. There is some difference in the formation of the aorist, which we shall note in speaking of the formation of the aorist. In verbs compounded with keráva, 'I make,' dáva, 'I give,' the root suffers no alteration in the various inflections: as cham-keráva, 'I chew;' cham-kerghióm, 'I chewed;' chumi-dáva, 'I kiss;' chumi-diníóm, 'I kissed.' Compound verbs, as mattioúva, 'to become intoxicated,' shu-kiováva, 'to become dry,' present no difficulty in their inflection, for they differ in no respect from the above paradigms. The aorist of aváva, which alone is inflected, is allióm: mattílióm, 'I became intoxicated;' shuilióm, 'I became dry.'

Verbs of the Middle Voice.

The conjugation of these verbs is very simple, and differs in no wise from the above, except in the pronouns, which form the essential character of this class of verbs.
Plur.
1. te chinása,
2. te chinéna,
3. te chinénas.

Sing.
1. te chinávas, 'that I might cut,' etc.
2. te chinésas,
3. te chinélas,

Plur.
1. te chinásas,
2. te chinénas,
3. te chinénas.

Imperfect.

Sing.
1. te chorávas, 'that I might steal,' etc.
2. te chorésas,
3. te chorélas,

Plur.
1. te chorásas,
2. te chorénas,
3. te chorénas.

Participle.

chinávdo, 'cut.'
chorávdo, 'stolen.'

Verbs ending in vowels:

Dáva, 'I give.'
Láva, 'I take.'

Indicative.

Present.

Sing.
1. dáva, 'I give,' etc.
2. désa,
3. délæ,

Plur.
1. dása,
2. déna,
3. déna.

Imperfect.

Sing.
1. dávas, 'I was giving,' etc.
2. désas,
3. délæs,

Plur.
1. dásas,
2. dénas,
3. dénas.

Aorist.

Sing.
1. dinióm, 'I gave,' etc.
2. dinián,
3. diniás,

Plur.
1. diniámás,
2. dinián,
3. diniá.
Plur.
1. chinázas,
2. chinéna,
3. chinéna.

Plur.
chorásas,
choréna,
choréna.

Imperfect.

Sing.
1. chinávas, 'I was cutting,' etc.
2. chinénas,
3. chinélas,

Plur.
1. chinásas,
2. chinénas,
3. chinénas.

Sing.
chorávas, 'I was stealing,' etc.
chorésas,
chorélas,

Plur.
chorásas,
chorénas,
chorénas.

Aorist.

Sing.
1. chinghiós, 'I cut,' etc.
2. chinghián,
3. chinghiás,

Plur.
1. chinghiámas,
2. chinghián,
3. chinghiá.

Sing.
chorghiós, 'I stole,' etc.
chorghián,
chorghiás,

Plur.
chorghiámas,
chorghián,
chorghiá.

Future.

Sing.
1. kama chináva, 'I shall cut,' etc.
2. kama chinésa,
3. kama chinélá,

Plur.
1. kama chinásá,
2. kama chinéna,
3. kama chinéna.

Sing.
kama choráva, 'I shall steal,' etc.
kama chorésa,
kama chorélá,

Plur.
kama chorásas,
kama chorénas,
kama choréna.

Imperative.

Sing.
2. chin, 'cut thou,'
3. me chinél, 'let him cut,'

Plur.
2. chinén, 'steal ye,'
3. me chinén, 'let them steal.'

Sing.
chor, 'steal thou,'
me chorél, 'let him steal.'

Plur.
chorén, 'cut ye,'
me chorén, 'let them cut.'

Subjunctive.

Present.

Sing.
1. te chináva, 'that I may cut,' etc.
2. te chinésa,
2. te chinélá.

Sing.
te choráva, 'that I may steal,' etc.
te chorésa,
te chorélá,
verb, and have finally satisfied myself as to the truth of its grammatical construction.

The reader will see this passive form in the following pages. At times the middle voice is used, with the accusative pronouns constantly joined to the verb. At times the compound form is used for the passive, and the verb which is united is evidently *aváva*. It is united to the Sanskrit root, and not to adjectives and participles, as in the more common compound verbs.

These observations will be better elucidated by paradigms of the verb, after giving which, I shall proceed to speak of the formation of the tenses. I hope that this course, which I have followed in my studies on the subject, will be of service to the reader, assisting him to form a clear understanding of the various forms and significations of the Gypsy verb, and of its intimate relationship to the Sanskrit.

Of the auxiliary verbs *teráva*, 'I have,' and *isóm*, 'I am,' I have little to say. The first is rarely used to form such verbs as we see in modern European languages. Its use is mainly restricted to express the idea of possession: as *teráva duk*, 'I have pain,' i. e. 'I am in pain.' *Isóm* forms a perfect passive, which I shall note in its proper place.

**Isóm, 'I am.'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Sing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Plur.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><em>isóm</em>, 'I am,'</td>
<td>1. <em>isámaz</em>, 'we are,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><em>isán</em>, 'thou art,'</td>
<td>2. <em>isáná</em>, 'ye are,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><em>isi</em>, 'he is,'</td>
<td>3. <em>isi</em>, 'they are,'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Sing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Plur.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><em>isómaz</em>, 'I was,'</td>
<td>1. <em>isámaz</em>, 'we were,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><em>isánas</em>, 'thou wast,'</td>
<td>2. <em>isánas</em>, 'ye were,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><em>isás</em>, 'he was,'</td>
<td>3. <em>isás</em>, 'they were,'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Sing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Plur.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><em>kamováv</em>, 'I shall be,' etc.</td>
<td>1. <em>kamováza</em>, 'we shall be,' etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><em>kamovés</em></td>
<td>2. <em>kamovéna</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><em>kamovél</em></td>
<td>3. <em>kamovéna</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are all the tenses used: I have never been able to obtain any knowledge of any other forms.

**Chináva, 'I cut.'**

**Choráva, 'I steal.'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Sing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sing.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><em>chináva</em>, 'I cut,' etc.</td>
<td><em>choráva</em>, 'I steal,' etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><em>chinésa</em></td>
<td><em>chorésa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><em>chinéla</em></td>
<td><em>choréla</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sanskrit verb itself, with its active present, of which the final syllable \( \text{mi} \) is simply changed into \( \text{va} \): as \( \text{chārāvā} \), 'I graze,' Sr. \( \text{chārāmī} \); \( \text{asāvā} \), 'I laugh,' Sr. \( \text{hasāmī} \).

**Active verbs.**—Besides those formed by the addition of \( \text{kerāvā} \) to the root, and which are naturally active, the Gypsies form another and very numerous class, whose characteristic sign is the penultimate \( \text{ra} \): as \( \text{tapārāvā} \), 'I heat,' Gr. \( \text{θερεῦω} \). This formation is so natural, and so usual, that a Gypsy is never at a loss to understand it, or instantly to form it, even were it from a Turkish or Greek root. To his mind it always conveys the idea of a transitive action, precisely as we say \( \text{ἀγαπάō} \), 'I love,' \( \text{ἀγαπίζω} \), 'I induce love, I make one love.'

These transitive verbs must not be confounded with such neuter verbs as have the penultimate in \( \text{ra} \), and which originate from a root ending in \( r \): as \( \text{chorāvā} \), 'I steal,' \( \text{darāvā} \), 'I fear,' \( \text{terāvā} \), 'I have,' \( \text{mutrāvā} \), 'I void urine.' Verbs of this class are of four syllables, while nearly all the Gypsy neuter verbs have three, and a few only two: as \( \text{dāvā} \), 'I give,' \( \text{lāvā} \), 'I take.'

These verbs are formed by the addition of \( \text{arāvā} \) to the primitive root: as \( \text{murdarāvā} \), 'I murder,' \( \text{taparāvā} \), 'I cause to burn,' \( \text{muntarāvā} \), 'I shave one.' \( \text{Tapāvā} \), 'I heat,' is a striking example of the variation of the Gypsy verb: Sr. \( \text{tāp} \), 'to torment, to heat;' G. \( \text{tapāvā} \), 'I feel warm;' \( \text{taparāvā} \), 'I cause to burn;' \( \text{tattiovāvā} \), 'I become hot.'

**Middle verbs.**—These are extremely simple, formed by the addition to the verb of the accusative cases of the personal pronouns, precisely as the Europeans form their verbs of a similar signification: thus Fr. \( \text{je me lave} \); It. \( \text{iò mi lavo} \).

**Passive verbs.**—These are rarely used by the Gypsies, who prefer the active voice, and instead of saying "I was beaten," adopt the expression "one has beaten me." On this account, the passive voice is extremely difficult to describe, and such are the circumlocutions to which the Gypsies have recourse whenever they desire to express a passive idea, that one wonders at the ambiguity and vagueness of their language. Often they differ so much that the hearer doubts whether he has understood them. In a long discourse, the hearer may not meet with a single passive form. Even after satisfying himself that a verb is passive, upon pronouncing 'it in the hearing of other Gypsies he may meet with contradictions, or his hearers may be unable to understand him. In such cases, a Gypsy may tell you that such an expression is not Gypsy, and that the speaker has no knowledge of his language. In fact, I have written many paradigms of passive verbs formerly, and, upon examining them, I have found that they were at variance with sound grammatical principles. For a long time I thought the Gypsies had no passive voice. Still not despairing, I have made the paradigm of the passive
The Gypsy verbs may be classified in two methods:
1st, Verbs Simple and Verbs Compound;
2d, Verbs Neuter, Active, Middle, and Passive.

Simple verbs are those in which the Gypsy verb is the simple Sanskrit root: as dikáva, ‘I see;’ shunáva, ‘I hear;’ asáva, ‘I laugh.’

Compound verbs are made up of a primitive word in combination with a verb, such as kérava, ‘I do;’ aváva, ‘I come;’ dáva, ‘I give.’ I have spoken of these verbs in the Vocabulary (see to chew), and have shown that the usage corresponds with that of the Persians. Keráva, ‘I do,’ the kerden of the Persians (Sr. kri), united to the primitive word, serves to form active verbs: as chamkérava, ‘I chew,’ i.e. ‘I make chewing;’ vrakeráva, ‘I talk,’ i.e. ‘I make speech.’ This form of the compound verb is not so common among the Gypsies as among the Persians or the Turks, for the Gypsies have another form of transitive verbs which they prefer, as more congenial to their language: at least, so it appears to me from their conversation. In fact, the reader will observe that in the Vocabulary, in a long list of verbs, there occur few compound ones. By many Gypsies these verbs are never used, since they prefer the other form of the transitive verb, of which I shall presently speak. The second verb, aváva, ‘to come,’ the amened of the Persians, is extremely common, and serves to form a long list of passive verbs, by combination with adjectives and participles: as phurióváva, ‘to become old,’ Gr. ynpéavó, Lat. senescio; bariováva, ‘to become great;’ bukalióváva, ‘to become hungry;’ khokhavniováva, ‘to be cheated;’ matiiováva, ‘to become intoxicated;’ shukióváva, ‘to become dry;’ melialiováva, ‘to become dirty.’ So natural and easy is this form to the Gypsies, that they are constantly using it, and with very little variation. Aváva, in combination with the adjective or participle, possesses the signification of the Latin fieri, ‘to become,’ and, of course, no other form but an adjective or a participle is ever united to it. The final vowel of the adjective or participle and the initial a of the verb are blended in such a manner that they produce io: as mattó-aváva, mattiováva. This pronunciation is very constant. The reader has seen frequent examples of such compound verbs in the Vocabulary, and will have remarked their signification in the numerous colloquial phrases given under the various verbs.

I do not refer to this class of verbs those which are formed with the auxiliary isóm, ‘to be,’ and more rarely with teráva, ‘to have,’ since these do not differ from similar verbs in other languages.

Neuter verbs are very common, and are formed directly from the Sanskrit root, without any alteration. They are in fact the
me jáva túsa, ‘I go with thee;’ mánja, ‘with me;’ nash améndar, ‘depart from us;’ oléndar, ‘from them;’ nasává tuméndar, ‘I depart from you;’ penéna mánghé, ‘they say to me;’ sóske puché-sa mándar? ‘why dost thou ask me?’ so kápenés mánghe? ‘what wilt thou say to me?’ kápu-cháv léstár, ‘I shall ask him;’ o devél terélá lénghé, ‘God has (care) of them;’ kalésté pulsé? ‘near whom?’ bi mángoro násti kerésa, ‘without me thou canst not do;’ sarnénghe ta penés les, ke tumarénghe, k’ amarénghe, sarné parná-vénghe, ‘tell it to all, and to your, and to our, and to all the friends;’ penghú mánghe mi tó, ‘said to me my mother;’ te penáv túke, ‘that I may speak to thee;’ dikínídó étke, ‘appeared to her;’ te jivél túke, ‘may it live to thee’ (a form of salutation when an animal is bought), Gr. vâ oo vój yój; andré lénde, ‘within them.’

The following is the complete declension of the personal pronoun, with its particles.

Sing. Plur.
Nom. me, ‘I;’ amén, ‘we;’
Acc. man, ‘me,’ amán, ‘us;’
Dat. 1, mánde (mán-te), ‘in me,’ aménde (amén-te), ‘in us,’
Dat. 2, mángke (mán-ko), ‘to me,’ améngke (amén-ko), ‘to us,’
Abl. mánder (mán-tar), ‘from me,’ aménder (amén-tar), ‘from us,’
Soc. mánda (mán-sa), ‘with me,’ aménja (amén-sa), ‘with us,’
Gen. mángghoro (mán-koro), ‘of me,’ améngghoro (amén-koro), ‘of us.’

The genitive, of both singular and plural, is never used except in connection with bi, ‘without:’ bi mángghoro, bi améngghoro, ‘without me, without us.’

Sing. Plur.
Nom. tu, ‘thou,’ tumén, ‘ye;’
Acc. tüt, ‘thee,’ tumén, ‘you;’
Dat. 1, tútte, ‘in thee,’ tuméndé, ‘in you,’
Dat. 2, túké, ‘to thee,’ tuménghe, ‘to you,’
Abl. tútar, ‘from thee,’ tuméndar, ‘from you,’
Soc. túsa, ‘with thee,’ tuménja, ‘with you,’
Gen. *

In a similar way are declined all the other pronouns. The reader has had frequent occasions to observe the cases of the relative kon, ‘who,’ in the Vocabulary.

Though the Gypsies are fond of placing these particles before the noun—as tí len, ‘in the river,’ for lenésé; tí ker, ‘in the house,’ for kerésé—and though the ablative particle tar is found united to indeclinables as often as to nouns, still, in the cases of pronouns, these particles seem to be constant, and so tenacious, that a Gypsy will laugh at your ignorance, if he should ever hear you saying te man instead of mánde, ko man instead of mánghe.

* Unknown to me.
‘thy cow.’ Kaléskoro isí o ker? ‘whose is the house?’ isi mindó or minro, ‘it is mine.’ No Gypsy says isi mo. The plural does not differ from the declension of adjectives in o. Me lové, ‘my money;’ me yismata, ‘my linen;’ te tikné isí meláé, ‘thy children are dirty;’ so keréna te chavé? ‘how are thy children?’ Lénghero is used both for the masculine and feminine of the 3d person: lénghero chavé, ‘of these (women) the children;’ lénghero lové, ‘of these (men) the money.’ Though these pronouns are pronounced without an initial vowel, it appears to me, judging from the nominative ov, o, that they should be written olénghero, olákero.

There is a particular form of the 1st and 2d personal pronouns, extremely common among all the Gypsies, and which cannot but strike a person in conversation with them. This form is méya, ‘I also;’ tuya, ‘thou also;’ améya, tuméya, ‘we, ye also.’ Méya pincharávales, ‘I also am acquainted with him;’ isás léskoro, méya kinhióm les, ‘it was his, and I bought it;’ tuya kumovés ti gav, ‘and thou wilt be in the village;’ améya, tuméya ki ol t’ avén, ‘and we, and ye, and they should come.’

Relative.

The declension of the relative pronoun, which we have already noticed in the Vocabulary, is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing.</th>
<th>fem.</th>
<th>neut.</th>
<th>Plur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>kon</td>
<td>kayá</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>kalés</td>
<td>kalé</td>
<td>kalés</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>kaléskoro</td>
<td>kaléskeri</td>
<td>kaléskoro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is extremely difficult to obtain an exact statement of this pronoun; even with all my endeavors, I do not know whether I have set down the proper forms. The feminine kayá is rarely heard, and the masculine is often substituted in its place. Both Turks and Greeks have corrupted their relative pronouns. The latter rarely use anything else but their ti, for ti, for ti, tîes, tiva, etc. Of course, the Gypsies are no better than their neighbors. It is for this reason that I have not written the feminine and neuter of the plural, as I have been particular in the course of this memoir not to give to the public aught but what I am confident is true.

All the foregoing pronouns are found united to those particles which we have noticed in speaking of the cases of nouns. They corroborate what I have already advanced, that the so-called cases of the Gypsy noun are particles united to the accusative, varying according to the characteristic final consonants s or n.

For farther illustration of this subject, I shall follow the same plan which I have adopted in other parts of this memoir. Bešéla bashé månde, tuménde, lende, ‘he lives near me, you, them;’
by which their meaning and proper employment may be more perfectly understood. The same particles which we have so frequently met in studying the nouns, forming a kind of cases, will be observed also with these pronouns. The reader can easily understand them by simply referring to what we have said on the subject there.

1st Person.—Kon děl̄a o vutár? ‘who knocks at the door?’ me īsōm, ‘it is I,’ ēppē ēiu; me nasīl kerāva, ‘I cannot do;’ kon īsī me, ‘who is it? I.’ Kayék jenō na janēla man, ‘no one knows me;’ te des man, ‘that thou shouldst give me;’ de man, ‘give me;’ ma de man, ‘do not give me;’ ma kus man, ‘do not revile me;’ nukēla man, ‘it leaves me.’ Me pralēskero kerēste, ‘in the house of my brother;’ me grastēskoro i zen, ‘my horse’s saddle;’ bi māngoro, ‘without me.’ Amēn isāmas otiā, ‘we were there.’ Na dūkēl amōn, ‘he does not love us.’ Amarō manūsh, ‘our man;’ amārē manushē, ‘our men;’ amārā chip, ‘our language;’ diniās amārē chuklēs, ‘he struck our dog;’ gurumū amari, ‘our cow;’ amārē gotētā, ‘in our mind;’ kon diniās amārē peniā? ‘who struck our sister?’

2d Person.—Tu ghelīān ti pōlin? ‘didst thou go to the city?’ tu kerghiānle, ‘didst thou make it?’ tu nasīl kerēsa, ‘thou canst not do it.’ Na resēla tut, ‘it does not suffice thee;’ murdarāva tut, ‘I kill thee;’ allīm ta dīkāv tut, ‘I have come to see thee.’ Te gavēskoro manushē, ‘the men of thy village;’ te pralēskoro nav? ‘the name of thy brother?’ Nanāi tiindō, ‘it is not thine;’ īsī tindō, ‘it is thine.’ Tumēn so penēsa? ‘what do ye say?’ Tumārō biāv īsī? ‘is it your marriage?’ tumărē kherēskoro, ‘of your ass.’

3d Person, masculine.—Ki ov ki īsās otiā, ‘and he who was there;’ mēya, tāya, ki ov, ‘and I, and thou, and he.’ Kamāva les, ‘I want him;’ astarghiām les, ‘I seized him;’ dīkāv les, ‘I see him.’ I romnī lēskoro, ‘his wife;’ lēskoro dat, ‘his father;’ anglē īsās olēskoro, ‘formerly it was his;’ īsī olēskoro, ‘it is his.’ Ol manushē, ‘those men.’ This pronoun is rarely used, and in its stead the Gypsies employ akā, akā, ‘these,’ which we have noticed in the Vocabulary. Na marēla len, ‘he does not beat them;’ dīkīm len, ‘I saw them;’ na picharāv len, ‘I do not know them.’ Lēnghero vasiāv, ‘their mill;’ lēnghero lovē, ‘their money.’

3d Person, feminine.—Ol romnī, ‘that woman;’ ol gurumūnī, ‘that cow.’ Dīkīm la yek divēs, ‘I saw her one day;’ bighiān la, ‘he sold her;’ marēlala, ‘he beats her.’ Lākerē pral kerēla shatrī, ‘her brother makes iron;’ lākerē dat, ‘her father;’ lākerī moskārī (Gr. μοσχοτός), ‘her calf;’ lākerī chuchia, ‘her breasts.’ The plural is similar to the plural of the 3d person masculine.

Possessives.—These are extremely regular. Mo dat, ‘my father;’ mo shēro, ‘my head;’ mī dāi, ‘my mother;’ mī pen, ‘my sister.’ To rom, ‘thy husband;’ ti romnī, ‘thy wife;’ ti gurumūnī,
### A. G. Paspati

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing</th>
<th>Plur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. <em>ô</em> `he,'</td>
<td><em>ôl</em> `they,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. <em>les</em> `him,'</td>
<td><em>len</em> `them,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. <em>léskero</em> `of him,'</td>
<td><em>lénghero</em> `of them.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing</th>
<th>Plur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. <em>ô</em> `she,'</td>
<td><em>ô</em> `they,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. <em>la</em> `her,'</td>
<td><em>len</em> `them,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. <em>lákerô</em> `of her,'</td>
<td><em>lénghero</em> `of them.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Possessive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Person</th>
<th>Plur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. <em>mo</em></td>
<td><em>amarô</em> `our,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. <em>mo</em></td>
<td><em>amarô</em> `our,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. <em>me</em></td>
<td><em>marégrô</em> `of our.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd Person</th>
<th>Plur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. <em>to</em></td>
<td><em>tumarô</em> `your,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. <em>to</em></td>
<td><em>tumarô</em> `your,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. <em>te</em></td>
<td><em>tumarégrô</em> `of your.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd Person</th>
<th>Plur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>léskero</em> `of him,'</td>
<td><em>léskero</em> `of her,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lákerô</em> `of her,'</td>
<td><em>léskere</em> `of his,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>olénghero</em> `of them,'</td>
<td><em>lorénghero</em> `of their.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whenever the possessive pronoun is used substantively, *ô* becomes *mindô* or *minrô*; *to* becomes *tindô* or *tinrô*. The reader has already seen numerous illustrations of this general usage in the Vocabulary. All the pronouns are declined like nouns in *ô* and *i*.

There is another form of the possessive pronoun, which is not common among the Gypsies in these countries, viz. *pes* and *pi*. The first is never used except with the 3rd person of the passive verb, and corresponds to the usual *les* `him,' the second, *pi*, is a form often found in the place of *léskero* `of him, his.' To many Gypsies this latter is entirely unknown.

The perusal of the above pronouns illustrates the general usage of many languages, where the genitive of the personal pronoun seems to form most of the possessives, varied according to their union with the substantive. Compare Gr. *τιν*; gen. *τινος*; *τίς*, *τοῖς*, *τίνων*; etc.

Before comparing these pronouns with those in the Sanskrit, I shall elucidate the use of them by familiar colloquial phrases,
join the particle po to the comparative: as po kalodér, 'blacker,' lit. 'more blacker;' po parnodér, 'more whiter.' In this they have every day imitators, among the Greeks particularly, who say πιο ψυχλότερος, πιο μεγαλότερος, for simple ψυχλότερος and μεγαλότερος. This form of the comparative is, I am sorry to say, fast going out of use. One may hear Gypsies discourse for a long time without suspecting its existence.

As to the superlative, I know of none. Gypsies experience the same difficulty as the common Greeks, when they attempt to express such an idea: thus lachó, 'good;' po lachó, 'better;' o po lachó, 'the best;' o po kaló, 'the blackest;' Gr. καλός, πιο καλός, o πιο καλός, 'the best.'

From the adjectives are formed adverbs, as numerous as the adjectives, and here the Gypsies experience no difficulty. All these terms, extremely common among them, are formed by changing the final o into es. They are simple and very expressive: thus lachés, 'good,' lachés, 'well;' shuchó, 'clean,' shuchés, 'in a clean manner;' romanó, romanés, 'in a Gypsy manner;' dasanó, dasanés, 'in a Bulgarian manner.' These latter forms correspond to the Greek ἄξθεμανσι τη δουλεψασι.

To these adverbs is prefixed the comparative particle po: as po vuchés, 'higher, altius;' po lachés, 'better;' po kalés, 'blacker.' Also to the proper adverbs of place: as po anglá, 'farther ahead;' po nápalá, 'still more backwards;' po andre, 'farther inwards;' po avrí, 'farther outwards.'

The Moslem Gypsies use precisely the same expression, substituting the Turkish daha for po, as we have already remarked, in treating of the formation of the comparative: thus daha vuchés, daha lachés.

### Pronouns

**Personal.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>men</td>
<td>mindó, minró, mánghero</td>
<td>'of me,'</td>
<td>'of us,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>'me,'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amén, 'we,'</td>
<td>amán, 'us,'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu</td>
<td>tut</td>
<td>te, tindó, tinró</td>
<td>'of thee,'</td>
<td>'of you,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'thou,'</td>
<td>'thee,'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumén, 'ye,'</td>
<td>tumén, 'you,'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VOL. VII.** 32
All adjectives ending in o and in consonants are masculine or neuter. The feminine is formed by changing o to i: as kaló, 'black,' kali romni, 'black woman;' melaló, 'dirty,' melalí chái, 'dirty girl.'

The feminine of the above mentioned adjectives not ending in o is formed by adding i, often with some variations of the final syllable: as sukár, 'beautiful,' fem. sukaroni or sukari; naisvali serves for both genders; kasukóo, fem. kasukóvi, 'deaf woman.'

The other adjectives not ending in vowels are declined like nouns ending in the corresponding consonants.

When adjectives are used otherwise than attributively, they are thus declined like nouns: but when in combination with substantives, these latter receive the case-terminations, and the adjectives then change their o into e: as e kaléskoro, 'of the black (man),' e kalé manushékoro, 'of the black man;' melalén chavén (acc.) is pronounced melaló chavén, 'the dirty children.' I think, however, we may come nearer the truth in assuming that the adjectives, in the accusative of both genders, drop the final s and n in pronunciation.

The comparative degree of the adjective is extremely variable. It is mostly formed by adding to the positive the particle po, which appears to me to be the Greek πλορ, pronounced by us at present πιο: as po lacho, 'better;' po kaló, 'blackier;' po vuchó, 'higher.' What inclines me to believe that this is our πιο for πλορ is the fact that the Moslem Gypsies, less acquainted with the Greek, adopt the corresponding Turkish word daha, which the Turks universally use to form their comparative degree: thus daha ey, 'better.' They are not acquainted with the particle po, and only a few use it, who mingle with their fellow-countrymen the Christian Gypsies. Po is not confined to the pure adjective, but is also used in the adverbial form: as po lachés, 'better,' Gr. χάλ, Lat. melius; po vuchés, 'higher,' υψίκορ, altius.

Though this is the most constant form of the comparative, and though the Gypsies have in this respect imitated their neighbors, who have lost in great part the ancient forms of the comparative, and have substituted in its stead the πλορ, the Gypsy language has preserved traces of the ancient comparative of the Sr. in tara, the τερός of the Greeks, and which in Persian is regular and extremely common. The Latin has not preserved so universally as the Greek this original ending of comparison, although it evidently exists in such terms as exter, inter, alter, etc.

The Sr. tara is evidently to be recognized in such words as me bareder (baro, 'great'), 'my superior;' me ucheder (uchó, 'high'), 'one higher than me,' υψίκορ ημώ. In this form the word is at times to be heard, though it is necessary to remark that it is not common, and that the Gypsies prefer saying me po lacho, me po uchó. At times, like other ignorant people, they
The social case, formed by the addition of sa (probably the Sr. saha, ‘with, together with’), is simple in its construction, and very plain in its signification, both in the singular and plural. It denotes junction, union, and accompaniment, and is united to both nouns and pronouns: as júva grastéssa, ‘I go with a horse’ (i.e. ‘on horseback’); pindéntsa, ‘with the feet’ (i.e. ‘on foot’); yavré raklénzta, ‘with other children’; romniása, ‘with the woman’; romniántza, ‘with the women.’ In the pronouns it is universally found: as mántza, ‘with me,’ Lat. mecum; téisaa, ‘with thee;’ améntza, tuméntza, léntza, ‘with us, with you, with them.’

The ablative, formed by the addition of tar (probably the Sr. tas, which has the same signification, and a somewhat similar use), is found also constantly in both numbers and genders, and in both nouns and pronouns. That it is a particle, independent of the noun, is amply demonstrated by its use in verbs and participles, whenever action from a place is intended to be expressed: thus nástótar, ‘after he departed’ (nástó, part., ‘departed, gone’); taptólar, ‘after it was buried;’ alliátar, ‘after he came;’ kamulótar, ‘after dying;’ pelótar, ‘after falling.’ So also in sostár, ‘because,’ formed evidently of so—the neut. of kón, ‘who’—and tar; and in the local adverbs, as até, ‘here,’ attár, ‘from here.’ These examples cannot be made to support the opinion of those writers who would make this a case. On such principles we should be compelled to regard as cases all those combinations with particles which impart the idea of direction of action to the noun, or indicate its relation to another object, whether animate or inanimate.

Such are the considerations which have induced me to exclude from the declension of the noun all these forms, which are not cases in the proper sense of the word, and to limit that appellation to the nominative, accusative, genitive, and vocative alone.

Diminutive nouns are formed by the addition of oro, and are frequently to be heard among all the Gypsies: thus grast, ‘horse,’ grastóró, ‘a small horse, a young horse;’ chavó, chavóró, ‘a young child;’ das, dasóri, ‘a young Bulgarian;’ jut, jutoró, ‘a young Jew;’ ternó, ternoóró, ‘a youngster. The fem. of these diminutives is regular: as chavoró, ‘a young female child;’ dasóri, jutoró, ternoóró, etc. They are declined like other nouns in o and i.

Another class of diminutives ends in tzo: as baló, ‘hog,’ balitzó, ‘a young pig;’ bakró, bakritó, ‘a lamb.’

Adjectives.

Adjectives end in o, plural e, and correspond in their declension to nouns in o. There are some exceptions to this rule: as sukár, ‘beautiful;’ naisukár, ‘ugly;’ naisváli, ‘invalid;’ kasukón, ‘deaf;’ namporemé, ‘sick.’
Grellmann appears first to have studied the formation of the cases of the Gypsy noun, and all subsequent writers have more or less imitated him. I have remarked, in speaking of the noun, that it has properly only two cases, the nominative and the accusative, from which latter is formed the genitive, by the addition of *koro*, both in the singular and plural, and both in the masculine and feminine. I have given also the cases of other authors, called dative first and second, social, and ablative. The two datives end in *te* and *ke* respectively, the social in *sa*, and the ablative in *tar*; in the plural, they end usually in *de*, *ghe*, *tea*, and *dar*, owing to the preceding liquid *n*, which, though lost at present in the accusative, has been tenaciously preserved in the compounds. The social and ablative are well understood, but the difference between the two datives is not well defined in the grammars of this idiom. The dative ending in *te* means, according to what I have been able to ascertain, 'in, within:' as *me sunnéstê*, 'in my dream;' *me tanéstê*, 'in my town;' *terâva me sheréstê*, 'I have in my head;' *me gotínte*, 'in my brain;' *me praléstoro keréstê*, 'in the house of my brother;' *terâvas duk me boriâti*, 'I had pain in my belly;' *te praléskoro biavéstê*, 'in the marriage of thy brother.' This is often heard inverted: as *ti pak*, 'in the wing,' for *pakéstê*; *ti biânu*, 'in the marriage,' for *biavéstê*; *ti ker*, for *keréstê*, 'in the house.' These examples fully elucidate the meaning of the particle *te*, joined to the noun.

The second dative, ending in *ke*, means 'to, towards:' as *ma pen yavrêske*, 'do not say (it) to another;' *machênghe lon chivêla*, 'he throws salt to the fish;' *oghêske*, 'to the soul,' or 'for the soul.' The Gypsies, as in the former case, seem to be abandoning this form, and make use of *ko* and *ke* before the noun. Still the regular form is extremely common in the pronouns, where less license can be taken, and where the meaning of these forms may be still farther explained and clearly understood. Examples of similar inversions we have in modern Greek, where *lóðér, lênéér* have been abandoned for *án' lóðô, án' lênéí*, and the 'like; and in some parts of Greece, as the Ionian islands, for *án' lóðér, án' lênéíér*, a usage found existing among the Greeks of Homer's time.

In the pronouns, the particle *ke* is never placed before the term to be expressed, as is the case often in nouns: thus *pen mûnghe* (for *mán-ke*), 'say to me;' *yavrêske*, 'to another;' *amênghe*, 'to us;' *tumênghe*, 'to you;' *tûke*, 'to thee;' *lêskê*, 'to him;' *lêke*, 'to her;' *lênghe*, 'to them.' This particle is also often joined to numerals: as *kelênghe kinghûîn les? jôvênghe*, 'for how much didst thou buy it?' for 'six;' *bisênghe*, 'for twenty;' and so with all the numerals.

The above examples prove the signification which this particle imparts to Gypsy words, and, though less in use than the other particle *te*, it is still extremely clear and definite.
nails referred to are ratti, aratti, 'by night;’ télé, 'under, below;’
anglé, 'forwards.'

Genitive, singular and plural.—The genitive is formed by the
addition of koro, in both numbers and genders: as richinî, richi-
néskoro, 'of a bear;' sunnó, sunnéskoro, 'of a dream;' pak, paké-
skoro, 'of the wing;' richinénghorô, 'of bears;' sunnénghoro, 'of
dreams;' 'pakénghorô, 'of wings.' In the feminine, dái, dáiôhari,
'of the mother;'* chori, chorúôhari, 'of the poor woman;' plur.
dáiânghari, † 'of the mothers;' chorúânghari, 'of the poor women.'

This termination, which is no other than the Sanskrit word
kara (Gr. πους, Lat. faciens), from the root kri, 'to make,' serves
also to form a great variety of nouns, in a way similar to the
Greek and Latin terms mentioned. Thus charô, 'plate,' charés-
koro, 'of a plate,' and 'a plate-maker;' shastri, 'iron,' shastirésko-
ro, 'of iron,' and 'a worker in iron;' buti, 'business,' butiôkoro,
'of the business,' and 'a business man, a craftsman;' bar, 'stone,'
baréskoro, 'of a stone,' and 'a stone-cutter;' mas, 'meat,' masé-
skoro, 'of the meat,' and 'butcher;' angár, 'coal,' angaráskoro, 'of
the coal,' and 'a collier.' All these terms, and many other
similar ones, serve as genitive cases, and are used also frequently
as adjectives: thus katúna, 'Gypsy tent,' katunéskoro rôm, 'a
Gypsy of the tent;' i.e. oxvitrô; katunéskori rónni, 'a Gypsy
woman of the tent.' Like all other adjectives, these nouns take
the usual feminine termination in i: ás butiôkori, 'a crafts-woman;
maséskori, 'a butcher's wife;' machéskori, 'a female dealing in
fish.' In the declension, also, the final o of the genitive mascu-
line constantly becomes i in the feminine: as rani, 'the noble-
man's wife,' gen. raniôkori, and never raniôkoro.

The confusion resulting from the identity of these terms is
somewhat avoided by the use of the masculine article o: o katu-
néskoro, 'the tent-maker;' e katunéskoro, 'of the tent;' o maséskoro,
'the butcher;' e maséskoro chavô, 'the child of the butcher.'

There is no other genitive throughout the Gypsy language than
that formed by the termination koro; we shall meet it in both
adjectives and pronouns, constant and invariable, demonstrating
amply that the genitive case is properly a possessive, which in
course of time lost entirely this signification.

I come now to consider the other four so-called cases, the first
and second dative, the social, and the ablative; and as they are
common to the nouns and pronouns, what I offer now is equally
applicable to both. As I differ in my view of them from all who
have written on the subject before me, it is just to lay before the
reader the reasons which have convinced me, and have brought
me to an independent conclusion.

* Pronounced often dékori and dékéri.
† Also daiânghere.
Nominative plural.—In this case, the forms are nearly the same with those just given. The nominative of nouns ending in o is formed by changing this vowel into e: as chavó, ‘child,’ chavé, ‘children;’ charó, charé, ‘plates;’ rakló, raklé, ‘boys;’ bakró, bakré, ‘sheep.’

Nouns in i, whether masculine or feminine, form the nominative plural by the addition of a: as rakli, raklia, ‘girls;’ romnì, romnìa, ‘women;’ rái, ráia, ‘noblemen;’ rasháí, rasháía, ‘priests.’

Nouns in k, by the addition of a: as yak, yaká, ‘eyes;’ pak, paká, ‘wings;’ ruk, ruká, ‘trees;’—also those in v: as pov, pová, ‘eyebrows.’

Nouns ending in other consonants, by adding e: as grast, grasté, ‘horses;’ manúsh, manushé, ‘men;’ pral, pralé, ‘brothers.’ This vowel is, however, often interchanged with a: as romá or romá, ‘Gypsies.’

Accusative plural.—This case, of which I have already had occasion to speak, is formed, in nouns ending in o, by changing this vowel to en: as chavó, chavén, ‘children;’ bukó, bukén, ‘bowels;’ parnavó, parnavén, ‘friends.’

In feminine nouns in i, it is formed by the addition of a: as romnì, romnìa, ‘women;’ chái, chái, ‘girls;’ nublí, nublía, ‘harlots.’ The same vowel is added also to masculine nouns ending in i: as rasháí, rasháía, ‘priests;’ múi, múia, ‘mouths;’ náí, náiia, ‘nails’—also to nouns ending in k and v: as pak, paká, ‘wings;’ drak, dráká, ‘grapes;’ triák, triakó, ‘shoes;’ pov, pová, ‘eyebrows;’ gav, gavá, ‘villages.’

In all the numerous class of nouns ending in other consonants, this case is formed by the addition of en: as grast, grastén, ‘horses;’ pral, pralén, ‘brothers;’ shinég, shinéén, ‘horns.’

Vocative plural.—This case is formed, in nouns ending in o, by the change of the final vowel to ále: as choró, chorálé, ‘O poor men!’ chavó, chaválé, ‘O children!’ In nouns ending in consonants the same formation is observed: as róm, romálé or romálé, ‘O Gypsies!’ manúsh, manushálé, ‘O men!’ Likewise in feminine nouns in i: as rakli, rakliálé, ‘O girls!’ and also with masculine nouns in i: as rasháí, rashálé, ‘O priests!’

The reader must not suppose that there is to be found in the Gypsy the uniformity observed in many other languages, where grammatical usages are more constant, and where even the language of the most ignorant has always had persons of more refinement speaking it. On the contrary, among the Gypsies there is such a difference in pronunciation, and such tendency to alter the vowels in these case-endings, that the subject at times becomes extremely difficult and embarrassing.

There are remnants of the locative case of the Sanskrit, but the case itself does not exist as an independent one: its place is supplied, as in most European languages, by a particle: the rem-
syllable *sa* to the accusative, which we shall presently consider. As to the plural social, the fact is palpably evident: thus *piró*, *piréntza*, 'with feet;' *chavó*, *chavéntza*, 'with children.'

The second consideration, which is extremely important, is that though in the accusative plural of feminine nouns no final *n* exists, it is to be found in all the compound cases of the plural: a fact which to me amply demonstrates the former presence of this liquid in the accusative plural, although the Gypsies have later entirely abandoned its pronunciation.

I will now proceed to consider more in detail the formation of the different cases, taking them up in their order.

**Accusative singular.**—This case, in the singular of nouns ending in *o*, is *es*: thus *parnavó*, 'friend,' acc. *parnavés*; *machó*, 'fish;' *machés*; *sunnó*, 'dream,' *sunnés*; *manró*, 'bread,' is often used unchanged: as *khandi* *manró* *khava*, 'I eat a little bread.' Feminine nouns in *i* form the acc. in *a*, with the accent on this vowel: as *romni*, 'woman,' acc. *romniá*; *buti*, 'business,' *butiá*; *nubi*, 'trumpet,' *nubliá*. Nouns in *a* generally have the same form in the accusative: as *ásfa*, 'a tear,' acc. *ásfa*; *katiána*, 'a Gypsy tent,' acc. *katiána.* To me, however, such words, which are few, are properly nouns forming the accusative in *as* or *es*, judging from their genitives etc.: as *katiúnéskoro*, 'of the tent;' a form of this character presupposes an accusative *katiúnas* or *katiúnes*, of which, in ordinary usage, the final *s* has been dropped. Nouns ending in consonants, by far the most numerous, form their accusative by the addition of *es*: thus *pral*, 'brother,' acc. *pralés*; *tan*, 'place,' *tanés*; *dat*, 'father,' *dáles*; *gav*, 'village,' *gavés*.

In nouns ending in *el* and *er*, as *devél*, 'God,' *chukél*, 'dog,' *tovér*, 'axe,' etc., the final syllable drops its vowel: thus *devél*, acc. *develés*; *chukél*, *chukléš*; *tovér*, *tovrés*.

Nouns ending in *k*, as *pak*, 'wing,' *yak*, 'fire,' are generally pronounced in the accusative with the vowel *a*; as *paká*, acc., 'the wing,' *yakó*, 'the eye.' The regular accusative form, with its final *s*, is observed in the genitive *pakéskoro*, 'of the wing,' *yakéskoro*, 'of the fire.'

Taking the compound cases, so uniform in their formation, as a guide, it appears to me not implausible to lay down the general rule that the accusative singular of all Gypsy nouns of the masculine gender ends in *s*, and of the feminine in *a*.

**Vocative singular.**—This case, of which few Gypsies can give any account, is formed, in nouns ending in *o*, by changing this vowel to *e*: as *choró*, *choré*, 'O poor man!' *ó piñore*; *chavó*, *chavé*, 'O boy!' In the feminine it is formed by adding *a* to *i*: as *dái*, *dáia*, 'O mother!' In nouns ending in consonants this case is formed by the addition of *e*: as *manúsh*, *manúshe*, 'O man!' *dat*, *dále*, 'O father!'
The occurrence of the liquid ń in the plural varies considerably the pronunciation of the following consonants, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>o rakló,</td>
<td>e raklé,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>e raklés,</td>
<td>e raklén,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat. 1</td>
<td>e raklés-te,</td>
<td>e raklén-te,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat. 2</td>
<td>e raklés-ke,</td>
<td>e raklén-ke,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td>e raklés-tar,</td>
<td>e raklén-tar,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc.</td>
<td>e raklés-sa,</td>
<td>e raklén-sa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>e raklés-koro,</td>
<td>e raklén-koro.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dat. 1, raklén-te is pronounced raklén-de, 
Dat. 2, raklén-ke " raklén-ghe, 
Abl. raklén-tar " raklén-dar, 
Soc. raklén-sa " raklén-tza, 
Gen. raklén-koro " raklén-ghoro.

In this manner the declension of the Gypsy noun becomes extremely clear, and can be reduced to very simple elements. There is no more reason for calling raklén-dar a case than for giving the name of cases to all those adverbs in Greek which are formed by the ablative particle 沱, or to such Latin words as mecum, tecum, which correspond with the so-called social case of the above Gypsy nouns.

The same mode of declension which is followed by nouns ending in o holds good also as regards feminine nouns ending in i, and the appended particles are not less distinct and clear. As an instance, I give the forms of declension of romeũ, 'woman':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>i romeũ,</td>
<td>i romnia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>i romeũa,</td>
<td>i roma,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Dat. 1| i romeũa-te,      | i romnia-te (romeũande), 
| Dat. 2| i romeũa-ke,      | i romnia-ke (romeũanghe), 
| Abl.  | i romeũa-tar,     | i romnia-tar (romeũandar), 
| Soc.  | i romeũa-sa,      | i romnia-sa (romeũanza), 
| Gen.  | i romeũa-kori,    | i romnia-koro (romeũanghoro). |

This comparison of the declension of masculine and feminine nouns is interesting, as it demonstrates two particulars in the history of the Gypsy noun. First, were it not for the so-called social case of the plural, we should have been at a loss to know whether the final syllable of the singular case was a sa, or a simple a united to the accusative, since all nouns without distinction have this termination: thus grast, 'horse,' grasteũsa, 'with a horse' (‘on horseback’); rái, 'a nobleman,' rayeũsa, 'with a nobleman.' plur. grasteũntza, 'with horses,' rayeũntza, 'with noblemen.' In the feminine gender the case is clear, since Gypsies say rakũ, 'a female child,' acc. rakũa; soc. sing. rakũa-sa, 'with the female child.' This evidently proves the addition of the
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Sing.
Nom. i rakli, 'the girl,'
Acc. e rakliá, 'the girl,'
Gen. e rakliákori, 'of the girl,'
Voc. e rakliá, 'O girl!'

Plur.
e rakliá, 'the girls,'
e rakliá, 'the girls,'
e rakliákengoro, 'of the girls,'
e rakliále, 'O girls!'

The above examples are sufficient to show the reader the general declension of Gypsy nouns; but before I make any remarks upon the cases, it may be proper to bring forward an example from Pott's work, in order farther to elucidate the subject. I take an example from Puchmayer as found in Pott (i. 196):

Sing.
Nom. csiriklo,
Acc. csirikles,
Voc. csirikleja,
Dat. 1, csirikleske,
Dat. 2, csirikleskar,
Abl. csiriklestar,
Soc. csirikleha,
Gen. csirikleskero,

Plur.
csirikle,
csirikles,
csirikleja,
csirikleska,
csirikleskar,
csiriklestar,
csirikleha,
csirikleskero,

These forms are identical with those found among the Gypsies of these countries. I decline a noun as pronounced here, following in the cases the order of the above author:

Sing.
Nom. o raklo, 'the child,'
Acc. e rakles, 'the child,'
Voc. e raklo, 'O child,'
Dat. 1, e raklète, 'in the child,'
Dat. 2, e raklèske, 'to the child,'
Abl. e raklèsstar, 'from the child,'
Soc. e raklèssa, 'with the child,'
Gen. e raklèskoro, 'of the child,'

Plur.
e raklè, 'the children,'
e raklén, 'the children,'
e raklåle, 'O children!'
e raklènde, 'in the children,'
e raklånghe, 'to the children,'
e raklåndar, 'from the children,'
e raklåntza, 'with the children,'
e raklånghorho, 'of the children,'

To the reader, at first sight, such a declension must appear wonderfully rich and expressive, and so much the more, as it is in the mouth of a people who have no intellectual cultivation, and who would naturally simplify their language to the utmost. But all this richness, which even the Sanskrit does not possess, is owing merely to the union of particles with the noun in its simplest form; for the Gypsy noun has properly only four cases; nominative, accusative, genitive, and vocative; while to the accusative are joined all these particles, which are similar in both numbers, and cannot be properly considered as forming cases. Before proceeding to speak of the formation of each case separately, I shall analyze a noun, in order to illustrate and make plain the combination of which I have spoken:

* These cases, omitted by Puchmayer, are csirikles te in the singular, and csiriklene de in the plural.

The Gypsy noun has no dual number. Its declension I shall attempt in the following remarks to make as plain as possible.

Declension of masculines in o:

Sing.
Nom. o chavō, 'the child,'
Acc. e chavōs, 'the child,'
Gen. e chavōskoro, 'of the child,'
Voc. o chavō, 'O child!'

Of masculines in i:

Sing.
Nom. o rāi, 'the nobleman,'
Acc. e rāiśe, 'the nobleman,'
Gen. e rāiśekoro, 'of the nobleman,'
Voc. o rāi, 'O nobleman!'

Of masculines ending in consonants:

Sing.
Nom. o pral, 'the brother,'
Acc. e pralēs, 'the brother,'
Gen. e pralēskoro, 'of the brother,'
Voc. o pral, 'O brother!'

Nom. o drak, 'the grape,'
Acc. e drakēs, 'the grape,'
Gen. e drakēskoro, 'of the grape,'
Voc. o drak, 'O grape!'

Declension of feminine nouns:

Sing.
Nom. e dāi, 'the mother,'
Acc. e dāiō, 'the mother,'
Gen. e dāiōkori, 'of the mother,'
Voc. e dāiō, 'O mother!'

Plur.
e chavē, 'the children,'
e chāvēn, 'the children,'
e chavēghoro, 'of the children,'
o chavēle, 'O children!'

Plur.
e rayē, 'the noblemen,'
e rayēn, 'the noblemen,'
e rayēghoro, 'of the noblemen,'
o rayēle, 'O noblemen!'

Plur.
e pralē, 'the brothers,'
e pralēn, 'the brothers,'
e pralēghoro, 'of the brothers,'
o pralēle, 'O brothers!'

Plur.
e drakā, 'the grapes,'
e drakā, 'the grapes,'
e drakēghoro, 'of the grapes,'
o drakēle, 'O grapes!'
not the least idea of anything more perfect than what they constantly use in their every day conversation?

NOUN.

The Gypsy noun ends either in a vowel or a consonant.

**Nouns ending in Vowels.**

A few end in a: as vrehtúlā, 'an extinguisher'; ásfa, 'tear'; makiá, 'fly'; vária, 'weight'; giwa, 'pit'; katiána, 'Gypsy tent.'

Those ending in o are numerous, and are all of the masculine and neuter genders: as manró, 'bread'; bukó, 'bowl'; khavó, 'child'; moló, 'death'; sunnó, 'dream'; charó, 'plate'; gosnó, 'dung'; krukó, 'Sunday'; machó, 'fish'; koró, 'bracelet'; parnavó, 'friend'; rakó, 'boy.'

Nouns in i are less numerous, and are of the masc. and fem. genders.

Masculine nouns in i are náí, 'nail'; nilái, 'summer'; mái, 'mouth'; richiní, 'bear'; shoshói, 'rabbit'; kanejí, 'comb'; rái, 'nobleman'; angustrí, 'finger-ring'; rasháí, 'priest'; churi, 'knife'; amuní, 'anvil'; gotí, 'brain.'

Feminine nouns in i are of two classes: 1, those formed from the masculine by the addition of ni: as gurív, 'ox,' guruvni, 'cow;' grast, 'horse,' grastnì, 'mare;' kher, 'ass,' kherní, 'she-ass;' manúshí, 'man,' manushnì, 'woman;' rái, 'nobleman,' raní, 'nobleman's wife;' rasháí, 'priest,' rashaní, 'priest's wife.' 2, those which are naturally feminine: as dái, 'mother;' salí, 'wife's sister;' shasháí, 'mother-in-law;' chái, 'girl;' kamnì, 'pregnant;' nublí, 'strumpet.'

There are other feminine nouns, formed from the noun by simply adding the ending i: as chukél, 'dog,' chukelí, 'bitch;' devél, 'god,' devélí, 'goddess.' As regards such feminine nouns as romní, 'woman,' from rom, 'a Gypsy, a man,' dasnì, 'a Bulgarian woman,' from das, 'a Bulgarian,' I am inclined to think that they are properly feminine adjectives, from the masculines ending in ano: thus rom, romanó, fem. romání, romaní; dás, 'Bulgarian,' dasanó, 'of a Bulgarian,' bolvókós, dasaní, dasnì, 'a Bulgarian woman;' grast, 'horse,' grastnó, 'of a horse,' lánikó, grastnì, grastní, i. e. 'mare;' manúshí, 'man,' manushnó, 'humanus;' manushnì, manushní, 'humana, woman.' This termination of i or ni for the fem. nouns has one exception, viz. pén, 'sister.'

**Nouns terminating in Consonants.**

These are by far the greatest number. The final consonants are g, gh, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, sh, t, v.
H. — H is changed to k in Sr. hansa, 'goose,' G. kaina, 'hen.' It is dropped in Sr. has, 'to laugh,' G. asâva.
At times it is commutable with v: as in Sr. hasta, 'hand,' G. vâst; Sr. hima, 'snow,' G. biv, viv.

SECTION V.

GRAMMAR.

The following remarks on the grammar of the Gypsy language are the results of my studies up to the present time, being drawn from my numerous notes and manuscript dialogues. The reader can see an illustration of them in the numerous colloquial phrases scattered through the Vocabulary.

ARTICLE.

The ancient Hindus had no article, and to their demonstrative pronouns correspond the articles of the cognate European languages, which have become separate parts of speech. It was natural then, that the Gypsies, following the example of other analytical languages, should also acquire an article. In Spain, the article of the Gitanos is the Spanish: here, there is evident the influence of the Greek article; for the Moslem Gypsies use their article very sparingly, since the Turkish, which they mostly employ, possesses no article, properly speaking. The Gypsy article is o for the nom. and voc. sing. of the masc. and neut. genders, and e for the oblique cases of the singular and for the whole plural. The fem. form is i throughout. The e of the plural is at times pronounced like o.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nom.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nom.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fem.</td>
<td>Fem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Acc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fem.</td>
<td>Fem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gen.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gen.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fem.</td>
<td>Fem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voc.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Voc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
<td>Masc. and Neut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fem.</td>
<td>Fem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whoever is acquainted with the variations of the Greek article in the mouth of the common people, cannot be astonished by the indefinite character of the Gypsy article. Some Greeks say τι άντρανοι for τους άντρανοις, τι γυναιξ for τας γυναιξ, τι γυναικες for αι γυναικες, etc. I am certain that whoever should attempt to investigate the Greek article, as heard in the mouth of the illiterate among our countrymen, would be extremely embarrassed in forming a clear idea of its nature, without referring to the ancient language. How then can we look for accuracy and exactitude from the mouth of this ignorant people, who have
In combinations of r with another consonant, the r is often dropped: as in Sr. qrinda, 'horn,' G. shingh; Sr. prachh, 'to ask,' G. pučháva; Sr. cru, 'to hear,' G. shunáva; Sr. cvacra, 'mother-in-law,' G. shasú; Sr. bhrá, 'eyebrow,' G. pov; Sr. gráma, 'village,' G. gav; Sr. krínámi, 'I buy,' G. kínáva.

It is also often assimilated to the consonant following it: as in Sr. karna, 'ear,' G. kann; Sr. sarva, 'all,' G. savá; Sr. sarpa, 'serpent,' G. sapp; Sr. cchard, 'to vomit,' G. chatáva.

Or to the consonant preceding it: as in Sr. rátri, 'night,' G. arattí, 'tonight.'

L.—Requires no remark.

V.—V in many words is preserved unchanged, having in the Gypsy the sound of the Latin v and Gr. ψ: as Sr. deva, 'god,' G. dévél; Sr. navá, 'new,' G. nevó; Sr. vátí, 'verily,' G. va, 'yes.'

It is changed to p in Sr. vícharími, 'I deliberate,' G. pincha-ráva, 'to be acquainted.'

It is frequently prefixed to Sanskrit words beginning with vowels: as Sr. uchcha, 'high,' G. vuchh; Sr. anu, 'egg,' G. vanú; Sr. ośtha, 'mouth,' G. vust, 'lip'; Pers. asiav, 'mill,' G. vasiav.

Or it is changed to b: as in Sr. vinciati, 'twenty,' G. bish; Sr. varsha, 'year,' G. bersh; Sr. vac, 'to sound,' G. basháva, 'to cry out;' Sr. vi, 'without,' G. bi.

It is dropped at the beginning of vásqña, 'tear,' G. ása.

It is omitted, or, with ñ, becomes o, in Sr. lavana, 'salt,' G. lon; Sr. swap, 'to sleep,' G. sováva; Sr. cvacura, 'father-in-law,' G. shastra; Sr. cvacra, 'mother-in-law,' G. shasú.

Ç, Sh.—Both these Sanskrit sibilants are represented by the Gypsy sh, pronounced as in shall, shore.

Those Gypsies who live mostly among the Greeks, however, particularly in Roumelia, frequently pronounce this consonant like the Greeks, as s: but the Moslem Gypsies give it its proper sound, on account of their familiarity with the Turkish, where the consonant sh is extremely common. It is important to bear this in mind. Shasto, 'healthy,' I have heard pronounced very often sasto. The modern Greeks experience considerable difficulty in pronouncing this sh, excepting those inhabiting the Epirus, particularly the villages near Joannina, who give it its proper sound.

Instances are Sr. casta, 'healthy,' G. shástó; Sr. cru, 'to hear,' G. shunáva; Sr. qrinda, 'horn,' G. shingh; Sr. castra, 'iron,' G. shastro; Sr. ciša, 'cold,' G. šhíl, šhitoló; Sr. culla, 'cord,' G. šeló, 'rope;' Sr. tríčula, 'trident,' G. turnšul, 'cross;' Sr. caça, 'rabbit,' G. shoshói.

Ç is changed to k in Sr. drić, 'to see,' G. dikava.

Nh is dropped before k in Sr. cushka, 'dry,' G. shukó.

S.—This consonant needs no explanation or comparison.
Dh.—This Sanskrit consonant I have not been able to hear among the Gypsies. Whenever it occurs in terms of Sanskrit derivation, it is invariably changed to d or t: as in Sr. bandh, 'to tie,' G. bandava; Sr. dhâv, 'to cleanse,' G. továva, 'to wash;' Sr. dhírta, 'held,' G. tertiovéva, 'to stand.'

N.—Is perfectly similar to the Latin n.

P.—This consonant usually has the sound of p: as in Sr. pâniya, 'potable,' G. pani, 'water;' Sr. patrin, 'winged,' G. patrin, 'feather.'

It is frequently changed to f: as in Sr. par, 'to precede,' G. fíró, 'old man;' Sr. pura, 'city,' G. forós, 'market-place;' Sr. vâshpa, 'tear,' G. âsfa.

Or at times to v: as in Sr. apa, 'other,' G. yavér; Sr. lapa, 'word,' G. lav.

Or it is assimilated to the consonant following it: as in Sr. tapta, 'warm,' G. tattó; Sr. supta, 'asleep,' G. sotó; Sr. svapna, 'sleep,' G. sannó, 'dream.'

It is changed to b: as in Sr. pâka, 'grey-haired,' G. baló, 'bald;' Sr. pish, 'to inhabit,' G. bisháva; Sr. prish, 'to sprinkle,' G. burshin, 'rain.'

B.—Has the sound of the Latin b: as Sr. bâla, 'hairs,' G. bal; Sr. bâlin, 'strong,' G. baló, 'hob;' Sr. bala, 'strength,' G. naisbali, 'weak;' Sr. bul, 'to plunge,' G. boláva, 'to baptize.'

Bh.—Bh is not a Gypsy sound. In the words of Sanskrit origin containing it it is sometimes changed to p: as in Sr. bhrátri, 'brother,' G. pra, pral; Sr. bhâ, 'earth,' G. puv; Sr. bhara, 'much,' G. paró, 'great;' Sr. bhúti, 'dignity,' G. puli, 'business.'

It becomes b in Sr. lobbín, 'desirous,' G. lubní, 'strumpet;' Sr. bhañj, 'to break,' G. bangáva.

M.—M is mostly pronounced like the Latin m. In a few words it is changed to v: as Sr. gráma, 'a village,' G. gav; Sr. námán, 'name,' G. nav; Sr. hima, 'snow,' G. iv.

Y.—Is frequently unchanged: as Sr. yaks, 'to sacrifice, G. yak, 'fire.'

It is frequently added to words beginning with a vowel: as Sr. aksha, 'eye,' G. yak; Sr. eku, 'one,' G. ye; Sr. apa, 'other,' G. yavér.

R.—The Gypsy r often corresponds to the Sanskrit r: as in Sr. rúpya, 'silver,' G. rip; Sr. rasa, 'taste,' G. res, 'vineyard.'

It is frequently changed to l: as in Sr. dvara, 'door,' G. dal; Sr. chir, 'to steal,' G. choláva; Sr. agre, 'forwards,' G. anglé; Sr. gir, 'sound,' G. ghili, 'song;' Sr. bhrátri, 'brother,' G. plal; Sr. mdra, 'death,' G. moló: also in Sr. kram, 'to go,' united with various prepositions: as nikláváva, 'to go out;' ukláváva, 'to mount.'
Kh.—This Sanskrit consonant often retains in the Gypsy its strong aspirated sound, like that of the kh of the Arabs and Turks: as in Sr. khánaka, ‘diggings,’ G. khaínk, ‘well;’ Sr. khan-dín, ‘divided,’ G. khandí, ‘a little;’ Sr. khan, ‘to dig,’ G. khatáwa; Sr. kháni, ‘a mine,’ G. kháv, ‘a hole;’ Sr. khád, ‘to eat,’ G. kháva.

It is at times dapped, or very gently aspirated: as in Sr. nakha, ‘nail,’ G. nát; Sr. cákha, ‘vegetable,’ G. sháh, ‘cabbage;’ Sr. mukha, ‘mouth,’ G. múí.

It is changed to k in Sr. duhkha, ‘pain,’ G. duk.

G.—This retains generally its proper Sanskrit sound: as in Sr. gán, ‘to count,’ G. ghénáwa; Sr. gara, ‘poison,’ G. gher, ‘itch;’ Sr. gras, ‘to eat,’ G. grast, ‘horse;’ Sr. angára, ‘coal,’ G. angár.

It is changed to k in agára, ‘house,’ G. ker.


It is changed to its cognate guttural k in Sr. much, ‘to release,’ G. mukáva; Sr. pach, ‘to cook,’ G. pekáva. It becomes simple s in Sr. chush, ‘to suck,’ G. sut, ‘milk;’ Sr. chatur, ‘four,’ G. ishtár.

Chh.—This consonant is pronounced like simple ch: as Sr. chhinna, ‘divided,’ G. chínáva, ‘to cut;’ Sr. chhuri, ‘knife,’ G. churi; Sr. chhard, ‘to vomit,’ G. chattáva; Sr. tuchchha, ‘empty,’ G. chuchó.

J.—This letter retains its genuine Sanskrit sound: as in Sr. júd, ‘to know,’ G. jánáwa; Sr. jiv, ‘to live,’ G. jiváwa; Sr. jámátri, ‘son-in-law,’ G. jamutró.

T, Th, D.—These consonants are pronounced like t and d: as in Sr. pata, ‘cloth,’ G. pótá, ‘garment;’ Sr. kásthi, ‘wood,’ G. kasht; Sr. mund, ‘to shave,’ G. muntáva; Sr. anda, ‘egg,’ G. vantó; Sr. khandín, ‘divided,’ G. khandí, ‘little.’

N.—This nasal, also, is not distinguished from the common dental n: Sr. gan, ‘to count,’ G. ghénáwa; Sr. purána, ‘old,’ G. puránó.

T.—When at the end of a word, this consonant is often dropped: as in grast, ‘a horse,’ also frequently pronounced gras and gra; kasht, ‘wood,’ also kash; vast, ‘hand,’ also vas. It is distinctly heard, however, when the following word begins with a vowel: as láchó grast úsi, ‘it is a good horse.’ When preceded by r, it is pronounced like a pure d, as in Sr. púrta, ‘full,’ G. perdó. At times it is changed to f, as in Sr. tala, ‘earth,’ G. telé and felé, ‘downwards.’

D.—This has the sound of the Latin d: as Sr. dram, ‘to go,’ G. drom, ‘road;’ Sr. dárvava, ‘wooden,’ G. dáravín, ‘pomegranate;’ Sr. dína, ‘distressed,’ G. deniló, ‘fool.’

It is changed into gh in Sr. diva, ‘day,’ G. ghvés.

This rule suffers exception: as in kamō, 'perspiring,' kamlioipē, 'perspiration;' bandō, 'bound,' bandioipē, 'band,' parnavō, 'friend,' parnavoipē, 'friendship;' loshanō, 'rejoicing,' loshanoiipē, 'joy;' tattō, 'warm,' tabioipē, 'heat.'

U.—This vowel is extremely common; it is a favorite sound with all the Gypsies, whether Moslem or Christian. It is often pronounced ɔ. It represents the Sr. o in Sr. go, 'ox,' G. gurūv; Sr. lobhinī, 'desiring,' G. lubnī.—the Sr. u in Sr. manusha, 'man,' G. maṇḍū; Sr. sakara, 'benevolent,' G. sukār, 'beautiful,' Sr. pura, 'former,' G. phurō, 'old;' Sr. uchcha, 'high,' G. učhā; Sr. pangu, 'lame,' G. pankō.

2. Consonants.

K.—Very common in the Gypsy language. It is often the unaltered representative of the Sanskrit k: as in Sr. kāla, 'black,' G. kalō; Sr. kan, 'to shine,' G. kan, kām, 'sun;' Sr. kāshtha, 'wood,' G. kashā; Sr. kri, 'to make,' G. kerāvā; Sr. kriṃ, 'worm,' G. kermō.

It is changed into f in kuri, 'a colt,' pronounced frequently furī; or to gh, in Sr. kal, 'to sound,' G. ghelāvā, 'to play on instruments.'

It is assimilated to the following consonant, as in Sr. rakta, 'red,' G. ratt, 'blood.'

It frequently becomes a very gentle aspirate: as in Sr. kāsa, 'cough,' G. has; Sr. kuh, 'to surprise,' G. hohaimpē, khoaimpē, 'a lie;' Sr. kṛitta, 'cut,' G. hirdō, 'dwarffish;' Sr. kānd, 'to itch,' G. hāndiōvā, hanjiōvā, 'to scratch.'

Kṣh.—This compound consonant of the Sānakrit is very constant in its transformation, and may serve as a clue to the true etymology of many Gypsy words. It does not appear in the proper Gypsy language, and the Gypsies never employ it except in kṣilābi, 'tongs.' In speaking Greek, they pronounce, ː as the Greeks do. This consonant generally becomes a simple k: as in Sr. drāksha, 'grapes,' G. drak; Sr. aksha, 'eye,' G. yak; Sr. yaksh, 'to sacrifice,' G. yak, 'fire;' Sr. rāksha, 'tree,' G. ruk; Sr. makhdā, 'fly,' G. makā; Sr. draksh, 'to preserve,' G. arakāv, 'guard;' Sr. āksha, 'to learn,' G. šikāva; Sr. kṣhira, 'milk,' G. kerāl, 'cheese;' Sr. akshna, 'time,' G. akenā, 'now;' Sr. naksh, 'to go,' G. nakāva, 'to pass;' Sr. maksh, 'to mix,' G. makāva, 'to paint;' Sr. paksha, 'wing,' G. pak.

If my etymology of bashova, 'a cock,' as from pakshin, be true, then this would be an exception to the above rule.
Also in other words it is changed to o: as Sr. shash, 'six,' G. shov; Sr. čaća, 'rabbit,' G. shoshői.

E.—E is more constant: as Sr. deva, 'God,' G. devél; Sr. eka, 'one,' G. yek.

I.—I and ni are the most usual terminations of Gypsy feminine nouns: chukél, 'dog,' chuk(e)lı, 'bitch,' devél, 'God,' dev(e)lı, 'goddess;' gras, 'horse,' grasni, 'mare;' rom, 'Gypsy,' romni, 'Gypsy woman;' kher, 'ass,' kherni, 'she-ass;' maniş, 'man, manuşni, 'woman;' guruv, 'ox,' guruvni, 'cow;'* plal, 'brother,' plani, sister.†

In numerous Gypsy words the i and i of the Sanskrit remain unchanged: as Sr. dvi, 'two,' G. důi; Sr. tri, 'three,' G. tri; Sr. rātri, 'night,' G. aratti, 'tonight,' Sr. gili, 'sound,' G. ghili, 'song;' Sr. chhuri, 'knife,' G. churi; Sr. pāniya, 'potable,' G. pani, 'water.'

The Sr. vowel r, or ri, undergoes many changes, which are of much importance in the study of the Gypsy language, and in the explanation and philosophical analysis of the verbs, and also extremely interesting. Ri is changed to ri in Sr. riksha, 'bear,' G. richinı.—to ro in Sr. jāmātri, 'son-in-law,' G. jamutró:—to ru in Sr. tričula, 'trident,' G. trushál, trushál.

In the verbal roots, ri or ri is changed to ar or er in Sr. ēri, 'to be afraid,' G. daráva; Sr. mrū, 'to die,' G. meráva; Sr. kri, 'to make,' G. keráva; Sr. prī, 'to fill,' G. peráva:—to ēl in Sr. grī, 'to sound,' G. ghiliāva.

0.—No precise rules can be given as to the pronunciation of this vowel, for it is often left to the option of the speaker to use either the o or the u in a great number of words. With the exception of the final o, the common characteristic of the masculine gender among the Gypsies, this vowel usually corresponds with the Sr. u and ū: as Sr. mūrti, 'matter,' G. morți, 'leather;' Sr. dūra, 'distant,' G. dur; Sr. bhū, 'earth,' G. phuñ.

It also represents the Sr. a: as Sr. chandra, 'moon,' G. chon; Sr. madhu, 'sweet,' G. mol, 'honey:'—or the Sr. o: as Sr. lobhini, 'desirous,' G. lubnî, lobnî, 'harlot;' Sr. loha, 'red,' G. loló:—or the Sr. i: as Sr. krimi, 'worm,' G. kermó.

The final o of nouns, adjectives, and participles is changed to i, whenever abstract substantives are formed by the addition of the particle pe or pen: as kaló, 'black,' kalipé, 'blackness, excommu-

* Pronounced also gurumni.
† I have heard Gypsies, extremely ignorant of their language, making no distinction between the masculine and feminine of adjectives, saying kalt (fem.) for kalo (masc.), 'black;' terni for terno. These were all Moslem Gypsies, speaking the Turkish, in which language the adjectives, as in English, have a single termination for both genders. Those in the habit of frequently speaking their language never make such blunders; they are extremely attentive to all their generic terminations.
SECTION IV.

COMPARATIVE PHONOLOGY OF THE GYPSY LANGUAGE.

1. VOWELS.

These are five: a, e, i, o, u. The union of many vowels is rarely to be met with in the Gypsy language. Of diphthongs there are almost none. In verbs of the middle voice occurs the combination io, resulting from the blending of o and a: as mat-lo-aváva, mattiováva. So also in the formation of abstract nouns: parnavó, parnavoipé, 'friendship'; bandló, bandloipé, 'band.' The reader cannot but have observed the rarity of other combinations of a like character in the Vocabulary. Terms such as nái, 'nail,' múi, 'mouth,' are not diphthongs: the vowel of the final syllable has merely dropped its aspirate. The distinction of the vowels into long and short is difficult to be determined. So, too, in modern Greek, where in most cases such distinctions are of no practical value: o and w have a similar sound; only the accent seems at times to occasion a prolongation of the sound of a vowel. It is for this reason that I have noted with accuracy all the accents upon the Gypsy vowels.

A.—This vowel, which represents the Sr. a and à, seems to have but one simple sound.

A is retained unaltered in many words: as Sr. manusha, 'man,' G. manúsh; Sr. anglá, 'coal,' G. angár; Sr. nakha, 'nail,' G. nái.

It is frequently changed to e: as Sr. daçan, 'ten,' G. désh; Sr. rasa, 'taste,' G. rés, 'grape;' Sr. nava, 'new,' G. nevó; Sr. hara, 'ass,' G. kher; Sr. tala, 'ground,' G. tele, 'down'; Sr. taruná, 'young,' G. terno.

The Gypsies of Spain are fond of adding an initial a to words beginning with r: as erezia (Turk. Gyp. rés), 'vineyard;' arashai (T. G. rashái), 'priest;' oroobar (T. G. rováva), 'to weep,' etc. Here in Turkey, I have noted this initial a in arakéva, 'to guard,' and in aratti, 'tonight.' Both, however, may justly be referred to Sr. words which have this initial a as an actual component member.

The final a of the Sr. adjectives and participles is invariably changed to o, and strongly accented: as Sr. kála, 'black,' G. kuló; Sr. uchcha, 'high,' G. uchó; Sr. matta, 'glad,' G. matto, 'drunk;' Sr. tapta, 'burning,' G. tattó, 'warm;' Sr. sanna, 'slim,' G. sannó; Sr. kritta, 'cut,' G. khurdo, 'small;' Sr. čushka, 'dry,' G. shukó; Sr. pútra, 'full,' G. perdo; Sr. purána, 'old,' G. puránó; Sr. mrita, 'mortal,' G. merdo, 'sick.'

* When both Sanskrit and Gypsy terms have the same signification, I have noted only that of the Sanskrit. In other cases I write both.
Worm—kermó; Bor., cremen.—Compare Sr. krimi, written also krimi and krami, ‘worm, insect.’ It has also the signification of the Gr. ἔλμος, which is applied exclusively to intestinal worms. By some Gypsies the word is pronounced ghermó.

To write—grafáva.—I have noted this word merely to show the manner in which the Gypsies have introduced Gr. words into their idiom, by giving them a Gypsy form. Grafáva (Gr. γράφω), ‘I write;’ aor. gráphióm (ἳγραψα), ‘I have written.’ It would be useless to note the numerous instances of such words which the Gypsies have borrowed from the Greeks. Their origin is generally very evident. Some are distorted, because borrowed from terms which the Greeks themselves have corrupted: so dialexáva, ‘I select,’ from διάλειψα, pronounced by us often διαλύςα. They have adopted another form of verbs similar to those in use among the people with whom they intermingle: thus kholiteráva, ‘I am angry,’ lit. ‘I have bile,’ from the Gr. χολή and their own verb teráva, ‘to have;’ also kholiázava, ‘I am angry,’ Gr. χολιάζωμαι, ‘to be angry;’ hence kholiniakoro, ‘angry.’ Kholiteráva is common among them.

Y.

Year—bersh; Bor., berji.—Both these words are from Sr. varsha, ‘rain, the rainy season, year,’ from the root vrish, ‘to be wet, to moisten.’ The term was first applied to the rains, then to the season in which the rains were prevalent, and in course of time to the year itself. This use of ‘rainy season’ for ‘year’ is corroborated by the usage of the Anglo-Saxons and other northern nations, who reckoned by winters instead of years. Both, of course, were struck by circumstances peculiar to their own climate. Keti bershénghoro isi? ‘of how many years (i.e. ‘how old’) is he? Ketí bersh kerghián to rashái? ‘how many years was he (lit. ‘did he make’) with the teacher (priest)’?

Yesterday—yich; Bor., callicaste.—I leave to philologists to determine whether this term bears any relation to the Sr. hyas, ‘yesterday.’ Yich penghiás mánghe, ‘yesterday was said to me;’ yichavér, ‘day before yesterday,’ composed of yich and avér, Yaner, ‘other,’ which latter term I have explained in its proper place: yichavér o kurkó, ‘day before yesterday, (which was) Sunday;’ poyichavér, with the comparative part. po, ‘two days before yesterday,’ Gr. ἀρτινχάτες.

Yet, still—áchái.—Achái but kamadikés, ‘yet more thou wilt see;’ achái chor eketáné, ‘and other thieves together;’ ochái palál, ‘still more backwards;’ for this phrase another, po polaléste, is frequently used; achái lav romané, ‘still more Gypsy words.

Young—ternó, yernó; Br., yernee; Bor., dernó.—This is the Sr. toruña, ‘young.’ It is often pronounced yernó, or rather, the pronunciation of t so much resembles that of y that to all purposes it can be written with this semivowel. The Sr. yuvan, ‘young,’ which is found in many Indo-European languages, I have not been able to detect in the Gypsy idiom. A diminutive form of ternó is ternoró, ‘a youngster.’ Ternó is principally used in opposition to phuró or puró, ‘old.’
Within—*andrè*; Bor., *andre, enre*.—This is evidently from the Sr. *antar,* 'in, within, between.' In compound words its signification is 'internal, interior.' But *andrè ti puv,* 'deep into the earth' (lit. 'much within'); *jáva andrè,* 'I go in, I enter;' *andrát,* 'from within,' *toutrè:* *andrál akata ti pólin* (Gr. *nólos*), 'from within the city;' *Mod. Gr.* ἀντέρ *μίσαν ἄνο την πόλιν.

Without—*bi.*—This negative particle is extremely common, and corresponds to the Sr. *vi,* a preposition signifying separation or disjunction. The Slavonic is extremely fond of this particle, to which it has added a z, forming *bez,* 'voice, echo;' *bezglálnyi,* 'without a voice, mute;' *bog,* 'God;' *bezbožnyi,* 'atheist, áđos.' It exists in the Persian *bi,* 'without,' generally corresponding to the Lat. *sine,* and denoting absence or want: as, *bi ab,* 'without water;' *bi eded,* 'without civility, uncultivated.' We have noticed it among the Gypsy verbs: see to *sell,* *biknáva.* It is used with adjectives: as *uchardó,* 'covered,' *buchardó* (bi-uchardó), 'uncovered;' *namporemé,* 'sick,' *binamporemé,* 'healthy;' *bimakavdó,* 'not painted;' *bízoraló,* 'not strong;' *bilindraló,* 'not sleeping;' *bibahatálo,* 'not fortunate.' When *bi* is united to nouns and pronouns, these are constantly in the genitive case of both numbers: as *bi sheréskoro,* 'without a head' (i. e. 'a fool'); *bi lovéskoro,* 'without salt;' *bi mashéskoro,* 'without meat;' *bi lovénghoro,* 'without money;' *bi gotiákoro,* 'without mind;' *bi balaménghoro,* 'without Greeks;' *bi khóarakhénghoro,* 'without Turks;' *bi vasténghoro,* 'without hands' (i. e. 'workmen'). With pronouns: *bi mánngoro,* 'without me;' *bi oléskoro,* 'without him;' *bi lákeri, aménghoro,* 'without her, us, you.'

Wolf—*ruv*; Bor., *oríoz, aruże, lúey.*—The first two terms seem to be related to the Sr. verbal root *ru,* which I have noticed in speaking of the verb to *weep.* This verb, among the Hindus, gives origin to two names of animals, in imitation of their sounds: *ruv,* 'a sort of deer,' and *ruvathu,* 'sound, noise, a cock.' I see no difficulty in supposing that the Gypsies may have applied it to the wolf, an animal remarkable for howling, which is one of the most common significations of the verb *ru.* The third form of Borrow, *lúey,* seems to be of Spanish origin: compare *lobo,* 'a wolf.'

Woman—*romni*; Br., *rumenee.*—See Gypsy.

Wood—*kasht, kash*; Bor., *casian.*—Related to the Sr. *káshta,* 'wood.' Borrow's *casian* may correspond to the adj. *káshtin,* 'woody.' *Kast* is used for 'a stick;' *dimiásman kasténa,* 'he struck me with a stick.' This word is sometimes pronounced without the final *t,* as *kash,* and most of the Greek Gypsies pronounce it *kas.*

Wool—*posóm.*—In want of a better derivation, I propose for this word the Sr. verbal root *push,* 'to cherish, to nurture.'

Word—lav.—Compare Sr. *lap,* 'to speak, to utter;' *lapana,* 'the mouth, talking.' I have not observed in the Gypsy language any other traces of this Sr. verb, which has given to the Indo-European languages so many terms. As the Hindus have denominated the mouth *lapana,* as the instrument of talking, so also have the Persians their *leb,* the Romans *labium,* *labrum,* and the Greeks *kíkos* and *labov,* by the change of *p* to *l.* *Lav,* plur. *lava,* is well known to all the Gypsies. *Kopénáv tûke yek lav,* 'I will tell thee a word;' *lav romané,* 'Gypsy words.'
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mi ronni, 'my wife.' So gentle is the pronunciation of the liquids, that whoever is not somewhat conversant with the idiom easily falls into such mistakes.

Wife's brother—saló.—

Wife's sister—sali.—This term may be referred to the Sr. čalín, 'belonging to a house, domestic,' from čala, 'a house.' We have in Eng. domestic, and Fr. domestique, 'a servant,' while the term domestic is properly 'any one belonging to a house.' The Gypsies, who are in the habit of living together in such numbers, must naturally have been inclined to give such names to members of a family.

Wind—palvál.—This is used for the Gr. ἀέρος, which at present is mostly applied to mean 'a strong wind, a gale.' It is difficult to give any satisfactory etymology of it, although it appears to be of Hindu origin. Terélá palvál, 'it has (i. e. 'there is') wind;' palvál but, 'strong wind.' The word is often used for 'the atmosphere, air;' ti palvál vuchés, 'high in the air.'

Wine—mol;* Br., mol; Bor., mol.—The similarity of these terms makes their etymology plain. Borrow says the word mol is "a pure Persian word." It is true the Persian word for wine is mol, but the Persians and Gypsies both derive it from the Sr. madhu, Gr. μῦδω and μῦκος, 'an intoxicating drink,' Lat. mel, Lithuan. madus, Slav. med, and Bulg. met. Kamésa te mol? 'dost thou wish wine also?' shudlé mol, 'sour wine.'

Wing—pak.—Compare Sr. pakska, 'a wing.' The Gypsies give this denomination indifferently either to the wing or to feathers, like the Gr. πτερός, 'feather, wing;' Plur. paká. Te sas charés (Turk. charé) te terél pak o manish, 'if it were possible that man should have wings;' ta diniómles ti pak, 'and I struck it on the wing.'

Winter—vent.—I have spoken of the term ir, 'snow,' elsewhere, as from the hīna of the Hindus. The Sr. adj. himavant is 'cold, freezing, chilly, frosty.' As in the word ir, 'snow,' the initial aspirate was dropped, so in this word the vowel also, and the word thus mutilated is now in use among all the Gypsies.

To wish—kamáva; Bor., camelar.—This verb is the Sr. kam, 'to desire, to love;' káma is the Cupid of the Latins, the ἀφρος of the Greeks. This verb among the Gypsies is used whenever they intend to express desire, wish, or love, in perfect accordance with the definitions generally given to the Sr. root. Borrow defines camelar 'to love, Sp. amar.' I have placed it with my own word, as it is evidently the same verb, proceeding from the same original. In treating of the derivation of the tenses, I shall have occasion to speak of this verb, as an auxiliary forming the future. It is there that its signification becomes extremely clear. So kamésa? 'what dost thou wish?' akoná kamésa te shiklovén, 'now they wish to learn;' kamáva te desman, 'I wish thee to give me;' kamávaules: so kamakerés les? 'I wish him;' i.e. 'I have need of him;' what art thou to do with him?' avdívés kamáva te jau to réz, 'today I wish to go to the vineyard;' ka na kamésa te kerén tóke, 'which thou must not wish that they should do to thee.'

* "Moleti, 'vin.'" Vaillant, p. 369.
Help—rukonó.—This term is used for the young of dogs; Gr. σπύρος, Mod. Gr. σπεύδων. It seems to me to be related to the Sr. ruh, 'to grow, to be produced or become manifest, to be born.' Chukli penghids panj rukönó, 'the bitch has produced five whelps.'

When—kánna.—Compare Sr. kudá, 'when,' Kánna kanashés? 'when wilt thou go?' kánna kamuló? 'when will he die?' kánna kinghiún-les? 'when didst thou buy it?' kánna kamabiel? 'when will she be delivered?' (i.e., 'of a child')?

Whence—kátár.—Intimately related to the pron. kon and ka, 'who' and 'which.' The final tar is the ablative particle (see Section V). Katár álló amaro manúsht? 'whence came our men?' kátár avése? 'whence comest thou?' kátár anghian te romniá? 'whence didst thou bring thy wife?' kátár allíán? 'whence hast thou come?'

Where—kárin.—Also related to the interrogative pron. kon, 'who,' Kárin kamajés? 'where wilt thou go?' kárin isi to rom? 'where is thy husband?' kárin jésa? 'where art thou going?' It is used at times as the Italians use their ove: takhiará kamováv ti pólin (Gr. νόκτα) kárin ta isi to dat, 'tomorrow I shall go to the city, where also thy father is.'

White—parno; Bor., parno, parne.—The origin of this term, so common among all the Gypsies, is extremely obscure. Borrow defines parno “blanco, Sr. panadu.” This term, panadu, well known in the history of India as the name of the founder of the Pandava race, means also 'white, yellow, jaundice.' I see no relation between the Sr. and Gypsy terms. Parnó manró, 'white bread; o yék kuló, o yék par né, 'the one black, the other white.'

Who—kon.—This is evidently the Sr. ka, neut. kim, which, with slight variations, is found in most of the Indo-European languages. Kon diniás e chukél? 'who struck the dog?' kaléskoro isi o ker? 'whose is the house?' kalésté báshé? 'near whom?' ta kalés? 'and whom?' These examples show that the oblique cases of this pronoun are extremely irregular, and are far from resembling the declension of the Sr. kim. To kon is related the relative ka and ke, which is extremely common with the Gypsies, and used as the Italians use their che, and the Mod. Gr. their so, relative pronouns that have lost both gender and number. A few illustrations will give the reader a clear idea of this pronoun: ki ou ka isi, 'and he who is;' ta i romni ka dukhéná, 'and the women that love;' sávore ka kamél, 'all that he desired;' oká gorkipé ka na kamésa te kérén tüké, 'whatever evil that thou dost not desire they should do to thee;' láchó o manúsht ka kamadél tut, 'happy (good) the man who will give thee.'

Why—sóske.—Related to so, 'what,' the neuter of the interr. pron., with the particle ke, of which we shall speak in treating of the cases (Section V). Sóske allíán? 'why did they come?' sóske puchéná? 'why dost thou ask?' sóske isánas otiá? 'why were ye there?'

Widow—pieti.—This appears to be a corrupted form of the Sr. vidhavó, 'a widow.' It is found more or less altered in many cognate dialects; compare Pers. biva, 'widow,' Lat. vidua, Germ. wittwe, Eng. widow. Wife—romni; Br., milomnee; Bor., romi.—For the explanation of these terms, see Gypsy. Mr. Brown's milomnee should be written
To wash—továva.—This verb may be referred to the Sr. verbal root dháv, ‘to cleanse, to be clean or pure.’ Aor. tovíom and tosghióm: tovíom mo shoró keraló, ‘I have washed my scabby head;’ toávaman (mid. voice), ‘I wash myself,’ used for the Gr. víntrówai, lócoúai, níó-

Water—pani, pat;* Br., pagnee; Bor., pani.—The Sr. adj. páníya, from pá, ‘to drink,’ signifies ‘anything fit to drink, potable,’ and consequently ‘water.’ Water is also termed páya, from the same root pá. Déman khandi pani, ‘give me a little water;’ sudró pani, ‘cool water.’

To water—panidáva.—A compound verb, from the above and dáva, ‘I give.’ The verb has been formed in imitation of the Greeks and Turks: the former often say didw neçov, instead of noviçw; the Turks, su veririn, for ichirmek.

To weep—rováva; Bor., orobar.—Both these words I am inclined to refer to the Sr. verbal root ru, ‘to cry, to make a noise, to yeal, to shriek.’ Compare viráva, ‘sound, noise;’ virávin, ‘shouting, weeping, crying.’ Weeping with howling and yelling, amongst barbarous people, is an ordinary phenomenon, on all occasions where the exhibition of sorrow is necessary or official. The initial o in Borrow is euphonic. O rakó rovélá, ‘the child cries;’ saró divés rovélá, ‘all day he cries.’

Weight—vária.—This term, usual among the Gypsy blacksmiths, is applied to the hammer which beats the heated iron. It is from the Gr. básos, ‘weight,’ from which comes básó, ‘to strike.’

Well—khanink, khaink; Bor., putar.—These words differ so much from each other that they cannot be referred to the same origin. My own are from the Sr. khan, ‘to dig, to delve,’ whence the Gr. xalevos. From this archetypal root khan probably comes the Lat. canalis, and also cuniculus, denoting ‘the hare’ and ‘a mine’ (Bopp). Compare from the same root the Sr. adj. khánakza, ‘whatever pertains to digging, and to making canals and wells,’ whence the present khánink and khaink, denoting ‘whatever is dug,’ and consequently ‘a well.’ The use of an adjective for a substantive is extremely common. Borrow’s putar I regard as Spanish, or rather as from the Lat. puteus, and not, as he explains it, as from pátála.

Well—lachés.—An adverb, from láchó, ‘good.’ Láchés isi, ‘it is well;’ po láchés, ‘better;’ po láchés isóm, ‘I am better;’ nanái but láchés, ‘it is not very well;’ po láchés te jas, ‘it is better for thee to go.’

What—so.—This term, the neuter of the interrogative pronoun kon, is used precisely as the Eng. ‘what.’ The following phrases will explain it: so terésa? ‘what hast thou’ (i. e. ‘what is the matter with thee’)? so kamésa? ‘what dost thou wish?’

Wheel—asán.—Compare Sr. ara, ‘the spoke or radius of a wheel.’ The change of r into s is extremely common, not only in Sr., but in many other languages.

* “Pany, panie, ‘wasser.’” Arndt, p. 357.
(earth); oprál and oprýál, 'from above'; oprál pélión, 'I fell from on high.'

Urine—mutér.—To void urine—mutráva; Bor., mutrar, nucilar.—These terms bear the stamp of undisputed descent from the Sr. mútra, 'urine.' Borrow's nucilar is probably a corruption of the original mutrar, although I have not met elsewhere the change of trar into clar.

V.

Village—gav; Bor., gao.—Compare Sr. gráma, 'village,' which has lost the liquid r, and changed the final m into v, a change which we have already observed elsewhere (see name), and shall have occasion fully to prove, in speaking of the commutation of the consonants. The Gypsy word is often applied to denote 'one's native town' or 'home,' marró, just as the Greeks use πατρός, and the Turks köy, for their native place. Mo gav, 'my village;' is to be understood as 'my native town;' ghélióm to gav, 'I went to the village;' gavudnó, 'a villager;' mo gavudnó, 'one of my village;' túya kamovés to gav? 'wilt thou also be in the village?' te gavéskoro manushé isi but górke, 'of thy village the men are very bad.'

Vinegar—shut; Br., shutt; Bor., juter, juti.—Compare Sr. cuta, 'sour, astringent.' It is worthy of remark, that this term by some Gypsies is pronounced shutkó, and applied to 'vinegar,' although it properly means 'sour.' From this noun, by the addition of lo, has been formed shutlo, 'sour;' shutlo mol, 'sour wine;' it is pronounced also shutlo: shutlo tut, 'sour milk,' the Turkish yaghurt.

Vineyard—res, rez; Bor., eresia.—Compare Sr. ras, 'gustare, amare;' the noun rasa has also the definition of 'grape,' though its general signification is 'taste of any kind.' Persian bakh res, 'a vineyard.' By the Gypsies this term is applied particularly to the vine, Keréna resá, 'they make (i.e. 'plant') vineyards;' kaléskoro isi e resá? 'whose are the vineyards?'

Vomiting—chartimpe, chatimpe.—To vomit—chartáva, chátáva.—Compare Sr. chhard, 'to vomit, to be sick.' The Gypsies, in pronouncing chartáva, give such a slight sound to the r that it is scarcely heard, or even, at times, is not heard at all. Many Gypsies contend that it contains no r, and pronounce always chátáva. Chartimpe is the Sr. chhardi, 'vomiting,' by the addition of the common pe or pen, which we have already noticed.

W.

To walk—piráva; Bor., pirar.—Compare piro, 'foot,' which I have referred above to the Sr. pri or par, to pass.' But pirél, 'he walks fast;' kapiráv, 'I shall walk.'

Wallachian—vlákhia.—The Greek βάλχος, a denomination given to the inhabitants of Wallachia and Moldavia. Vlakhina, 'a Wallachian woman.'

Warm—tátó.—This word I have explained in speaking of bath. I notice it here merely to add that the Gypsies use it in this sense also, apart from its signification of 'bath.
On the Language of the Gypsies.

*tratispié,* seems to be a compound of the Sr. sat, which signifies *true,* and the word of Sanskrit origin *chipé,* 'a tongue.' *Chachipé* therefore is literally 'a true tongue.' This is one of Borrow's random derivations. He has said elsewhere in his vocabulary that *pen* is a particle frequently used in the Gypsy language in the formation of nouns: e. g. *chungalipen,* 'ugliness,' from *chungaló,* 'ugly.' Here, however, the final *pe* or *pen* is this very particle, common to the Gypsies of Spain with those here in Turkey, as we have already seen in the course of this memoir. The rest of the word is probably the Sr. *satya,* 'true, sincere, honest.' From *chachipé* is formed the adj. *chachipánó,* 'true,' and the adv. *chachipánés,* 'truly.' *chachipé* *isi,* 'it is true,' lit. 'it is a truth,' like the Gr. ἄληθες ἐστι, for ἄληθες ἐστιν.

Turk—*khorakhái.*—The Turks, who call themselves osmanly and othmanly, as descendants from the house of Othman, would be surprised to hear such a name applied to them. Their language, however, they call *turk.* The Greeks always call them *τούρκους.* Borrow defines the Gypsy term, written by him *corojoy,* as follows: "'The Moors, los moros,' probably derived from the word *kurrek,* a term of execration and contempt too frequently employed by the common Moors in their discourse." The similarity of the two terms, as employed here and in Spain, amply proves the necessity of looking for another origin than that which has been advanced by Borrow. *Khorakhái* is both singular and plural. *Khorakhánó,* 'Turkish;' *khorakhání,* khorakhni, 'a Turkish woman;' khorakhnia, 'Turkish women;' khorakhánó *gav,* 'a Turkish village;' khorakháni *chip,* 'the Turkish language;' khorakhánés *janésa,* 'dost thou know Turkish?' khorakhniori, 'a young Turkish woman;' khorakháné *rom,* 'Turkish Gypsies;' i. e. 'Gypsies of the Mohammedan religion.'

Ugly, not beautiful—*nasukár;* Bor., *chungaló.*—For *chungaló* see miserable. My own term is from *sukár,* 'beautiful,' with the negative particle *na.* See negation and beautiful.

Unfortunate—*bahtaló.*—This originates from a Persian term, *bakht,* 'fortune, luck,' to which the Gypsies have given the form of their vernacular idiom, precisely as we have observed in other words borrowed by them. So the Greeks have made, from the Turkish *zavál,* *üzálkoz,* *üzálkess,* and *üzálles,* 'miserable.' Though *bahtaló,* from *bakht,* 'good fortune,' would properly indicate prosperity and happiness, still it is given to men and animals as a term of affection and hearty commiseration. *O bahtaló peló ti puv,* 'the unfortunate (i. e. 'bird') fell to the ground.'

Up—*ôpre;* Bor., *auôpre,* opré.—From the Sr. *upari,* 'above, up, up above:' compare Gr. *énios,* Lat. *super,* Germ. *ober,* Eng. *over.* Opretár *tut* (tar, abl. particle), 'from the rest of the milk;' *besghióm opré to amáksi* (Gr. *ámazi,* 'I sat upon the carriage;' *opré to ruka,* 'upon the trees;' *opré to bar,* 'upon the stone;' *opré ti puv,* 'upon the ground.

* Armenian *pokht* or *paht,* 'fortune;' *pakhtóvor,* 'fortunate.'—Ta.
† Armenian *veri,* *ver,* *verd.—Ta.*
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also had their diminutive, μυράνιον. In the use of terms of this class, the Gypsies have always adopted those of the new faith which they have embraced. The Moslem Gypsies say mezár, ‘a tomb,’ from Turk. mezár.

Tomorrow—takhiāra.—I have nothing to propose for this term. Po takhiāra, ‘day after tomorrow;’ takhiāra avāra, ‘tomorrow I am coming;’ takhiāra komovés otiá? ‘tomorrow wilt thou be there?’ takhiāra komajéi, ‘tomorrow he will go.’

Tongs—kisillábi, kisilláve.—I have noted this word, which is of the purest Greek, though nowadays no Greek understands it, and it could not have been lately borrowed from the Greeks, since they make no use of it, nor is it to be found in any of the modern Greek glossaries. Πυρίγα was anciently the name of the instrument by which heated or burning substances were seized, also λαζίς, from λιδαιν, λαζάκω, Λυζίδα we now call the long-handled and extremely shallow spoon used in administering the communion. Λαζίς and λαζίς, with ουρ—ουκλάζις and ouklažiς, or ξελαζις and xelaažiς—is an instrument for seizing anything. These latter terms are not in use now among the common people, but the existence of such a Greek term in the language of the Gypsies certainly proves the employment of it among the Greeks at the period of their irruption into these countries. It may be well to remark that the proper term for tongs, πυρίγα, is nearly forgotten, and that the Greeks now use the Turkish mashá, ‘tongs.’ The term kisillábi is peculiar to the Gypsy blacksmiths. In other cases they use the Turkish mashá. The presence of the compound consonant ks amply proves the word to be foreign, as this consonant never occurs in pure Greek words.

Tongue—chip; Bor., chip, chipi.—From the Sr. jihvá, ‘tongue,’ j being changed to ch, as is common in many languages. Romoni chip, ‘the Gypsy language;’ me chipéste, ‘on my tongue.’ Chip, ‘tongue,’ as in many other idioms, is used both for ‘tongue’ and ‘language.’

Tooth—dant; Br., danda; Bor., dani.—From the Sr. dat or danto, ‘tooth.’

Tree—ruk.—This Gypsy word bears no relation to the Sr. dru, with which are connected the synonymous terms in so many other Indo-European languages, but may be referred to the root ruk, ‘to grow from seed, to grow as a tree,’ by the changing of the aspirate, h, into a guttural, k. From this root come ruhevan, ‘a tree,’ precisely as the Greeks applied the term ϕυτός to trees and plants in general, and ruksa, ‘a tree in general.’* Plur. ruká: opré to ruká, ‘upon the trees;’ vuchó ruk, ‘a high tree.’

Wood (wooden)—kopáná.—A Bulgarian word, kopánka, from the Slav. kopain, ‘I dig,’ precisely as the corresponding Gr. term, σκαῖρνω, comes from σκάντω, ‘I dig.’

Truth—chachiπé; Bor., chachipe.—We have the following derivation by Borrow: ‘This word, which the English Gypsies pronounce

* In their Essai sur le Pali, Burnouf and Lassen compare the Pali rukkha, ‘a tree,’ to the Sr. vrikkha, ‘a tree.’ Both the Pali and Gypsy appear to me to be from the above ruksa. The same form, rukko, ‘a tree,’ is found in the Prakrit. Ibid., p. 159.
to this Gypsy verb, which retains the same signification as the Sr. original. By the usual change of the consonants, this participle becomes kshitto or chitto, and hence the verb chitāra. Aor. chivghiom: chivghiom yek bar, 'I threw a stone'; kana chivēsa bar, 'when thou throwest (a) stone'; chivōlō o bar, 'the stone was thrown'; chivghion bar, dik nāpalat, 'thou hast thrown (a) stone, look behind'—a common proverb, 'consider the consequences of thy actions.'

TILL—chin.—This term is common to all the Gypsies, wherever they are to be found. Ketē dur is (pronounced dursi) chin ti Silivri? 'how far is it to Silivria?' chin ti pue, 'to the ground;' Gr. ἔως et, τὴν γῆς; chin euchēs, 'on high.'

TIME, TIMES—far, var.—Corresponds to the Gr. χρόνος, as πολλός χρόνος, ὀλίγος χρόνος, used now in the place of πολλής, ὀλίγης. The word is pronounced indifferently far and var, and in this the Gypsies imitate their neighbors the Greeks, who say χρόνος and βόλθα. Yek far, 'one time, once;' kauyēk far, 'sometimes' and 'never;' like the Gr. κατ' εἰκόνα χρόνος, which has both these significations. This term is the Pers. bar, which has often the meaning of the Lat. vicis, Turk. defa', 'turn:' compare Pers. yek bar, 'one time, once.' Vullers derives it from Sr. bhāra, from the root bhri, Gr. χρόνος, whence χρόνος. But compare Sr. vāra, 'a turn, a successive time.' Ke yavēr far diniās man, 'and at other times he struck me;' po kauyēk far, 'at times, sometimes;' dvār, trivēr, panjērār, 'twice, three, five times.'

To be TIRED—chinovānā.—See to cut.

TOBACCO-PIPE—chukeni.—This is a common term for the long tobacco-pipes, used in the Levant by all the inhabitants indiscriminately. An i chukeni, 'bring the tobacco-pipe.' The usual term among the Turks is chibuk, Gr. τύποσκιον.

TODAY—avdivēs, opdivēs: * Bor., achibes.—We have in this term the Sr. dievā,† which I have had occasion to mention in explaining the term divēs, 'day, morning.' The initial a, av may be the Sr. dem. pron. so, which has rejected, like many Greek words, the Sr. s at its beginning. The formation of this adverb may be explained by the Gr. σήμερον, τομερον, 'this day;' τής, tēs, 'this year;' tēs, 'this hour, now.' Avdivēs avēna, 'today I am coming.'

TOGETHER—eketanē.—This appears to me a pure Sr. term, coming from eka, 'one.' Compare Lat. una, 'together, in company;' Pers. yekser, 'together, at the same time.' Here is an example of a purer preservation of this Sr. numeral than we have in the term yek, 'one.' The Gypsies always pronounce it as I have written it. Achāi chor eketanē, 'and other thieves together;' eketanē amēnta, 'together with us;' eketanē e chavēnta, 'together with the children.'

TOMB—memorē, mmemorē.—Of modern Greek origin. Mνημοψιον and μνημοπχιον are diminuitive forms of μνημα, 'a tomb.' The ancients

* "Abdés, odés, 'aujourd'hui.'" Vaillant, p. 456.
† Armenian din, 'day.'—Tn.
‡ Pott writes the word kettene, kētēne, kēten, catanē, catanar, caitanar, 'to assemble.' In speaking of its etymology he says: "der Ursprung höchst zweifelhaft." It is certainly clearer, as pronounced in these countries. Similar comparisons may serve to illustrate many other passages.
Thirst—trush, trust.—

To thirst—taráwa.—These terms have a common origin, from the Sr' trish, 'to thirst.' From this root have originated the Germ. dürst, Eng. thirst. As thirst implies the idea of want of water and dryness, it is consequently natural to suppose that from the same Sr. root have sprung the Gr. τάραυμα and τρέψωμεν, 'to dry.' The Sr. semi-vowel 'r is rarely lost in the European languages; it is, in fact, the most constant of all the Sr. consonants. Trushaló, 'thirsty.'

To become thirsty.—trushálio váva.—A verb in the middle form, composed of the above trushaló, 'thirsty,' and aváva. The Gypsies are extremely fond of these compound verbs, and neglect the simple, as in this case. The same is true of the Greeks. The Moslem Gypsies make use of teráva, and, though they understand trushalió váva, will not employ it.

This—avaká, avká.—There is a great confusion in the use of this demonstrative pronoun. Even among the Gypsies themselves, one hears the word continually varied, without any apparent reason: avoká, 'this;' avokhá (or okhá) isi minró, 'this is mine;' avaklia (or oklá) redá, 'these vineyards;' akhía mol, 'this wine;' okhía romá, 'this woman;' oklé manushénghere, 'of these men.' Both masculine and neuter have the same termination. Avakhá manúsh, 'this man;' avakhá chavó, 'this child.' It is difficult to say to which of the Sr. pronouns this term should be referred.

Thread—tav.—This word appears to be of pure Sr. origin. The root tap, 'to heat, to vex, to torment,' we have noticed in this Vocabulary, as the parent stock of many words among the Gypsies here in Turkey. It appears also in the Pers. tabíden and tostén, 'to burn, to vex, to torment.' To this verb properly belongs tab, 'curvatura funis, comae' (Vullers), and risman tostén, 'to weave,' charkh risman-i-tav, 'an instrument for weaving.' All these terms imply the idea of tormenting, as is the case with any filament when it is twisted into thread, or rather tormented into this new form. In Greek, ἀκλῆς, from ἀκλόν, 'to twist, to weave,' is used now very generally for ῥύχα, 'thread.' So too in Latin, torquere, 'to twist, to torment,' gave origin to torques, 'a chain worn round the neck.' From ὀρφῶς, 'to turn, to whirl,' came the ὀρφάος of the ancient Greek physicians, by which they indicated violent shooting pains in the bowels, the torments of the Romans. In this way I conceive that the Gypsy word tav was either borrowed from the Persians, or formed directly from the Sr. root from which the Persians have taken their own tabíden. The Persians have also tav, 'thread,' and tabáli, 'torquens funem,' which the Turkish translator (Vullers s. v.) explains by ἰπ ve ἰπιλκ bukíji, 'a weaver of thread or rope.'

Throat—kurlo.—A very indefinite word: it signifies 'the back of the mouth,' and frequently 'the neck,' particularly its front part. To me it appears to be the Bulgarian gurló, 'throat, pharynx.' T' astarti ghióvet mo chip me kurloste, 'may my tongue be bound (lit. 'held') in my throat.'

To throw—chiváva, chitáva.—Compare Sr. kship, 'to throw or cast,' part. kshipta, 'thrown, despatched,' which seems to have given origin
among the Hindus was सूर्या, from the root सूर, 'to shine.' The above कृम, can seems related to the Sr. root कृ, 'to shine;' compare Lat. candeo, whence also candela, candidus, 'white;' like our σκληρός, 'moon,' from σκλάω, 'to shine,' and Mod. Gr. φεγγάμος, 'moon,' from φεγγός, 'to shine.'

**SUNDAY**—κορό; Bor., culco, curque.—See CHURCH.

**SWEET**—gulado; Br., goodlu; Bor., busni.—Concerning these terms I have nothing satisfactory to propose. *Gulado* tut, 'sweet milk.'

**SWINE**—baló, balichó; Br., baletcho; Bor., balicho.—Compare the Sr. adjective *balin,* 'strong, powerful,' and, as substantive, among other meanings, 'swine.' *Balichó* is a diminutive form, probably from the language of the Turks, as the word, according to the general formation of the Gypsy diminutives, would be *balóró.* *Parvardo* baló, 'a fat pig.'

**SWORD**—*hanló*; Bor., estuché.—Neither of these words appears to me to have any clear relation to Sr. roots. In want of anything better, I propose for *hanló* (at times *khanló*), the common Sr. *haun,* 'to hurt or kill.' The final syllable *ló* is the regular adjective form of many Gypsy nouns. Borrow’s *estuché* may be related to the Italian *stocco,* 'a small sword.' We have seen another Italian word in Borrow’s vocabulary, viz. *meligrana.*

**T.**

**TAIL**—pori.—I know of no Sr. word to which this term can be traced. **To take, to get**—lúva; Bor., lilar.—Undoubtedly related to the Sr. *lā,* 'to take, to obtain.' This verb I formerly considered as referable to Sr. *labh,* 'to take, to seize,' from which originates the Gr. λαμβάνω; but its indicative present should in that case be *laráva,* and its aorist *laveóm.* *Kamatél yek grast,* 'he will take (i. e. 'buy') a horse;' *liniónex panjéngha,* 'I bought it for five' (i. e. 'pieces of money'). Borrow’s form *lilar* does not appear to be connected with *lava.*

**TALL**—*vuchó,* *uchó*; Br., *utchó*; Bor., *saste*—This word is the Sr. *uchéo,* 'high, tall.' Probably Borrow’s *saste,* 'high, tall,' is related to the Sr. *kasta,* 'fortunate, excellent, great.' This term is by nearly all the Gypsies pronounced *vuchó:* *uchó* is in use only among a few of the Moslems. *Vuchó manúsh,* 'a tall man;' *vuchó ruk,* 'a tall tree;' adv. *vuchés,* 'highly;' *po vuchés,* 'more highly.'

**Tear**—*úsfó.*—The Sr. *vishka,* written also *vška,* 'vapor, tear,' by dropping its initial consonant, and converting the *p* of the last syllable into its cognate *f,* has formed the present *asfá.*

**TENT**—sohriz; Br., serka.—Words of origin unknown to me.

**Testicle**—peló.—I have inserted another word in the Vocabulary, used for 'testicle' (see egg). *Pelo* (pl. *pelé*) may be referred to the Sr. *pela,* 'a testicle.'

**Thief**—See to steal.

---

* Armenian *loosin,* 'moon,' from *loosnil,* 'to shine.'—Ta.
comes chaura, 'a thief, a robber, a pilferer,' whence the above chor and choro. At times, instead of chor, the Gypsies use chornó and chornó, 'a thief.' Chordicanó, 'stolen;' kou chorgiáles? 'who stole it?' astarghióm e choró, 'I have taken the thief.'

Steel—abchin.—This term, ordinarily meaning 'steel,' is very often applied to the steel and flint used generally in Turkey for striking fire, and which people always carry with them for lighting their tobacco-pipes. It is difficult to refer it to any known Sr. term. I bring to the memory of the reader the Pers. abjine, 'vitrum, crystallum,' a name given to substances similar to the flint, and so, perhaps, in course of time to the steel itself, which constituted a necessary accompaniment of these instruments. In this manner the word may have come to be applied to steel in general.*

To step—ukiaéva, ukiaéva.—This verb is derived from the Sr. kram, 'to go, to walk, to step,' with some preposition prefixed. It is used also for 'stamping, trampling,' etc.

It stinks—kándela.—Of doubtful etymology. Kandíniko, 'stinking.'

Stone—bar; Bor., bar.—Compare Sr. bhára, 'weight, burden.' It is possible that the Gypsies gave this name to 'stone,' as being preeminently heavy. It is very well known to all of them. Díná Belti yekbaré baréva, 'he struck him with a large stone;' ov isás ta chieghián o bar, 'it was he who threw the stone;' baréskoro, 'a stone-cutter, a worker in stones.'

Straw—bus.—Referable to the Sr. buso, 'chaff.' Compare flax.

To strike—topáva, top-dáva.—Tap is not a very usual word among the Gypsies, and when used, it is mostly joined to dáca, 'I give:' top dáca, 'I give a blow, I strike.' Tap déla, 'it beats' (i. e., the pulse). Both tap and topáva seem to be related to the Sr. tup, 'to injure, to hurt, to kill,' which has passed into Greek, as τόπτω. It may be well to remark that tap, 'to heat, to torment,' may possibly have given origin to this verb.

Strong—zoráló.—This is a word of Persian origin, very common among the Gypsies, from zor, 'strength, vigor.' It is very usual with the Turks also, who have formed from it adjectives of their own: zorlu, 'strong,' instead of the Pers. zormend or zordar, 'having strength.' Bizoráló, 'weak;' but zoraló isóm, 'I am very strong.'†

Stump of a vine—manucló, manikló.—Applied to the vine in vineyards, before the plant has shot out the sprouts upon which the grapes are produced. It is like the trunk of a tree. Emánuklíéri vicha kéría drak, 'the shoots of the stump make (i. e. 'produce') grapes.'

Summer—niláí.—Of doubtful etymology.

Sun—kum; † Br., cam; Bor., cam, can.—The similarity of these words makes their common derivation plain. The usual name of the sun

---

* All the derivations of Pott are as unsatisfactory as mine. They may serve as a guide to others.
† Armenian zoravor, 'strong;' zoranal, 'to grow strong;' zorutiane, 'strength.'—Ta.
word is a very common one among all the Gypsies, particularly when they wish to impose silence. *Mu vrakér, 'do not speak' (i.e. 'be silent'), Gr. avéna; na vrakeráva, 'I do not talk; ta i romía ka dukéna but ta vrakeréna, 'and the women that love to talk much.'*

To spíx—kátávo.—This Gypsy verb cannot easily be referred to a satisfactory Sr. original. But compare Sr. krit, 'to cut,' also 'to spin,' and its derivative kartana, 'cutting, spinning.'

To spíx—chungárava.—I know of no Sr. root to which this Gypsy word may with propriety be referred. It means 'to spit upon, to revile.' Among the common people in these countries, spitting upon one another is an act of contempt and reviling. Chungartiniáom, aor. pass., 'I was spit upon,' i.e. 'I was insulted;' chungér, 'spittle, phlegm,' and whatever else is ejected from the mouth.

Sponsor—kirvó.—This is a term common to all the Gypsies, who certainly cannot have brought it from India. The Greek ávádoxoı, 'godfather, sponsor,' designates one who undertakes to execute something, a guarantee. May it not then be allowable to refer this term to the Sr. kurvát, 'doing, acting, an agent,' from kri, 'to make, to do!' Kirvi, 'god-mother;' mo kirvó isı but baravaló, 'my godfather is very rich.'

Spoon—rögi, rói.—The origin of this term is unknown to me.

Stake—kiló.—Compare Sr. kila, 'a stake, a pin, a bolt,' etc. This term by the Gypsies is used for poles set up around a field, upon which is formed the fence; also, for the poles set up around the threshing floors; and again, for poles stuck deep into the ground, to which horses are fastened while grazing. Bandlíom mo grástes to kiló, 'I have tied my horse to the stake.' Compare Slav. kol', 'stake, pike.'

To stand—tergiováva, tertiováva.—This is a verb in the middle voice, in common use among the Gypsies. Aor. tertinílóm, and by some pronounced terginílóm. Like the Greek sókxoı, it is always used in the passive voice. Tergiováva supposes teráva as the active voice, which we have referred above (see to have) to the Sr. dhíri, 'to have, to hold, to keep.' Atía tergiováva, 'here I stand;' étò sókxoı.

Star—chergheni;† Br., tcherhinee; Bor., cherdillas, trebene.—Compare Sr. tárá, 'star, planet, constellation,' probably from the Vedic stárá, by throwing off the initial s. From this is our asták and astrok, Lat. aster, astrum.† Cherdillas, and cherdino, found in another place in Borrow's glossary, I conjecture to be of Spanish origin.

To steal—choráva, chéldávą.§—

Thief—chor; Bor., chor, choro.—These terms, so similar to each other, are referable to the Sr. root chur, 'to steal, to rob.' According to Bopp, this root gives origin to the Lat. fur and Gr. φέος. From it

* Pott writes the word "Rakkerof, 'sprechen, reden.'" Nearly all the authors on the Gypsies write the word in a similar manner. The word is pronounced by the Gypsies here as I have written it, and I have heard it very often with the initial r strongly marked.


‡ The Armenian asdegh is evidently of the same origin, as that language often changes r and l to the guttural gh.—Te.

§ "Tchordel, 'tu voles' (write tchorél, 'il vole')." Vaillant, p. 369.
erotic song. Ghilimpé, 'an instrument of music;' i ghiliá e dekléskero, 'the songs of God.'

SISTER—See BROTHER.

SLEEP—lindr.—This is evidently the Sr. nidrá, 'sleep, sleepiness, sloth.' From this noun is formed an adj. lindraló, 'sleepy;' bilindraló, 'sleepless;' na isóm lindraló, 'I am not sleepy.' Here we see the commutation of the liquids n and l, so common among the Gypsies and Greeks.

To SLEEP—sováva;* Bor., sobelar, sorvar.—Comp. the Sr. svap, 'to sleep,' svapna, 'sleep,' with which correspond Gr. ûnvoû, Lat. sopnus, somnus. The final radical of the Sr. root has been changed into the kindred v. Sottisóm, 'I am asleep' (for sottó isóm). Sottó, 'asleep,' is the Sr. part. suppa, 'sleeping, asleep;' sottó 'si i likhnari (Gr. lexnátron), 'the lamp is quenched' (lit. 'asleep'). This phrase I have heard from Gypsies residing near Constantinople. It is taken from the Greeks, who call lexnátron ákoléptov the lamp that is kept burning night and day before the household images. Na sováva, 'I am not sleeping.'

SLIM—sannó.—Compare the Sr. part. sanna, 'shrunk, diminished,' from the verbal root sad, 'to wane, to perish gradually.' Léskeri i ronni isí sanni, 'his wife is slim.'

SLOWLY—parés.—This seems to originate from the Sr. para, whose definitions are exceedingly numerous and varied. I have often heard it used in this sense. As it is an adverb, it supposes an adj. paró, 'slow.' Parés parés, 'slowly;' parés ker, 'work slowly.'

To SNEEZE—chiktáva.—This, like many other similar verbs, is a compound, made up of chik, 'a sneeze,' and dáva, 'I give.' Compare Sr. chhikká, chhikkana, 'sneezing.' The verb dáva, 'I give,' is frequently joined to nouns. Some of these are never used in their simple form, and are extremely rare, even in the mouth of other Gypsies. An example of the usage of the simple and compound verb we have in topáva, 'to strike,' which is also frequently used in the compound form, tap dáva, 'I give a stroke, I strike.' Aor. chiktinióm, from dinióm, aor. of dáva.

SNOW—ív, bie; Bor., bifi, give.—From the Sr. himá, 'snow,' is derived our xíw, xíma, Lat. hiems, Slav. zíma, 'winter.' ív is a regular formation; k is dropped, and m changed to v (see Section IV).

SOIL—poshik.—This is one of many terms which, in want of a better definition, I refer conjecturally to the root push, 'to cherish or nurture, to rear or bring up.' This definition might have been given to the soil, as the ultimate source of nutrition.

SON-IN-LAW—jamutró.—The Sr. possesses two cognate terms, with which this word closely coincides: ýamátrí and ýamátrí, 'a daughter's husband.'

To SPEAK—vrakeráva.—A compound verb, vra and keráva, 'to make.' Bhran, bran, and vran, are cognate Sr. verbs, signifying 'to sound,' but I prefer as the origin of this Gypsy verb the root brá, 'to speak, to say,' which is to be met with in many European languages. The

**SHOOT (of a vine)—vicha.**—This is a Bulgarian word, coming from Slav. *vich*, ‘a twig, a switch.’ It is not a very common word. The Greeks also say *bitra*, but more commonly *bogías*, from the Italian *verga*, Lat. *virga*. *E manuklēri vicha*, ‘the shoot of the stump.’

**SHOULDER—vikó, pikó.**—Of origin unknown to me.

**To shut—bandáva.**—This is the well known Sr. root *bandh*, ‘to bind, to tie,’ which corresponds with many terms in the cognate languages: Pers. *bend*, ‘a bond,’ *bend kerden*, ‘to bind;’ Germ. *binden, band*; Fr. *bande*; Eng. *band, to bind, bondage, bonds*, etc. Among the Gypsies this verb has the signification also of ‘tying,’ as both are intimately related: thus, *band a vutár, ‘shut the door;’ bandéla pí kori, ‘he ties his neck’ (i.e. ‘his neck-kerchief’); *bandáva mi kori, ‘I tie my neck-kerchief;’ *bandoipé, ‘band;’ bandoipé me móste, ‘a band to my mouth.’ Aor. *bandlióm*, ‘I have shut, or tied;’ *bandlióm mo grast, ‘I have tied my horse.’

**Sieve—tošetó.**—A common word, borrowed from the Bulgarians, who pronounce it *riseto*.

**To sigh—acharává.**—This word I have not been able to refer to any corresponding Sr. term. It means ‘to groan, to lament, to sigh deeply.’ Aor. *acharghióm* and *akiarghióm*. *Sará divés acharéla, ‘all day (long) he sighs.*

**Silver—rup;** Bor., *paquilí, plubí, pomi.*—This term is evidently from the Sr. *rúpya*, ‘worked silver, silver and gold.’ Our common word *ásvímos*, used now for *ávyýos*, ‘silver,’ which some regard as derived from *ávyá*, ‘a stamp, a sign,’ is cognate with the Pers. *sim*, ‘silver,’ and ‘silver coin.’ The reader must not confound *rup* with the common Turk. *rub*, derived from the Arabic *rub‘*, ‘fourth.’ The three forms of Borrow I do not know how to explain. The second, however, may be the Sp. *plomo, ‘lead,’* which Borrow may have written by mistake. I do not agree with him as to its derivation from *rupi.* The Sr. word has given name to the common Hindu coin of the present day, commonly written ‘rupee.’ *Rupovanó, ‘made of silver, argenteus.’* No doubt, also, the Russian *ruble* has an intimate connection with this Sr. term.

**Similar. Like—sar.**—*manish sar chor, ‘man (is) like grass;’ sar latúli (Gr. *loukóðrō, ‘flower’) e puvíačeri, ‘like the flower of the earth;’ sar tut, ‘like thee;’ sar lubni, ‘like a strumpet.’

**Song—ghili.**—

**To sing—ghiliáva, ghilirováva;** Bor., *guillabar.*—The Sr. root *grī* is ‘to sound, to speak, to sing;’ from it comes *gir, ‘a song.’* Ghiliáva is derived from this root, by the commutation of *r* for *l*, in accordance with all the Gypsy verbs derived from Sr. verbal roots ending in *ri* or *rī.* Borrow’s term corresponds with the one used in Turkey. He has another in his vocabulary, *lablear, ‘cantar, hablar,’* which he refers to the Sr. *lap, ‘to speak, to utter.’ It appears to me to be connected rather with the Sp. *hablar, ‘to speak.’* Ghilirováva is in the middle voice, formed from *ghiló, ‘song,’* and the usual *aváca.*

These terms are extremely common among all the Gypsies of Turkey, and particularly among their women, who gain their livelihood by roaming in the streets, and singing every kind of lascivious and
written *dikháva*, and *dikáva*, *diáva*. In fact, the aspirate *h* is so gentle as to be scarcely heard. This pronunciation of the guttural *k*, or rather its mutation into a soft aspirate, cannot be attributed to any local usage of the Gypsies, acquired from the natives, as it is prevalent only in the Asiatic provinces of Turkey, in the west of Asia Minor. *Dikiníó*, *he appeared*; *dikióla*, *it appears*; *dúi manushé diklióm*, *two men I saw*; *te na dikáv*, *that I may not see*; *dikliómla yek diévés*, *I saw her one day*; *dikáva léskere chavén*, *I see his children*.

**To sell**—see to buy.

**Serpent**—*sapp*.—The Sr. *sarpa*, *a snake, a serpent,* from the root *srip*, *to glide, to creep.* The Gypsies have assimilated the *r* to the following *p*, as in many other like cases (see Section IV). The term is extremely common in all the cognate dialects of the Sr.: compare Lat. *serpens*, It. *serpe*, Fr. *serpent*, Gr. *ἐρύγης* and *ἐρύς*, by the aspiration of the initial *s*, so common among the Greeks. *Ogyios* is probably derived from Sr. *ahi*, *a snake,* by the commutation of the aspirates (Bopp).

**To sew**—*diáva*.

**Needle**—*diáv*; Bor., *jutia*.—Both these terms have a common origin, from the Sr. root *súyá, siv*, *to sew,* Lat. *suere*, Slav. *shiyu*. Compare also Sr. *stúch*, *needle,* from a cognate root *stúch*, *to sew.*

**To shave**—*muntáva*; Bor., *palabear*.—The origin of this word is very clear; it comes from the Sr. root *mund*, *to grind, to cut the hair, to shave.* Its derivatives have all a similar meaning: as *múndaku*, *a barber;* *múndana*, *the act of shaving.* Borrow’s term, *palabear*, is derived from *palyula* in his vocabulary. This is the Sr. *palyul*, *to eat, to purify.* But the word appears to me of Spanish origin.

**Sheep**—*bakró, bakrichó*; Br., *bakroo*; Bor., *bracuní, bacria*.—I have placed here Borrow’s second term, although he defines it *a goat:* it appears to be a word of the same origin. The Hindus call the goat *bukka*. Compare also Germ. *bock*, Eng. *buck*, Fr. *bouc*. *Bakri*, *ewe;* *bakrichó*, *lamb,* dim. form, instead of *bakroró*. *Allé bakré, sheep have come;* *terélá skelé bakré*, *he has (owns) a hundred sheep.*

**Ship**—*beró;* Br., *ghamee;* Bor., *bero, berdo*.—*Beró* seems to be naturally related to the root *bkri*, *to uphold, to support, to cherish.* Borrow’s *berdó* I refer to another cognate word, *bhartri*, *a supporter, a holder.* This derivation is corroborated by *vordón* or *bordón*, *a carriage,* which is referable to the same word. Mr. Brown’s *ghamee* is the Turk. *gemi*, *a vessel, a ship.* *Beréskoro, a seaman,* *vaytég,* Turk. *gemichi.*

**Shoe**—*triák*.—I have nothing satisfactory to propose for the derivation of this singular term, which does not resemble any of the words usually applied by the people of these countries to shoes. The Mod. Gr. *papoukía* is from the Pers. *papush* and *pabuj*, *shoes;* *fízafózía* is from the Turk. *charúk*, *shoes formed of a piece of thick leather, fastened to the foot by strong thongs of the same material,* worn by farmers and shepherds. Plur. *triaká* and *triakhá: lákoro pral kerélá triakhá,* *her brother makes shoes.*

---

* Armenian *zeral, *to creep.*—Ta.
most of the middle verbs of the Gypsy idiom, it has become chario-
vára, and, by the commutation of the liquids, chaliováva. These
words literally mean ‘I have grazed.’ Ta kháva khandi chatiováva,
‘and though I eat little, I am sated;’ chaliovéla, ‘he is satiated.’

To say—benéva, penéva; Bor., penar.—There are two Sr. verbal roots
to which this verb may be referred: bhan, ‘to say, to speak,’ and pen,
‘to praise;’ the former of them is much the more likely to be the origin-
al of the Gypsy term. The 3d pers. of the present, benéna, is used
frequently as an impersonal: ‘it is said, they say;’ Gr. lýon, lýnai.
Benéna kí o takár kamuló, ‘they say that the king has died;’ so
kaména te pené mánghé? ‘what dost thou wish to say to me?’ na
penéna chackipés, ‘they do not speak the truth;’ na penghiónes, ‘I
did not say it;’ ma pén, ‘do not say’ (i. e. ‘speak’); penghiom yau-
rèske t’ avén, ‘I told the others to come.’ This term is generally
pronounced benéva, very rarely penéva.

To scratch—khanjojáva, khandiojáva.—This verb can be referred to
the Sr. kandú, ‘itching, scratching.’ It is in the middle voice, and
means ‘I scratch myself.’ The neuter is khanjáva, ‘I scratch.’ By
some Gypsies the word is pronounced khandojáva, approaching
nearer to the Sr. form. The change of k into kh is common.

Scythér—túrkia.—This term appears to belong to the Wallachians,
from whom the Gypsies have borrowed it. As the language spoken
in Wallachia and Moldavia is a corrupted Latin, springing from the
language of the Roman legions settled in those parts by the Roman
emperors, fals, ‘a sickle,’ may have given origin to this term, with
commutation of the liquids. Compare also Pers. eravák, ‘falk foenaria.’
The Latin origin appears to me the more probable. Some Gypsies,
instead of this word, use kosa, the Bulgarian word for ‘scythe.’

Sea—deryá, márá; Br., daráv; Bor., loria.—This is a Persian term,
derya and deryah, very usual also among the Turks. It signifies ‘a
sea,’ and at times ‘a river,’ or ‘any great collection of water.’ By
the change of d into l has been formed Borrow’s word. My second
term, márá, I have repeatedly heard from Moslem Gypsies. It is the
Sr. véri, ‘water,’ Slav. môre, Lat. mare. Though derya is usual among
the Turks, it is never to be heard except in a high flown style, very
rarely in conversation; and certainly it can never have come to the
ears of the rude Gypsy, who hears only the usual term of the people,
deniz, ‘sea.’ Mára may have been learned from the Slavonic nations,
and the Bulgarians particularly, who still make use of it: môre, ‘sea.’

Secretly—chorjál.—Formed from chor, ‘a thief, a robber,’ and in the
ablative form, like many other adverbs. Secresy and robbery are
always intimately united: compare nesýnovos, nesýnovos, Mod. Gr.
nesýnáta, ‘secretly;’ Fr. furtivement. Chorjál diniónes, ‘I struck
him secretly.’

To see—dikáva, dikháva; Bor., dicar, diar.—I know of no Sr. verb to
which this term may be so reasonably referred as to dhrík, ‘to see, to
behold,’ Gr. dhróxow. We have had occasion to notice in many in-
stances the omission of an r, and the conversion of the Sr. sibilant ğ
into the guttural k. The second form of Borrow, diar, resembles the
pronunciation of many Turkish Gypsies, who give the word as though
more uncultivated of the people to strike off all those prepositions which vary the primary signification of the verb. The same remark is also applicable to the Bulgarians, as regards their mother Slavonic.

**Ring, finger-ring—ungruti, ungrustri.**—The form is Persian, though it has been borrowed from the Sr. anguri or anguli, 'a finger, a toe;'

angushta, 'the thumb:' Pers. engiusht, 'finger;' engiushter and engi-

uhteri, 'finger-ring.'

**Ripe—mulunót.**

To ripen, to become ripe—mulanokeráva.—Of doubtful etymology.

**River—len;** Bor., len.*—This is one of many Gypsy words whose deri-

vation, at first sight, is not so palpable as that of many others. But

it may plausibly be referred to the Sr. root lı or ri, 'to dissolve, to

flow.' Bashé to len, 'near the river;' sigó len, 'a swift river.'

**Road—drom;** Bor., dron, drun.—Some light may be thrown on the deri-

vation of this word by the Gr. δρόμω; δρόμος, 'a road.' This Gr.

term has its origin from the Sr. dram, 'to go, to move;' and probably

the same Sr. root has given origin to these Gypsy words. Buglo

drom, 'a wide road.'

**Rod—rubí.**—Applied to represent the common Gr. ὑμβόλος, dim. of

ὑμβός; 'a rod,' and denoting something larger and stouter than the

ran, 'switch, cane.' Of its origin I know nothing.

**Root—korín.**—A Bulgarian word, very common among the Gypsies:

Bulg. kóren, 'root;' Slav. kóren, 'root.' E rukéskoro korín, 'the root

of the tree.' This term is by some Gypsies used for the 'bark,' cor-

responding to the Slav. korá, 'bark;' Gr. φλώς. 

**Rope—shéló.**—Compare Sr. gúlla, 'a cord, a rope, a string,' and its

cognate culva, of the same signification.

**Russian—moskovíz.**—The ordinary term used by the Turks, moskov, 'a

Russian;' Gr. μοσχοφίς. The Greeks also often call them ὑφαντος.

**S.**

**Sack—kísí.**—Probably the Turkish kisést, 'sack, bag.'

**Saddle—zen.**—A Persian word, zen, 'a saddle,' often written zen-i-asx,

'saddle of the horse.' This term, as used by the Gypsies, is properly

'a saddle upon which a person can ride;' for 'a pack-saddle,' they

have adopted the Turkish semser, as have the Greeks, σαμάς. Chor-

ghiá tumarké kheréskoro i zen, 'they have stolen your ass's saddle.'

**Salt—lon;** Bor., lon.—These two identical words I refer to the Sr.

lavana, 'salt, mineral and marine.' Hence, as with us, it signifies

'salted, well seasoned or flavored, any fluid containing salt.'

**To salt—londaráva.**—From the above lon. It is a transitive verb.

Londaryóniós, 'I have salted.'

To be salted—chafováva. A compound verb, formed of chał and

advá. Chał appears to me to be the verb char, 'to go, to graze,'

which I have had occasion to explain in speaking of to graze. As

char by the Gypsies is used for 'grass,' and for 'the grazing of ani-

mals,' it came very naturally to correspond, in course of time, to the

zőrnič and zótrál of the Greeks. United to the usual advá, like

* "Lon, 'ruisseau.'" Vaillant, p. 364.
the Gr. ἤδω, ἤδος, and Slav. woda, 'water.' The Latin unda has preserved the n of the root. The Gypsies have cut off the initial syllable of the Sr. root. Kamáva te del, 'I wish it would rain'; but déla avdivés, 'it rains much today.'

Rain—brishindó, burshin; Bor., brijindel.—Comp. Sr. prish, 'to sprinkle, to pour out water;' also erish, 'to sprinkle, to pour out, to rain.' In the Gypsy, b has taken the place of the Sr. initial. Borrow explains brijindel by the Sr. purana (purana), which, though meaning sometimes 'rain,' is generally used for 'perfection, a work well wrought out,' etc. But brishindó, 'much rain.' Burshin is less frequently used.

Raisin—porik, porikin.—The same confusion exists among the Gypsies as to the designation of this word as among the Greeks, from whom undoubtedly the Gypsies have borrowed it. Οἶνος, in ancient Greek, designated that time of the year in which fruit ripened, from July to November; ἐπωρικός, 'autumnal' and 'matured;' ἐπωρικῶν and ἐπωρικῶν we now call the fruits themselves, applying the term particularly to esculent fruits growing on trees, and these trees, formerly called ἐξελα κάρπῳ, we now call ἑξοκαρπία, in order to distinguish them from trees giving no fruit. Πορικόν is a very vague term, and the Gypsies very rarely can agree to what fruit or particular tree the word porikin should be applied. I have heard it applied to plums, to plum-trees themselves, and very often to raisins and figs. Porikin is similar in formation to kilavin, 'plum-tree,' and ambrolin, 'pear-tree.'

Red—loló; Bor., lolo, lote.—Compare Sr. lohita, 'red, reddish, blood.' The Gypsies have preserved the first syllable, which they have doubled. Borrow defines the word in his vocabulary 'tomato,' the well known vegetable called by us toma. The rejection of whole syllables is common in many languages.

To rejoice—losháníováva.—A verb in the middle voice, composed of loshanó, 'rejoicing;' ἔφωρονες, and aváva. It is a very common verb among the Gypsies. I refer it to Sr. luhš, 'to adorn, to decorate.' This verb I have never heard excepting in the middle form. Loshanóipé, 'joy.'

To rest—acháva.—This I refer to the Sr. root ach, 'to go to or towards, to worship.' Ach deviléa, 'rest thou with God,' addressed to persons departing; acharó ist, 'he has remained.'

To revile—kusháva.—This may be connected with the Sr. kúca, 'wicked, depraved, mad, inebriate,'* resembling the Gr. κακός, which has given origin to κακίον, 'to revile one as a bad man.' Ma kush, 'do not revile.'

Rich—baravaló.—This may be referred to Sr. prabala, 'strong, powerful.' Iši kilavó, ta but baravaló, 'he is fat, and very rich.'

To ridicule—prasáva.—This is a compound term, composed of the prep. pr and hás, which we have defined: see to laugh. It is rare in the Gypsy language to meet with verbs united to prepositions. Even in modern Greek there has always been a tendency among the

* Armenian kush, 'bad, wicked.'—Tu.
PREGNANT—kamni; Br., kamnee; Bor., cambri.—Related to the Sr. garbhini, “a pregnant woman,” from garbha, “an embryo, a child.” Terela chavén? no, tsi kamni, “has she children? no, she is pregnant.”

PRIEST—rashái; Bor., erojay, erojay.—Borrow defines these terms “fríar, frayle” (Span.). By the Gypsies of Turkey the name is given to the ordinary priests in the churches, and is an equivalent of the ναπᾶς of their coreligionists the Greeks. They often also apply the term to the διδασκαλος of the Greeks, following in this respect the usages of the Christian inhabitants of Turkey, among whom, till a few years ago, the priest was always the teacher (διδασκαλος) of the village, and was called indiscriminately by the inhabitants both “priest” and “teacher,” ναπᾶς and διδασκαλος. I am not aware of any word among the Gypsies for the order of monks as distinct from this denomination of rasháí. Rashani, “the wife of the rasháí.” As priests are frequently married in the villages, the term of course is given to the priest’s wife; Gr. ναπᾶδια.

No Sanskrit term can have given origin to this word but rishi, “a saint, a sanctified personage;” and I accept it, on account of the similarity of sound, and of the idea of sanctity attached to the term both by Hindus and Gypsies.

PROP—pikaló.—A long stick, used in loading pack-horses; it supports the weight of one side before the other is loaded.

PUDENDUM VIRILE—kar.—I know of no satisfactory derivation of this term, which however appears to me of Hindu origin.

PUDENDUM MULIEBRE—minch.—This term does not appear connected with the Sr. madana. It appears to be related to terms such as mingo, buxyo, miguw; this latter often implying carnal connection. Compare Sr. míc, “to mix, to mingle,” mih, “to sprinkle, effundere, præsertim mingere.” It is proper here to remark that in all languages such terms have usually been difficult of derivation, owing to the indelicacy of the subject, and because they have been altered and distorted according to the unchecked inclination of the most vulgar of the people.

Q.

QUICK, QUICKLY—sigó; Bor., singo.*—This term may be referred to the Sr. súnga, “meeting, encountering, joining, uniting,” if it does not rather come from sighra, “swift, quick.” It is used at times for “often.” Dikésates sigó, “dost thou see him often?” sigó ker, “a quick ass;” sigó sigó, “very quickly.”

R.

IT RAINS—dèla.—This term is the 3d pers. sing. of the pres. tense. It is difficult to find a Gypsy who can give the first person of the verb. According to the formation of the Gypsy verb, which I shall explain in Section V, dèla is the 3d pers. sing. pres., dèsa, 2d pers., dàwa, 1st pers., “I rain.” Dàwa I refer to the Sr. und or ud, “to wet, to moisten, to be or become wet.” From this verb comes uda, “water;” compare

Pity—bezh. This is a Persian word, bezu, 'crimen, peccatum, injuria, violentia' (Vullers, Lex. Pers.). It is used by the Gypsies as the Greeks use their ἴθιμα, 'pity, commiseration.' Bezhé chorénghe, 'pity to the poor;' Gr. ἴθιμα οἰς τοῖς πόνοις: i.e. 'the poor are to be pitied.' The plural, bezéha, is very rarely to be heard.

Place—tan. From the root sthá, 'to stand,' Gr. στένει, Lat. sto, sisto, comes the noun sthána, which is so frequent in the Persian language, as stán: compare gulistan, 'a place of roses;' hindistan, 'the place of the Hindus,' etc. It is natural that a term so common in so many languages should have left traces of its existence in the Gypsy language. Among the Gypsies it has precisely the same signification as among the Hindus. Kamajáv me tanéste, 'I shall go to my (native) place;' so pené na to tan? 'what do they call thy place?' In this sense tan is more generally used than gáv, 'village.' Peryulikanó tan, 'a foreign place (land).'

Plate—charó. I refer this term to charú, from the root char, 'to eat,' signifying 'an oblation of rice, barley, and pulse, boiled with butter and milk for presentation to the gods or manes; and the vessel in which such an oblation is prepared.' The word charó is now used for plates of wood, metal, or clay, in which the Gypsies eat, but more commonly an ordinary plate of red clay, in which poor people take their food. Plur. charé: aklé tanéste kerén charé, 'in that place they make plates;' khor charé, 'deep plates;' charéskoro, 'a plate-maker.'

To play (on instruments of music)—keláva, gheláva.—This I refer to the Sr. kal, 'to sound, to throw or cast:' kalátá, from this root, is 'melody, music.' The consonant k is often changed to gh.

Plum—kiláv.—

Plum-tree—kilavin.—The origin of these terms is to me unknown. Plur. kilavá, 'plums.'

Pomegranate—daráv.—

Pomegranate-tree—daravin; Bor., meligrana.—This word appears to be connected with the Sr. dárava, 'wooden, made of wood.' Lat. lignéus, from the word dárus, 'wood, timber.' Borrow's meligrana is connected with the Itul. melagranata and the Spanish granada.

Poor—choró. Connected with the Sr. chiwára, 'the tattered dress of a Baudhia mendicant, or of any mendicant.' Bopp defines it "vestis pannovus." It may be connected also with another Sr. term, chiwó, 'a rag, an old and torn cloth.' So komakeré e choró? 'what will the poor do?' choripé, 'poverty;' but chitáva choripé, 'I suffer (lit. 'I draw') much poverty;' me choriakeri, 'of me the poor (woman).'

The word is applied to a poor man and to professional beggars by the Gypsies here in Turkey. Fem. chorí; dim. choróre, 'a beggar boy.' Choró I have heard used for 'an orphan.'

To praise—ashardáva. This transitive verb I refer to the Sr. root arch, 'to worship, to honor or treat with respect, to praise.' P. ass. ashardámman, 'I praise myself;' inávoýas; ashardhiómman, 'I have praised myself;' so asharéstut, 'why dost thou boast' (lit. 'praise thyself') ashardó, 'praised:' ashardó isóm, 'I am praised.'
Turkey have corrupted the word by adding an r, and changing it at times to l. In Spain they have cut off the final syllable, or, more properly, it is changed to an i, and blended with the foregoing one: compare Sr. mukha, Gypsy nui. Compare Slav. list, 'leaf, page.' This term is also used in the sense of 'epistle': picharíva lit, 'I send a letter.'

Partner—amál.—A Persian word, hemal, 'companion,' Mod. Greek συντροφός. Though used as 'companion' is in English, it is more generally applied to those who work together, as partners in business. Toeghió̂m man amál, 'I have taken a partner.'

To pass—nakáva.—Evidently related to the Sr. naksh, 'to approach, to arrive at.'

Passover—pattrání̂k; Bor., pachandra, ciria.—This is undoubtedly a corruption of the Gr. πάσχα or πασχα, 'Easter.' The word cannot be Bulgarian, as this people have retained unchanged the Gr. term páska. The second word given by Borrow, ciria, may have originated from the Greek κύριος or κυριαξ, 'Sunday,' 'the Lord's day.' The Greeks very frequently call Easter λαώπι, 'glorious, resplendent.'

Pear—ambról.—

Pear-tree—umbrolîn.—This is a Persian word, from emrud, and enbrut, 'a pear,' from which comes the Turkish arı̂md, 'a pear.' Names of trees terminate in in. The reader will see a few other examples in this Vocabulary.

Perspiration—kamlíopí̂, kamniopí̂.—This appears to me to be of pure Sr. origin. I have noted both forms of the word, since they are equally common. Kamitióm, 'I have perspired,' supposes a present kamáva, which, however, I have never heard: for it is used kamló isom, 'I am perspiring,' from kamló, 'perspiring, in perspiration,' and kámnióavá, kamlóvá, from the same and avává.

Piastre—ostaló.—We have met with another word in the Vocabulary, love, 'money,' in use among the Gypsies. This is frequently used for 'piastres' in the plural, as is the Turk. ghhrush in the singular. I know of no clue to the etymology of the term, unless it can be referred to Pers. astar, 'pondus quoddam indefinitum et varians, quum hic decem, illic sex drachmarum cum semisse ponderi acuet. Vox e Gr. ομαρίγ corrupta esse videtur' (Vullers, Lex. Pers.). It does not resemble any of the terms used by the natives here. Plur. astalé: keti astalé téreša te désman, 'how many piastres hast thou to give me' (i.e. 'owest thou')? yek astaló, 'one piastre;' etlá astalé, 'seven piastres.'

To pierce—chinkéráva, chingheráva.—This word signifies 'to perforate, to cut through, to pierce with a sharp sword.' It is a compound verb, made up of chin and keráva, 'to do.' Chin I refer to Sr. chhid, 'to divide, to cut, to split.' Aor. chingherghióm, 'I have pierced, I have wounded.'

Pit—gíava, khar.—The first of these terms can be referred to the Sr. gupti, from gup, 'to hide,' meaning 'hiding, a hole in the ground, a cavern.' As to the other word, khar, I leave to others to say whether it can be referred to khan, 'to dig,' a verb which has given sundry words to the present Gypsy language (see well). Bashé to bahtzés (Turk. bagché, 'garden') ist yek khar, 'near the garden is a pit.'
the other side.' It supposes another term perd, which may be referred to the Sr. parađeça, 'a foreign country,' from which has been elegantly formed the Gr. παράδεισος, Pers. jerdus, and all the cognate terms of the European languages. Perdál tan, 'a place on the farther side.'

Out—avri; Bor., abri.—Probably derived from the Sr. bahis and bahîr, out, outside.' By transposition of letters it becomes avri. Dikáva avri prágmata (πράγματα), 'I see strange things;' avriál, 'from the outside, out of;' avriál to ker nastótar, 'after they departed out of the house;' avrutnó, 'a foreigner,' Gr. ἀνωτέρος: avrutnó manish, 'a foreigner, a stranger, a man not of the Gypsy race.'

Ox—gurûn, guri; Br., ghuree; Bor., gorbì.

Cow—gurumni, gurumni; Br., ghurumnee.—The Sr. go or gâu signifies the ox kind in general;' this is preserved in the Gr. γάύς(τα), Lat. lac, lactis, anciently denoting the milk of the cow. We have also in Sanskrit gauà, gauri,-signifying a buffalo.' This Gypsy term has suffered alterations for which it is difficult now to account. The feminine is pronounced as I have written it. It is regularly formed, by the addition of ni, the common termination of feminine nouns. Kapuchâv lêstâr te kemêla te kinêl gurumni, 'I shall ask him if he wishes to buy a cow;' i gurumni istî mindî, 'the cow is mine;' parvârdi gurumni, 'fat cow.'

P.

Pain—duk;* Bor., duquipen, duqa, dua.—

To be in pain—dukâva.—These terms are from the Sr. duêkham, 'pain, sorrow, affliction.' The first term given by Borrow is formed by the addition to the noun of the suffix pen: he defines it 'grief.' Duk terâva, 'I have pain;' dukelamân, 'it pains me;' dukêna lâmari chuchia, 'her breasts pain.' This verb at times means ‘to be in love:' hence dukhápê, 'love;' dukhâni, 'a mistress;' dukêla m'ôghi, 'my heart loves;' duk e devîs te oghêsa, 'love God with thy heart.'

To paint—makâva.—Possibly from the Sr. maksh, 'to fill, to mix, to combine.' This term is applied by the Gypsies to the painting of houses, the smearing of women's faces with rouge or other colors—a practice extremely common among the young women—the painting of the eyebrows and eyelashes with black, and the like. Makavdo, part., 'painted, besmeared:' mo ker istî makavdo, 'my house is painted;' makavdo pová, 'painted eyebrows;' bimakavdo, 'not painted.'

Pantaloons—dimi, dimish: plur. dimnia and dimia.—Dimia istî bûgîlé, 'the pantaloons are large;' dimialô, 'wearing pantaloons, braccaus;' bidimniaî, 'without pantaloons.'

Paper—lîr, lî; Bor., li.—The Sr. likh means generally 'to write, to draw;' likha, 'one who writes,' or 'what is written;' and hence, 'what is written upon,' as paper, iron or stone tablets, etc. The Gypsies of

* Armenian dukhroîtian, root dukhr. The Armenian language loves to increase the guttural sound, and often changes k, and even k, into the strongly aspirated guttural kh; and, what is more singular, it generally changes the liquid l of foreign languages into the deep guttural ghad or gh; e. g. Սարդար, ghazaros.—Tr.
The Gypsy numerals, when joined to nouns in the accusative case, receive a final *e*; *deshe grastén teráva, ‘I have ten horses;* *shelé bakré teréla, ‘a hundred sheep he has (owns).*

**Nut**—akhór, akór.—

**Nut-tree**—akhorin, akorin.—The Pers. *kerdú* has relation with the Gr. *nágov* and *xágédov, ‘a nut.* The Sr. term to which it may most probably be referred is *akota, ‘the betel-nut-tree’* (Areca suffrut, or catechu). It is here used for the fruit of the great walnut tree (Corylus avellana), so common in every part of Turkey.

**O.**

**Old**—phuró, phurú, puró, furó; Br., poorée; Bor., puró.—This is a pure Sr. word, *pura, ‘former, more ancient.* By the addition of *pe* is formed puripe, ‘old age.’ O *phuró kaméla ta dikéna to phuripe, ‘the old man desires that they should see (i. e. ‘nurse’) him in his old age.* Fem. *puri:* *i romú léškeri isi purí, ‘his wife is old.*

**Old, ancient**—puranó.—From the Sr. adj. *puróna, ‘old, ancient.* Among the Gypsies it has also the signification of *old in age,* like the preceding *puró.* It is frequently to be heard, and is often interchanged with the preceding term.

To grow old—phuriováva.—A compound verb, from phuró, ‘old,’ and aváva: lit. ‘to become old;’ Gr. *φυσάω, Lat. senesco. Te phurídla te dikénales e chavé, ‘when he becomes old, the children should nurse (lit. ‘see’) him.’

**Opposite**—mamúi.—A compound word, from the poss. pronoun ma, mo, ‘my,’ and mui, ‘mouth.’ Similar expressions are common in many languages; compare Pers. *ru-be-ru, ‘opposite,’ lit. ‘face to face;’ Fr. *en face;* It. *in faccia.* Kon isi mamúi mánde? ‘who is opposite me?’ mamúi to gár, ‘opposite the village.’ Mamuyál, ‘from the opposite side,’ is formed like other similar adverbs, by the addition of *al: mamuyál aváva, ‘I come from the opposite side;’ pelióm ma-muyál, ‘I fell on my face.’

**Onion**—purúm.—A very common word among all the Gypsies: plur. *purúm.*

**Other**—yavér; Bor., aver, avél.—This term can be referred to the Sr. *apara, ‘other.’* The *p* has been changed to *v,* and the semivowel prefixed to the initial *a,* as in many other Gypsy words. *Ma ker tíya yavréške, ‘do not thou also to others:’ yavréške, a clipped form of yavréške; e yavréškero romni, ‘and the other’s wife;’ te penás améya e yavréške t’ avéna, ‘that we also may communicate (lit. ‘say’) it to others, in order that they may come;’ diklióm e yavrés, ‘I saw the other (one).’

**Oven**—bov.—This term is applied to the furnace, to lime-kilns, and to the oven for baking bread. Its origin is not clear. *E bovéskero na pekéla mo manró, ‘the baker does not bake my bread;’ e bovéskero na délaman manró, ‘the baker does not give me bread.’

Over the water.—*perdál, predál.—This is used precisely as the Greeks use *néa* and *nékar,* ‘in another place, between which and the speaker there is a sheet of water.’ *Perdál* is in the ablative form of adverbs. It is not solely confined to this signification. *Jáva perdál, ‘I go on*
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Eight—ohtó; Br., ohtó; Bor., ostor, ottojó.—Sr. ashta, 'eight.' Compare Zend ashtan, Pers. hesh, Gr. ὧς, Lat. octo, Germ. acht.

Nine—iniya; Br., inyia; Bor., eña.—Sr. naa, 'nine.' In Greek we have prefixed the vowel e for the sake of euphony, and the Gypsies i.

Ten—desh; Br., desh; Bor., degue.—Sr. daça. The Gypsies of Turkey have preserved the original word better than those of Spain, who approach nearer the languages of Europe; Gr. δέκα, Lat. decem.

Slav. desyat.

Eleven—desh-i-yeke; Bor., esden-y-yeske.

Twelve—desh-i-dui; Bor., esden-y-duiz.

Thirteen—desh-i-tri; Bor., esden-y-trin.

Fourteen—desh-i-ishtar; Bor., esden-y-ostar.

Fifteen—desh-i-panch; Bor., esden-y-panche.

Sixteen—desh-i-shov; Bor., esden-y-jobe.

Seventeen—desh-i-efiá; Bor., esden-y-estar.

Eighteen—desh-i-ohtó; Bor., esden-y-ostor.

Nineteen—desh-i-inia; Bor., esden-y-eshe.

Mr. Brown has omitted the above numbers.

Twenty—bish; Br., bish; Bor., bis.—The form of this number, from the Sr. vincati, resembles the Pers. bist, which preserves the final consonant t.

Thirty—trända; Br., otrenta; Bor., trianda.

Forty—saranda; Br., saranda; Bor., estardi.

Fifty—peninda; Br., paninda; Bor., pancherdi.

Sixty—shovarderi; Br., showar; Bor., joberdi.

Seventy—eftawarderi; Br., eftawardeh; Bor., esteri.

Eighty—oktovarderi; Br., oktovardeh; Bor., ostordi.

Ninety—ininyawarderi; Br., iniyawardesh; Bor., esnerdi.

In Mr. Brown's term for 'sixty,' showar, the final desh has been omitted by mistake.

The first three terms of Mr. Brown and myself, and the first of Borrow, are the common forms of our Modern Greek numbers, used by the common people,† which the Gypsies in passing through or residing here have adopted, while they have rejected the others. The remainder are formed regularly from the numerals with the addition of desh, 'ten.' In my glossary the sh of desh is changed into ri; in Borrow's the final desh is changed into di.

Hundred—shil, shel; Br., shevel; Bor., gres.—The first two are related to the Sr. cata, 'hundred;' the origin of gres is unknown to me.

Two Hundred—du shel.

Three Hundred—tri shél.

Thousand—milin; Bor., milan.—From the Lat. mille. This is foreign to the Sr. sahasra, 'thousand.'†

I have not given the Sr. numerals, as the reader can easily obtain them from the ordinary Sr. grammars.

* Armenian dēsa, and in composition dasēn; as medasaν, megdasaν.—Ta.
† For those unacquainted with the Modern Greek, it may be well to say that these numerals have been modified as follows: τριάνταν, τριάντα; τέσσαράντα, τέσσαρα; πέντε, πέντε; εξάρχα, εξάρχα, etc.
‡ Armenian hasar or hazar, of Sr. origin.—Ta.
Rajas and other native rulers of Hindustan. *E rayéskoro chavó,* ‘the child of the Rái;’ *dikáwa e rayés,* ‘I see the nobleman.’

**Nose—nak; Br., nak; Bor., naqui, pavi.**—The first three of these words are derived from the Sr. *nas,* ‘nose,’ *násiká,* ‘nostril.’ Some Gypsies use the word *rutuni* for ‘nose;’ it is the Gr. *φνώδιον,* dim. of *φνός,* ‘nostril.’ To a great many of them *nak* is unknown. The *pavi* of Borrow is unknown to me.

To nourish—*parvardáva.*—This is the verb of which the word *parvardó,* given above for *rát,* is properly a participle. Perhaps a more plausible etymology than is there proposed for it may be found in the Sr. root *bhri,* ‘to bear, sustain, nourish,’ with the prefix *pari* or *pra*.

Now—*akaná, okáná; Bor., ocaná, ocaná.*—This term, common and well known to all the Gypsies, both in Spain and Turkey, I compare with the Sr. *akshána,* ‘time;’ the Sr. *ksh* being constantly changed by the Gypsies to *k.* There is another cognate Sr. term, *kshána,* ‘a moment.’ By the prefixion of an *a,* as in *audívés,* ‘this day, to-day,’ the word would signify ‘this moment,’ resembling the Gr. *t’oqá,* ‘this hour, now.’

**Numbers.—**

one—*yek; Br., yak; Bor., icque, iesque, ies.*—From the Sr. *eka,* ‘one.’

The Pers. has the same form, in *yek,* ‘one.’ In the Greek, the word *eka* is to be found in *etáreos,* a comparative form of *eka,* Sr. *ekatara* —*etároς,* *etástóre.*

two—*duí; * Br., duj; Bor., dui.*—From Sr. *dui,* ‘two,’ with which correspond the synonymous arithmetical terms of Europe, as Pers. *du,* Gr. *duo,* Lat. *duo.*

three—*tri, trin; Br., triu; Bor., trin.*—From the Sr. *tri,* ‘three.’ *Trin* is the Sr. neuter *trini.* Both these terms are used. The Pali has *tinni,* ‘three’ (Essai sur le Pali, p. 92).

four—*ishtár; Br., ushtár; Bor., estar.*—The Sr. *chatur* is here changed more than the preceding terms.

five—*panch; Br., pandji; Bor., panche.*—Sr. *pancha,* ‘five.’ This Gypsy word is nearer the original than the corresponding term of any other language, and in Spain and Turkey it has been preserved almost unchanged.

six—*shov; Br., sho; Bor., job.*—Sr. *shash,* ‘six.’ The Greek has laid aside the initial *sh,* the Latin has preserved it: *śx,* *sex,* ‘six.’ Slav. *sesht.*

seven—*eftá; Br., efta; Bor., efta.*—From the Sr. *sapta,* ‘seven.’ Here also the Greek has laid aside the initial *s* of the Sr. At first sight one would think this word to be our *kara,* commonly pronounced *kara.* So too the Persian *heft.* The *eftá* of the Gypsies presents the natural change of *p* into *f,* to euphonize with *t,* a change daily heard among us, as vulgar rather than classical, but regular among the Persians. The ancient Greeks made a similar change, saying *ἐβούμως,* *ἐπούμωντα,* instead of *ἐπούμως,* *ἐπούμενον* (Bopp). Compare Zend *haptan,* ‘seven,’ changing the initial *s* to *h,* whence the Pers. *heft,* as above.

* *Dái, ‘deux’* Vaillant, p. 379.
† *The Armenian has *ved,* and, in combination, *vesh:* as *veshdasan,* ‘sixteen.’—Tr.
Novellus from novus. Ternoró will be explained under young man. Nevó ker, 'new house'; nevó gau, 'new village'; nevé yismata, 'new clothes.'

Night—rat, ratti, aratti; Br., rakilo; Bor., rachi.—The Gr. ρέη, Lat. nox, Slav. nošť, correspond with Sr. naktá, 'night.' These terms have left no traces in the Gypsy language, which has preserved the more usual Sr. rătrī, 'night.' By the assimilation of r to t, so common in modern languages, it has become rat, 'night,' and ratti, 'in the night-time,' Lat. nocte. Mr. Brown's rakilo is the 3d pers. aor. passive, 'it is getting dark.' Ratti seems to be a remnant of a locative case. This term is sometimes pronounced with an initial a, aratti. This initial a is less common here than among the Gypsies of Spain. Yek rat, 'one night;' yekpasharát, 'midnight;' saró rat, 'every night.'

No one—kayék jenó.—This term, extremely common among the Gypsies, is composed of two words, the relation of which to the Sanskrit is extremely evident. The latter word is never used alone. Kayék seems to be the Sr. ekáika, 'singly, one by one,' from eka, 'one,' repeated. Like the Gr. xáveis, from xáv eis, 'no one,' so likewise this word among the Gypsies is at times affirmative, and at times negative. Negat.—kayék jenó na janélá man, 'no one knows me;' násti dulavéna (Gr. douleia, 'to work') kayék jenó, 'no one can work.' Affirm.—te kammóvel kayék jenó lachési, 'for one to perspire is a good thing.' Kayék alone signifies 'no one;' Fr. aucun, personne: kayéke, 'to no one.' kayéke manushe, 'to no man,' Gr. éis xávéna úrýwov; kánelvé te yek lav, ta na penéisles káyeske, 'I will tell thee a word, but thou shouldst not tell it to any one.' This term, in receiving the particle ke, is pronounced kayékake and kayékke; the latter is the proper mode. Kayék is joined to other terms: as kayék far, 'sometimes, never;' po kayék far, 'oftentimes.' Jenó is evidently the Sr. jana, 'man,' individually or collectively, 'mankind,' from the root jan, 'to be born;' compare Pers. jins, Lat. genus, Gr. génos, etc. I have never heard it used except in connection with kayék.

Nobleman—rái.—The peculiar circumstances in which the Gypsies are placed in these countries have made all foreign words of this category of little use to them. The common terms among them for persons ennobled, either by wealth, education, or political authority, are pure Turkish. Even the lowest order of the Greeks rarely use any but the Turkish terms, as agha, efendi, pasha, and the like. Eòvérís, sénárís, etc., are totally unknown to them. I once asked an illiterate Bulgarian, what 'famous' meant in their language. He gave me the word chorbódji, i.e. 'the magistrate of a small rural district.' The Gypsies, however, have retained this word rái, referable to the Sr. ráyan, 'a king, a monarch, a prince.' It is applied particularly to those persons of their clan who are set over them by the local Turkish authorities, as collectors of the capititation-tax and other duties due to the government. It is also given to the head men of their corporations. Those foreign to their tribe are called by their usual Turkish titles. This term is not known to all. The wife of the rái is called ráni, Sr. răjéni, so common to this day for the wives of
Needle—See to sew.

Negation—na, nanáí, nasti, ma; Br., nee; Bor., na, nanáí, nasti, ne.—There are few words in all the range of the Gypsy language so clear and well defined as these terms. Na is the Sr. na, a particle of negation. Na, in Gypsy colloquial usage, is employed principally with verbs: as na janáva, 'I do not know;' na kamáva, 'I do not wish;' na isámas oté, 'I was not here;' na pakháva, 'I do not believe;' na dikhéliomés, 'I did not see him;' náí, isí tinó, 'no, it is thine.' They never say nanáí dikhéliomés, or nanáí janáva. In the subjunctive, na is inserted between te and the verb: as te na dikáv, 'that I may not see;' te na jav, 'that I may not go;' te na khél, 'that he may not eat.' It is to be observed in adjectives: as naisval, 'invalid;' naisukár, 'not handsome;' namporemé, 'sick.' Nanáí is properly used to express negation joined to the third person of the auxiliary verb isón, 'I am,' which is always understood: it means properly 'it is not.' It has evidently taken the place of the following nasti, which by the Gypsies is applied to other usages. Nanáí is a reduplication of na. Nanáí mindó, 'it is not mine;' nanáí lachó, 'it is not good;' nanáí but phuró, 'he is not very old;' ta na kamniovél nanáí lachés, 'not to perspire is not well;' nanáí palvál, 'there is no wind;' nanáí khohaimpé, 'it is not a lie.' Nastí is evidently the Sr. nasti, 'it is not,' from na and asti, the 3d pers. sing. of the verb as, 'to be,' Gr. brói. The Persian has a similar phrase, níst, composed of the neg. ne and est, 'is.' So also the Slav. niest, 'non est,' used in this form. Nastí is defined by Wilson 'non-existence, not so, it is not.' The Gypsies, however, have given this definition to nanáí, and have reserved nasti to express impossibility or difficulty. Having lost all traces of its proper signification, it is now applied by them to all persons indistinctly, and to all numbers, whilst the similar phrase in Persian retains its proper signification. Nastí astarghiomés, 'I could not seize him;' nastí kerátvales, 'I cannot do it;' amén nasti krásales, 'we cannot do it;' nastí sováva, 'I cannot sleep;' nastí piráva, 'I cannot walk'—and in a similar manner with all the persons and tenses of a verb. It is never used except with verbs, and the inflection of the verb itself shows the person speaking. Ma is a particle which, like the Gr. µης, is always prefixed to the imperative. It is the Sr. mā, a prohibitive and negative particle, chiefly prefixed to verbs in the imp. mood: as mā kuru, 'do not do.' With the Gypsies, though heard sometimes alone, as the modern Gr. µή, 'don't,' it supposes a verb which by the speaker is not uttered. Ma ker táya, 'do thou not also;' ma déman armán, 'do not curse me;' ma kush, 'do not revile;' ma svokér, 'do not talk;' ma ja, 'do not go;' ma dik, 'do not look;' ma sun, 'do not hear;' ma kha, 'do not eat;' ma le, 'do not take;' ma pi, 'do not drink.' With the exception of this negative particle, there is a striking similarity between mine and Borrow's terms.

New—nevó; Bor., nebo, nebél, ternoró.—With the exception of ternoró, all these words are from the Sr. adj. nava, with which correspond the Gr. νέος, Lat. novus, Slav. nov'ie, 'new, young,' and many other similar words in the present spoken languages of Europe. Nebél of Borrow has been formed from the primitive Sr. in a way similar to the Lat.
tion of meaning of the word. *Isi ko drom but chiká,* 'there is in the road much mud.'

To murder—*murdaráva.*—We have often had occasion to refer to the Sr. root *mrti,* 'to die,' whence comes this transitive, precisely as the Germ. *morden,* Eng. *murder,* Fr. *meurtre.* *Murdaráva tut,* 'I murder thee,' a common expression in the mouth of a person intending to strike another; *murdarghiomlo,* 'I have murdered him;' aor. *ápápalá murdarghiálos,* 'afterwards he murdered him.' This verb is used also of the killing of animals. When applied to fire, it signifies 'to quench:' *murdaráva i yak,* 'I quench the fire;' *murdár i yak,* 'quench the fire.'

Musket—*pudínó;* Bor., *púsca.*—Both these terms are Slavonic, from the verb *pushláyu,* 'to send, to throw out, emitte.' I have spoken to many Gypsies about the word *púsca,* which they constantly avoid, as foreign to their idiom. *Púsca* is known only to the Bulgarians, who use it in common with the Russians. *Mo pudínó isi inglís,* 'my musket (gun) is English.'

N.

*Nail, finger-nail—nái;* Bor., *ungla.*—Borrow's word is from the Latin *ungula,* 'hoof,' from the common *unguis,* 'nail.' The Spanish is *uña.* My own term is from the Sr. *nakha,* 'nail.' Borrow has in his vocabulary another term, *turra,* 'nail,' unknown to me.

*Naked—nangó.*—This is easily referable to the Sr. *nagna,* 'naked.'

*Name—nav;* Bor., *nào.*—There is hardly an Indo-European word that is so general in its occurrence. Compare Zend *námān,* Pers. *nam,* Lat. *nomen,* Gr. *óra,* Goth. *namu,* Slav. *nma,* Bulg. *ime.* The final syllable of *námān* has been changed into a simple *v* by the Gypsies of Turkey, whilst those of Spain have changed the whole syllable into *o.* This change of *m* into *v* we shall have occasion to observe in other words. *E chavéskoro nav,* 'the child's name;' *e pashéskoro náru,* 'the pasha's name.'

*Navel—pol.*—The usual term among the Hindus for 'navel' is *nábhí* or *nábhihá.* It has given birth to Pers. *naf,* Germ. *nabel,* Eng. *navel.* As to this Gypsy word, I am unable to give any satisfactory account of it, unless we suppose that the first syllable *ná* has been thrown off by the Gypsies from the second term *nábhihá.*

*Near—bashé, pashé;* Bor., *sumpacel.*—Concerning the etymology of this term I can form no probable conjecture. *Bashé to len,* 'near the river;' *bashé tute,* 'near thee;' *kaleste bashé dulérésa* (Gr. *dassíco,* 'near whom workest thou?') *bashé to bahtzé* (Turk. *baghche,* 'near the garden;' *bashé mánde, tumênde, lênde,* 'near us, you, them;' *bashál,* 'from near.' *Sumpacel,* Borrow's word, is a phrase common among the Gypsies, formed of *sun,* imperative of *sunáva,* 'to hear,' and *bashál.* It is an order to 'go and be attentive,' lit. *hear from near.' I have frequently heard it. Pott has fallen into the same error as Borrow, in considering it a simple term. *Ja ta sun pashál,* 'go and hear from near.'

---

*A* Armenian *ungunk.*—Ta.

† "Nam, 'nom.'" Vaillant, p. 180.

‡ Arm. *anna.*—Ta.
Moon—chon;* Br., chon; Bor., chimutra, astra.—The derivation of these words is a little obscure, as the difference between the two first and Borrow's is considerable. Mine and Mr. Brown's are derived from the Sr. chandra, 'moon.' The second word of Borrow, astra, is a name given to the moon precisely as we often call the moon ἀστῆρ ἑρμῆς, 'star of night.'

Mother—dái, dé; Br., dy; Bor., day, chinday.—Dy. pronounced dái, is a child's pet term for its mother, as Borrow testifies in his vocabulary, under the word day, remarking that this word, sometimes applied by children to their mother, signifies 'nurse.' Dais is used by the Christian inhabitants of these countries, sometimes for 'father,' mostly however for 'uncle' and 'benefactor.' The derivation of this word is very obscure, and that it has any relation to the common Sr. mātri, 'mother,' does not appear to me probable. It is pronounced dái and tài. Mi dái, 'my mother;' me dairikor, 'my mother's money;' ti tài iši kéréeté, 'thy mother is in the house.'

Mother-in-law—See Father-in-law.

To mount—ukliawa.—This verb may be referred to the Sr. root kram, 'to go, to walk, to step,' with the preposition ut, 'up.' Oktistó, 'mounted:' this term is applied to a young man who has been presented to his future bride, and has gone to her house. The Greeks have the same term, ἀναβασιλεύον, 'gone up,' i. e., to the house of the bride.

Mouse—mishákos, mushó.—Derived evidently from the Sr. músha, múshaka, múshika, 'mouse, rat,' from the root músh, 'to steal.' We find this word in many languages: Gr. μῦς, mouskos; Lat. mus, muris; Slav. mish'; Germ. maus; Eng. mouse.] Ker mushó, 'house-rat:' here the term approaches nearer to the Sr. músha.

Mouth—múi.—Compare the Sr. mukha, 'mouth.' The final guttural kh has been dropped, as in nái, 'nail,' from nakha. From this term múi, by the addition of al, is formed the adverb muiyál or muiyal, 'on the face, in front, from the front.' Pelión muiyál, 'I fell on the face.'

Much—but;* Br., bout; Bor., bus, baribu.—This may possibly be referred to the Sr. puru, 'much.' The common and most usual words in a language are frequently most metamorphosed. But is used as an adjective and an adverb. But manushe, 'many men;' but cẖavé, 'many children;' but romnia, 'many women;' but lové, 'much money;' but dukelaman, 'it pains me much;' but nashéla, 'it goes well;' but laché, 'very well;' but vuchéa, 'very high.' At times it is heard as butú, 'much.'

Mucus of the nose—lim.—This word is extremely common among the Gypsies. I refer it to the Sr. lip, 'to anoint, to smear,' whence limpa, 'smearing, anointing.'

Mud—chik, chiká; Bor., chique.—The only Sr. word to which I am able to refer this term is chikila, 'mud, mire,' from the root chik, 'to obstruct.' Borrow defines chique as 'earth, ground,' a natural transi-

† Armenian moog.—Ta.  
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On the Language of the Gypsies.

wild animals.' Besides the above āmiska, there is another term, mānsa, 'flesh, food,' from which originates Lat. mensa, signifying sometimes 'the table,' and sometimes 'the food upon the table.' To this I refer the Eng. mess, mess-mate. So kerēna? mas biknēna, 'what are they doing? they sell meat;' masēskoro, 'a butcher;' londē masā, 'salted meat;' avdivēs mas khāṣa, 'to-day we eat meat' (not a day of fasting).

Milk—tut, sut; Br., sout; Bor., chuti.—This word Mr. Brown designates as Turkish sud, 'milk.' But the comparison of the three terms gives a better explanation of their etymology. In the definition of breast, we have spoken of the Sr. root chush, 'to suck.' Derived from that root, the present terms signify properly 'what is sucked from the breasts.' I may add that there is no known Turkish word in the vocabulary of Borrow. Gudlō tut, 'sweet milk;' sudrō tut, 'cold milk.'

Mill—vasiāv.—A Persian word, which, like many others derived from that language, has been preserved almost unaltered: asya, 'a millstone,' anciently, and more properly, asyab, or asyav, to which the Gypsies have only added an initial v. All the Persian dictionaries of an older date write the word asyab, and such was probably the pronunciation of the Persians when the Gypsies passed through their country. Ghiv gherghiōm to vasiāv, 'I have carried grain to the mill.'

Miserable—chungulō.—This adjective, applied to persons in distress as an expression of commiseration, corresponds to the Turk. savāl and the Gr. κακόμοιος. It is extremely common among the Gypsies. Fem. chungali. Though apparently of Hindu origin, I have not been able to refer it to any Sr. word. Chungali rakti, 'the miserable daughter.'

Money—lovē.—This term is mostly used by the Gypsies in the plural number: lovē, 'money' in general. They make use, like the natives, of para, and ghrush, the Turk. piastre. Me lovē linē, 'my money they have taken;' keti lovēn diniān? 'how much money hadst thou given?' linian te lovēn? 'hadst thou taken thy money?' keti lovēn terēla? 'how much money has he?' or, 'how much is he worth?'

Month—chon, masek; Bor., chona.—We shall speak of chon in speaking of moon. The Gypsies, like many other nations, use the same word for 'moon' and 'month.' Compare Gr. μήν, anc. 'the moon, the half moon;' μήλ, 'month;' Lat. mensis. Chon is used by the Moslem Gypsies, imitating their coreligionists the Turks, who say ay, 'moon, month.' Masek, the second term, is from the Sr. māsika, 'monthly, relating or belonging to a month;' it is in very common use among the Christian Gypsies. Compare Slav. miesiach, 'a month.' In this word appears plainly the tendency of the Gypsies to make use of adjective forms, instead of substantive. Similar examples we see in mouse, well, etc. Ketı masekēngoro isi? 'of how many months is she' (i. e. 'pregnant!') yek masekēstar nāpātal, 'after a month.'
never hear any other language, Turkish or Greek, but the most vulgar
and corrupted, for they are debarred from polite society, which they
themselves also avoid. *Keráva nevó kér,* 'I am making a new house;'
lak és kamkerén, 'they will do well,' pronounced by others kamkerén,
or kakerén (see Section V); *so keréna te chavez?* 'what are doing thy
children' (i. e. 'how are thy children?') *só te keráv?* 'what can I do?
ít vá káwa;* so kerghián? 'what hast thou done?' *ker tíya yavréské,
do thou also to others?* *tu kerghiánles?* 'didst thou do it?' *so kerés?
'how art thou?' a usual salutation: Gr. *ti káwriez?*

Man—*manúsh,* Br., *manush;* Bor., *manu, manus, maru,* marupé.—
From the Sr. *manusha* and *manushya,* 'man, a human being,' *manush,
woman, the companion of man;' among the Gypsies, *romni* is now
in general use in the latter sense. It comes from the root *man,* 'to
think, reason, examine.' In Borrow's third form the *n* is changed
to *r*; in his fourth appears the terminal *pe,* elsewhere *pen: marupé,
mankind,' *árvgésorivs.* *Amaré* *manushénghe,* 'of our men;' *shastó
manúsh,* 'a robust man;' *isámáma* *pénindos* *manúsh,* 'we were fifty
men;' *sarré o manúsh,* 'all the men,' and 'all men;' *manushénghe,
to the men.'

Make.—See Horse.

Market-place—*foros;* Bor., *foros, foro.—This term reminds us of the
Latin *forum,* which signified 'the marketplace,' and it was
afterwards given to certain cities, as the Turks call many towns from the
market fairs held there. Among us the term *φορός,* 'a duty,
impost,' comes from the Sr. *bhára,* 'a weight, burden.' Borrow defines
his two words 'city,' Sp. *ciudad.* The Sr. *pura* and *puri* both mean
'city,' preserved in the names of many Indian cities, as Hastinapoor,
Singapour, etc. By a customary change of *p* to *f* comes the present
Gypsy term, which the Gypsies here sometimes use for 'city,' but
more often for 'market-place.'

Marriage—*biav, píav.—This is of Sanskrit origin, though it has a
Persian form, like some other words, as *derayá, 'sea,' vanáv, 'mill.'
The Sr. root *vah,* 'to carry, to bear' (L. *vehó, Gr. *óxiw,*) means also
'to marry, ducere uxorém.* When joined with the preposition *vi* it has constantly the signification of 'marrying,' as *viváka, 'marriage,'
*vivákita, 'married.' Very probably these words have given origin to *biav.* It is a common term, and, united to *keráva,* 'to make,' it means
'to marry, to celebrate a marriage.' *Kamakerés biav?* ' wilt thou
make marriage' (i. e. 'art thou to be married?') *te praléskoro biavóst,*
'at the marriage of thy brother? *tumará biav isí?* 'is it thy mar-
riage?' *kána kamovél o biav?* ' when will the marriage be?'

Meat—*mas;* Bor., *maa, mang.—The origin of these terms is clear.
I refer them to *ámsíha,* 'meat, food, anything eaten with bread,'
compare Slav. *mást,* signifying 'fat,' which the Bulgarians have
changed to *mésa,* understanding by it 'meat;' Goth. *mats,* Eng. *meat,*
Albanian *mishe, misht.* Os. and Lat. *caro* are connected with
another Sr. word, *krívya,* denoting for the most part 'the flesh of

* "Manush, rom. gadas, 'mensch.'" Arndt, p. 375.
† Armenian *mis.—Ta.
or part,' there is no doubt, and the transmutation of the word 'portion, fragment' into an adverb, 'little,' is corroborated by both the Greek and Turkish languages. Κόμμα, from κόμμω, and its diminutive κομμάτιον, are universally used by the Greeks of the present day in the sense of 'little;' as δος με κομμάτιον, 'give me a little.' The Turks say bir parchá su ver, 'give me a little water' (lit. 'give me a piece of water'). Khandisi, often to be heard, is khandi-i-i, 'a little (it) is,' used for 'it is not enough.' Khandi is used also as an adjective, Lat. parvus, Gr. δικος. Déman khandi pani, 'give me a little water;' chikhandi, 'in a little while,' Gr. ἐκεῖ δικος (και πον understood); khandi varó, 'a little flour;' khandi piásales, khandi khásales, o yavé kerósales keral, 'a little we drink, a little we eat, (and) the rest we make (into) cheese;' khandi achiló te meráv, 'I came near dying' (i. e. 'little was wanting'); khandi divés, 'few days.'

To live—jiváva.—This is undoubtedly related to the Sr. root jive, 'to live,' which is to be traced in some of the Indo-European languages, and particularly in the Slavonic (ζύεω, 'I live'), which has preserved so many of the Sr. roots in their utmost purity. It is used also in the sense of 'inhabit,' similar to the usage of the word in other languages: ζυέω και ζωέω, 'I lived in Europe, j'ai vécu en Europe.'

To lose—nashaváva; Bor., najabar.—There seems to be an intimate connection between this Gypsy verb and nasháva, 'to depart.' Both have their origin from the Sr. root nac, 'to destroy, to annihilate, to lose.' Borrow's nöjipen, 'loss, perdition,' is from the same.

Louse—jve.—We have seen, in speaking of barley, the transmutation of the Sr. y into j; yava, Gypsy jow, 'barley.' We might with perfect reason seek the origin of this term in a Sr. word having a similar initial consonant, viz. yuka, 'a louse.' Plur. juvá, 'lice.'

To make—keráva; Bor., querar, querelar.—This is the well known Sr. root kri or kur, 'to make, to do,' which can easily be traced through the Persian, Greek, Latin, and other cognate European languages: comp. Pers. kerden (Sr. inf. kartum), 'to make, to do;' Gr. καράω, whose ancient significiation was 'to do, to accomplish;' Lat. creo, 'to create.' The Gypsies of Spain, like those here in Turkey, have preserved the pure sound of the initial radical consonant. Some Gypsies here pronounce the word as though written gheráva. The significiation which I have given above is the most general, both in the Danubian provinces and in Turkey. The word has, however, another, contracted from the colloquial usages of the Turks, who employ their verb yapmak, 'to make, to do,' in the sense also of 'building;' yapý yapárym, 'I am building.' The Greeks also, in imitation of the Turks, frequently join to their verb κάμω, 'I do,' the Turkish yapý, saying iki kámov, 'I am making a building.' Though the Sr. verb has an extraordinary latitude of meaning, and though it may reasonably be applied to any verb expressive of action, still I am inclined to think that many of its definitions among the Gypsies of Turkey should be elucidated and explained by the colloquial usages of the Greeks and Turks, with whom they are constantly associated. Gypsies in Turkey
To laugh—*asáva*.—Compare Sr. *haz*, 'to laugh.' I shall have occasion to show in the following Section that the Gypsies commute the Sr. gutturals for soft aspirates, and reject these latter in many words. In hearing them pronounce such aspirated words, one doubts whether the word should be written with or without an aspirate. *So asáva?* 'why dost thou laugh?'

Leaf—*patrin*; Bor., *paroji*.—The Sr. *patra* signifies 'a leaf,' and, as in our language, 'any thing light, like a leaf:' it means also 'wing.' From this are probably derived Slav. *peró*, 'wing,' Germ. *feder*, Eng. *feather.* Borrow's form is much changed from the original, and indicates what I have said above, that the Gypsies of Turkey have preserved their language in greater purity than their fellow-tribes in the West. This term is used at times for 'branch.'

To learn—*shikliováva*.—A verb in the middle voice, compounded of *shiklo*, 'instructed,' and *aváva*. We have the Sr. root *giksh*, 'to learn, to acquire knowledge;' *gikshá*, 'learning, or the acquisition of knowledge.' I have never heard the verb excepting in this middle form. Like *marádvar*, it is at times neuter, and at times transitive: 'I myself learn, I study,' and 'I make others learn, I instruct.' *Kamáva ta shikliováv katá allé,* 'I wish to learn whence came;' *akaná kamána te shiklión* (for *shikliována*), 'now they wish to learn;' *tá ná isúnas oté ta shikliováv,* 'and thou wast not there to learn;' *kárin shiklió* (3rd p. aor.), 'where did he learn' (i. e. 'study')?

Leather—*morti*; Bor., *morchas*.—The Sr. *murti*, from which originate these two terms, is defined to mean 'matter, substance, solidity, any definite shape or image.' Here, by the Gypsies, the word is often applied to sheepskins before undergoing the operation of tanning, *mrośu, mrośo*. *Mortiakoro*, 'a worker in leather.'

Lie—*khohaimpé*; Bor., *jovana*.—Connected with the Sr. *kuhuka*, 'deceiver, hypocrite,' *kukaná*, 'hypocrisy.' *Khohavnó*, 'a liar, one who deceives,' pronounced often *khohanó.* I have no doubt that *kho-haimpé* is formed from *khohanó, kho-haimpé* having been corrupted into *khohaimpé*; since all the abstract nouns ending in *pe* are formed from adjectives or participles. From this adj. *khohavnó* is formed *khohavniováva*, 'to be cheated, to be deceived.' *Chachipáné* o *manúsh kayéf far nána khohávniówél,* 'in truth man would never be deceived.'

Light—*lokó*.—From the Sr. *laghu*, 'light;' Gr. *lúxès*.

Link—*yismata*.—Used always in the plural form. It designates that part of dress which can be subjected to washing; Eng. *linen, It. biancheria, Gr. *ávnojósgouga*, 'white garments.' *Tovdè yismata*, 'washed clothes.'

Lip—*vút*; Br., *ushta*.—This is the Sr. *osktha*, 'lip.' We shall explain the term *mút*, 'mouth,' in its proper place. Respecting the addition of *v* at the beginning of words, the reader will see in Section IV.

Little—*khandi*.—The Sanskrit word *khandá* signifies 'a part, a portion, a fragment.' That the Gypsy term means properly 'a portion

---
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calcitrare," to which this Gypsy verb can be referred: many Gypsy words are intimately related to the present Persian. I know of no Sr. word to which the Persian can be referred. The verb is a compound one: dáva, 'I give,' serves to form also some other verbs.

King—takár, taakár.* Bor., crallis.—My word resembles the Pers. khutkhiar, 'king, ruler,' with transposition of the initial consonants, or more probably with rejection of the initial kh, which is pronounced so gently by the Gypsies as often not to be heard at all. Even in pronouncing takár, the h is so gently aspirated as to be virtually omitted, and in fact many Gypsies pronounce the word as I have written it in the second form. The Sr. chakravat, 'an emperor,' may bear relation to this term, as perhaps also to the Persian. Crallis is the Slav. kral, 'a king,' so common among the nations that speak the Slavonic dialects. The absence of a well defined root in all these definitions evidently goes to prove that the Gypsies, in leaving their country, and coming among people under regular regal power, had no appropriate word to express the idea of a king, as he appeared to them in their gradual peregrinations westward. Their word rójan we shall meet in 'nobleman.' Takaréskoro, 'of the king;' takarni, 'queen.'

Kiss—chumi, chám; Bor., chupendi.—To kiss—chumidáva.—We have here a word easily referable to the Sr. root chumb, 'to kiss.' The final b has been dropped by the Gypsies, precisely as the Greeks pronounce the Ital. ampula, ampola, 'a small flask,' άμπολα. Lióm tutár yek cham, 'I have taken from thee a kiss' (i. e. 'I have kissed thee'). Chumidáva is compounded of chum and the verb dáva, 'to give.'

Knee—kóch.—Gr. κότθω and κότς, generally applied to warts, often to small bones, and at times to bones in general. The Greeks say πορεύς ἱκότα ἑυς, 'my knees pain me.' By the Gypsies the term has been applied exclusively to the knees. Plur. kochá, 'knees.' It is a term well known to all Gypsies, and probably comes from the Slav. kost', 'bone.' Me kokha dukénaman, 'my knees pain me.'

Knife—churi; Bor., chüló, chori.—From the Sr. root chhur, 'to eat, sendere, secure.' Borrow's first term is formed by a commutation of the liquids, so common in all languages. Barí churi, 'a large knife,'

L.Amne—pangó, pangó.—To lame—pangheráva.—We find in the Sanskrit pangu, 'lame, crippled, one who has lost his legs.' Pangheráva, 'to lame, to make one lame,' is a compound verb, formed from pangó and the verb keráva, 'to make.' K before n is constantly changed to gh; the form is properly pan-keráva. Of pangó united to the verb ašáva is formed another verb, panghiovéva, in the middle form, often heard among the Gypsies: 'I have become lame;' rókaiovus. Panklión mo pindó, 'I have lamed my foot.'

* This word has a close resemblance to the Armenian word for 'king,' takavor, derived from tak, 'crown.'—Ta.
formation with the Gypsy naisvālī. Mr. Brown's term should be written with one l. To many Gypsies this term is totally unknown, and in its stead they use namporemē, a Greek word, composed of the neg. na and ἵμος, 'I can, I am able.' Namporema, 'sickness' (δέν ἰμος, 'I am unwell'). They have adopted the word from the Greeks, using ἀρέμφαλος, instead of ἀσθενεῖα. Such incongruous combinations of terms from different languages, often remarked even in cultivated European languages, are entirely excusable among the ignorant Gypsies. Me isómas namporemē, 'I was sick.'

IRON—shastīr, shastīrī; Bor., sastrī; Bor., sas.—The Sr. castro signifies 'a weapon made of iron,' and 'iron' itself; it is from the root gas, 'to wound, to kill.' Kerēla shastīrī, 'he makes (i. e. 'he works') iron'; shastīrēskoro, 'a worker in iron'; to shastīrī, 'in iron' (i. e. 'in prison').

IRON—ghērī; Bor., guel.—

Itchy—gheralō.—The Sr. noun gara is 'poisonous drink, a poison, sickness, disease,' garala, from the same root, is 'venom' in general, and appears to have given origin to gheralō. In the word given by Borrow, guel, we observe the transmutation of the liquid r into l. That this general name should have been applied by the Gypsies to a special disease, naturally affords a presumption that the disease was a common one among them, or among the people with whom they had intercourse. Such is the case with the Gypsies, and with the common people of the countries where they have passed, or among whom they have settled. Vermin, scabby heads, loathsome rashes, and the itch, are the usual companions of poverty, filth, and ignorance. It is no wonder, then, that they should have applied the term 'poison' to this particular disease. It is well to remark that the common people of the East, like other people of similar education elsewhere, attribute most of their diseases to internal poisoning, remnants of former medical theories. Borrow defines garipē, another similar word, as meaning 'scab.' In this sense gheralō is used by some Gypsies, as mo shorō gheralō, 'my scabby head.' This is properly a Greek expression—ψώχα, itch; ψώχαστροφος, 'one affected with loathsome cutaneous eruptions.' Ghērī, pronounced jēl, I have heard applied to the small pox by some Gypsies. It is from the same base as ghērī.

J.

Jew—jut.—This is from the Turks, who call these people jebud and chi-jut, by way of contempt. Yahudī is also another term in use among the Turks, corresponding to the Greek Ἰουδαῖος. The Greeks now always call them Ἐβραῖοι (pron. Ὠβραῖοι). Pl. jutīnē, 'Jews,' jutīnī, 'a Jewish woman,' jutanō, 'Jewish,' jutorō, 'a young Jew,' jutīōri, 'a young Jewish girl;' brakerēsa jutanēs, 'dost thou speak the Jewish language?'

K.

To kick—lahkdūva.—The Gr. lantrio can hardly have given origin to this Gypsy verb, as it has become altogether obsolete among the people, and in its stead we use kerdū, 'I kick.' Only the educated of our nation make use of lantrio. The Persian has leked xeden, 'to kick,
Keráva nevó kér, 'I am making a new house;' ich isómás mé praléskoro kerésté, 'yesterday I was in my brother's house;' tó tát tó kér ist? 'is thy father in the house?' baró kér, 'a large house;' tapiló o kér, 'the house was burnt;' mó kér ist baró, 'my house is large;' mokavedó kér, 'painted house;' kuléskoro ist o kér? 'whose is the house?' mé praléskoro kér, 'the house of my brother;' isóm tó kér, 'I am in the house,' or kerésté, 'in the house.'

How many—kebór.—Kebór chavén terésa? 'how many children hast thou?'

How much—kéti.—Compare Sr. kati, 'how many, how much,' a word related to ka, the interrogative pronoun. This term has the same uses and significations as the Sr. term. Kéti divés teréna trésca? 'how many days hast thou the intermittent fever?' kéti isánas sávore? 'how many were you all?' kéti bérsh kerghian tó rashà? 'how many years didst thou make with the teacher' (i.e. 'pass in school')? kéti chavén teréla? 'how many children has he' (or 'she')? kéti berghphoro isi, 'how old is he' (i.e. 'of how many years')? kéti lové dinian? 'how much money didst thou give?' This word is often used in the quantitative case; as keténghe lilíanès? 'for how much didst thou take (i.e. 'buy') it!' bishénghe, 'for twenty.'

To be hungry—bokalóvára.—Compare the Sr. verb bhuj, 'to eat, to enjoy,' bhukhusu, 'wishing to eat, hungry.' Bokaló, 'hungry;' bokaló isóm, 'I am hungry.' The verb is formed from this adjective and the verb avána, and is in constant use in this form. Te bokalióvála arakéla manró, 'and should he be hungry, he finds bread.'

To increase—bariovára.—A verb in the mid. voice, from baró, 'great,' and avána. Só keréna te chavén? bariovávalen, 'how are thy children? I am increasing them' (i.e. 'I am rearing them'); barivána o rúk, 'the trees grow' (i.e. 'increase').

Infant, young—tiknó.—This term is used often, like chavo, 'a child,' and rakló, 'a young one.' Kéti tiknén teréla? 'how many children has he' (or 'she')? tó e tiknó ist metalé, 'and the children are dirty;' here the word is used without reference to a mother or a father. Penghías yek tiknés, 'she begat a young one;' in the same manner a Greek may say ékérrros éva múkénov. Muló o yek tiknó, 'the one child died;' achilé o dúi, 'the two remained.' Fem. tikni: tiknia terésa? 'hast thou female children?'

To inhabit—See habitation.

Invalid—naisváli; Br., nashvalli; Bor., mero.—The first two terms are composed of the negative na and vali, the meaning of which we shall examine. The s is euphonic. The Sr. balá means 'power, strength, an army;' compare also the Slav. velii, and velkie, 'strong, powerful.' The etymology of this term is elucidated by the Lat. debilis, 'invalid,' formed by the neg. de and the word bala, 'strength.' Borrow's word, mero, is from the Sr. part. mrita, 'dead, mortal;' among the Gypsies, as with us in the term μακανόμενος, it means 'emaciated, wasting.' Our ἐφθωσός and ὀσθερρός, and the Slav. nemozénie, from the neg. ne and možú, 'to be strong,' have the same
like many other Sr. words, in passing into the Gypsy idiom, has dropped its r (Section IV). The second term, also a common one, may have been formed in a manner similar to divés, avdivés; it is more emphatic. Zend. avadhva, 'here,' from the Sr. ava, is probably intimately related to avatiá. Até iai to dát? 'is thy father here?' na isómas até, 'I was not here.' Attér, 'from here,' lóóder, is a corruption of atiátár, or atítár: -tár is the usual particle forming the ablative cases of Gypsy nouns, the Gr. òér; see Grammar, Section V.

To hold—astaróva.—This verb I refer to the Sr. root stri, 'to spread, to strew.' The initial a of the Gypsy verb is an addition often observed in Gypsy words, and common also to the Turks, who can never pronounce a word beginning with st without adding a vowel.* Astardó, 'held, seized;' astardílo, 'he was taken;' nastí astarghiómates, 'I could not seize him;' kána astarghiánles? 'where didst thou take it?'

Hole—khav.—We have already explained the verb khatóva, 'to dig.' From the same Sr. root khan comes khani, 'a mine;' it is applied however to whatever is dug, or excavated. Khav has been formed by the change of the final n into v.

Honey—aqghin.—This appears to be a Persian word, aqghin, 'a bee,' and aqghin khané, 'apiarium, alveare' (Vullers, Lex. Pers.). It is singular that the Gypsies should have abandoned the ordinary Sr. madhe, 'honey,' and adopted this new and foreign term.

Horn—shingá; Bor., singe, sungalo.—Comp. the Sr. cinga, 'a horn.' The Gypsies have rejected the liquid r in many syllables containing it. The pronunciation of this liquid, in many cases, resembles that of the French at Paris, where the r is often a dead letter to a foreign ear, and at times appears like a liquid l. Borrow defines sungalo 'a he-goat,' evidently analogous to the Sr. cingina, 'a ram,' literally 'horned.'

Horse—grástit; † Br., gras; Bor., gras, gra.—

Mare—grastni; † Br., grasmes; Bor., grani.—These terms I derive from the Sr. verbal root gras, 'to eat, to feed.' This conjecture of mine may be confirmed by an example from the Greek—qogó, 'mare, cow,' from qogó, 'to nourish, to feed, to graze.' For the formation of the fem. grastni by the suffix ni, see Section V. Lacho grástit, 'a good horse;' aklet grastésa allían? akletá, 'with that horse didst thou come? with that (horse);' lacho grást isí, 'it is a good horse;' teréla desh grastén, 'he has (i. e. 'owns') ten horses.' Grastéskoro, 'of the horse,' or 'horseman,' also grastanó, inaíkó, grói among the Wallachian Gypsies; grastóra, 'a small horse.' The reader, in perusing my remarks on the formation of feminine nouns (Section V), will be convinced of the correctness of writing this word with a final t, which has been omitted in both Mr. Brown's and Mr. Borrow's terms.

House—ker; † Br., kerr; Bor., quer.—This term may be related to the Sr. agára or ágára, 'house, residence.' The change of gh to k is confirmed by agoesto, changed to querosto, 'the month of August' (Bor.).

* See the definition of number six.
† "Greì, 'chera!" Vaillant, p. 363.
‡ "Ker,'maison.'" Vaillant, p. 363.
túke, 'I have (i.e. 'I intend') to speak to 'thee'; teráva dúi chá-
vén, 'I have two children'; teráva yék grást, 'I have a horse.'

Head—shéro, shóró.* Bor., joro.—I refer these words to the Sr. giaras,
'head.' Mé sheréste, 'in my head' (i.e. 'mind'); továva mó shóró, 'I
wash my head'; gheraló shóró, 'a scabby head.

Healthy—shastó; Br., sustó.—I refer this word to the vulgar Sr. curá,
'fortunate, commendable, excellent,' part. of the verbal root pas, 'to
bless, to wish good to, to confer a benediction.' It is very natural to
pass from this meaning to that of health. To many Gypsies the
term is unknown, and in its stead they use the Turkish sugh, 'healthy,
strong, entire.' Shastó manúsh, 'a robust man;' but shasto,
'very healthy.' Shasto means also 'the right hand,' precisely as the
Turks use the above sugh for 'the right side:' katókó shastó teréla
vés te rúk, 'on the right it has a mountain and trees.'

To hear—shunáva; Bor., junar.—From the Sr. root sru, 'to hear,' the
present črinomi, which has been changed by the Gypsies into shunáva,
by throwing out the semivowel r of the root. A similar example of
the rejection of r we shall presently see in shingh, 'horn.' Aor. shun-
ghióm, 'I have heard:' shunghióm tí póltín (mólu) kanájes, 'I have
heard that thou wilt go to the city;' té ná shunél, só té penén léske,
'and not to hear what they may say to him;' na shunél, 'he does not
hear' (i.e. 'he is deaf').

Heart—oghí, onghi.—For want of a better derivation, I am inclined to
refer this Gypsy term to the Sr. anga, 'a limb, member.' Kamélá
m'oghí te lav, 'my heart desires to take;' díkáva ká teréla onghi te
khás, 'I see that thou hast heart (i.e. 'appetite') to eat;' oghéške,
'for the soul,' i.e. 'alms,' also 'religious austerities for the salvation
of the soul.'

Heat—tattipé.—Formed from the adjective tattó, 'warm,' Sr. teptú, by
the addition of the usual particle pe. In the place of this word I
have frequently heard taboipé, from the same Sr. root tap, 'to heat.'

Heavy—baró.—We shall have occasion to notice a similar word, in
speaking of stone. The Sr. bhára, 'burden, weight' (Gr. βάρος), has
in this term been changed into an adjective by the Gypsies.

Hear—kfúr, khúr.—This belongs to the Sr. khura, 'a hoof, a horse's
hoof, the foot of a bedstead,' with no other Sr. term can it be so reason-
ably identified. The pronunciation is very peculiar, nor do the
above consonants accurately indicate it.

Hen—kaini, kagni, kainá; Br., kahnes; Bor., cani.—I derive this term
from the Sr. hansa, 'goose,' fem. hansi, whence our xép, cutting off the
final s, Eng. goose, Lat. anus, cutting off the initial consonant, Germ.
gans and hahm, Slav. gus' and gansi. Another Gypsy term, gustó,
'goose,' referred to by Borrow, confirms this derivation. A Gypsy
woman told me that kainá means 'hen,' and papina, 'goose.' But I
suspect that the latter is our common váná, 'a duck.'^

Here—ató, avatía.—The relation of these terms to the Sr. is not per-
fectly clear. Ató may be related to atra, 'in this place, here,' which,

* "Scheró, tcheró, cherú, 'kopf.'" Arndt, p. 382.
^
† Geese in Roumelia are an article of extensive traffic with the Gypsies.
acinus. In this latter case, the word is written κούκκονταορ and κούκκονταορ. The Gypsies accent this word on the final syllable, differing much from the universal pronunciation of the Greeks themselves.*

Hair—bal; Br., balo; Bor., bal. The Sr. bala, to which I have referred in speaking of root, is applied by the Gypsies exclusively to the hair of the head. Compare the Lat. pilus, Fr. poil. Pakó isi, ná terélá bál, 'he is bald, (and) has no hair.' plur. bála, rarely used; Mr. Brown's word is in the plur. form.

Half—yeckpásh; Bor., pas, pasque, majara.—My own term for 'half' is a compound, having the well known Sr. numeral eka, 'one,' prefixed to a word corresponding to Borrow's pas. The latter part may be referred to the Sr. páksha, 'a side, a half.' The Gypsies of Turkey, unlike those of Spain, constantly join it with yék, 'one,' like the English 'one half, a half.' It is found in the terms yeckpasharátti, 'midnight,' yeckpashivés, 'noon.' The third term given by Borrow is related to Sr. madhyá, 'middle.'

Hammer—sivré; Br., sivré; Bor., casto.—The etymology of this term is unknown to me. Casto appears to be from the Sr. kash, 'to strike, to torment,' part. kashita, 'the striker, the instrument of striking.'

Hand—vást; Br., damuk; Bor., chova, bas (plur. bastes).—The Sr. hasta signifies 'hand.' Borrow explains chova as derived from charpata, 'the palm with the fingers open.' This explanation is extremely improbable. Bas, bastes, are evidently related to the above Sr. hasta, and not, as Borrow indicates, to the Persian baisu, as that is from the Sr. bahu, 'arm.' Mr. Brown's term, domuk, is 'fist.' Té shukiovél mó vást, 'let my hand become dry' (i.e. 'paralyzed'); bivasténgoro, 'without hands' (i.e. 'workmen').

Handful—burnék. This appears to be the Persian burnuk, or burenk, 'a hand, a hand. This is one of the many words which the Gypsies have inherited directly from their Hindu ancestors, and has no connection with the names generally given to this animal by the other Indo-European nations.

Hare—shoshói.—Sr. çapa, 'a hare, a rabbit.' This is one of the many words which the Gypsies have inherited directly from their Hindu ancestors, and has no connection with the names generally given to this animal by the other Indo-European nations.

Hare—lubmi, nubli; Br., lohe; Bor., lumi, lumiaka.—The Sr. adjective lobbini, from lobbha, 'appetite, lust, desire,' signifies 'the desirer, the enamored,' and generally, 'one given to illicit passions.'

To Have—teráwa; Bor., terelar.—Following the analogy of formation of Gypsy verbs, it is most natural to refer this word to the Sr. verbal root ñri or tar, 'to pass over, to cross,' also 'to prevail over, to preserve.' Its signification, however, connects it rather with dhrí, dhar, 'to hold, to keep.' O devél terélá lenke, 'God has (i.e. 'care') of them;' from the Greek ἔξω δ.amazonaws, i.e. ὀπότις; terélá te penáv

* The Armenian word garradar is nearer this Gypsy sound of káxnu, and all these forms probably have a Sanskrit origin. The Greek words introduced into the Armenian are but slightly changed except in the gutturals.—Ta.
† It is a singular coincidence that the Armenian word hair is, in orthography and pronunciation, precisely the English word hair.—Ta.
‡ "Wast, wees, hand." Armit, p. 353.
On the Language of the Gypsies.

H.

HABITATION—bashipé; Bor., bestipén.—

To inhabit—besháva; Bor., bestelar.—These words are doubtless connected with the Sr. roots vos, 'to dwell, to inhabit,' and vič, 'to enter, to settle, to sit.' Bistó som, 'I am sitting.' Bashipé is from this verb, by the change of i into a, and the addition of the usual particle pé, which we have already explained. Komabesheš otiá but divéss ' wilt thou stay there many days?' beshéla bashes mánče, 'he resides near me.' Borrow defines bestipén as meaning 'wealth, riches.' Let the reader remember that the Latin possideo, 'to possess,' and possession, express the idea of 'sitting, residing upon' what is our own, and, in course of time, the property itself. So that we can with perfect propriety translate bestipen 'possession.'

HAIL—kukudi.—This is a Greek term, κοκυστίον, diminutive form of κοκυς, 'a grain, any small body.' It is applied by the Greeks to small pustules on the human body, and to the kernels of fruits; Lat.
‘waiting.’ *Tu arakavel khandi divés,* ‘to wait a few days’—arakavel is here in the middle voice; arakiováva, arakavgiódü, ‘I have guarded,’ arakáv, ‘wait thou.’

**Gypsy—róm.**—All the various denominations for this strange race common among foreigners are to the Gypsies themselves totally unknown. It is still more to be wondered at that foreigners should never have adopted the appellation by which they call themselves, and which is common to them wherever they live, whether in Asia or Europe. Before I proceed to the explanation of this term, I will give the various names by which they are known among foreigners in various parts of the world.† The German zigeuner, Russian zigarí, zizani, Persian and Turkish zengi and chingené, and ákayyáros of the Greeks,† seem to come from one and the same original, which Borrow makes to be *zincali,* the black men of Zend or Ind; a derivation of no value. Another class of words seem to belong to the term *ágytós,* ‘Egyptian,’ they having been formerly supposed to originate from Egypt. This word has been corrupted by us into γέτσα, γέφτα, a term which we now very frequently apply to dirty and ragged people. The Bulgarians call them *gupti,* the Spaniards *gitanos* (properly gip-tanos), and their haunts in the cities of Spain *gitaneria.* The English *gypsy* is from the same root. The Greeks also have another term, *karíthelos,* more in use in Roumelia. The French call them *Bohémien,* probably from their having come to France from Bohemia, as they also have been called Germans and Flemish from their coming from those countries. All these terms are known to the Gypsies, but are never used by them; never will a Gypsy call a fellow-countryman ákayyáros or karíthelor; here, as in other parts of the world, they scrupulously avoid all the usual foreign terms. The derivation of the Turkish chingéné and its correspondents in other languages is still a desideratum, and probably much time will pass before its etymology will be fully explained.

As to the term *róm,* it has a double signification—being used for man in general, and likewise for a man of their own race as distinct from one of other descent; *romni,* in like manner, means ‘woman.’ *Róm* is also used for ‘husband,’ and *romni* for ‘wife.’ Romanó (fem. romaní) is the adjective form. This term, it appears to me, can be referred to the Sr. ráma, a name of the god Vishnu, and of three of his incarnations. By the Gypsies it may have been given to their tribe as worshipping in an especial manner this god. *Kárin is to rom?* ‘where is thy husband?’ *chorí romni,* ‘a poor woman;’ lachi roñmi, ‘a good woman;’ sávore o róm, ‘all the men;’ romaní chip, ‘the Gypsy language;’ kón diniás amaré romó, ‘who struck our men?’ i romni léškeri ishi phuri, ‘his wife is old;’ me praleškoro romni, ‘my

* Vaillant (p. 4) gives sixty-eight various denominations of these people, which are mostly varieties of those which I note.
cation of the above. Sítá also denotes 'the furrow made by the plow,' as well as 'the goddess of fruits'; sitiya, 'grain,' and, in general, 'every kind of cereal product,' and 'rice.' The Gypsy forms are made by cutting off the final syllable ta, which the Greek has preserved. The Slavonic, which has preserved many archetypal Sanskrit words in their utmost purity, has zito and zeta, signifying 'all kinds of cereal products.' This term is very frequently pronounced iv.

**Grape**—drak; Bor., drácey, troquias, moliati.—These are evidently derived from the Sr. drákshá, 'grape.' The third word of Borrow I refer to mol, 'wine.' Though this term, moliati, is unknown to the Gypsies near Constantinople, Vaillant has marked it as common among those on the banks of the Danube, writing it molei. The Sr. word is madhutá, 'sweetness,' not found, however, in the great dictionary of Wilson. *Draká laché isi,* 'the grapes are good;' keréla drak, 'it makes (i.e. 'produces') grape' ('grapes'); i drak khénala, 'the grape (grapes), they eat them;' katár ili drak keréna mol, 'from the grapes they make wine.'

**Grass**—char; Bor., char.—

To **graze**—charávam.—The Sr. verb char, 'to go, to eat,' is applied also to the grazing of cattle. The Gypsy word char is used principally to hay, and the verb itself to the feeding of animals, by hay or other vegetable substances; it corresponds to the Greek ξούραξεως, which at first was applied to feeding animals with hay (ξόρος), and by degrees came to mean also the taking of food by man; hence our ξούραιω, 'I am satiated.' Borrow defines char as 'grass, yerba.'

**Great**—baró.—This adjective seems to be related to the Sr. bhara, 'much, excessive.' Mo kér isi baró, 'my house is great;' baró manúsh, 'a great man.'

**Greek**—balamó; Bor., paillo.—These two terms, which appear to be related, I am totally unable to explain. It is extremely difficult to give plausible explanations of all the terms which the Gypsies have given to the neighboring nations. Here in Turkey, with the exception of a few names, which I have noted in the Vocabulary as peculiar to them, they use the same terms as the Greeks and Turks. Pl. balamé, 'Greeks,' balamánó gáv, 'a Greek village;' balamná, 'a Greek woman;' pl. balamánia; balamanés, adv. form, i. q. Γαλασί: balamanés janés? 'dost thou know Greek?'

To **grind**—pisávua.—From the Sr. verbal root pisht, 'to grind, to pound, to bruise, to pound,' Lat. pinsera. With the Gypsies this word is used merely for grinding corn in mills, or between two large circular stones. Giv gherghióm to vasiáv, kamapishávles, 'wheat I have carried to the mill; I shall grind it.'

**Guard**—arakáv; Bor., arucate.—

To **guard**—arakáva; Bor., arucatear.—Both these terms can with perfect propriety be referred to the Sr. root raksh, 'to guard, to protect.' The initial a, so constant in all these forms, may be explained as an inorganic prefix. It may be, however, that the a is the remnant of a preposition. The Gypsies have dropped the final sibilant of the Sr. root, a proceeding upon which we shall have occasion to remark in the next Section. This term has often the signification of
To go out—niglāvāva.—A compound verb, formed of the Sr. root kram, to go, to walk, to step, joined to nir, 'out.' Aor. niglistiniom and niglistiliom, 'I went out.' The Sr. kram is a favorite word with the Gypsies, and, joined to prepositions, it is frequently to be heard among them. Niglistiniom avari, 'I went out.' Gr. εξῆλθον ἑκώ; kamaniglāvāv, 'I shall go out;' imp. niglāv, 'go thou out.'

God—devēl; Br., devēl; Bor., debēl, ostebel, undebel.—These terms have a striking similarity, and are derived from the Sr. deva, 'a god,' Lat. deus, Gr. ðeòs. In regard to the first syllables of Borrow's terms, os-debel and um-debel, I think they are Spanish articles. He says that the um of the third word is probably (the ôm) the ineffable and mysterious name of the Hindu Godhead. Mr. Borrow remarks in his glossary that the word was pronounced by a Christian Gypsy o-del, o-dand, and o-devel. The o in this case is the Greek article, which the Moslem Gypsies generally reject. In this, the Gypsies have imitated the Greeks, who never pronounce the name of God without the article, ó ðeòs. This term, among the Gypsies, when used as an invocation, admits the pronoun at the end of the word, contrary to the general usages of their language: devēlam, 'my God;' more usually they say madēl, mo devēl. Dūk e devēlās, 'love God;' devēlam instead of devēlās, a clipped form of the acc. of nouns in el. Achēn devēlās, 'rest ye with God,' a common form of salutation; ja devēlās, 'go thou with God.' There is a peculiar use of this term which has always appeared to me very curious: peliom opē me devēlēste, 'I fell upon my back' (lit. upon my God'); per te devēlēste, 'fall on thy back;' per devēlkanēs, 'fall on thy back.' Devēlikanē, adj., 'godly;' Lat. divinus: devēlikanē manush, 'a godly man;' devēlikanē romni, 'a godly woman.'

Goon—lachō; Br., lachō; Bor., lachō, fendō.—The origin of this word is quite unknown to me. It is extremely common among all the Gypsies, and well known in Roumelia and Wallachia. Lachō divēs, 'good day, good morning;' lachō manush, 'a good man;' lachō manush, 'a good woman;' lachō romni, 'good women;' lachō mas, 'good meat;' lachō grace, 'good horse:' lachēs, adv., 'well;' po lachēs, 'better.' The Moslem Gypsies make use of Turk. dahi, 'more,' to form the comparative degree (Section V): dahi lachēs, 'better.'

Gold—sonnakāi, gālpea; Bor., sonacoi.—Gālpea I cannot explain. The Sr. kanaka, 'gold,' to which Borrow refers, appears to me an improbable, not to say an impossible, derivation. The derivation of somnakāi may be sought in the Sr. word sānasi, 'gold.'

Gowan—dudum.—This term is applied to all the species of this plant, common in these countries, and very generally used by all classes of people. The only Sr. word with which I am able to compare it is dudruma, 'a green onion.' As to the rejection of the liquid r, we have occasion to note numerous examples of it in the course of the Vocabulary.

Grain, wheat—giv, iv; Bor., gi, guy, jil.—These terms, and our otrōc, 'wheat, corn,' I refer to the Sr. sitā and sitīya, both having the signifi-

† Armenian tutum, 'squash, vegetable, marrow.'—Ta.
FULL—perdó; Bor., perdó.—From the Sr. root pri, ‘to fill,’ is formed the participle pürta, ‘full, filled, complete.’ There is a striking resemblance between the Spanish and Turkish Gypsy words, whenever they can be traced to their proper Sr. root.

To become FULL—pertövéva.—A compound verb, of the mid. voice, composed of perdó, ‘full,’ and aváva, ‘I come.’ Perdité me yaká, ‘my eyes have become full (of tears);’ Greek γεμίζωμαι, from γέμω, ‘I fill.’

G.

GAIT—piripé.—From piró, ‘a foot,’ by the addition of the particle pe. It is applied to horses and donkeys, especially to the former, which are valued according to the smoothness of their gait, so much esteemed by the Turks. Piripé is mostly applied to that pace of the horse called amble; Pers. rukhan, ‘easily moving on a road.’ Piripé teréla? teréla, ‘has it a good gait? it has;’ amáré grastéskoro piripé wandi lacho, ‘our horse’s gait is not good.’

GARLIC—sir; Bor., sar.—This word is probably of Persian origin, from sir, ‘garlic, allium.’ The present Hindustani word is seer, ‘garlic,’ as given by Borrow in his vocabulary.

GIRDLE—kiistik.—This is a Persian word, kiustek, meaning generally ‘the fetters put to the feet of horses,’ as in the stables of the East. Kiustek, as it signifies ‘something that binds, a tie,’ has been applied by the Gypsies to the girdle, as a fastening.

GIRL—See boy.

To give—dáva; Bor., dinar.—This is evidently from the Sr. dâ,* ‘to give,’ which is extremely common in all the Indo-European languages, ancient and modern. This verb is irregular in its conjugation: imp. dé, ‘give thou;’ déman, ‘give to me;’ aor. dinióm, ‘I gave,’ which approaches more nearly to Borrow’s form. Dáva has also another signification, ‘to beat, to strike, to knock,’ extremely common among all the Gypsies, taken probably from the colloquial usages of the Greeks. Kôn dêla o vutár? ‘who knocks at the door?’ instead of maréla, ‘strikes;’ diniómles ti pak, ‘I struck it on the wing;’ diniás e castésa amáré chuklés, ‘he struck with a stick (i.e. ‘wood’) our dog;’ o marúsh diniásapes e yek barása, ‘the man was struck with a stone;’ kon diniás te romnia? ‘who struck thy wife?’ Dínó, part., ‘given, struck, flogged.’

To go—jáva.—This verb I refer to the Sr. gá, ‘to go, to move.’ It is universal among the Gypsies, and used as the Greeks use their πέρας, and the Turks gümbe. Aorist, ghelíom, ‘I went,’ pronounced at times gherghíom: kárin kajés, or koma jés? ‘where wilt thou go?’ ghelíom tó gán, ‘I went to the village;’ gheló avri, ‘he went out;’ jéla po górkes, ‘he goes worse;’ jél avéla, ‘he goes (and) comes,’ Gr. ἐπάνω ἔγερας, Turk. ghíder ghelir, meaning to go continually to and fro. At times jáva is used in a transitive sense: gherghíom giv tó vasiár, ‘I went (i.e. ‘I carried’) wheat to the mill;’ ghelíán ti pólin (pólin) ghelíom, ‘didst thou go to the city? I went;’ jéva te dikán, ‘I go to see.’

* Armenian dal.—Tr.
Java ti Silivri grastësa, tâ nà pindëntsa, 'I go to Silivria with a horse (i.e. 'on horseback') and not with the feet' (i.e. 'on foot'); me pirë dukënaman, 'my feet pain me;' piripë, 'gait,' applied particularly to the horse: pirindës, 'going on foot;' pirindës kajës? kamajàr grastësa, 'art thou going on foot? I shall go with a horse' (i.e. 'on horseback').

FOREIGN—periyül.—This term seems to have originated from the Persian perghâil, 'a stranger, a foreigner.' Peryulicânô tan, 'a foreign country' (lit. 'place').

FOREST—vesh.*—This is the Pers. bishe, 'a wood, a forest.' By some Gypsies it is used for 'mountain,' probably on account of the mountains of Roumelia being so thickly wooded.†

FORWARDS—anglë; Bor., anglal.—The Sr. adjective agra, 'chief, principal, first,' corresponds with âkox, so often used by the Greek writers: agra is its locative case, frequently used as an adverb, signifying 'in front, in the forefront.' By the usual change of ë into â, and by the interposition of a spononic n, it has become anglë. Adj. anglutnô, 'the first, the one foremost.' Anglë isâs mindi, 'formerly it was mine (me);' po anglë, 'still more forwards;' anglâl, 'from the front' (Borrow's form): anglâl to kër, 'from the front of the house,' or 'from the house in front;' anglâl mânë, 'in front of me, before me;' anglâl to pashâ, 'before the pasha;' Gr. trësno vò nafoo. This ablative form is now mostly used for anglë. Anglâl devlëste, or anglâl to devël, 'before God, in the presence of God.'

FRIEND—parnavô.‡—This term is not very common among the Gypsies here. It is related to the Sr. root pri, 'to please, to delight, to be pleased or satisfied.' This root has given to the Gothic friðo, 'I love,' and frijonds, 'loving;' to the Slavonic prijátie, 'loved, pleased;' to the Greek qîko, qîko. The participle priña, 'pleased, satisfied,' may have given origin to this Gypsy term, by the addition of the final syllable â, common in forming Gypsy adjectives. Java ti põlín (nôkr) te dikâv me parnavês, 'I go to the city to see my friend;' isî mò parnavô, 'he is my friend;' po lachës ta terësâles parnavô, 'it is better that thou shouldst have him a friend' (i.e. 'friendly'); ta te penês sarne parnavënghe t'avën, 'tell all the friends to come.' From this is formed the abstract parnavoipë, 'friendship.' Kër mânghe aká parnavoipë, 'do me this friendship' (i.e. 'favor').

Fao.—zâmpa.—I do not know the derivation of this word, which, however, appears to me to be of Slavonic origin.

FROM—katâr.—Ablative part. tar. From the rel. pronoun kôn. Katâr ti hindôvi, 'from India;' katâr ti põlín (nôkr) avânu, 'from the city I come;' katâr to sustô, 'from the right' (i.e. 'side'); katâr ti drák kerëna mol, 'from the grape they make wine.'

* "Vesh, 'forêt.'" Vaillant, p. 457.
† Pott writes the word wesh, vesh, vash, more in harmony with bishe. I have heard the word pronounced vest, though rarely.
‡ "Tirei, priess'ang peni om. 'je suis votre ami, votre frère.'" Vaillant, p. 391. This is extremely corrupt. It should probably stand thus: tirô priess'tom, pral.
may be translated ‘this one,’ and, in an emphatic tone, ‘the first.’
There is some analogy between this Gypsy term and the Slavonic,
which has made its number one 'edyn,' from the Sr. adya, ‘first,
initial.’ Aukós anglé, ‘the foremost.

Fish—machó; Br., matchó; Bor., macho.—This is the Sr. matsya, ‘fish.’
Mochoro, ‘a small fish;’ khurdé muchorénghe lon chivela, ‘to the
small fish he throws salt;’ machéskoro, ‘a fisherman;’ londé maché,
‘salted fish.

Fist—domük; Br., domuk.—A term well known to all the Gypsies.

Flax—vus.—This probably originates from the same root as bus, ‘straw.’
While the one name was applied to straw, the other was given to
flax. The Sr. has busha and busa, ‘staff.’ It is well to remark that
flax is a very important branch of trade with many Gypsies, in the
neighborhood of populous cities.

Flea—pushum: pl. pushumá.—But pushumá terávas okhiá ratt, ‘many
fleas I had this night.

Flour—varó; Bor., roi.—This term may be referred to the root bhri,
‘to nourish, to cherish, to maintain;’ bhara, ‘one who cherishes, up-
holds, supports,’ etc. Sóské ná terávas varó, ‘because we had not
flour;’ déman khandi varó, ‘give me a little flour.

Fly—makiá; Bor., macha.—These terms are referable to the Sr. mak-
shiká, ‘a fly.’ Bopp derives from this term the Latin musea, and the
Old German muzca, ‘a gnat, a mosquito.

Foot—deniló; Bor., dinelo, ninelo.—The Sr. adjective dina is defined
‘poor, distressed, frightened.’ By the addition of lo the Gypsies
have formed this word, applied now to those who are either extrava-
gant in their speech and actions, or suffering under alienation of mind.
Here in Turkey, it is translated constantly by the Turkish deli, ‘a
fool,’ Gr. loshós, ‘fool, lunatic.’ The second word of Borrow has
merely changed the initial d into n. Borrow, in the etymology of
the word dinelo, gives the Pers. diwanah (divane), a word common
also among the Turks. This has no connection with the above men-
tioned word, being from din, Sr. deva, ‘a god,’ by the addition of
the usual Pers. suffix ane, meaning ‘one in the power of a god or
demon,’ the daimónios of the Greek, the daimónios (‘enraged’)
of the present Greeks. Piliás akhiá mol ta deniló, ‘he drank that wine
and (became) a fool,’ i. e. ‘was intoxicated.’ From deniló is formed
deniliváva, ‘I become a fool;’ méya pilión ta denilió, ‘I also drank
and became a fool.

Foot—piró, pindó, pinró, pirnó;* Br., peera; Bor., pinro, pindro.—
The Sr. usually employs the words pad and pada, from the root pad,
‘to go, to move,’ whence our wees, wees, Lat. pedis.† The above
Gypsy words have no relation to this Sr. root, but appear to come
from the verb par, ‘to pass, to traverse.’ Of the four forms which I
have given, the first appears to me to be most in use among all the
Gypsies. Mr. Brown’s peera is probably a plural form. Pindó is
often pronounced pinró, like mindó, minró, ‘mine’ (see p. 162).

* " Geroi, pir, 'fuss." Arndt, p. 382.
† Armenian ved.—Ts.
Fear—dar; Bor., dar, dal.—
To fear, to be afraid—darāva; Bor., darabar, darañar.—These defi-
nitions are all referable to the Sr. verbal root dīr, dar, ‘to respect,
venerate, dread,’ whence comes dara, ‘fear, terror.’
Fever—trésca.—This is a Bulgarian word for ‘fever,’ particularly the
intermittent autumnal fever, so prevalent in the great valley of the
Danube. It is related to the Slavonic tryasū, ‘I shake, I move.’
Both Greeks and Bulgarians, in speaking of intermittent fevers, give
them this denomination. Gr. θύασε and σεκαύσα. The Gypsies have
followed the usage of their neighbors, and apply this word solely to
intermittent fevers. Borrow’s term for ‘fever’ we have already ex-
plained (see Bath).
Fig—kheli.—
Fig-tree—khelín.—Of doubtful etymology. Terélá te khelia, ‘it has
also figs.’
File—verní.—Of origin unknown to me: pl. vernia. Keténghe kinghían
oká verní! ‘for how much didst thou buy that file?’ jověnghe, ‘for
six!’ (*pieces of money’ understood).*
To fill—peráva.—From the Sanskrit root par, pri, ‘to fill.’
Finder—angúst, angrúst; Br., wass; Bor., angusti.—See Ring. Mr.
Brown’s wass is a mistake for ‘hand.’
To finish—resáva.—This is one of the many Gypsy words whose deriva-
tion is to me doubtful. The proper meaning of the word, as used
by the Gypsies, is ‘to finish business, work, a day’s labor:’ resvghi-
óm ni puti, ‘I have finished my business.’ It is often used imperson-
ally: as resélá, ‘it is enough;’ resélá man, tut, les, ‘it is enough
for me, thee, him;’ na resélá, ‘it is not enough.’ It is used also in
the sense of ‘arriving, reaching;’ nasti resvghiómtes, ‘I could not
reach him;’ avdivés resvghióm, ‘today I have arrived;’ kamaséél?
‘will he arrive?’
Fire—yak;† Br., yak; Bor., yaque.—This word, at first, might seem
to be from the Turkish verb yQMak, ‘to burn,’ imp. yak, ‘burn
thou.’ But it is my opinion that in the genuine Gypsy language
we have no Turkish words. I am not unaware of the general cor-
rupt use of Turkish words among the Gypsies, whether Christian or
Moslem, as well as among uneducated Greeks and Armenians. But
if the word be Turkish, how did the Gypsies of Spain get it un-
changed? They have neither known the Turks, nor had their fathers,
in passing through Europe, the slightest intercourse with them.
I think, then, that this word yak is from the Sr. root yakh, and its
derivative and synonym yaj, both meaning ‘to sacrifice, to offer in
worship.’† Tebeshús bishé ti yak, ‘let us sit near the fire;’ murtar-
váva i yak, ‘I quench (lit. ‘I murder’) the fire;’ murtár i yak,
‘quench the fire.’
First—avkos.—This word, which I translate ‘first,’ seems to be related
to atiá, ‘here,’ with the particle ka, expressing presence, time. It

* Pott writes the word verní, ‘lima, file.’
† See what has been already said respecting this word, in Section II (p. 156).
soaked in water, which is then sprinkled over the charcoal fire, in order to extinguish it. This term is nowhere to be found in the dictionaries of our language, to our knowledge, although it is of a regular formation. It is in use among some of the Greek blacksmiths, but is principally to be heard among the Gypsies.

**Eye—yak;^* Br., yaka; Bor., agua.—** The final a of Mr. Brown’s term is the characteristic vowel of the plural. *Yak* is evidently from the Sr. *akshi, akhu*, ‘eye,’ which is cognate with the words used to denote ‘eye’ in many of the Indo-European languages. The Latin *oculus* implies an ancient form *œus*, of which it is a diminutive. The Slavonic has preserved this unchanged, in *oko*, ‘eye;’ Germ. *auge;* Eng. *eye*. The initial y of this term is a euphonic prefix: so, in Greek, we say often γέμα for ἄγω, ‘blood.’ *Mono yak, ‘my eye;’ perdilé me yaká, ‘my eyes were full (of tears);’ dikéla man to yaká, ‘he looked me in the eyes;’ bandáva me yaká, ‘I close my eyes.’†

**Eye-brow—pov.—** This may be referred to the Sr. *bhrá, ‘an eye-brow,’* which appears in so many cognate languages, more or less altered: Zend *breht;* Pers. *ibru;* Slav. *brov;* Gr. *ópócos;* Eng. *brow*, etc. The rejection of the liquid r, when united to other consonants, is extremely common with the Gypsies (see Section IV). *Makavelé pová, ‘painted eye-brows.’*

**F.**

To fall—*peráva.—** This is the Sr. *pot, ‘to move downwards, to fall, to desend.’ Aor. *pelióm, ‘I have fallen.’* It is a very common word among all the Gypsies. *O yek pelotár, ‘the one after falling;’* per te devleste, ‘fall on thy back’ (lit. ‘on thy God’); *pitó and peló, ‘fallen;’ pitó isóm, ‘I am fallen,’ ‘I fell.’ The change of t to r we have noticed above.

Fat—*parewardó.—* From the Sr. root *vardh, ‘to increase,’ with the prefix *pre or pari; pravrijáda, ‘increased.’ Parewardó mas, ‘fat meat.’

Father—*dát;^† Br., dat; Bor., bato, batu.—** Dat corresponds to the Sr. *tata, tato, ‘father,’§ while bato, batu probably come from the Sr. *pitó, ‘father,’* which has correlates in nearly all the ancient and modern European languages, modified according to the spirit of each language: Pers. *bédér, Gr. *autríg, Lat. pater, Germ. vater, Eng. father. Ate isó tó dát? ‘is thy father here?’ lakóro dat, ‘her father;’ mró dát, tó dát, ‘my father, thy father.’

Father-in-law—*shastó, sastró.—*

Mother-in-law—*shasút, shasút.—** Both these terms may be easily connected with the well known Sr. words *gwarura, ‘father-in-law,’* and *gvarru, ‘mother-in-law,’* which have passed into the Latin *sacerus* and Greek *exupós:* compare Germ. *schwärher* and *schwiegervater.*

---

† The Armenian *aché* is from the same root, accommodated to the favorite sounds of the language, which indulges freely in transposition of letters and interchange of similar sounds.—Ta.
‡ "Taf, ‘pere.’" Vaillant, p. 481.
§ It is found in many languages, as Eng. *daddy, Welsh tad, Irish taid, Russian tatra,* etc.—Ta.
EAR—kunn; Br., kana; Bor., cani.—The Sr. karna, ‘ear.’

EARLY—rano.—This is a Slavonic term, ráno (adv.), ‘early, very early.’

The Gr. ἀραῖος and ἀραίος of the New Testament are always translated by this term. Ráno ráno is frequently to be heard in the mouth of the Gypsies. The Greeks often say in a similar way, ἀραίος ἄρα, ‘very early.’ Turk. chapûk chapûk, ‘quickly.’ Kâde (kâde) ráno, ‘every morning.’

EARTH—puv, phuv, pfuv.—This is the Sr. bhû, ‘the earth.’ Many Gypsies pronounce it bhu, others fu. To the pronunciation of this word are applicable the observations which I have already made in the preceding Section (p. 162). Puvészkerô, ‘of the earth;’ chin ti puv, ‘to the ground.’

To eat—khâva.—This is the common Sr. root khâd, ‘to eat.’ Isi te khâs manró khandi? ‘can (lit. ‘is there’) I eat a little bread?’ dikâva ka terés onghi te khas, ‘I see that thou hast appetite (lit. ‘heart’) to eat;’ shukó manró ná khaliôla, ‘dry bread is not to be eaten;’ khaliôla is the mid. form of khaliôveâa. Khaôi, ‘food,’ is applied to whatever is eaten with bread; Gr. ὀψω, Turk. kuték: arakêla manró, khaôi te khéna, ‘there is found bread (and) food for thee to eat;’ ta na khâvas, ‘and should I not eat;’ khandi khásales, ‘a little we eat (of) it;’ te khéna e chavé gudîlo tut, ‘that the children may drink (lit. ‘eat’) sweet milk.’

Egg—vanró; Bor., anró.—The Sr. neuter noun anda means ‘an egg,’ also ‘a testicle.’ It has both these significations among the Gypsies. In this they have followed not only the usage of their mother tongue, but that of the Turks and Greeks: cf. Turk. yumurta, ‘an egg, a testicle;’ Gr. ὄνυξ (anc. ὀν) ‘an egg, a testicle.’ The Gypsies of Turkey have added an initial v to their noun. This word I have sometimes heard pronounced vantó. The pronunciation of the dental consonant in it resembles that of do and ro in mindô, minró, ‘mine,’ of which we have already spoken in the former Section (p. 162).

Emaciated—See dry.

Empty—chuchó.—Referable to the Sr. adj. tuchha, ‘void, empty.’ It is often used by the Gypsies for ‘a dull man, an empty mind:’ compare Turk. doh, ‘empty.’ The Greeks also, borrowing this Turkish term, say ἀγωγός, μακαρός, ‘a good-for-nothing man.’

Excommunication—kalipô.—This abstract noun is formed from kaló, ‘black,’ by the addition of the usual particle pe. I have noted the word merely to show its peculiar use among the Gypsies, and because of its interest as a religious term. Excommunication is frequently resorted to in order to induce thieves to give up stolen property; although but rarely in the case of Gypsy delinquents, on account of their irreligion.

Extinguisher—vrehâla.—This is a Greek term, βρεκτολα. By the Gypsy blacksmiths it is applied to small pieces of old straw carpet,

---

'drink,' related to the Sr. pītā, Lat. potum, Gr. πότον. Slav. piyū, 'I drink.' Piliās akθiā mol, 'he drank that wine;' ān te piās, 'bring (i.e. come'), let us drink;' khandi mōl piāva, 'a little wine I drink.'

**Drunk, Intoxicated—mattō; Bor., mato.—**From the Sr. root mad, 'to be merry, intoxicated, excited, or mad,' part. matta, 'intoxicated.' We find this word in the Latin: Pliny calls the white wine (Brionia alba) madon, and Plautus the intoxicated madula; and although these terms are derived by the lexicographers from madeo, still I think they should rather be referred to the Sr. mad. Gr. πυά and μάττα, 'levity, folly,' properly originate from this Sr. root. Mattō, coming evidently from the Sr. matta, should be written with tt. Mattō isi, 'he is drunken,' pronounced in an abbreviated form mattōi.

To become drunk—māttiovāva. —A compound verb, from mattā, 'drunk-en,' and avāva. The form is the usual mid. voice. Mattiliōm (aor.), 'I became intoxicated;' māttiovēna, 'they became intoxicated.'

**Dry, Emaciated—shukō; Bor., juco, fem. juqui. —**From the Sr. verbal root gush, 'to dry,' is formed the adj. gushka, 'dry, slim, emaciated.' Compare Slav. suhiā, 'dry,' sūška, 'dry land,' in distinction from the sea; Lat. siccus. Shukō manrō, 'dry bread,' denoting bread without any other food; shukō manrō na khatiōla, 'bread alone cannot be eaten;' shukō manuš, 'an emaciated man;' shuki romni, 'a lean woman.'

To dry—shukiāravā, shukiōvāva. —Of these two terms, the former is transitive, 'to dry, to expose any thing to the sun or fire to be dried;' the latter is a middle verb, 'to become dry' (Gr. ἀργεύωμαι), as with other verbs of this formation (Section V). Shukiliōm, 'I have become dry;' kashukiōvēl (fut.), 'he will be dried.'

**Dung—goshnō. —**There seems to exist, in the first syllable of this term, the Sr. go, 'a cow;' compare modern Greek βουνιά, 'the dung of the bovine species;' to which may be referred another Gypsy term, bunista, 'dung.' Goshnē, 'dungs,' corresponds to κόπως, κόπως, κόπωςαυ, κόπωςαυ, 'excrements.'

**Dog—chučēl; Br., rikono; Bor., chuqel. —**For the explanation of rikono, see wheep. The other two are perhaps from the Sr. jukute and jukuta, 'dog.' Kon dinias amar chukletas, 'who struck our dog?'

**Dwarffish, Small—khurdō; Bor., chirdō. —**Both these terms are referable to the Sr. krit, 'to cut off,' whence the Lat. curtus; it. corto, Fr. court, Germ. kurz. Our xwros, which is of the same derivation with the Lat. curtus, signifies generally 'humpbacked.' I think also that our xwros, xwros, xwro; are of the same origin. Khurdō is applied to a child at the breast, to a young man, etc. Kamel'a te pandrevēl khurdō, 'he wished to be married young' (pandrevēl = pandrevēma); khurdō chovē, 'a young child;' khurdē machorenghe, 'to the small fish;' khurdō is properly 'small in body or mind.'

---

* Pott, under groāi, has "Poln. gnoy, Walach. gunoin, 'mist;' grēngro gurum-niakro grojo, 'pferde, kuhmist.'

† Armenian kōdōs, by transposition of r and d.—Ta.
tive termination among the Gypsies. As whiteness is a symbol of purity, so is blackness associated with whatever is filthy and unclean. This word, which has also the signification of ‘black’ in Sr., is undoubtedly related, then, with the Gr. μέλας, ‘black,’ and μελίκιας, ‘ink.’ To the same origin I refer another Gypsy word, mulanó, ‘dark,’ from the Sr. adj. malina. Borrow has mulan, ‘sad.’ Te tikné isi melalé, ‘thy children are dirty.’

To become dirty—melaliováva.—A compound verb, of the mid. voice, compounded of melaló, ‘dirty,’ and aváva (see Section V). Melalióm, ‘I have been dirtied.’

Door—dar, rudár; Bor., burda.—The derivation of both these terms is very evident. The Sr. dvára, ‘door, gate, passage,’ appears in both ancient and modern languages: Zend dvára, Pers. dár, Gr. ὀίκα, Goth. dair, Eng. door.* Puradvára, composed of dvára and pura, ‘city,’ is the same as our nity, ‘gate, city-gate.’ I refer Borrow’s word to this compound, which in the month of the Gypsies has lost its last syllable. If this etymology be correct, we may here find the derivation of the Latin porta. This term is by some Gypsies pronounced dal, by the natural commutation of the liquids. Kon déló o vutár? ‘who knocks at the door?’ bánd o vutár, ‘shut the door;’ dái dar terélo, ‘it has two doors.’

Down, below—télé, félé; Bor., ostelís, ostelí.—This word, common also to the Slavonic (doly, ‘down’), I refer to the Sr. tala, ‘deep, a low place, the foundation of any thing.’ With it is connected, probably, the Latin tellus, ‘earth.’ The télé of the Gypsies is the regular locative case of tala—tale. The analogy is manifest. In Borrow these forms seem to have an initial euphonic syllable, foreign to the original word.

Dream—sunnó.—Compare Sr. svapna, Gr. σνώς, Lat. somnum, somnus, ‘sleep;’ Lat. sopnium, somnium, Gr. εἴρνης, ‘dream, lit. ‘in sleep’ (έιρνη); Slav. sóníče, ‘dream, from son’, ‘sleep.’ In the same manner, by the rejection of the radical p, has been formed the Gypsy sunnó, which, like the Latin somnium from sopnium, was probably at first supnó. Me sůnněste, ‘in my dream.’

To dress—uryaváva.—In order to make intelligible the meaning of this verb, it is well to say that it is used precisely as the Greeks use their στολίζων, ‘I adorn myself, I put on clean clothes, or fine clothes.’ It has also the signification of ‘changing clothes,’ and often simple ‘dressing,’ as to dress for a ball or party, etc. To me it seems related to the Sr. adj. árya, ‘of a good family, apposite, proper;’ unless it be rather connected with the root urnu, ‘to cover, envelop, dress.’ Uryóipé, ‘raiment;’ uryanghidás tút, ‘thou hast dressed thyself.’ Some Gypsies say uryáva, ‘I dress.’

To drink—piáva;† Bor., piyar, tapílar.—Two Sr. roots exist, intimately related to each other, to which these Gypsy terms can be referred; namely, pá and pi, ‘to drink, to nourish.’ Borrow has pita,

---

* Armenian teor.—Ta.
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‘they left and came’: kána kanashés? ‘when wilt thou depart?’ but nashèla, ‘it goes swiftly’ (of a horse); nash améndar, oléndar, ‘depart from us, from them’; part. nastó, ‘departed.’

Devil—bènk; Br., benk; Bor., bengue, bengui,—Bengó isi, or bengósi, ‘he is a devil;’ ja túke bënke, ‘go thou also to the devil,’ an imprecation; bengaló manúš, ‘a devilish man,’ i. e. ‘a cunning man.’

To die—meráva.—We have in other parts of our Vocabulary terms which are connected with this verb, as moló, ‘dead, death,’ meripé, ‘death,’ merdó, ‘sick’ (Bor.), murtaráva, ‘I murder.’ We have occasion, in defining these terms, to speak of the Sr. root mri, ‘to die,’ which is to be found in a great many languages, bearing intimate relation to the Sanskrit. It was naturally to be expected that a word which has retained its place in so many languages, having more or less affinity to the Sanskrit, should also be preserved in the Gypsy. In speaking of meripé, ‘death,’ we have noticed some of the affinities of this verb among the Indo-European languages. The reader may be pleased to see the word running with slight variations through so many languages. The Zend has mere, ‘to die,’ and the transitive merec, ‘to kill.’ Pers. merden, ‘to die,’ merd, ‘a man,’ corresponding to the English use of the word mortal, ‘one liable to death, a man.’ With the Sr. part. mřita corresponds the Gr. βορῶς, and with amrīta, άμφωρος, ‘immortal,’ and άμφωριά, ‘the food of immortals.’ The Albanians, from the Gr. βορῶς, have formed their verb βας, ‘to die,’ while they have retained the original in a purer form in μούρ, ‘death.’ The Lat. morior has no need of explanation. The Gr. μοραθεῖν has even to this day the same signification among the modern Greeks that it had among their fathers: it is applied to the death of plants, and to the wasting of life by long disease, the μοραθεῖν of the ancient Greeks. The European languages, Latin and German, have retained the word, particularly in its transitive form, to murder. Slav. umyráyu, ‘I die,’ and moriú, ‘to kill.’* Mulótar, ‘after dying.’

To dig—khátava.—The Sr. verbal root khan is ‘to dig, to delve.’ Khánāmi, ‘I dig,’ would be in the Gypsy language khanáva, instead of khátava. But the Gypsies, as we shall have hereafter occasion to demonstrate, instead of borrowing directly from the original root, have made use of participles as roots, and from thence have formed many of their verbs. We have an example in dúk, ‘pain,’ dukáva, ‘to be in pain.’ So here the part. khátā, ‘dug, excavated,’ has served as the root of khátava, ‘I dig.’ Kón khátélan? ‘who digs (i. e. ‘cultivates’) them?’

Dirt—mel.—

Dirty—melató.—Compare the Sr. noun mala, ‘dirt, filth, sediment,’ and the same as an adjective, ‘dirty, filthy.’ The Sr. adjective mélina may have given origin to the Gypsy adj. melató, by the mutation of n to l. It appears to me, however, to be a regular Gypsy formation from mel, ‘dirt,’ by the addition of lo, which is a common adjec-

common among them all, and they use it as we use the phrase “do not revile me.” Armán dáva is ‘to curse.’ But it is rarely used in any other form than the one given above, precisely as the Greeks never use the term ῥέψω save as an imprecation.

To cut—chináva; Bor., chinelár, achinelár.—The Gypsies use this word indifferently, either for cutting in the ordinary sense of the word, or for reaping. Borrow also defines the word chinelár “to cut, to reap.” The Sr. chhid, ‘to cut, to divide,’ inserts an n before its final radical, like all verbs of the same conjugation: chinana, from this root, is ‘divided, cut.’ The Gypsies have rejected the final radical consonant, and in its place have preserved the characteristic n of the conjugation. Borrow’s addition of an initial a to chinelár is a pleonasm frequently found in his vocabulary. Chináva, and, in the passive form, chiniováva, is used frequently in the sense of ‘I am tired.’ Among the ancient Greeks, the word κόπω had this signification: τιμος τοιν ἀναβάτηρ κόπτει (Xen.), and κόπος, ‘pain, labor,’ evidently prove it. Compare Mod. Greek τέμον, εκόπτω, ‘I am tired;’ τό οἴδοτο με κόπτει, ‘the tooth pains me.’ The Turks use the passive, kesilmek, ‘to be cut’ (act. kesmek), for ‘to be tired or wearied.’ So that the Gypsies have imitated the usages of their neighbors. Chiniováva käni piráva, ‘I get tired when I walk;’ kána dhunávala mohi chindó, ‘when I hear his heart (is) afflicted’ (lit. ‘cut’): chinghióm, nor.

To cut with a knife, to whittle—choláva.—The Sr. root chur we shall have occasion to explain in speaking of churi, ‘knife,’ to which it has doubtless given origin, as well as to this verb choláva. It is singular that the liquid r should have been retained in the noun, and changed to l in the verb.

D.

Day—divés, ghiéés; Br., ghives; Bor., chibes.—Related to the Sr. die,* denoting ‘heaven, day.’ From divés comes disiló, ‘the day breaks,’ Khandi divés, ‘few days;’ diveséskoro, ‘wages for a day’s work;’ saró divés, ‘every day;’ kéti divés t ‘how many days?’ Ghives is more general among the Moslem Gypsies.

Death—moló, meripé; Bor., meripen.—This is evidently from the Sr. root mri, ‘to die,’ which we find in nearly all the European languages, living and dead. Moló is the Sr. mára, ‘death, murder,’ by the change of r to l. The ultimate pe, pen is the customary particle forming abstract nouns, numerous examples of which are to be met with in our Vocabulary. For farther elucidation of this term, see to die.

Deep—khór.—This term derives itself from the Sr. root khor, † ‘to cut, to scratch, to dig.’ Khor chin ti pue, ‘deep into the earth.’

To depart—nasháva; Bor., najabar, najar.—This verb I refer to the root naf, ‘to disappear, to cease to be, to perish.’ Nasghá t’ alliá,

---

* Armenian die.—Ta.
† Armenian khor, khorin.—Ta.
chardó isi o amáksi (Gr. ἀμάξι), 'the carriage was uncovered.' Uchar-ghióm (nor.), 'I have covered.'

Cough—has; Bor., pichicas.—
To cough—hasáva.—From the Sr. root kás, 'to cough.' The change of the guttural k into the aspirate h is observable in other Gypsy words, as we shall have occasion frequently to notice in the course of this memoir. Many Gypsies pronounce the noun as though it were written with a Greek χ. Their pronunciation of the aspirate h is so feeble at times as to be scarcely heard. Borrow derives his term from Sr. vikshava, 'cough.' But hasáva, 'I cough much.'

To count—gānáva; Bor., ginar, jinăr.—The Sr. verb gān means 'to count, to reckon up by number, to calculate.' Though applied to calculations of a higher order by the Hindus, it is now by the Gypsies confined solely to counting. Many of them can count no higher than ten in their vernacular tongue. The word is frequently used in the sense of considering or reflecting. Palalitné ghen, 'consider the consequences' (lit. 'the afterward things'). So also the Greeks: μετρά τά ἐνεργά σου.

Cow—see ox.

Crepitus ventris—khán.—Of doubtful etymology.

Cross—tarshól, trushól; Bor., trjul.—All the religious terms of the Gypsies are of peculiar interest. Unfortunately for their history, they have few such which are vernacular, and, like the Persians and Turks, have borrowed nearly all from the people among whom they live, and whose religion they have embraced. This, however, is a singular exception. It seems to be related to the Sr. tricúla, 'a trident, a three-pointed pike or spear, especially the weapon of Siva.' To many Gypsies this word is entirely unknown, and in its place they use the Greek σταυρός: keráva mo stavróz, 'I make my cross, I cross myself.'

To cry out—basháva.—This Gypsy verb may be referred to Sr. vág, 'to sound, to cry as a bird, to call,' etc. These definitions go to prove that the verb was applied by the Hindus to all those sounds of animals expressed by the Lat. ululare. So, too, with the Gypsies, who use it in a very general sense, and apply it not only to quadrupeds, but to birds also. O basmó bashéla, 'the cock crows;' bashéla o chukél, 'the dog barks.'

Curse—armán.—This is an imprecation very much in use among the Gypsies. I will endeavor to explain it by the usages of the natives, both Greeks and Turks. Armán and arma signify in Sanskrit 'disease of the eyes, and consequent blindness.' The Turks, among their imprecations, frequently make use of the phrases kiór ol, 'mayest thou become blind;' kiór olésán, 'may he become blind.' The Greeks very often exclaim to one another téqía, 'blindness;' và teqía, 'mayest thou become blind.' In a similar manner, as I conceive, this Sr. word in the mouth of the Gypsies became a word of imprecation, having the same signification with the Greek and Turkish terms. They know nothing of the primary Sr. signification of armán, and, when asked the meaning of the term, they answer 'it is a màqμμία, 'a curse.' The phrase Mē dēmān armán, 'do not give me a curse,' is extremely
Cold—shil, shilalo; Bor., jil, jir, gris.—These terms are derived from the common Sr. šita, 'cold, frozen.' Borrow's form gris is, I think, a mistake; for it seems connected with the Sr. grishma, which signifies 'heat, the hot season of the year.' In comparing words of the Gypsy language with the corresponding Sr. adjectives in ta, we see that they often change this final syllable to l; thus pata, 'hundred,' becomes sheł and shevel; sìta, 'grain,' becomes jil; and this word šita, shil. Shilalo, 'frigid'; shil but, 'very cold'; shilalo palvul, 'cold wind.'

To feel cold—shilalóváva.—Verb compounded of shilalo, 'cold,' and aváva, 'to come, to be' (Section V).

Cold—kuri, fury; Br., kurc; Bor., saullo.—May not the first words be related to the Sr. kuraha, 'a light bay horse with black legs'?

Comb—kangli.—There are two Sr. words to which this term can be referred: kankata, 'a comb, an instrument for cleaning the hair,' and kankula, 'a skeleton.' I am inclined to give the preference to the latter, as more natural, and more congenial to the commutation of consonants observed in the formation of the Gypsy language.

To comb—ghantáva.—This verb seems to have no relation to kangli, 'a comb,' but may be connected with Sr. kanta, kantaka, 'a thorn, goad,' etc. Ghantáva mő sheró, 'I comb my head;' ghantávaman, 'I comb myself;' Gr. ševěvyum.

To come—aváva.—Aor. aevhiáom and alliáom. Ich alliáom te dikav tát, 'yesterday I came to see thee;' nashkiáon t alliáum, 'they left and came;' sóske allé? 'why have they come?' alliáom katár kí lún, 'I came from the river;' kána kamavés? 'when wilt thou come?' but láchés, aváva, 'very well, I am coming;' t'avéla to dát, te penés mánghe, 'should thy father come, let me know it' (i.e. 'thou shouldst tell it to me').

To conceal—garáva.—It is difficult to refer this verb to any known Sr. root, without violating the common rules of Gypsy derivation. Garáva-vaman, 'I hide myself;' garávut, 'hide thyself;' garatí-cano manišch, 'a hidden man' (i.e. 'a mysterious person'), µwacážok.

To cook—pekáva.—Sr. pach, 'to mature by cooking or ripening, to boil, to dress.' Pers. pukhten, 'to cook;' pukhté, 'cooked, matured;' Slav. pekú, 'I cook,' which has changed the Sr. palatal ch into the guttural k, like the Gypsy. This verb is extremely common, and well known to all the Gypsies. Pekiló, 'baked, cooked' (3d pers. aor. pass.); pekó, 'cooked;' Sr. pakva, 'cooked, matured.'

Cool—sudró.—Evidently the Pers. serd, 'cold, frigid.' It is often applied to water, to express its freshness. Sudró pani, 'cool water;' sudró tut, 'cold milk.' It is often confounded with shilalo, 'cold.'

To cover—ucharáva.—The close coincidence of form between this word and the Sr. ucharávami, 'I arise, go up,' leads me to conjecture their relationship, notwithstanding the difference of meaning. Mid. voice: ucharávaman, 'I cover myself;' ucharávaman e paplomaténya (Gr. pantóvoun), 'I cover myself with quilts.' part. uchárdo, 'covered;' biuchárdo, 'uncovered,' pronounced often buchárdo; as bu-
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CHILD — rakhó; fem. rakli, ‘a female child, a daughter.’ — This term, though frequently confounded with chavó, ‘a boy, a child,’ means properly ‘the little one,’ το μικρόν of the Greeks. Terela panjé raklén, ‘she has five children;’ yavré raklenja, ‘with other children.’ It is used often for ‘the child at the the breast, the babe;’ Gr. μικρόν.

CHRISTMAS — khrustuné. — Although I have made particular inquiries after terms of a religious character in the native Gypsy language, I must confess that very few are to be found. I have noted in other parts of the Vocabulary such as are of pure Sr. origin. The rest are from the Greek. Christmas, in modern Greek, is called το χριστούγεννα (Χριστού γενναί), i.e. ‘Christ’s birth,’ from which has been formed this Gypsy word, with the accented on the final syllable.

CHURCH — karrhiri; Bor., cangri. — These two words are of European origin, from the Gr. ἱερά, and κυριακός οἶκος; Germ. kirch, Eng. kirk and church, are from the latter. The Latin nations have preferred ἱερά; It. chiesa, Fr. église.*

CLEAN — shuchó, shuzó. — The Sr. adjective suchí, from the root such, ‘to be pure or clean,’ means ‘white, pure,’ etc. All the numerous derivatives from this verb have the same idea of cleanliness, physical or mental. By some Gypsies the word is pronounced shuzó; shuchó, however, is the more common pronunciation. Shuchípé, ‘cleanliness,’ is formed by the addition of the usual particle pé. Shuchi romnl, ‘a clean woman;’ shuchó chavó, ‘a clean child.

TO CLEANSE — kosháva, ghosháva. — The signification of this term is ‘to make clean, either by rubbing, washing, or sponging.’ The Greeks now use the word σπουδάζω, ‘I clean,’ from σπουδάς, ‘a sponge.’ Its etymology is obscure. Aor. koshlió, ‘I made clean, I cleansed.

CLOTHING — pata; Bor., plata. — This term I derive from the Sr. pata, pati, patta, etc., all meaning ‘cloth, colored cloth, a garment.’ The Gypsies of Spain, for euphony’s sake, have inserted an l in the first syllable. The word, pronounced patahó by some Gypsies, is by them applied to the bands and various pieces of cloth with which babes are swathed.

COAL — angár; Br., anga; Bor., langar. — This is the unchanged Sr. angára, ‘coal.’ Borrow adds an initial l by mistake; or, more probably, it is a fragment of the article el, which the Spanish Gypsies have universally adopted. The Gypsy language suffers what many others do, sometimes cutting off from, and sometimes adding to, the most common words: as Нázos (the name of the island), pronounced now ‘Aśia; el τον πόλην (‘to the city’), Turk. Stamboul; European Salonica for Thessalonica; Eng. dropsy for hydropsy (δόρση). Angárskoro, ‘a collier, one who sells coals.’

COCK — basnó, báshnó; Bor., básmó. — This word, though apparently more changed than many others, I am inclined to refer to the Sr. pakshin, ‘fowl, bird,’ from paksha, ‘wing, feather.’ The interchange of the consonants is natural. O básmó kaléskoro isí? ‘the cock, whose is it?’ e basnéskoro, ‘of the cock;’ e basnénkoró, ‘of the cocks.’

* The Armenian word for church is yegeghetsi, which is ἱερά, transformed to accord with Armenian rules of euphony, and shows us how strangely a word can be modified in passing from one tongue to another.—Tr.
business; teráva bút putiá, 'I have much business.' Puti (pl. putiá) is also applied to the implements of work. Déman me putiá, 'give me my implements.' Butidkoro, 'a day-laborer.'

To buy—kinda. —This verb I refer to the Sr. root kri (pres. krinámi), 'to buy, to barter, to exchange.' It is a striking example of the unquestionable relation of the Gypsy and Sanskrit idioms.† The r has been lost, as in many other like cases (see Section IV). With vi prefixed, kri means 'to sell;' so also among the Gypsies, bikináva or bikínáva means 'to sell.' Kinghóm yék grást, 'I bought a horse;' kárin kinghán té chuklés? 'when didst thou buy thy dog?' isás léskoro, méya kinghiómles, 'it was his, and I bought it.'

C.

Cabbage—shah; Bor., choja, resis.—This may possibly be the Sr. gákho, 'plant,' limited by the Gypsies to signify 'cabbage,' in like manner as by the modern Greeks the ancient term láxarov, 'vegetable.' This conjecture is strengthened by the analogy of Borrow's term resis, which we shall have occasion to explain in speaking of vineyard: applied in former times to savory substances in general, it has come to be limited exclusively to the vine by the Gypsies of Turkey, and to the cabbage by those of Spain.

Cacare—kháva, khliáva.—The verb is pronounced in both these ways. Fat. kamakhliáv, 'I shall void, cacabo;' khléndó and khléndó, 'cocatus;' khlenghiám, 'I have voided.' The origin of this term is unknown to me.

Cane—ran.—Of uncertain etymology.

Carriage—vordón.—This term is intimately related to beró, 'a sailing vessel,' which we shall note in defining ship. Both seem to belong to the Sr. root bhri, 'to carry, to bear.' Vordón I have heard used at times for 'a pack-horse.'

To be cheated—khokhámnováva.—Compound verb, from khokhánmá, 'a liar, one cheated,' and aváva. Té dikél sarré o manúsh nána kho-khámnovél, 'were he to see all (i.e. 'every thing'), a man would not be cheated.' For a clear understanding of these compound verbs, the reader must examine the explanation of the component parts of the verb, in their respective places. Khokhánmóvelman, 'he cheated me.'

Cheese—kerál.—The Sr. kshira is defined 'water, milk,' and from it is derived this Gypsy term. The compound consonant ksh, as we shall have occasion to show in the next Section, is constantly changed to the simple k. Kótór kerál, 'a little cheese;' kó o yavér kerásales kerál, 'and the remainder (i.e. 'milk') we make cheese.'

To chew—chamkeráva.—This is a compound verb, composed of cham—Sr. cham, 'to eat, to drink, to take any thing into the mouth as food'—and the Gypsy verb keráva, 'I make, I do,' from the Sr. kri, 'to make,' which we shall explain in speaking of the verb to make.

Chickens—chavri.—This is the usual Turkish yavru or yavri, 'the young of any animal;' Gr. yevóz.

* Pott proposes vrittì as a probable origin of this term.
† The Armenian kusł, by change of r to n, may be from this root.—Tr.
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Brother—pral, plat;* Bor., plan, plano.—

Sister—pen; Bor., plani.—Except for the first of these forms, one would hardly believe them to be the Sr. brātrī, the correlative of so many Asiatic and European synonyms: in the Zend brātari; Pers. berader; Lat. frater; Gr. ἀδελφός; Goth. brōtar; Germ. bruder; Eng. brother; Slav. brash; Russ. brat; Bulg. vrat. The Turkish Gypsies have fortunately preserved the word nearly like its archetype, to which we can thus refer the three forms of Borrow, which are undoubtedly from brātari, metamorphosed according to the natural interchanges of letters. Plat approaches the Lithuanian brolis, 'brother' (Bopp). Pen and plani are from the same Sr. original. The Hindus use another word, svasri, 'sister,' Lat. soror. Amare peniā, 'our sister' (acc. case); te praléskoro nāv? ‘thy brother’s name?’ ketti pralēn terēsa? ‘how many brothers hast thou?’ me pralēskoro kerēste, ‘in my brother’s house.’

Buck—buzox.—Related to the Sr. pācu, ‘an animal in general, a beast, a goat.’ A diminutive form of this term is buzō, buzni, ‘a she-goat.’ Chunguli buzni, ‘a good-for-nothing she-goat;’ buznorō, ‘kid;’ kerghiās dīi buznorō, ‘she had (lit. ‘began’) two kids.’

Bulgarian—dās.—This appellation is given by the Gypsies to the numerous Bulgarians living among them, or coming from Bulgaria in the summer season to till the lands of the Greek and Turkish landholders. The Bulgarians are found in vast numbers on the lands of Roumelia. They are called Bokkavoss by the Greeks, Bulghār by the Turks, and Bulgar by themselves. To them this appellation dās is utterly unknown. It is, however, extremely interesting, as being, perhaps, a reminiscence of the words Dacica, Dacian. Dashāi, pl. of dās; dasni, ‘a Bulgarian woman;’ dasorō (pl. dasorē), ‘a young Bulgarian;’ dasniōri, ‘a young Bulgarian girl;’ dasikanō, adj., ‘Bulgarian;’ dasikanā chip, ‘the Bulgarian language;’ dasikanēs, ‘in a Bulgarian manner’—Bokkavossi.

To burn—tapiāva, tapiosāva.—In speaking of rāth, I have referred to the Sr. verb tāp, ‘to burn, to be hot.’ It is only here and in taviāva, ‘I boil,’ that we meet it as a verb, used as tāp is in Sanskrit.

Business—puti, buti.—This term, in frequent use among all the Gypsies, I have rendered by the term 'business' in English, in preference to any other. It is the Greek οὐκέτα, 'service, work, business,' the use of which may be illustrated by a few colloquial expressions: thus we frequently say, ézov ōuketar plök'v, 'I have a great deal of business;' éz rīzov ōuketar étov, 'in whose service art thou?' The Gypsy word seems to be related to Sr. bhūti, primarily 'being, existence,' but ordinarily meaning 'prosperity, success, power;' the Gypsies have made it mean 'work, labor,' as what is necessary to the enjoyment and preservation of one's life, or the acquisition of wealth and pleasure. Bhūkti, 'eating, possession, fruition,' from bhuj, 'to eat,' does not appear to me to have any connection with this Gypsy term. Sikliliān nēvē putiā? 'hast thou learnt (any) new business?' kopichavāv tūt ti pōlin (pōlīv) yēk putiāti, 'I shall send thee to the city for (one)

Brain—goti.—Used by the Gypsies for ‘brain’ and ‘mind.’ Terávalos me gotiátē, ‘I keep it in my mind,’ i.e. ‘I remember it.’ It may be referred to Sr. goda, ‘the brain,’ or to godhi, ‘the forehead.’ From this word is formed gotaiwē, ‘having a brain, intelligent.’ ‘Brain’ for ‘intelligence’ is very common also among the Greeks. ἔγνω μνήμης, ‘he is wise,’ lit., ‘he has brain.’ Mi goti, ‘my mind;’ até alló amaré gotiátē, ‘there came to our mind,’ i.e. ‘we were reminded,’ té n’aveṇa me gotiátē, ‘should I not bring to my mind.’

Brave—múrrs.—This term is often used as equivalent to the common Greek πάλλος and πάλλοκαυρ, ‘a brave, one endowed with courage;’ Turk. yïyït, Pers. pehlin. The Gypsy term probably originates from the Sr. mri, ‘to die,’ and its participle mrīta, ‘dead, mortal,’ Gr. βεβολός, δεψιμός, of which we shall speak in elucidating the verb meráva, ‘to die,’ so common in all the Indo-European languages. Compare Slav. muźź, ‘a man, a male.’ The Gypsies frequently use the term for the male sex, whenever they intend to indicate manliness and courage in the person spoken of. It properly signifies a person of courage, but who makes no ostentatious parade of it. It is used also for ‘boy:’ teráva dúi chavén, yék chái, yék núrrs, ‘I have two children, a girl (and) a boy.’

Bread—maró, mandó, marnó, marlý; Br., marú; Bor., marno, jumeri, tató.—Cognate with the Sr. maráva, ‘granary or storehouse,’ where all kinds of produce, and whatever is used for food in general, are kept. Borrow’s tato is evidently the Sr. tapata, participle of tap, ‘to heat, to burn,’ and consequently signifies that which is heated or cooked, as the Lat. panis biscocutus, Fr. biscuit, Gr. ἄψυς δίψυς, i.e. ‘bread subjected to two fires.’ Manró khandi káva, ‘a little bread I eat;’ kaló maró, ‘black bread;’ manrúsoró, ‘a baker,’ or ‘one who sells bread.’

To break—pangoṇa.—Sr. bhaṃj, ‘to break.’ Pangiola, ‘it broke,’ aor. of the mid. voice; panghiowáva, ‘I have been broken.’

Breast—chuché, chuchi; Bor., chucha.—From the Sr. chuchi, ‘breast,’ (Gr. μαστός); chuchuka, ‘a nipple.’ Chuchi dávales, ‘I give it the breast;’ pielá chuchi, ‘it drinks the breast;’ ná létta chuchi, ‘it does not take the breast;’ chuchia dukéna, ‘the breasts pain.’

Bridge—purit.—From the Sr. root pur or prī, ‘to pass over, to go to the other side.’ The Greek, from πέρα, πέραμ, has περάτης, ‘one who passes to the other side,’ and πέρα, ‘on the other side.’ Compare Zend perēta, ‘bridge.’

To bring—anáva.—Perhaps from the Sr. root ni, ‘to lead,’ with the prefix á, ‘hither, to.’ It is extremely common among the Gypsies. Its aorist is anghīom, ‘I brought;’ fut. kanāv, ‘I shall bring.’ Katal anghīom te romniyo? ‘whence didst thou bring thy wife?’ so anghīam? ‘what didst thou bring?’

Bread—bugló.—This adjective, of which the derivation is unknown to me, means ‘broad, wide, expanded’ fem. buglī. Bugló dróm, ‘wide road.’ It serves to form the verb bugliowáva, ‘to expand, to stretch, to put out clothes to dry,’ probably from the custom of stretching clothes on the ground to dry them. Bugliowáva means also ‘to widen, to scatter;’ Gr. ἀκοπητίζω.
BLIND MAN—tam-manúsh.—I give here this second word for 'blind,' as it is applicable only to the human race, whilst the former, koró, is used, as in other languages, for inanimate objects. It is a compound word. Tam is from the Sr. root tam, 'to be senseless, to be dark.' The derivatives of this root signify 'blindness, bodily or mental, gloom, perplexity,' etc.

BLOOD—ratt.* Bor., ratt, arati.—From the Sr. root ranj, 'to color, to dye' (Pers. renk), comes the participle rakta, 'colored, dyed, red,' neut. raktam, 'blood.' In the above Gypsy terms, the k of the Sr. is changed to t, for the sake of euphony; like the Italian pratico from the Latin practicus. Dukháva but e rátt, 'he likes much to bleed' (lit. 'he likes blood').

To BOIL—taviáva, tapáva.—By the transmutation of the labial p into its cognate v, this Gypsy verb is easily referred to the Sr. root tap, 'to heat, to burn,' and, in the Gypsy language, 'to boil,' as an effect of fire.

BONE—kókkalo.—This term is common to all the Gypsies. I have never been able to ascertain any other denomination for bone, even among the Moslem Gypsies. It is the common Greek xónkalós, derived from xónkos, 'the kernel of fruit.' xónkallós is 'to become hard,' and is a very common term among the Greeks now.†

Bosom—kolí.—I leave to others to determine whether this word can be referred to Sr. kola, signifying, among other things, 'the bosom, the lap, embrace.' The names of parts of the body in the Gypsy language are often extremely difficult and dubious.

Bowel—bukó; Bor., porías.—Bukó may be referred to the Sr. bukka and bükka, both meaning 'the heart,' in the same way as the Greeks called σπλήγγος every internal organ of the body, and often, to this day, the common people call the stomach and the bowels xwóthia. Borrow has the Sr. purítat, 'an entrail, a gut,' which seems in fact to furnish the proper etymology of the word used by the Gypsies of Spain.

Boy-Child—chavó;‡ Br., schago; Bor., chavo, pl. chái.—

Girl—chái; Br., schay; Bor., chavory.—The Sanskrit has more than one term to which the above words can be referred: tuch, tuj, and toka, 'progeny, children,' páwa or pāvuka, 'the new born of any animal.' The Gypsy word I have always heard pronounced chavo. Some of the Moslem Gypsies reject the v, and pronounce chuó. Mo chavo, 'my child;' dái chavén teráva, 'I have two children;' rovéla ani khúrdó chavo, 'he cries like a little child;' o rashái maréla e górké chavén, e láché chavén na marélaíen, 'the teacher beats the bad children, the good children he does not beat;' te chavénge, 'to thy children;' astarghím e chavés, 'I caught the child;' e chavéskoro núv só isti? 'what is the child's name?' tá e chavén, 'and the boys' (acc. case); teréla chavén? 'has he (or she) children?' mi chái, 'my girl;' teréla yék múrs, yék chái, 'he has one boy (and) one girl.'

* Armenian arúne, 'blood,'—Tu.
† This term should always be written with double x—xónkalós.
‡ "Thái, 'jeune homme.'" Vaillant, p. 457.
Between—maskaré.—This term comes from the Sr. madhyā, 'middle, intermediate,' Lat. medius, Gr. μεσός, Slav. měsdyu, 'between.' Maskaré to dúi kěr, 'between the two houses;' maskaré to dúi drom, and maskaré dúi droménē, 'between two roads;' maskaré dúi manushénē, 'between two men;' maskarál, 'from between,' Lat. ex medio, de medio, Mod. Gr. ἐκ τῆς μέσης.

Bird—chiriklio; Bor., chiriclo.—The Sr. chiri, 'a parrot,' is the only word to which can be referred this Gypsy term. Probably the term had the more general signification in the Sanskrit, for we have in the present spoken language of the Hindus chiriya, for 'birds' in general. The signification of this word among the Gypsies is extremely vague; it is applied to all the feathered tribe. I have heard it used of quails, partridges, pigeons, etc. Never have I been able to ascertain any term for particular species of birds or fishes. The Gypsies call them by their Greek or Turkish names.

Birth—ben.—See to begot.

Bitch—chukli.—This is the fem. of chukél, 'dog,' by the addition of i, the usual affix of Gypsy feminine nouns. The e of the final syllable is always rejected: chukli, chuk(e)li. Amari chukli, 'our bitch;' katár kinghián ti chukliá? 'whence didst thou buy thy bitch?'

To bite—dantáva, dantiláva.—Both these verbs are in use; they have been formed directly from the Sr. noun danta, 'tooth' (see tooth). The second, dantiláva, is a compound verb, formed of danta and the verb láva, 'I take,' both of which are separately explained in the present vocabulary. Unlike of its mother tongue, the Gypsy language is not generally fond of compound words. Ta o chukél danghiánles, 'and the dog bit him.'

Bitter—kerkó.—This is the Slav. gorkie, 'bitter,' in general use among the Bulgarians, from whom the Gypsies have received it. It is a common term among all the nations that speak the various dialects of the Slavonic.

Black—kaló (fem. kali);* Br., caló; Bor., caló, callardo, coloro.—These terms are derived from the Sr. kála, 'black, of a dark color.' The second of Borrow is a Spanish form. Compare the Slav. kalémie, 'color, dye.' The reader will observe that the Turkish Gypsies have preserved many words of their mother tongue pure from all foreign intermixture. Isi káli, 'she is black;' kalé ro má, 'black men;' kaló is used for 'a negro;' kali, for 'a negro woman:' kaló manré, 'black bread.'

Blacksmith—maștér; Br., masteros.—Maștér is a word very generally used by all classes of people in Constantinople, from the vulgar Italian maestro, to designate 'a chief workman,' or artist of any profession: Turk. and Persian ustād. Many Gypsies, in place of this term, use their own shastiréskoro, 'iron-worker' (see iron).

Blind—koró;†—Compare the Sr. giri, 'a certain disease of the eyes;' grikána, 'one blind from the disease giri.' This word is used at times by the Gypsies as an imprecation: o devél te koró kerélman, 'may God reduce thee to blindness!'

* "Cali, 'noir et beau.'" Vaillant, p. 179.  † Armenian goir, 'blind.'—Tu.
always pronounced maráva, and the aor. marghióm. It means also 'to pound, to grind, to bruise.' O raskái maréïa e chavén, 'the teacher beats the children;' maréïala? 'does he beat her?'

**Beautiful—sukár; Br., shuká; Bor., jucal.**—These words are from the Sr. sukara, compounded of the prefix su, 'well,' Gr. év, and the adjective kara, 'making.' Gr. nová, from the root kri (Lat. creo), 'to do, to make.' Kara, in Sanskrit as well as in Persian composite words, indicates action; as sukara, 'the well-doer, the generous bestower,' and hence 'whoever is beautiful in soul or body.' To Mr. Brown's word, shuká, a final r should be added; in Borrow's, the final r is changed to l. The fem. jucal is the Sr. sukará. The Gypsies form all feminine nouns in i, as we shall see in speaking of the nouns (Section V).

**Because—sostár.**—Appears to be the pronoun so, with the ablative particle tar (lit. 'from which'), 'on account of;' precisely as the Greek ὅτα, composed of the prep. ὅ, and the rel. pron. ὅτι; also öter, rel. pron. and the ablative. ὅτε. Sostár isás keliepé, 'because there was a dance.'

**To beget—benáva.**—This term, like its cognate ben, 'birth,' I have not been able to refer to any Sr. root, with any degree of satisfaction. The term is common to both sexes, in man and animals. I romni benálá, 'the woman begets,' i. e. 'produces, brings forth;' gyrrumi amari beng lethal yék moskáré (Gr. ἤοραξπορὰ), 'our cow has brought forth a calf;' i chuksi bengásh páníy rukoné, 'the bitch has begotten (brought forth) five whelps.'

**Behind—palál.**—This evidently is the Sr. para, 'distant, remote, after.' Here, as in many other adverbs of location, the term is in the ablative form, a very favorite one with the Gypsies. According to the formation of other similar adverbs, it would be, in its simple form, pal: as avry, 'out,' avryál, 'from the outside,' Gr. εξωτερ; andré, andryál, and andrál, 'from the inner side.' It is often to be heard united with the comparative particle po, as popalál, 'still more backwards.' Láveles palál, 'I take it back;' palalutó, 'the next in order, the second;' palalátste, 'farther back;' napalál, 'afterwards;' kana chinésa bar, na palalutné ghén, 'when thou throwest a stone, the afterwards (i. e. 'the consequences') consider;' pelióm palál, 'I fell behind,' i. e. 'I followed him.'

**To believe—pakiára.**—This verb I refer to the Sr. root paksá, 'to take a part or side.' Pakiáva ki aneká isi, 'I believe that it is so;' na pakiáva ki muló, 'I do not believe that he died.'*

**Bellows—pishó; Br., pishata.**—Mr. Brown's word is in the plural form.**

**Belly—bor; Bor., pos, po.**—This is one of the many terms of the Gypsy language, the derivation of which is not clear to me. Terávas dúk mé poriéti, 'I had pain in my belly.'

* Pott (ii. 346) writes the word patás, and derives it from the Sr. prâti ō-i, 'confidere.' The Gypsies here pronounce it as I have written it. I have frequently heard it. The difference, however, may have been occasioned by the pronunciation of the consonant t, which with the Gypsies is often a soft k. A similar commutation is often to be heard among the Greeks, particularly in the island of Lesbos (Mitelene).
χαιρέται; and say krestáyu, 'I baptize,' analogous with the English "I christen," i.e. 'I baptize, I make one a Christian.' Have not most of the nations who received the blessed tidings of Christianity from the Greeks adopted also Greek terms? But whenever words were found in the idiom of the Gypsies capable of expressing the new idea, they would naturally be adopted by them. We shall see another example in the name of the cross. Baxitço, the transitive of baxtew, meant originally 'to color by dyeing.' The word to this very day is used for 'dyeing, painting, besmearing the face with rouge,' etc.: it is a neuter and transitive verb. As color was transmitted to cloth by immersing it in water, the word very naturally came to mean 'to immerse in water.' What difficulty then had the Gypsies in giving to this act of Christianity the word which corresponded to the Greek? Those Gypsies unacquainted with the word use baptizava, 'I baptize,' the Greek baxtico. Bolaça e chavás, 'I baptize the child;' bolipè, 'baptism;' bolavado, 'baptized;' bibolavado, 'not baptized.'

**Barefooted—pirnangó.**—A compound word, pir, piró, 'foot,' and nangó, 'naked;' literally 'naked-footed.' In another part of the Vocabulary, I treat of the etymology of piró, pirnó, the Gypsy terms for 'foot.'

**Barley—jov.**—This is the Persian jav, 'barley,' which the Gypsies have borrowed directly from the Persians. Sr. jave, 'barley.' The Persian form of this term is undoubtedly from the Sanskrit, as the Persian language very generally changes the Sr. y into j: compare jugh, 'yoke,' Sr. yuga; jave, 'young man,' Sr. yuvan.

**Basket—koshnika; Br., selvia; Bor., cornicha.**—This is a Bulgarian word, from the Slavonic kosh' and kósnița, 'a basket.' The origin of Mr. Brown's term is unknown to me.

**Bath—lattó, bágnia; Bor., tati.**—Borrow defines this word "fever," Sp. calentura. Although it has not the signification of 'bath' in his vocabulary, yet the meaning which he gives may serve to elucidate my own. From the Sr. root tap, 'to heat, to burn,' is formed the part. tapta, 'hot, burning,' and this, by the customary change of p to t, becomes tatta, just as the Italians pronounce the Latin optus "atto." The Arabs, from the word hamm, 'to heat,' have formed hammám, 'bath,' and humma, 'fever.' This word, as well as rat, ratí, 'blood,' should be written with tt, tattó. Some Gypsies use the word bágnia, It. bagno, a common word in these countries for 'bath.'

**Bean—bópi.**—A Bulgarian word, bop, 'a bean,' but particularly the species called the Egyptian: Gr. xoukxia, Turk. boklā.—Pl. bópia.

**Bear—richini.**—As numerous Gypsies in Roumelia and the Danubian provinces gain their livelihood by exhibiting bears in the streets and public places, it is natural to suppose that this term would be a common one among them all. To me it appears related to the Sr. riksha, 'a bear,' and hence to the Gr. ókros, Lat. ursus. Should this derivation be found to be true, it will be one of the rare examples of the change of ksh into ch, as I shall have occasion to show in the following Section.

**To beat—maráva.**—This verb seems to be of the same root with the verb meráva, 'I die.' In order to distinguish it from meráva, it is
Ass—khēr; Br., kher; Bor., gel, guel, jeroro—fem. kheri; Bor., jeni, jenini.—The Sr. hara, from the root hri, ‘to bring, to bear,’ signifies ‘bearer,’ and secondly ‘the ass,’ as the Turks call the ass merkeb, from the Arabic root rakaba, ‘to bear.’ Thus hara signifies ‘beast of burden’ in general, and, by secondary meaning, ‘the ass,’ which, through all the East, is the burden-bearer in domestic works. This term is also written khara: compare Zend khara and Pers. kher, ‘an ass.’ My term kherni is ‘the female ass.’ Those of Borrow are of different provinces, but all of the same origin. Sigō khēr, ‘a swift ass;’ tumārī kherēskoro i zēn chorgiū, ‘your ass’s saddle they have stolen;’ terēla pānīj khēr, ‘he has (owns) five asses.’

To awake—jangāva.—The Sr. root jāgri is ‘to awake, to be awake or watchful.’ We shall see in the next Section that the r of the Sanskrit, particularly when in composition with other consonants, is frequently dropped, as in this case. Jangāvāva, the passive form, is ‘to be awakened;’ jangardō, ‘he is awake.’ It corresponds to the Turkish oyanık, ‘awake, a man of talent;’ Gr. ἕξωνος Janganiōm (pass. aorist), ‘I have awakened;’ janganiō, ‘he is awakened.’

Axe—tovēr, tovēl.—This word is pronounced in both ways by many Gypsies, for the liquids are often commutable. It is a pure Persian word, lāber and taver, ‘the two-edged axe used in felling wood.’ Tovēskoro, ‘one who uses an axe,’ or ‘one who makes and sells axes.’ The Turkish is batjji.

B.

Back—dumō.—This is a frequently used term among all the Gypsies, for the hinder part of the trunk, extending from the neck to the os sacrum. The Greeks now call the body xoquiōr or xoqui, diminutive of xoqīōs, ‘the trunk of a tree.’ May not, then, dumō be compared with Sr. druμ, ‘a tree,’ which, by dropping the liquid r, has become dumō? To me this origin appears very probable, particularly upon comparing it with dudaim, ‘a gourd,’ in which the same word druμ appears to exist.

Bad—gōrkō.—This is the usual adjective used in opposition to lachō, ‘good.’ Gōrkō manish, ‘a bad man;’ o rāshāi marēla e gōrkē chāvin, ‘the master beats the bad children;’ gorkipē, ‘badness, wickedness.’

Bald—pakō.—The Sr. verb pach means ‘to mature, by cooking or ripening,’ and derivatives from it signify ‘maturity, supputation,’ and even ‘gray hairs,’ as the maturity of age. The Sr. word pāka has all these significations, and the same term is by the Gypsies referred to baldness, as an attribute of gray hairs and old age. Pakō isī, nā terēla bāt, ‘he is bald, (and) has no hair.’

To baptize—bolāva.—This word of the Christian Gypsies, which, like all the rest of this class, is of peculiar interest, seems to belong to the Sr. bul, of the 10th class, ‘to sink, to dive and emerge again.’

In embracing Christianity, the Gypsies must have been at a loss, at times, to express by appropriate terms the new order of things which they constantly saw before them. They have done, in this matter, what other nations in embracing Christianity had done before them. The Slavonians call the cross krēst”, undoubtedly from the Greek
(lit. 'to say') it to all.' It is a very common word, and understood by all the Gypsies, wherever they are to be found.

**ALMS—lachipé; Bor., lachipén.**—This is an abstract noun, from lachó, 'good,' and the common suffix pe or pen; it signifies 'goodness, benevolence.' It is used, however, by the Gypsies, in the sense of 'alms.' They have followed in this respect the usage of the Greeks, who frequently, in the place of ἱκεμοσύνη, 'alms,' use the term ψυχικός, 'contribution for the salvation of the soul.' Compare Turk. sadıká, 'alms,' lit. 'goodness, righteousness.' Kamáva to lachipé mó charó, 'I desire thy happiness, my child.'

**ALWAYS—ghéis.**—Possibly connected with the Sanskrit kála, 'time.'

**AND—tá, té.**—This conjunction may be identified with the Sr. tu, in preference to cha, which is more usual among Sr. authors. The following colloquial phrases amply illustrate its signification. Tá é charén, 'and the children;' tá penéna, 'and they say;' tá ná penéna chachipés, 'and they do not speak (say) the truth;' tá isi kódróm but chíká, 'and there is in the road much mud (muds).' In the following examples it can be rendered 'also': terélta ta yek dúlon (Gr. δύο), 'he has also a servant;' terélta ta khelia, 'it has also figs;' kamésa tá mól? 'dost thou wish also wine?' This conjunction is frequently pronounced te, particularly when it is not at the beginning of a sentence.

**ANY.—amūni; Br., ammūnee; Bor., amīi.**—From the Greek ἀκιώ, 'any,' pronounced by us now ἀμίων and ἀμίων.

**APPLE—papai, hopai.**—This term, like many other denominations of plants and fruits, is obscure, and difficult to be explained.

**ARMFUL—angálí.**—This is the Greek term ἄγκαλια and ἁγκάλη, meaning 'whatever can be held between the arms.' Cf. ἀγκάλη χόρτον (Xenophon). Ye îk angálí chár, 'an ἁγκάλη of hay.'

**To be ashamed—lojáva; Bor., lacha.**—From the Sr. root loji, 'to be shamefaced or ashamed.' This is the term to which the Gypsies of Spain attach so high an importance, (Bor., ch. vii.) meaning by it as a substantive 'the unblemished chastity of the unmarried female.' With the Gypsies in these countries the signification of the word is simply 'shame,' and they translate it by the Greek ερωτή, or the Turkish 'ayb, 'shame.'—Lachanó, 'shameful.'

**ASHES—práhos.**—This is the Slav. práh', 'dust.' Among the Bulgarians, however, the term pepál is in common use for 'ashes,' from the ancient Slav. pepel', 'ashes;' Gr. πασέλνη, 'the very finest of flour,' and whatever is rubbed to extreme fineness.' Kaló práhos, 'black ashes;' e bovéskori práhos, 'the ashes of the baker;' keti práhos kamésa? 'how much ashes dost thou wish?' keti práhos reselatut? 'how much ashes suffices thee?'

**To ask—pucháva.**—From the Sr. root prachh, 'to ask, to inquire, to desire to know.' The liquid r has been dropped, as in other similar examples (Section IV.). This verb is at times pronounced pucháva and pecháva. Sóske puchésa mándas? 'why dost thou ask (from) me?' kapucháv léstas, 'I shall ask (from) him;' tá té pucháv léstas, 'and that I may ask (from) him.'

* Práchos (aréna), and again, praco, “staub.” Pott, ii. 361.*
make no use of these particular words. The reader will observe them in their proper place.

Less interest is attached to the Slavonic terms, for the Gypsies are still found scattered among the numerous Slavonic tribes of the banks of the Danube.

All Mr. Brown’s terms are inserted in their proper places, and marked “Br.” to distinguish them from Borrow’s, marked “Bor.”

Mr. Hamlin’s remarks upon the Armenian language I have inserted in notes, and marked “Tr.”

SECTION III.

Vocabulary.

A.

To abandon—nuukáva.—This is probably connected with the Sanskrit root much, ‘to release, to let go.’ The change of a palatal into a guttural, and vice versa, is common in all languages. Kamukáv tát, ‘I shall leave thee.;’ nápatal mukélámón bizoráló, ‘afterwards it leaves me weak.’

To be acquainted with—pincharáva.—This seems to be a compound verb, formed from the Sr. root char, ‘to go, to proceed,’ and the particle vi, which, joined to the verb, imparts to it the causative the meaning of ‘to pass back and forth in one’s mind, to consider, to meditate upon.’ Pincharáva shows the addition of a euphonic n after vi, and the change of v into p, so common among the Gypsies. Méya pincharávales, ‘I also am acquainted with him;’—though transitive in form, it has here a neuter signification.

Afar—dúr; Bor., dur.—From the Sr. dura, ‘distant.’ Ketí dúr isi čkin ti Silivri? ‘how far is it to Silivria?’ Dúral, ‘from a distance.’

dural allián? ‘have you come from a distance?’

Affirmation—va; Br., nangar; Bor., unga.—I think there is an error in the definition of Mr. Brown, as it seems to me impossible that such an affirmative particle should have the negative na in its first syllable. Still, it is valuable as tending to elucidate Borrow’s word. Vá is the Sr. indeclinable vá, a particle of asseveration or confirmation. The Gypsies in these quarters know of no other particle, and will acknowledge no other, but most of the Moslem Gypsies use the Turkish or Greek. Borrow’s form, although to appearance obscure, may be referred to a pure Sr. origin; namely, to the word unga, itself also an asseverative or assenting particle, ‘yes, truly.’

All.—sarró, sarvó, sárvore, sávvore, sárvolo;† Br., sarvilles; Bor., saro.

—Almost unchanged from the Sr. sarra, ‘all, the whole, entire.’ As concerns the final syllables lee and lo, I do not know whence they come. Te dikét sarré, ‘should he see all!’ sarré o manushé isi kho-khavné, ‘all men are liars;’ sávvore o róm, ‘all the Gypsies;’ ketí isanas sávvore? ‘how many were you all?’ sarvénge te penésles, ‘to declare

* Armenian dar, dora, in composition; as duratsainel, ‘to sound abroad.’—Tr.
letters in *child, chime*, Italian *cima—j*, which by common consent corresponds to the Sanskrit *j*, I have constantly written *j*—for example, *janáva, 'I know'* (written by others *djanáva*)—as better suited to English readers. The strongly aspirated Sanskrit palatal I write *čh*, the guttural *kh*, and the aspirate *h*. The Gypsies in these countries have no sound corresponding to that of the English *th* in *this, that*, Greek *dź*. The lingual and palatal sibilants of the Sanskrit I have represented by *sh* and *č*; to both belongs very nearly the same pronunciation, that of the English *sh*, as in *shall, shore*.

There is such a softness in the pronunciation by the Gypsies of some consonants, that I am at a loss how to write them. The word *puró, 'old,* is an example. It is not *puró*, nor *furó*, nor *phuró*, nor *pfuró*. I cannot pronounce it; the sound is like blowing from the mouth, as in blowing out a candle. As to writing or expressing it by Roman characters, there is a difficulty similar to that which Europeans experience when trying to represent the *ghain* of the Arabs. This word by some is written *puró*, by others *furó*; still, to me, all are wrong, and do not give the true pronunciation of the word. But I have preserved *furó*, generally adopted by others. The same difficulty occurs in the pronunciation of *mindó, 'mine,* which at times is heard as though pronounced *minró*. I have pronounced it in both ways, in the hearing of Gypsies, and they have made no remark. But I could not pronounce it as they do themselves. Their manner is like an imperceptible breath, passing upon a word *mindró*, so gentle that both consonants are heard, while one is at a loss to say which predominates. It must be heard to be appreciated. So with their pronunciation of soft *k*—the Turkish *kef*—which at times appears like a pure *t*, particularly when in the middle of words. *Uktiaváva, 'I mount, I hang,' at times appeared to me as though it should be written *utia†váva*, and at times *uktia†váva*; so gentle is the sound of *k* in similar cases, that with some Gypsies it is not heard at all. I have followed the more general usage, and have often been guided by the aorist in determining the proper orthography of the present of the verb. These delicacies in the pronunciation I have noted in the Vocabulary. Some Gypsies, and particularly the Moslem, pronounce the gently aspirated *p* as a pure *p*, saying always *puró, 'an old man.* The reader will see farther notices of the pronunciation of the consonants in Section IV, where their mutation in passing from the Sanskrit to the Gypsy language is spoken of.

I have pointed out all the Persian words found in the idiom, as they are an important element in the history of the Gypsies. It is evident that a people using so many pure Persian words must have formerly had close connection with the Persian people. They could not have borrowed them from the Turks, who
In the definitions, I have often inserted quotations from my dialogues, as pronounced by the Gypsies, quotations which in numerous cases serve to illustrate the term under consideration. They are extremely important, and may serve as points of illustration to those who shall desire to make farther researches upon this interesting subject. The reader may put implicit confidence in their accuracy, for they have been repeatedly sifted and examined.

The object of this memoir is to demonstrate the relation of the Gypsy language to the Sanskrit; and in this part of my work, as I have said before, I was perfectly unassisted. What I have done I humbly submit to the public. Though persuaded of its near connection with the Sanskrit, more intimate than that of any other spoken language of Europe, I confess that I have not always succeeded in pointing out the relationship of Gypsy terms to the Sanskrit, even in cases where their structure would seem to bear an undeniable stamp of Hindu origin. But I feel no discouragement; and when I consider that our immortal Coray has been able by long and unwearied study to define and trace to the ancient language most of our pure modern Greek jargon, and thus to explain so many obscure passages in ancient Greek authors, what cannot we hope to effect by a similar process, when Sanskrit shall be better known, and its etymologies better defined? I have no doubt, as I have remarked in the Vocabulary, that, as the modern Greek has vastly elucidated the ancient, so the Gypsy, which is so closely related to the Sanskrit, will impart the same advantage to Sanskrit, when the relation of the two is fully established and universally acknowledged. It will then become evident that Sanskrit verbs, most of which remain unaltered in form in the Gypsy, but have different significations, may have originally possessed these significations. Coincidence of original meaning becomes undeniably apparent in the case of many adjectives and nouns.

As the language of the Gypsies has been thoroughly permeated by the spirit of the modern Greek and Turkish, as spoken in and around Constantinople, I have derived considerable assistance from both these languages, in elucidating many points under discussion. Pott himself often makes reference to modern Greek words, with a judgment and an accuracy worthy of all praise. The reader will see the opportunity for similar references in the course of the Vocabulary.

As to the orthography of the Gypsy language, it is well to inform the reader that I have adopted for the vowels that of the Italians, as the most perfect, and least liable to error: a should be pronounced as a in far—e, as in met—i, as in pin—o, as in no—u, as in bull. As to the consonants, I have retained the ordinary notation of orientalists, writing ch for the sound of those
put him into a Greek school, where he went through the first elements of the Greek grammar. To this young man, to whom education has imparted feelings nobler than those of his fellow-countrymen, the subject became very attractive, and to his kindness I am greatly indebted for the help he has rendered me in the latter part of my studies. He has, in his short excursions to the neighboring villages, collected from different Gypsies, coming from the north of Turkey, many terms unknown to him, which he has given to me, and which I have examined and inserted in the Vocabulary. We have reviewed together all the Vocabulary, and all the dialogues, collected from different quarters, which have served as the basis of it. I have noted with the greatest accuracy his accents, and the sounds of his voice in the pronunciation of the various consonants, and I have every reason to put entire confidence in his information. It coincided with whatever I had previously collected from numerous sources, and which I continually submitted to his examination. He himself was often unable to give me the desired information except in the form of dialogue, and by degrees he was induced to write for me dialogues in his vernacular idiom. In this way he acquired for himself a great number of terms, ascertained my wants, and with kindness of heart entered into my views, and has even attempted to collect whatever of his native idiom is known among the Gypsies dwelling in the villages near Constantinople, or roaming in tents, and coming from the distant plains of Bulgaria and Servia. Having become extremely interested in these labors upon his own language, Andrea still continues his observations, and submits them to me, often demanding whether such a word should be pronounced in such a manner, and not in another. He asked me once, for example, whether the word for 'he sells' should be bikkél or biknél: I told him that the latter was the proper form, and that he should always avoid bikkél.

In this manner have been collected and arranged all the materials which enter into the Vocabulary. There is nothing borrowed from any work on the Gypsies, and I am warranted in saying that all the terms are in constant use among the Gypsies dwelling around Constantinople and in the Roumelian villages, up to the skirts of the Balkans. My long intercourse with them has rendered me somewhat familiar with their idiom, and in the present state of my knowledge I offer this Vocabulary as exhibiting the actual condition of their spoken language, the result of four years' constant application and study. It is my earnest hope that it may prove of some utility to students in ethnographical science, and in all those scientific and philosophical pursuits that have for their object to ascertain the true origin of tribes and nations.
united to a verb. This, at first, is extremely perplexing, and the
student cannot properly understand his position, or feel any de-
gree of confidence, until he has in some manner fathomed the
deepth and breadth of their brutal ignorance. They will do their
best, particularly when incited to such uncouth and unknown
martyrdom by the exhibition of money as a spur to their sluggish
memory. They will torment themselves, look at heaven and
earth, scratch their heads, or put their fingers upon their temples,
to recall the lost term, which, according to their expression, is
sticking at the tip of their tongue. I have frequently pitied
the poor fellows, since they seemed so in earnest to satisfy my
curiosity; and I have desisted from farther demands for a par-
ticular word, which they professed they knew, but could not
possibly recall.

With the Moslem Gypsies I have had great difficulty, for they
are fast losing their idiom, and few of the new generation know
any thing of it.* The Christian Gypsies, however, still retain
it, with an incongruous mixture of Greek and Turkish terms,
and from them I have obtained nearly all the materials contained
in this memoir. The profound hatred of the Moslem Gypsies,
or rather their contempt of every thing pertaining to a Christian,
herited from the genuine Moslems, makes them shy, and very
poor guides in such matters.

This process of collecting words from single individuals soon
disheartened me, on account of its imperfections, and the great
difficulty of obtaining by it even a scanty knowledge of Gypsy
terms. I therefore, after numerous trials, resorted to dialogues,
which succeeded admirably, and which I can recommend to any
individual in similar circumstances. One can hardly keep pace
with their volubility. Words flow as in a torrent, while the
elements and combinations of which it consists can afterwards
be arranged in a systematic manner by the student, and easily
elucidated one by the other. I cannot but make this remark,
and say how much trouble might have been saved, had I begun
with this plan, which has cleared up wonderfully all my notions
and views of this very interesting idiom. I have permitted my
Gypsy masters to add whatever came into their heads, in the
course of the dialogue. In this manner a rich treasure of knowl-
dedge resulted from our studies.

It was my good fortune, however, in prosecuting these studies,
to make the acquaintance of a Greek Gypsy, Andrea George,
living twenty miles distant from Constantinople. His amiable
character had induced a Greek gentleman, some years ago, to

* They strive to show zeal in their new religion, and consider their vernacular
idiom as partaking of christian heresy, and of course avoid speaking it as much as
possible.
and knew not much of it, except what at times I met with in the course of my Sanskrit studies. Most of it had been collected from Moslem Gypsies, a few words being added by a Christian Gypsy. There was nothing in the vocabulary but the simple definitions in English. All the words, together with a few numerals, were about seventy. As the subject became extremely interesting to me, from the relationship so palpable in many words, I determined to continue the work, and to corroborate Mr. Brown's definitions by other Gypsies, adding whatever else I could obtain from other sources. After many months' assiduous labor, after repairing to different Gypsy haunts in Constantinople and its suburbs, and mingling with the people in search of more intelligent Gypsies, I collected about one hundred and fifty words, which I attempted to explain, unassisted by works on the subject. My observations were published, in the fall of 1857, in the excellent Greek periodical of Athens, the New Pandora. These studies, extremely imperfect, were praised by the learned editors, and kind words of commendation were forwarded to me by some friends and literati of Athens. All this was a farther incitement to proceed with my labors, and ever since I have been assiduously employed in collecting materials, in making acquaintance with Gypsies, and in awakening their interest for their native idiom. This has tended to flatter their vanity; and so I have been able to obtain abundant materials for a more perfect work: up to the present time they come forward with new words, frequently transmitting them to me by correspondence. These materials I kept scrupulously by me for future use, hoping to have occasion to add whatever I collected to a new edition of the Greek article. Precisely at this point of time, towards the latter part of last year, the Rev. Cyrus Hamlin, missionary of the A. B. C. F. M., offered to translate my little work into English, for the American Oriental Society. In this I acquiesced with all my heart, persuaded that this eminent and laborious friend of long years, perfectly conversant with the polished Greek of the present day, would make a faithful translation of the whole. I have reviewed the whole translation in company with Mr. Hamlin, and can testify to its accuracy.

In this manner has originated the present memoir, which is presented to the public enriched with all the additional materials collected by me since the first publication of my researches in Athens—additions which render it essentially a new work.

My first method of acquiring the language was to give a word to the Gypsies, either in Greek or Turkish, and to obtain from them the corresponding term in their language. This method, pursued for some time, is tiresome and extremely fallacious—for they may give you another word, in order to cover their ignorance, or this same word, with pronouns, in the plural, and often
comes extremely probable from the occurrence of a similar word in the Persian language. Similar differences in our derivations I shall point out in the notes to the Vocabulary.

Pott's work contains all the words of Borrow's vocabulary, which to me appears rather a blemish, as many of them are the purest Spanish. Nothing should enter into a Gypsy vocabulary but what can be proved or shown to be pure Gypsy. It is on this account that I have eschewed nearly all borrowed terms, Greek and Turkish, from my own, inserting merely a few, in order to show the manner in which such words are mutilated and distorted. Whether Pott himself had much personal acquaintance with the Gypsies, with their language and pronunciation, it is difficult to say. For nearly every thing he refers to others.

No work on the language of the Gypsies has appeared since the publication of this great work of Pott. Vaillant, before the publication of his work, had given to some of the French periodicals dissertations on the Gypsies, but they are historical and descriptive. In his large work, of which we have already spoken, and which contains everything scattered in his other treatises, he has at the end a few Gypsy words, which I have inserted in notes, and which, with slight variations, resemble those in my Vocabulary, coming as they do from the Danubian Gypsies. No confidence can be placed in his derivations, even when he tries to his utmost to arrive at something like truth, for he is as wild here as in his descriptions of the Gypsy peregrinations. I give the reader a specimen. "Ma-γaru,  "āne, mot à mot,  ‘longue oreille;’  koρ-ρυ,  ‘melon,’ mot à mot,  ‘fruit de la terre;’  koλ-ρυ,  ‘tour, golfe,’ mot à mot,  ‘rond terre;’  krισταλ,  ‘crystal,’ mot à mot,  ‘transparente et solide surface.’" Now magara is a Bulgarian word, signifying  ‘a donkey;’  karpus is the Turkish karpız—probably from the Greek καρπός,  ‘fruit’—a name now given to the watermelon by the Turks;  kolpus is the Greek κόλπος,  ‘a harbor,’ pronounced by the Turks kiorfiz;  kristal is the Greek κρύσταλλος,  ‘glass, ice,’ etc.

I come now to my own labors, a notice of which is necessary to the understanding of the Vocabulary, and of the few grammatical observations inserted in Section V. I have remarked already, how widely the acquisition of the Gypsy language differs from that of every other language. The reader therefore should perfectly understand it, in order to judge of the accuracy of the author's observations, and the truth of every point in dispute.

About four years ago, Mr. John P. Brown, the learned Orientalist, and dragoman of the American Embassy in Constantinople, gave me a short vocabulary of the Gypsy language, which he had collected in his excursions in the suburbs of Constantinople. Up to that time, I had given little attention to this idiom,
Gypsies and their peregrinations are scanty and meagre. He has paid particular attention to the relation of the Hindustani and other spoken dialects of India to the Gypsy language, using as a reference the excellent work of John Shakespear on the subject.* His references to the present spoken Persian are very frequent, and often extremely judicious. The second volume contains a vocabulary, in which are inserted all the words found in the various vocabularies of the Gypsy language drawn up by preceding authors. Borrow’s entire vocabulary is inserted, but no effort is made to separate what appears to be Spanish from Gypsy. Pott has had, however, the precaution to mark with an asterisk every word undoubtedly Sanskrit, and those of doubtful origin with a cross—the rest are left for farther investigation. The first volume is far from possessing the interest of the second, for the Gypsy language in its grammatical construction has lost nearly every mark of its Sanskrit character, and varies extremely in the different provinces of Europe, ingrafting upon itself very intimately the spirit and analytical character of the language spoken by the people. In this manner, the construction offers less interest than the primitive signification of the words. In his grammar, Pott gives nearly every author’s construction, with numerous quotations for the elucidation of the subject, which render the work extremely voluminous.

It was not till I had completed nearly the whole of my vocabulary that I obtained this work of Pott, and I consider it as a very fortunate circumstance that I had not by me such a guide from the beginning, for so masterly a hand must have kept me in the path which he had already trodden. Left to myself, with what scanty help I obtained from Borrow’s vocabulary, I have searched and researched for myself, and have assiduously examined the relation of the Gypsy to the Sanskrit, setting aside every term which to me appeared of other than Gypsy origin. Subsequently, I have compared many of my derivations with Pott’s. There is a striking similarity in both, with this difference, that I have given in many of my derivations more attention to the Sanskrit than Pott. An example the reader may see in the definition of *yak*, ‘fire,’ which Pott refers to the Sanskrit *agni*, ‘fire,’ Lat. *ignis*, Pol. *ogien*. I have referred it to the root *yaksh*, ‘to sacrifice,’ since nearly all words in Sanskrit having the consonant *ksh*, in passing into the Gypsy, lose the final *sh*, and exhibit pure *k*. The reader will see numerous examples of this in Section IV. There is a marked difference in our derivations of *tav*, ‘thread,’ which Pott leaves doubtful, giving the Sanskrit *sthawi* (a weaver)?—while I have attempted to show its connection with the Sanskrit root *tap*, ‘to heat, to torment,’ a connection which be-

* A Dictionary Hindustani and English. 4to.
Spanish Gypsies. His work is well known, and is valuable for the historical information which it gives respecting the Gypsies in general; but its principal value is in the description of the numerous Gypsies of Spain, and in the vocabulary, the richest which had appeared up to his day. He has drawn largely from Grellmann and Marsden. To this author I shall have occasion frequently to refer in the course of this memoir.

Besides the above works, written expressly on this subject, notices of the Gypsies and their language are to be found scattered in different works on ethnography and comparative philology. In Adelung's Mithridates, continued by Vater, are some notices of the Gypsies and their language.* In 1818 was published, at Frankfort, the work of Chr. Gottlieb von Arndt: "Ueber den Ursprung der Europäischen Sprachen." The author gives some notices of the Gypsies, and their probable origin from India and the central parts of Asia. He gives at the end of his work some words of their language, which I have inserted in notes: they seem to belong to the Danubian Gypsies.

In 1841 was published at Milan the work of Francisco Prendizi: "Origine e Vicende dei Zingari, con Documenti intorno le Speciali loro Proprietà Fisiche e Morali, la loro Religione, le loro Usi e Costumi, le loro Arti, e le Attuali loro Condizioni Politiche e Civili in Asia, Africa, ed Europa, con un Saggio di Grammatica e di Vocabolario dell' Arcano loro Linguaggio." This author seems to have borrowed largely from Grellmann and Kogalnitchan, and to have had little personal acquaintance with the language, which he terms "linguaggio arcano."

The most important work on the Gypsies is undoubtedly the German one of Dr. A. F. Pott, published in two octavo volumes, the first in 1844, the second in 1845, in Halle—"Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien." To this work was awarded by the Institute of Paris, in 1845, the premium of comparative philology, originally instituted by Volney. It is a work of high character, showing unwearied application, and the most profound scholarship, in every department connected with its subject. Its author has collected and compared every thing written up to his time on the language of the Gypsies, so that the reader has in a single view every thing that had been gathered by many learned authors. He appears to have studied the subject for a long time, and no difficulty or dryness seems for a moment to have abated the courage of this learned and indefatigable author. It is the Thesaurus of the Gypsy language, and other dialects, better able to repay so much labor, might be justly proud of a similar grammar. The work of Pott is principally directed to the language and to its grammatical construction; his notices of the

* Bibliotheca Sanscrita, by Friedrich Adelung, p. 67.
"Travels in Hungary," by Bright. In this work are contained some views of the origin and language of the Gypsies. The orthography of Bright's Gypsy words differs widely from that of most other authors. Many of his Gypsy terms were collected in England, and comparisons are instituted between the forms of the language as spoken in Hungary, Spain, and England.

In the Transactions of the Royal As. Soc. of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. ii., London, 1830, is the following work: "Observations on the Oriental Origin of the Romnichal, or Tribe miscalled Gypsey and Bohemian. By Colonel John Staples Harriot, Bengal Infantry (read Dec. 5, 1829, and Jan. 2, 1830)." This work, according to Pott, is superior to every other one in English on the origin and language of the Gypsies. It gives a very plausible account of the progress of the Gypsies from India through Persia.

G. Louis Domeny de Rienzi's "De l'Origine des Tzengaris," in Revue Encyclopédique, Nov. 1832, p. 365–373; also his "Esquisse d'un Tableau Comparatif de la Langue Tzengare ou Bohémiennne d'Europe, avec le Tzengare de l'Hindustan, et neuf Idiomes de l'Orient." Rienzi, as he himself confesses, was not profoundly versed in such philological studies. His work is not of much value.

"Geschichte der Zigeuner, ihrer Herkunft, Natur, und Art, von Dr. Theod. Tetzner;" Weimar und Ilmenau, 1835. It gives interesting notices on the Prussian mode of governing the Gypsies inhabiting that kingdom, and on the laws regulating their social position.

In 1835 was published at Erfurt, by Graffunder, "Ueber die Sprache der Zigeuner. Eine Grammatische Skizze." This work was reviewed in 1836 by the justly celebrated Bopp, in the Jahrbücher der Wissenschaftlichen Kritik, Nos. 38 and 39, and the relationship of the two idioms, Gypsy and Hindu, corroborated by the judicious remarks of this great Orientalist.* This work, together with that of Grellmann, forms the basis of the French work of Michel de Kogalnitchan, published at Berlin, 1837: "Esquisse sur l'Histoire, les Moeurs et la Langue des Cigains, suivie d'un recueil de sept cents mots Cigains."†

In 1841 was published the work of George Borrow: "The Zipaali, or an Account of the Gypsies of Spain, with an Original Collection of their Songs and Poetry, and a Copious Dictionary of their Language;" London, in two volumes. Borrow, while in Spain as agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, translated a portion of the Scriptures into the dialect spoken by the

---

* Bibliotheca Sanscrita, by Friedrich Adelung, 1837, p. 67.—Pott, l. 22.
† Vaillant is mistaken in saying that the work was published at Jassy, in Moldavia (p. 11). Pott (p. 23) remarks of the work: "The collection of words is not worthy of much commendation."
In the Archaeologia, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Antiquity, published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, vol. viii., London, 1785, are contained "Observations on the Language of the People commonly called Gypsies," in a letter to Sir Joseph Banks from Wm. Marsden. This learned author has made some observations on the relationship of the Gypsy language to the Hindustani, which had already been remarked by Ludolphus in 1691.* In this same work are contained the observations of Jacob Bryant on the Zingara or Gypsy language, transmitted to O. Salisbury Brereton, in a letter from the Rev. Dr. Douglas. Both these works contain a great number of Gypsy words. Pott however remarks that "the comparison with the Hindustani and Persian, etc., is weak."

In the work of Franz Carl Alter, "Ueber die Samskrd. Sprache," Wien, 1799, are contained some Gypsy words, extracted from Catherine's Comparative Dictionary.

"Zigeuner in Herodot, oder Neue Aufschlüsse über die Aeltere Zigeunergeschichte, aus Griechischen Schriftstellern, von Dr. Johann Gottfr. Hasse," Königsburg, 1803. The author has been imitated in a still more unphilosophical spirit than his own by Vaillant, in his late work.

John Hoyland's "Historical Survey of the Customs etc. of the Gypsies," York, 1816.† This author has made large use of the valuable work of Grellmann, adding also much of his own.

Another treatise, "On the Similitude between the Gypsy and Hindu Languages," in the Transactions of the Lit. Soc. of Bombay, 1819, was published by Irvine—"of no special value," according to Pott.

The next in order of time is the remarkable work of Anton Jaroslav Puchmayer—"Romani Chib, d. i., Grammatik und Wörterbuch der Zigeunersprache, nebst einigen Fabeln in derselben. Dazu als Anhang die Hantyrka oder die Czechische Diebesprache;" Prague, 1821. This work is extremely valuable, and Pott frequently refers to it. Though I have not seen the work, the quotations often found in Pott, and the frequent references to it, amply prove the value which he set upon the labors of this learned author. There is a striking similarity between his Gypsy terms and those in my Vocabulary, so that I am induced to believe that Wallachian Gypsies must have afforded him his principal information.

"Deutsch-Zigeunerisches Wörterbuch, von Dr. Ferd. Bischoff;" Ilmenau, 1827—a work often quoted by Pott.

* Pott, p. 6.
† The full title of this work is given in the Penny Cyclopedia—"Historical Survey of the Customs, Habits, and Present State of the Gypsies, designed to develop the origin of this singular people, and to promote the amelioration of their condition."
and near Constantinople. Plain translations into the languages of the people among whom they dwell, Christian benevolence, and Christian oblivion of their misdeeds, may supply the want: they hate us as heartily as we hate them; they pilfer and injure us, because we persecute and despise them.

Before proceeding to give an account of my own labors on the language of the Gypsies, as preliminary to the understanding of the Vocabulary, I will succinctly describe to the reader the labors of the many learned men who have up to this day paid particular attention to the study of this idiom. As the subject is little known, many, no doubt, will be surprised to learn how much has been already done in this field of literature.

Pott, who in his admirable work on the Gypsies has laboriously collected every thing that had been said on the subject up to the date of his labors (1844-5), may serve as a guide in the history of Gypsy literature.*

The first writer on the Gypsies was Bonaventura Vulcanius, professor of Greek literature in Leyden, where he died in 1614. In his small treatise "De Nubianis Erronisus, quos Itali Cingaros appellant, eorumque Lingua"—published in the body of a greater work on the language of the Goths, at Leyden, 1597—he gives about sixty-seven Gypsy words, without any derivation, or plausible clue to their etymology or relationship. Of course, before the study of the Hindu languages became common in Europe, no plausible account could have been given of their origin. Vulcanius makes the Gypsies come from Nubia, in doing which he appears to adopt the opinion of the famous Scaliger.

After Vulcanius, no historical or linguistic work of much importance appeared on the language of the Gypsies, till the great work of Grellmann: "Die Zigeuner—Ein Historischer Versuch über die Lebensart und Verfassung, Sitten und Schicksale dieses Volks in Europa, nebst ihrem Ursprunge, von M. H. M. G. Grellmann;" Dessau und Leipzig, 1788. An improved and enlarged edition of this work was published in 1787, and, about the same time, it was translated into French by Baron de Bock.† The work of Grellmann produced considerable impression at the time of its publication, and though as a work of comparative philology it is of little value now, still it can be usefully consulted for its historical observations, as the author has judiciously collected nearly every thing that was known of the Gypsies anterior to his time.‡ Indian literature, then so little known, has made his work of comparatively little value to us now.

* Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien, i. 2.
† Oriental Collections [by W. Ouseley], ii. 386.
‡ This author calculated the number of Gypsies in Europe as between 700,000 and 800,000, of whom 40,000 were in Spain, chiefly in the southern provinces.
have no connection with the Gypsy language.* In this manner alone can we obtain a vocabulary of their language free from all words of foreign idioms, and capable of affording a solid historical basis for farther philological researches. This observation has often occurred to me in the course of this memoir, and such is the importance of it that its full weight can be felt only by those who have had the courage to undertake such an ungrateful task. Even in the composition of every Gypsy vocabulary, there should be a well-defined demarcation between foreign words and those native to the Gypsies, as a guide to others. Borrow is an illustration of this. In his vocabulary he has added a vast number of Spanish words, some pure, some mutilated, and every reader cannot but be perplexed with such a heterogeneous mass of terms, Spanish and Gypsy, without any guide as to their origin or etymology. Of what use, I ask, can a Gypsy vocabulary be, but as a foundation-stone to the history of the Gypsies? And in the vocabulary of Borrow, how can the student separate from the Spanish jargon the vernacular Gypsy? Who should have undertaken a similar work but a man like Borrow, who, moved by love to his fellow-men, went among the Gypsies, like a harbinger of peace, learned and spoke their language, and was perfectly conversant with the Spanish and with their jargon?

Even after all the learned works on the history and language of the Gypsies which I shall presently mention, a vast amount of treasure still lies hidden in the remains of their idiom which are scattered over their settlements in Europe. A comparative vocabulary, that should exhibit all the pure indigenous words preserved among all the Gypsies of Europe, to the entire exclusion of every foreign word, is still a desideratum, and would be a most precious acquisition to comparative philology, upon which might be finally based the true and undisputable theory of the origin of this people. Even as their language is now presented, most of the vocabularies exhibit a striking uniformity in all those terms which can be compared with the Indian languages, and which by common consent belong to the Gypsies. This, certainly, is a great incitement to farther labors.

The attempt to christianize the Gypsies, and to elevate them from their half-brutish state, by translations of the Holy Scriptures and other Christian works into their own idiom, I consider as perfectly useless. For by whom are such translations to be made, and by whom read? Here in Turkey, Gypsies roaming over the vast plains of Bulgaria, and speaking a purer Gypsy dialect, often cannot understand those south of the Balkans,

* The perusal of the Vocabulary will convince the reader of the truth of this proposition, and of the necessity of having some acquaintance with the language of those nations with whom the Gypsies have come into contact on their way to Europe.
putable proofs of their origin and fatherland. History has not traced their mysterious migrations, or noted any sudden irruptions into more cultivated lands. It has marked, however, their notorious wickedness, their unconquerable propensity to roaming and pilfering, and their universal abhorrence of the customs and religion of the people amongst whom they roamed or dwelt.

Their origin has till of late been a mystery, and such it would have continued to be had not philologists undertaken the study of their spoken language, a study of extreme difficulty, owing to their long continued ignorance, and constant avoidance of a higher mental cultivation.

The study of the Gypsy language differs so widely from that of all other idioms, that the reader will excuse the following remarks upon the subject. Not only does it differ from that of other languages preserved both in writing and in the mouth of the people, but it is another thing, also, from the acquisition of unwritten dialects of savage tribes. In these latter, the language is one and the same, easily acquired by the laborious philologist who may mingle with the people, and from long colloquial usage fix their grammatical rules. But the Gypsies constantly avoid all who are foreign to their tribe, and, being universally abhorred, they shun intercourse, and suspect the most godlike benevolence shown to them. Acquainted as they are with the spoken language of the people among whom they dwell, they generally use it in the hearing of all, so that even here in Turkey, where they are so numerous, many do not even suspect the existence of any idiom peculiar to themselves.

Another consideration, extremely important in the study of this idiom, is the intermixture of foreign terms, generally borrowed from the language of the surrounding people, at times remodelled to the Gypsy forms of speech, and at times so distorted as to bear a very distant resemblance to the original word. Sheer ignorance, and long separation from those of their own tribe, have induced many Gypsies here in Turkey to make use of exotic terms, while many in their own neighborhood were constantly using well known and pure Gypsy terms. In such cases the student is extremely embarrassed, unless some one kinder than the others may direct him to a more learned Gypsy for farther information. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that the student should possess a perfect acquaintance with the language of the people among whom they dwell, and particularly with the vulgar jargon, which can never be learned in dictionaries or books, words floating from mouth to mouth, extremely significant, and precisely of a stamp to please the low taste of a Gypsy in speaking to foreigners of similar education. This knowledge is of primary importance; otherwise he may introduce into his vocabulary, as vernacular terms, words which
monasteries with landed property, on the death of charitable individuals, no doubt, from reverence to these asylums, such must have been protected in preference to those belonging to the state or to private proprietors, who at times suffered in the stormy periods of political disturbance.

Did these men subject themselves voluntarily to bondage? Were they driven to seek a shelter in slavery, to avoid ruthless persecution and impending death? Why did they not emigrate to other parts of Europe, where their countrymen are often suffered to roam, and in this manner avoid political and religious persecutions by flight and concealment? It is probably owing to a milder treatment on the part of the people among whom they came to dwell, and to the reports of heartless and bloody persecutions suffered by their countrymen in other provinces of Europe. Whatever the reasons may be which induced these despised people to subject themselves to bondage, in preference to a lawless and persecuted life, certain it is that in no part of Europe have they multiplied in such vast numbers as in these Danubian provinces.

Both in Wallachia and Moldavia a change has been lately effected in their condition. Alexander Ghika, Hospodar of Wallachia, and Stourja of Moldavia,* the former in 1837, and the latter in 1844, have both decreed the freedom of the Gypsies in their respective provinces, and this people, so long oppressed, enslaved in body and mind, will probably in a short time, as they rise in wealth and learning under the fostering hand of freedom, attain to some yet higher consideration.†

SECTION II.

LANGUAGE OF THE GYPSIES.

We come now to the principal subject of our memoir, the language of the Gypsies, which, with our present unsatisfactory knowledge of this people, is of paramount importance as a historical demonstration of their origin and nationality. The entire history of this race is in its idiom, and this point of comparative philology will, I hope, prove to the reader the inestimable advantages accruing to history from the comparative study of spoken idioms. It is wonderful that a race differing so widely from the races around them, so universally avoided, as foreign and barbarous, should have been so long in possession of indis-

* Vaillant, p. 435-442.
† The Gypsies are now allowed to intermarry with Wallachians, and such marriages are consecrated by the Church. Formerly the price of a Gypsy was 150 to 200 francs. Ami Boué, Turquie d'Europe (Paris, 1840), iii. 325.
The Gypsies in the Danubian provinces are divided into three classes:

1. The Laïesi, including artisans in works of wood and iron, musicians, exhibitors of bears, etc.
2. The Vatrari, employed in all the menial employments of the household. They are generally the servants of the servants. At times they have become head-cooks, coachmen, and valets de chambre of their wealthy masters.
3. The Netotsi, half savage, half naked, living by theft and rapine, feeding in times of want upon cats, dogs, and mice; they are the most degraded and debased of all the Gypsy population. This class, by their turbulent conduct and nocturnal depredations, have brought upon themselves dire persecution on the part of the local authorities, in which their more innocent fellow-countrymen have been in part sufferers. The Netotsi are of a darker hue, with short frizzled hair. Some are nearly black, and this difference of complexion may corroborate the statements of some authors, who make them the descendants of a separate immigration, and from a climate differing from that of the former two.

All the Gypsies in the Danubian provinces, like their fellow-countrymen in the rest of Europe, follow the religion of the people among whom they live. Here, as elsewhere, they seem indifferent to every external form of worship, and are considered by the Christian people in the same light as the Mohammedans view their Gypsy co-religionists in Turkey. The Turks, who are not particularly punctilious in the choice of their wives, often marry Gypsy women. Not so with the Christians, who have kept themselves aloof from family connections with the Gypsies, and will rarely have any intercourse with them. No Gypsy is ever permitted to enter into any of the sacerdotal offices of the Greek church.

A singular trait in the political history of the Gypsies residing in the Danubian provinces has been their state of bondage from time immemorial. Bataillard,† who has written on the Gypsies scattered over Europe, states that, from two charts discovered lately among the archives of the monastery of Tismana in Little Wallachia, it appears that they were to be found in Wallachia in the middle of the fourteenth century, and were then as now in a state of slavery. The long immunity from persecution enjoyed by the Wallachian Gypsies was probably owing to their state of slavery to the great landholders and the all-powerful monasteries, by whom their misdeeds were often concealed, and by whose power and influence, as interested masters, the iron rod of persecution was often arrested. As many of them passed to the

* Vaillant, p. 319.
† Nouvelles Recherches sur l'Apparition et la Dispersion des Bohémiens en Europe.
he confesses that the foundation of their language is Sanskrit.* Though he confesses in another place that their language is the only criterion of their origin,† it appears strange that he has not based his work on this idea, by which their mysterious history would have been still farther elucidated.

Later writers on the social and political history of the Danubian provinces have followed Vaillant as an authority on the Gypsies, so numerous in those countries and in the provinces of Turkey south of the Danube. As no general persecutions ever took place against them, either on religious or political grounds, they have been suffered to live quietly in those provinces, and have multiplied to such a degree that they are superior in number to their fellow-countrymen in all the other states of Europe.

Those who are acquainted with the political state of Turkey are aware how difficult it is to give even an approximate estimate of its inhabitants. What confidence then can we give to Vaillant’s statistics,‡ who makes the number of Gypsies residing in Wallachia 125,000, in Moldavia 137,000, Turkey 200,000, Transylvania and the Banat of Temeswar 140,000—total 602,000.§ According to the same author, the number of Gypsies scattered over Europe amounts to 837,000, so that nearly three fourths of all the Gypsies of Europe are to be found in Turkey and the provinces north of the Danube. Ubicini∥ has followed Vaillant, with slight variations. Regnault¶ makes the Gypsy population of Wallachia and Moldavia 300,000, more numerous however in Moldavia than in Wallachia. He assigns 140,000 to Transylvania, Bucovina, and the Banat of Temeswar. All these numbers appear to me to be greatly exaggerated, and they may be owing in part to information from the Gypsies themselves, who by such mendacious accounts are inclined to give themselves importance and consideration in these provinces. Certain it is, that in Turkey proper, where the Gypsies are set down by Vaillant as 200,000, no census can be taken of them, even approximately; for a great part of the Gypsy population are continually roaming from plain to plain. Still, such information is valuable, as tending to show the great numbers of the Gypsy population in these countries, a fact remarked by travellers whose object has not been either the census or the history of this degraded people.

* “Mais il n’en est pas moins vrai, que, si la forme en varie, le fond en est toujours un partout, et pour tous, et ce fond est le Sanscrit.” p. 13.
‡ “Leur langage, seul critérium de leur origine.” p. 4.
§ A late writer on Constantinople and Turkey, Louis Enault (Paris, 1855, p. 226), estimates the number of Gypsies in all the provinces of the Sultan at 214,000.
selves according to their national custom, remained in different places and cities of England. It is worthy of remark that the foggy and sunless climate of England has given to the Gypsies more muscular strength and beauty than their fellow-countrymen have elsewhere, and more even than the English have in a similar rank of life. Every where the Gypsy race is strongly marked by similar traits and customs. They are celebrated dealers in horses, they are famous horse-doctors, their old women are noted fortune-tellers, and the young women drive a very profitable business in singing love-songs, decent and indecent, in the streets and public places. They have no principles, they serve no God but the God of gain and fraud, they conform to all religions. They excite the voluptuous passions of others, but they rarely fall themselves into the sins which they lead others into. A merciless death hangs over the woman who has illicit intercourse, whether with a Gypsy or a foreigner.

I have followed Borrow in his general description of the Gypsies of Europe. As regards those in Turkey and in the Wallachian provinces, or rather in all those countries formerly known under the denomination of Dacia, I must refer the reader to other authorities, who have treated the subject more at length, particularly as my remarks upon their dialect may be elucidated by their history and social position in these countries.

The latest writer on the Gypsies is J. A. Vaillant.* This author resided for many years in the Danubian provinces, and paid particular attention to the history of the numerous Gypsies scattered over those countries. In describing the origin of these people, whose emigrations he makes coeval with those of the ancient world, he launches himself into such an ocean of crude and undigested learning, he unites such wild theories with positive facts, he distorts ancient history in such an unphilosophical manner, that the reader never knows where he is, or whither he is drifting. With the exception of his valuable remarks on the noble efforts of the Hospodars of Wallachia and Moldavia, to liberate from bondage and oppression so many Gypsies in those provinces, his work is of little value, either in a historical or a philological point of view. He appears to have studied these people for a long time,† and he would have bestowed an inestimable boon upon philology and ethnography, if, like Borrow, he had given us a vocabulary of the dialect of the Wallachian Gypsies, to which he appears to have paid little attention, though

† "Je n'aurai point à regretter les dixhuit années que j'ai employées à la bible de leur science." p. 22.
plains of Interior Russia, where they find abundant pasturage for their horses, to the trade in which they are so much addicted. But nowhere have they been so fortunate as in the province of Moscow, where many of them have magnificent dwellings, splendid carriages, and near relationship with highborn Russians, preserving that singular good fortune, the sweet voice of the maidens, peculiar to their uncultivated tribes, and highly esteemed by the Russians.

About the beginning of the fifteenth century, says a French historian, the Gypsies appeared in Paris, to the number of one hundred and thirty-two. The French looked upon them as most satanic witches, and persecuted them with such severity that they fled into Spain.

In Spain they are numerous, in certain large cities, having quarters called Gitanerie. The fertility of the soil, and the mildness of the climate, were both favorable to this roaming race. The most part took refuge in Andalusia, where they live to this day, no longer nomadic, but laboring in the cities and villages.

A celebrated law of Charles III., who deceased in 1788, introduced a healthy and saving amelioration into the life of the race, which had become intolerable from its addiction to theft and robbery. What the civil arm and the severest laws were powerless to do, this wise law speedily effected. Charles repealed the inhuman laws which had been published against the Gypsies, invited them to dwell fearlessly with the native Spaniards, and secured to them the privileges of education and of participation in civil offices. While he threatened to punish the Gypsies who did not conform to the law, he invited the Spaniards to forget their ancient hatred, and live with them under the laws and government, as children of the same country.

This law, as also the philanthropy of the monarch, had a great effect upon the Gypsies. They collected into cities and villages, abandoned their thievish life, and, forgetting past evils, gave themselves up to the common labors of civilized existence.

But this law, the like of which Europe had not then seen, had the fate of many other laws, in not attaining its immediate design, which was to make the Gypsies forget their language, and become Catholic Christians and faithful Spaniards. No such result followed, and they remain to this day, in Spain, as elsewhere, a distinct race, and having a language common to all the branches dispersed through the world.

They appeared in England about three centuries ago, where they were mercilessly persecuted. Most of them were hung as magicians and satanic witches. A few survivors concealed themselves in dens and caves, and came out only in the night to beg their food. As the rage of the bigoted masses softened down, the starved and naked Gypsies reappeared, and, spreading them-
SECTION I.

HISTORY OF THE GYPSIES.

Most of the writings relating to the Gypsies have hitherto been unsatisfactory and obscure. In various ways, laborious and learned writers have endeavored to explain the origin and affinities of these nomadic, wandering people, who dwell or roam in the midst of us, but are generally regarded with aversion and disgust.

The leading subject of this memoir will be the language and origin of the Gypsies, and not their customs and history. A few preliminary notices, however, may help the reader to appreciate what we shall offer in regard to their language.

A valuable authority upon the Gypsies of Western Europe is the Englishman George Borrow. His work, "The Zincali, or an Account of the Gypsies of Spain," exhibits from beginning to end a man thoroughly acquainted with this people, speaking their own language with such facility, and with such a knowledge of their habits and customs, that he was everywhere received as a veritable Gypsy. His vocabulary of the language is invaluable, although, as we shall see, his want of acquaintance with the Sanskrit prevented his carrying forward his most useful labors to the desired consummation.

In 1417, * in the reign of Sigismond, emperor of the Romans and king of Hungary, the Gypsies first appeared in Europe, to the number of about three thousand. They resided first in Moldavia, and thence spread through Transylvania and Hungary. A part, led by Ladislaus their chief, having obtained leave to settle upon the crown-lands, and living unmolested under the protection of the autocrat, gradually adopted the religion of the country which they inhabited. And, to the present time, such is the very common custom of this race: everywhere they adopt the common worship, caring little for its dogmas.

They received from Sigismond the privilege of having their own chief, but this was taken from them in 1609. In 1782, according to the census of that time, there were about 50,000 Gypsies in all Hungary, but their number afterwards diminished. In vain did Joseph II. endeavor to civilize them.

It is worthy of remark that in Hungary, according to the testimony of the Gypsies themselves, they have retained their original language in the highest degree of purity.

They are now found scattered over Europe, and through Russia, excepting the province of Petersburg, whence they were long since expelled. They also prefer the extended and fruitful

* Bataillard, as we shall presently see, gives an earlier date than this.
ARTICLE V.

MEMOIR ON THE LANGUAGE OF THE GYPSIES, AS NOW USED IN THE TURKISH EMPIRE.

BY A. G. PASPATI, A.M., M.D.


Presented to the Society May 17th, 1860.

NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

The following memoir is a translation but in part. The learned author has written the whole of the Grammar and some other parts in English, which has needed very little correction. The original is written in so pure a Greek style, that any one who has studied the ancient Greek might read it, occasionally noticing an interesting change of meaning without a change of form, or the reverse. If all our Greek Professors should study the living Greek, in Greece, it would reanimate the dead language, and clothe it with a new power and beauty.

We are confident that this article will be acceptable to American scholars, both for its intrinsic merits and as a specimen of the present literature and learning of the Greeks.

C. H.

This memoir on the Language of the Gypsies will be divided into five sections, as follows: 1st. Introductory remarks on the history and present condition of the Gypsy race; 2nd. General explanation of the character and connections of their language, and a critical estimate of the works which have hitherto appeared upon the subject; 3rd. A vocabulary, with comparative etymologies from the Sanskrit and other languages; 4th. A comparison of the phoental system of the Gypsy with that of the Sanskrit; 5th. A grammar of the language.
Mālik died at Madīnah in the year 179, and was born in 93, or 91, or 94, or 97. ʿAbū Ḥanīfah died at Baghhdād in 150, aged seventy years. ʿAsh-Shāfīʿī died in Egypt in 204, and was born in 150. ʿAḥmad Bin Ḥanbal died at Baghhdād in 241, and was born in 164. ʿAl-Bukhārī was born on Friday, the 13th of Shauwāl, in the year 194, and died on the night of the festival succeeding Ramadān, in the year 256, in the city of Khartan in Bukhārā. Muslim died at Niṣābūr in 261, aged fifty-five years. ʿAbū-Dāwud died at ʿal-Baṣrah in 277. ʿAt-Tarmīdī died at Tarmīdī in 279. ʿAn-Nasāʿī died in the year 303. ʿAd-Dārākūṭī died at Baghhdād in 385, and was born there in 306. ʿAl-Hākim died at Niṣābūr in 405, and was born there in 321. ʿAl-Bailhākī was born in 334, and died at Niṣābūr in 458.

"End of the treatise, etc."
Our last extract is from J.:*

الباب الرابع

في إحياء الرجال

الصحابي مسلم رأى الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم وقال الصحابيون من طلبت مجانسة والتابع لكل مسلم صاحب صحب باقي من نفيه وهو الأظهر والتحاك عن تفاصيل الأدباء والكتاب والأنثرب في العلم والورع لهؤلاء المذكرين وما بعدهما يقصى إلى تصلة توفي مالك بالمدينة سنة تسعة وسبعين وخمسة وأود سنده تلت أو أخدى أو أربع أو سبع وسبعين وأيوب خنيفة ببغداد سنة خمسين ومائة وكان ابن سبعين والشافعي ع عبر سنة أربع وسبعين وولد سنده خمسين ومائة وأحمد بن حنبيل ببغداد سنة احدهي وأربعين ورميتيين وولد سنده أربع وستين ومائة والبيكاري ولد يوم الجعة لثلث عشرة خلت من شوال سنة أربع وسبعين ومية ولد ليلة الفطر سنة ست وخمسين ومرتين بقرية خرنك من تخا ومسلم مات بنبيسأبور سنة احدهي وسنين ومارتين وكان ابن خمس وخمسين وأيوب دارند بالبصرة سنة سبع وسبعين ومرتين والمرتدي مات فيمرد سنة تسعة وسبعين ومرتين والنسباي سنة تلت وثلاثية والدارقطني ببغداد سنة خمس وثمانين وثلاثية وولد بها سنة ست وثلاثية والحمى ببنبيسأبور سنة خمس وأربع مائة وولد بها سنة احتي وعشرين وثلاثية والبيكاري ولد سنة أربع وثلاثين وثقت مائة ومات بنبيسأبور سنة ثمان وخمسين

"Chapter Fourth.

"Names of Guarantees.

"The term 'witness' (الصحابي) denotes any Muslim who saw the Prophet . . . , or, as the professed teachers of the foundations of religion say, one who had long sittings with him; and the term 'follower in the second degree' (التابعي) means any Muslim who was associated with, or, as is also said, who met, a witness. So much is most plain. But to look into all the distinctions of names, titles, epithets, and degrees, which belong to the science, and to apply them to these and the succeeding orders of reporters, would be a long affair.

* pages 6, 7.
'al-Bukhârî and Muslim, whose book is said to be more nice than the Repaired Sahîh; and the Sahîh of 'Abû-'Awânah and that of Ibn 'as-Sakan,* and the Marrow of the Sahîh (المتنقى), by Ibn Jarûd.† All these books are designated as Sahîhs, though a certain set of persons discriminate with regard to them, as well in the spirit of strenuous purism as with impartial criticism—there is one who knows, superior to all instructed men—God knows.

"Section.

"The six books, universally known and of established authority within the pale of Islam, called the Six Sahîhs, are the Sahîh of 'al-Bukhârî, the Sahîh of Muslim, the Jâmî of 'at-Tarmîdhî, the Sunan of 'Abû-Dâwud, the Sunan of Ibn Mâjah,‡ and the Mawatta'—which last is by some put in the place of Ibn Mâjah's collection, and was preferred by the author of the Jâmî al-Usâl. But these last named four books embrace traditions of more than one class, namely, both sound, fair, and weak: the Six Sahîhs are so named by way of ascribing to them a certain superiority; and the author of the Maṣâbîh calls all traditions given out by others than the two masters fair, which is a derived form of expression, either allied to the usage of that term in common parlance, or being a new technical application of it on the part of the author. Some persons say that the book of 'ad-Dârimî§ is more worthy and suitable to be ranked as the sixth book, because fewer guarantees marked by any weakness are relied upon in it, and traditions undetermined, or separate, are rarely introduced, while it has some supports of a superior character, and its trebly supported traditions (ثلااثيات) are more numerous than those of 'al-Bukhârî."

"These which we have mentioned are the most noted books of tradition; but others are in extensive repute. Indeed, 'as-Suyûtî, in the Kitâb Jâmî' 'aj-Jawâmi', cites many books, to the number of more than forty, as containing both sound, fair, and weak traditions, and says: 'I have not brought out, as contained in either book, any tradition to which is attached the stigma of being made up, which traditionists have agreed to leave out and reject—God knows.' The author of the Mishkât, also, in the preface to his book, mentions a multitude of eminent teachers of tradition, of devout lives, namely: 'al-Bukhârî, Muslim, the eminent teacher Malik, the eminent teacher 'ash-Shâfi'i, the eminent teacher 'Ahmad Bin Hanbal, 'at-Tarmîdhî, 'Abû-Dâwud, 'an-Nasâî, Ibn Mâjah, 'ad-Dârimî, 'ad-Dârâkutni, al-Baihaqi, Razin, etc., about whom we have written in a special book entitled the Complete Statement of the Names of the Guarantees of Tradition (الدلائل بذكاء السلامة) depending upon God's providence, and asking His aid from first to last."

* The Sahîh of Ibn 'as-Sakan, who died A. H. 353, is called by Hâji Khalfah 'as-Sahîh al-Muntaka. See iv. 99, 100. The work of 'Abû-'Awânah here referred to appears to be an epitome of Muslim's Musnad, entitled Mustakhraj 'Abî 'Awânah: the author died A. H. 516. See Hâji Khalfah, Lex., v. 520.
† See Hâji Khalfah, Lex., vi. 167.
‡ See Hâji Khalfah, Lex., iii. 621. The author died A. H. 278.
§ Entitled Musnad 'ad-Dârimi. The author died A. H. 253. See Kitâb Tab., ix. 17 and Hâji Khalfah, Lex., v. 539.
¶ There is another work by 'ad-Dârimî, entitled Thalâthiyat 'ad-Dârimi. See Hâji Khalfah, Lex., ii. 492.
out many traditions which are sound;" and Muslim says: "Whatever traditions I have brought forward in this book are sound, while I do not say that what I have left out is weak tradition." Yet, doubtless, in this leaving out and bringing forward there was that sort of particularization which belongs to those acts, either in respect to soundness or in respect to some other points kept in view. 'Al-Hākim 'Abū-'abdallāh 'an-Nisāpūrī composed a book which he called the Repaired Sahih (السندات People), a name signifying that in this book were brought forward by him sound traditions which 'al-Bukhārī and Muslim had left out, mended and repaired, some according to the stipulation of both of the two masters, others according to the stipulation of one or other of the two, and others still according to other stipulation than theirs;* and this author says that 'al-Bukhārī and Muslim did not judge other traditions than those which they brought forward in their two books to be unsound," adding: "for all that this has been asserted, in our time, by a party of the "Innovating Sect," who have prostrated their tongues in reproach against the eminent teachers of religion, with the words: "All the traditions which are sound, in your view, do not come up to the number of ten thousand." Moreover, 'al-Bukhārī himself is reported to have said: "I have committed to memory one hundred thousand sound traditions, and two hundred thousand unsound"—and it is plain, and God knows, that he means to speak of that which is sound according to his own stipulation—whereas the sum total of what he has brought forward in his book, repetition included, is seven thousand two hundred and seventy-five traditions, and, exclusive of repetition, four thousand.

"Sahihis have been composed, also, by later eminent teachers, for example: the Sahih of Ibn Hazimah,† surnamed the Imam of Imāms, who was the master of Ibn Hibbān, and in praise of whom Ibn Hibbān says: 'I have not seen, on the face of the earth, any one of nicer perception with regard to what constitutes a traditional law, or whose memory was more stored with sound memorials—all traditional laws and traditions were present to his mind;' and the Sahih of Ibn Hibbān,‡ the pupil of Ibn Hazimah, a reliable authority of superior qualifications, an eminent teacher of high intelligence, of whom 'al-Hākim says: 'Ibn Hibbān was a repository of learning, a living dictionary, a store-house of tradition and instruction in duty, and a man of genius;' and that called the Repaired Sahih, by 'al-Hākim 'Abū-'abdallāh 'an-Nisāpūrī, the memorizer, the reliable authority, whose book has, to its injury, that want of strict legitimacy which we have referred to, and to whom people have made the objection that Ibn Hazimah and Ibn Hibbān are of more weight and stronger than 'al-Hākim, as well as more nice and elegantly discriminating in respect to supports and texts; and the Selection from the Sahih (السندات People), by the memorizer Dhiyā' al-Dīn al-Makdisi,§ who also brought out sound traditions which are not in the Sahihis of

* A similar account of this book is given by Hāji Khalīfah, v. 531, who puts the death of the author A. H. 405.
† Died A. H. 311. His Sahih is mentioned by Hāji Khalīfah, iv. 99.
‡ See Hāji Khalīfah, Lex., iv. 99.
§ Mentioned by Hāji Khalīfah, v. 449, who gives for the title of the work 'al-Mukhtār fi 'al-Hadith, and says that the author died A. H. 648.
"Section.

"Since the grades of sound tradition differ one from another, and some sound traditions are sounder than others, be it known that the Sahih of 'al-Bukhari is established in the estimation of traditionists as superior to all other books of human authorship, so that, as they say, 'the Sahih of 'al-Bukhari is the most perfect of books, next to the Book of God.' Some of the people of the West, however, attach greater weight to Muslim's Sahih than to that of 'al-Bukhari; though every one says that this preference is based upon particulars relative to nicety of expression, together with the fulness of that collection, the arrangement, and the preservation, in the supports, of references to minute points and nice distinctive marks—all which is aside from the subject-matter, and has nothing to do with the question of the soundness and strength of a tradition, and points therewith connected, as regards which there is no book equal to the Sahih of 'al-Bukhari, since the guarantees whom he relies upon unite every quality taken into account with reference to soundness of tradition. Others, again, hesitate about preferring either of the two to the other. The true view is the first which we have stated.

"That tradition which both Muslim and 'al-Bukhari give out is said to be agreed upon (متفق), 'provided,' as the Shaikh says, 'it be given on the authority of one and the same witness of the Prophet,' and the traditions thus agreed upon are said to amount, in number, to two thousand three hundred and twenty-six. To be brief, that which the two masters agree upon is preferred to all other tradition; next comes that which 'al-Bukhari alone gives out; then, that which Muslim alone gives out; then, that which answers to the stipulation of both 'al-Bukhari and Muslim; then, that which answers to the stipulation of 'al-Bukhari alone; then, that which answers to the stipulation of Muslim alone; and lastly, that which is reported by other eminent teachers strenuous for soundness, and which they regard as sound. There are, therefore, seven subdivisions. The force of the expression: 'stipulation of 'al-Bukhari and Muslim' is that the given guarantees of a tradition were characterized by those qualities which the guarantees relied upon by 'al-Bukhari and Muslim possessed, namely, retentiveness, integrity, and freedom from separateness, indeterminateness, and carelessness. Another explanation of the expression: 'stipulation of 'al-Bukhari and Muslim' is this, that it denotes an identity of the guarantees of a tradition with those whom they two rely upon. The discussion of this point has been drawn out to a great length: we have given an account of it in the introduction to the Commentary on the Book of Felicity (شرح سفر السعادة).

"Section.

"Sound traditions are not confined to the Sahih of 'al-Bukhari and Muslim, nor are these two works all the Sahih. On the contrary, these are two among the Sahih; nor do their authors bring forward, in the two books, all those traditions which, in their opinion and according to their stipulation, are sound, to say nothing of such as are sound in the view of others than themselves. Says 'al-Bukhari: 'I have brought forward, in this my book, nothing but sound tradition, and have also left
منه كان السنن والاحاديث، كليا تنص عليه ومثل غنيه ابن حبان تلميذ إبن حربة طريقه فاضل إمام فقه وقال: الحاكم كان ابن حبان من أوعية العلم واللغة والحديثين والوعظ وكان من غناء الرجال وهم وصان الأماماء تلقى في كتابه عبد الله النسيابوري الحافظ، الألفتية المعمقى بالمستدرك وقد تطرق في كتابه هذا التساؤل واخذوا عليه وقالا ابن حربة وابن حبان امکا واقوى من الحاكم واحسن والطف في الآئيوان والمتنو وهم وصان الخلفاء المقدسي وهو أيضا خرج عطاؤه ليست في الصحيحين وقالا كتابه احسن من المستدرك وهم وصان ابن عوارة وابن السكن والمتنقى لابن جاروحة وقد كتب كليا مختصرة بالصحاح ولكن جماعة انتقدوا عليها تفصيلا وانساما فقول كل ذي علم عليه والله أعلم

فصل الكتاب الستة المشهورة المقررة في الإسلام التي يقال لها الصحاح الست في خمسة البارياء وهم مسلم والمجمع للترمذي والسني لأبي داوود وسنن ابن ماجه، وعند البعض الموتى بدلا من مستحضاوني من الصاحاب، والحسن والضعاف وتسميتها بصحاح الستة بطرق التلقيح وسمي صاحب الصحيح احاديث غير الشهيرين بالحسن، وهو قريب من هذا الوجه قريب المنفي اللغوي أو هو استطلاع جديد منده وجالد بعضهم كتاب الدارمي اخرى والبيف جعلا سايد الكتب لأن رجلهم اقل ضعفا ووجود الاحاديث المكنية والشاذة فيه نادر، ولله أسنييد عالية، وثلاتياته أكثر من ثلاثينات البارياء، وهذه المذكورات من الكتب أشهر الكتب وغيرها من الكتاب كثيرة، ولقد اورد السيوطي في كتاب جمع جميع الموائع من كتاب كثير دل على خمسين مشتملة على الصحاح والحسن والضعاف وقال ما اوردت فيها حديثا موسى بالواقع تنقش تفصيلا على تركه ورد وله العلم، وذكر صاحب المشكاة، في ديناباجة كتابه جماعة من الإياس المتقيين وهم البارياء، وسلام، والامام مالك، والامام الشافعي، والامام أحمد بن حنبل، والتربمذي وابو داوود، والنسائي وابن ماجة، والدارمي، والدارقطني، والبيهقي، ووزين واخمل في ذكر غيرهم وكتبنا احولاتهم في كتاب مفرد مسبي بالنماذج.

VOL. VII.
18
البحثي ثغ ما توفر به مسلم ثم ما كان على شرط البحثي ومسلم تم ما هو نوع على شرط البحثي ثم ما هو على شرط مسلم ثم ما هو رواه من غيره وما انتهى الذين تؤمنوا الصحة و人たちا إلقاء الرسائل يستمعون قراءات أفغانستان سنة ومرات بشرط البحثي ومسلم إن يكون الرجال من تصغير النصائح التي يتفصّل بها رجال البحثي ومسلم من الاصطبات والعدالة وعدم الشذوذ والتكارا واللغة وقيل عدد البخاري ومسلم جمالون رفيعهم وأنفقهم وألقام في هذا طويل ذكرناه في مقدمة شرح سفر السعادة

فصل

الحديث الصحيح لا تكتمل في صحيح البخاري ومسلم ولا يستويعا الصحاح كلها بل بها منحضران في الصحاح والصحابي الذي عندنا يعنى شرطهما إذا لم يوردنا في كتبهمه فلا يدعاً عند غيرنا قال البخاري ما أوردت في كتابي هذا إلا ما صنع ولقد تركت كثيراً من الصحاح وقال مسلم الذي أوردت في هذا الكتاب من الأحاديث صحيحة لا يقول ان ما تركت صحيحة ولا إلا ان يكون في هذا أدرك والتركي Example of حديث من جهة الصحة أو من جهة مفاصلاً آخر والحاكم أبو عبد الله النسيابوري صنف كتابيه مبناه المستدرك به يعنى في ما تركه البخاري ومسلم من الصحاح أورد في هذا الكتاب وتفاويل واستدركه بعد تهجة على شرط شيخيه وبعضاً على شرط أحدهما وبعضاً على غير شرطهما وقال ان البخاري ومسلم لم يباك بإسناد أحاديث صحيحة بمعنى ما خرجاه في عدده الكتب في قال قد حدد في عمرنا هذا فرقة من المبتدعة اطلوا السينم بالطبع على أبي الذي بن أسماعيل عن أحاديث Write a Report
those familiar with traditional statements and reports, who have never, to our knowledge, regarded any of them as weak, nor sought to make out in regard to them the fact of oral communication from one to another of the reporters, inasmuch as each one of them may possibly have heard tradition from his given authorty, without any absurdity, because, living at the period they did, they were in habits of intercourse with the Companions.

"This new-fangled talk of our author which we have set forth, to the effect that tradition is rendered weak by the cause alleged, is too trifling to be long dwelt upon, or brought prominently into notice, forasmuch as it is an innovation, and a wrong-headed way of treating the subject, which no primitive traditionist ever gave expression to, and those of later times know nothing of. We therefore need not add anything by way of refutation of it, the opinion expressed having no more force than we have represented, either in itself or as advocated by our author. May God prosper the setting aside of whatever is opposed to the views of our doctors—in Him is my confidence!"

To these contributions to our knowledge of the science of Muslim tradition we add two extracts from H. and J., which introduce us to the collections of tradition in highest repute among the Muslims, and furnish some dates of importance in the history of the science, already, however, in part anticipated by notes on preceding pages. Our first extract is from H.:*

"فصل

ما تفطرت مراتب الصحابة والصدام بعدهما أصح من بعض فاعل أن
الذى تقرر عند جمهور تحدثين أن صحيح البخارى مقدم على سائر الكتب
المصنفة حتى قالوا أصح الكتب بعد كتاب اللدن الجماعي البخارى وبعض المراجعه
رجموا صحيح المسلم على صحيح البخارى والجمهور يقولون أن هذا فيما
يرجع إلى حسن اليدين وجودة الموضوع والترتيب ورعاية دقيق الإشارات
وحساس النكت في الأسانيذ وعذ مرة خارج عن المباحث والكلام في الصحابة
والقوة وما يتعلق بها وليس كتاب يساري صحيح البخارى في هذا الباب
بدليل كمال التفاصيل التي اعتبرت في الصحابة في رجاله وفعهم توقيف في
ترجيح احتدام على الآخر والحلف عو الأروى وال водоيد الذي انتف البخارى
ومسلم على صحيح يساري متفقا عليه وقال الشيخ دشرت أن يكون عن
الشيوخ واحد وقالوا جميع الأحاديث المتفقة عليها الغالب والعملية وستة
وهذين رياضلا ما انتف عليه السيتيت مقدم على غيره ثم ما تفرد به

* fol. 3, rect. and vers.
us from those whom our author regards as feeble authorities, we should fail to accomplish the undertaking; but we have thought proper to call attention to a number of them, which may serve as a specimen for him whom we herewith make an end of replying to. For instance, 'Abū-'Uthmān 'an-Nahūlī and 'Abū-Khāṭīf as-Sā'īgh, who both lived in the days of ignorance, and also had intercourse with the Companions of the Messenger of God... who fought at Badr, and so on, and both of whom transmitted traditional statements on their authority, even to citing traditions told by men like 'Abū-Hurairah, 'Ibn 'Umar, and their friends, give out, each of them, a tradition as sustained on the authority of 'Ubaīy Bin Ka'b—to whom may God be gracious!—on the authority of the Prophet... although no one has heard, by any express report, that they two ever saw 'Ubaïy or ever heard any tradition from him. Again, 'Abū-'Amrū ash-Shāfi'ī, who lived in the days of ignorance, and in the time of the Prophet... had grown to be a man, as well as 'Abū-MA'mar 'Abdallāh Bin Sināhabarah, gives out two traditional statements as sustained, on the authority of 'Abū-Mas'ūd ʿal-ʿAnshārī, on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, 'Ubaïd Bin Ummair, who was born in the time of the Prophet, gives out a tradition as sustained on the authority of 'Umm Salamah, wife of the Prophet..., on the authority of the Prophet; and, again, ʿĀṣir Bin 'Abū-Ḥazīm, a contemporary of the Prophet... gives out three traditional statements as sustained on the authority of 'Abū-Mas'ūd ʿal-ʿAnshārī, on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, ʿĀbd ar-Rahmān Bin ʿAbū-Laila, who committed traditions to memory on the authority of ʿUmm Bin al-Khattāb, and had intercourse with 'Ali—to both of whom may God be gracious!—gives out a tradition as sustained, on the authority of 'Anas Bin Mālik, on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, Ribāl Bin Hīrāsh gives out two traditions as sustained, on the authority of 'Imrān Bin Ḥuṣain, on the authority of the Prophet...; and one tradition on the authority of 'Abū-Bakrah, on the authority of the Prophet...; although Ribāl heard tradition from 'Ali Bin 'Abū-Ṭālib—to whom may God be gracious!—and reports on his authority; and, again, ʿĀfī 'Ibn Jubair Bin Muṭ'am gives out a tradition as sustained, on the authority of 'Abū-Shurahī ʿal-Khuzā'ī, on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, ʿan-Nu'mān Bin 'Abū-'Ayyāsh gives out three traditions as sustained, on the authority of 'Abū-Sa'īd ʿal-Khudrī—to whom may God be gracious!—on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, ʿĀṣir Bin Yazīd ʿal-Daṭīḥī gives out a tradition as sustained, on the authority of ʿAbdul-Mālik 'Ibn Khadij; on the authority of the Prophet...; and, again, Ḥumayd Bin ʿAbd ar-Rahmān ʿal-Ihīnārī gives out traditions as sustained, on the authority of 'Abū-Hurairah, on the authority of the Prophet...

"Now, as for all these followers of the Prophet in the second degree, whose reporting on the authority of Companions whom we have named is here noticed, there is no express memorial, so far as we know, in any report, of their having heard tradition from those whom they refer to as their authorities, nor, in any traditional statement itself, of their having ever met them; and yet the supports referred to are held to be sound by
sometimes are careful to support the statement in the form of something which they heard, narrating on the ascending grade, if they proceed upwards, and on the descending grade, if they proceed downwards, as we have made it plain that they did.* Moreover, we know of no eminent teacher of primitive times, accustomed to employ traditional statements, and to scrutinize supports with reference to their soundness or unsoundness, equal to 'as-Sikhtiyānī, 'Ibn 'Aun,† Mālik Bin 'Anas, Shu'bah Bin 'al-Hajjāj, Yahya Bin Sa'ūd 'al-Ḳattān,‡ and 'Abd 'ar-Rahmān 'Ibn Mahdi,§ and the succeeding traditionists who have investigated the matter of the explicit mention of oral communication in the supports of tradition, contended for by him whose language we have set forth; and no one of these was ever wont to inquire whether the reporters of tradition did in fact receive oral instruction from those on whose authority they report, except when a reporter was known to disguise tradition (عَرَف بالتدلیس), and noted for doing so. In that case, indeed, the inquiry was instituted whether the individual did report as he had heard, and careful consideration was given to this question, in order to avoid all complication with disguising. But as to looking into the matter irrespectively of disguised tradition, in the way approved of by him whose language we have stated, we hear of no such thing being practised by those whom we have named, or by any other eminent teacher. 'Abdallāh Bin Yazid 'al-Anṣārī, who saw the Prophet..., for instance, reports 'on the authority of' Hudhaifah and of 'Abū-Masʿūd 'al-Anṣārī, and 'on the authority of' each one of the two, a tradition which he refers to the Prophet..., although, in reporting it on their authority, he makes no mention of having heard it from them, and we do not remember any report which makes it appear that 'Abdallāh 'Ibn Yazid ever recited tradition as a pupil of Hudhaifah or of 'Abū- Masʿūd—to both of whom may God be gracious!—nor have we found it explicitly mentioned, in any report, that he ever saw those two persons. No traditionist, either of past time or among ourselves, was ever heard to object to the two traditional statements just referred to, reported by 'Abdallāh 'Ibn Yazid, on the authority of Ḥudhaifah and of 'Abū- Masʿūd, as inherently weak; on the contrary, all persons conversant with tradition, whom we have met, regard these and whatever are like them as being sound and strong in their supports, and approve of using the information thereby transmitted, and of alleging as legal proof the rules (سَنًان) and reminiscences (ثَرَٰث) which they convey to us: and yet he whose language we have set forth imagines such statements to be wanting in solidity and precision, until we find out by investigation that the reporter did hear tradition from him on whose authority he reports.

Were we to proceed to enumerate distinctly all the traditional statements, sound in the opinion of traditionists, which have come down to

---

* For explanation of the terms "ascending grade" and "descending grade," see p. 79.
† Of Basrah: he died A.H. 131. See Kitāb Tab., iv. 55.
‡ This person is said to have been the leader of the people of 'Irāk in the science of tradition, and to have been deep in criticism respecting reliable authorities. He died A.H. 193. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 49.
§ A traditionist of Basrah, who died A.H. 193. See Kitāb Tab., vii. 1.
Waksi, 'Ibn Namir, and several others, on the authority of Hijram 'Ibn 'Urwah, on the authority of his father, on the authority of 'A'ishah—

to whom may God be gracious!—namely: 'I was in the habit of perfuming the Messenger of God... as well on common as on sacred days, with the most fragrant perfume I could find,' a report which is identically given out by 'Al-Layth 'Ibn Sa'd, Dā'ud 'al-'Attār, Ḥumaid Bin 'al-'Aswad, Wuhail Bin Khālid, and 'Abū-'Usāmah, on the authority of Hijram, as having said that he was told it by 'Uthmān Bin 'Urwah, on the authority of 'Urwah, on the authority of 'A'ishah—to whom may God be gracious!

—on the authority of the Prophet... Another report by Hijram, 'on the authority of his father, on the authority of 'A'ishah—to whom may God be gracious!—is as follows: 'The Prophet... in the act of devotion was wont to lean his head towards me, for me to comb it, while I was in my monthly state,' which Mālik Bin 'Anas reports, identically, on the authority of 'az-Zuhri, on the authority of 'Urwah, on the authority of 'Amrah, on the authority of 'A'ishah—to whom may God be gracious!

—on the authority of the Prophet... Again, it is reported by 'az-Zuhri and Sulīh 'Ibn 'Abū-Hassān, on the authority of 'Abū-Salamah, on the authority of 'A'ishah... that 'the Prophet... was accustomed to kiss while performing fast,' a traditional statement which Yahya Bin 'Abū-Kathīr gives on the subject of kissing, as follows: 'Abū-Salamah Bin 'Abd 'ar-Rahmān told me, that he was told by 'Umar 'Ibn 'Abd 'al-'Azīz, that 'Urwah told him, that he was told by 'A'ishah... that the Prophet... was wont to kiss her while performing fast.' Again, it is reported by Ibn 'Uyainah and others, on the authority of 'Amrū Bin Dinār, on the authority of 'Ābār— to whom may God be gracious!—saying: 'The Prophet... gave us horseflesh for food, and forbade us to eat the flesh of tame asses,' which Ḥammād Bin Zaid reports on the authority of 'Amrū and of Muhammad Bin 'Ali, on the authority of 'Ābār, on the authority of the Prophet... There are many other such reports, which it would take long to enumerate; those here mentioned are sufficient for the intelligent. Now, inasmuch as he whose language we have previously set forth, to the effect that a tradition is corrupt and weak in case it be not known for certain that the reporter heard any tradition from him on whose authority he reports, pretends that, on account of the possibility of looseness in a tradition, one is bound to make no use for legal argumentation of the report of a person of whom we are assured that he heard tradition from him on whose authority he reports, unless this assurance is conveyed in some traditional statement which itself expresses the fact of oral communication by one to the other—it appears from what we have shown of the practice of eminent teachers who have handed down traditional statements, that they sometimes give out a tradition loosely, without mentioning from whom they heard it, and

* Of Kūfah. *Al-Bukhārī, Muslim, 'Ibn Dā'ud, 'Ibn Mājah and others, are said to have received traditions on his authority. He died A.H. 234. See Kitāb Tab., viii. 26.
† A teacher of 'Ibn 'al-Mubarak in tradition, whose home was Egypt. He died A.H. 175. See Kitāb Tab., v. 52.
‡ Of Kūfah: he died A.H. 201. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 71.
§ Died A.H. 129. See Kitāb Tab., iv. 29.
¶ Of Kūfah, a very exact teacher of tradition, who died A.H. 198. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 19.
¶¶ A traditionist of Basrah, who died A.H. 179. See Kitāb Tab., v. 55.
specting the fact of a reporter's having heard whatever traditional statement he gives 'on the authority of' another. So, now, having ascertained that the former did receive the least oral instruction in tradition from the latter, I become satisfied of the validity of all that he reports on the latter's authority; but, if the knowledge of that fact fails me, I regard his statement as stopped (أوقفت الخبر), and the possibility of its being a loose report is, in my opinion, a reason for rejecting it as a vehicle of legal proof'—should he say this, we reply as follows:

"If thou regardest a traditional statement as weak, and dost renounce making out legal proof by means of it, on account of the possibility of looseness in it, thou art necessitated not to consider a support 'on authority' (إسناد معنن) as stable until thou seest that oral communication extends from the beginning to the end of it. That is to say, in the case of a tradition which comes to us with the support of '... Hishām Bin 'Urwah, on the authority of his father, on the authority of 'Ā'ishah'—to whom may God be gracious!—we are assured that Hishām heard tradition from his father, and that his father heard from 'Ā'ishah—to whom may God be gracious!—as we are assured that 'Ā'ishah heard tradition from the Prophet ...; and yet, since Hishām does not say, in any report which he gives on his father's authority: 'I heard ...', or '... told me,' it is possible that, in the report just referred to as an example, there belongs between him and his father some other guarantee, by whom he was told it on his father's authority, and that he himself did not hear it from his father (he having chosen to give the report loosely, without referring it to him from whom he heard it); and, as that possibility exists in respect to Hishām's reporting 'on the authority of' his father, so again it exists in respect to his father's reporting 'on the authority of' 'Ā'ishah—to whom may God be gracious! So must it be, also, with every support to a tradition in which there is no mention made of the reporters having heard it one from another; and, even if it be known, in general, that each one received much oral instruction in tradition from the person whose authority he alleges, still it may be true of each that, in some of his reporting, he even narrates on the ascending grade [by مَعْن] without other hearing of the particular tradition than, on the authority of him whom he names, from another; and moreover it may be that he sometimes gave out tradition loosely, 'on the authority of' some individual mentioned, without naming him from whom he really heard it, and sometimes, to avoid looseness, was careful to name the guarantee from whom he actually took it up. Indeed, what we have here suggested is a fact as regards tradition, and has been notoriously practised by reliable traditionists and eminent teachers of the science. We will mention a number of instances of their reporting in the mode referred to—if it be the will of the Supreme God—to serve as examples. One of these is a report of 'as-Sikhtiyān,* 'Ibn 'al-Mubārak,†

* A traditionist of the city of Jurjān, near the southern end of the Caspian Sea, who died A.H. 305. See Kitāb Tab., x. 104.
† One of the most critical traditionists of his time: he died A.H. 181. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 30.
legal proof. Moreover, in his opinion, a traditional statement in the form referred to is stopped (معلوم), until, by some report which is like to that in question, one learns of the reporter’s having heard more or less of tradition from him on whose authority he reports.

“Now, this language—may God mercifully preserve thee from defaming the supports of tradition—is strange, innovating, without ground in the views of any earlier author, and not favored by any other traditionist: that is to say, the language universally accepted and current among those conversant with traditional statements and reports, both in ancient and modern times, is this, that every supporter of tradition, being a reliable authority, reports on the authority of his like, and that his having met the latter, and having received oral instruction in tradition from him, consequently upon the contemporaneousness of the two, is a thing to be admitted, which may or may not have been a fact, although one never gets hold of a traditional statement that the two were at any time together, or ever made any oral communication one to the other. A report is, therefore, established, and the legal proof which it involves is binding, unless it be clearly shown that the reporter, in a particular case of report ‘on the authority of’ another, did not meet him whose authority he alleges, or did not receive any oral instruction in tradition from him; so that, however uncertain the fact may be, on account of that possibility either way which we have set forth, yet the report forever rests on the basis of oral communication, until one has the demonstration to the contrary just spoken of.

“We say, then, in reply to him who has set on foot this talk of which we have presented the substance, or rather to put a stop to it: in all that thou sayest, thou grantest that the traditional statement of one reporter who is reliable, ‘on the authority of’ a reliable reporter, constitutes legal proof, and obligates conduct; and then thou bringest in a condition, and sayest ‘so long as it is known that the two had met once or oftener, or that the one had received some oral instruction in tradition from the other;’ but how dost thou ascertain this that thou conditionest to be a fact, on the authority of one whose word is binding? and if such ascertainment is wanting, what becomes of all evidence in favor of the notion thou hast taken up? Should he pretend that even a single one of the primitive doctors expressed himself in favor of his notion as to making a certain condition essential to the confirmation of that form of traditional statement which is in question, most certainly neither he nor any one else will be able to produce such an expression. But if he pretends that there is any argumentative proof of the correctness of his opinion, we reply to him by inquiring what that proof is. Should he say: ‘I adopt this language because I have found reporters of traditional statements, both ancient and modern, reporting tradition one from another, in spite of the fact that the reporter had not seen him on whose authority he reports, and had not heard any tradition from him. For, after I saw that reporters allowed themselves to report tradition in such a loose manner (علي الالسال), without any oral communication—loose report, according to fundamental principles which we maintain in common with all who are conversant with traditional statements, not being legal proof—I felt it to be necessary, for the reason indicated, to investigate re-
"Chapter on what constitutes Soundness in the Report of one Reporter on the Authority of Another, with Warning against such as have erred on the subject.

"One of our contemporaries, professing a knowledge of tradition, has argued respecting what constitutes sound and unsound reports, in language which it would be well judged, and perfectly reasonable, to avoid speaking of, and the viciousness of which might well be left unnoticed, since to disregard the language thus obtruded upon us would be another mode of getting rid of it, and of obscuring the remembrance of its author, beside that it were more suitable not to warn the ignorant against what they know nothing of, by calling attention to it. Yet, because we fear bad consequences, in the end, and that the ignorant may be deceived by certain novel injunctions, and may be induced to put confidence in the false views of errorists, and in sayings not maintained among the doctors, we have thought fit to expose the viciousness of our contemporary's language, and to refute his notion by a sufficiency of argument against it. This I propose to do, with no reliance upon man. Praise be to God for my success, if He, the Great and Glorious, wills it.

"The person whose language we design to speak of, and whose inconsiderateness we intend to set forth in the remarks which we have begun, imagines that, in the case of every support of a tradition in which occurs the expression '... such a one, on the authority of such a one,' the two are known to have been of one and the same generation; whereas it is admissible that a tradition reported on the authority of any one was heard by the reporter from him, and was uttered to the reporter by him, though it be not known for certain that the one received tradition orally from the other, and though we find it not stated, in any report whatever, that the two ever met, or spoke tradition one to the other. In his opinion, no traditional statement (خَبَر) which has come down in the form referred to avails for the establishment of law, until one absolutely knows that the two reporters were together once or oftener in their life time, or communicated tradition orally one to the other, or until one gets hold of some traditional statement which distinctly recognizes that the two were together, or met, once, at least, in their life-time; so that, if one possesses no positive knowledge of the fact, and, no report reaches him which implies that he who thus reports 'on the authority of' his alleged master did actually once meet him, and hear some tradition from him, the statement, as transmitted by such reporter, wants that authority in its favor which is constituted by a person, reported from, of whom such knowledge exists: whereas a tradition of the sort here described is
باب عزيمة واحد عمر وذويهما، قد استند كل واحد منهم عن أبي بن كعب رضي الله عنه عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا ولم يسمع في رواية بعينها أنهما علماهما أبيا أو سواء منه شيئا وأسناد أبو عمر الشيباني، وغيرهم ادرك الجاهليون، وكان في زمن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم رجلا واحدا ماهر عبد الله بن سفيكحرة، كل واحد منهم عن أبي مسعود الأنصاري عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم خبرين وأسناد عبيد بن عمر عن آم سلمة زوج النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، وعبد الله بن سفيكحرة، أحدأشهر، وأسناد قيس بن أبي حازم، وقد ادرك زمن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، وأسناد حديثا، وسلم عن أبي مسعود الأنصاري عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وأسناد قيس بن أبي حازم، وقد ادرك زمن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم ثمانية، وأسناد عبد الرحمن بن أبي ليله، وقد حفظ عن عمر بن الخطاب وصبه عليها رضى الله عنهم عن الناس بن مالك عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا وأسناد رقيق بن حرش عن عمر بن الخطاب، وقد حفظ عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وعن أبي بكر بن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وقد سمع ربيه عن علي بن أبي طالب، رضي الله عنه وروى عنه وأسناد نافع ابن جبير بن مطهر عن أبي شريعة الخزاعي عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وأسناد المهاجرين، وعن أبي عبيدة بن عبد الرحمن، وعن سعيد المخدر، رضي الله عنهم ثلاثة حاكيين عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم وأسناد عطاء بن زياد الدهلي عن عمرو بن خثيم، عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وأسناد سليمان بن يسار عن رافع أبي خثيم، عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حديثا، وأسناد حميد بن عبد الرحمن الحميري عن أبي هريرة عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، احديا، كان علما برواية تابعية الذين نعموا روايتهم عن الصحابة الذين سبقهمهم ذكر بعضهم منهم وبحت بعضهم، عن ذكرهم المعرفة بالأخبار والروايات، عن الصحابة الذين كانوا في المعالج، الذين لا نفهمهم، ولا نفهمهم في نفس خبر عبيد، وقبضا منهم شيئاً، ولا نفهمهم فيما سماهم بعضهم بهم، من بعض، إذا الالتباس لا تفهمهم جميعا كانوا في العصر الذي اتفقوا فيه وكان هذا القول الذي أحدها القابل الذي حكيناه في توقيع
كان لهما تأثراً قريباً في هذا الحديث. ارسلوا ولا يذكرون من سمعهم عنه وتواتر بين طلبة الفئة. في الفئة الحديث على شيء ما سمعوه فيكرون بالنقول فيه isValid والصعود بين صدراً كما شرحنا ذلك عنهم وما علمنا أحداً من أتباع السلف من يستعمل الأفكار ويبذلون سمعهم الآية السبعة، وسبقها مثل أبيس السختيني، وأبي عون ومالك ابن نصر وشعبة بن المتن، وحلي بن سعيد القطان، وعبد الرحمن ابن مهدي، ومن بعدهم من أهل الحديث فتسبوا عن موضع السماع في الآية السبعة. كما أعداه الذي وصفنا قوله من قبل، ونما كان يتفق من تفقده من تفقده منهم سماع رواية الحديث من روئيه عنهم، إذا كان الرواة من عرف بالتدلية في الحديث، وشهر به فجينيذ يبحثون عن سماعه في روايته وبتفقده من ذلك كي ينtraîم عنهم علة التدلبة. أما ابتغاء ذلك من غير مدلس على الوجه الذي زعم من حكينا قوله في سماعنا ذلك مما سيتفرج ولا يتفرج من الأتباع في ذلك أن عبد الله بن يزيد الأنصاري ورد رد والآبة على الله عليه وسلم قد روى عن حذيفة، وعلي ابن مسعود الأنصاري، وعليه والآبة عن حديثه يسنده إلى النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، وليبس في روايته عنهم ذكر السماع منهما ولا حفظاً في شيء من الروايات أن عبد الله ابن يزيد شافه حذيفة وابن مسعود، روى الله عنهم الحديث أن ولا وجدنا ذكر رويته إياها في رواية يعنيها ولم يسمع عنه أحد من أهل العلم من متى ولا شو ادركنا أنه طبع في عد من الخبرين اللذين روياه عبد الله ابن يزيد عن حذيفة، وابن مسعود يضعف فيهما بل عندما وما أشبهاهما عند من لا قيننا من أهل العلم بالحديث من عياعة الآية السبعة، ووقوه بكون استعمال ما نقل بها، والاحتفال مما أتى من سين وثار، وبي في زمن من حكينا قوله من قبل وغيته ون헽ة مسألة حتى نصيب سماع الرواي عمرو وليه ذهبن نعمذ الأفكار الكثيرة. واصبحنا أن نقصب عنها عددًا يكرون فيها من سكننا عنه، ومن هذا أبو عثمان الفهدي وليه رفع أصبعه، ونما من أدركنا الحقائق، وله يسمع رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم من البندقين علمَ جرأً ونقال عنهم الأفكار حتى نولا إلى مثل
منهم أن ينزل في بعض الرواية فيسمع من غيره عنه بعض أحاديثه ثم يرسله عنه أحاديثًا ولا يسمى من سمع منه وبينشط أحاديث فسمى الرجل الذي حمل عنه الحديث ويتكلم الأرسل وما قلنا من هذا موجود في الحديث المستفيض من فعل ثقات الحديث وإيكة العلم وسنذكر كله من روایاتهم على الأجل الذي ذكرنانا عدلاً يعدل بها على أكثر منها أن شاء الله تعالى فمن ذلك أن

أيوب السخنيني وأبي المبارك وكربس وأبي ريحان وجماعة غيرهم رووا عن

عثمان ابن عروة عن أبيه عن عائشة رضي الله عنها كتبت أطبب رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم لمجلة ولهوم بأطيب ما اجدع فروى عم زكريا عن الرواية بعينها

لعبت أبى سعد وأبو داوود العطار وحميد بن الأسود وعبيد بن خالد وأبو

اسماء عن عثمان قال أخبرني عثمان بن عروة عن عائشة رضي الله

عن أبي عبد الله على وروى عثمان عن أبيه عن عائشة رضي الله

عن أبى حسان عن أبي سلمة عن عائشة رضي الله عنها كتب إلى رأسه فارجاء وانه

حايلات فروها بعينها مالك بن انس من الزنجي عن عروة عن عمر عن

عائشة رضي الله عنها عن الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم وروى الزنجي وصالح ابن

أبو حبان عن أبي سلمة عن عائشة رضي الله عنها كتب إلى الله

عبده وسلم يقال وهو صائب فقال سفيحة بن ابي كثير في هذا المجلة في القبلة

إحترمي أبو سلمة بن عبد الرحمن عن عمر ابن عبد العزيز أخبره أن عروة

أخبره أن عائشة رضي الله عنها اخبرته أن الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم كان

يقبلها وهو صائب وروى ابن عيينة وغيره عن عمر بن دينار عن جابر

رضي الله عنده قال طعننا رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم لمحم الخليل ونهانا

عن لفوم المحر الأشعالي فروها حماد بن زيد عن عمرو بن خدي بن علي

عن جابر رضي الله عنه عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم وهذا النحو في

الروايات كثير يذكر تعداده وفيما ذكرنا منها كفاحية لذوي الفهم فذات

الآلة عندنا من وصفنا قوله قبل في فاسد الحديث وتوبيعنا إذا لا يعلم أن

ايلوى قد سمع من روي عنه شيئاً لمكان الأرسل فيه لزوم ترك الاحتياج في

قبول قوله برواية أو يعلم أنه قد سمع من قد روي عنه إلا في نفس الخبر

الذي فيه ذكر السماج لما بنيءاً من قبل عن الأئمة الذين نقلوا الأخبار رضي

الله عنه.
فاما والآخر منهم على الامكان الذي فسرنا فالرواية على السباع إبدًا حتى تكون الدلالة التي بتيبنا فيقال لمحتاج عد هذا الفول الذي وصفنا مقاطعه او للذات بعنه قد اعتتب في جملة قولك ان خبر الواحد الثقة عن الواحد الثقة حكمة يلوم به العدل ثم ادخلت فيه الشرط بعد فلت حتى يعلم انهما قد كانا التنقيا موّرة فصاعد أو سمع منه شبيه فقيل تجد عده الشرط الذي أشرحنا عن أحد بلوم قوله ولا فيلمم دليلا على ما زعمت فإن آدي قول أحد من علماء السلف بما زعم من ادخال الشرطين في تثبت الخبر طولب به ولي يجد عدو ولا غيره إلى إيجاده سبيله وإن غدو أي فيما زعم دليلا يحتم به قيل له بما ذاك الدليل فإن قال قلته كأن وجدت رواة الأخبار قدما وحديثا يروى احد فيهم عن الآخر الحديثين ولما يعابه ولا يسمع منه شيئا فقلنا رأينهم استحجازوا رواية الحديثين بينهم فكذا على الأرسل من غير سباع والمرسل من الروايات في أصل قولنا وقول العلم بالأخبار ليس بحاجة أحتاجت لما وصفت من العلة إلى البحث عن سباع الرواية كل خبر عن روايه فقد اذا أنا عاجمت على سباعه مدة لادنى شبيه فثبت عندنا بذلك جميع ما يرويه عندنا بعد فان عرب على معرفة ذلك اوقفت الخبر ولم يكن عندنا موضع حجة لامكان الأرسل فيه فيقال لله فإن كانت العلة في تضعيف الأخبار وترك الاحتجاج به لا مكان الأرسل فيه لبنا ان لا تثبت استنادا معنى حتى ترى فيه السباع من أوله إلى آخر ونذكر أن الحديثا الواحد علينا بأسند عثمان بن عروة عن أبيه عن عائشة رضي الله عنها فيمكن أن نعلم ان عثمان قد سمع من أبيه وإن أباه قد سمع من عائشة رضي الله عنها كما نعلم ان عائشة قد سمعت من النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم وقد يجوز إذا لم يقل عثمان في رواية يرويها عن أبيه سمعت او اخبرني ان يكون بينه وبين أبيه في تلك الرواية انسان آخر اخبره بها عن أبيه ولم يسمعها من أبيه لما احتج على أن يرويه مرسلا ولا يسندها إلى من سمعا منه وكما يمكن ذلك في عثمان عن أبيه فهو أيضا مكن في أبيه عن عائشة رضي الله عنها وكذلك كل استناد لحديثين ليس فيه ذكر سباع بعضهم من بعض وإن كان قد عرف في الجملة ان كل واحد منهم قد سمع من ساحقه سباع كثيرا تجاوز لكل واحد
باب ما تصحيحة به رواية الرواية بعضهم عن بعض والتنبيه على من غلط في ذلك

وقد كثمل بعض متنحلي الحديث من أجل عصرنا في تصحيف الأسانيده وسبحهم بما قيل لهما زعمانا على حكايتهن وذكر فساحا لكان رأيا متنينا ومذهبنا صحيحا إذ الأعراف عن القول المطلق أخري لامانته ولاعقم ذكر قابلة واخدمر أي لا يكون ذلك تنبيها للجيلاء عليه غير أننا تخفقنا من شروور العواقب واغتنام المجهلة لبعضات الأمور واسراعهم إلى اعتقاد خذاء المتخبطين والقول الساقطة عند العلماء رأينا اتجه في قساد قولة وردا مقالتهم قبل ما يليجع بها من الرد أجري عن الأمام وأحمد للعابة أن شاء الله عز وجل و즘 الفلاي الذي اقتناه اقتسام على المحتاكية عن قوله والأخبار عن سواء رويته أن كل أسئل تحدث فيه فإن عن قال فقد احان العلم بانهم قد كانوا في عمر واحد راجع أن يكون الحديث الذي روى الرواي عن روي عنه قد سمعه منه وساقبه به غير أنه لا يعلم له منه سباعا ولم تجد في شؤ من الرواية إنهما اتحداهم قطب أو تشرها تحدثين أن وجه لا تقوم عنا بكل خبر جاء هذا فيمي حتى يكون عليه العلم بانهم قد اجتمعوا من دعرا مرة فصاعد أو تشرها تحدثين بينهما أو برده فيه بيان اجتمعوا أو تلاقوا مرة من دعرا بما فيهما فأوفقة أن لا يكن عنده علم ذلك ولا بيت رواية تعزير أن هذا الرواي عن صاحبه قد نفيت مرة وسمع منه شيا لا يكن في نقله الأخير عن رويا عنه علم ذلك والأمر كما وصفنا بينه وكان الأخبر عنده موقفا حتى يبرع عليه الصحة منه لشي من الحديثات كله أو أكثر في رواية مثل ما ورد وهذا القول يوضح الله في التعب في الأسانيد قول مختصر مستعدين غير مسبب صاحبه عليه ولا مساعد له من انجع العلم عليه وذلك أن القول الشائع المنطقي عليه بين انا العلم بالإخبار والروايات قدناها وحيدنها أن كل رجل ثقة روى عن مثله حديثا واجتابه شكن له لفاه والسماع منه لكونهما جميعا كنا في عمر واحد وأن لم يأت في خبر فقت أنهما اجتمعوا ولا تشايعا بعكلم قالوا تثبتت وأجتهم بها لأزمة إلا أن يكون هناك دالان بعينة أن هذا الرقم لم يبلن عن رويا عنه أو لم يسمع منه شيئا.
chapter I" to which he replied: "I saw that men were diverted from the Qurân, and busied themselves with the Fikh of 'Abû-Haniâfah, and the Maghâzi of Muhammad Bin 'Ishâk, and so I made up these traditions as a substitute: now commentators on the Qurân, not prevented by the grace of God, have committed the error of bringing forward such traditions in their commentaries; and among others which they cite is the following, that the Prophet ... when he had read the words: "and Manâh the third, the other,"* added: "As for those tender girls, there is no hope of their intercession," which we have enlarged upon, by way of refuting it, under the chapter headed "It is worship of God to read the Qurân:" accordingly, whatever they who treat of the principles of Islam allegre as having been said by the Prophet, in case I am referred to as authority for any tradition, confront it with the Book of God, and, if it agrees therewith, accept it; otherwise, reject it." Al-Khaṭṭâbî says: 'The Zanâdikah made up tradition, notwithstanding the discontenance of that saying of the Prophet ... "The Book, and that which is equivalent thereto" (or, as it is also reported, "and the like of it together with it"), was brought to me by divine inspiration." † Ibn 'aj-Janzî composed volumes relative to suppositions traditions, wherein, as Ibn 'aṣ-Ṣâlah says, he brings forward many simply weak traditions, not proved to have been made up, for which the proper place would be among weak traditions. There is also a work by the master 'al-Hasan Bin Muhammad 'aṣ-Saghghâni, entitled The Choice Pearl on the Detection of Error (الندر المتناقض في تبيين الغلط)."

On comparing these definitions given of the several kinds and species of tradition by 'Abd al-Haḳḳ and 'aj-Jurjânî, we find no radical disagreement between the two writers, notwithstanding the four centuries and a half which separated them from each other, but only some differences of form which seem not to require any comment. We may, therefore, proceed at once to another extract, which will be from Muslim's introduction to his Sahîh. We have not met with any classification of traditions by this author; but in the following passage he throws some additional light upon the received system of tradition, by a discussion of what constitutes soundness of report, arguing against a certain condition which some held to be essential to it. It may be well to remind the reader that Muslim lived about five centuries and a half before the earliest of the authorities last quoted from.§

* See Kur., iii. 29.
† Died A. H. 597.
‡ See Haij Khalf. Lex., iii. 191.
§ This passage is quoted from pp. 20–27.
tive which impels to it, be this either that reports on the authority of the
disguised person abound (for it is not agreeable to multiply traditions
from a single individual, in one and the same form), or that one is im-
pelled to the disguise by the fact that his master, whose designation he
alters, was not a reliable authority, or was younger than himself, or by
some such consideration.

[9.] "The unstable (الاستَرْنِ", namely, that of which the report va-
rises, without any preponderance in authority of one report over another,
such as that the reporter of one had better memory, or more followers
in respect to reporting tradition on his authority, than another, leading
to a decision in favor of that which has the greater weight: in case a
decision between differing reports is practicable, the tradition is not un-
stable; but instability arises where there is no preponderance.

[10.] "The reversed (العَلْبِ", namely, for example, a tradition, noto-
rious on the authority of Sālim, which is put down as authorized by
Nāfi', in order that it may, for one's pleasure, become an unrelated tra-
dition. The tradition about 'al-Bukhārī, when he came to Baghdād,
and the masters put him to trial by reversing supports, is well-known.*

[11.] "The suppositional (الوضوْع ج), namely, hearsay (الخِرَّ), whether it
must be regarded as true, having been shown by eminent teachers to be
correct, or whether it must be pronounced false, such teachers having
shown it to be fictitious, or whether it be doubtful, on account of the
possibility of either truth or falsehood in the case, like other rumors.
Suppositional tradition must not be reported by one who is aware of its
character, let it signify what it may, unless accompanied with a declara-
tion of its suppositionalness. It may be known either by confession on
the part of him who made it up, or by the want of sense in its phrase-
ology, or by the discovery of some such error in it as that which Thābit
Ibn Mūsa 'az-Zāhid fell into respecting the tradition: 'Whoever prays
much at night has a fair countenance by day:' a certain master, it is
said, was giving out tradition in the midst of an assembly of people,
when a man of fair countenance entered; whereupon the master said,
on repeating his tradition: 'Whoever prays much, etc.,' which led Thā-it to think that these words were a part of the tradition, and he report-
ed accordingly. Suppositional tradition may originate with several sorts
of persons, most of whom make it up at some risk, like 'az-Zāhid, and
therefore blameably. Entire traditions of a suppositional character were
made up by the Zanādikhah,† whose bad wares, and the disgrace of whose
conduct, have been in later times successfully exposed by men skilled in
the science, and brought to nought—to God be the praise! The Karrā-
miyah,‡ and the 'Innovating Sect,' considered it lawful to make up tra-
dition with regard to religious contemplation and the monastic life.
This species of tradition is referred to in a report on the authority of
'Abū-'Uṣnārah Nūh Ibn Miyyah, namely, that he was asked: 'How is
it that thou hast traditions on the authority of Ikrimah, on the author-
ity of Ibn 'Abbās, respecting the virtues of the Qurān, chapter by

* See Zeitschrift d. D. M. Gesellschaft, iv. 6.
† A sect of dualists.
‡ A sect of anthropomorphists.
made undecided, inasmuch as all the circumstances referred to hinder the pronouncing of a tradition to be sound. The tradition of Ya‘la Bin ‘Ubaid, on the authority of ‘Ath-Thauri, on the authority of ‘Amrū Bin Dinār, on the authority of ‘Ibn ‘Umar, on the authority of the Prophet... ‘The seller and buyer are at liberty,’ is supported continuously by the authority of an upright and retentive reporter, and the text is sound, while at the same time it is a specious tradition: for ‘Amrū Bin Dinār has been put in the place of his brother ‘Abdallah Bin Dinār—it is thus that the eminent teachers among the followers of ‘Ath-Thauri report it from him—so that Ya‘la has fallen into an error. The term ‘pretense’ (الغارة) is, indeed, applied, in the general sense [of something unreliable], to falseness, carelessness, defect of memory, and the like; and some persons even use it to signify what it has no applicability to, and is not injurious to the soundness of a tradition, as, for example, the loosening of some tradition which virtually reaches to the Prophet by the report of a retentive, reliable authority, so that they go so far as to say: ‘one department of sound tradition is the specious sound,’ just as another says: ‘one department of sound tradition is the separate sound,’ including under this latter appellation the tradition of Ya‘la Bin ‘Ubaid: ‘The seller and buyer are at liberty.’

[8.] *The disguised (المدنس), of which the defect lies hidden, either [a] in the making up of its support, namely, that one reports on the authority of a person whom he had met, or whose contemporary he was, without having received instruction in tradition from him, in such a way as to lead to the supposition that he was instructed by him (for he ought not to say: ‘Such a one tells us for a tradition,’ but, instead of this: ‘Such a one says,’ or ‘Such a one is responsible for the following,’ or the like); and often it is not his master whom the disguiuser drops out, but some weak guarantee, or one of immature age [farther on in the chain of connection], thereby giving a fair appearance to the tradition, as did, for example, al-A‘A‘mash, ‘Ath-Thauri, and others—both which ways of reporting offend very much the sense of propriety, and are condemned by most of the doctors: there is, however, a difference of opinion with regard to the reception of a disguised report of tradition; and it is most correct to draw a distinction, that which is reported in language capable of being understood not to express an actual hearing of it being judged of in the same manner as tradition which is loosened, or of that sort, while that which is reported in language clearly expressive of continuance, as, for example: ‘I have heard,’ or ‘Such a one informs us,’ or ‘Such a one tells us for a tradition,’ or the like, is used as legal proof; or [b] in the designation of actual masters, namely, that one reports, on the authority of some master, a tradition which he did indeed hear from him, but gives him a name, or a surname, or a genealogy, or an appellative, by which he is not known, in order that he may not be recognized: to do this is a very light matter, and yet such a proceeding renders worthless whatever is reported on the authority of the person so disguised, causing difficulty, as it does, in the way of knowing his circumstances, and is more or less displeasing according to the mo-

* viz., by the character of the reporter.
'The Jews were wont to say so and so, whereupon the Glorious and Supreme God made a revelation so and so,' or the like, is carried back.

[2.] "The mutilated (المقصوع), which is whatever has come down from followers of the Prophet in the second degree, of their sayings and doings, being stopped at them. It is not legal proof.

[3.] "The loosened (المطسل), which consists in the saying by a follower of the Prophet in the second degree: 'The Messenger of God . . . . said so and so' (or, 'did so and so'). This, according to both practice and theory in jurisprudence, is recognized tradition, while at the same time there is some difference of opinion with regard to it, and 'ash-Shāfi'ī makes it the subject of a distinction which is stated in the 'Uṣūl 'al-Fikh.

[4.] "The dissevered (المقطع), namely, that of which the support is, anywise, not continuous, be it that a reporter is passed over either at the beginning of the support, or in the middle, or at the end of it; only that the term is commonly employed with reference to reporting on the authority of a witness of the Prophet, by one of a later age than a follower in the second degree, as, for example: 'Says Mālik, on the authority of 'Umar.'

[5.] "The straitened (المतصل)—the participle being pronounced with fath on the qādā—anonymously, that from the support of which two or more reporters have dropped out, as, for example, Mālik's saying: 'Says the Messenger of God . . . .'; and 'ash-Shāfi'ī's saying: 'Says 'Ibn 'Umar so and so.'

[6.] "The separate and the undetermined (المشار و المتدكر). Says 'ash-Shāfi'ī—to whom may God be merciful!—'Separate tradition is that which a reliable authority reports at variance with common report.' In the words of 'Ibn 'as-Salih: 'There are several sorts of separate tradition: that from which varies some reporter who has better memory and more retentiveness than its single reporter, is rejected separate tradition; if no one of better memory differs from the single reporter, and the latter is upright and retentive, the tradition is sound; if he who reports the separate tradition is not retentive, yet not far from the rank of a retentive reporter, it is fair; if its reporter is far from being retentive, it is undetermined.' The discrimination of the words: 'some reporter who has better memory and more retentiveness' denotes that a tradition differed from is not rejected when equal as respects the grade of its reporter to that which differs from it. What undetermined tradition is, may be seen from the classification just quoted.

[7.] "The specious (المعتدل), namely, that involving certain hidden, subtle assumptions, to its injury, which are evidently unauthorized. Such assumptions are discovered by the circumstance that a tradition has only one reporter, or is differed from, in connection with certain other things by which an intelligent person is put upon his guard against either a loosening in tradition which is [apparently] unbroken, or a stoppage in that which is [seemingly] carried back to the Prophet, or a confounding of one tradition with another, or an error on the part of some person deficient in accuracy—so that he is constrained not to think the tradition to be what it seems, and judges accordingly, or is embarrassed and
[11.] "The chain-wise (الاستفسل), namely, that of which the guaranteees who make up its support, even back to the Prophet... follow one another, in reporting it, on one and the same footing, whether this be a matter which [a] concerns the reporter himself, for example, the tradition being a saying: 'I heard such a one say: I heard such a one say,' and so on to the end, or: 'Such a one informs us, in the name of God, saying: Such a one informs us, in the name of God,' and so on to the end; or, the tradition being an action, like that in respect to folding the fingers together; b or, it being both a saying and an action, like the tradition: 'O God, it concerns me that I owe thee remembrance, and gratitude, and fair service,' which, as reported by 'Abū-Dāwud, 'Ahmad and 'an-Nasā'i, runs thus, in the words of the reporter: 'The Messenger of God... took me by the hand, and said: Truly I love thee; so then do thou say: 'O God, it concerns me, etc.''; or, the tradition being dependent upon a qualification, like the jurists' tradition, told by jurist from jurist: 'Two persons who have bargained together with reference to a sale, are at liberty in regard to it so long as they have not parted from each other;' c or whether it be a matter which [b] concerns the report, as in the case of a tradition which is chain-wise by virtue of coincidence in name, or surname, or genealogy, or national apppellative, between reporters and their predecessors: says the eminent teacher 'an-Nawawi: 'I also report three traditions which are chain-wise through natives of Damascus.'

"Investigation of the state of a tradition, in order to ascertain whether its reporter stands alone with it or not, and whether, it is recognized or not, is called criticism (الاعتبار).

"To the second kind of tradition, distinguished as the weak, pertain the following:

[1.] "The stopped (الأموض), namely, in general, whatever is reported from a witness of the Prophet, being a tradition either of saying or action, whether continuous or dissevered. It is not legal proof, according to the soundest view. The term is also used in a restricted sense, with reference to others than a witness of the Prophet, as, for example, in the remark: 'It is stopped by Mu'ammar at Hammām,' and in the following: 'It is stopped by Mālik at Naṭf.' A declaration by a witness of the Prophet in the words: 'We were accustomed to do so and so in the time of the Prophet...'; constitutes a tradition carried back, because the action, obviously, must have been noticed by the Prophet, and have received his confirmation; equally carried back, to all intents, is the tradition: 'His Companions were wont to knock upon his door with their nails.' Kurānic exposition by a witness of the Prophet is stopped tradition; but any tradition of a witness which is of the nature of a reason for a particular revelation, as, for example, the saying of Jābir:

---

* One of the chapters of the Book of Prayer in 'al-Bukhārī's Sahih is entitled باب تشبيك الأحاديث في المسجد وغيره, i.e. Chapter on Folding the Fingers together in the Mosque and elsewhere. See MS., fol. 22, rect.

† This tradition makes the forty-third chapter of the Book of Sales in 'al-Bukhārī's Sahih. See MS., fol. 86, rect.
either to its support or its text, and thereupon, by interweaving, make it appear that they all report harmoniously, not mentioning the disagreement—all which it is forbidden to do intentionally.

[8.] "The notorious (المشهور), namely, that which is particularly wide spread among traditionists, because of its being transmitted by many reporters, such as, for example, the tradition that 'the Messenger of God... worshipped God for a month, in prayer at the head of a company;' or which is well known both among traditionists and others, as, for example, the tradition: 'Actions are not without intentions;' or which is known particularly among others than traditionists: says the eminent teacher 'Ahmad: 'That the Prophet said to an inquirer: "It is a duty, though one come mounted upon a horse,"* and: "The day of your slaying for sacrifice is the day on which you are to fast,"' are traditions current in the market-place, though, when criticised, they are found to be without foundation.'

[9.] "The unrelated and the rare (الغريب والزلي). Unrelated tradition is said to be the tradition, for example, of 'az Zuhri, or of some such individual, being one whose upright and retentiveness suffice to secure a place for his tradition in collections. If a certain guarantee stands alone in giving a tradition, it is called unrelated; but if two or three, apart from others, report it, it is called rare; if reported by a number of persons, it is called notorious. Traditions unique as belonging to certain provinces are not unrelated. Unrelated tradition is either sound, like the unique traditions given out in 'al-Bukhari's Sahih, or not sound, the latter being most commonly the case. Again, unrelated tradition is such in respect either to the support or the text, namely, that of which only one person reports the text, or in respect to support and not text, as, for example, any tradition of which the text is recognized on the authority of several of the Companions of the Prophet, in case it is reported, on the authority of some other witness of the Prophet, by one person alone, to which 'at-Tarmidhi refers in his expression: 'unrelated by this way of descent.' There is no such thing as a tradition unrelated in respect to text, without being so in respect to support, except when an [absolutely] unique tradition becomes notorious, so that many persons report it on the authority of him who alone vouches for it— whereby it is made a notorious unrelated tradition: as for the tradition: 'Actions are only according to intentions,' the first part of its support has the quality of being unrelated, while the last part of it is notorious.

[10.] "The wrongly told (المُستكَفف), which may be such [a] in respect to the identity of a reporter, as, for example, a tradition of Shu'bah on the authority of 'al-Auwâm Bin Murâjim— with râ' and jîm—which Yahya Bin Mâ'in tells wrongly, saying: 'Muzâhimm—with zây and hâ'; or [b] in respect to the identity of a tradition, as, for example, in the case of the saying of the Prophet... 'Whoever fasts in Ramadhan, and continues fasting for six days of the month Shauwal,' which some persons tell wrongly, using the expression 'for some days'—shâ'ân for sittân.

* i.e., for all, high and low.
[2.] "The continuous (المتمجل), namely, that of which the support is continuous, whether it be carried back to the Prophet... or stopped.

[3.] "The carried back (المتمجل), or that which is attributed to the Prophet..., as his in particular, of saying, or action, or confirmation, whether it be continuous or dissolver: so that continuous tradition may be either carried back or not carried back, and tradition which is carried back may be either continuous or not continuous; whereas sustained tradition is both continuous and carried back.

[4.] "Tradition on authority (المتمجل), namely, that which is supported by the expression: 'Such a one says on the authority of such a one,' which may be correctly viewed as continuous, in case the two persons can have met, and provided there be no disguising, of which examples are to be found in the Sahih of 'al-Bukhari as well as in that of Muslim. 'Ibn 'as-Salah says: 'In our time, and within a short period, there has been much use made of the expression "on the authority of," in the act of license; but, when one says: "Such a one says on the authority of a certain guarantee, on the authority of such a one," it is most likely that the tradition is dissolver, and that without being so much as a loosened tradition.'

[5.] "The summarily given (المتمجل), namely, that from which one reporter, or more, of the support, has been cut off at the beginning—the term being derived from the closing up of a wall, or the despatch of a writing of divorce, a cutting short of connection being implied in those two actions. There may be a cutting off either [a] at the beginning of the support, in which case the tradition is summarily given, or [b] in the middle, which makes it dissolver, or [c] at the end, whereby it becomes loosened. 'Al-Bukhari admits many traditions of this species into his Sahih, nor is any summary tradition, contained in that book, out of place, because either the reliable authorities depended upon in the summary statement of it have caused it to be recognized, or else it is mentioned by the author, in some other part of his book, as a continuous tradition.

[6.] "Unique traditions (الأفراد). A tradition may be unique either as regards all reporters, or in a certain respect, as, for example, that the people of Makkah alone report it; unique tradition, therefore, is not weak, unless the term be used to signify that one single reporter gives it out.

[7.] "The involved (المدن)، consisting of the words of some reporter interwoven with a tradition, so that they are believed to form a part of it. It may also happen that two texts, having two supports, are woven together, as in the case of the report of Sa'id Bin 'Abu-Miryam: 'Hate ye not one another, neither be envious one of another, nor turn the back upon one another, nor hate one of another,' where the words: 'nor be rivals one of another' are interwoven by Ibn 'Abu-Miryam from another text; or else a reporter may lay hold of some text, at the end of a tradition, together with some master's support which belongs to another text, and then report both texts on the authority of that master, with one support, the two supports being reduced to one; or else he may hear a single tradition from a number of persons, who differ in respect
"The reporting of a fair tradition by some other way of descent may elevate it from the rank of the fair to that of the sound, for its strength lies in both aspects of it, and so the one way of descent may be helped out by the other: we mean by 'elevation' (الترقی) that a tradition partakes of the strength of sound tradition, not that it is intrinsically sound. As to weak tradition, inasmuch as the reporter of such is chargeable with either falseness or impiety, it cannot be strengthened by multiplicity of ways of descent, which is true, for example, of the tradition: 'The investigation of science is a revealed requirement.' This tradition, in the words of 'al-Baihaki, is one widely known among men, with a weak support—it is reported, indeed, by many ways of descent, every one of which is weak.

"Section Third.

"Weak Tradition.

"This is that which does not embrace the conditions of the sound and the fair. It varies in degrees of weakness in proportion as it is remote from the conditions of soundness and fairness. In the opinion of the doctors, a laxity respecting the supports of weak tradition, with the exception of the suppositions, is admissible, to the neglect of any declaration of its weakness, in the case of admonitions, narratives, and the active virtues, but not when the tradition has reference to the attributes of the Supreme God, or to judicial decisions with regard to the lawful and the forbidden. The practice of 'an-Nasā'ī is said to have been to give out tradition on the authority of any one whom men had not agreed to abandon as a guide; 'Abū-Dāwud was accustomed to take whatever offered, to give out weak tradition when he found no other under a particular head, and to ascribe to that a weight superior to the mere judgment of the guarantees; 'ash-Sha'ī, also, is said to have remarked: 'Whatever these persons tell thee for a tradition, take it up; but cast away from thee what they say on their own judgment,' and another saying of his is the following: 'Opinion is carrion—when need requires, eat it;' of 'ash-Shā'ī—to whom may God be merciful!—we are told that he said: 'Whatever I declare as a saying of the Prophet . . ., or lay down as a principle, by the expression: "on the authority of the Messenger of God . . .," at variance with something otherwise said by me, the true saying is that of the Prophet . . ., which I hereby make my declaration, to the refutation of anything so said by me [to the contrary]"—of which there are numerous interpretations, some applying it to all three divisions of tradition, to wit, the sound, the fair, and the weak, and some restricting it to the weak.

"Now to the first kind of tradition pertain the following:

[1.] "The sustained (المسند), namely, that of which the support is continuous, being at the same time carried back to the Messenger of God . . .

"Ash-Sha'ī died A.H. 96. He reported traditions on the wars of the Prophet. "No man tells me a tradition without my remembering it," was another of his sayings. See Kitāb Ṭab., iii. 11.
carelessness in any report, and which is reported in the same words, or equivalently, by another way of descent; and second, that reported by a man of reputation for truthfulness and trustiness, though, in respect to memory and confidence of knowledge, of a grade below the guarantees of sound tradition—so that it is not accounted as that sort of tradition received on a single authority, which is undetermined—and both subdivisions must necessarily be clear of separateness and speciousness. All these different views have been expressed.

"The foundation of the statement of certain of the moderns is the principle that a knowledge of fair tradition depends upon a knowledge of the sound and the weak, because it stands midway between the two; their expression 'almost up to the mark,' therefore, means that it is almost equal to sound tradition as regards the person who gives it out; and that it 'may be regarded diversely' signifies the possibility of its falsity, on account of the doubt which there is in respect to the character of its guarantees.

"The boundary-line between the sound and the fair is marked by the circumstance that, while the conditions of sound tradition are reckoned in for the definition of the fair, yet uprightness must be manifest, and confidence of knowledge perfect, for sound tradition—which is not essential for the fair; and hence arises the necessity of that requisition signified by the words above used: 'reported, in the same words or equivalently, by another way of descent,' in order that one tradition may make good the other. Weak tradition, then, is that which is brought out by a reporter widely differing in character from one who brings out sound tradition, and which may be either true or false, or cannot be supposed unconditionally true, as, for example, suppositions tradition. The name of 'fair' is given to tradition only on account of the fairness of the reputation of its reporter; and if one should say that fair tradition is that which is sustained, given out by a reporter nearly equal in grade to the reliable authority, or that which a reliable authority lets go loose, being in either case reported also by another way of descent, and free from all separateness and speciousness—that would be the most comprehensive and exact, and the least involved, definition: by the expression 'sustained' we mean that of which the support is continuous to its end; and by 'the reliable authority,' one who unites uprightness and retentiveness—we say, indefinitely, 'a reliable authority.' [in the expression: 'that which a reliable authority lets go loose'], because our meaning, which we shall explain under the head of loosened tradition, is too well known to need specification.

"Fair tradition is legal proof, like the sound, and, so far as that goes, is ranked with the latter: says Ibn ʿas-Salah: 'There is a lack of strictness in Muḥi ʿas-sunnah's designation of traditions as fair, in the Maṣābiḥ, because among those so called are included both sound and fair and weak.' But ʿat-Tarmidhi's expression: 'a fair and sound tradition' signifies that it is reported with two supports, of which the one makes it to have the quality of soundness, and the other that of fairness; or else the meaning of 'fair' is that recognized in common parlance, namely, something towards which man's sensitive nature is attracted, and which it esteems.
tions are only according to intentions of the like of which many are to be found in the two Sahih. Ibn Hibbân says that the tradition: 'Actions are only according to intentions' belonged to the people of Madinah alone, and was not known among the inhabitants of 'Irâk, nor of Makkah, nor of Yaman, Syria, or Egypt, and that its reporter is Yahya Bin Sa'id al-Kaťtan, on the authority of Muhammad Bin 'Ibrâhim, on the authority of 'Alkamah, on the authority of 'Umar Bin 'al-Khaṭṭâb— to whom may God be gracious!— and it is thus handed down by 'al-Bukhârî and Muslim, as well as by 'Abû-Dâwud, 'at-Tarmîdî, 'an-Nasâ'i and 'Ibn Mâjah, with some difference in respect to the reporters after Yahya, which may be ascertained by reference to the Sahih of these authors.

"Section Second.

"Fair Tradition.

"According to 'at-Tarmîdî, this is that of which the support includes no suspected reporter, and which is not separate, and is equivalently reported in some other form. According to 'al-Khaṭṭâb,‡ it is that given out by a recognized traditionist, of which the guarantees are persons of reputation, and which forms the centre of a cluster of traditions; and so dissevered tradition, and the like, in the view of this teacher, is that given out by some one not recognized, as also the disguised, in case there is no explanation of it. According to certain of the moderns, it is that in which there is something of weakness, and which, while almost up to the mark, may be regarded diversely, and is at the same time of a practical character. According to 'Ibn 'as-Salah,§ there are two subdivisions of it: first, that of which the support includes some guarantee who is questionable, though not conviced of

* This tradition, in the form "Actions are according to the intention," is found in one of the chapters of the Book of the Faith of 'al-Bukhârî's Sahîh. The heading of the chapter is as follows:

باب ما جاء أن الأعمال بالنية والحسبة وثقل أمرى ما ذوى فدخل فيه الإبان والوضع والصلة والكماحة والصوم والاحكام وقال كل يعيل على شكله على نينته ونفقة الرجل على أمله جنسية صدقة وقال صلى الله عليه وسلم ولكن جهاد ونضجة

"Chapter of information that actions are according to the intention and purpose, and that every man is credited for that which he intends; so that intention comprehends both belief, purification, prayer, almsgiving, pilgrimage and fasting, and the subordinate requirements of law—as, indeed, it is said in the Qurûn [xviii. 86] 'Declare thou, that whoever performs required action in purpose, i.e. so far as intention goes, etc.; and a man’s expenditure upon his people is there reckoned as almsgiving; and it was a saying of the Prophet: '.... but a warning for the faith with an intention.'" See MS., fol. 5, rect.

† Ibn Hibbân of Samarkand, who was not only a jurist and traditionist, but also an astronomer, physicist, etc., died A. H. 354. See Kitâb Tab., xii. 30.

‡ Of Sabtâb in North-W. Africa: he died A. H. 388. See Kitâb Tab., xii. 20.

§ By birth a Kurd, who became one of the most distinguished of the interpreters of the Qurûn, and the traditionists and jurists of his time: he died A. H. 643. See Kitâb Tab., xviii. 21.
by 'upright,' one whose uprightness is neither doubtful nor dishonored; by 'retentive,' one who is vigilant to remember; our use of 'separateness' refers to that which a reliable authority reports at variance with the general report; and under 'speciousness' we allude to tradition in which certain hidden, subtle assumptions, injurious to its character, are involved. The degrees of sound tradition differ from one another in proportion to the strength or weakness of its conditions. 'Al-Bukhārī was the first to compose a book of sound tradition alone; the next was Muslim; and their two books are the most perfect of all books after the Glorious Book of God: as for the saying of 'ash-Shāfi'i—to whom may God be merciful!—'I know of no book, after the Book of God, more perfect than the Muwatta' of Mālik,'* that was said before the existence of the books of 'al-Bukhārī and Muslim. Now, the highest subdivision of sound tradition is that which these two authors agree in bringing forward; the next is that which 'al-Bukhārī alone presents; then comes that which Muslim alone presents; then that which accords with the conditioning of the two, although not given out by both; then that which is in accordance with what 'al-Bukhārī stipulates; then that which accords with what Muslim stipulates; and last, that which other eminent teachers regard as sound—in all, seven subdivisions.

"With respect to traditions, found in the two books, of which the reports are abridged—numerous in the chapters of 'al-Bukhārī, and very few in Muslim's book—those of them which are given in an express reference succinct form, for example: 'Such a one says' (or 'did,' or 'commands,' or 'reports,' or 'states,') 'so and so,' as being well known, are judged to be sound; but those which are given as if there were want of knowledge respecting them are not deemed sound, while yet their being brought forward in a book of sound tradition indicates the soundness of their originals.

"The saying of 'al-Hākim,† that 'al-Bukhārī and Muslim chose to state, in their books, only those traditions which are reported by some well known witness of the Prophet, on the authority of the Messenger of God .... and handed down by two reliable authorities, and so continued on; and which are also reported by some well known follower of the Prophet in the second degree, on the authority of a witness, and so continued on; and of which the like of this is true at each stage,' has been made the subject of dispute. The master Muḥt 'ad-din 'an-Nawawi‡—to whom may God be merciful!—denies that such stipulations were made by the two authors, because they actually give out traditions with only one support, as, for example, the tradition: 'Ac-

* The Muwatta' of Mālik Bin 'Anas is by some Arab authors supposed to have been the earliest book composed by a Muslim. Others give the preeminence to a collection of traditions made by Tha'irurāj. See Hājī Khatīf: Læz., iii. 28.
† 'Abū-'Ahmad of Nisāpūr, surnamed the Great Judge (al-Hākim al-Kabīr), who is said to have been "preeminent in knowledge of the conditions of sound tradition," died A. H. 378. See Kitāb Tab., xii. 59.
‡ 'An-Nawawi of Damascus, the author of several useful books on tradition and jurisprudence, and among others of a commentary on Muslim's collection of traditions, which is frequently cited on the margin of the Dehli edition of this work, died A. H. 676. See Kitāb Tab., xx. 3.
CHAPTER FIRST.

Kinds and Species of Tradition, in Three Sections.

SECTION FIRST.

Sound Tradition.

This is that of which the support is continuous, by the transmission of an upright and retentive reporter, on the authority of his like, and which is free from separateness and speciousness. We mean by 'continuous' that which is not, in any manner whatever, interrupted (مقطوع).
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ما وجد ذلك فيه وحديث يتلى بين عبيد عن الثوري عن عمرو بن دينار عن ابن عمر عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم الب(APPARATUS) البخيار اسناده متصل عن الأعدل الصلب وهو مكلف في المتن صحيح لأن عمرو بن دينار وضع موضع اختي عبد الله بن دينار فكان إذا رواه البهية عن أصحاب الثوري عنده فوغم يعلى وقد يتعلق اسم العلم على الكذب والغلة وسوء الأختاز وخوفا

وبالمثل اطلع عليه خلفه لا يقصد كاسال ما وحملة الثقة الصلب حتى قال من التصحيح ما هو صحيح معلل كما قال آخر من الصحابة ما هو صحيح شاذ ويدخل في هذا حديث يتلى بين عبيد البخيار البخلاء ما

أخفي عبيدهما أما في الأسناد وهو أن بروى عن ابنه أو عامر ما لا يسمع منه على سبيل يوم ان جربه النطق فلم يذكره اول يقول تال فلا أو عن فلان وفعلا لا يسقط المصدر شيخه لكن يسقط من بعد رجل صغير أو صغير النس بحسن الحديث بذلك كفعل الأعمش والثوري وغيرهما وهو مكره جدا وذمه أكثر العلماء واختلف في قبول روايتهم والإجماع التفصيل فما رواه يطلب أكثرهم لم بينهم في الوضع لم نحكم حكم المسم الذي فضاء وما رواه يلفظ منهم اتتة كسبعث واخبرنا وحدثنا

وشهدها فهو حكيم به واما في الشيوخ وهو أن بروى عن شيخ حديثنا

سابع فيديده أو يكنبه أو يساهله أو يساهله بما لا يعرف به كما أن يعرف ما يعرفه

أخف لك في تصحيح للمالر إرشاده ومن توبيخ معرفة حال والكراهته حسب الغرض لعملية هو ان يكون كثير الرواية عنه فلا يجب الاكتبار من واحد على صورة واحدة وقد يحمله عليه كون شيخه الذي غيره سنته

فيما لم تختص وله من غير ذلك المتن الذي اختل الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما اختللت الرواية فيه ما الاختلاف بينهم على الآخر بوجه نحو ان يكون راويهما اختلف واكثر حسبه للمالر عن تلك الكحكم للأفعال فلا يكون حينئذ

مصترفا ولا يتصرب الملقاب هو نحو حديث مشهور عن سألا جعل عن

نافع ليس في ذلك غريبة مرعوبا فيه وحديث البخاري حين قدم بغداد وامتنان الشيوخ ايا بغلب الأسانيدي مشهور الكلمة المجرما اما ان يجب تصديقه وهو ما نصه الآية على خصمه اما ان يجب تكذيبه وهو ما نصه

على وروى أو ينونف فيه احتمال الصدق والذل كسائر الاختبار ولا يجل
عليه وسلم بيدى فقال ابنى لا حبيك فقل الله آمين ما على صفة
كما هي في المشهورين قومه على نفسه المتمثبتين بالتأكيد. في الرواية
كالمسلم بأنهم جميع إمام الرواة وإمام ابائهم أو كناهم أو أئمةهم أو بلدانهم
قال الإمام النووي ونا اروي ثلاثة أحاديث مسلسلة بالدشقيين والاعتبار
عن النظر في حال المدغش على قضاء به رأيهما ولي علم معروف أو لا
والضرر النافع ما يختص بالمفهوم الموفوق وهو مطلقا ما روى عن الصحابة
من قول أو فعل متصل كان أو متصل وله ليس حجة على الأصل وقد
يتعالى في غير الصحابة مقبلا نحو وقعه معمر على طائر ووقعه مالك على
أفلق وقلص حسبنا كما نفعله في زمن الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم مرفوعا
الطاعون الطائع والطاعون وكنفسه وکذا كان أصحابه بقوة بأي طرقهم مرفوع في
المعنى وتفسير الصحابة مرفوع وما كان من قبيل سبب النزول كقول جايم
كانت اليدود تقول إذا فائت الله سبقهان وتعالى كذا وكأنه مرفوع المقطوع
ما جاء عن التابعين من قولهم وفعلهم مرفوعا عليهم وليس حجة على قول
التابعي قال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم كذا أو فعل كذا وهو المعروف
في الفقه والاصول وفي خلاف والشافعي رج تفصيل مذكور في اصول الفقه
المنقطع ما ثم يتصل استناده بكون وجه كان سواء ترك ذكر الراوي من أول
الاسناد أو مولى أو آخر إلا أن الغالب استعماله في من دون التابعي عن
الصحابي ككلاً عن ابن عمر المعتصم بفنين الصراد وهو ما سقط من سنده
ثم فصاعدًا كقول مالك قال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم وقول الشافعي
قال ابن عمر كذا الشاذ والمفكر الشافعي رحمه الله الشاذ ما رواه القلق المخالفًا
لما رواه الناس قال ابن السبكي فيده تفسير ما خلاف مفردًا احتفظ منه
وامتد فشاذ مريود وإن لم يخالف احتفظ منه وهو عدل ضابط فصيح
وإن رواه غير ضابط لكن لا يبعد عن درجة الضابط في ذلك وان بعد ينظر
وبهم من قوله احتفظ وأندب على صيغة التفسير أن المخالف أن كان
لا يملك منقولاً وقد علم من هذا التفسيح أن المنكر معاً مع العلم
ما فيه أسباب خفية غامضة قد بحثها والشاعر السلمان. ويستعان على إدراكها
بفقر الراوي وخلافة غيره لما لم ترى ابن تنبيه الخلافة على الرسول في الوصول
أو وقف في المرفوع أو دخل حديث في حديث أو ومتم ت najbliż
على طنله ذلك في المكتوم به أو必要があります فتتوقف وكل ذلك منع في الحكم بصحة
تنافسوا من متنّ واحد أو عند الرواية طرف من متن واحد بسند شيخهم عقو
غير سند المتن في غيرهما عده بسند واحد فيصير الأساندان استانا واحدا
أو يسمع حديثا واحدا من جماعة مختلفين في سنه أو متنه فيدرج
روايتهم على الاتفاق ولا يذكر الاختلاف وتعبد كل واحد من الثلاثة حرام
والشهير ما شاء عند اعل الحديث خاصه بدون رواة كثيرون نحو ان
رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم قت نص شهرا يدعوا على جماعة أو اشتهر عندم
وعند غيرهم نحو ان الأعمال بالنبيات أو عند غيرهم خاصه قال الإمام أحمد
فوله للسائل حرف وأن جاء على فرس ويوم تحرُّكم يوم سوريكم يدوران في
الأسوان ولا أصل له في الاعتبار والغريب والغريب قبل الغريب كحديث
الزغاني وشباهه من جمع حديثه لدعالاتن وصبيبه اذ تفرق عنهم بأحاديث
رجل يسمع غريبا قان رواه عنهم أثنتان أو ثلاثة يسمى عويرا وأن رواه جماعة
يسرى مشهورا والفراد المصنفة الى البلدان ليست غريب والغريب اما
تعتبر كالفراد المخرجين في الصحيح أو غير صحيح وهو الأغلب والغريب ايضا
ما غريب استانا وتمتنا وهو ما تفرد برؤية متنه واحد واسنادا لا متنا
كحديث يعرف متنه عن جماعة من الصحابة إذا تفرد برؤيته واحد عن
صاحبه آخر ومنه قول الفردهى غريب من هذا الوجه ولا يوجد ما غريب
تمتنا لا استانا إلا إذا اشتهر الحديث الفرد فهنا تفرد به جماعة كثيرا
فأنه يصير غريب مشهورا ومما حديثا انما الأعمال بالنبيات فإن استندة
متصغ بالغريب في طرفه الأول منتصب بالشهيرة في طرفه الآخر والمستخف قد
يكون في الراوي كحديث مشهورة عن العولام بين مرجع أوروا بأيام المهمة وقد يكون في الحديث
كقوله صلى الله عليه وسلم من صم رماضان وأتباعه متنا من شوال صحفه
بسنئهم فقال شيوه بالشيء المجزم والمسلسل عما ما تتبع فيه رجال الأساند
إلى رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم عند روايته على حالة واحدة أما في
الراوي قوله سمعت فلاه يقول سمعت فلاه إلى المنتهى أو أخبرنا فلاه
والله قال أخبرنا فلاه والله إلى المنتهى أو فعلا كحديث التشمسي بالبيد أو
قولا وفعلنا كما في حديث اللهم أعف على ذكركم وشكركم وحسن عباداتك
وفي رواية ابن داود أحمد والنسائي قال الراوي اخذ رسول الله صلى الله
وفقًا للاعمال لا في صفات الله تعالى واحكام الخلق والجبرم قبل كل من
من مذاهب السنيّة أن يخرج عن كل من لم تجميع على تركه له وابو داود
كان يأخذ ماخذ ويخرج الصغير إذا لم يجيب في الباب عامه ويركبه
على رأى الرجال وعند الشعيّة ما حددك في النّاف صل الله عليه وسلم
عولاً فقده بما قالوه برايهم فانفتق في الخ shim وقائلاً معقلهم البيّنة إذا
اضطررت البوا أكلتها وعندان الشافعي رج مهما قللت من قول أو أصلت من
أصل فيه عن رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم خلاف ما قاله صلى الله عليه وسلم وهو قول وجعل برده وعينا عدد عبارات منها
ما يشتركون فيه الاقسام الثلاثة أعي الصاحبين والحنّي والصعيّف وبنها ما
تختص بالصعيّف
في الأول المسنود هو ما اتصل صلبه مرفوء إلى رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم
والتصل هو ما اتصل سنده سواء كان مرفوء الّذي صلى الله عليه وسلم أو
موقف مرفوع عن ما أضيف إلى الّذي صلى الله عليه وسلم خاصه من قول
وأفعل أو تفتقر سواء كان متصلاً أو منقطعا مرفوع قد يكون مرفوء وعنبر
مرفوء والموقف قد يكون متصلاً وغير متصلاً والمسنود مرفوع ومنقطع
وهو ما يقال في سنده فين عن فلان والصحيح أنه متصلى إذا امكن اللقاء
مع البراءة من التدلّيس وقد اسد مع الصحيحين قال ابن الصلاح كثر في
عصرنا وما كاربه استغث به في الإجازة وإذا قيل فلان عن رجل عن فلان
فلاقرب أنه منقطع وليس مرسل وإن ملف ما حذف من بيده استفاد واحد
فاكن ما خشى من تعليق المجل وتعلقه لاشتراها كما في قئل الاستعمال
فالخذف أما أن يكون في الأول الاستناد وهو الملف أو وسنده وهو المنقطع أو
في الآخر وهو المرسل والمتبخر أكثر من هذا النوع في الشيخ وليس بخارج
من الصحيح لكون الحديث معرفا من جهة الشطان الذين علق عليهم
أو لكونه ذكره متصلا في موقع آخر من كتابه والإفراد اما فرد عن جميع
الرواية أو من جهة نحو تفرد به أعمل مكة فلا يضعه إلا أن يراد به تفرد
واحد منهم وانجيل عنه وما أدرج في الحديث من كتابه إلا أن الرواية فيظي
انه من الحديث أو أدرج متنان بناسددين كروية سعيد بن أبي مريم لا
تبعضوا ولا تغادروا ولا تدعروا ولا تنافسوا أدرج ابن أبي مريم فيه ولا
عن درجة رجال الصحيح حفظًا واتباعًا حكيمًا لبلا ما انفرد به منكراً ولا بذل في القسمين من سلامة من الشذوذ والتفاوت فإن ما ذكره بعض المتأخرين يائي على أن معرفة الحسن مؤكدة على معرفة الصحيح والصحيح لأنه وسط بينهما فقدوه قريب إلى قريب مخرج إلى الصحيح مختارًا كذله تكون رجلاً مستورين والفرق بين حذري الصحيح والحسن أن شريعة الصحيح معتبرة في حد الحسن لكن الudentة في الصحيح ينبغي أن يكون شاركًا والانتقان كمال وليس كذلك شريناً في الحسن ومن ثم احتاج إلى تيدي قولنا إن يروى من غير وجه مثله أو نحوه لينجز بقال الصحيح أو الذي بعد عن حِجْر الصحيح مخرجه واحتفظ الصيد والكنث أو لا يجتمع الصدق أصلاً كال موضوع فإنما سيحسن حسنًا للحسن على الطلب والرضا ولم قبل الحسن على مساعد من قرب من درجة النقلة أو مرسل ثقة وروى كلاهما من غير وجه وسلم على شذوذ وعلة لكان أجمع الحدود واضطربها وابعدها عن التعقيد ونعى بالمسند ما اتصل اسماءه إلى محته ونسبة من جميع بين العدالة والشὁب والكنث في ثقة للسؤال كما سيأتي بيانه في نفس المرسل والحسن حجة للصحابة ولذلك ادرج في الصحيح قال ابن القيامة كمية السنة في المصباح السني بالحسن تسامح لأن فيها الصحاب والحسان والضعاف وقول الفردود حديث حسن صحيح يبيده به إنه روى بسانديين أحداثاً يقتضى السبعة والآخر الحسن أو المراز اللغو يءز ما تقبل البعده النفس و تسخسن الحسن إذا روى من وجه آخر ترقى إلى الحسن ورفعه وتسخسن الحسن إذا روى بحسينه في استبدلاح أحداثاً بالاً ورفعه بناءً على ما ورد في القول بالصحابي لا إنه عينه وإنا الصحيح فلان لرويه وفسقه لا ينجز بتعاد طرقة كما في حديث طلب العلم فرصة قال البيهقي هذا حديث مشهور بين الناس واستناده صغير وقد روى من وجه كثيرة كلاها صعب في الفصل الثالث

في الصحيح

وعما لم يجتمع فيه شروط الصحيح والحسن ويتفاوت درجاته في الصحيح حسب بعده من شروط الصحابة والحسن يتجزؤ عند العلماء التساهل في أسانيذ الصحيح دون الموضوع من غير بيان صعفه في الواعظ والقصص
درجات الصحابة حسب قوة شروطهم وتعقبوا واحد من صنف في التصحيح

الأجر الإمام البخاري ومسلم وكتبناهما أحمد الكتب بعد كتاب الله العزيز

وأما قول الشافعي رح ما أعلم شيئًا بعد كتاب الله صلى الله عليه وسلم

وجود الكتانيين وعلي اقسام الصحيحين ما اتفقا عليه، ثم ما انفرد به البخاري

وقد ما انفرد به مسلم، وذكر على شرطهما وأن لم يخرجها، ثم على شرط

البخاري قر على شرط مسلم، وذكر ما فتحه غز كنت وما كتبه ما من الأية.

فبيعت

لاقام وما حذف سدنه فيهما وهو كثير في تراجع البخاري قليل جدًا.

في كتاب مسلم، ما كان منه بصيغة مجزر نحو قال فلان وفعل وامرأة وذكر

معروفة فيو حكم ببحث، وما روى من ذلك كثيرون فليس حكا بصحته.

وإن إيراده في كتاب الصحيحين مشعر بصيغة اصله، وما قبل لما كاكم اختبار

البخاري ومسلم كان لا يذكرنا في كتابهما إلا ما رواه الصحابي المشهور

رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم، وأروى ثبت ثابت، ثم ترコー عن شهاب

مشهور، وله أيضاً رواية ثبت ثابت، ثم كذلك في كفره فقية حيث نقل

الشيخ يحيى الدين النوري، رجليس ذلك من شرطهما لأخراجهما لاحقًا.

ليس لها إلا استاد واحد منها حديثًا، إنما الأعمال بالنبي، ونظيرًا في

الصحابيين كثيرًا قال ابن حبان تفرد الحديث إنما الأعمال على المدينة

وليس عمو عند اغتال العراق ولا عند اغتال مكة، واليمين ولا الشام، ومصر ورواه

を行い بن سعيد القطان عن محمد بن إبراهيم عن علقمة عن عمر بن

الخطاب زيد عن خلف رواه البخاري ومسلم واو داود والترمذي والمسلمي والنسائي

وابن ماجدة مع اختلاف في الرواه بعد، وهذا يعرف بالرجوع إلى هذه الصحيح.

الفصل الثاني

في الحسن

الترمذي عن ما لا يكون في استاده متهيم ولا يكون شاذًا ونبوى من غير

وجه نهاء لكتابي ما روعه خبره واصبحر رجاله، وعلى مدار أكثر الحديثت

فالنطقه، ومنه ما لا يعرف خبره وكذا المدلس إذا لم يبيض بعض المتخدمةين

على الذي فيه ضعف قريب محمل، ويتها لعلم به ابن الصلاح غريب، وقامت

إحداقاً ما لم يتحمل رجل أستاده عن مستور غير مفصل في رواية، وقد روى

مثله أو نحوه من وجه آخر والثاني ما أشتهر راويه بالصدوق والإمامية، وقصر
want of definite knowledge. Another suggestion is that 'fair,' in the case referred to, has not its technical meaning, but its signification as used in common parlance, denoting that by which man is naturally attracted—which is very far-fetched.

"Section.

"It is universally agreed that, in judicial decisions, one may argue from a traditional statement (الخير) which is sound; and most of the doctors allow of arguing, in like manner, from one which is intrinsically fair, and such tradition is actually coupled with the sound in argumentation, although its grade is inferior. Such weak tradition, also, as attains, by multiplicity of ways of descent, to the rank of extraneously fair, is used together with the other sorts. The widely received opinion that weak tradition is to be taken into account on the subject of the active virtues, though not on any other topic—meaning single traditions of this sort, not a combination of several, for otherwise they should be called fair, and not weak—is distinctly expressed by eminent teachers: and some of them say that, if a tradition is weak on account of defective memory, or confusion, or disguising, while yet the reporter was truthful and religious, it may be elevated in rank by multiplicity of ways of descent; but that, if it is weak on account of a falsifying indulgence of fancy, or separateness, or blamable error, it is not elevated by multiplicity of ways of descent, and is judged to be weak, and treated accordingly, even on the subject of the active virtues. Agreeably to some such explanation must, also, be understood the saying that the coupling of the weak with the weak hinders not force; otherwise, this saying is manifestly incorrect. Proceed, therefore, with care."

Another statement of the distinctive peculiarities of sound, fair, and weak tradition, as well as of the subordinate varieties included in each of these leading divisions, is presented in one of the chapters of J., which we here give entire, as follows:*

* pages 1-5.
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terminateness, or speciousness. This definition is, in effect, an enumeration of the subdivisions of weak tradition. It is more or less weak according as its characteristics exist singly or in combination.

"The degrees of sound and fair tradition, also—including both the intrinsically and the extrinsically sound and fair—vary according to the gradations and measures therein existing of completeness in respect to the qualities noted and assumed as belonging to the conception of the two respectively, there being in all a participation in the fundamental quality of soundness or fairness. Certain persons have noted down and distinguished the several degrees of soundness, and cited supports exemplifying them; and it is their declaration that uprightness and retentiveness are qualities possessed in common by all guarantees constituting supports of that character, though some such supports take precedence over others.

"With regard to what particular support should be viewed as absolutely the soundest, there is difference of opinion. Some say that the soundest of all supports is: 'Zain 'al-Âbidin, on the authority of his father, on the authority of his grandfather; others that it is: 'Mâlik, on the authority of 'Ibn 'Umar,' others again give the preéminence to: 'Az-Zahrî, on the authority of 'Salîm, on the authority of 'Ibn 'Umar.' But the truth is that to attribute to any particular support the quality of preéminent soundness, absolutely, is not allowable: we can only distinguish higher degrees of soundness from those which are lower, and a number of representative supports, taken together, from certain others. If a limitation is indicated, by saying that such is 'the soundest tradition of the country so and so' (or, 'under such a head,' or, 'on such a topic,' it is all right—God knows.

"Section.

"Among the expressions habitually used by 'at-Tarmîdhi in his Jâmi', are the following: 'a fair and sound tradition,' 'an unrelated and fair tradition,' and 'a fair, unrelated and sound tradition.' Now, there is no doubt that, inasmuch as a tradition may be fair, as viewed by itself, and at the same time sound, taken in connection with other traditions, fairness and soundness may be combined; so, too, the quality of being unrelated is compatible with soundness, as we have already stated. But the combination with fairness of the quality of being unrelated is found difficult to be understood, since 'at-Tarmîdhi considered multiplicity of ways of descent to be a characteristic of fair tradition; for how, then, can fair tradition be unrelated? To this it is replied, that the consideration of multiplicity of ways of descent as a characteristic of fair tradition is not absolute, but has reference to one subdivision of it, and that, wherever tradition is represented as combining fairness with the quality of being unrelated, another subdivision of fair tradition must be intended. Some persons, however, say that the author makes allusion, in that expression, to the descent of a tradition by various ways, it having come down unrelated by one way, and fair by another. It is also said that the conjunction ' [in the expression "unrelated and fair"] may be interpreted as equivalent to 'a, denoting a doubt and indecision whether the tradition was unrelated, or fair, from the
tion consists only in a want of weight of retentiveness on the part of its reporters, while all the other qualities of the sound remain intact.

"Section.

"Sound tradition reported by one reporter is called unrelated tradition (غريبة); if it come from two reporters, it is called rare tradition (غريبة); if its reporters are more in number, it is called notorious (مثبتة) or wide-spread (مستفتيين) tradition; if its reporters are so numerous that the supposition of an agreement to deceive is made absurd by the habitual repetition of it, it is called reiterated tradition (منقوت).

"Unrelated tradition is also called unique (غريبة), and what is meant by its being reported by one reporter is that it stands thus by itself: if, indeed, this is true of it as regards only one link in the support, it is called relatively unique (منقوت نسبي); but if as regards every link pertaining thereto, it is called absolutely unique (منقوت مطلق). The meaning of a tradition's being from two reporters is that it has two reporters at each link in its support: should this be true of it at only one point, the tradition is not rare, but unrelated. Multiplicity of reporters, as made account of in the case of notorious tradition, is to be understood after this analogy, to mean that there are more than two at each link in the support. Such is the signification of the common saying that the less overrules the more in respect to this species. Be, therefore, wary.

"From what has been said one may know that the fact of a tradition being unrelated is not inconsistent with soundness, and that it is sound without affinity (خبيط غريبة), provided each of the guarantees making up its line of descent be a reliable authority. The term 'unrelated' is also used as synonymous with 'separate,' that is, separate by a want of analogy which constitutes one of the forms in which tradition is dishonored: such is the meaning of a remark made by the author of the Maṣābīḥ, namely: 'As stated by him, this tradition is unrelated,' for he would intimate that the tradition is dishonored. Some persons, however, as before said, explain the term 'separate' to mean tradition which has but one reporter, whether he be at variance with reliable authorities or not, and say: 'sound and separate,' or 'sound not separate.' in this sense, separateness, being nothing more than the fact that a tradition is unrelated, is not inconsistent with soundness. But that separateness which is intended to attach dishonor to a tradition, must be variance from reliable authorities.

"Section.

"Weak tradition is that in which either all or some of the conditions considered as requisite to soundness and fairness are wanting—of which, therefore, the reporter is marked by something of separateness, inde-

* i.e. Maṣābīḥ 'as-Sunnah, a collection of traditions made by 'al-Baghawi, who died A. H. 516. The Miṣkhkat 'al-Maṣābīḥ mentioned in our introductory remarks is a recension of this work. See Hājī Khalf. Lex., v. 564, ff.
Traditions are generically distinguished as sound (صحٰيح), fair (حسن)، and weak (ضعيف).

Sound tradition is the highest in grade, the weak is the lowest, and the fair stands mid-way; and all the above mentioned subdivisions are comprehended under these three denominations.

Now then, that tradition which is established by the transmission of an upright and perfectly retentive reporter, and which is not spurious, nor separate, is sound. If it have all these qualities in completeness, it is intrinsically sound (الاصْحَابُ لِذَاتِهَا); but, if some sort of deficiency pertains to it, and this deficiency is found to be made up by multiplicity of ways in which the tradition has come down, then it is extrinsically sound (الاصْحَابُ لِنِعْمَاهَا). If its deficiency is not made up, it becomes intrinsically fair (حسن لذاته). That tradition in which either all or some of the conditions noted as belonging to the sound are wanting, is weak. If a weak tradition has come down by a number of different ways, and its internal character is such as to constitute its weakness, it is called extrinsically fair (حسن لغيره). There is a way of talking which plainly implies that all the qualities above named as belonging to sound tradition may be deficient in the fair: the truth, however, is that the deficiency made account of in fair tradi-
هو من أقسام الطعن في الحديث وهذا عن الورد من قول صحاب المصابيح. عن قوله "هذا حديث غريب" لما قال بطريقة الطعن وبعض الناس يفسرون الشاكلة بصرف الراوي عن غير اعتبار حكمة للثقة كما يذكرون. ويقولون: "هذا حديث غريب عن النقل وهذا المعنى أيضًا لا ينافي الصحة كذكره، والذين يذكرون في مقام الطعن عن خطأ النقل.

فصل

الحديث الصعب هو الذي فقد فيه الشروط المعتبرة في الصحة والحسن كما أو بعضما ويتسم راوته بشذوذ أو تكلفة أو علة، ولهذا اعتبار يتبعد أقسام الصعب، ويكثير مراقبة وكثيرة ومراتب الصحة والعكس لها، فلذا نذكرها أيضًا بتفاوت المراتب والعناصر في كمال السندات المتصلة المأخوذة في مجالها مع وجود الشروط في الأصل الصحة والعكس وثوابه ورقشهما من الأسانيد، وقائلاً اسم العدانة والضبط يشمل رجلاً كلهًا، ولكن بعضها فوق بعض، وما اطلاق اسم الأسانيد على سند خصوصاً على الأوطان ففيد اختلاف فقل بعضهم أسماء الأسانيد بين العابدين عن ابنه عن جده، ويقول مالك عن دفع عن ابن عمر وقيل الرگي عن سلمان عن ابن عمر والخ: ان الحكم على الأسانيد خصوصاً بالاصحاب على الاطلاع غير جايرو إلا أنه في الصحة مراتب على عده من الأسانيد يدخل فيها لينوقيع قيد إن يقال اسم الأسانيد البلد الغالب أو في الباب الغالب أو في المسيلة الغالبة يسم وأبي الله المعلم.

فصل

من عادة الترمذي أن يقول في جامعه حديث حديث غريب، حديث كمذبب، حديث غريب صحيح ولا شبهة في جوارجات الحديث، والثقة بان يكون حسنًا لذا بيننا ونذكره، وكذلك في اعتبار الغرابة والصحة كما أسلفنا وما احتجاج الغرابة والحسن فيشكوهون، بما يذكر، واعتب في الجمل تعيد الطرق كيف يكون غريبًا، ويجبون أن اعتبار تعدد الطرق في الجمل ليس على الاطلاع بل في قسم منه وربح حكم بحجة الطرق بالجنس وليس للんど، قسم آخر وقال بعضهم أنه مشار بذلك إلى اختلاف الطرق بان جاء في بعض الطرق غريبًا، وفي بعضها حسنًا، وقيل.
given, lie at the foundation of the more comprehensive classification of tradition as sound, fair, and weak, which is itself recognized by the Muslims as the basis of all legal opinions derived from traditional sources. What then are sound, fair, and weak traditions? The following explanations from H. afford an answer to this inquiry:*

فصل

واصل اقسام الحديث ثلاثة صحيح وحسن وضعيف فالمحترم والضعيف الذين وأحسنت متوسط وسابر الامام الذي ذكرت دخلة في هذه الثلاثة فالمحترم ما يثبت بنقل عدل نآمر الصبيان غير معقول ولا يشأ ذلك. فكان هذه الصفات على وجه الكمال والنظام فهو الصحيح لنذاكه وان كان فين نوع قصور ووجد ما يجوز ذلك القصور من كبر الطريقة فهو الصحيح لغيره وان لا يوجد في الحسن لذاكه وما فقد فيه الشريعة المعبرة في الصحيح كلا او بعضما فهو الضعيف والضعيف ان تعذر فيه وان الخبر ضعفه يسمى حسنًا للغاية وظاهر كلامه ان يجوز ان يكون جميع الصفات المذكورة في الصحيح نقصا في الحسن لكن التحقيق ان النقصان الذي اعتبر في الحسن انها عن خفة الصبيان وباقي الصفات كالناء.

فصل

الحديث الصحيح إن كان داوا واحدا يسمى غريبا وان كان اثنين يسمى غريبا وكان كان اثنين يسمى عزرا وان كان اثنين أكثر يسمى مشهورا ومستفيضا وان بلغت روايته في الاكثرية إلى ان يستحب عليه تواتيبه على الكذب يسمى متواترا ويسمى الغريب فدا ايضا والمراد يكون راوي واحدا واحدا كونه كذلك وليس في موقع واحد من الاستدلال لكن يسمى فدا نسبيا وان كان في كل موقع منه يسمى فدا مطلقا والمراد يكونهما اثنين ان يكونا في كل موقع وكذلك فإن كان في موقع واحد مثلما لا يمكن الحديث عزرا بل غريبا وعلى هذا القياس معنا اعتبار الأئرة في المشهور ان يكون في كل موقع أكثر من اثنين وهذا معنا قولهم ان الاقل حاكم على الاكثر في هذا الفن فلائم وعلم ما ذكر ان الغرابة لا تنافي الصحة وتجوز ان يكون الحديث صحيح غريبا بل يكون كل واحد من رجالة ثقة والغريب قد يقع معنا الشاذ على شغوفًا

* fol. 2, rect., and fol. 3, rect.
above stated, and call that tradition undetermined which comes from a reporter who is dishonored by some impiety, or by excess of carelessness and great blundering. The technical terms of which we here speak are used with freedom.

"Specious tradition (النَّسْبُ) — the participle being pronounced with *fath* on the *lām* — is so named from the fact that certain hidden, subtle pretences and assumptions, injurious to its soundness, are involved in its support, which put upon their guard acute and skillful traditionists, in like manner as they are cautious of some loosening in the case of tradition [apparently] unbroken, and of some stoppage in that [which professes to be] carried back to the Prophet, and the like. The term is sufficiently explained by the use of *لم يَفْعَل* — with *kasr* on the *lām* — to signify the action of instituting a specious argument against one's claim, after the manner of the money-changer who selects the better *dīnār*, or *dirham*.

"When one reporter has reported a tradition, and another reports a tradition answering thereto, the latter is called imitative tradition (َِمَتَابَع) — the participle having the active form. This explains the saying of teachers of tradition: 'Such a one imitates it,' instead of which 'al-Bukhārī and other teachers often use the expression: 'There are imitations of it.' Imitation serves for corroboration and helping out, though imitative tradition is not necessarily equal in grade to its original: it accords with the fact of imitation that it should be of inferior grade. A reporter may himself be imitated, or the imitation may be of a master above him in the chain of connection: the former case comes nearer to the ultimate aim and perfection of this sort of tradition than the latter, because the first part of a support is the most liable to be weak. If imitative tradition agrees with its original both in words and in meaning, it is said to be its like (مَثَل); if it agrees in meaning, but not in words, it is said to be its equivalent (خَمْس). It is a condition of imitation, that both traditions be from one witness of the Prophet. In case they come from two witnesses, the imitated tradition is said to have testimony (الشَّاهِد) in its favor, as, for example, it is said: 'It has testimony in its favor in the tradition of 'Abū-Hurairah'; another expression is: 'It is testified to by so and so,' or 'The tradition of such a one bears testimony to it.' Some persons, however, appropriate 'imitation' to an agreement in words, and use the term 'attesting tradition' (الشَّاهِد) to signify accordance in meaning, whether the two traditions compared are from one witness of the Prophet or from two. Attesting tradition and the imitative are, indeed, loosely spoken of in one and the same sense; in which case the matter is to distinguish. To follow out the ways by which a tradition has come down, and the supports consisting thereof, in order to the recognition of imitative and attesting tradition, is called criticism (الاعتبار).

The technical distinctions which have been stated and explained in these last extracts, together with the definitions pertaining to the qualifications of the responsible teacher, previously
"Other subdivisions of tradition are the separate (المثبت), the undetermined (المتناقض), and the specious (المعلول).

The term المثبت, in common parlance, signifies one who stands apart from the multitude, or comes out therefrom. In technical language, it denotes that which is reported at variance with the report of reliable authorities (المتناقضات). If, therefore, its reporters are not reliable, it is to be rejected; but, in case they are reliable, the method to be pursued in regard to it is to give the preference to whichever tradition has the greater degree of memory and retentiveness, or the larger number, on its side, or to choose between them according to other criteria of relative weight. That which preponderates, then, is called remembered tradition (المعرفة), and the one of inferior weight is called separate.

Undetermined (المتناقض) tradition is that which is reported by a weak reporter, at variance with one less weak than himself. Its correlate is recognized tradition (المعرفة). Accordingly, both the undetermined and the recognized are reported by weak authorities, of whom one is weaker than the other; whereas the reporters of separate and of remembered tradition differ from each other in relative strength. Yet both the separate and the undetermined are overbalanced sorts of tradition, while the remembered and the recognized are two preponderating varieties. Some persons, however, do not make it a condition of separate and undetermined tradition, that one reporter differs to some extent from another, being either strong or weak, and say that the separate is that which a reliable authority reports alone, and for which is found no original that accords with it and gives it countenance; and that such tradition is trustworthy, inasmuch as it is upheld by a single sound reliable authority. Others, again, not taking into account either the existence of a reliable authority, or the fact of variance between two reporters, give a different definition of the undetermined from that
tained, although it be stopped, or fall short of the Prophet; and some call a tradition sustained which is carried back, even though it be loosened, or straitened, or dissevered.”

Certain other technical distinctions, by which the weight of a tradition is affected, involving comparison between one tradition and another, in respect either to the text or the support, are presented in the following section, which is a continuation of the passage last cited from H.*

* fol. 2, rect.
parts of which the text consists, whether owing to compression, omission, or the like, the tradition becomes unstable (مصدق). In case any one form of the tradition can be agreed upon, under such circumstances, it is well; otherwise, the tradition is stopped.

"If a reporter has interwoven a remark of his own, or of some witness of the Prophet, or follower in the second degree—designed, for instance, for some such purpose as to explain the common meanings of words, or to interpret the sense, or to limit a general expression, or the like—the tradition becomes involved (مدخل).

"Section of a Warning.

"The topic last suggested leads us to speak, also, of the reporting of a tradition, and its transmission, by the sense. In regard to this, there is difference of opinion. The great majority of persons think it allowable on the part of one so conversant with the Arabic language, skilled in the modes of discourse, and acquainted with the niceties of composition and the implied meanings of language, that he is not subject to err, either by adding to or taking from the sense. Others say that it is allowable as respects single words, not as respects phrases. Again, it is said by some to be allowable for one who recalls the words of the tradition, so that he is able to use discretion in the matter. It is also said that necessity in respect to making out judicial decisions renders it allowable for one who remembers the sentiments of tradition, but has forgotten the words in which they are expressed; while, on the other hand, one who remembers the words is not to be allowed to report by the sense, because there is no necessity. But does not all this difference of opinion respecting its admissibility and its inadmissibility amount to the principle that to report in the very words, without using any liberty, is the more proper way? Accordingly, on account of a saying of the Prophet... 'God will assuredly cheer the face of him who hears my sentences, and retains them in memory, and recites them in the very words of tradition which he has heard,' it is so agreed. Yet transmission by the sense occurs in the Six Books, as well as in other works.

"The term لمعنة signifies the reporting of tradition by the expression: "On the authority of such a one, on the authority of such a one," and what is called tradition on authority (المعنعي) is that which is reported in this form. Muslim makes it a condition of reporting by the expression mentioned, that the two persons thus named were contemporaneous: 'al-Bukhāri requires that they have met; and others say that one must have taken the tradition from the other; but Muslim is strenuous and persistent in rejecting the views of the two latter parties. The reporting by this expression of a tradition also disguised is inadmissible.

"Every tradition carried back to the Prophet, of which the support is continuous, is sustained (مسند): this is universally acknowledged and held to. But some persons call every continuous tradition sus-
'Such a one says so and so.' In common parlance, the term ُالنَّدْلِيس has the signification of 'concealment of the defects of merchandise,' and is said to be derived from ُالنَّدْلِس, 'the involving in darkness, on purpose;' and the disguising of tradition is said to be called by this term because it partakes of the insidiousness involved in such concealment.

"Says the Shaiikh:* 'It is not judged proper to receive tradition from any one who countenances disguising, except when he distinctly states by whom he was taught.' Says 'ash-Shumunni:† 'In the opinion of the eminent teachers, disguising is forbidden.' From Waki‡ it is reported that he said: 'Disguising in the case of clothes [offered for sale] is unlawful: how then must it be with disguising practised on tradition?' Shu'bah.§ also, was earnest in condemnation of it. But, as to the reception of the report of one who disguises, there is diversity of sentiment on the part of the doctors. Certain traditionists and jurisconsults think that disguising amounts to a confutation (َحَجْج), and that the tradition of any one who is notorious for it is absolutely not to be received; others say that it may be received. Most persons, however, approve of receiving tradition which is disguised by one who is understood to have had, in all cases, good authority for what he disguised, such as 'Ibn 'Uyainah, and of rejecting the report of any one accustomed to disguise tradition which he was taught by weak authorities, or others not reliable, except when he expressly declares from whom he heard the tradition, using the words: 'I have heard,' or 'Such a one tells us for a tradition,' or 'Such a one informs us.'

"The inducement to disguising, in the case of some men, is certainly a corrupt motive, as, for example, to hide the fact of one's having heard a tradition from one's real master, on account of his youth, or his want of reputation and consequence among men. But the disguising practised by some of the great reporters cannot be ascribed to such a motive, and must, on the contrary, be owing to their assurance in respect to the soundness of a tradition, and to their thinking it enough that the circumstances of the case were generally known. Says 'ash-Shumunni: 'It may be that one has heard the tradition from several reliable authorities, on the word of that guarantee whom he names; so that he is content to mention the latter, without mentioning either one or all of the former, on account of that confidence in the matter with which the soundness of the tradition inspires him; which is like what the reporter does who lets a tradition go loose.'

"If it happens that there is disagreement among reporters, in respect either to a support or a text, in consequence of transposition, addition or curtailment, or substitution either of one reporter or of one text for another, or error as to the names belonging to the support, or as to the

---

* i. e. ʿAbū-Hanifah.
† Probably Ṭalḥ ʿad-Din 'ash-Shumunni, the teacher of Ḥas-Suyūṭī in tradition, who died A. H. 872. See Ḥājī Khalf. Lex., iv. 59, and vii. 614.
‡ A traditionist of Kāṣfah. He died A. H. 189. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 53.
§ An eminent traditionist and jurist of Basrah, who died A. H. 160. See Kitāb Tab., v. 28.
fah* and Malik, however, loosened tradition is generally to be received;
and there are those who say that one lets a tradition go loose only
because it is wholly indisputable and to be relied upon, since there can
be no question except in regard to loosening by a reliable authority,
and if, in the opinion of such a one, the tradition was not sound, he
would not have let it go loose, and say: 'Said the Messenger of God . . .'
The opinion of 'ash-Shafi'i was that, provided it be helped out by some
other form of it, either loosened or sustained, it is to be received, even
though it be weak. From 'Ahmad† we have two declarations of opin-
ion, as follows: 'All this presupposes that the follower in the second
degree is known to have been in the habit of letting tradition go loose
only when supported by reliable authorities. If he was addicted to
letting go loose in dependence upon both reliable and unreliable authori-
ties, the tradition is by common consent adjudged to be stopped.' Such
are the different views expressed. A fuller specification relative to the
matter is presented by 'as-Sakhawi in his commentary on the 'Alfiyah †
"If the dropping out is [3] in the midst of the support, then, in case
two consecutive reporters have dropped out, the tradition is called
straitened (معدد)—the participle being pronounced with fath on the
dhād; but, in case only one has dropped out, or more than one, not
from the same place, it is called dissevered. Agreeably to this use of
terms, dissevered tradition is a subdivision of that which is not contin-
uous; the term 'dissevered' is, indeed, applied to tradition not contin-
uous, in general, as comprehending all species of it; but in the sense
here given to it, it becomes a special term.
"The fact of disseverance and of the dropping out of a reporter is
ascertained by knowing that there was no concurrence between a cer-
tain reporter and one reported from, in consequence either of the want
of contemporaneousness or of association, or of the fact that the former
was not licensed by the latter, as proved by the science of history, which
tells the dates of the births and deaths of reporters, and the special
circumstances of the times of their inquiry after traditions and journey-
ing in quest of them: so that history becomes a radical and funda-
mental science to the teachers of tradition.
"Another of the varieties of dissevered tradition is the disguised
(الملبس)—the participle being pronounced with dhamm on the mim,
and fath on the lām, together with tashdīd: the verbal noun being
الملبس, and the active form of participle ملث, with kasr on the
lām. Its form depends upon a reporter's not naming his master, from
whom he heard the tradition, but reporting on the authority of some
one superior to him, in terms which convey the idea of his having
heard from this other person, without direct falsehood—as if, for exam-
ple, he should say: 'On the authority of such a one, so and so,' or

* 'Abū-Hanifah, the founder of a school of Muslim law, died A.H. 150-53. See
Kitāb Ṭab., v. 8.
† i.e. 'Ahmad Bin Hanbal, the founder of one of the four great schools of
Muslim law, who died A.H. 241. See Kitāb Ṭab., viii. 18.
‡ i.e. the 'Alfiyat 'al-Irākī—a work on the principles of tradition. See Hājī
On the Science of Muslim Tradition.

If no one of the reporters has dropped out from the chain of connection, the tradition is continuous (منتصل), and the absence of all dropping out (السقطات) is called continuousness (اتصال). If one reporter has dropped out, or more, the tradition is dissevered (مقطع), and it is this dropping out which constitutes a disseverance (انقطع). The dropping out may be [1] at the beginning of the support, and the tradition is then said to be given summarily (معلق), the letting drop being in this case called a summary statement (تعليف). Either one reporter or more may have dropped out; or the complement of the support may have been entirely left off, after the manner of those authors who say: 'Said the Messenger of God ...' Summary traditions are numerous in the chapters of the Sahih of 'al-Bukhārī, and are accounted as if they had continuousness, because it is strenuously maintained that this book contains only sound traditions; yet do they not rank with sound traditions which are sustained (مسانيد), except those given as sustained in some other part of 'al-Bukhārī's book.

A distinction, indeed, exists among these summary traditions, on the ground that such of them as are given with an appearance of conciseness, and as something well-known—for example, in the form: 'Such a one says'—imply the stability of their support in the opinion of 'al-Bukhārī, so that they are decisively sound; while in the case of such as are given in a form which indicates some defect, and that there is want of knowledge respecting them—for example: 'It has been said,' or 'It is said,' or 'It is mentioned'—there may be a question as to 'al-Bukhārī's opinion of their soundness, although, inasmuch as he introduces them into that book, they are firmly based, and people, therefore, say that the summary traditions of 'al-Bukhārī are continuous and sound.

If the dropping out is [2] at the end of the support, then, in case it comes after a follower of the Prophet in the second degree (التابع), the tradition is loosened (مرسل)—this participle being derived from the fourth form of the verb: as, for instance, the saying by a follower in the second degree: 'Said the Messenger of God ...' The terms 'loosened' and 'dissevered' are used, indeed, by teachers of the science as synonymous; but the technical meaning above given to the latter is the most generally received. By most of the doctors, loosened tradition is accounted as stopped, because no one can know whether the reporter who has dropped out was a reliable authority (ثقة) or not, since one follower in the second degree may report on the word of another, and among such followers of the Prophet there were both reliable and unreliable authorities. According to 'Abū-Hań-
الحديث فذهب فريق من أعمال الحديث والفقه إلى أن الحديث جرح وجه
من عرف به لا يقبل حديثه مطلقاً، وقيل يقبل وذخب الجمهور إلى قبول
تدليس من عرف أنه لا يدنس إلا عن ثقة كائق عينين، ولي رد من كان
يدنس في الشعفاء وغيرهما حتى ينص على مسألة قوله سبب أو نحن
أي أخبرنا والباعت على التدليس قد يكون لبعض الناس غرضه فاستدلال
أخفاء السبب من الشيوع لضريح شهيد أو عدم شهيره وجاءه عند الناس
والذين وقع من بعض الأكابر ليس مثل هذا بل من جهة وتوثيقهم لصحة
الحديث واستغفار بشيرة الحال قال الشافعي يكتب أن يكون قد سمع
الحديث من جماعة من الثقات، وعلق ذلك الرجل فاستغفار بهذين من ذكر
اهتم، أو ذكر جميعهم لاستغفاره، وصحة الحديث فيه، كما يفعل الموصل،
وقع في ما نما أو ما شهدوهم، أوえばوا، أو متقنوا، أو ابتدعوا
إلا خبر أو ذكر، أو حذف أو مثل ذلك، فإن الحديث مضطرب فإن
امكن البewe فيها ولا تستوقف وإن أدرج الرواية كلاهما أو كلام غيره
من تطابق أو تابع مثال للفص الاعراض كبيان اللغة أو تفسير المعنى أو تقييد
لمطلب
أو نحو ذلك، فالحديث مدرج
فصل تنبية
وهذا المذهب ينتصر إلى رواية الحديث ونقلها بالمعنى وفيه اختلاف فالخليون
على أنه جابر من غر عال باللغة واستفاد في النصابات وعارف اختلاف
التركيبة ومفهومات الألفاظ، وأيثا لعينة بزيادة ونقصان، وفي جابر في مفردات
اللفاظ دون الروابط، وقبل جابر من استحضر الفاعل حتى يتمكن من
التصريف فيه وبقل يذكر، و旖ف معاني الحديث، ونسى الفاعل للضرورة
في تحسين الأحكام، وإنما استحضر اللفاظ فلا يجوز لهرفعه
الضرورة.
وعدى الأخلاص في الجواز وعدهسا ذا أو لولية رواية اللفظ من غير نقص فيها
وتتفق عليه لغله صلى الله عليه وسلم نصر الله أمره صلى مقاتلي فوجهًا فادعاً
كما سمع الحديث والنقل بالمعنى وقع في الكتب الستة وغيرها
والعنونية رواية الحديث بلفظ عن فلان عن فلان، والعنون حديث روى
بطرق العنونات ويشترط في العنونة المعاصرة عند مسلم واللقي عند
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي من الصورة. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك! 
caprice could have had no concern; or by his telling that people did so and so in the time of the Prophet ... or said so and so, inasmuch as it is obvious that the Prophet ... must have given the suggestion, and that by divine inspiration; or by the expression: 'so and so is a part of the Sunnah,' for the Sunnah is plainly the traditional law of the Messenger of God . . ., though some persons say that the term may signify the traditional law of the Prophet's Companions and the traditional law of his orthodox successors, in which case Sunnah becomes a generic word."

When, therefore, the authority of the Prophet is either positively or potentially attached to a tradition, it is said to be carried back (موقوف) otherwise, it is said to be stopped (متمسل). But the varieties of support to tradition respect not the last link, alone, in the chain of connection with the Prophet: in determining the quality of the support belonging to a particular tradition, the whole series of attestations through which it is handed down must also be considered. If all those which precede the last follow one another in uninterrupted succession, each reporter having derived the tradition immediately from him who is named next before him in the support, the tradition is said to be continuous (مستمر): and this continuousness, combined with the carrying back to the Prophet, constitutes a sustained (مستمر) tradition, that is, a tradition of which the support is perfect. Uninterruptedness of succession, however, is far from marking the descent of every tradition; and hence arise technical distinctions with reference to the several ways in which the want of it appears. The following passage from H. sets forth the more important of these distinctions:

* fol. 1, rect. and verso.
The carrying back (الرفع) is either positive or potential.

As to carrying back positively, that, in the case of a tradition of saying, is exemplified by this declaration of a witness of the Prophet: 'I heard the Messenger of God... say so and so,' or by his or another's saying: 'Said the Messenger of God...'; (or, 'It comes from the Messenger of God... that he said') 'so and so'; or, in the case of a tradition of action, by the declaration of a witness of the Prophet: 'I saw the Messenger of God... do so and so,' or 'It comes from the Messenger of God... that he did so and so,' or by the expression: 'It comes from a witness of the Prophet' (or, 'from some one else'), 'as a tradition carried back' (or, 'which he carried back to the Prophet'), 'that he did so and so;' or, in the case of a tradition of confirmation, by the declaration of a witness of the Prophet, or of some one else, in the following words: 'Such a one' (or, 'A certain person') 'did so and so in the presence of the Prophet, and there is no account of his blaming him.'

As to carrying back potentially, that is exemplified by those statements of a witness of the Prophet which he makes independently of the authority of ancient books, and which cannot be ascribed to human caprice (الاجتهاد), respecting circumstances of past time, such as stories of the prophets or imams—their conflicts and trials, for instance—and respecting the terrors of the day of judgment, or the assignment to a certain action of a special reward, or a special punishment; for such information can have been obtained only by a hearing from the Prophet... The potential carrying back may, also, be exemplified by the doing, on the part of a witness of the Prophet, of something in which human
“Be it known that the text itself of a tradition is but rarely taken into account: on the contrary, a tradition is qualified as strong, or weak, or intermediate, with reference to the qualities of integrity, retentiveness, and good memory, and their opposites and intermediates, possessed by the reporters, as well as with reference to continuousness (الاسمال) or disserence (الانقطع), looseness (الارسال), instability (لاضطراب), and the like, in the support: on this ground, then, tradition is divided into sound (حسين), fair (حسين), and weak (ضعف). When reference is made to the qualities of reporters, one is said to be reliable (ثقة), upright (عدل), retentive (ضابط), or not reliable (غير ثقة), fanciful (متهم), ignored (يغير), false (كذب), and the like—giving rise to discussion in respect to conflation (الجهاز) and approbation (التعميد). When the question is, how the reporters came to get a tradition, and by what ways they took it up, there arises discussion in respect to modes of pursuing inquiry. When their names and surnames are looked into, there is inquisition regarding their identification and individualization. Consequently, our propositions are arranged in four chapters.”

We proceed, therefore, to follow our authorities in their definitions of certain varieties of support to tradition, which constitute, together with distinctions in regard to the qualifications of the responsible teacher, the chief ground of the classification of tradition as sound, fair, or weak. From the definition of the science of tradition with which we began, and which is substantially repeated in our last quotation from the Dictionary of the Technical Terms..., it is obvious that the ultimate design of what is called “the support” must be to attach the authority of Muhammad to some saying or action reported as his, or sanctioned by him; and here is to be observed, in the first place, that tradition is said to be carried back to the Prophet either positively or potentially, as in the following passage from H.:*

* fol. 1, rect.
"the term التقرير signifies that some one either did or said something in the presence of the Prophet ... and that he did not blame him, nor forbid him to do or say that thing, but on the contrary was s lent and confirmed it."

What is to be understood by a saying, and by an action, of the Prophet, as constituting the substance of tradition, is set forth in the Dictionary of the Technical Terms ... in the following passage:*

* علم الحديثات علم تعروف به أقوال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم، والاعتقال اما اقواله عليه السلم والسلام في أئلئم العرب فقوي لا يعرف حال الكلام العربي فهو معرقل عن هذا العلم وهو كونه حققة وتجاربا وكتابة وصرحا وحا وخاصا ومنطقا ومفيدا ومنطعا ومفيدا ولهذا كونه على قانون العربية الذي بينه النحة بنغاشية وعلى قواعد استعمال العرب وهو العلم بعلم الله، وما اتقائه عليه السلم والسلام في الكلام الصادرة عنه الذي أمرنا بأتباعه فيها أو كلا العاليم الصادرة عنه طبعا أو خاصة.

"The science of tradition is that by which sayings and actions of the Prophet ... are authenticated. As to his sayings ..., they consist of discourse in the Arabic language; so that one who is not familiar with the genius of Arabic discourse can not attain to this science. What is said is something by itself or in its connection, metaphorical or literal, general or special, absolute or qualified, express or implied, and the like, in conformity with the rules of the Arabic language, as set forth distinctively by the grammarians, and with the principles of Arab usage, exhibited in the science of lexicography. As to his actions ..., they are things of which he set the example, whether he commanded us to imitate him therein or not—for instance, actions which he exemplified out of natural impulse or in consequence of some individual peculiarity."

This classification of the texts of tradition will facilitate the understanding of certain expressions in passages presently to be quoted from our authorities. With respect to the comparative weight of a tradition, however, its support, and not its text, is primarily considered: in other words, the Muslim man of the law receives or rejects tradition on external evidence, rather than internal. J. tells us expressly:†

† علم أن مقت الحدیث نفسه لا يدخل في الاعتبار إلا نادرًا بل يكتب صفة من القوة والضعف وبين بين تکسب اوصاف الرواة من العدالة والضبط والخصب وخلقيتها بين ذلك وکسب الاستناد من الاعمال والانتقاد والرسالة والانظار وحصنا للحادیث على هذا بينقسم إلى جميع وحسي.

* page 27. 
† page 1.
porter, the several ways of communication which are admissible, and the disposition required in the pupil, we have next to turn our attention to certain circumstances of form relative to tradition itself, in respect to which there are important distinctions involved in the science under consideration.

Every tradition (الرواية), or report (الحديث), consists of two parts: 1. the text (المتن), which J. defines in these words:*

المتن "the text, which consists of those words of the tradition by which sentiments are established,"

and H. as follows:†

والمنى ما يتنهى إليه الأساند "and the text is that with which the allegation of authority ends;"

and 2. the support (السند), defined by J. thus:‡

السند إخبار عن طريق المتن "the support is information of the way by which the text has come down;"

and by H.:§

السند طريق الحديث وهو رجالة الذي روته "the support is the course of descent of the tradition, consisting of its guarantees, by whom it is reported."

The term is often used as synonymous with الأساند, though properly signifying "the action of supporting." J. says:||

الأساند عم رفع للحديث إلى قايله "the term الأساند denotes the carrying up of tradition to its original enunciator;"

and H. says:¶

والأساند عبناه وقد جرى بمعنى ذكر السند والحكاية عن طريق المتن "the term has the same meaning [as السند], but is, also, indeed, used to signify the statement of the support, and the giving account of the way by which a text has come down."

The text of a tradition consists either of a saying (القول), or of an action (الفعل), or of a confirmation (التثقيبة), of the Prophet; of which the last is involved in the two former, according to a definition of it which H. gives us:**

ومعنى التثقيبة أنه فعل أحد أو قال شبيه في حصرته صلى الله عليه وسلم

وأينكرب ولد ينده عن ذلك بل سكت وفتر

* page 1. † fol. 1, rect. ‡ page 1. § fol. 1, rect.
¶ page 1. ** fol. 1, rect.
said: 'There came a man to the Prophet ... and said: "O Messenger of God, what is it to fight in the way of God?—may He be magnified and glorified!—for one of us fights with anger and indignation; whereupon he lifted his head to him' (says the relatoren: 'and the Prophet would not have lifted his head to him, unless the latter had been standing') and said: "Whoever fights in order that the word of God may be the supreme word, he is in the way of God.""

Another chapter bears upon the question of the admissibility of women to the hearing of tradition, as follows:

"Chapter on the Warning and Instructing of Women by the 'Imām."

"Salaimān Bin Harb tells us, as told by Shu'bah, on the authority of 'Aiyūb, who said that he had heard 'Aṭā' say that he had heard Ibn 'Abbās—may God be gracious to both!—say: 'I call the Prophet of God ... to witness' (or, otherwise, that he had heard 'Aṭā' say: 'I call Ibn 'Abbās to witness') that the Prophet of God ... went out, once upon a time, attended by Bilāl: now it was supposed that the Prophet did not cause women to hear his teachings; he took occasion, therefore, at this time, to warn the sex, and to bid them give alms; in consequence of which the women began to carry themselves haughtily, and Bilāl laid hold of the hem of the Prophet's garment." Another form of the tradition is that 'Īsā'll says on the authority of 'Aiyūb, on the authority of 'Aṭā', that Ibn 'Abbās said: 'I call the Prophet of God ... to witness, etc.'"

This question touching the rights of women is settled by J. to the same effect, in a paragraph already quoted:†

"The being of the male sex is not made a condition [of the responsible teacher], nor freedom, nor knowledge of the jurisprudence based upon tradition, or of any thing foreign to the subject, nor sight, nor the being one of many."

To pursue the subject of the transmission of tradition, after the foregoing exhibition of the qualifications of the reliable re-

* fol. 7, rect. † See p. 63.
"Chapter about one's Kneeling before the 'Imām, or the Teacher of Tradition.

"Abu-l-Yamān tells us, as communicated by Shu'aib, on the authority of 'az-Zuhri, as communicated to him by 'A'īs Bin Mālik—to whom may God be gracious!—that the Messenger of God... went out once upon a time, when he was accosted by 'Abdallāh Bin Ḥudhāfah, saying: 'Who was my father,' to which he replied: 'Thy father was Hudhāfah,' and then said several times: 'Question me;' whereupon 'Umar knelt down and said: 'We accept God for our Lord, Islam for our religion, and Muhammad for our prophet,' and was silent."

"Chapter on the Commanding of Silence by the Masters of the Science.

"Hajāj tells us, as told by Shu'bah, as communicated to him by 'All Bin Mudriḳ, on the authority of 'Abū-Zur'ah Bin 'Amrū, on the authority of Jarir—to whom may God be gracious!—that the Prophet of God... said to the latter, when giving his farewell testimony: 'Bid the men be silent,' after which he said: 'Become not infidels, again, after I am gone, by smiting each other's necks.'"
made up of reported instances of the Prophet's writing down what he wished to preserve for the instruction of others, is supposed to sanction the substitution of writing for oral statement by the teacher of tradition.

We will now cite a few other brief chapters from this same book of the Sahih, for the sake of similar illustration of different points pertaining to the order of a school of tradition. The first to be cited relates to the age at which one may hear instruction in traditional science.*

"Chapter on the Propriety of a Stripling's Hearing Tradition.

"Ismâ'il tells us, as told to him by Mâlik, on the authority of Ibn Shihâb, on the authority of 'Ubaidallah Bin 'Abdallah Bin 'Utbah, from 'Abdallah Bin 'Abbas—may God be gracious to both!—that the latter said: "I arrived mounted upon a female ass, having at the time nearly reached manhood, while the Prophet ... was praying from Mina to Ghâir Jidâr; so I passed on in front of some of the train, having let my beast go at large with the words: "now mayst thou feed well," and joined the train without any one's blaming me for so doing.

"Muhammad Bin Yâsuf tells us, as told by 'Abû-Mushir, as told to him by Muhammad Bin Harb, as told to him by 'az-Zubâi'di, on the authority of 'az-Zuhrî, from Mahmûd Bin 'ar-Rabi'—to whom may God be gracious!—that the latter said: 'I paid to the Prophet ... the forfeit for a drop of wine which trickled on my face from a cup, when I was a boy of five years.'†

The following refer to tokens of respect due to the teacher:‡

* fol. 6, rect.
† That is to say, even a boy of five years of age, being chargeable with disobedience to a law of the Prophet, might be made responsible for the transmission of tradition.
‡ fol. 7, rect.; fol. 8, rect.
tradition which is reported by Mūsa and 'All Bin 'Abd 'al-Hamīd, on the 
authority of Sulāmān, on the authority of 'Anas, from the Prophet ...

"To this add the following.

"Chapter of Statements respecting Presentation, and the Communication 
of the Science to the Provinces, by its Cultivators, in Writing.

"Says 'Anas: 'Uthmān caused the standard copies of the Qurān to 
be written out, and sent them to the several quarters,' and 'Abdallāh 
Bin 'Umar, Yahya Bin Sa'īd,* and Mālik regarded this as a lawful mode 
of communication; moreover, some people of the Hijāz allege, in favor 
of presentation, a tradition of the Prophet ... to the effect that he 
wrote an order for the captain of a troop of horse, and said: 'Read not 
until thou reachest the place so and so,' and that, accordingly, after the 
man had reached that place, he read it to the troopers, and informed 
them of the order of the Prophet ...'

"'Ismā'il Bin 'Abdallāh tells us for a tradition, as told to him by 'Ibrahīm 
Bin Sa'ād, on the authority of Sālih, on the authority of 'Ibn Shi-
hāb, on the authority of 'Ubaidallāh Bin 'Utbah Bin Mas'ād, that 'Abd-
allāh Bin 'Abbās—may God be gracious to them both!—told him that 
the Messenger of God ... sent a written order of his to a certain man, 
and commanded him to remit it to the chief of 'al-Bahrain; whereupon 
the chief of 'al-Bahrain remitted it to the Emperor, who, after reading, 
tore it—in connection with which, as I think, 'Ibn 'al-Masāb says: 'so 
the Messenger of God ... gave it strictly in charge to his people that 
that they should tear every one who tears."

"Muhammad Bin Muqāṭīl 'Abu-l-Hasan tells us for a tradition, as com-
municated by 'Abdallāh, as communicated by Shu'bah, on the authority 
of Kutādah, on the authority of 'Anas Bin Mālik—to whom may God 
be gracious!—the following: 'The Prophet of God ... wrote, or had a 
mind to write, an order; whereupon it was said to him that the persons 
concerned would read no writing not sealed; and so, while I was look-
ing at the paper in his hand, he grasped a silver seal, the inscription 
upon which was "Muhammad the Messenger of God." Said I to Kutā-
dah, on hearing this: "Who said that 'Muhammad the Messenger of 
God' was inscribed upon it?" ' to which he replied: "'Anas."

"It will be perceived that the applicability of several of the 
traditions reported in the foregoing passage from the Sohīh, to 
the particular points which they are intended to illustrate, de-
pends upon their involving general principles which the example 
of the Prophet established; and, indeed, the whole of the 
Book of the Science appears to refer, not to that which is pre-
eminently the science of the Muslims—namely, the system of 
tradition—alone, but to all departments of instruction, in general. 
The same sort of illustration from general principles is found, 
also, in another chapter of that book, entitled باب كتابة العلم i.e. 
Chapter on Committing the Science to Writing, which, being

* Yahya Bin Sa'īd died A.H. 194, aged 80 years. See Kitāb Tab., vi. 77.
Chapter on Reading to and Laying before the Teacher of Tradition.

"'Al-Hasan, 'ath-Thauri, and Mālik* regarded the reading of tradition as allowable; and some have alleged, in favor of reading to a well-informed teacher, a tradition of Dhimām Bin Thalâbah, who said to the Prophet...: 'Hath God commanded thee that we should pray with the prescribed form of prayer?' to which he replied: 'Yes,' and the other rejoined: 'Then is this something to be read to the Prophet'—of which Dhimām informed his people, who accordingly regarded the incident as an authoritative guide. Mālik addsuces in proof the case of a judicial sentence which is read to people, who thereupon say: 'We call such a one to witness,' or which is read to one who causes it to be read, whereupon the reader says: 'Such a one made me read.'

"Muhammad Bin Salām tells us for a tradition, as told by Muhammad Bin 'al-Hasan 'al-Wāsiṭi, on the authority of 'Auf, from 'al-Hasan: 'There is no harm in reading to a well-informed teacher;' and we are told by 'Ubaidallah Bin Māsā, from Sufyān, as follows: 'In case one reads to the teacher of tradition, there is no harm in his saying: 'Such a one tells me for a tradition;' and I have heard from 'Abu-Āśim, on the authority of Mālik and Sufyān, the following: 'Reading to a well-informed teacher and his reading are equivalent.'

"'Abdallāh Bin Yūsuf tells us for a tradition, as told by 'al-Laiṭh, on the authority of Sa'īd, namely 'al-Makbari, on the authority of Sharīk Bin 'Abdallāh Bin 'Abū-Namir, that the latter heard 'Anas Bin Mālik—to whom may God be gracious!—say: 'While we were seated with the Prophet... in the mosque, a man entered upon a camel, which he made kneel within the mosque, and afterwards fettered, and then said: "Which of you is Muhammad?"—the Prophet being supported in the midst of the group—to which we replied: "This pure man who leans here." Then the man said to him: "O son of 'Abd-‘al-Mutallib—" and the Prophet... replied: "Be sure, I will answer thee;" upon which the man said to the Prophet...: "I have a question to ask thee, and I insist upon an answer; so be not adverse to me," and the Prophet... said: "Ask about what thou wilt;" whereupon the man rejoined: "I ask thee, by thy Lord and the Lord of those before thee, hath God sent thee as a messenger to all men?" and the Prophet replied: "O God, yes;" the man said, again: "I adjure thee by God, hath God commanded thee that we should pray the five prayers?" and he replied: "O God, yes;" said the man: "I adjure thee by God, hath God commanded thee that we should fast this month of the year?" and he replied: "O God, yes;" said the man: "I adjure thee by God, hath God commanded thee to take this offering of alms from our rich men, and to divide it among our poor?" and the Prophet answered: "O God, yes." Then the man said: "I trust in thy message, and will be a messenger to those who shall come after me, of my people—and I am Dhimām Bin Thalâbah, a brother of the tribe of Sa'ad Bin Bakr."—a

---

* 'Ath-Thauri, of Kufah, died A. H. 169; Mālik Bin 'Anas of Hirah, the founder of one of the schools of Muslim law, who is probably the Mālik here mentioned, died A. H. 179. See Kitāb Tabakat, v. 40, 41.
قال لهم أيكم محمد والذي صلى الله عليه وسلم من تذكر بين ظهرانيهم فقال:

"عذراً الرجل الأبري الأبري، فقال له الرجل يا أبي عبد الله المطلوب فقال له الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم قد اجتبتك فقال الرجل للذي صلى الله عليه وسلم أن سألوك في السيدة فأنت عليه في نفسك فقال سل عما بدأ لك فقال أسلوك بريثك ورب من قبلك الله ارسللك إلى الناس كلهم فقال الله الفهم نعم قال انشدك بالله اللهكثر أن نصوم عذاء الشهر من السنة قال الله نعم قال انشدك بالله اللهكثر أن تأخذ هذه الصدقة من أغببائنا فتقضيها على فقراءنا، فقال الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم الله الفهم نعم فقال الرجل امتنى ما جبهت به وأنا رسول من وراءى من قومي وأنا ضام بن نعيم بن سعد بن بكر رواه موسي وعلي بن عبد الله الفهري كتابة عن أبي سليمان عن ثابت عن ابن عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم هذذ

باب ما يذكر في السنة وكتاب أهل العلم بالعلم إلى البلدان

وكان الناس نسب عثمان الصاحب فبعث بها إلى الأثنان ورأى عبد الله بن عمر بحبي بن سعيد ومالك ذلك جابر واختلف بعض أهل العلم في المناولة به. فدبت الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم حبيب كتب لأمير السريعة كتبنا وقال لا نقرأ حتى تبلغ مكاناً كذا وكذا فما بلغ ذلك مكان قال على الناس، واخبر باب الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم نحن لنا أسماع بن عبد الله حنيف بن يزيد بن بكر سعد عن صالح عن أبي شهاب عن عبيد الله بن عبد الله بن عتبة بن مسعود أن عبد الله بن عباس رضي الله عنهم اخبره أن رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم بعث بكتابه رجل ومرض أتمه ان يدعوه إلى عشيء الجراحين فدفعه عليهم الباحرين إلى كسرى فلم يقرأ مرّه فحسب أن ابن السمعب قال فدعا عليهم رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم أن يقرأوا كل شيء حتى محمد بن مقاتل أبو الحسن أن عبد الله انا شمعة عن قنادة عن ابن سين مالك رضي الله عنهم قال كتب الذي صلى الله عليه وسلم كتاباً أراد أن يكتب كتاب له أنهم لا يقرأون كتاباً الا كتبوا فانتقلت خالتماً من فتح فقه شمس رسول الله ﷺ كأنى انظر إلى يسائى في يد فذلت لقتادة قال ففترة محمد رسول الله ﷺ قال ابنه.
himself reads to a master says in the singular number—which is approved, though not necessary in the opinion of those just referred to, who only meant to distinguish between modes of taking up tradition."

A farther distinction of form in the reporting of tradition, which we find in the collections, is the use of سُمِّيت instead of أَخْبَرْت. This is a comprehensive expression, denoting of itself simply the fact of hearing from a master, without indication of the mode; but the technical phraseology of Muslim traditionists distinguishes it, in an artificial manner, from both the other expressions. Such seems, at least, to be the import of the following words in Muslim's introduction: فَيُخْرِيجُونَ بِالنَّزُولِ انفَزَلَ ولَن يَصْفَدُو. "narrating on the ascending grade [by if they proceed upwards, and on the descending grade [by أَخْبَرْت or أَخْبَرْت] if they proceed downwards."

In the extract from J. last given, it is stated that objection had been made by some to any reporting of tradition except by memory. We therefore present, here, from B., a statement of earlier opinion as to the propriety of reporting by the pupil's reading, and by the form called "presentation." It is to be found in that book of the Sahih which is entitled Book of the Science (كتاب العلم):

* page 24.
† fol. 5, vers.
constitutes a sort of loosened tradition (المرسل), with something in it of continoussness (الاعمال).

"Some persons, be it known, are strict, and say that no legal proof can be made out from tradition not reported by memory; while others say that reporting by one's book is allowable, so long as one has it under his control. Others again are so lax as to say that one may report from copies not collated with their originals. The truth is that one becomes a reliable authority for tradition by the continued habit of taking it up, persevering effort at retention, and constant application to collating with an earlier text; and this, even if one's book is not controlled, since the probability is that it is not varied from, especially if the reporter be one who would be likely to know of any alteration of it."

The books of tradition show us a distinction of form which is supposed to refer to the mode of receiving traditional statements, in their use of the terms حدث and أخبر, the former being appropriated, as is believed, to the case of a teacher's making an oral communication, and the latter to that of the pupil's reading to him. On this distinctive use of the two terms we quote the following from the Dictionary of the Technical Terms...:

"There are some who think that there should be a difference in the form of reporting tradition, with reference to a distinction in the mode of taking it up, and accordingly appropriate the expression حدث to what the master gives out orally, and أخبر to what is read to him. Such was the doctrine of Ibn Juraij, 'al-'Aznā', 'ash-Shāfī', and 'Ibn Wahab,† and of all the people of the West; and the later masters have originated another distinction, according to which whoever, himself alone, hears a master speak, uses the single number and says حدث, and whoever hears as one of several uses the plural number, while he who

---

* p. 282.
† Ibn Juraij died A. H. 150; 'al-'Aznā', one of the teachers of Ibn Juraij, and a resident of Bairūt, d. A. H. 151; 'ash-Shāfī', a native of Gaza, who became a resident of Egypt, and the founder of a school of Muslim law, d. A. H. 204; 'Ibn Wahab of Egypt d. A. H. 197. These dates are derived from the Kitāb Tabakāt'al-Hujjāz (v. 9, v. 20, vii. 36) ed. by Wustenfeld under the title Liber Classium Vironum qui Korani et Traditionum Cogit. exccll., auct. Abū Abdallah Dahabio. In epit, coegit et contin. Anonymus... Göttingue, 1833–34: to which we shall refer hereafter, as we may have occasion, simply as the Kitāb Tabakāt.
all my cotemporaries:—and in these forms tradition is properly allowed to be reported; [d] license of a person who does not exist, as: 'I license whoever may be born to such a one'—which ought not to be admitted, though, if one says: '... such a one and whoever may be born to him,' or '... thee and thy posterity,' it is admissible, on the same principle as a permanent charitable bequest (الوقف); [e] license of a little child who is not marked by any maturity of mind; for maturity of mind constitutes a free permission to report, and the free permission of reporting holds good in respect to one who has not attained to years of intelligence as well as to one who has; [f] license as to what has been licensed, as: 'I license thee as to whatever has been licensed to me:' it is preferable, in the case of license, that both he who licenses and he who is licensed should be conversant with the science of tradition, because there is a looseness about this form of transmission, which requires to be controlled by persons so instructed: one who licenses by a writing does well to say off what he writes; yet, if he limits himself to the writing, that holds good; 4. by presentation (المناولة) — of which the highest sort [a] is that accompanied with license, which consists in the master's handing to one either an autograph, or a copy therewith collated, of what he hears read to him, and saying: 'This is what I hear read' (or, 'my report'), 'on the authority of such a one, I license thee the reporting of it;' after which he leaves it in his hands, for his own, or until he can copy it; another sort of presentation [b] consists in the inquirer's handing to the master that which he hears read to him, which the latter then dwells upon with discrimination and attention, and afterwards presents to the inquirer, saying: 'It is my tradition' (or, 'what I hear read'), 'so report on my authority' — this is called reverse presentation (عرض المناولة) : and there are also other subdivisions; 5. by written communication (الكتابة), which consists in the master's writing in his own hand, or permitting to be written, that which he hears read to him, expressly for one who is absent, or for one who is present; and is either accompanied with license, as, for example, when one writes: 'I license thee ....,' or without this form — to report in either mode is admissible and proper; 6. by certification (الإثبات), which consists in the master's making known to the inquirer that a certain book is his report of tradition, without saying: 'Report it on my authority' — which is not an admissible reporting of it, according to the most proper view, since there is a possibility that the master may have recognized in the inquirer some pravity, in consequence of which he does not authorize him in respect to it; 7. by discovery (الوجادة) — a term of recent origin, from which consists in one's carefully reading some book in the handwriting of a master, which contains traditions, without receiving any report of it other than is comprised in the traditions themselves, and then saying: 'I have found' (or, 'I have read') 'in the handwriting of such an one' (or, 'in a book of such an one, in his handwriting') 'as follows: "we learn from such an one as tradition so and so"' — leaving the rest of the allegation of authority, and the text, at loose ends — a practice which has held its ground both in ancient and modern times, and
Tradition may properly be taken up before a profession of islamism, and likewise before full age; for 'al-Hasan, 'al-Husain, Ibn 'Abbâs, and Ibn Zubair took up tradition before they had reached maturity, and youths have ever been admitted to the hearing of tradition; though there is difference of opinion as to the exact time when a youth may properly become a hearer—some saying that this may be at five years of age, and some, that the case of each young person is to be separately considered, and that, if he understands what is addressed to him, and how to answer, they approve of his becoming a hearer of tradition, although he be less than five years old, and, otherwise, that he can not properly be a hearer.

There are several ways of taking up tradition: 1. by hearing the oral communication of a master (السمع من نطق الشيخين); 2. by reading to him (القراءة عليه); 3. by license (الأجارة)—of which there are several kinds: [a] license of a particular individual for something specific, as: 'I license thee for the book of 'al-Bukhâri,' or 'I license such an one for all that is in my table of contents;' [b] license of a particular individual in respect to something not specified, as: 'I license thee as to whatever I hear read to me,' or '.... as to whatever is reported by me;' [c] license of people in general, as: 'I license Muslims,' or, '...
many traditions has such an one collected!" and "How by the thousand
does such a one count traditions!" Whoever proceeds on such grounds
in the science, and acts thus, has no part in it, and is to be called igno-
rant rather than learned."

We may next consider certain stipulations respecting the
modes of communicating tradition, by which additional guards
to its purity are provided in the system which we aim to de-
velope. This will throw light upon some expressions in the ex-
tracts already given, which may not have been fully understood
by the reader, and naturally precedes the consideration of what
relates to tradition itself. Here J. will be our first authority,
whose third chapter reads thus:*
E. E. Salisbury.

"Says 'Abu-l-Husain Muslim Bin 'al-Hajjaj: Of remarks by traditionists respecting suspicious reporters of tradition, and of traditional statements by them with regard to the faults of such reporters, similar to those which we have cited, there are many, which it would take long to mention, in writing, even briefly. But what we have given is sufficient for one who is intelligent, and understands, from what people have said and plainly declared, their general way of thinking.

Yet traditionists themselves do not consider it obligatory to expose the faults of reporters of tradition, and transmitters of traditional statements, and to pronounce decisions accordingly, except when they are inquired of in respect to something involving great risk. In case traditional statements refer to a matter of religion, whatever bearing they have is to convey permission or disapprobation, command or prohibition, incitement or restraint; so that, if their reporter is not a man of fixed veracity and trustworthiness, and if objection has been made to reporting on his authority, by some one acquainted with him, and if others, having no knowledge respecting him, are not informed of the state of the case, by one's thus acting deceptively the generality of Muslims become involved in guilt—inasmuch as it is safe for no one who hears those traditional statements to use them, or any of them, because, perhaps, they or most of them are false and groundless; besides that sound traditional statements, coming from reliable reporters and persons possessed of a tranquil assurance of mind, are too numerous that there should be need of what is transmitted by reporters who are unreliable, or devoid of assurance. For myself, I think not much of those men who lay stress upon such weak traditions, and ignored supports, as we have described, and make account of reporting them, after they know their infirmity and weakness, for the mere reason that they are impelled to report them, and to make account of them, by the wish to appear to common people as multipliers of tradition, and for the sake of its being said: 'How
authority of a saying of his father: "I saw at Madinah a hundred persons, all believers, on whose authority tradition was not taken up—of whom it was said that they were not the people to transmit tradition."

"Muhammad Bin 'Abū-Umar 'al-Makki tells us for a tradition, saying: 'We are informed by Sufyān, as follows—and 'Abū-Bakr Bin Khalīl al-Bāhili tells us for a tradition, in his own words, saying: 'I heard Sufyān Bin 'Uyainah say on the authority of 'Abī-Abd Allāh Bin 'Ibrāhīm say: "Only reliable authorities give out tradition which has the authority of the Messenger of God..."'

"Muhammad Bin 'Abdallāh Bin Kūhzādh, an inhabitant of Marv, tells us for a tradition, saying: 'I heard 'Abdallāh Bin 'al-Mubārak say: "The allegation of authority is a matter of religion; and, were it not for this support, whoever pleased would say whatever he pleased.'"

"Muhammad Bin 'Abdallāh tells us for a tradition, saying: 'It is told to me for a tradition by 'al-'Abbas 'Ibn 'Abū-Rizmah, saying: "I heard 'Abdallāh say: 'Between us and our enemies there are the standards—meaning the allegation of authority.'"

"Muhammad also says: 'I heard 'Abū-'Ishāk 'Ibrāhīm Bin 'Isa 'at-Ṭālaḵānī say: 'I said to 'Abdallāh Bin 'al-Mubārak: 'O 'Abū 'Abd ar-Rahmān, what of the tradition handed down to us in the words: "It ever pertains to piety that thou shouldst pray for thy parents in thy prayer, and fast for them in thy fasting?"' Whereupon 'Abdallāh said to him: "O 'Abū-'Ishāk, on whose authority is this?" "to which," said he, "I replied: 'This is a tradition of Shihāb Bin Khirāsh;' said 'Abdallāh: 'A reliable authority—on whose authority does he give it?' to which I replied: 'It is on the authority of 'al-Hajjāj Bin Dīnār;' said 'Abdallāh: 'A reliable authority—on whose authority does he give it?' to which I replied: 'That of the Messenger of God...'; said 'Abdallāh: 'O 'Abū-'Ishāk, between 'al-Hajjāj Bin Dīnār and the Prophet... there are deserts in which the beast's supply of water fails him,' though no one disputes the truthfulness of that reporter.'"

This passage is followed, in Muslim's introduction, by a chapter of traditions disproving the authority of certain individual reporters. But even so early a writer as Muslim notices a laxness in the application of the principle of dependence upon reliable authorities alone, closing that chapter as follows:†

† قل أبى الحسنين مسلم بن النجاشي وشبيه ما ذكرنا من كلام اجل العلم في متيحى رواية الحديثات واخذنكم عن معابيبكم كثير يقول الكتاب بدكره على استقصائيه فيما ذكرنا كفاية لمن تخف وعقل مذبح القدم فيما قلنا من ذلك وبينبأنا وإنما الوعوا أنفسهم الكشف عن معابيب رواية الحديثات وناقلاء الأخبار واختلفوا بذلك لحين سببنا لما فيه من عظيم الحذر إذ الاختيار في أمر الدين إذا تئذبنا باختصار أو تكره أو أمر أو نهى أو ترغيب أو ترشيب

* i.e. The break in the connection of the tradition is too wide for safe transmission.
† page 20.
Chapter on the Allegation of Authority, as a Matter of Religion.

"Hasan Bin ‘ar-Rabī’ tells us for a tradition, saying: ‘We are informed by Hammād Bin Zaid, on the authority of ‘Aiyūb and Hisḥām, on the authority of Muḥammad, as follows’—and Fudhail tells us for a tradition, on the authority of a saying of Hisḥām, as follows—and Maklad Bin Ḥusain tells us for a tradition, on the authority of Hisḥām, on the authority of a saying of Muḥammad Bin Sirīn: “This science is a religion: beware, then, on whose authority ye take up your religion.”’

"Abū-Ja’far Muḥammad Bin ‘as-Ṣabbāh tells us for a tradition, saying: ‘We are informed by ‘Isa, the son of Ḫūnūs, saying: ‘‘Al-‘Auzā’ī’ tells us for a tradition, on the authority of a saying of Sulaimān Bin Mūsā: ‘I met Tā’us, and said: “Such an one tells me for a tradition so and so;” said he: “If he is diligent to perform all the duties of religion, take up tradition on his authority.”’

"Abdallāh Bin ‘Abd ‘ar-Rahmān ‘ad-Dārimī tells us for a tradition, saying: ‘We are informed by Marwān—he means Ibn Muḥammad ‘ad Dimashkī—saying: “We are informed by Sa‘īd Bin ‘Abd al-‘Aẓīz, on the authority of a saying of Sulaimān Bin Mūsā: ‘I said to Tā’us: “Such an one tells me for a tradition so and so;” said he: “If thy teacher is diligent to perform all the duties of religion, take up tradition on his authority.”’

"Naṣr Bin ‘Alī ‘aj-Jahḍāmī tells us for a tradition, saying: ‘We are informed by ‘al-‘Aṣma’ī, on the authority of Ibn ‘Abu-z-Ziνād, on the
But, to cut the matter short, men in these times treat with slight all the specified conditions [of reliableness], and are satisfied, as regards a reporter's integrity, with his being one whose integrity is neither proved nor disproved (مستور); and, as regards his retentiveness, with the fact that what he hears read to him as a teacher (سماعد) is set down in a handwriting which can be depended upon, and that his report is from an autograph corresponding to the autograph of his master—and this because the books of the eminent teachers include not only sound tradition, but also the fair, and that which is neither sound nor fair, so that all tradition whatever is gathered up; besides that the object of the teacher's hearing tradition read to him is only to perpetuate the chain of connection in an allegation of authority which has currency in a particular school.

In contrast with the laxness indicated in this last paragraph, there is even a religious importance attached to the character of the authorities for a tradition, in the following from M., which thus bears the impress of much earlier times.*

* pages 10, 11.
from that reported subsequently, is to be received: without this discrimination, there is no reaching back to the Prophet by the report of one whose memory has thus failed him; so too, in case, the distinction cannot be clearly made out. If there exist imitative (متتابعات), or witnessing (شهادات), traditions which answer to that which is confused, it is thereby elevated from the grade of rejection to that of acceptance and prevalence; as is the case, also, with the tradition of a reporter who is of questionable character (المستنور), or who disguises (المدالس), or who gives out tradition loosely (المرسل)."

The disqualifying defects in a reporter, which render him untrustworthy, are also summarily presented by J. in the following passage:"

"Respecting confusion (المجرح). The report of one who is known to have been in the habit of falling asleep, or of being absent-minded, in the hearing read to him, or in the oral statement, of tradition, is not to be received; nor that of one who teaches tradition from an uncorrected copy, or who is very careless when he teaches from a copy which has been corrected, or who reports many separate (الشواهد), or undetermined (المذاكير) traditions; and whoever blunders in his tradition, and, after his blundering has been made manifest to him, holds on to it and does not abandon it, is said to have lost his integrity, provided, as Ibn 'as-Salāh says, he does so in the way of opposition, or of captiousness in discussion"—

to which the author adds the important remark that reliableness in a reporter was not, in his time, estimated strictly according to the specified conditions of it, as follows:†

* page 5.
† page 6.
Again, there are five ways in which retentiveness is vitiated: 1. by excess of carelessness; 2. by great blundering; 3. by disagreement with reliable authorities; 4. by oversight; 5. by badness of memory.

Excess of carelessness (تكرار الفعل) and great blundering (فرط الفعلة) are allied to one another, for carelessness is predicated of the oral statement (الإجماع) of tradition, as well as of the taking of it up; while blundering has respect to the oral statement and the recitation (الدلالة) of it.

Disagreement with reliable authorities (الثقلة النثاق), which respects either the allegation of authority or the text, and has various phases, promotes the violation of analogy (الشذوذ) in tradition; and the reason for its being set down as one of the ways in which retentiveness is vitiated, is that disagreement with reliable authorities arises only from the want of retentiveness and memory, together with lack of care to avoid changes and substitutions.

With respect to that vitiation of retentiveness which is owing to the oversight (الوغم) and neglect (النسبى) whereby one commits error and reports fancifully, if the publication of a tradition in such fanciful form is accompanied with evidences of pretexts, or of originating grounds which impair its force, the tradition becomes simulated (مغفل). Here is the most obscure and subtle part of the science of tradition, and no one masters it who is not possessed of intelligence and an ample memory, as well as a perfect knowledge of the several grades of reporters, and of the circumstances affecting the character of allegations of authority and texts, like the great masters of the science in former times, down to 'ad-Darākūnī—since whose day, it is said, no one similarly proficient on this subject has appeared—God knows.

As for badness of memory (سوء الخلق), people say that by this is meant that one is not right more frequently than he goes astray, and that he does not remember and exactly know oftener than he lets slip and forgets: that is to say, if he is more habitually wrong and forgetful than right and exact, or equally so, that goes to constitute badness of memory; so that a reporter, to be relied upon, must be correct and exact in his knowledge, and possess these qualities in large measure. The tradition of one whose badness of memory is a constant circumstance of his condition, having pertained to him through his whole life, has no weight; and, in the opinion of some traditionists, such badness of memory enters into the idea of separate tradition (الشاذ). If badness of memory is due to some accidental circumstance, like diminution of the recollective faculty on account of one's great age, or the failure of one's sight, or the loss of one's books, this constitutes what is called a confused tradition (الختناط); but what one reported before his tradition became confused, and his memory was impaired, being distinguished
ways of thinking. Says the author of the *Jami‘ al-Uṣūl:* "A number of eminent teachers of tradition have taken from the Khawārij, and from those whose distinctive names refer to their doctrine of free will (القدر), their separation (الشيع), and their alienation (الفرض), as well as from all innovating and lax parties; while a number of others have been circumspect, and have warned against taking tradition from these parties. All have their motives. Doubtless, tradition is taken from these parties deliberately and approvingly; yet should the practice be avoided, because it is established as a fact that these parties were once in the habit of fabricating traditions in order to give currency to their doctrines—which, indeed, used to be affirmed by themselves, after repentance and return to orthodoxy—God knows."

Next, as to retentiveness, we read as follows:†

واما وجوه التفعلي المتصلة بالنصب، فإنها كذلك خمسة أخذت في فرط الغفلة وتالئها كثرة الغفلة وتالئها الخلافة النافذة ورابعها يومها وخامسها سوء المخطأة، أما فرط الغفلة وكثره الغفلة فمقدر على فلغلطة في الأماكن والآداب، وخلافة النافذة في الأساند، أو الذين تكون على أحياء متعددة تكون ممولة للشذوذ، وجعلها من وجود التفعلي المتصلة بالنصب، من جهة أن البابتعل على خلافة النافذة إذا هو عدم التحصين والحفظ، وعدم الصبرة على الفطر والتبديل، والفعص من جهة الموظف والمسبوب الذين اخطأ بهما وروى على سبيل الوعود أن حكم الاطلاع على ذلك يقرأن بدعه على وجود عمل وإسباب تأهله كان الحديث معلاً، وهذا اعتماد على الحديث واقع لا يجوز به إلا ذو رقية فيها وحفظها واسعاً ومعرفة ثابتة ترابية الرواة وأحوال الأسانيس والمذكور كالمنصوصين من أرباب هذا الفن إلى انتهى إلى الدارف، ويقال لاب يأت بعده مثله في هذا الأمر والذال المعلم، وأما وجوه الحفظ، فقالوا أن المراد به أن لا يكون اتفاقه أغلب على خلقه وحفظه واتفاقه أكثر من سهولة وسبيله يعنى أن كان خلطت ونسبه أغلب أو ساوبا لصوابه واتفاقه كان داخلا في سوء الحفظ، فالفتح تعلم عليه صوابه واتفاقه وكثيرها وسوء الحفظ أن كان لزوم حاله تعمه عدد بعض الوجوه عند هذا أيضاً داخل في الشن، وان تسمى سوء الحفظ لاعب مثل اختلاط في الخلافة بسبب كبر سنه أو ذهاب بصره أو قوت كتبه فهذا يسمى خالطاً بما روى قبل

---

* A critical compend of the six great collections of Muslim tradition, with explanations of unusual terms, by 'Ibrāhīm al-Janāri, who died A. H. 608, on the basis of an earlier work of the same sort by Nasīr al-'Abdārī; see Ḥājī Khalīfah's *Lex.* iii. 38, and ii. 501.

† fol. 2; vera, and 3, rect.
tradition from him is not to be received]; and this subdivision is called
let-alone tradition (مَتْرُوكُ،) as when one says: 'a tradition let alone,'
and 'Such a one's tradition is let alone.' If the man repents, and signs
of his truthfulness appear, it is allowable to hear tradition from him.

"Occasional and infrequent falsehood in what one says, irrespective
of the tradition of the Prophet, although it is a thing to be abhorred,
does not operate to give the name of 'suppositional' or 'let-alone' to his
tradition.

"By impiety (الفِسَاق) is meant impiety in conduct, not that which
respects belief; for the latter has to do with heresy, and the term heresy
is most commonly applied to a corrupt faith; and, although falsehood
enters into impiety, yet people count that as a separate principle, be-
cause its influence in dishonoring integrity is most potent and over-
powering.

"Again, want of information respecting a reporter (جهالة الدروري)
causes integrity to be vitiated, in the case of tradition, because, when
one's name and personality are unknown, it is not ascertained what sort
of a man he was, whether he was a reliable authority, or the contrary;
as, for example, when it is said: 'a certain guarantee taught me as a
tradition so and so,' or 'I learnt from a certain teacher so and so as a
tradition.' Such a reporter is called doubtful (مُهِيمُ), and the tradition
of a doubtful person is not to be received, unless he was a witness of
the Prophet (عَلَيْهِ السَّلَامُ) — for all witnesses had integrity. As to the case
of a doubtful reporter's declaring the integrity of his authority in express
terms—for instance, when one says: 'I learnt from a person of integrity
so and so as a tradition,' or 'a reliable authority taught me as a tradition
so and so,' there is difference of opinion—the soundest judgment
is against receiving the tradition, because there may be the belief of
integrity without its reality. If, however, such language is used by an
eminent teacher possessed of nice discernment, the tradition is received.

"Heresy (البَلَدَعَة) is the holding to some novelty of opinion, at vari-
age with what is recognized as a part of religion, and has come down
from the Prophet of God ... and his Companions, by virtue of some
figurative and allegorical interpretation, not in the way of absolute
denial and repudiation—which is a species of infidelity; and the tradition
of a heretic is most generally rejected. Some, indeed, receive it, if
characterized by truthfulness of language and guarded phraseology.
Others say that, if it contradicts something often repeated in the law,
and which is known to be a necessary part of religion, it is to be re-
jected, and, if it has not this character, that it is to be received, however
discredited by opposers, provided it be reported with retentiveness, in a
religious spirit, in the way of confirmation of received doctrine, and in
circumspect and guarded language. It is best to reject it, in case it
leans towards a heresy of the reporter, and is to him a connecting link
of argument, and otherwise to receive it; yet, if one reports something
whereby his heresy is in fact strengthened, it is decisively to be rejected.

"To speak more generally, eminent teachers differ as to receiving the
tradition of innovating and loose sects, and of leaders in heterodox
As to integrity, there are five ways in which it is vitiated (وجوه التطبيع): 1. by falsehood; 2. by suspicion of falsehood; 3. by impiety; 4. by want of information; 5. by heresy.

By falsehood on the part of the reporter (كذب الرواى) is meant his setting up some false statement of his as part of the tradition of the Prophet.... either by affirmation as a deponent, or by some other such means; and the tradition of one dishonored by falsehood is called suppositional (موضوع). Whoever is proved to have purposely set up falsehood as part of tradition, although only once in his life, and notwithstanding repentance, is dishonored as a reporter of received tradition—wherein there is a difference between him and the repentant false witness. Such, then, is the signification of suppositional tradition, in the technical language of traditionists; for it consists in this, that one is known to have set up some falsehood of his, definitely, as part of the tradition of the Prophet. In case it is a question of opinion, and one is judged to have fabricated and falsified by the judgment of preponderating opinion, since that affords no means of decision and certainty, the falsifier is esteemed truthful. This is at variance with what is commonly said respecting knowledge derived from deposition, with the affirmation of a deponent, namely, that one may be false in such affirmation, and that preponderating opinion determines whether one is truthful; and, if such were not the principle [as regards testimony in court], how could it be lawful to put to death a man who affirms that he has committed murder, and not so to stone him who confesses fornication? Therefore, consider.

"With regard to suspicion of falsehood in the reporter (أتهام الرواى بالكذب), in case one is notorious for falsehood, and generally remarked upon for it (though he may not have actually set up any falsehood of his as part of the tradition of the Prophet), and there is derived from him the report of something which is at variance with the known and essential fundamental principles of law—the same is to be said as before [that
اما العدالة فوجوه الطعن المتعلقه بها خصوصا الاول بالكذب والثاني بإثابةه بالكذب والثالث بالفسف ورابع بالجهالة والخامس بالبدعة والمراذ
بكلب الرأوي انه ديد كذبه في الحديث النبوي ... أما بتقرير الواقع أو
بغير ذلك من اللفزيين وحديث الطعون بالكذب يسمى مؤثولا ومن ذب
عنه تعود الكذب في الحديث وأبان كان موقوعة في العصر فإنما تاب من ذلك
لم يقبل حديثه ابدا خلاف شاعد الزور إذا تاب فلم راد بالحديث الموضوع
في اصلام الأغلبين إلا هنا ديد كذبه وعلم ذلك في هذا الحديث
خصوصه والمسيلة شنيحة وتحكم بالوضع والاقتراح في التزام السلف الغلبي وليس
الى القطع واليقين بذكى سبيل فان الكذب قد يصدق ولهذا ينفع
ما قبل في معرفة الواقع بتقرير الواقع إنه يرجى أن يكون كانا في هذا
الاقرار فإنه يصرف صدها بغالب الظن ولا تزال لكن لما شاع قتله المقر لا رج
المعتقرين بالذات قاموا وما أتىهم الراوي بالكذب فإن يكون مشهورا بالكذب
ويعضوه فبه كلام الناس ولا يثبت كذبه في الحديث النبوي وفي حكم روایة
ما يخالف قول بعض معلومة عصورية في الشعر كذا قبل وبنى هذا القسم
بكلب كما يقال حال حديث متروك وقاذل متروك للحديث وهذا الرجل ان تاب
وتحت توبيه وظهرت أمارات الصدق منه جار سباع للحديث والذي يقع منه
احيانا نادرا في كلامه غير للحديث النبوي فذكى غير مؤثر في تسمية حديثه
بالموضوع والمتروك وان كانت معيبة وما الفسف فلم راد به الفسف في العصر
 دون الاعتقاد فإن ذلك داخلي في البدعة واكثر ما يستعمل البدعة في الاعتقاد
والكذب وأن كان داخلي في الفسف لكنهم عدوه اصل على حله تكون
الطبع به اشغال وأفعال وما جهالة الراوي فإنه أيضا سبب لطبعة في الحديث
لن ما يفرق اميه وذاته لا يفرق حالته وإنما ثقة أو غير ثقة كما يقول
حديثي رجل أو اخبرني شيخ وينسي عدا مهما وحديثي المهم غير
مقبول إلا ان يكون عليها لأنهم عدلون وأن جام المهم يفيض التقدير كما
يجوز ان يكون عدل في اعتقادة لا في نفس الأمر وإن قال ذلك امام جانبي
قبل وما البدعة فالفراد بها اعتقادة أمر معتبل خلاف ما عرف في
الدين وما جاء من رسول الله ... وإخضاعه بنوع شبهة وتناول لخطري
محون والذكاء فان ذلك كفر وحديث المتبتعد مردوه عند اليهود وبعد
البعض ان كان متصفا بصدق الهاججة وصبحانية اللسان قبل وقال بعضهم
ان كان منكر ألا متوارث في الشرع وقد علم بالضرورة كونه من الدين فهو
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great one), and meaning by ‘manliness’ exemption from certain gross-
nesses and vices which shock the sensibility and judgment, for example,
certain acts of sensual license, such as eating and drinking in the
market, making water in the highway, and the like: it is proper to be
known, also, that integrity with reference to the reporting of tradition
is less restricted than integrity in testimony; for integrity in testimony
is predicative only of the free man, whereas integrity in the reporting
of tradition may pertain to the slave as well as the free man.”

Of the other qualifications we have the following definitions. J.
says:*:

"retentiveness consists in the reporter’s being observant and mindful,
not heedless nor careless, nor dubious, whether in taking up tradition or
in reciting it; for, if he gives out tradition by his memory, he must
needs be mindful, and if he gives it out by his book, he must firmly hold
to that, and if by the sense, he must know how to seize the sense;"

and also:

"and retentiveness is determined upon comparison of one’s report with
the report of reliable authorities, known for their retentiveness; so that,
if he agrees with them for the most part, and rarely disagrees, he is
known to be certainly retentive;"

and H. says:†

"retentiveness signifies the retaining of what has been heard, and its
being held fast from escaping or growing faint, so that it can be called
up; it consists of two parts: retentiveness by mind, and retentiveness
by book; retentiveness by mind comes of committing to heart and
keeping in memory, and retentiveness by book results from preserving
it without change against the time for reciting it."

These qualifications of the reporter are more exactly defined
by the following specifications of causes by which they are vitiated,
drawn from H. First, as to integrity, we read:‡

* page 5.  † fol. 2, rect.  ‡ fol. 2, rect. and vers.
be known, and the memorist (اللزائط) is he who reports what reaches him, and keeps in mind whatever may be of use."

This highest class of traditionists is made up of those whose names may be properly given as authorities for tradition, and who are alone relied upon for what is called sound tradition, as distinguished from that which is fair and that which is weak.

The inquiry now arises, what are the necessary qualifications of the responsible teacher? They are, in brief, integrity (العدالة) and retentiveness (الصبر). The first of these is thus defined by J.:

"integrity consists in the reporter's being of full age, a Muslim, intelligent, and void of tendencies to impiety and the vagaries of opinion;"

and again:

"the being of the male sex is not made a condition, nor freedom, nor knowledge of the jurisprudence based upon tradition, or of any thing foreign to the subject, nor sight, nor the being one of many; and integrity is determined by the affirmation of two upright men, or by common rumor;"

and by H. as follows:

"integrity is an acquisition which impels the person possessing it to act with decision and manliness—meaning by 'decision' the turning away from the evil deeds of idolatry, impiety, and heresy (whether even a little fault must be avoided, is undetermined: it is preferable to regard this as not required, because exceeding the bounds of possibility; except that persistence in a small fault is inadmissible, because it constitutes a..."
a class represented in the early times of Islam by followers of the Prophet ardently enthusiastic for the preservation of every memorial of him, who sometimes undertook long and perilous journeys for the sake of securing a single tradition, or of hearing it from the lips of a particular reporter: the class of pupils in tradition, of every age, who of course are not relied upon for any traditional statement; 2. the traditionist—

"the traditionist, that is, the accomplished teacher, also called the shaikh and the imam, with the same meaning"—

but whose teachings are at second hand, for the designation of this special title is more fully defined as follows:*

"he is.... one who has been a writer and reader of tradition, and has heard it and committed it to memory, journeying to cities and towns, and who has summed up principles, and noted special rules, from books of sustained tradition, of archaeology and of history, to the number of nearly a thousand; according to another definition, one who takes up tradition as reported, and is solicitous that it should be known;"  

3. the magnate in learning—

"the magnate in learning, who is one whose knowledge embraces both the text (التنين) and the allegation of authority (الأسناد) of a hundred thousand traditions, together with the circumstances pertaining to reporters, constituting the ground for their rejection or approval, and their history"—

differing from the traditionist only in the extent of his acquisitions in the science; 4. the responsible teacher—

"the responsible teacher, that is, one whose knowledge embraces three hundred thousand traditions.... according to 'aj-Jazari.... the reporter, the authoritative transmitter of tradition, while the traditionist is one who takes up tradition on its report, and is solicitous that it should

be nearly equivalent to unpublished authorities—we say, contributions, because we do not pretend to have exhausted the subject.

The sources from which we have chiefly drawn are:

1. The *Sahih* of 'al-Bukhārī, in MS., being the copy numbered 28 in the *Bibliothèque de M. le Bn Silvestre de Sacy*, Tome 3me; where, however, the notice of this manuscript erroneously represents it as containing only a portion of the work. The author died A. H. 266;

2. Muslim's preface to his collection of traditions, 'al-Musnad 'as-Sahih, lithographed at Dehli. This author died A. H. 261;

3. A treatise on the principles of tradition by the Sa'īyid 'Alī 'aj-Jurjānī, lithographed at Dehli in 1849-50, and prefixed to an edition of 'at-Tarmidhī traditions, 'aj-Jāmī' 'as-Sahih, also lithographed at Dehli. 'Aj-Jurjānī died A. H. 816;

4. An introductory explanation of some of the technical terms of the science of tradition by 'Abd 'al-Ḥakīm, prefixed to an edition of *Mushkat* 'al-Masāḥih lithographed at Dehli in 1851-52. The author was associated with Spranger in editing a Dictionary of the Technical Terms used in the Sciences of the Musalman, which forms a part of the *Bibliotheca Indica*:

these we shall refer to, in our citations, by the letters B, M, J, and H, respectively.

Hāji Khalfah* defines the science of tradition to be the means of a discriminating knowledge of the sayings of the Prophet, together with his actions and his circumstances—وهو علم يعرف به أقوال النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم—and divides it into two parts: 1. the science of the reporting of tradition—العلم بدراسة الحديث—which treats of the conditions under which a tradition is considered as reaching back to the Prophet, and 2. the science of the understanding of tradition—العلم بدراسة الحديث—which treats of the meaning of a particular tradition, as ascertained by its language, by reference to the fixed principles of Muslim law, or by the analogy of known circumstances relating to the Prophet. The definitions and statements which we have here to present relate chiefly to the former part of the science.

The ultimate criterion of the quality of the report of any tradition is made up of the personal character and attainments of its reporters. It will be proper, then, to begin by distinguishing several grades of traditionists, as we find them stated in the *Dictionary of the Technical Terms* etc., already referred to:†

1. the inquirer—

الطالب وعُيّن المبتدئ الراغب فيه

"the inquirer, that is, the beginner, the seeker after tradition"—

* Lex., iii. 23, ed. Fluegel.  
† p. 27.
ARTICLE IV.

CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM ORIGINAL SOURCES
TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE
SCIENCE OF MUSLIM TRADITION.

BY EDWARD E. SALISBURY.

Presented to the Society Oct. 27, 1850.

The desire to know more of early Muslim history, especially as determined by the character and actions of Muhammad, has naturally directed attention, of late years, to Muslim tradition as the most important source of knowledge on this subject, next to the Kuràn; and the working of this mine, with such critical tact as Weil, Sprenger, and Muir have brought to the task, has led to very valuable results. Meanwhile, however, the system of tradition developed among the Muslims themselves into a special science, and constituting one of the main foundations of their faith and jurisprudence, has been, comparatively, little dwelt upon. It seems, indeed, to have been deliberately slighted, in the praiseworthy earnestness of criticism to avoid being led by it to erroneous conclusions. Yet, without surrendering our right of independent judgment upon the veraciousness of traditionary statements, we may certainly profit by investigating the system within which they have been enshrined and handed down to us—even if it be regarded only as a manifestation of the genius and grade of scientific culture of the people to whom we are indebted for them; and as constituting an indispensable basis, whether well or ill laid, of actual doctrinal belief and legal decision in all Muslim countries—the source of multifarious laws, usages, and dogmas of the followers of Muhammad, supplementary to the Kuràn, like the Jewish Mishna in relation to the Scriptures of the Old Testament. With this view are offered for consideration the following contributions to our knowledge of the science of Muslim tradition, which have been gathered from original sources, either only in manuscript or so little accessible as to
as suggested by myself, it is necessary to suppose an ellipsis of the particle ‘or’ or ‘and’ before the word הַלְעָה ‘cover;’ and if, with all the later interpreters, we regard † [of בּר] as a suffix, and render ‘let them not lay upon me the cover of another resting-place,’ then the passage in line 21, ‘let them not lay upon me’ or ‘burden me,’ is imperfect, and requires an ellipsis which, although adopted by several, is so violent as to be altogether inadmissible. The difficulty, however, can be removed by considering בּר to be synonymous with הַלְעָה, which its etymology as given by Dietrich readily allows, and rendering it ‘top’ or ‘roof.’ We have, then, the following terms applied to the different parts of the tomb: הנפ, the excavated sepulchre or burial vault; הבש, the couch, or entire coffin, as in 2 Chron. xvi. 14 (Schlottmann contends that it is the interior space in which the body is deposited); הַלְעָה, the hollowed part forming the trough or body of the sarcophagus;
natural than to render רמם by 'my adjuvans,' the suffix showing that we have a substantive here. It was first suggested by Prof. Ewald that the word הָעַבְרֵל is not to be taken precisely in the sense of the Hebrew הַעֲבָרֵל 'kingdom,' as it had been by preceding interpreters, but rather in that of 'magistracy,' i.e. 'magistrates.' This idea, that the word denotes a superior class of persons, in opposition to the common people, has been adopted by all the subsequent interpreters, who render variously 'royal persons' (Bargès), 'royal race' (Munk), 'nobility,' i.e. 'nobles' (Levy). Munk says: "The word הָעַבְרֵל designates the 'royal family' or all those in authority, to whom are opposed the 'common people,' designated by the term רַע, just as רַע is opposed to עַבְרֵל 'princes' (Ps. lxxxii. 7), and to שֶׁכֶר בֵּית (Ps. xlix. 8) and to שֶׁכֶר (Prov. viii. 4)."

The explanation of the obscure passage after the words הָעַבְרֵל in line 5, appears decidedly to be that of Prof. Dietrich, who renders: 'nor seek with us treasures, as with us there are no treasures.' The expression בֵּית, i.e. Heb. בֵּית 'by or with us,' corresponds precisely to theשֶׁכֶר 'to us' of line 18. The word הָעַבְרֵל he renders 'treasures,' and derives it from the Heb. חָבֵר 'to divide, apportion, allot;' whence חָבֵר 'lot, fortune,' and חָבֵר 'portion.' On this Munk observes: "The group הָעַבְרֵל appears at first somewhat difficult, and has been variously interpreted. The most natural explanation, it seems to me, is that of M. Dietrich, adopted also by the Abbé Bargès. I had fixed upon it myself, before becoming acquainted with the translation of these two scholars, and M. Dérenbourg had arrived at the same solution. This concurrence of opinions seems to prove that there is more in it than a mere conjecture. Accordingly I read בֵּית, i.e. שֶׁכֶר, and render: 'let them not seek treasures by us.' The word שֶׁכֶר (plur. of שֶׁכֶר 'the weight of a mina') might be used to denote large quantities of silver or gold, treasures; just as in the Mishna חָבֵר (plur. of חָבֵר 'copper coin') is used for money in general. The ancient historians have recorded many facts which show that under certain circumstances tombs were rifled in the hope of finding treasures in them." This is fully elucidated by Dietrich, who has collected many interesting proofs of the fact, with specimens of similar adjurations in ancient epitaphs. ב is i. q. Heb. ב for' (so the Duc de Luynes); א is a negative, i. q. Heb. א used with participles, and also א (so Dietrich), and א pass. part. א (Dietrich), or act. א (Munk). As for the construction, comp. הָעַבְרֵל בֵּית שֶׁכֶר 'and no man layeth it to heart' Is. lvii. 1.

The great difficulty in interpreting the first portion of line 6 is how to reconcile it with the similar passage in l. 20. If we read א לְאֹתֶם בֵּית שֶׁכֶר, considering בֵּית as the elevated base of the sarcophagus with Dietrich, or the body deposited within it,
suggested. A mere comparison of all the published interpretations will show that the true meaning of more than three-fourths of the inscription may be regarded as perfectly clear and certain. My observations will therefore be confined to the more plausible renderings of the difficult and doubtful portions, and in remarking on them I shall endeavor to be as concise as the nature of the topic will allow.

The repetition of the date of the king's death in numeral characters, after writing it out in full—the very practice resorted to for increased certainty in modern times—shows, as Dietrich well observes, that we have here, as in the Marseilles inscription, an illustration of the commercial experience and accurate business habits of the Phoenicians.

The first really difficult passage commences with the last end of the second line. The interpretation adopted is that of Gildemeister, who renders: 'I was snatched away before my time (comp. תִּלָּקֵץ Eccl. vii. 17) among those who look for (length of) days; then was I laid to rest (דרמֵי יָה נִבְּרָה i. q. Heb. דְָרֵמָיו); without a son I was brought to silence (מלָיִכְּנָה i. q. Heb. מִלְּכָּנָה):' meaning that, while entertaining a reasonable expectation of a long life, he died prematurely without posterity. This interpretation, it is true, is not so simple as to carry instant conviction of its correctness; yet it consists of words and meanings authorized by Hebrew usage, and is grammatically constructed: taken altogether, it is the most satisfactory yet proposed. As for the word דְָרֵמָיו, it clearly denotes, says Dietrich, "something artificially dug or hollowed out; and as the sarcophagi in Phoenicia and Syria consist of a block of stone chiselled out, and a stone lid, it evidently means the stone trough which can thus be closed."

The word מָלָיִכְּנָה, in line 4, has been variously explained; but the only interpretations which seem to require notice here are those which derive it from the Talmudic מָלָיִכְּנָה, and render 'my curse, imprecatory prohibition, or adjuration,' or which regard it as the Syriac מָלָיִכְּנָה. 'I myself.' "The words מָלָיִכְּנָה, says Munk, "evidently begin a new sentence, and can by no means be attached to what precedes, as several interpreters have thought, for it is perfectly evident that here, as in lines 6, 10, 11, 20, the word מָלָיִכְּנָה is opposed to אָמַר. This being the case, we must give up the idea of seeing in מָלָיִכְּנָה the Syriac word מָלָיִכְּנָה 'person,' and of translating מָלָיִכְּנָה by 'my person, myself.'" The word מָלָיִכְּנָה figures in the Mishna among different expressions used in making vows or oaths, and which, according to the statement of the Talmudists, were borrowed from the language of the heathen (Babyl. Talmud, tract Nedarim, fol. 10). Hence nothing is more
As has been remarked, the whole inscription is written without space or points to separate the words. Yet the correctness of our division of the words is confirmed by the observation of the Duc de Luynes, that, out of the twenty-two lines of the inscription, only four—viz: lines 5, 7, 9, 12—end in the middle of a word, while all the full lines of the head inscription end with a perfect word. In three instances—viz: lines 4, 6, 11—the conjunction 1 is placed at the end of a line, and in one instance—l. 21—at the beginning. Hence we may conjecture that it was regarded as an independent word.

READING AND TRANSLATION.

The following reading and translation of the inscription are the result of a selection made, to the best of my ability, and I trust without partiality or prejudice, from the views of all the writers enumerated.

(Here insert Transcript and Translation.)*

The principle on which credit has been assigned to the several elucidators of the inscription must here be explained. By referring to the table before given, it will be observed that the entirely original interpreters of the inscription—that is, those who had no previously published lucubrations to consult—are Salisbury, Turner, Rodiger, Dietrich and Gildemeister, and De Luynes. In those portions of the inscription where they agree, the interpretation has been regarded as their common property, and no mark of authorship is attached; but where they differ in opinion, the initials attached indicate the author or authors of the reading or translation adopted. Where another interpretation is adopted as more satisfactory than that of either of the writers named, the initial of that author is attached to it by whom it was first given to the world.

It is by no means intended to abuse your patience by going into a discussion of the value of every rendering that has been

* We cannot too much regret that this important part of Mr. Turner's paper has been left a blank by his untimely death: his nice discernment would doubtless have helped us much to see where we stand as regards the interpretation of the inscription. The fragment which follows is, however, all that we have to indicate the conclusions to which a review of the whole ground had brought him. Being but the beginning of a critical discussion of the difficult passages, which our lamented associate designed to give us at a later meeting of the Society, it was not read by him when the previous part of the paper was presented. That Mr. Turner had carefully prepared the way for such a discussion appears from a volume in his own hand, found among his manuscripts, which exhibits in parallel lines the several interpretations of each line of the inscription; and from critical notes on each publication on the subject which had come out either in France or Germany. But it is not deemed just to his memory to submit to the public eye what he evidently regarded only as an apparatus for his own use. Comm. of Publ.
The origin and significance of this peculiarity it may be difficult to explain. But the degree of fidelity with which it is retained will probably serve as a valuable test in determining the comparative age and character of inscriptions. The mere perception of the fact will evidently be of great use in identifying imperfectly formed or mutilated characters, as is exemplified in the inscription under consideration, where two rather imperfectly formed 𐤉's (l. 16, 10, 15), were read by the American copyists, and most of the interpreters who followed them, as 𐤈, and where the 𐤉 of the word 𐤉𐤃𐤇 in l. 2. 5; 14. 31; 15. 33 (made with an upturned hook, like the 𐤉 of the Marseilles inscription) is read by Schlottmann as 𐤉—mistakes which would not have been made, had the characteristic inclination of these several letters been duly observed.*

Although the inscription, as it has been remarked, was written on the marble without any attempt at perfect uniformity in the form and size of the letters, yet the work was done with such care and neatness, and the characteristic features of each letter were so well preserved, notwithstanding the slight variations in their forms, that there is no difficulty in distinguishing any of them, except in a few instances the 𐤉 and 𐤈. The characteristic differences of the three letters 𐤉, 𐤉, and 𐤈, are well exhibited in the words 𐤉𐤁𐤇 (l. 2, 17–19), and 𐤉𐤁𐤇 (6. 27–30), where it will be seen that, while the down stroke of the 𐤉 curves strongly to the left, those of the 𐤉 and 𐤈 are straight, and inclined in the same direction, but distinguished from each other by that of the 𐤈 being much longer than that of the 𐤉. From measuring a number of examples, it would appear that the normal length of the entire down stroke of the 𐤉 is about equal to twice the outer length of the loop; that is, that the portion below and clear of the loop is about one-half of the entire length, while in the 𐤉 this lower part is half as long again. These proportions, however, have been frequently departed from, and in some instances so far as to be actually reversed; so that, for instance, the 𐤉 in 9. 20; 14. 33; 15. 38 has the proportions of a 𐤈, and the 𐤉 in 16. 29 and 18. 14 is about the proper length of a 𐤈. Here, of course, a satisfactory explanation of the context can alone decide between the two letters, and it is chiefly on this account that the proper reading of several passages (in lines 6, 19, 21), still remains undecided.

* The peculiarity of the Phoenician alphabet here referred to is fully illustrated in a MS. volume, prepared by Mr. Turner, with his usual industry and thoroughness, in which different forms of the letters as presented by the inscription, to the number of three hundred and thirty-four in all, in exact fac-simile, are arranged together for comparison, under the head of the separate letters. The volume may be examined in the Library of the Society.
So far we are led by a comparison of the inscriptions themselves, which shows us, among other facts, that ancient engravers were not immaculate, even in the execution of a monument of such importance as the present: so that modern scholarship is not to be denied the right of exercising a sound and sober discretion in occasionally correcting the readings they present.

On comparing with the rubbing of the breast inscription the copies of it that have been published, a variety of minor discrepancies are perceived. We will notice, however, only the most important.

In the printed copies the thirty-fourth letter of the 7th line is a ב; in the rubbing it is a perfectly plain ו, the letter required. From this it is evident that the copy published by Ewald, which exhibits the same error, was not made exclusively from the photograph which he received from the Duc de Luynes.

Of the seventh letter of line 16th, at the beginning of the lamentable flaw made by the stroke of a pickaxe when the sarcophagus was exhumed, the copies present us only with the upper portion of a broken-off and almost perpendicular stroke; whereas in the inscription itself there are preserved both the upper portion of the descending shaft and the greater part of the hook of a נ, making the letter perfectly certain. So, too, the printed copies represent the twenty-third letter of line 20th as entirely obliterated by a minor flaw, whereas the marble itself exhibits clearly the upper part of the letter ו.

Before concluding these remarks on the external features of this inscription, I will call attention to one curious peculiarity in the forms of the Phœnician letters, which does not seem hitherto to have attracted especial attention: it is that, of those letters which have a well defined descending shaft, some turn, in descending, towards the right, and others towards the left, so that the whole alphabet may be divided into three portions:

- \[ \text{turned to the right:} \]
- \[ \text{turned to the left:} \]
- \[ \text{neutral.} \]

If it were asked in which category it would be possible to include these last, I would answer that the ב might be placed in the first, and the ר, י, and ו in the second. The characters of the Marseilles inscription agree precisely with ours in this respect.
It is true that a different theory has been broached as to the connection between the two inscriptions. The Duc de Luynes having reported the existence of five discrepancies between them, four of which were errors of the head inscription, Prof. Ewald suggested that it was perhaps originally intended to engrave the entire inscription around the head of the sculptured image of the deceased, as if to represent it as proceeding from his mouth, but that the errors made in it caused it to be left unfinished, and the whole to be engraved over again on the breast. An examination, however, of the rubbing of the head inscription shows that three of these errors—viz: the omissions of a letter at the end of its second and fourth lines, and at the beginning of the sixth—have in reality no existence, the letters in question being found in their proper places. The mistake must have been caused by the circumstance that the rubbing from which the Duke drew up his description was not carried far enough; this is shown, too, by the reduced engraving of a portion of the head inscription, which he has given in the side view of the sarcophagus, where a blank appears in place of the initial letter of the sixth line. Of the two remaining discrepancies, one ( torrents for נטלה, l. 11) is undoubtedly an error of the breast inscription, the other (כראים for לאווה, l. 5) is considered to be an error of the head inscription.

Allowing this (though not perfectly certain) to be the case, the errors are balanced, and no conclusion is to be drawn from them as to the superiority or priority of the one inscription over the other.

In the breast inscription the forty-fifth character of the 6th line, a ב, was evidently omitted by mistake and afterwards inserted.

The fourth letter of the 7th line of the breast inscription has its shaft slightly curved (a defect exaggerated in Ewald's copy), and has consequently been read by several interpreters as פ. The head inscription, however, presents us with a well formed י, the letter which the context requires.

In the breast inscription there is a space partly occupied by an irregular depression between the thirty-first and thirty-second letters of the 9th line. The Duc de Luynes correctly remarks that there probably existed here a little flaw in the surface of the marble, which was passed over by the engraver; for there is no trace of any intermediate letter, and in the corresponding portion of the head inscription there is neither intermediate letter nor space.

At the bottom of the large flaw in line 17th, the Duke has also observed that we have the word ינש, at first written erroneously ינש, but with the tail of the first י partially obliterated, so as to convert it into a י: thus, י.

On the Phænician Inscription of Sidon.
written continuously, without separation of words, and without marks of interpunction or other sign of pause, except a space of over an inch in line 18, which divides the great inscription into two nearly equal parts, which, for convenience, I shall call Parts I and II. The lines are not perfectly straight, being more or less curved, especially towards the end of Part I. Those of Part II are straighter. The spaces between them are irregular, and the letters are by no means of uniform size, those in Part II being generally smaller than in Part I: thus the first ד of דִּמְלִיד in line 1 is 2½ inches in length, while that of דִּמְלִיד at the end of line 18 is less than ¾ of an inch. The difference in size begins immediately with Part II. The letters are also placed at variable distances apart, from half an inch to almost nothing, those in Part II being closer together than those in Part I.

In the size of its characters, and their distance apart, the head inscription agrees with the latter part of the breast inscription. The letters towards the close of the 6th line are pressed very closely together, as if for the purpose of bringing in the whole of the sentence which ends Part I. The 7th line contains only nine whole characters, which form the beginning of Part II; and it breaks off with an unfinished letter in the middle of a proper name (Delegate).

All these facts lead us to conclude, with the Duc de Luynes, that the inscription was first written out with a free hand on the stone (without any drawing of lines or measuring of letters as in modern times), and that these traces were then followed by the artisan. As the first letters of the three first lines of the breast inscription (l. 1. 1-11; 2. 1-12; 3. 1-7), are cut thicker and rougher than the rest, it is evident that the sculptor began to cut three lines at once; but, his work being unsatisfactory, he was either made to continue his task more neatly or was exchanged for a more skillful workman.

From the differences in execution which have been pointed out between the two portions of the breast inscription, it would appear as if it had at first terminated with Part I, Part II being added subsequently. As for the inscription around the head, the general resemblance in the size and style of its characters to those of Part II of the breast inscription leads one to conclude that it was made after this latter; wherefore, it is difficult to say, but perhaps because it was thought desirable to mark indelibly both parts of the sarcophagus as the property of its tenant. It would appear that the original intention was to copy the whole of the breast inscription; but after a few letters of the second part had been engraved, it was concluded for some reason not to add it, perhaps because the ornamental line which runs round the outside of the sarcophagus, about midway of its height, would have made an ugly division of the inscription.
published in Vol. iv, Part 1, of the Institute's Transactions. A faithful copy accompanies Prof. Rödiger's paper in the Ztschr. der D. M. G. The U. States Magazine of the 15th of April also published a copy made from Dr. Van Dyck's manuscript.

Another MS. copy was sent by Dr. H. A. De Forest, another member of the Syrian Mission, to Prof. Salisbury. This differs somewhat from the preceding (see Prof. Salisbury, p. 229), and generally on the side of correctness.

A third copy in MS. was sent by Dr. W. M. Thomson, also of the Syrian Mission, to Chev. Bunsen in London, who communicated it to Prof. Dietrich of Marburg. This, as published by Prof. D., is decidedly the worst copy of the whole. The fault would seem to be that of the engraver or other persons who reduced it: since it emanated from the same source as the rest. Dr. Thomson, in a letter to Prof. Salisbury, dated Oct. 5, 1855, says: "The copy from which all those sent to America, and most of those to Europe, so far as I know, were obtained, was taken by me."

The copies taken by the American missionaries were evidently made with a great deal of care, and compare favorably with many in the great work of Gesenius; yet, like all copies of unintelligible inscriptions, in which the eye and hand of the copyist are depended upon, they leave much to be desired in the way of perfect accuracy. Hence they are now entirely superseded by the

Copies from the Duc de Luynes.—The Duc de Luynes has published, in his memoir on the subject of the inscription, a beautifully engraved copy of it, made doubtless from a photograph, and from a careful examination of the stone itself. The same plate accompanies the memoir of Munk in the Journal Asiatique; and a lithographed fac-simile that of the Abbé Bargès. The copy appended to the memoir of Ewald was, as he informs us, prepared from a photograph received from the Duc de Luynes; the same, evidently (i.e. from the same negative), that was used by the Duke himself, it being of the same dimensions.

In addition to and above all these materials for our study of this interesting monument is the rubbing, furnished by the Duc de Luynes to the Smithsonian Institution, of the inscription on the breast, and also of that around the head of the sarcophagus, of which latter no fac-simile or engraving has yet appeared.

EXTERIOR CHARACTERS OF THE INSCRIPTION.

An examination and comparison of the two forms of the inscription, that on the breast and that around the head, show us that the former consists of twenty-two lines, and the latter of six perfect lines and the commencement of a seventh. Both are
The first complete translation given to the world was a preliminary one, the concluding portion by myself, in a paper drawn up by Messrs. Salisbury and Gibbs, and printed in the New Haven Daily Palladium of May 31, 1855. This agrees in all essentials with the versions we afterwards published.

As regards the order of arrangement of the several versions, it should be remarked that, although that of Prof. Rödiger was printed some weeks before those of Prof. Salisbury and myself, yet I have placed the two American versions first, as containing traits in common which separate them from the efforts of European scholars, in consequence of our having exchanged views freely on the subject, with the intention of making a joint affair of the interpretation, before it was generously proposed by Prof. Salisbury that my paper should be given separately.

There is one feature which disadvantageously distinguishes our productions from all the rest; it is the erroneous value given almost throughout to the character ρ. We were led astray by Gesenius’s alphabet in the Monumenta, Tab. 1, in which he has given it only the value of τ, although he had correctly read the character as τ in the third Athenian inscription (Tab. 10), being guided by the accompanying Greek.

A close examination of the legends which he cites in support of this value shows that it is nowhere certain. This error runs entirely through my reading, and ought to have been avoided by an inspection of the alphabet of Judas in his Étude Démonstrative, and of pp. 33–37 of that work, where he discusses the forms of the letter τ.

We also labored under a difficulty which was shared in by Messrs. Rödiger, Dietrich, Hitzig, and Schlottmann—that of having to work upon the copies of the inscription made in haste by the American missionaries; so that those who had before them the carefully reduced fac-simile furnished by the liberality of the Duc de Luynes after the monument reached Europe, enjoyed a great advantage over us.

THE INSCRIPTION AND THE COPIES OF IT.

The copies of the Inscription to which we have access for ascertaining its readings are the following:

Copies of the American Missionaries.—On the 3rd of April, 1855, the Secretary of the Albany Institute laid before a meeting of that body a copy of the inscription received from Dr. C. V. A. Van Dyck, a corresponding member of the Institute, and of this Society, then in Syria. This was promptly lithographed, and

* Gesenius has given (from a Cilician coin) Z as the earliest form of Zain. Between this and the somewhat oblique form Z (in Cilic. H) he thinks there is a decided difference, and so regards the latter as a Fod (p. 284), although he had seen Zain in a still more oblique position in Athen. 3.
By way of introduction to these remarks, I will here give, in a tabular form, the names of all the writers who have published a reading and interpretation of the inscription, arranged chronologically, as near as may be, according to the dates of their respective publications, placing opposite the name of each writer the names of those of his predecessors whose interpretations he had an opportunity to consult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Preliminary Translation</th>
<th>Memoir</th>
<th>Previous Interpreters consulted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Salisbury</td>
<td>May 31, 1855</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Turner</td>
<td>May 31, 1855</td>
<td>July 3, 1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Rödiger</td>
<td></td>
<td>June 15, 1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Dietrich and Gildemeister</td>
<td>April 25, 1855</td>
<td>July 1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Hitzig</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept. 1855</td>
<td>Rödiger, Dietrich, Hitzig, De Luynes (prelim. transl.). In his supplementary remarks (dated Apr. 26, 1856) he makes use of the memoirs of De Luynes and Ewald.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Schlottmann</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Dec., 1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewald</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan. 19, 1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bargès</td>
<td>Feb. 1856</td>
<td>1856‡</td>
<td>Salisbury, Turner, Rödiger, Dietrich, Hitzig, De Luynes, Ewald (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munk</td>
<td></td>
<td>April 6, 1856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From the copies furnished by the American missionaries.
‡ His memoir appears to have been published after that of Munk. See Munk, p. 27.
ARTICLE III.

REMARKS

ON THE

PHŒNICIAN INSCRIPTION OF SIDON.

BY PROF. WILLIAM W. TURNER.

Presented to the Society October 26, 1859.

Soon after the news reached this country that the sarcophagus of Ashmunezer, King of Sidon, had been brought to Paris and deposited in the Louvre through the munificence of a distinguished cultivator and patron of Oriental learning, a request was made to Prof. Henry, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, by some members of this Society, to procure, if possible, for the use of American scholars, a rubbing of the inscription on the lid, and also of that around the head of the sarcophagus. Prof. Henry addressed the Duc de Luynes on the subject, and the latter promptly and generously complied, sending to the Institution a carefully made rubbing of both inscriptions, and also a copy of his own memoir on the subject. The copies of these inscriptions which you see before you are tracings carefully made from these rubbings; and consequently they exhibit, in their exact proportions, each line as made by the ancient sculptor of this most venerable document. Upon its great philological and historical interest it is unnecessary here to enlarge; it is sufficient to say that it consists of twenty-two perfect lines of from forty to fifty-five letters each, and that the whole number of its characters exceeds one thousand. If viewed merely as an addition to the pure ancient language of the Old Testament, its importance will be evident from the fact that it is almost exactly equivalent in extent to the tenth chapter of Genesis, or to the one hundred and fourth Psalm.

My object in the remarks to which your attention is invited will be to show what is the present state of our knowledge of the contents of the inscription, and to whose learning and labors we are indebted for this knowledge.
52. The portions of this inscription which are identically common to it with the last are not repeated.

53. This word has no case-ending in the original. The place was, probably, a ward, or a precinct.

54. Perhaps this means 'the sixteen villages of Sávārī.' दोषिष्ठ closely approximates to the vernacular corruption of धोषिष्ठ. For an aggregation of villages similar to that here surmised, see Colebrooke's Miscell. Essays, ii. 309.

55. I thus translate दासविग्रह, with submission to the amendment of others.

56. 'The primate of the mace;' S'iva.

57. So signify चमार and चामार; and so, on supposition, does प्रांग. 

58. This is the city of Ujjayini. Its temple of Mahákála has long been famous. Mention is made of it in the 103d chapter of the Revá-máhátmya.

59. This place is considered to be one with Bherá Gábá, on the Nerbudda, a few miles from Jubulpoor.

60. On the plate, चिविल is abridged of its final letter. At the end of the inscription, the place of the same letter, in this word, is supplied by a vertical stroke.

61. Without hesitation, I have exchanged भोगमोग for भायमोग.

Sangor, Central India, October, 1858.
reading gives no sense. The case of the word which precedes the expression is not the genitive, but the locative of relation.

P. 300, l. 19. For समीकृत- substitute समीकृत-. I remark this inadvertence, slight as it is, because Mr. Wilkinson, misled by the dental sibilant, puts समकृत-.

P. 301, l. 10. In lieu of -हिउट- the facsimile has -हिउट-. Colebrooke says, in a note: "Dwivid is one who studies two Vedas: as Trivid; one who studies three." It is not so: and, moreover, the word in the text does not end in a consonant. Had it so ended, its final d would have become t. Colebrooke was thinking of dwivedin and trivedin. Dwiveda is an unusual equivalent of the first.

At p. 308, l. 13-15, is a couplet, printed thus:

\[ \text{प्रणय ये न रूपलं वन्यलाखप: परे फलम्} \]

"Having gained prosperity, which is the receptacle of the skips and bounds of a revolving world, whoever give not donations, repentance is their chief reward."

To this interpretation a note is appended: "Valgagra-dhārā-dhārā: an allusion is probably intended to Dhārā, the seat of government of this dynasty. Valga signifies a leap; and dhārā, a horse's pace."

In order to bring out a very different result, we have only to restore the right reading, by putting चक्र for बलन, 'a wheel,' not "a leap." The translation will then run: 'Having gained prosperity, whose abode is the rim at the top of the wheel of the revolving world,' etc.

रूपलं is, of course, a printer's mistake for रूपलेऽ; as रूप, besides not being in the original, violates the measure of the verse, and is no word.

As for बलन for चक्र, Colebrooke had said, at p. 237: "the Nagari letters थ and च are "very liable to be confounded." He might have added ध. On his reading चक्रचारं into चक्रचारं, I have remarked elsewhere. See this Journal, vi. 532.

49. The mystical letters and numeral which here follow, in the Sanskrit, I must leave even as I found them. They occur again in this paper. Colebrooke ventures no explanation of the first, which is in one of the inscriptions by him deciphered. Miscell. Essays, ii. 311. द. might stand for द्वालक 'ambassador,' 'deputy'; but that does not help us: and there is a cyclical year entitled Śrīmukha, which might be shortly represented by श्रीमु; but neither does this hint an admissible explanation, since the same abbreviation is found in both the inscriptions, though dating from different years.

50. Depraved from Rājasalakshana.

51. Expressed by an abbreviation of महासामान्यविज्ञानिक. And so at the end of the next inscription as well.
Gold is the chief offspring of fire; the earth appertains to Vishnu; and milch cattle are progeny of the sun. He, therefore, who gives away gold, kine, and land, bestows what will ensure him the benefit of the three worlds.

For years as many as the roots of the stalks of all crops, and as the hairs of all cattle, will that man be honored in the solar sphere.

His parents clap their hands, and his remoter progenitors augment in vigor, saying: "A giver of land has appeared in our family, and will work its redemption."

47. A portion of the stanza which here begins has been rendered by the Rev. Dr. Stevenson, and in a way which well exemplifies the science of a certain section of Sanskrit scholars of the old school. His version is as follows: "Thus [departed he] who was nothing less than the friend of all (Vishnu), contemplating the goddess of eloquence and prosperity, as she resembed a drop of pure water resting on the leaf of the lotus; and at the same time guarding the life of man." Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, for April, 1842; No. iv, p. 154. Dr. Stevenson's original ended with सकलरिम, to which he must have mentally subjoined त्र, in order to make out his "friend," निर.

48. These verses likewise conclude one of the inscriptions published by Colebrooke. Where they have छुढ़ा he finds a difficulty in his original, on which he remarks: "चनुर्ग, in the text, is an evident mistake; it should undoubtedly be छुढ़ा." Miscellaneous Essays, ii. 313, foot-note. This positiveness is a little unfortunate; as छुढ़ा sins against the metre, the Pushpitagra.

The inscription just now referred to is one of three, published in the original, with English versions, by Colebrooke, in his Miscell. Essays, ii. 297-314. Together with transcripts of these records, in the ordinary Devanâgari, Colebrooke has given facsimile impressions of them. An examination of the latter has discovered that the learned decipherer has scarcely made them out with unfailing accuracy. The following corrections, supplementary to those which I have already noted, are confined to the more important errors, dependent on a wrong apprehension of characters. Hence I pass by the misrendering of तन्यन्तु etc., at pp. 302 and 309.

P. 300, l. 11. For सम्प्रतिनिधिनिक, "inhabiting," read सम्प्रतिनिविविक. See lower down the inscription, at p. 301, l. 19. The village head-men and others, 'throughout the entire realm,' are addressed. Colebrooke's
'Not by laying out thousands of gardens, nor even by excavating hundreds of reservoirs, nor by the donation of ten millions of cows, is happiness assured to the confiscator of land.'

Menace and the converse are, in some cases, propounded together:

\[ \text{प्रमुखायति समादनम् रूपयाःहरणा च} \]
\[ \text{रमणयति यदू दुःख ततु सदृ स्वरूपस्मिन भोजये} \]
\[ \text{कल्पकोटिसाहसराणि कल्पकोटिप्रशालिनि च} \]
\[ \text{लिखितः ब्राह्मणो लोके भूमिद्रान्द दुर्गति यः} \]

'By withholding after promise, or by usurping what has been bestowed, all the benefactions conferred since one's birth become ineffectual.

'He, on the other hand, that grants away land will abide in the sphere of Brahmá myriads of millions of cycles, or thousands of millions.'

But it is the sacerdotal class in especial which the priests would ensure from dispossession:

\[ \text{न विद्यं विधिमित्यादुप्रहुतम् विद्यमानो} \]
\[ \text{विधिमकाशिनं हस्ति ब्रह्मस्य पुत्रमाक्शम्} \]

'Poison, it is said, is not properly poison; but a Bráhman's property, wrongfully occupied, is justly so denominated: for ordinary poison destroys but one; whereas the property of a Bráhman, illegally appropriated, ruins one's children and grandchildren, as well as one's self.'

\[ \text{दृढं दि कल्पकोटिसाहसराणि प्रीतिलोकोऽनु} \]
\[ \text{वृक्षमित्य लघुपारे सर्वसंसारसौवै} \]
\[ \text{संपुष्टं दुर्गति: प्राचे ब्राह्मणाणां} \]
\[ \text{नर्काभावान्तर्कालाभ्यांतेषुवधो यः} \]

'Trivial, in substance, as grass, is all the happiness of life, in this world of animation, transitory as the play of the clouds. Sensible of this, let that evil-minded person who longs to fall into the whirlpools of hell's profound abysses deprive Bráhmans of their patents.'

The superior virtue of maintaining ancient assignments is thus insisted on:

\[ \text{चालादू दर्जन मित्रायणं चालायणं दीर्घपिण्यम्} \]
\[ \text{शत द्वयंकः प्राणौरंगनादू भूमि भूमिचलम्} \]

'A gift outright involves no trouble; but long guardianship is burdensome. Hence the sages have declared that protection, as earning merit, surpasses alienation.'

Finally, the praise and the meed of liberality in general are quaintly delivered in these three stanzas:
On the Paramära Rulers of Mûlava.

To all future kings on earth, sprung from my race, or descendants of other monarchs, with hearts free from wickedness, I clasp my hands to my head, praying that they will uphold this my virtuous deed.

I quote the ensuing verses from Colebrooke’s Miscell. Essays, ii. 311:

गयमनुस्माददर्शिक्ष  
धर्मवेश तनिमर्दथनुस्मादनिरीक्षय  
लक्ष्याधिकाईवुद्युदुनिरिलाच  
हरिम फलं पराक्रमपरिपालनं स॥

"This donation ought to be approved by those who exemplify the hereditary liberality of our race, and by others. The flash of lightning from Lakshmi swoln with the raindrop, is gift; and the fruit is preservation of another’s fame."

This import, by the bye, cannot even be extorted from the Sanskrit. Colebrooke annotates: "I have here hazarded a conjectural emendation; being unable to make sense of the text, as it stands. Perhaps the transcriber had erroneously written tundalà for tundilà; and the engraver, by mistake, transformed it into the unmeaning vandalà, which the text exhibits. Lakshmi is here characterized as a thunder-cloud pregnant with fertilizing rain."

But the facsimile has, with tolerable distinctness: -चंचलाया. I therefore construe as follows: ‘This donation—a gift of fortune, fugitive as is the lightning’s flash, or as a bubble—and its fruit, and the preservation of another’s fame, should be respected by those who exemplify the munificent practice of our family, and by others.’

45. These four stanzas have often before been translated, and by myself among others. The full intent of the first couplet is something more than I formerly apprehended.

46. A common addition to the above is in these words:

कुमिसोयं ततो मध्या चापेलेखभितापलं।

‘Then he is born in the insect tribe, and subsequently among outcasts.’

Similar denunciations are forthcoming in great variety. A selection of them is here presented:

विन्यार्थवैधतापथु सुखकोटच्यायिनः।
कृष्णाये भितायान्त्र भुमिदानयहारिणः॥

‘Resumers of land-gifts are produced anew, in another birth, as black serpents, lying in arid hollows of trees, in the waterless wilds of the Vindhyas.’

धनं यति भूमिप्रायणं तु हस्रोऽि ।
हरिती द्राक्षारः द्राक्षात्यात्यमं कूलम्॥

‘Land appropriated inequitably, or inequitably caused to be appropriated, burns, to the seventh generation, the usurper and his agent.’
34. I suspect that the engraver had before him, in his written exemplar, चक्रवाणि. He has cut चक्रवाणिनं, which, though it cannot be called altogether inadmissible, is yet anomalous.

35. These verses I have translated in other inscriptions. Their metre is the Vasantatilakā.

36. Colebrooke mistakes this expression, पर्याय भस्मया, for पर्याय भुजया, "to be fully possessed." Miscell. Essays, ii. 308, 310.

37. This name and several others to follow are misprinted in the first inscription published by Mr. Wilkinson.

38. The white Yajur-veda.

39. There are three such, named from Naidhrava, Raibha, and S'āndila. The first is here denoted.


41. Chatuḥ-kankata-vis'udha. This expression is found, among other places, in one of the inscriptions published and translated by Colebrooke. But he forgets to translate it. Miscell. Essays, ii. 301, 305. The more common phrase is chatur-āghata-vis'udha. Kankata, in the sense of ‘boundary,’ is not in any dictionary that I have been able to consult.

42. Sa-vriksha-mālākula. Colebrooke resolves this combination into māla, ‘field,’ and kula, ‘abode.’ He adds that "the passage may admit a different interpretation." The hint proposed by Col. Tod is little to the purpose. Miscell. Essays, ii. 305, 306.

In the note here cited, Colebrooke gives the Sanskrit word in question for ‘field’ correctly. But he considers kula to be annexed to it; thus lengthening it to mālā; for which there is no warrant. The last member of the compound is ākula, ‘filled.’ For this acceptance of the verb kula with the prefix ā, as it is omitted in Professor Westergaard's Radices Sanscritae, see my edition of the Vāsavadatta, p. 249, first line, in the Bibliotheca Indica of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; and the Daśa-rāpakā, iii. 49.

43. "Superior taxes." Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, ii. 312. Both renderings are tentative.

Mr. Wilkinson turns सीपरिकर into सीपसकर.

44. Colebrooke calls a passage, almost word for word like this, a "stanza." Miscell. Essays, ii. 306; where he refers to another reading of it, at p. 318 ibid. Neither of them can be reduced to any prosodical measure.

The formula in the text has a number of shapes in prose; and it is not unusual to find something of the same kind in metre. One version runs thus:

ताहिदतः प्रमहीपिविञ्जता गा
पापादपेततमनस्तो भुजि भाववः
व पाल्लाज्ञम मम धर्मिंम हि सर्वः
तेनयो गण बिक्षौलो अञ्जिंरिय गूढः
have remembered this observation, when he set down pâtîl as the original form of the word, and wrote of it as follows: "the term is principally current in the countries inhabited by, or subject to, the Marathas, and appears to be an essential Marathi word, being used as a respectful title in addressing one of that nation, or a Śûdra in general: it may be derived from Pât, a water-course, the supply of water being fîly under the care of the chief person of the village; or from Pat, a register or roll (of the inhabitants, etc.) of the village." Glossary of Indian Terms, pp. 407, 408.

It is at least plausible to suppose that pattakila is a depravation, by metathesis, of pattalika. It may, then, be allied to pattalâ, ‘canton’; which, likely enough, besides being the same with paṭaḷa, was also written paṭṭalâ: as we have both pattana and pâṭṭana for ‘city.’

If this be tenable, the jurisdiction of the pattakila may have been wider formerly than it is at present; though a functionary of this sort sometimes has, even in our day, three or four villages under him. Accordingly, by the phrase ‘pattakila of such and such village’ would be understood an officer holding certain authority over the shire of country in which it was comprehended.

Otherwise, if we connect pattakila with paṭaḷa, ‘the filing of suits,’ it may have denoted the magistrate presiding over a court of primary instance.

There is still much to determine as to what is imported by paṭṭa and several of its real or apparent conjugates, when employed relatively to matters judicial.

30. This place has not been identified, any more than several others specified in this inscription and in that which follows. The phallus of Amareśwara lies to the west of Mount Paryanka, according to the 26th chapter of the Revâ-mâhâtmya. Mount Paryanka is son of Vindhya, in mythology.

31. This junction is east of the Vaidûrya mountain, in Dharmâranya, at Siddhimanwantara. It lies to the north of the Revâ, or Narmadâ. The Kapilâ takes its rise in the highlands of Khandesh, and disembogues opposite the temple of Onkâra-mandhâtâ, a little to the east of the “Churâ.” It arose from the water used at a sacrifice performed by King Vasudâna. Great is the merit of dying at the confluence of the Revâ and Kapilâ. Again:

\[\text{र्वासलोप्रे वेश बुद्ध: पतिता: कालपीयः } \\
\text{नाय-पलोपासलो जिव वानि पारं गतिम्} ]

That is to say, so efficacious is the holiness of the Narmadâ, at all points throughout its length, that the very trees sprinkled by its spray are pronounced to be secure of future beatitude. Revâ-mahâtmya, chapters 1-15, et alibi.

32. This is Sīva.

33. In the original, the anuswâra is wanting over the last syllable of this word. Onkâra, or ‘the syllable Om,’ is, among the Śaivas, the sensible type of Sīva; among the Vaishnavas, of Vâsudeva or Viṣṇu.
defeated Arjuna’s predecessor, Yasovarman, and carried him captive to Analavato. *Rāsmālā*, i. 66, 113, 114, 208.

In the inscription which Mr. Forbes speaks of at p. 66, Jayasinha appears as conqueror of “Wurwurk, the lord of Oojin;” meaning Yasovarman. Does “Wurwurk,” (partly owing to the printer), stand for Varnārka, ‘the sun of Kshatriyas?’ What Mr. Forbes writes at p. 116 has not passed unnoticed.

Col. Tod says that Siddharāja—his Siddharāya—took Naravarman prisoner, after seizing his capital. He adds that Siddharāja “ruled from *Samvat* 1150 to *Samvat* 1201.” Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, i. 222. Greatly preferring to trust Mr. Forbes, I believe that Col. Tod has mixed up Naravarman with Yasovarman.

24. That is to say, elephantry, cavalry, and infantry. In ancient times, chariots were added as a fourth arm. They must have been disused long before the thirteenth century.

Mr. Wilkinson changes वन to वन.

25. Renown, in the Hindu typology, is of a white color.

There is a play on the word ध्वलति, which means both ‘whiteness’ and ‘purity,’ ‘fairness.’

These stanzas, which are in the *pathyāvaktira* measure, are, even in Hindu estimation, of rather indifferent fabric. A number of their allusions, as being of commonplace occurrence, have been left unannotated. Alike in these verses and in the rest of the inscription, the engraver of the plate has here and there omitted a *visarga*, and has substituted the dental sibilant for the palatal. All errors of greater moment than these are specially pointed out.

26. *Pratijāgaraṇaka*, in the original. I have remarked, in a previous paper (see this Journal, vi. 531, n. 38), on the word *pattalā*, which I take to intend a canton or commune. That this term and *pratijāgaraṇaka* are synonyms, I am indisposed to believe without further proof; especially since the latter is used as if it were the subdivision of a kingdom, next inferior to the *mandala* or province. See the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1838, p. 737; and for 1836, p. 379.

Sir H. M. Elliot, discussing the antiquity of the word *pargana*, as a geographical technicality, says that it is found so employed “even on an inscription dated A.D. 1210, discovered at Pipliangur in Bhopal;” and he adds a reference to the second of the land-grants just indicated. Supplemental Glossary, p. 186. Had Sir Henry taken the trouble to turn back a leaf, he would have seen that Mr. Wilkinson’s “pargana” was only meant as a substitute for the Sanskrit *pratijāgaraṇaka*.

27. I here take *prati* to be a preposition; though, as such, it is superfluous in its place in the sentence. It may be a distributive prefix; and, in that case, must not stand independent.


29. *Pattakīla*, which, Colebrooke says, “is probably the *Pattail* of the moderns.” Miscell. Essays, ii. 303. Professor Wilson could scarcely
13. The meaning is, that, since the influence of Bhoja reached to the ends of terrestrial space, all opposition vailed before him.

There is a species of lotos which shuts at night-fall.

In this couplet the earth is supposed to terminate in rugged declivities. Mr. Wilkinson alters गणाधरनिदुःकेस्थलस्य to गणाधरनिदुःकेस्थलंति.

14. The second half of this couplet palters with several words, to this effect: 'how many towering mountains, impregnable from their escarpments, were not eradicated!'

15. Here, again, Mr. Wilkinson arbitrarily innovates, in putting विन्न- for विल्ल-, 'broken' for 'cleft.'

The 'limit of princes' denotes their ne plus ultra.

16. My authority for representing प्रद by 'share' is an inscription published by me in another volume of this Journal (vi. 542 etc.).

17. In the original, मुंड. And so the word seems to be written quite as often as मुंड. Still the latter alone is reputed correct.

18. The Sanskrit is here peculiar; the idiom employed being of very questionable purity.

19. This is the term which, as mentioned above, Mr. Wilkinson promotes to the name of a king. It is the adjective of धनुधारयम्, 'son of somebody,' an hidalgo, a eupatrid.

20. Or Analavata; vulgarly, Anhilwara. Without much demur, we should so understand the word; allowance being made for a fraudulent vaunt. But it would be just as permissible to render 'in the cities.'

The ambiguity of the Sanskrit looks as if intentional.

According to Mr. Forbes, Subhatavarman contemplated an incursion into Gujarat, in the time of Bhima II, but did not carry his design into execution. His son, it is said, was more successful. Rūṣ-tmālā, i. 208.

Mr. Wilkinson, at the cost of sense and grammar, puts अन्तर्भ्रितम्बन for अन्तर्भ्रितम्बन.

21. This implies a death of happy hopes; absorption into deity, and hence identification with him.

22. The frivolous equivoques of the original appear sufficiently in the English, without the necessity of comment.

23. There is a difficulty here: but, with the aid of Mr. Forbes, it may, perhaps, be solved.

Jayasinha of Gujarat—taking for granted that he is intended—reigned in A.D. 1093-1142 or 1144; whereas A.D. 1210 and 1218 are among the ascertained regnal years of Arjunavarman. But Bhima II, whose date is A.D. 1178-1214, is called, in one inscription, "a second Siddharaja;" Siddharaja having been the title of one of Jayasinha's ancestors. May not Bhima have been popularly called "a second Jayasinha" also? If so, there was a taunting appositeness in Arjuna's choosing to give him this designation, dropping the qualification of "second;" since the real Jayasinha aggressed on Mālava, took Dhārā by storm,
Mr. Wilkinson changes प्रतिविध्यनिमादु to प्रतिविध्यन्तया. Imagining the couplet to be pregnant with puns, he translates it in three different ways. The true sense which would come in place of that which he ranks as principal is, however, defeated by reading प्रतिविध्यन्तया; however we might then find something, in the verses, about eclipses of the moon; the writer of them being assumed to hold the rational opinions of Bhāskara A’chārya concerning the cause of those phenomena. But it is impossible, on either lection, to extort from the passage anything applicable to the serpent Śesha.

The moon—but not here—is sometimes called दिति or दित्र, ‘chief of the twice-born.’ Its primary emanation from the eye of Atri counts as birth the first; and its extraction from the sea of milk, into which it was cast, is its second birth.

The nineteen stanzas which commence my original are in every wise identical with as many at the beginning of the inscription translated by Mr. Wilkinson in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1836, pp. 377 etc. I write—with a copy before me, in manuscript, taken from his facsimile.

Such is a literal rendering of the scarcely less awkward original. Warriors who fall in battle are supposed, by the Hindus, to reach Paradise through the sun.

Mr. Wilkinson, by two bold strokes, alters the Sanskrit entirely: and, after all, he entirely misapprehends the drift of his alteration. After correcting an obvious error of the press, स्बष्या for स्बष्याः, his reading will run thus:

दीयायां परमुण्डो अती शब्दः स्बष्याः स्बष्याः ।
साधारणाहिंदुमयोऽद्वेद्यतिष्ठति समुन्नाम् ॥

His English of this is in these words: “May that Paras’urāma, who gave to the Brāhmans the whole earth, after it had become red as the setting sun, being drenched in the blood of the race of Kshatriyas prostrated in terrible conflicts, ever be praised.” I should be disposed to substitute as follows: ‘May he, Paras’urāma, be exalted; of whom, munificent, the earth—as measurable by the sun’s disk throughout the turns of the day—worn by Kshatras slain in strife, assumed a coppery tint.’

Mr. Wilkinson turns the plurals धर्मा and पार्थ: of the original into duals, धर्मी and पार्थी. The latter are more nicely exact, in the article of grammar; but the former are held to be more respectful.

Kansajit, ‘the conqueror of Kansa,’ is Krishna. As none, however, but the initiated, will be likely to look into such a paper as the present, I may dispense with indications of this sort. Hence many of the historical allusions are also left unexplained.

With the latter line of this stanza Mr. Wilkinson takes something of a liberty, in transforming it to:

चिक्षोत्तेज उक्षासिद्दिह्यक्षेत्रामानन्तरः

Bhojađeva is thus made to have ‘subjugated the face of the earth to its borders.’ The old rendering of the above is: “He traversed the earth, in victory, even to its ocean limits.”
can be said of him at present. It may be that he was simply a Rājput, and not of the issue of Yas'ovarman.

These speculations are founded, in part, on the presumption that the sons of Yas'ovarman were not independent masters of as many distinct territories.

See the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1836, pp. 377 etc.; and for 1838, pp. 736 etc.; also Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, ii. 297 etc.

Between Vindhyavarman and Subhatavarman a King "Amushyāyana" is interposed by Mr. Wilkinson, who mistakes an epithet for a proper name. This and several other misinterpretations are copied, without correction, by Mr. A. K. Forbes, in his Rās-mālā, i. 114, 208.

I am perplexed what to make of "Wullāl, the King of Oujein," who is said to have been conquered by Kumārapāla of Gujerat. Kumārapāla's time was between A.D. 1142 and 1173. Can it be that Ballāla—as I should spell the word—was another name of Jayavarman? See the Rās-mālā, i. 184-187.

That Naravarman ruled as early as A.D. 1107, we have the evidence of an inscription on marble, seen by Col. Tod. Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, i. 223, 226.

4. Śrīvīkhānaṇyṣṭaṁśāyaśaṇaṁ: "from his abode at the auspicious Vardhamānapura:" an improbable idiom. Miscell. Essays, ii. 307, 309. Colebrooke's facsimile of his original leads me to believe that the right reading is Śrīvīkhānaṇyṣṭaṁśaṁśaṇaṁ at: 'here, resident at the auspicious Vardhamānapura.' The at is unmistakable; and, as the ardhākāra was not to be expected, there wants nothing, to bring out my wording, but the stroke which converts a into o.

5. This is, probably, either the original, or the Sanskritized form, of the present Māṇḍū. We have the same word, I presume, in Kāthmāṇḍu, usually derived from Kāshthamandira. Whether māṇḍapa ever means 'city,' I am unable to say. If it does, like pataṭaṇḍa and nagara, its synonyms, it has come to be an appellation. Compare nōla; in the vulgar Romanic ɾiη̄ nōlη, Stambol, or Constantinople.

6. Mr. Wilkinson errs in understanding that Haristhanchandra issues a patent "from his capital of Nilagiri." The document recites that Nilagiri was the district—māṇḍala—in which the land alienated was situate.

7. According to Hindu conception, the purpose of life is fourfold: virtue, wealth, gratification of the senses, and final blessedness. I know of no warrant for considering the third, or kām, to imply "love of God," as Colebrooke explains it on one occasion. Digest of Hindu Law etc. (8vo. edition), ii. 382.

There is something peculiar in the salutations of nearly all the edicts, hitherto discovered, of the later rulers of Mālava. In one of the grants published by Colebrooke, we find Śrīvīṣṭīḥ ṣāyūḍāyaḥ, "auspicious victory and elevation." Another of them has Śrīvīṣṭīḥ ṣāyūḍāyaḥ, 'auspiciousness, victory, and elevation.' Colebrooke seems silently to have departed, here, from his facsimile. See his Miscell. Essays, ii. 307, 308.
who, it should seem, if not himself a king, was the eldest son of one. Mr. Wilkinson was unaware of this fact; not having seen, apparently, the relative inscriptions translated by Colebrooke.

Speaking of Yasovarman and Lakshmivarman, Colebrooke says, as touching the latter: "He did not become his successor: for Jayavarman is, in another inscription, named immediately after Yasovarman; and was reigning sovereign." Miscell. Essays, ii. 303. But Colebrooke was unacquainted with the after-history of the family to which they belonged.

As Lakshmivarman sat on the throne with his sire, it is reasonable to suppose that he was the first-born. His brother, Jayavarman, also speaks of himself as if a sovereign ruler. Lakshmivarman may have died while Harischandra was still a child, and Jayavarman have acted as regent on behalf of his nephew, to whom the government eventually devolved from him; if they did not administer it conjointly. Yet it is noticeable that Jayavarman granted away land, at one period, precisely as if he were the sole and substantive head of the state. Possibly the extreme youth of his ward prevented his being named at that time.

Lakshmivarman being mentioned, by his son, under the title of महाकुमार, and not as king, it may be that he deceased during the lifetime of Yasovarman. Harischandra designates himself in a similar manner, where he would certainly have called himself, without qualification, sovereign, had he laid claim to undivided power. His complete style, in fact, is that which his father used as prince regnant. Policy, or some other motive, may have dissuaded him from the style of full royalty, his hereditary right. It may, therefore, be conjectured that Jayavarman was still living in A.D. 1179.

The words in which Harischandra takes notice of his own accession are worthy of remark. Premising his ancestors, while he passes over his father, he mentions his uncle, and adds, of himself: प्रतसस्त्रु पुत्रमयायोऽप्रतसस्त्रुतापि अमरायुरिनिपातिष्कितय! In other words, he acknowledges that he had 'obtained his supreme rank by the favor of this, the very last, ruler.' Yet, notwithstanding this assertion, it will be observed that he does not unequivocally pretend to kingship. The delicacy of the distinction is truly Hindu.

If the phrase पितृपुत्रायुरिनिपातिष्कितय be designed to indicate the succession of a son to like dignity with his father's, a strain is put on it as regards its application to Jayavarman, provided he was not a usurper. Harischandra, in the body of his patent, does not say whose son he himself was: and, if he had done so, perhaps he could not have employed this formula with any more propriety; as I conceive that its strict tenor, in its most usual acceptation, is to mark connection between monarchs successively in actual possession.

Jayavarman, being son of Yasovarman, must have been brother—presumably, younger brother—of Lakshmivarman and Jayavarman. His son, or grandson, came to the chief power; but how, remains to be discovered. Of offspring of Harischandra and Jayavarman we hear nothing.

Devadhara, entitled राजा-पुत्र, or 'king's son,' is found as a subscribing witness to a donative instrument of Yasovarman. This is all that
The person for whom that wretched scrawl was indited calls himself a descendant of Udayaditya of Málava: but it is clear that, whether so or not, he knew nothing of Udayaditya’s family. The word सूर्योत्तर—rightly, सूर्योत्तर—in the monument adverted to, is not the name of a king. Gondala is the first regal personage whom it notices. His son seems to be Gyaná; for which पत्न has been printed; the vernacular corruption, perhaps, of सत्ता, nominative of सिद्ध. शिरिवलस्य, if such be the true reading, is an epithet of the doubtful Gyaná, and, by no possibility, an appellation. Udayaditya is represented as son of the last; and he is distinctly stated to have been ruling in Samvat 1116, or S’aka 981, i.e., A.D. 1059. For four hundred and forty-six years subsequently, it is alleged, the Yavanas had been in the ascendancy: and this term brings us to Samvat 1562, S’aka 1447—which should be 1427—or the year 4607—not 4669, as printed—of the Kali-yuga, i.e., A.D. 1506; at which time the person at whose instance the inscription was written appears to have assumed some sort of authority. Six years later, in S’rimukha—an item wanting to Capt. Burt’s copy—or A.D. 1513, he engaged in a pious transaction in honor of S’iva. His name was Ságaravarman—metamorphosed, as printed, into सोमवर्म—commonly styled Chandeva, or Chandra Deva. Nor is S’āliváhana given as son of Udayaditya.

More might be said on the present topic: but it is enough, if I have shown that we have here to do with a thing of no importance, abstracted from its liability to beget error. See the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1840, pp. 545 etc.

Professor Lassen, I am told, has accepted the inscription thus disposed of, as sufficient voucher for antedating Udayaditya some four hundred and fifty years. It is scarcely credible.

Udayaditya was, very likely, in power in A.D. 1059, however reluctantly we receive the word of such as Ságaravarman, or his historicaster.

There is an inscription, still undeciphered, lying at Bhopal, in which occurs the name of Udayaditya. Its date is Samvat 1241, if I may rely on a blundering transcript of it. In another inscription, in the Bijamandira, a temple at the same place with the record just spoken of, an Udayaditya is mentioned, in a Sanskrit couplet, as having been king over Bhúpála in the S’aka year 1108, or A.D. 1186. The words are these:

भूपाले भूमि पालो श्रमुद्धारितविपरिवर्जितः
तेनेव निरमितं स्वामं ब्रमुद्धारितविपरिवर्जितः: श्रवः

3. Mr. Wilkinson quietly assumes Jayavarman and Ajayavarman to be identical; though, in the inscriptions, each is said to have had a different successor: the former, Haricchandra; and the latter, Vindhyavarman. To reconcile the discrepancy resulting from this confusion, he resorts to the theory that Haricchandra “was only a prince of the royal family, and, as such, became possessed of an appanage, and not of the whole kingdom.” This view, he thinks, is countenanced by the title of महान्मार being given to Haricchandra. The same term, however, but dropped in the English version, is applied to his father, Lakshmivarman;
been granted, by patent; to augment the merit and good name of our mother, our father, and ourself; for duration coexistent with the moon, the sun, the seas, and the earth; to the domestic chaplain, the learned Govinda S'arman, Bráhman; settled at the place called Muktávasthú; reader of the Vájasaneyá Vaidika subdivision; of the stock of Kas'yapa, and of the three branches, Kás'yapa, A'vatsára, and Naidhruva; son of the learned Jaitra-sinha, grandson of the learned Somadeva, and great grandson of Delha, who maintained a perpetual fire; even the entire village aforesaid; of which the four boundaries are defined; filled with fields containing trees; together with money-rent and share of produce, with house-tax, including all dues, and with its hidden treasure and deposits.

Mindful hereof, the local head-man of this village, and our subjects here abiding, observant of our injunction, will disburse to him, Govinda S'arman, all charges, as they fall to be paid; to-wit, share of produce, taxes, rent in money, and the rest, the perquisites of the gods and of Bráhmans excepted.

* * * * * * *

Done in the year 1270, on Monday, the fifteenth day of the dark semi-lunation of Vais'ákha.

This was executed by Madana, the king's spiritual guide, with the acquiescence of the learned and fortunate Bilhana, chief minister of peace and war.

This is the sign manual of the great king, the auspicious Arjuna-varma Deva.

Incised by Bápyadeva, clerk.

NOTES.

1. In the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1836, pp. 377 etc., is a land-grant of Arjunavarman, edited and translated by the late Mr. L. Wilkinson. In a subsequent volume, that for 1838, pp. 736 etc., this gentleman writes, pointing to that instrument: "I was about to add translations also of the other two inscriptions: but, finding that they both correspond, word for word, with that formerly sent to you, in all respects but the dates—which are later, the one only by three, and the other only by five years, than that of the former inscription—and that they both record grants by the same Rájá Arjuna, translations of them would be but an idle repetition." But the correspondence is not so close as is thus asserted. The two inscriptions referred to are those now published.

2. I now redeem the promise which I once made, to demonstrate that a mistake has been committed in throwing back Udayaditya to A.D. 618. Two facsimile copies of the Udayapur inscription, which I was at much pains in getting executed, have been of material aid to me towards arriving at a determination on this point.
This same sovereign, exalted over all, in respect of Ubbhuvosaha, in the village of Uttarayano, appertaining to Savairisole, advertises all royal officials, Bráhmans—the eminent, the resident village head-man, his people generally, and others.

Be it known to you as follows: After ablution at the holy station of Somavati, on Monday, the fifteenth day of the moon's wane in A'shádha, the auspicious Arjunavarma Deva did grant, with prior presentation of water, to the excellent family priest, the learned Govinda, a ground-plot for a temple to Dandádhipati, extending as far as the boundary of the edifices on the main street, in the city of Mahákála.

Likewise: by us; sojourn ing at the fortunate Bhrigu kachchha, after bathing at the sacred season of a solar eclipse, at the change of the moon, in the dark fortnight of Vais'ákha, in the year twelve hundred and seventy; and after worshipping the divine consort of Bhavání; considering the vanity of the world, etc.: reflecting on all this, and electing spiritual reward; has, from motives of the greatest piety, with initiatory gift of water,
स एष नर्मायकः सर्वभुद्दी सावर्षिनिसम्बद्ध
उत्तरायणोऽग्रहेण उभ्वोदस्च समस्ततानुपुरुषानु व्राक्षणो-
तरानु प्रति विवामित्यूकलनवपत्तौदेशः वोधयिति।

ग्रास्तु वः ग्राप्तावर्तः ११ सोऽसि सोमवर्तीतार्थि श्राव्या
श्रीमद्धुनवर्मद्वसेन सुपुरोऽधे पपृतगोविण्यास्य महाका-
लपुरम्योः दुपाराधिपतनवासविप्रहमुखः प्रदर्शत
प्रतोलीभागारभीमापयतम्।

संरिदितं वण्यः श्रीभुमकुच्चानावाससिद्धमानि: सम-
त्यखिद्वादशत्राणांत्वतः वैशाखवर्तः ग्रामावशयायां
सूर्यग्रहणवर्षाणि श्राव्या भगवंतं भवानीपतिनन्धमयच्य
संसारस्यासस्तां दृष्टा।

दति सर्व सिमृश्वादुपाद्याण्डनाध्यकृत्य मुन्तायसृष्टाया-
सनिनित्ताय वाणिज्यशास्त्रावयायिने काश्यपौर्णाय
काश्यपावलिनाशिन्युवेंतिनिर्धरिताय वसाधिकेद्वे प्रपी-
त्राय पपृतसोमदेवपीत्राय पपृतवीरसिद्ध्युष्ट्राय पुरो-
धितगोविण्यमणि व्राक्षणाय समस्तो भवि ग्रामद्रुतक-
दुपाराधिताः सत्त्वमालाकुलः सक्तिवधभागभोगः सोप-
रिकरः सर्वादायनमेतः सनिधिनिनेवो मातापिनियोगम्-
Reflecting on all this, and electing spiritual recompense; has, from motives of the greatest piety, with preliminary presentation of water, been granted, by patent; for enhancement of the merit and renown of our mother, our father, and of ourself; for duration coexistent with the moon, the sun, the seas, and the earth; to the family priest, the learned and auspicious Govinda Sarman, a Brähman; settled at the place called Muktávasthú; student of the Vájasaneyá subdivision of the Veda, of the stock of Kás'ýapa, and of the three branches, Kás'ýapa, Ávatsára, and Nádhrvu; son of the learned Jaitrasinha, grandson of the learned Somadeva, and great grandson of Delha, maintainer of a perpetual fire, this land; of which the four boundaries are defined; filled with fields containing trees; together with money-rent, share of produce, house-tax, ferry-tolls, impost on salt, and all other the like dues; and with its hidden treasure and deposits.

Mindful hereof, the resident head man of this village, and our subjects dwelling here, being observant of our behests, will deliver to him, Govinda Sarman, all charges, as they fall to be paid; namely, share of produce, taxes, rent in cash, and so forth.

Moreover, knowing the requital of this meritorious act to be common, the coming occupants of our title, born in our line, or strangers, should admit and uphold this virtuous donation by us assigned.

And it has been said:

1. By numerous kings, Sagara and others, the earth has been enjoyed. Whosoever, for custody, at any time, has been the soil, his, at that time, has been the fruit of even the previous bestowment thereof.

2. He who resumes land, given by himself or given by another, transformed to a worm in ordure, grovels there with his ancestors.

3. Thus does Rámañcandra again and again conjure all these and future protectors of the glebe: 'Universal to men is this bridge of good works, liberality, and to be guarded, by you, from age to age.'

4. Reckoning, accordingly, good fortune and human life to be as uncertain as a bead of water on the petal of a lotus, and conscious that all this is appositely expounded, of a surety it behoves not men to cut short the repute of others.

Done in the year 1272, on the fifteenth of the light fortnight of Bhádrapada, on Wednesday.

This was executed by Madana, the king's spiritual adviser, with the approbation of Rájásalakhana, chief minister of peace and war.

This is the autograph of the great king, the auspicious Arjunañvarma Deva.

Engraved by Bápýadeva, clerk.
10. Who, by shares of villages which he, every morning, himself bestowed upon Bráhmans, rendered Virtue, one-footed as it was, multipied.

11. Of him a son was born, Yas'ovarman, the frontlet of Kshatriyas. From him issued a son, Ajayavarman; renowned for his conquests and fortune.

12. Vindhyavarman was born as his son; at the head of heroes, of well-omened birth, zealous in the extinction of the Gurjaras, long-armed.

13. Of whom, skilled in warfare, the sword, with its edge uplifted, as if to deliver the three worlds, assumed a triple edge.

14. Subsequently, his high-born son, King Subhávatavarman, affluent as Sutrámán, persevering in religious duties, incited the earth to their observance:

15. Of whom, conqueror of the directions, of sun-like lustre, the splendor, as it were a forest-fire, even to this day blazes, re-sounding, in Pattana of the Gurjaras.

16. He having attained apotheosis, his son, King Arjuna, now sustains, with his arm, the circuit of the earth, like a bracelet.

17. Whose celebrity—since Jayasinha took to flight in the war of his juvenile diversions—as it had been the laughter of the custodians of the quarters, extended in all directions:

18. Who, a repository of the entire wealth of poesy and song, fitly relieved the goddess Saraswati of the burden of her volumes and her lute.

19. Who, possessing three descriptions of combatants, spread abroad his renown as threefold. Else, how have the three worlds acquired their whiteness?

The same, a sovereign exalted above all, in respect of the land, remaining over and beyond that bestowed by former princes, in the village of Hathinávara, on the north bank of the Narmádá, in the district of Págará, gives notice to all imperial officers, to Bráhmans—the eminent, to the local village head-men, to his people, and to others,—

Be it known to you as follows: By us, sojourning at the holy station of the blessed Amares'wara, after bathing at the junction of the Revá and Kapilá, at the sacred season of an eclipse of the moon, at its full in Bhádrapada, in the year twelve hundred and seventy-two, and after worshipping the adorable lord of Bhavání, Onkára, the consort of Lakshmi, and the master of the discus; considering the vanity of the world, as thus set forth:

"Unstable as the storm-cloud is this delusive primacy of earth. Sweet for only the fleeting moment is the fruition of objects of sense. Like a water-drop on the tip of a spear of grass is the vital breath of men. Ah! virtue is the sole attendant on the journey of the other world:"
On the Paramára Rulers of Múlava.

Translation.

Om! Glory to Virtue, the frontlet-gem of the four human ends

1. May the Lord of the twice-born—gladdener of the world, from notoriously occupying the earth, in being as it were a shadow—bestow on you prosperity.

2. May he, Paras'uráma, be exalted; penetrated by the Kshatriyas slain, in strife, by whom, in order to become donor of the earth to Bráhmans, the disk of the rising and declining sun has permanently acquired a coppery hue.

3. May Ráma—who, in battle, allayed, with the water of Mandodari's tears, the fire of severance from the mistress of his life—be of avail for your welfare.

4. May Yudhíshthíra be triumphant: whose feet even Bhíma placed upon his head, and whom the founder of his race, the moon, framed, so to speak, in the similitude of himself, for gentleness.

5. There was a sovereign, the auspicious Bhójadeva: the ornament of the Paramára lineage; in glory, a Kansa-jit, a man whose ploughs overpassed the face of the earth.

6. The moonlight of whose fame having irradiated the undulating ridges of the quarters, the lilies of the abundant renown of hostile princes became closed.

7. From him sprang Udayáditya; whose sole delight was constant enterprise; of peculiar felicity as a champion; and a source of infelicity to his antagonists.

8. By whose arrows, disenchanted in fierce destructive war, how many lofty monarchs, formidable with armies, were not extirpated.

9. Of him was born King Naravarman: who clove the vital parts of his enemies; sagacious in sustaining virtue; the limit of princes.
धिनित्वया मातापित्योगस्तमनस शुष्काशोभव्रृढ्ये चन्द्राकीर्णदिनिमितंसकालं यावत् पूर्वा भवनोध्ये शासनेनोदकपूर्वं प्रदत्ता।

तन्न्य भवन तत्त्रप्रायः किलजनयदेशायाधीवानभागभोः
गकर्जिनिर्धारितकामाजाविधिये मुखे सर्वमुख्ये शात्वयम्।

सामान्यः चेतत्युपायपलं वुधाभस्तदशीर्येर्पि भावः
भोरोभोक्षिष्ठगत्वाद्धर्मादयो ज्ञानमुमत्वेण भालीयेश्वर॥

उक्तं च।

ब्रजबिमवसुयो मुक्ता राजपि समाधिदिम्।
वस्य वस्य वरा भूमिसंत्य तत्त्व तदा फलम्॥

स्वदत्ता तरदत्ता वा यो कूदेत वसुन्त्यार।
स विशायं कृमिभृजया पितृभि सह भजसै।॥

सर्वन्त्वेव भाविनो भूमिपालान।
भृगो भृगो याते रामचन्द्र।
सामान्यो वर्य धर्मसितुर्नाराणा।
कले कले पालनियो भवदे॥

इति कमलदलमञ्जुविनमिलोलों
श्रियमुनिविचलं भनुष्टीवित्येकं च।
सकलभिद्वाहति च वुधा
न हि पुरुषः परकीर्तियो विलोकयः॥

इति ॥
त दृष्टि नारायणः सर्वभूमिद्य प्रमाणभ्रंशागारः
नरमोदयकुले कुविषावासगे पूर्वराज्यसिद्धां
भूमी समस्तराजपुरुषानु व्रात्सनोत्तरानु प्रति निवासिनिः
पृथ्वीकिलजनपदार्थ वोधयति।

राष्ट्रु वा संविदितं यथा श्रीदमरक्षरतीर्थविस्मितं
स्मार्थिनित्वतविद्वत्ताधिकाराधारान् संविदितं
भारतपीर्यां चन्द्रोपागपर्वं रेवावतिपुर्वं च।
सज्जने निरव भगवलं भवानीपतिमंड्रां लष्करपीतं
चक्रस्तवौ स्वर्गविनं चामब्धचर
संसारस्यम्भारां द्वृत्त। तथापि।

वाताव्रभवक्ष्मनिविवेकविधित्वम्
आपात्मात्रालबुध चिन्योपयोगः।
प्राणात्मायान्यं नरस्मिता नरसम्
धर्मै साहो परमहो चतुर्विवृत्तानेन॥

इति सर्व विश्वासुर्परममुक्तं मुक्तावस्मृत्वा
नविनन्त्रताय वातस्यनेयश्वाष्ट्राय
काश्यपगोत्राय काश्यपावतसरीविनित्रित्रिप्रवर्त्याय
वसिष्ठकद्भुप्रयो
आय पितृतमोदितयाय पितृतमोदितयाय पितृः
किलपितात्रीणिविनं विकारणाय भूमिरिङ्ग चूत
कुंडविशुद्रा सत्वानालालकुलाः सहित्यवामभगोमा
सीतिकर्णावधानाद्यान्यत्वयाभिनिवेदयायस्नमेनाः सनि-
प्रतिप्रभातं विक्रेभो द्वैरैवमावते स्वयम्।
ग्रनेन्द्रदतं निन्ये धर्मी यनैक्यादिपि।॥१०॥
तस्यावजी यशोवर्मा पुजः चत्रिकशिवः।
तस्माद्वत्यवर्माभूद जयश्रीविश्वेण मुः।॥११॥
तस्मानुर्वैभूर्धपनो धन्योत्पत्तिरन्नायत।
गुरुरास्तेशिवांशी विन्यवर्मा महामुः।॥१२॥
धार्योदत्तवा सार्ध ध्वाति स्म त्रिधार्ताम्।
सांपुरीनां वास्तववेवस्यवादां लोकत्रयस्विव।॥१३॥
तस्याभुव्यवायणं पुत्रं सुभाष्यवर्मा वास्तार्षिद्।
भूपं सुभर्मंति धर्मी तितनं महानल्लम्।॥१४॥
वस्य व्यवहारे दिस्तेति प्रतापस्त्यपनयते।
रजस्मिन्द्रवस्यवायणं गर्तनु गुर्जरपति।॥१५॥
देवभूमिः गते तास्मिन् नन्दनो भूरिभूपति।
देवशस्त्र धर्मी शुना धात्रीवलयं चलयं वश।॥१६॥
वालस्तीलाश्च वस्य जयसिद्दे प्रलाविति।
दिक्यालक्षामण्येन वशो दितु विजूम्भितम्॥१७॥
काव्यगमन्त्वसर्वस्वसाधिना वेन साध्रताम्।
भारावतारणों देवश्रेैसै पुस्तकाधिकारायोः।॥१८॥
वेन त्रिधिविरेष्वा चिथा प्रजाविति ग्याः।
ध्वलवतं दृधुश्रीगणो नगति कथमन्त्योः॥१९॥
Inscription No. I.

श्रीम्। नमः पुरपार्श्वचूड़प्रणायो धर्मियाः।

प्रतिविन्द्रनििभाद् भूमिः कुता साक्ताः प्रतिग्रुमः।

जयदाश्वन् दिश्याः दिनिको मङ्कः लानव वः।।

जीवाः परशुरामः सौ सौ नान चुलाः रापाकृः।।

सन्ध्याकिन्तुमन्वेश्वरीदितरघितो ताम्रतास।।

वेन मन्दोदरिवाण्यवारिभि: शामिलो मृदो।

प्राणेश्वरीवायोगाशः स रामः भेयसे ज्वतुः वः।।

भृमनायिपि धृता मूर्ति वत्यादि: स गुप्तिषिरः।।

वंशाचेन्द्रनव जीवाः स्वतुलय इव निर्मितः।।

परमारकुलोत्तरः कंसलिकोभिः नूपः।

श्रीभोज़देव उत्तासीसू ना सीरकालमूतलः।।

वनशाहश्रिद्विगतोति दिगुष्टाकुष्ठिते।

दिकन्युग्यस्य: पुजुपुएदरिकिंमिलितम्।।

ततो हृदवादितयो नित्योसाधि: कृकोतुकी।

श्रसाधारमवरीस्रीकिलितरिशिनामू।।

दशाकलसक्तिश्चत्वो यस्योदामस्थिराः।।

कृति नोन्नुमिलितास्तुक्षा भूमिः कषोऽकल्पणः।।

तस्माचः हिन्दुस्यदिपन्नरः नरवरः नराधिपः।।

धर्मामृदूरः धीमान्मूकृः सीमा मद्द्वीनामू।।
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TWO INSCRIPTIONS
PERTAINING TO THE
PARAMÁRA RULERS OF MÁLAVA:
THE SANSKRIT, WITH TRANSLATIONS AND REMARKS.

BY FITZ-EDWARD HALL, D.C.L.

Presented to the Society October 17, 1860.

Though the kings mentioned in the memorials under notice have already been made known to the world, yet the statements which have been put forth concerning their connection and succession require to be rectified. Their names are subjoined. The comments which have been suggested with reference to them, as being by-matter, are added in the form of notes.

Bhoja Deva.
Udayáditya Deva.
Naravarma Deva.
Yas’ovarman Deva.
Ajayavarman.
Vindhyaavarman.
Subhaṭavarman.
Arjunavarma Deva. A.D. 1211-1215.

Devapála Deva was reigning, as I have brought to light in another paper, in the year 1353 of our era, at Dhárá. This city had been the royal seat of the last Bhoja, about three hundred years before; and likewise that of Yas’ovarman, in 1143. Jayavarman dates one edict from Vardhamánapura; and Arjuna publishes another at Maṇḍapa. But these two places may have served only for temporary residence.

The copper-plates containing the following inscriptions are deposited in the library of the Begum’s school at Sehore in Bhopal, where I examined them in February of last year.
While usage allows greater freedom to at least the third hemistich of the heroic measure, in its latter half, than is accorded by the *Srutabodha*, it refuses to avail itself of much of the liberty which that work permits in the first halves of the distichs generally. The middle syllables are not found to be a pyrrhic in any of them; and the closing two, in the second and fourth, are never an iamb.

M. Lancereau’s section on the *śloka*, though correctly representing the intent of his author, does not, therefore, give an account of actual custom. See his *Srutabodha*, p. 26.

I here cite a portion of Professor Wilson’s first description of the *Anushtubh* measure, from p. 436 of the last edition of his Sanskrit Grammar: “In its most regular form, the first foot is any one except a trimetraphrach; the second may be a dactyl, a trimetraphrach, cletic, or anapaest: the other two syllables are indifferently long or short.” But the first foot is also forbidden to be a dactyl; since it is the concurrence of two short syllables as the second and third that is to be avoided. Again, in the second and fourth quarters of the stanza, the second foot may not be a dactyl or a cletic, where an amphibrach or an antibacitic has preceded. Nor are the final two syllables arbitrary. The seventh is never short, in the first and third hemistichs, unless the fourth is so; and, in the second and last hemistichs, it is, under no circumstances, long. Other corrections of the description just cited, and integrations of it, may be gathered from what has been said above. Nor is it intimated, by Professor Wilson, that the hemistichs of the half *Anushtubh* are not uniform.

It was, thus, ill-advised; in a German editor, to prefer the reading:

चुंतं त्यमपि समारं सेव पुष्पवनान्तिं.

Three of my MSS. of the *Stākuntala* have तुग; which is, for more than one reason, most undoubtedly to be accepted. See Professor Boehm’s *Stākuntala*, pp. 214, and 289. I have in vain searched the whole of Kālidāsa’s works for a similar license. Moreover, the older form is Pūru, not Pūru. Professor Wilson says that “the first vowel of Pūru is short.” Translation of the *Rig-veda*, iii. 163, third foot-note. In the *Vishnu-purāṇa* it is so; where, by the bye, Pūru’s brother is Uru, not Uru, contrarily to the learned translator. But we find Pūru in the *Bhāgavata*, and also in the *Rig-veda*; as Professor Wilson afterwards discovered. He does not, however, remark on his former error.

48. The *Avitatha*, *Narkutaka*, and *Kokilaka* contain the same number and the same disposition of feet: only the first has no caesuras; and these pauses, in the last two, differ. Yet Sundara Upādhyāya, in his commentary on the *Vṛittra-ratnākara*, the *Sukama-vṛitti*, says that the *Narkutaka* and *Kokilaka* are two names for one measure.

Colebrooke—Miscellaneous Essays, ii. 148—has inadvertently considered the *Avitatha* and *Narkutaka* to be identical. The stanza which he prints is of the former metre, a “very uncommon” one, as he justly observes. In the *Veda-stuti*—*Bhāgavata-purāṇa*, x, latter section, eighty-seventh chapter—a number of instances of it are to be seen, with one stanza in *narkutaka* and one in *kokilaka*.

Sangor, March, 1858.
nalized by such munificent liberality as to enable Brāhmans, through
the performance of meritorious ceremonies, to endanger the stability of
the rank of Indra himself, the lord of heaven.

38. Analytically, ‘Titan-foes of the earth;’ and the foes of the Titans
are the gods. The result is, ‘terrestrial deities.’

39. See the note on the seventeenth stanza.

40. An explanation of this technicality will be seen in Colebrooke’s
Two Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance, pp. 274 and 334.

41. S’ambhu is S’iva; Tarani is Surya, or the sun.

42. Or ‘the propitious;’ a name of S’iva.

43. The possessor of S’ri; that is to say, Viksnu: S’ri, or Lakshmi,
being his wife.

44. King Hridaya’s daughter, probably. No mention of her is found
elsewhere.

A note on this distich has been given above, after its original.

45. Or Murari, etc.; ‘the enemy of Mura;’ an epithet of Viksnu,
who slew a demon so called.

46. With the astrologers, this day is the next after that so called by the
theogonists: for, according to the Padma-purana and the Brahmānda-
parana, the eleventh of the fortnight is the prime favorite of Viksnu,
who is its regent. The second numeral of what I now read 12, at the
end of the inscription, is very indistinct. To ensure certainty, it was,
therefore, necessary to resort to computation. The result is, the satis-
faction of knowing that ‘the clerkly Jayagovinda’ followed the astrolo-
gers. The date in the text answers to the fifth of June, A. D. 1667,
N. S.

For convenience of reference, I subjoin a list of the tutelars of the
days of the lunar fortnights; for both which they are the same.

1st. Fire.
2d. Brahmā.
3d. Gauri.
5th. The serpent tribe.
6th. Kārtikeya.
7th. The Sun.
8th. S’iva.
9th. Gauri.
10th. Yama.
11th. The Vishves deva.
12th. Viksnu.
13th. Kāma.
14th. S’iva.
15th. The Moon.

The pitri-gana, or bands of manes, preside over the conjunction.

47. The heroic measure, according to its prescribed scheme, is stro-
phic. Yet, as regards the adjacent pairs of its verses, all material devia-
tions from the canons laid down in the Sruta-bodha—such as, when
the fourth syllable is long, of elongating, at pleasure, the fifth—are con-
flined, usually, if not universally, to the third hemistich. This is the
case, for instance, throughout this inscription. Thus: the first hemistich,
conformably to the ancient rule, everywhere exhibiting an epitrite, in s’l.
1, 46, 47, 51, and 52, the third ends, after a long syllable, with a fourth
peon; in s’l. 13 and 45, with a dispondeec; and, in s’l. 49, with a cho-
riamb.
27. Word for word, 'the burner of Smara,' one of the names of the Hindu Eros, signifying 'remembrance.' The story of his destruction by Śiva's frontal eye cannot require repeating.

28. 'The six-faced:' Kārtikeya, the god of war.

29. Vid̐hutā; a very common, yet solecistic, form of the past participle, for vid̐hūtā. In the thirty-second stanza it occurs again.

30. Many Hindu writers, particularly the later, greatly affect this species of delineation by similes. An extract from the description of the heroine of Subandhu's novelette may not unaptly be introduced as a longer specimen in the same style: 'As it were, a picture on the wall of versatile life, the rendezvous of the daintiness of the triple universe, the alchemical master-remedy of the archmagician Youth, the ideal of erotic conception, a lodgment of joyousness, Cupid's ensign in the conquest of the three spheres, the realization of fancy, the rebuke of Love, a magistry to brace the senses, the fascinating energy of the Heart-agitator, the native pleasure-ground of beauty, chief chamber in the fane of good fortune, the fountain-head of pulchritude, the perfection of soul's attracting incantations, the sight-deluding quality of Passion the conjuror, Prajāpati's creation for the allurement of the threefold world.'

For the original, see my edition of the Vāsavadattā, in the Bibliotheca Indica; pp. 64–67. In the Sanskrit, every clause of this passage is accompanied by the quasific particle iva.

31. Thus far this stanza gestates with puns. Under my obstetrical into English, they have fallen still-born: no loss of consequence.

32. More scrupulously, 'hemeronyktia.'

33. The sense may be, 'taking its departure during the currency of the dark fortnight;' agreeably to the reckoning which obtains to the south of the Nerbuḍda.

34. Urvārā. Its resemblance to the ḍouva, 'fruitful plain,' of Homer and Hesiod may, or may not, be accidental.

35. The equivoques with which this stanza is studded are quite untranslatable; except a few at the end, which are printed in italics. What is meant, in the terminology of Hindu music, by śāṇā, dharma, and mārga, I am at a loss to say. The last is, perhaps, 'mode.'

I understand, by the word kinnara, 'a man provoking admiration,' as the context should seem to exact this acceptation, the etymological: kim implying 'surprise,' favorable or otherwise. Kshira Svāmin and Lingaya Śūri, in their scholia on the Amara-kośa, allege that 'a low man' is also imported by this compound. As designating the celestial songsters, I would suggest that 'or' interrogative rather represents its first member. Compare, on this theory, the kindred derivation of vānara, 'a monkey;' literally, 'whether a man?'

36. Being interpreted, 'the conqueror;' a name of Indra.

37. A hundred hippoicausts are said to raise the mortal that offers them to the rank of Indra; who is, accordingly, agnominated s'atokratu. The drift of the text is, that Hridaya's favor for the priesthood was sig-
11. Literally, 'conflagration at the end of the world.'


13. A name of Indra: 'the spoiler of the cities' of his foes.

14. 'The golden mountain': Meru.

15. Represented, in order to secure an equivoque, by an epithet signifying 'mine of precious stones.'

16. The original has swargiśa, 'lord of paradise,' one of Indra's appellatives.

17. Suvarṇa, in the Sanskrit; the name of a weight and of a coin. For its definition and value, see the As. Res. (8vo. edition), v. 93; also Prof. Wilson’s Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus (second edition), i. 47, foot-note.

18. The ever-beneficent cow of Hindu fable, who gratifies every desire.

19. In the original there is an intention to palter with the expressions praśā and loka.

20. This, and not 'powerful,' is, I think, here the designed sense of balavān, by a strain.

21. In the Sanskrit, Akabara. Just before we also have, partly as being unavoidable, Asapha Khāna.

22. A title of Indra: 'the much-invoked.'

23. The same as Arjuna. Pārtha is the matronymic of Prathā.

24. To entitle either the queen or the heir apparent to such a destination as he has assigned them, the poet may be suspected of having taken one of the liberties of his craft. Sridhara Swāmin—while annotating the Bhagavata-purāṇa, vi. 10, 33—cites the following opposite scripture, but without supplying means for its verification:

\[ \text{द्राक्षरी पुरुषो लोके शुभस्पुरुषानामीशरी} \]
\[ \text{परिवर्तु दुःखविक्रम रघु गो दिन्दुकृत हस्} \]

'These two persons notoriously rend and enter the disk of the sun: the contemplative superannuated ascetic, and he that is slain in battle, affronting the foe.'

Captain Fell englises the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth stanzas in these words: "Upon a battle taking place, this illustrious warrior, who made the earth bend beneath his vast army, and who had ever defeated his foes by his dreadful valor, was slain by hundreds of thousands of his adversary's arrows. Durgāvati, who was mounted on an elephant, severed her own head with the scimitar she held in her hand: she reached the supreme spirit, pierced the sun's orb (obtained salvation)."

25. As following a different classification of natural objects, we should here say, but only as an approximate equivalent, 'inanimate.'

26. In the expansiveness of the original, 'the lord of the face of the earth.'
5. A title of Vishnu. Its import, according to the Purānas, is given in the dictionaries. For an explanation of the Vaidika Vishnu's three steps, see a passage, cited from Durga A'chārya, in Dr. Muir's Matapa-rikshā, Part the First, p. 105 of the Sanskrit. Also see Prof. Wilson's Translation of the Rig-veda, i. 53, 54.

6. Such, or 'very essence,' pāramārthikam sadrūpam, appears to be the most preferable rendering of itthabhāva; a term which, among the grammarians, has served as a theme of most voluminous contention.

The various significations of ittham, and of its synonyme tathā, have not as yet, to my knowledge, received much consideration. The latter obviously implies 'seasonableness,' in this couplet:

कार्यात् कालारकानुमार्य यथा च तत्र श्रवणम् मतम्।
तत्तत्विविधमनुपूर्णं मेघो वृद्धो योऽपि॥

Shād-darśana-samuchchaya, vt. 21.

In fact, the precise shade of meaning borne by tathā seems frequently to depend entirely on the requirements of the context. But even the natural transition of its import from 'so' or 'thus' to 'conformably,' and thence to 'rightly,' 'well,' 'as desired,' may perhaps lead to a correct apprehension of the Bandhu Tathāgata, convertible with Sugata, or 'the departed in peace.' Cf. Mirabar hoc si sic abierit. Terent., Andr., I. ii. 4. If this explanation of Tathāgata be inadmissible, we may, by the analogy of other languages—as the Greek, in which ὁ τῶν—sometimes stands for ἐκτῶν—take its element tathā to intend 'easily,' 'without impediment:' or, 'notoriously.' Another strictly derivative sense of which this particle is susceptible is 'for good and forever,' 'conclusively,' 'in perpetuity:' he passed away not to return. Or, 'just as he was:' that is to say, absolved from the necessity of renewing his earthly existence.

7. A region whose extent is not yet determined with any certainty, but which included more or less of the present District of Jubulpore. Four miles to the S. W. of the city so called lies what is now the village of Gadhrā; a place which is supposed to have been, in former times, the capital of the kingdom mentioned in the text.

8. This name and the last, with the connective that couples them, are fused, by Captain Fell, into the portentous combination "Karnotha-ratnasena."


10. He is referred to in the Baghela-vansa-charita, chapter iv. In his time Baber sat on the throne of Delhi.
Friday, the 12th day of the bright semi-lunation of Jyeshtha, in the year of Samvat 1724.

INDEX TO THE METRES IN THE FOREGOING INSCRIPTION.

1, 7, 11, 13, 42, 45, 46, 47, — 49, 51, 52,
2, 4, 5, 6, 24.
3, 8, 48.
9, 16, 27, 29, 41.
10, 12.
14, 15.
17, 44.
18.
19.
20, 31, 34, 36, 37.
21, 39.
22, 23.
25.
26.
28, 30, 32, 33.
35.
38, 40.
43.
50.

Vaktura. 47
Aryá.
Giti.
Pushpitagrá.
Upagiti.
Súalini.
Avalatha. 48
Priyá.
Subhá.
Sárdulavikridita.
Upendravajrá.
Dhriti.
Varidhará.
Smriti.
Srágdrará.
Pramítakshará.
Aupachhandasika.
Vans'atha.
Síkkharini.

NOTES.

1. Durgávati underwent cremation some ten or twelve miles from Jubulpore, between the Mandala road and the Nerbudda. Her tomb is much frequented as a place of pilgrimage. It is spoken of in Sir Henry Sleeman's Rambles and Recollections of an Indian Official.

2. Poona lithograph edition of Farishta, i. 481. This is the correct paging, and not 281, as is printed. I have collated four MSS. for the Persian of the passage under reference and its relative context; and I am unable to suggest a single reading, out of dozens, in supersession, at an improvement, of what I find in the lithograph. Evidently it was prepared with great care, if one may thus judge by synecdoche.

3. This is in the pargana of Gádarwára, District of Nursingpoor, according to the prevailing official chorography of Central India.

4. For the original of this precious production, which runs as below, I am beholden to the kindness of my friend Major Erskine, Commissioner of the Saugar and Nerbudda Territories. The language is rustic Hindi, and that of a very crude order. Still the Sanskrit scholar, at least with the aid of my version, will scarcely fail to divine the source of many of its expressions.

मूंट गुज टूटन को कुमारों को चिह्नार लाया ।
मूंट आर टूटन को श्रवणसंगारका ।
Regarding whom is this speech of Indra—when he was thus bespoken:

41. ‘Prithee tell us, Jishn̄u, why thou art dejected:’ ‘What! is it not known to you, worthy deities, that this King Ṣhrīdāya makes, on the earth, of Brāhmaṇs, many S’atākratus?

42. Of this lord of earth the queen is Sundarī Devī; the abode of prosperity, as being, in effect, the wealth of merit, embodied:

43. From whom are constantly obtained, by Brāhmaṇs, elephants, beauteous as dusky clouds, with the copious ichor of their frontal exudation; given with the water of donation ever at hand; precluding, to the needy, the cause of clustering miseries:

44. Who shines, resplendent, throughout the world, with her fair fame; earned, unceasingly, by endowments, in succession as ordained; which endowments, finding, among the nations, straitened scope for encomium, reached to heaven; giving forth such effulgence as a hundred autumnal moons would realize:

45. Who observes, without intermission, the holy ordinances, by innumerable conservatory liberalities in the making of reservoirs, gardens, ponds, and the like, entailing munificent gratuities:

46. Who, establishing this fame, has enshrined therein Vishn̄u, S’ambhu, Ganes’a, Durgā, and Tarāni.

47. Who is there capable of fitting eulogizing her, by whom an abode has been provided to the adorable S’ankara, S’rīdhara, and others, deities as they are?

48. Who, the queen, evermore pays worship to the gods—and to the comely Trivikrama as chief—in the Brāhmaṇs whom she employs in it, and by dispensing good cheer, by keeping jubilees, and by bestowing unmeted riches.

—Moreover, by the command of the king, the youthful Mrigāvatī constantly brings various articles of food for oblation to Muradwīt.

49. Surpassingly victorious is the lord King Ṣhrīdāya, and preeminent in power by his clemency; even as the moon, with its beams, subdues by the force of gentleness.

50. At his behest, the clerkly Jayagovinda—son of the learned Mandana, of favorable repute, versed in the exegesis of the Mīmāṃsā, a master of dialectic, and proficient in expounding the sacred oracles and their supplements—has composed, in epitome, this account relating to the sovereigns of his lineage.

51. By dexterous artificers, named Sinhasāhi, Dayārāma, and Bhagirathā, this temple was constructed.

52. On the day of Vishn̄u, in the light fortnight of Jyeshtha, in the year one thousand seven hundred and twenty-four, this record was transcribed by Sadāsīva, and engraved by these skillful artisans aforesaid.
with serried phalanxes of most infuriate elephants redolent from the Vindhyas—the adversaries, whose slumbers were straightway broken when first they perceived his refugent grandeur, do not even yet readily leave the caves of the mountains, though separated from their wives.

33. Kings indeed presumptuous should be rigorously coerced on the battle-field: *but one ought not to harbor animosity*. Fame should be enhanced by performing meritorious acts, unremittingly, among the people: *but one must not foster pride*. Their wishes should, at all times whatever, promptly be granted to petitioners: *but one must not wait to be entreated*. Such, obviously, is the duty of rulers in this world; and for the justness of these maxims the practice of Premasāhi is an argument.

34. Of him, the auspicious lord Premasāhi, was born another, the illustrious lord Hridaya, as he was called; a source of happiness to the pious, and mighty like his forefathers: as arises the year; teeming with lunar days of numerous moments; whose appearance commences with the first day of the moon’s increase; ever augmented by months growing with nycthemera; alternating with light and dark fortnights.

35. Thoroughly defending the entire world, this monarch especially befriends the helpless; as a cloud, rain equably as it may, yet irrigates most copiously the low places with its water:

36. By which *king* have been assigned to Brāhmans, with the prescribed formalities of *grants on plates of copper*, sundry villages; begirt by lines of elegant gardens, rising with stuccoed dwelling-houses, inhabited by a substantial tenantry, provided with pellucid meres stocked with water-lilies, adorned with ample and frequent habitations of herdsmen, and with spacious tillage round about:

37. Which *king* keeps up all his vast domain: where, from goodly mansions, may be recognized diversities of enunciation; *which is eligible from its fine towns and palm-trees*; delightful from attachment to the body of revealed and memorial law; independent of its border-lands; captivating the heart by the presence of proper roads; and easy of attainment only by men challenging admiration: and *he is likewise conversant in the science of melody and the dance, with its refinements*.

38. The whole earth and all potentates are enclosed in the hand of lord Hridaya. By the same were traced, midway on a golden wall, as it had been fifty immense elephants.

39. It has been no matter of surprise at all, that a minute stationary butt was transfixed by him, who, with his shafts, can sever, almost simultaneously, at quite distinct points, an arrow launched obliquely.

40. Who, at the time of the chase, hunting on foot, has, all of a sudden, slain, with his bolt, a tiger assaulting from aloft, of forefront fearful as an enormous serpent’s, and formidable:
the safeguard of her subjects, she superseded, to all appearance, the protectors of the regions. 19

23. Appropriating, no less than the tribute of kings, their illustrious world-diffused splendor, he, the fortunate Viranaráyaṇa, as was his appellation, of renown illimitable, entered on adolescence.

24. Subsequently, some time having elapsed, A'saf Khán, with an army, 20 was deputed by King Akbar, 21 Puruhúta 22 of the earth, all but compeer of Pártha, 23 for the purpose of levying a contribution.

25. At the close of an engagement, by this great warrior—a Bhíma in prowess, whose armaments depressed the face of the earth—Durgávatí, though she had vanquished his entire army,

26. Being vexed with countless hostile arrows, clove her own head, in an instant, with a sword in her hand, as she sat on her elephant; whereupon she penetrated the solar sphere, as did her son. 24

27. Then was inaugurated the younger brother of King Dalapati, Chandrasáhi; an asylum to the lordless people; a treasury, so to speak, of magnificence; the inextinguishable irradiator of his whole race; opulent in glory:

28. Of the wives of whose antagonists the trees, with their thorns, snatched away the robes and laid hold of the tresses; while they, the ladies, exhibiting conflagrations in the sheen of their persons suddenly exposed, consumed them, the trees, with their sighs; and ever, from very wretchedness, they wore the bark of shrubs for clothing. Thus, in the forests, did they, in a manner, wage strife with things immovable. 25

29. Of this monarch a son was born, King 26 Madhukarasáhi—as, of S'iva, 27 Shanmukha 28—of honorable note; as if a receptacle of noble greatness:

30. By the triumphs of whom—resistless in enterprise, as repelling 29 and destroying the impetuous and overweening, stricken deaf with the rushing torrent of the clamor of his drums, enough to drown the roar of huge compact cataclysmal rain-clouds newly come—achieved by the might of his arm, and applauded by multitudes of his lieges, the quarters, responsive, oftentimes, to this very day, manifestly cause shame to their eight presiding deities.

31. The son of this king was the fortunate Premanáráyaṇa; accomplishing, through his affluence, the desires of the pure; the collective lustre of the tribe of warriors; the incorporate energy of Smara; a domicile of good report; the exaltation of his family; the complete estate of virtue; the measure of creative cunning; a repository of merits; no path for reproach. 30

32. Of whom—humbling and routing a whole troop of chieftains, by the fresh dense surge of thousands of legions terrible
10. From him was derived Prithwijraja. From him sprang Bharatichandra. His son was Madanasinha; and from him Ugrasena had his descent.

11. Ramasaith was his son; and from him issued Tarsichandra. Of him was born Udayasinha: of him, Bhunimitra, as was his name.

12. His son was Bhavanidasa; and of him Sivasinha was the heir. His son was denominated Harinarayana; and his son was Sabalasinha.

13. Rajasinha was his son; and of him was born Dadiraja. His son was Gorakshadasa; who begat Arjunasinha.

14. His son was Sangramasaith; an exterminating fire to his foes, as if they had been masses of cotton-wool; on the radiance of whose grandeur being spread abroad, the midday sun became like a mere spark:

15. By which king, when he had reduced the orb of the earth, two and fifty fastnesses were constructed; indestructible from their excellent fortifications—which were like adamant, and possessed the firm strength of mountains—and because of their water.

16. Of him, gem of princes, King Dalapati was the son; of unsullied glory: to hymn forth whose fame the lord of serpents hoped that all his mouths would enduringly remain:

17. To the dust of whose feet—since his hand was constantly moist with the water of bounty, and as he was diligent in the remembrance of Hari, a refuge to those who were brought under his authority, and a guileless guardian of his dependants—even people infected with the quality of passion continually had recourse.

18. His consort was Durgavati; in sooth the increase of fortune to suppliants; accumulated holiness actually personified; the very bound of earth’s prosperity.

19. This Purandara of the circuit of the earth having demised, Durgavati consecrated on the seat of royalty their son, of three years of age, the illustrious Viranarayana, so called.

20. By whom, Durgavati, of repute blazoned throughout the triple universe, the whole earth was rendered as it were another; by interminable glittering Hemachalas, in its stately golden edifices; by seas untold, in its abundance of valuable jewels everywhere tossing about; by innumerable Indra’s elephants, in its herds of spirited elephants:

21. Who, Durgavati, with her daily occupation, which consisted in unceasing donations of millions of horses, elephants, and pieces of gold, deprecated, in semblance, by her exalted celebrity, the universal honor of Kamadhenu.

22. Mounted on an elephant, in person, and by force overmastering, in many a battle, prepotent adversaries, ever studious for
Glory to the auspicious Ganesa! The auspicious Trivikrama, the beautiful, bears sway.

1. Salutation to thee, Vishnu, who, though, as if in thy entirety, manifoldly manifested, art yet assuredly unapprehended in any thy real nature whatsoever.

2. In the country of Gadha was a monarch, Yadvavaraya; a sea of virtuous qualities. His son was Madhavasinha; from whom sprang Jagannatha.

3. Of him was born Raghunatha. His son was Rudradeva; and his son was Viharisinha. Narasinhadeva was his offspring.

4. His son was Suryabhantu; and his son was Vasudeva. Of him was born Gopalasahi; and of him, Bhupalasahi.

5. From him issued Gopinatha; and from him, King Ramachandra. The son of Ramachandra was Suratanasinha, so called.

6. Hariharadeva was his son. Krishnadeva was his. Of him was born Jagatsinha; from whom originated Mahasinha.

7. Of him came Durjanamalla. From him sprang Yasahkarna; and from him, Pratapaditya. Of him was born Yasaschandra.

8. His son was Manoharasinha. Govindasinha was his; and from him proceeded Ramachandra; and from him, Karu: then, from him, Ratnasena.

9. Of him came Kamalanayana; and his son was King Naraharideva. Of him a son was born, Virasinha; who procreated a duteous son, Tribhuvanariya.

* Is छित्र for 'white,' 'light,' allowable in place of छिन्त? The former is by no means uncommon in inscriptions, even where, as in this, the first and last sibilants are carefully discriminated.
मितमवकाशमेत्य भुवनेषु गतिधननाम्।
शरदी/पितरूषमित्तसाधविकाशकरूः
जगति वदोपेशलययोभिरशामिति/म्॥८४॥
दीर्घकाशमकसायग्रमुख्येऽर्दिनिणिः।।
पूर्वपलंबी धर्म निरतर्मवालयत॥५॥
विजोः शम्भोगणिशय सुर्यायस्तरिप्रेत्या।
व्यधित स्थायनन्दिः विधाय विडु/धालयम्॥४॥
तस्या स्तायाः कः शति : शशाहसीधर/या ।।
सुपरवाणो धिप महितः: प्रतिष्ठा: प्राप्तिता यथा॥३॥
नत्र नियुक्तिविष्णुकरस्वरिस्विधन्निरन्ति।।
या सुदर्शिविक्रममुख्यान्व देवान् सर्वचावऽचक्रे॥९॥
राजायं मुण्गावत्या श्यामया च मु/दिपे।
नैकविद्वासायं समनीयत नित्याः॥॥
कुदेशमहीपलो जिगाय नितरां तथा।।
शतिप्रकारः नमयां चन्द-शाब्र्धिकया।। यथा॥३॥
सुकृतिमहिमांसावित्रश्चराुगुरोस्तर्ककहिः।।
मुलेनः चन्द्रोपचन्चवान्तोमंदपको।।

* For स्तायाः; perhaps not by the intention of the versifier. स्तायाः is not required by prosody; and it is exceedingly rare, if not wholly unauthorized.
† This couplet stands, on the stone, below the rest of the inscription, to the left hand. It has no number; and I have assigned its place by conjecture.
‡ The stone has चन्द्रोपचन्चवान्तोमंदपको।। But the author, with due regard to quantity, wrote as I have corrected.
ग्रहधीपदे य: शेरण
प्रबलदीपिनमायपततमुख: ||६०||
वस्योपरीयमिन्द्रोऽति
ग्रह: वद्विमना: कुतो भस्मि जिलो
विवुधवरा विदितं न व: किमेतात्
वृद्धयार्थतयिदिव विप्रान्
भुवि विद्धालि शतकृत्तृनेकान् ||६१||
ग्रहतः सुन्दरीदेवी सांही तत्व: मलीपते:।
सौभाग्यसदनं पुष्पसम्पदेव स्वतद्रविणी ||६२||
दरिद्रता: चौधनिदनवारिभिः
निरलाप्रस्तलदनवारिभि:।
गजा घनाभा घनदनवारिभिः
वत: सदन्या: नितिनदनवारिभि: ||६३||
श्रविरत्मुखरोतरनिवन्यवदनकृतीः।
तस्मादद्वे द्वापरः समजनि श्रीप्रामसाचिनिभोरू
नामा श्रीचेतरेष्वरः सुखधित युृवप्रभावः सताम् ॥३८॥
स च पालयन्न निनिलभीव अग्नं
नितामनाथभवति नितिति ।
सन्त्वर्षणो ज्ञतिश्वेन धनः
प्रचाशभिनिश्चति कि निद्रगतम् ॥३९॥
स्वयारामपरम्पाराविचारः सीथायल्यस्यन्ताः
सम्पन्नप्रज्ञा भृता न सकलमैः स्वच्छैः सरोभिष्यताः ।
वेण व्याहतनैकवोपशचिरा विद्यम् विशालोज्याः
विश्रेणयः स्मृतात्ममहिद्विहिष्म्रायमः विकल्यो भज्यताः ॥३६॥
सुधायं भर्मेदवेद्यक्षरं सद्रामतालोचितं
सन्योज्यसुतिधररमशचिरं तत्रकणठानाध्यतनम् ।
सन्नागमश्चिरितिकारि मुलमं यतृ किण्धारां महत्
साम्राज्यं निजमुड्ध्यारं तकलं महर्षिशाखं च ध ॥३७॥
फुचला निनिलाभिला नृपाला
उद्गंधाय नमुः करे भुजियैः
नितिति: कन्यकंथितमधे
ननु प्रत्याश्वदिव दिया महाल: ॥३८॥

* I have never before met with भिष for भिरि; and it may be a mistake. The dictionaries have only the latter, in the sense of 'wall.' Metrically considered, either will here answer, as being a trochee.
On the Kings of Mandala.

[Text in Sanskrit]

* In the Sanskrit, the visarga is omitted: clearly by error of the engraver, or of his exemplar.

VOL. VII.
गौतमनं भूततलनेन
यवं रुपो तनं महाभिधेन।
वलं विजित्याधिव समक्षस्य
दुर्गावती भीमपराक्रमेन॥ २५॥
संविनिता लज्जनिगात्राणं
स्वपाणिनि शिरः स्वक्रिकृमू।
हिंदा चणेन दिर्दे निषला
भिन्नुः रवेमण्डलाभान्तरः॥ २६॥

dलापतिनृपतेरथानुजनम्
शरणमनाथनस्य चन्द्रसाहिँ।
निधिरिव महासामालएद्यः
सकलकलस्य यशोधोियो जभिषिता॥ २७॥
वस्त्रावपाकृष्ण केशग्रहभयं तरवः कुव्वति कण्ठकः स्त्रीः
शर्यास्थानूः दृश्यति हुन्तविधृतवपूर्तितिधियात्रानु प्रदर्शय।
नेतृत्वीयैव निवयम् तथति च वसितुं वास्तः पादपानां
कालारः शनुकालः कल्लभिनः सह स्वार्यस्य च चकुः
समजिनि तनयो नृपस्य नाय
स्मरदश्वाणातिव प्रमुखः सुकीर्तिः।
निधिरिव महासामिद्विधितानां
महुकरसाहितिति जमातलेन्द्रः॥ २८॥
पुरुर्द्रे भूवलय्य साहिनति
श्रवण प्रयति तनयं त्रिवर्मम्।
श्रीरीग्रीकर्णनामथे गये
दुर्गोच्चे राजयये भविष्यवन्॥१॥

ग्रहणांकाल्यं परिशिलनस्यसीमामिच्च
सर्वश्च्च सुकृतस्यहिनिं सांवधाकरा
उद्धामदिरभूतेऽस्मानमित्वगणयेश्वरावला
भूर्येव कृतावर्णविना जितवहनप्रायवात्किलायः गया॥२॥

तुरुक्मातकान्त्वकोर्च्चिनिरर्तरस्यम्भवमानकिका या।
ग्रहणकृतिकिल कामधेनरियोमिश्चिरिचुरिचरीचार॥२॥

स्वयं समायु पद रूपेणु
बलात् नयति प्रबलानू विचलान।
सदा प्रजापालानसवधाना
सा लोकपालान विचलाचार॥२॥

सत्वव गुहानु स करेण राजां
तह्रितं विषविसारि तेजः
विवेश तात्मयमन्तकृति
श्रीरीग्रीकर्णनामथे॥२॥

कालक्रमादिच्चर्णिनितिरुक्तवेतन पार्थकल्पेन
प्रसीता कराय बलानूम ग्रामवाहनसाति राजा॥२॥

* The original has र, which I have not hesitated to alter.
ग्रासीत् सूनुस्तस्य सज्जामसांजित्रः
विदर्शादनमक्षोपल्यातंबक्षः।
विद्धृ व्याहे वत्त्रान्ताप्रकाशे
मध्याञ्जकी विस्फुलितिवृहवृच् ॥ १४ ॥
वद्ग्राये: पर्वतप्रीणगाढः
सुप्राकोरे रेवस्मुभियात्ववाणि।
द्रापशासद् बेन उर्गाणि राष्ट्रा
निर्यूर्तानि नौणिचक्रं विजितय ॥ १५ ॥
इत्यपतिनृपतियंवमृत्युत्सत्य
नित्यत्रयमणोपत्नय: पवित्रकीर्ति:।
निर्मीतिपति नुक्षानि यस्य कीर्ति
चिरमुघातुमिति नागनाथः ॥ १६ ॥
वितरणवासिरिनिविनयतमार्दकस्य कुरिषः
क्षरपार्यपाध्याय शर्पाय वशीभवताम्।
निःश्चियलितप्रकृतिकस्य दि वयस्य सदा
चरणामो राजमुणाहुषो भीष जना अग्रुः ॥ १७ ॥
ग्राम्यनानां भाग्यसङ्ग्रहितवः
स्वुद्धिप्रीिी पुण्यप्रयोगी:।
सौभाग्यसङ्ग्रही वसुन्धराया
उर्गावती तत्सद्यवभूच्च पल्ली॥ १८ ॥
तस्माद गोपीनाथस्तस्तु नूपरामचन्द्र इत्यासीतः।
मुस्तानसिद्धानां सुनुरभूदु रामचन्द्रस्य॥५॥
कृष्णर्देष्टस्तनवस्तस्तवशेषस्तिः कृष्णेऽव इति तस्यः।
ग्रजनि जगतिसिद्धो अस्मादृ यस्मादभवनू महासिद्धः॥६॥
तस्मादु उर्जनमद्यो भूदु वशःकर्पस्ततो भवतः।
प्रतापादित्य इत्यस्मादु शशांतस्तस्ततो ज्ञानि॥७॥
तस्य मनोकृतसिद्ध मुनो भ्य गोविन्दसिद्ध इत्यासीतः।
ग्रामातू तु रामचन्द्रस्तस्तस्तत कणी भ्य रहस्येऽव भवः॥८॥
कमलनवन इत्यह्यभुदभनान
नर्हरिरेखनृपस्तु तस्य सूनः।
समजनि तनवो भ्य वीरसिद्धः।

निभुवनरायणसूत यः सुपुज्रः॥९॥
तस्मातू पृथ्वीराजस्ततो भवदु भारतीचन्द्रः।
तनवो भ्य मद्यसिद्धस्तस्तस्तमुदयनेन इतिः॥१०॥
रामसिद्धः मुनो भ्यासिद्धतू नारायणस्तस्ततो भवतः।
अभूद्विषणसिद्धो अस्मादृ भानुमित्राभिधस्तः॥११॥
तस्य भवानीदातस्तनवस्तवशेष शिवसिद्धः।
कृष्णारायणानाम मुनो भ्य तस्य तु सचलसिद्धः॥१२॥
राजसिद्धः मुनो भ्याजासिद्धः दत्तायायस्ततो ज्ञानि।
गोरचदसम्पत्रो भ्याज्ञुनसिद्धसूत यः॥१३॥
A lineal descendant of the magnates with whom this paper is concerned, having been found implicated in the mutinies, was, in the autumn of last year, exploded from before the mouth of a cannon, at Jubulpore. This man left an only son. His family would, otherwise, have terminated with his own death. The miscreant had concerted a plan of smothering every Christian that should fall into his hands, by enclosing the head of the victim in a bag of powdered chillies. When apprehended, he had about his person a pious formula of comminution, which may be reproduced in these words: "Close the mouth of the tale-bearers, chew up the back-biters, trample out the wicked, exterminatrix of our foes. Slay the English; reduce them to dust, Mother Chandi. Let not the enemies escape, or their children, destructive lady. Protect S'ankara; keep thy slave. Hearken to the cry of the humble. Victory to Mother Hâlakâ! Eat up the impure; delay not, Mother. This moment, speedily, devour our foes, O Kalîka."

The inscription now to be given is incised on a stone which lies at Râmanagara, in Mandala. As I have had no opportunity of inspecting the monument itself, I have had to be satisfied with fac-simile impressions, taken by rubbing.

**INSCRIPTION.**

श्रीमणोशाय नमः। श्रीमुङ्गङ्गत्रित्रिक्रमो नवति।

इत्यम्भाविन केनार्णि कविलाताय विप्रवेच।

स्वमात्रेणेव कतिस्व भवते भवते नमः॥१॥

यादवरायिनितिबृद्व वमूव गुणारिथिर्गिरिदेवो।

सूनुर्माधवसिंहस्तस्य यतो भूषु रमणायः॥२॥

आयानि ततो रुपायास्तस्य सुतो सदेव इत्यासीत्।

तस्य च विहीनिसिंहः सूनुर्मादसिंहदेव इति तस्य॥३॥

तनयो भव सूर्यमानुस्तस्य सुतो वासुदेव इत्यभवतः।

गोपालसाहित्रस्य समालि भूमालसाहित्यः॥४॥
the ground of caste. Sarve Páthaka, the Bráhman before spoken of, was applied to for his opinion. It was favorable to the match, on condition that the couple should never eat together. To this condition the King signified his assent; and the nuptials were celebrated. Upon this, the King, who was well stricken in years, abdicated, retaining the revenues of five villages for his maintenance; and Yádava reigned in his stead. His enthronement is adjudged to the Samvat year 415, corresponding to A.D. 357. Sarve Páthaka was installed as prime minister; he and his employer solemnly obtesting Narmadá to their compact, and imprecating perdition, each on his own family, in the event of their descendants' ever being embroiled. By gradual extension, the kingdom expanded so as to skirt the river Híran in one direction, and, in another, the Gaura. Yádava, after enjoying royalty for five years, died, and was succeeded by his son Mádhava. Several of Sarve Páthaka's progeny served the chiefs of Manádala in course. To them the clan called Bhar Vájveyá is said to trace its origin.

Kára, it is stated, founded the city of Karanbel. But of this I have very grave doubts. It is to be referred, much more probably, to a Kára of a different dynasty. Karanbel lies a few miles from Jubulpoor. I have explored its ruins. Madana Sinha is, further, mentioned as builder of the Madana-mahal, likewise near Jubulpoor. There is no reason why he may not have been so. The erections and conquests of other of the poteutatás in question are specified with some minuteness. The towns and fortresses enumerated have mostly, if not all, been verified. In subjugation, Sangráma was signally successful. A list is given of two and fifty strong-holds which he compelled to yield him obedience.

Durgávatí, the lady especially commemorated in the following pages, was daughter of the Chandel chief of Mahobá. As queen regnant, her husband having demised, she ventured on a foray against Bhelsá. In reprisal for this incursion, A'saf Khán was sent, by the Emperor Akbar, to chastise her hardihood. At the time when she and her son were slain, the latter had advanced to his eighteenth year.1

Having extracted from my manuscript materials about all that they contain of interest, I turn, for a single matter, to the historian Farishta. "Pending a very sharp engagement," says this writer, "the Queen was wounded in the eye by an arrow, and desisted from the conduct; and, with an extreme sense of honor as to being captured, resolving to die, she took a scimitar from her elephant-driver, and put an end to her existence."2 A'saf Khán, after her death, moved on to attack the fort of Chórágár,3 where her young son was in hiding. In the tumult of the assault, the heir apparent "perished beneath the hands and feet of the throng."
fiction, do I consent to dwell, for a few moments, on such a sorry substitute for sober chronicles.

According to my vouchers, the earliest among the modern rulers of Mandala were Haihaya Rajputs, of the lineage of the thousand-armed Arjuna. A story is current—all circumstantiality discarded—that, in the days of Nizam Shah, a copper-plate patent, emanating from one of them, and bearing the date of Samvat 201, or A.D. 143, was exhumed and deciphered. Their seats of government were Manipura, Champavati, and Mahishmati; now known as Ratnapura, Lanza, and Mandala. This group of families having become extinct, the Gonds obtained the ascendancy.

At the period when the Gonds predominated, the lord of Mahishmati repaired to Amarakaññaka for the purpose of ceremonial ablation. Attached to his train, in some ministerial quality, was one Yadava Ray, a Kachhwañhá Rajput of Khandas. Once, at midnight, while the rest of the camp slumbered, Yadava was doing duty as sentry. Suddenly there passed by, in the darkness, without speaking, two Gond men and a woman of the same race, as they were in seeming. And then came a monkey, bearing in his hand the feather of a peacock. This he threw down, and followed the wayfarers. Yadava’s turn of watch having expired, he slept; when, in a vision, Narmada, the impersonation of the river so-called, stood before him. The men and the woman whom he had taken for Gonds were not so, she informed him, but Rama, Lakshmana, and Sita; and the supposed ordinary monkey was Hanumát. Yadava’s fortune was to be most propitious; for those sacrosanct beings rarely show themselves in the Iron Age. On his pressing Narmada for more definite indications, she reminded him of the feather dropped by the monkey. Peacock-feathers are worn on the head by Gonds; and the omen which he had witnessed was significant. Accession to the headship of the Gonds was destined as his lot. He was to visit Gadhá, the chieftain of which place was a Gond. Him he should succeed eventually, by voluntary demission of power. A Brahman of Ramangara, cherisher of a perpetual fire, would aid him with counsel. Yadava, his end achieved, was to entertain this Brahman as his premier.

In the course of a few days, Yadava resigned his place near his master and bent his steps to Gadhá. On conferring with the Brahman who had been designated, he was advised to engage himself, as an attendant, to the King of Gadhá. This he did, and by and bye insinuated himself into the entire confidence of his new lord. Arrived at the dignity of treasurer, he was joined by his family from Khándesh. The King, who had but one child, and that a daughter, proposed to contract her to Yadava, a widower, on presumption. To this overture Yadava excepted, on
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Sir Henry Sleeman, in the August number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1837, has discoursed at length on the historical, or post-mythical, princes of Māndāla, on the basis of native documents. These documents, as might be anticipated, exhibit a liberal element of the incredible. They consist of two manuscript works in the Hindu language, of anonymous authorship. Copies of both are in my possession. One of them is considerably more specific than the other; and they are not seldom irreconcilable. As, however, we have to do so largely, in these accounts, with palpable fables, it matters little that they contradict each other. Solely with a view to bring forward a specimen of the manner in which the Hindus associate fact and
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